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Thrse le5sor plans and student materials-some
programmed texts and-a workbook--for a secondary-postsecondary-level
course la offset printing are one of-'a number of military-developed
curriculum packages selected fôr adaptation to vocational instruction
amid curritulum dexelopsent in a civilian setting. Purpose stated for
the 250-hour,course is to novide a working knowledge of the
op.,e.ration of lighographic offset presses in the reproduction of maps,
charts, alid othent.printed-line work and a general knoWledge of the
fu dameatals6nf printing-bindery. The course consists 'of two
,se tioas: Press Fundamentals fB lessons, 110 hours) and Offset Press
Operating Procedures (5 legsons, 140 hou:s). The lesson plans innlude
objeotives, hours of claSs timol, training aids sand devices, student
materials and equipment,:refere/ices, lesson outlines suggesting
instructional tact3,cs,,and Student praotical exercises And printing
problems vith grading sheets and answers, Student programmed texts,
which are proivided fpr a number of 'the Lessons, also contain.
selt-tests. The student workbook prov.pes- student ontlines for earh
aesson which include Objectives, study references, ,supplementary
information, and space for studir comments. A glossary of
photolithographic terms and pert:rent-excerpts from the Army
technical manuale, set'Photolithography and Map Reproduction, are
also provided. MB)
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This tililitary technical 4a, course has been seletted and adapted by7
The'Center for Vocatiopal Educatios for ."Trial Implemantatton of a Model.System
toProvide.Militery Curriculun Mateiials for Use in Vocational and TeChnical
Eduettioni," a project ponsored by the Bureau'Of,Orcupational andAdult Educiqiont
U.S. bepartm4fit.of Health, Education, and Welfare..
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MILITAW CURRICULUM MATERIALS

National nte 5or Research inwhe ttr
The maitary-develope thd curriculum materials in,is cou

package re selected by t
A

Vocational Educa4ibn Military curriculum Project for di.issemk-
ination to,the six regional Curriculum Coordinati

, Centers and
other instructApnal 2tItals agencies. The pu .4, of .

disseminating Eleae s leas to mike curriculum Materials ' -
dovgplepped by the military more accessible to vocational
edu&tors in° the civian Sitting.

lt .

The 6ourse materials 14ere actrmirol, evaluated:by Project
staff_ and practitialt in'the field, and prepared for
digsemination. Mater ais which were specific to the niiitaty-
were deleted, copyrighted materials were pither atfitted 6t appro-
val for their use was obtaimad. Thesd course packages cohtain
curriculum resource materialt which can. be adapted, to support
vocationaTinstructioni.and cur4culum developmont'.
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The National Center
Mission Statement

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse Aencies, institution
and'organizations to solve educational pill-
lems relatingcto individual career pla
prep'aration, and progression. The Na nal
Center fulfills its mission by:

414_
Gew-ating knowledge through research

,

Developing educational programs and
prod,Icts

r.

Evaluating individual pro ram needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information vistems ahd
°services

99nducting leadership development and
ti-aiciing programs

*.
FURTHER IN-FbRMATON ABOUT

ilit4y Curriculum Materials
WRI E OR CALL.i.

Program Infomatibn Office
.The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohis2 43210

. Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/
848-4815 ilthin the coptinental U.S.
(except 010)

V

Military gurriculuiT
Materials fo

%rotational qnc
Technical 'Educatiot

fcr-rp--tion iid Fieic
Pivisior
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Military.
Curfftuldm MOteriais
DiieminatioplaI.

an ictivity to incpease the' accessibility of
military-developed curriculum rnat.etials to
vocational and technical mlutators.

This project, funded b'y the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the' identificatidri and
acquisition of curricutum materials :in print
form from the Coast Gi lard, Air Force,.
Artily, Marine Corps and Navy."

,

-
Access to militai'y curricu m e ials is
provided through a "JointMemqf..fidum of
Understanding" betwee U.SoOffice uf
Education and the DepartOnt of Defense.

,

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed appaerierale to vocational and tech-
nical education are seleved for dissemination.

The National Center foreResearch in
Vocational Educaiion 0 the U:S. Office of
Ed cation's designated 'repreSernative to
acq ire the materials and pnduct the project
'acti ities. P ,

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke,'Ph.D., Director
NatjonarCenter Clearifighouse

f.
Shirley A. Chase, PhD.

'Project Directov

sq

a.

Wht,Illnateri.rIs
Are Available?'

a'

\.
One hundred twenty courses on tticrofiche
(thirteen in paper form):and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vOcational.
Curriculurri Coordination-Centers and other
instructiorGI avterialk agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course niaterials intlude programmed
' instruction, curriculum outlines, instruct&

guides, student workbooks and technical
manaals.

The 120 courses rePresent the followin,
sixteen vocational subject areaS:- -.

Agriculture-
Aiation ,

Building k '-
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
EnginePechanics

.
Food Service
Health

*Heating & Air .,

Conditioning
Machipe Shop
Management &
Supervision

.Meteorologi &
Navigation

Pfiotog(aphy
Public Servi(:e

.
The number of courses and the sUbject.areas
represented will expand as additional mate-.
rials with applipt,ion to vocatOnal and

.technical education are Identified aiasd selected
for Vernination.

4

ficiliwCan These
MateriOs Be+Obtained?

-Cont-att the Curricu)um Coordination Center
in your region 4qKnforrnation on obtaining
rrfaterials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your recitiest directly oiorefer
'you to an insyuctional niaterials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CLINITERS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass
Director
100-North First Street
Spring Id, I L 62777
21 7/7 -0759

4 ,

MipWEiT
Rd,pert Patton
Drrector
1515 W¢st tixth AVe.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000

'NORTHEAST
Joseph -F . Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
Williarn Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Par(
Olympia, WA 98504

- 206/753-0879

* SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, PhD,.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer ax
M ss ss ippi-Stge MS 39762
601/325-2810

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. 'Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 finiversity Ave.
Honoluitt, H1 96822
808/948-7834
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Course Doscrsptioa: MI

The course is designed to ,provide a working Inowledite of the operation of
lithographic offset preetes in the rePorductios of maps, charts, and other
printed line works-and &general knowledge of the fUndamentals of printing-,-
bindery. The course consists of two sections covering 250 hours of instruction.

'Press Fundamentals contains eight lessons covering 110 hours of instruction: '
A

introduction to Ph6tolithography (1 hour)
Introduction to Offset Press Operation (1 tilgr)
Operation of a*Ptiper,Cutter (1 hour)
Operitor's Maintenancd (11 hours)
Prepare Controls, Feeder,,and Dielivery Assemblies (28 hours)

'Preparepylinder Assembly (21 hours)'
-Prepare Dampening Assesibly (23 hours)
PreRare Inking AsseMbly (24 ho)

Offset Press Operating Procedures =insists 6f ftve lesson3 requiring 140 hours
of instruction:

Prepare Press foi"Operation (4 hours)
Practice Printing (32 hours)
Identify'Printing PrOblems (1 hour)
Print a Five COlor Map (64 hours)
BinderST (39 hours)

Both teaching Itnd student materials aie-6aalined in the course. Printed
instructor materials incl.ude detailed sUbject matter outlines; listings f
objectiTes, references, teaching aids; student excercises and printing Obleme
Student materials include a number of programmed tests with silf-,,tests,
student workbook; and pertinent.excerpti from U.S. Army technical manual,
"Offset Photolithography anti Map Reproduction" (TN5445), *
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TABLE OF =TM'S

OrientitiOM Sheet ,

Lesson Requirements -Sheet

"-
Iistructor Lesson Outline

'Instructor No:tei

Student Advance Sheet.':

Lead-Throug# Practical Exercise

Student Practical-Exercise

Student Oradid Ekercise,

Squrce 'Materials

SEOMiNT-

'2=13UCTIONs CAMMA
FROOESSOR AND PLATE-

OONVERTEk
(13 hours)

,

'Offset Uplicating
,Equipmênt 'and Opera-

: tor 'Maintenance

A32 hours)

ORIENTiLTION 'SHEET

OFFSET DUPLIOAITNG

BLO

INTEODUCTION
(3 hours)

Oamera/Oopier
operation
(10 hours)

'P;ge

1/2

140

lila

None

None

None

None
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..
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INTRODUOTi0.1-10.
?et LINO GRAPia
CiAour)

Introduction tOahe
Offset Dup1icat1-4
CoUree-

(2 hours) c - *



COURSE: Offset Printing,

Tntroduction to P tolithOgitpir
2

LESS=

OBJECTIVE;

2

SKEEr

740-303-A-010-010

Given an orient tion, shown a training film an reproduction
e(140mlut, iaterials and processes used in /offset printing
to produce_militail maps, charts *ad other elated materiels,
the student will identitymajor pieceS of reproductian.equip-
ment and name siviral prothets as outlined im TM 5-245..

TIME: 1 Hour: .6C, .4F

TRAINING.A1DS AND-DEVICES:

1. Audio-VisualAids or Devices:

a. 16mm sound projector
b. Projection screen

2. DAtTrpinirg Aids: Nc5ne

3. Servi'ce Training Aids: Film SF 12-102

MATERIALS AND SUMTES:

1. Lithographic stone Ons per class
2. Line negative and positive One each per class
3. Flat .0na per class
4.- Peel coat One per class

Scribe sheet Ons per class
6,. Topographic map One per class
7. Lithographic plate (with

image)
One per.class,

3ZU1PMENT: None

TE.AzING AREA,

Indoor: 24--man clabsroan equipped with desks, &Airs
outlets

Outdoor: None

TRANiPORTATION REUIREMENTS: None

1

t.

and electrical
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ADMIONAL PERSON/1M AND DIDENSTRATION MOOPS1

1. Instructors: Ona.imstructor to opirate toe projeaor.

2. Demonstration Troops: /None

TE1T REYERENCES:

1. ,A0^

Instructor References: -TM 5-245 ( 7,-700 Offset Litho h and
Map Reprodumiod, Chap 1, para thru 2-4.

The Lithographers Manual Vol 12 Chap 1,
pp 111.

Lithurapker 3 & 2, NOPERS'10452-B, Chap 1,
pp,1twu7.

2. Student References: None

3. Average Student Homework Time: None

14
2
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LESSON OUTLINE

LESSON: Introduction to Photolithography,

S3JCT MOM OUMM

740-3034:010-010

STRUCTIONAL TACT CS

.1NTRODUCTION

On behalf of the'Directoi of the
Defense Mapping School,
the Graphic Arts Division-Chief,

and.the instructors dra747-
dFiEnilts DirisionsTweledme you to
the school. Here in the Graphic Arta
Division of the Defense Mapping.School
we train U. S. and alliedrpersonnel in
the photolithographic arts. Thia,is
part of the Defense Mapping Agenci which
has the responsibility to,produce mili-
tary topographic nape forthe armed
services. Other primatiii-g is accomp-
liahed by the Adjutant General which has
,the responsibility of producing peimin-tn--
trative material such as forma and texts.
The Psychological Warfare Branch has.
the responsibility for printing leaflets
and other psychological materials. You
have been selected fzr this training be-
cause your background or aptitude indi-
cate you could be adept at perfbrming
effectively in the Graphic Arts field..
Let us take a look at how you would fit
into the Graphic Arts field. Let Us
take a look at how the school fUnctions
th relation to turning out a military,
map. The three major areas in which
instruction is presented in relation to
the production of t military, map are:.
survey, cartography and reproduction.
You are students in the reproduCtion
area of map production; the printing
field. Thesame $kills used to repro-
duce maps a..e applied to the printing
of other types of printed matter;
therefore, the basic principles learned
here can be utili,Aed in commercial
printing. In this lesson, you will be
given an orientation of the courses and

5

The',Director,'Depuii
Director ortivisiqa
Chief marwish to widress
th4cl4sS:in which case
he gill be -introduced at
this tim4-.,1

lil714

'41
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ACT C

shown a film on the photolithographie..
and offset printing tecpniques and .

eqUipment. You will see same of the
materials and procestes uSed
printing as it 1031ates to producimv "6
military maps, Charts and relited
-printing matter. UlagAt is Photolitho.
graphy and' what Is Topography? Phâto-
Lithography is. the ghotographic'method
of planogriphic printing, based on the
fact that grease (lAhographic ink)
and water do not mix. Photolithography
ensompasses ill the steps necespary to
produce the end item, the printed
matter: photographing the copy, pro-,
cessing the negativel-paking the
printing plate aamd printing the image
on the paper stock.

Topography is the art or practIce pf
c di,...ineation in detail, usually

on s cr charts, of natural and man--
made features of a place.or.region
especinlly in a way to Show their rela-
tive positions and elevations. Basic-
ally topography is the study of the
earth's surface. S.

30:03

0:05

DEVELOPMENT

GRAPHIC ARTS COURMS

a. Lithographic.Photographer
b. LithographiotStripping and

PlatemAkirg
c. Offset Printiwg
d. Offset Duplicator 0'

e. Reproduction Equipment Repair

PEOTOLITFOGRAPHY

a. Histtrical background
b. Definition'and' theory
c. Related materials

C

-1N 2

Use as required when lesson
is presented in.more than
one class. DesOribe course(s)
length, MOS, job title, and
give closing date.

Ask ques4ionp to check
student undei.standing.

Instructpr will define and
explain the difference be-
(tween them. Show lithostone
and refer to Senefelder's
work with "chemicalyrintingi,
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INTRODUCE TRAINING F1LK

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION

Lithographic Photography
Lithographic Stripping and
Platemaking
Offset Printing
Offset Duplicating
Equipment Operator
Reprochwtion Equipment
Repair
Multilith 1250 Repair

3

7

mance, vomit-
Explain tbs advent.of
Photography in,1839 ami
haw itabrought on the
workiag'partnerlhip be-
en photography andii hography vhich came

to be kno:ias photo-
Uth or p olithograidwe

.

Check 'Student understand-

in 177 asking a represen-
tative studentrto deftne
the terms.

\

Explain that the,film
covers the vard4gus methods
used in the whdle printing'
industry and that printing
'is:in everyday accomplish-
ment'teat is normally taken
for granted. Show training
film SF 12-102. Questionq, a

add cqmisnts mill follow
.

the film with the instruc-
tor ehecking the student
'understanding.* the ques-...

tions the students ask or
by instz,uctor asking.
questiOns.

- 4

Explain the production res-

pfribilitiesjof theyari-
ous branehesyby relating
the film to Cur task of
map making. Show samples,
of products used in each
course, i.e., for Litho-
graphic Photograp4i show
line negative andipolsitive,
for Lithographic'Stripping
and Platemaking show rat
and a peel coat, for fast

printed map and for R
Printing, shW a finished

epro-
duction Eq pmsnt Repair
explain that students am.
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PROHTh IIMD REPRODUCTION.

EXPLANATION

4

((lcuEsnoNs A1D cafrours =or)

trained in the working
knowledge of the repair
and maintenance of repro-
duction equipment. Tell
stud6nts they will receive
training for 7 weeks or
more depending 'on the course
they are in whereas their

avilign counterparts have
an apprenticeship for 7 - 8
years. Explain that'while
%in the Graphic Arts Divi-
sion they will =counter
actual production work.

Clieck student understand-
ing by.Asking questions.

Instructor will pass out
to each student an extract
from DA, Technical Bulletin
AG 4, Copying Equipment,
dtd. Oct 65. Instructor
will scan list while stu-
dents follow elch item.

Instructor will check
students understanding by
asking questions as he
covers this form with
the students.'

APPLICAMN )

00:46

8

Student understanding
4is checked in various
wys throughout the
lissoit. See instruc-
tional tactics.
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strB INSTiaTIONAL TACtiet

.sttetARIIMPLMM,

During the.past hour you have been
exposed V° the theory and'history of
Photolithography. You sai_fran tOe
film the vastness of the printing in-
duktry, its broad Applicalionand_spec
itibally how it provides Oie capabil-.
ity to.reproduce.printad -matter by
the fastedt prictical method. The.,
products usei-br other courgies
Graphic Arts were coveyed so you will
be able to ntity the equipment, .

products used; aad end:products pro-
duced im each4course- of the Graphid
Arts Diviiion. Latee-you 1421 re-
ceive a listing,of items which are
not authorized to be teproduced.

Your next leison will consist of
instruction on' Introduction to Offset
Press Operation (Introduction to the
Offset Duplicating CaursT).

'/

(

F5.

9

'4-417
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MSTBUCTOB NOTES

1. GRAPHIC .ARTS COURSES

740 -103 -A-010.01Q

a. -Historical'data: The Defense Mapping School .was establiihed on
'1 July 19,72 under the Headquarters, Defense Mapping Agency. Prior to that
date it "Irae the'Department of Topography, United StatesArmy Engineer
Sehool,a 4' ;

A V. .Anecdotes: None
.

c. Canteut: The instructor will outline the length of each course
to-include clpeing dates and_expla.in the Military o upational specialties'
of each title'.

.

. d. Tactids: A, description of the scope. ofleadh course may be-Pres._
iented as a avr7 t

.i. Expl n: This lesson was added to meet Adminimtrative require-
ments and to o ien students to the p -of instruction. Offset Printing
Coursei POIAsubmit to DMS, November 1968

2. FHOTOLITHOGRAPHY

a. (Historical data:

4

(1) Lithography: Lithography is based on the simple principle
that grease will not mix with water. 'It was discovered in Europe in 1796 A,
by a man named Alois Senefelder. He found quite by accident that if he
wrote with grease pencil on a-certain. type ofiltone and-then wet the stone
with water, that he could apply ink to the grease image without inking
up4the rest of the stone'. He could then make as many prints as he desired
by simply wettifikand re.inking the stone before,each impression.. By further
experimentation he found that by etching the stone with a weak acid solutiaa,
after the greasy' ink had been applied to the image, it seemed to'set the
imige and make the stone more watei receptive. While he realized that this
process had printing possibilities he.called the process alithograp*" which.
Means "stone writing". The inheremt property of Bavarian limestone when the
surface was properly smoothed down had 'a certain porousness which caused it to
become hydrophilic which means to attract 'and hold Moisture. The techniq.ue
remained am art medium uMEil it was found that zin, with a properly treated
surface to make it hydrophilic and later aluminum provided the msans,of high
speed printing fram cylinder pressu*. instead orthe slaw flatbed press. The
newly develope4 printing plates a definite stei, forward in increasing
the ,capability and versatility a prodess.

Two more developments later were to het enhance the process. It was soon
discovered that direct contact of the ma plate'against the paper caused
the plfale image and the plate surface to we out quickly. It was found
that if a third cylinder covered with a rubber blanket was added to the
cylinder press which already had an 4Impression cylinder the image could be
transferred fram the plate cylinder tp the blanket covered cylirider;

4./N
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thence to the paper dirried on the impressionlqa4der the image transfer
would be Niffset", hence the terminology "offset printing". This method'
extended the 114e of the on the plate and'provided for better ink-
water control,.thus prAntipg A cleaner, sharper'image on to the papei\p
other mpertal.

//

%12)' Photolitilographyi Ddring the same time period oftdeveloptent-__
and applicationzol 00tal plates another development was takingtpiace.
This was the development of photography in 1839. By 1860 the images were
being put an tip zinc.platesitith the aid of tOe camera producing an image
on a photo Cheiical light sefisitive gelatin mounted on ap acetate base to
become known as film. The Oats coating on the first zinc grained plates
was a combination of egg albumin as. the 9olloid bane with ammonium dichro-
mate or bichrodate with a preservative added, as therlight sensitive ele-
moot that, was harder.e4, by expopure;to the sun dr later b arc atj.
(actinic) through the -clear image area of the negative. ThiS stied image
area at this point Was pot water Soluble butthe unexposed area-retained .

water soluble alhfins coated with a developer ink to Make the image(ink
re ceptive, then ed witrwater dissolving the water soluble unexpaqtad
'area, leaving the exposed hardened ink developed Mhage on the plate;
The plate was then covered withkgon arabic coating to prevent oiidation
and was ready for the press.

b. Anecdotes: .None
c. Content: ;be imstractor shoUld use a lithographic stone to at-

plain the discovery'orlithograOry., A negative, metal press plate withe4
image and related mapping prodtots,should also be used to shaw haw photo-
lithography developed to Its present state. The theory of lithography
Should be tally explained..

d. Tactics: The theory,of lithogl'aphy can.be effectively demonstrated
by placing a small quantity ot ink-in a glas containing water. The ink
will form globules and not fully mix with the water. Another graphic dem-
onstration is to mark a piece'of paper with a grease penciL:d then allow
water to run over the surface.of the paper. 'This will al ate the
theory of lithography. Samples of a flat, a press plate and a map sheet
will show the finished product of each stage'of photolithographic'printing.

e. Explanation: All courses in the Graphic Arta Division nms; are .

rsquired to see the film, "Lithography of Offset Printimg". This cam-,

mercially produCed film shows the stages of phptolithographic printing
and a varied assortment of reproduction equipment, The film is in color,
with a running time of 22 minutes.

2
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Offset Printing

LESSON REQUIREMENTS SHEET

Introduction to Offset Printing Course

OBJECTIVE: Introduce tile principles to,f modern lithographic offset press
operailon, instrucitional breakdown of the offset press course,
grading Orodedures and the safety precautices so the student
can generally state the type of equipment Tied in the caurse,-
has an understanding of the grading system used and the safety
procedures:necessary while operating the offset press.

TIME: 1 Hour

TRAINING.AIDS AND DEVICES:

1. Audio-Visual Aids or Devices:

CCTV 1016,_"Method of Study"

nk Training.Aids: None

3. Service Training Aids:

#A-1.09-57 Schematic drawing of a typical offset press

MATERIALS 4ND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk, white
2. Pencils
3. 3-Ring notebook

Az required
One per student
One per student

4. -Handout 1.
\

Student reference
material xeceipt

One per student

S. Handott 2. Student veqtionalre One per sr.udent
6. Handout 3. Legal to print form One.per viudent7. Handout 4. List of safety rafts One per student
45:- Handout S. Policies and procedures One per student
9. Handout 6. DMS amide to Studying One per student

EQUIPMENT: Nona

TRAINING AREA:

Indoor: 30-man classroom equipped with aesks, chairs and ch.alkboard.

so.

Outdoor: None
4
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1.

I.

.,

TRANSPORTATION REVIREMENTS: None

S.

ADDITIONAL PEASINNEL AND DEMONSTRATION TROQPS: /Alone

TEiT REFERENCES:

.o

1. Instructor References:

2. Student References:

IN 5-245 (7-70) Offset
Hap Reproduction) Chap

None

3. Average Student Homework Time: Hone

r

photolittlur-s;hy arid
8, para d-1 and 8-2.
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LESSON OUTLINE

LESSON: Introducti^on to Offset Printing Course

7407303-A-010-020

/7

INTRODUCTION

00:00 th=ing the INTRODUCTION PHOTOL1THOG.

217
RAM, you sawta film des ribing tlao

different methods of p ting and same
of the processes involved in the litho-
graphic process. Yam, as an offset
pressman will be involved with one of
the final, most important steps in the
printing process, that of printing the
product producedloy the camera section,
.1a/out and plate section, which you
will see during the tour of the Graphic
Arts Division.

During this lesson, you will learn the
course sequence or how we are going to
teach you step by rbsp how to be an
offset pressman. You will learn the
rules of safety and we min cover the
admliTistrative matters concerning this
cotrse. This iaformation is necessary
to you as a student to know what is to
be accomplished during the next eight
and one half weeks.

Upon completion of this lesson, you
will have an overall picture of what tu
expect throughout this course. -Remem-
ber this about mistakes:

Politicians can_explain theirs
Lawyers can appeal theirs
Doctors can bury theirs

Our mistakes are printed, we cannot
anpeal,' explain, bury, erase, hide,
disguise, alter, cover, excuse or talk
away ours. Do your best to avoid mis-
takes before they happen.

6

NOTE: Prior tothe
class, instructor will
ensure that all the
necessary forms ape
availabie, a three-ring
binder with either a
Harris Operating Manual
'or TM 5,245fand other
presceibed handouts are
inclUded in the binder

-ani"placed on each stu-
dents desk.

. 7/74



TD1E SUBJECT MATTER OM= IN3TRUCTf5NAL TACTICS

00:05

DEVELOPMENT

1. COURSE SEQUENCE

a.

b.

c,

e.

f.

g.
h.

i.
j.

k.

1.

Paper cutter
Operatois maintenance
Control, feeder and delivery
assembly

Cylinder assembly
Dampening assembly
Inking assembly
Prepare press for operation
Practice printing
Identify printing problems
Print a three color map
Print a five color map and
photo map

Bindery and practice printing
Grades

o

30:1 t 2. TYPES OF OFFSET PRESSES

00:20

a.

b.

C.

ATF-DP Chief 29
Harris LIG
Duplicating machines

SAFETY RULES

7

Explain the course
sequence.

Using figure 1 Training
Aid A-109-57 a Schematic
drawing of an offset press,
point out the aasambll.es
and show the sequence of
the paper and other areas
of interest.

II f Ask questions- to check
student understanding.

Explain each press
specifications ami,
feedlng system.

Check student under-
standini by asking
questions.

Read and explain each
-iteth. Stress safety.

Ask questions to check,
student understanding.



SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE

30:30

DO:L8

I

(QUESTIONS AND OOMKENTS PERIOD)

APPLICATION

SUMMARY

During this hour of instruction, you
learned the sequence Of instruction
you, will have over the next eight and
one half weeks. You know the school
policy covering safety procedures that
you are required to follow. The pur-
pose of this course is to train you to
become an offset pressman. The instruc-
tors can train you if. they have your
comlete cobOgration and attention.
What has"been, covered in this leSson
wili be put into practical use in your
future lesSons.

During the next hour, you will'receive
a demonstration on the operation of
ithe 'paper cutter.

INSTRUCTIpNAL TA.CTICS

Ask questions,to check
student unOerstanding.

Student understanding
was checked throughout
the lesson by instrudk-
tor. (see Instructional
Tactics) Student will
complete the forms listed
in the Le;son ReqUirements

;Sheet. Instructor will
assist"the student when'
necessary.

*.
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LNSTRUCTIqR

DEFENSE MAPPING'SCHOOL
GRAPHIC ARTS DIVISION
FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA

DATE

Student, Class

PRINT - RANK FIRST MANZ MI LAST NAME SSAN

understand that reproduction, by photography, photopiinting copying,
use of miscellaneous duplicitors, offset press, proving press, or any
other means of duplication of obscene or pornographic literature or
pictures is in direct violation o: Army Regulations and is punishable
uEder the uniform code of Military Justice.

I farther understand that Congress by statute, has forbidden the
copying of subjects subdtantially enumerated in the list that follows.
Those making such copies are sub'ject to penalties of fine or iMprison-
ment. IGNORANCE OF THE LAW IS NOT A SUFFICIENT EXCUSE!

1. Obligations or securities of the
United States Government, such as:

Certificapes of Indebtedness
National tank Currency
Coupons froM bonds
United States Bonds
Federal Reserve Bank Notes
Treasury Notes
Silver Certificates
Fractional Notes .

Certificates of Deposit
Paper Money .

Bands and obligations of the
Government ;

U.S. Savinis Bonds
War Savings Stamps
Internal Revenue Stamps
Postage Stamps

. .

Postal Mbney Orgers
Bills, Checks, or Drafts for
Money

Compensation-Certificates for
Veterans oflt:he World Wars
Obligations or securities of any
foreign government, banks and. -

corOorations,

Copyrighted material
Certgicates of Citizenship
Imm4gration papers
Draft Ree.stration Cards
Selective Service Induction Papers
Badges, Identification Cards, Passes
or Insignia carried by Armed Forces
Passports

2. Copying the following is also
prohibited S certain states:

Autamobi,le licenses
Driver's permits--
AUtamobile Certificates of
Title

prATURE
--UMW= MM---

Department of the Army Technical Bulletin TB AG4, Copying Equipment,
dated October 1965.

1

1 2

3 )

Appendix 3 to
Leeson Outline
740-303-A.ol0-020

7/74



LIST OF SAFETY RULES

OFFSET PRiSS OFSRAION COURSE

Remove all jewelry from hands, arms and necks to inclmde dog tags.

2. Remove fatigue jackets and keep T-ehirta tucked in because looseclothing is a hazard ghoul working around an oifset press.

3. Arrange tools, rags, ch10,and solvents in a mat and order4manner. If you are not.usinf these items then put than away. .

4. Keep yaw work area clean. Deposit ail waste paper cid rap intheir proper containers.

wtpe up spillik liquids immediately. Put cleaning materiais waywhen finished with clean-up.

6. Keep the press area clear of obstacles.
V

7. Prime controls should be on "SAFE" when the preas is stopped.

8. Give a warning before starting the ;reels., shout CLEAR, pause:start tha press.

9. Make no adjustments to the press while-it is runiiing.

then

10. Use caution when handling press plates or paper because they csnbe the zause of severe cuts.

U. Nc cleaning of running presses. The preen IS faster tilan you!

12. Thoroughly wash any chemicals you get on your hands.

13. NO running or horse play of any kind will be tolerated at any timeyou are in the adhool.

14. Report all accidents or injuries immediately to an instructor. Tauare not qualified to'determine the degree of injury but the Army
sr medical personnel whel are.

15. Wen in doubt about anything in the course, stop and aak an in-
structIr.

16. Smoking is permited only in authorized areas.

17. If you feel ill,have a toothache, or have anything that might
cause you to be distracted from operating machinery., then notifyan instructor.

13

t

Appoemiix'4
to Lesson Outline

740-303-A-010-020

1111.110...

7/74
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rannuCSIM NOTES
.er

1. COURSE SEQUENC;

a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdetes: None

4

740730 -A-010-620
4.

c. Content: The instructor will explain the sequence of the course
utilizing the schematic drawing pointing out ihe various
assemblies and explaining their operational function.
He will also explain What printing project must be com-
pleted to successfUlly complete the course.

d. Tactics: This lesson could be taught by using embossografs placed
an a magnetic board and explaining the course sequence.

2. rEPES OF OFFSET PRESSES

a. Historical data: The requirements of military printing have resulted
in precise specifications for-presses the Army has
pufchased. Because of the need for mobility in the
field the Army had vans built to carry the presses,
which had to be modified not only-to maintain these
specifications but to also be small enough to fit
into a van with enough room to effectively operate
the offset press.

b. Anecdotes:

c. Content:

d. Tactics:

3. SkFETY RULES

None

The instructor will explain the different types of feeding
systems, press specifications and general information per-
taining to the presses the stodents will receive their
training on.

This subject could be taught using va projector with
transparencies illustrating the specifications and showing
the different feeding systems.

a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdotes
i;

None

c. Content: The instructor will explain that accidents are the result
of doing a job the wrong way, personnel safety factas as
well as mechanical and general shop conditions shcald,be
considered. Explain that safety procedures should
observed at all times.

2,26 3
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STUDENS PRACTICAL EnERC323!

LESSON: Introduction to Offset Printiig Course

,

OBJECTIVE: In the classroom yith the required equipment the students
complete the necessary'administrative,requirements.

MAMILIALS ANM SUPPLIES REQU1T±D:

'44

740 'A:A*4010-1020
4 '

1. Chalk, white - aS required
2. Pencils - one per student
3. Handout questionaire - one per student
4. Handout receipt form - ane per student

EQUIPMENT: None

FACILITIES RE9UMIED:

-

30-man classrooM equipped With desks; chairs, and chalkboard.

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS: None

ADLIIIONAL PERSONNEL; None

STUDENT RJOQUIREMENTS:

During the application of this lesson,
with the assistance cfothe instructor, to
'trative forms.

1

28

a

will

the student will be requirtd,
fi/1 out the necessary, adminisy

7/74
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LESSPN1 Introduction to Offset Printidg Cdur5e'4
.

1 .

7140-303-A-61 0-020

Course Sequence - TM 5 .2h5 (7-70), Offset Photolithography and Map
-Reproduction

Paragraph 9-3 thru 9-7
Paragraph 8-1
Paragraph S. thru 8-13
Paragraph 8-14 thru 8-15
Paragraph -8-17 thru 8-21
Paragraph 8-22 thru 844
Paragrap1N8.25 thru 8-30
Lesson Plans 740-30347010-020,
7M 54450 APPendix E
Lesson Plans:740-303-B-020-010,
Lesson Plaas 740-303-B-030-010s
Lesson Plan, 740-303-B-440-010,
Offset Printing Branch, SOP'

Practice

Print a
Print a
Bindery

Printing I

throe-color map
five -bolor map and photomap
and Practice Printing Il

2. Types of Offset Presses - 7M 5-21s5, Offset Photolithography and Map
Reprodmction

a. Paragraph 8.1

b. Paragraph N/A Harris Operating Manual, pags X

3. Safety Rules - TM 5-245

Paragraph 8-2

l. Administrative Detail

Offset Printing Branch, SOP

1

29

3,1
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SECTtON
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ANNE:CA

AINEi P

AN= C

TAME OF CON=NTS

Lesson Support Requirements
-

. Lemon Outline

Source Material

None

None

None

NOTE: This LEP serves as the source of information for
all lessons taught on this subject. though length,
,amthods, and objectives vill vary vith courses. Me
specific length, methods and objectives win be de-
termined by the POI and so reflect in the ILPs

This publication supersedes MM.P2T.012-1 (1957), INTROWCTION
TaOFFSET PRESS



511= X
LMSBON 6020.82 NIQD1REMCNTS

N.

SUBJECT: Offset'Presi Operation

LESSON: ,Introdnction to Of:set Press Operation

TRAM= AIMS AND

1. D. A. Training Aids: None

2. Service itaining:Aids: None

Num= AND SUPPL;MS:
te

I. Chalk s One .biz;
2. &user One '

MUIPMErfi: None

MCIIIT=S

Sim

41

1: gleam: Eslipaped with desks and blackboard.

2. Training Area Facilities: None

TRASSPOBTAZCON: Soho

ADDITIOKAL PERSONIEL AND DeM3BETEA.1701/ TROOPS:

1. Assistant Instructor(s): One

2. Demonstration Troops: Sone

TEXT REFEREiCES:

1. Ralpire0 References:

a. TM 5-245 (So 62), Map Revroduction.
b. =5-3610-202-15 (Mar 63), Operator, Organizational

and Depot Maintenance Manual.
c. Mannfacturar's Manual (65), Barris LXG Offset Ptess.

2. Bxcerpted References: None
_

a

1
1
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Tics

533.72ar:

=01;

MT= II
MEW 0171=113

Offset Pre" Operation

Int:radiation to Offset Press. Operation

TIM PIELIOD '(IOTAL) : I iker
TM OP 123SON: Lecture

OBJECTTVE: TO introduce the prin4ples of modern litho-
ambit: offset press operation, instAuction-al breakdown of tbe offset press course,
gilding procedure and safety layesattions.

SUPPOla HEW1REMMS: iefer to slams I

STUDENT BEFIRENFS: Refer to Schedule of Instrdetion

INTSODUCTDMI

00:00 Daring the first two periods-nu learned a little.abost the different netboda of printing and you verge given.the adninistrative information that yell:mesh to'know ea a.student of this course. Da you have anewestions.up-tothis point?

r

Airing this period you will learn- spfically aliontta. Offset Press Course. The information yu'reteive at,this tiMe wiltbelkyou teas this course ande.v1I1 ame-
ba usefui to you as an-offset pressman.

Why is so much time and effort spent in'tesebing youto become an offset presimen? Nave siveral students giveanswers, then on 1 Among the many,rea-
sons is that *et a you 411 *a civilian Status,
taking with you your skill as au ;Miasmas:O.. iouarp being trained' to replace the service.,,,,Also, the military services have that *mintingis the fastest and.most versitils lietbod,of.prinApc and,have been expending thile method of printing during the lastseveral-years to meet field requirements. In addition,to
being fast and versatilelioffset Utasrsf. t printing is
the most Biggs method in thAt0 in abet cUe, copy-can be
pbCtographed, the negative used to make 46 piste and the

'

plate is then, put on the press and mu.



11'

Yon.have all:heard the old saying - doctors bury their mis.
takes, lawyers explei their mdstakme amegril and pwinters,print
theirs. Why dom't you do something Shout that? Go °it there
and become so gola that you don't hems to print say'eistakes.

DEVELOPMENT
e

0005 1. COME a:89=ft .

cootpol, feeder and delivery,assemblies
Cylinder.asseihlies
Dampening Wait**
Inking assemb3ar
Off*" press operation

ftactice printing
2 Three.7.co1or exetcise
3 Five-color gradel exercise

f. Allied printing sajeets

c.M=Iderrt understand.*

00 :13 2. GRADIS

00 :19

-

a. Fbur written tests
b. 'Prime practical exercises

3. onwr PEWS TERMINovaar

a. Feeder
b. Delivery
c. Gear side
d. Operator side

lamsck student,undefstanding1

00:22 4. OFFSET MISS UpCIFICATIONS

a. ATF model DP

(1), Maxims paper size'
2) Minims paper size
3) Maxima image size

t ,Inderstanding
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q. When in doubts stop.and ask the instru
f'

(umioNstAND COMMENTS PERIOD)

SUMMARY

00:47 1. Course Sequence
2. Grades
3. 01;set Ptess Tammbsology

Offaet Press Specifications
5. Thsory of Offset Printing
6. Operation of the Offset ails,'
7. Safety
8 Tie-in to Paper Cutter Operation

rf

14,

5
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IIITBDEUCEEON

paring the first two periods thastudent vas taught a little-
about the different methods of printing and vas given the adminis-
trative information that he needs to know as a stadent in this
course.

Daring this period the student vill learn specifically about
the Offset Press Oonrse. The information he vill receive at this
time will help hist pass this coarse and vill alms be useful to
his as.an offset pressman.

Why is to much time and effort spent in teaching students to
become offtet pressmen? (Have several students give aneverst then
elaborate on answers) Among the may reasons is that most of the
students vill return to civilian status, taking with them the
skills of an Offset pressman. They are being trained to replace

. those now leaving the service. Also, the military services have
found that offset printing is the fastest and most versatile meth-
od of printing, and bave been expanding this method of printing
during the last several years to meet field requirements. In ad-
dition to being fast and versatile, offset lithagraphic printing
-in the moat simple method in that, in.moat cases, copy can be
photographed, the negative used to make &plate and the plate put
on the-preen and run.

Meat of me have heard the old seizing - doctors bury their
miStakes, lawyers explain their mistakes away, a,1-' printers print
theirs. Why not do something about that? Train tac student so
well that he will not print any mistakes

DEMO MEW

1. COURSE SEQUMICE

The Offset Press Operation Coarse has five areas that are
graded. Each area teaches one phase or operation of the offset
press. When a student has successfally comptleted an operation, he
will be ready to progress to the next phase in the operation of an
offset press. Each pbase begins vith a lecture or demonstration.
Then the student practices vhat he has been taught. Atter the
practice period, he will be tested. Minim= passing grade for
this course is 70.

1
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a. Control, feeder and dlivsry assemblies. The controls

consist am t b - OFT switches,
safetydevioes and speed controll end the menusl controls for .laga

dampening system, the inking systeaiand to 'tattoo/A stop the piint-
ing cycle. The student id-Ube taught the location and °paretic('
of all the cootrols on the offset press.

The feeder assemhly are those ports of the offset press that
feed amd control the psper as it may's into the printing cycle.
The student viii he taught & adjast and load the feeder assembly.

The delivery assembly a4 those ports of the offset press that
take the piper atter the printing cycle. The student will be taught
to adjustrthe deliverrassembly and to remote the printed stock
from the delivery ammebly.

b. Cylinder assemblies. . The 'cylinder assemblies consist a
the plate cortizaer, blanket c'Sinder, impression c7linder and
skeleton cylinder.

The plate cylinder holds the offset printing plate and each
student viii be tanght to attadh end to remove the plate and to
meke the necessary adjustments to'the plate on the cylinder or to
the cylinder in order to make the image print in the proper place
on the paper.

Theblanket cylinder holds the rubber offset blanket and the
student Will bi taught to attach and to remove the blanket from the
cylinder. He will also be taught to Use the proper amount of pack-
ing behihd the blanket for proper printing pressure.

The impieseion cylinder its a metal surfaced cyllvIttow thet-
holds the paper during the printing cycle. The student will be
taught to adjust it for pressure againet the blanket cylinder.

The skeleton cylinder transfers the paper fr= the isTres-
sion cylinder into the deli-rimy grtppers. The student will also be
taught to make any adjustments that me7 be necessary ari this
cylinder.

c. Disapeniuz, assembly. The drmpening assemblyholds and
transfers tbe water solution to the platesduring the printing cycle.
The student will be taught to prepare the solution. A2I students will
be taught to cover the rollers and to adjust the rollers in the press.
ao that an effective transfer of the water solution takes plsce.

d. 7ng assestly. The inking assembly holds and trans-
fers the ink to the plate during the printing cycle. The student
will be taught to clean and adjust the inking assembly so that an
effective transfer of ink takes place during the printing cycle.

2
7
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e. Offset press oRerai4.

(l) Practice printisp After learning to-operate
and adjust the offset press eaCh student will be.give4 several
lebs end sufficient paper to practice with. They will mike all
the necessary press adjustments to pr%nt'an imige.on the paper

. that they have to practice with. Students,are,nct graded on this
phase. They Should be encokiraged to ask questions. LaterAtudicts
will be given added time to overcome weAk points by farther
practice. .

(2), 7hree-colorwexercise. Ehch adent 411 be
issued 500 sheets of paper and three offset pastes. One plate
the base or black image. The other plates will be a different
color. The students will print the bsfse color first. Then they ,

will print the other colors so that they register with thi firsge'N
color.

-

(3), Five-color graded exercise. 'ThiS is a repeat
of the three-color exercise except that students will print a
five-color map, backed-up with a graded photomap.

f. Allied printing subjects. I dition to learning
how to operate an offset printing press, fatudents will also learn
how to operate a paper cutter, the folder-and the.stitching mh-
dhine.

2. GRADES

a. Four written tests. The students will have a written
test at the end of each phase of instruction on the aseethlies.
The phases are: control, feeder and delivery assembly, cylinder-
assembly, dampening asseMbly, inking assembly.

b. Ten _practical exercises.

3. OFFSET PRESS TERMINOIWY

The" pressman is responsible for the press operation and
he i11 usually be &tithe delivery end of the press watching the
printed sheets come off the press. So the offset press is de-
acribed in relation to the pressman.

a. Feeder. Since the pressman is at the delivery end
of the press, he will often refer to the feeder, where the paper
is being fed into the press, as the back end of the press.

3
3
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04.

b. Deliver,. The del:Lvery is where the finished printed
sheets of-paper are spoked by the offset press.a4 this is where
the pressman usually is located while the press tenoning. How-
ever during adjnateents whin the pressman is at Immo other place
at tbe press he sey.oftbinvefer to the feeder and of the offset
prese as the front

% . ,

. c. Gear side. One Eide of the press ias the
gears necessaFitiorEe press to operate. -They are to the left
of the pressman when he ti`atthe delivery end of.the press, so '

the *gasman will refer to the gear side of the press as the left
side as well as "gear

d. Operator side. OneL of the offset press him the

.

p.-

to operate the press. These controls are toLthe right of
the Man when heiis at the:delivery enteof the'l.ress. The

may refer io thevperatorside of the press as pe right
side-of the Tiesa as we.1af "operator's s "1

.

OEFS SS .617MVICATICAIS
.

Ce
a. model DP. The MZEP model:DP of:set press is the

standard offs t press in Army Topographic Units.

(1)
will feed through

(2)

can be controlled
17 inches long.-

.

IIMM.imum'paper size. le maxim= titer Size that
the press is 224 inches wide 137'30 inChes long.

Minis= v'aver'size. The minim= PaPer ,size that
and fed through the press is Winches-wide by

(3) Mhximum image size. The maximum'image size that
can be printe4 is 224/8 incues wide by-29 nc,1 ;mg.

b. Harris'LXG. The Harris LXG offset ;rioting press is
-being phased into the military service. ,ENeutually it w.l re
place the A/71 model DP.

. (1) IlimUmns viper size.
that will feed through the Herrin LX0
33 inches lo4k.

The ma2thent paper size
press is 23 inches wide lq

(2) Maim= vaver size. The minimum paper size that
can be controlled and fed through the ;Ass is 9 inches wide by
12 inches long.

'(3) Maximum imate.ELEt!' The maxim= image 'size thai .

can be printed is 22 5/ifinches wide4y 29 inches loam: :
wo

1.

9



mresste. Printinepressas fog:0d in
ermenent installations, suith asAG.printing plants, are of Many
si2es and models. All offset printing presses operate in a similar
faehicit. inlet a student learns here vill assist him in leerning
.to operate any offset printing press that he awl). assigned to
operate.

d. Diolicating eachinos. There are several types of du-
plicating machines that operate on the Una prinoillia that an off-
set pries* operates. In fact, these types of duplicators can be
called small offset presses. A student might be assigned:to
operate one. ir so the same principles that are taught here will
be used on these aa;hines. The sizes vary, usually being used to
print office size stationary. The size of the duplicator sill be
given in the manufacturer's literature.

5. THEORY OP' OFFSET PRINTING

Most all of us have seen oil floating on rain water in
the raids. Oftset printing takes advantage of this ability of
water and grease to repel each other. The offset preis has a

or water assembly and also an inking asseebly. Ink is
with a greasy, base. The water is used to keep the non-print-

ing areas clean amd the ink le placed on the image to print on the
paper. Both are rolled on the plata durine the printing cycle.

6. OPERATION OP THE OFFSET MSS

a. Inking system. The purpose of the inking systems is
to take the ink frau the fountain minaret it through a roller
systam'and deposit the ink in a thin, even film onto the image of
the plate. The rollers tend to breakup the ink particles amd to
spread the ink out in the necessary thin film requirelfor print-
ing.

b. 1 .... _,.. . : .... The dampeniAg aPitasmaalmriadna a
supply of dampening ...a.. usually water with various Chemicals
added, to keep the non-priptIng area of the plate wet. This re-,
pole the ink. The dampening asseibla, must be put against the

plate before the inking asselblyto keep tile plate clean.

c. plate cylinder. The plate cylinder is the top cyl.-
inder. When the press is in operation the plate cylinder is in
contact with the dampening assembly, the inking assembly and the
blanket cylinder.

d. Blanket cylinder. The blanket cylinder is this anlY
cylinder that moves to &Intact the other cylinders. During the
printisg cycle, the blamket cylinder is in contact with the'plate

10



cylinder and the impression.cylinder;

e. 4 Ineressloti cyilnam7. The impression CYLLawr ii tbe
bottom cylinder and is in contact Vth the blanket cylinder during
the printing cycle. 2bis cYlinder is adjustable for pressure
againet the blanket Cylinder. The piper is held am thit cylinder
during.thi printing Cycle.

4

f. P.xpe MrIO'S feeder:. ruring the printing cycle, the
paper leaves tbe feeder and trowels down the feed board to be
picked'up by the impression cyliaer. All these cylinders and
'rollers are in place for normal operation and are rotatiag.

4. Paper held to immression =Linder. As the impression
cylinder rotates, it viii pickup the paper and carry the paper
around.under blanket cylinder to receive the ions.

te rotates under ;TO begin the printing
up to plate. As the plate at .

inder the dampener rollersr it will pickup the '

dampening an the netal gurfaceJof the 'date. This will
prevent ink sticking to the metal plate sad eliminate the
SCUM6 The dampening solution will not affect the coated, at print-
ing image surface of,the plate.

i. 'Plate rotates under inkers. After the plate has be-
come thrcoghly dampened, and with the press runnings the ink
rollers ere dropped to the paste. The ink am the rollers will
then tramerer to theimege am the plate and.willbi repelled bi
the dameningesolntion an the natal surface of the plate, which
is the non-printing area. Thus, the princ/ple 'of water
grease comes into use for offset printing. The idk
be lifted from the plate before the presuis stopped or the
er rollers are lifted from the plate. pthervise the ink will
cover the entire,plIte

111 Plate rotate& against blinket. As the press runs,
the plate cylinder will rotate=around until it comes into contact
vith the blanket cylinder. The greasy ink ad the,paate image will
transfer, ar offset, on the the rubber blanket.

Blanket rotates agapst geper. The blanket cylinder
will continue to rotate aro4nd and will come into contact vith the
paper on the impression cylinder. The greasy ink on tbe bdanket
image will then transfer or offset, onto the paper. This is haw

get the term "Offset irtatinw."

1. movesIto deelivery. board. As the press continues
to run, the cylinder will pick up the paper from the

6
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impression cylinder and will tranefer the toper to the deliwary

/Chain which in tarn drove the paper onto the delivery board

26 CYMIR repots itself. This is a cogtinuons cycle.
Each time & sheet of paper gins into the press, the cylinders make
a revolution.

7. SARI=

A stadent who iroves himself to be accident prone will be
from thii coarse. All types of equipment =dauphine:7

when'operated by a careless parkin, A student will
be graded an observing'the safety raleslutile he is operating
the dqpipment.* If a stadent should see snythingphat could be a
safty hazard, he'shoold call it to the attention.of an instructor.
This* is especially important in Faso of fmilty equipment.

a. lb loose clothing. too shirts, jackets or ties will
waft aroand the eint. shirts or jackets will have short

sleeves =did= be tucked the trousers. Trousers will be
tacked into the boots.

b. T-shirts. The regulation T-thirt will be worn by all
mele students working on the equipment. Jackets or shirts will be
hung in the clothing racks. Students will not-leavi the building
wearing a T-shirt as an outer garment.

. c. Ila i Students will remove all rings, necklaces,
and watches befOre working on the equipment. The safety factor
involved overrides eny sentimental or religious factors that per-
tain to jewelry or: medalions. In addition to ;visible injury to
students, jewelry dropped into the eqgipment will damage the
equipment.

d. NO tools, rags or etrminneat on_cresses. After stu-
dents have finished adjusting the evivment remove all tools,
rags, or anything else that have been used on the press. Pat
these items in the rack or drawer. Keep the rags in the cans.
The vibrstion of the equipment will often, shake loose items down
into the gears or other neving parts.

e. No trash on =leis or floor. Keep all trash off the
presses and floor. This means that all paver, rags, cans and
other excess materials are put into.the trash can immediately.
If the press does- not print a sheet of paper properly, do not
throw that %ace of paper an the floor. Pat it into the trash
can. Used rags will be put into the rag tvotainer.
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or mixing anA using chemicals. \

ii. 50 horse . Norse of agy kind will not be
tolerated at agy time or az agy in the sdhool. 'Injuries
have been caused byhorse play. In cases such action ts
=harassing. Students lose points on ir grade in case they try
any horse play. In addition, they will reprinaviad.

n. Bbssgsigait. Smoking is not .- .tted in the press
room. Smoke i-raieseak area, put the - tte stubs.in the
BUTT CAL Pftt candy wrappers in the trash dans. Smoking in the
class room is not permitted.

0. ILEEEEEBE. Running is not permitted at any tiMe in
the school area. Wilk carefully.

p. Report all accidents and iniuries. Stddents are work-
ing around dirty equipment. Some of the things handled have been
Chemically treated. If a student has an accident or gets cut, he
should report it iftediately to the imetructor so that the student
*can be treated. Better a "bandage" than a missing finger.

q. When in dolibt stop and ask the instructor. This
rule applies ail the time. If students do not understand or
something happens that they can net figure out, STOP. They should
call an instructor. We have saved hundreds of dollars and much
time by,tha students detecting fmaty equipment.

summer

The entire purpose of this course is to train the student to
be a competent offset pressman. The instructors can not do this
witbout the students attention and cooperation. Students now know
in what Sequence the press is taught. This will assist hint°
study ahead. At this time students Should know press terminology
and press specifications. And they have been told about the theory
and operation of the offset press. Safety rules have been ex-
plained and they should now be ready to go out on the floor andr
perform the job of a pressman.
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740-303-Ae4I0-03?

LESSON REQUIREMENTS SHEET

COURSE: Offset P4nting

LESSON: Operationc,ofrPaper Cutter

OBJECTIVE: Provided with a power paper cutter, givan,safety'and opera-
tional instructions, a work order and stock, the student will
maks various settings and *rate the controls to cut paper
adcording to work order specifications. 'This operation must
pe accomplished while practicing 100% safety performance at
ill times, and stock cut for specific job as described on the
work order.

T1ME: 1 Hour: 1D

TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES:

1. AudloVisual Aids or Devices: None

2. DA Training Aids: None

3. Service Training Aids:

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES:

1. Map Stock
2. Wbod block

EQUIPMENT: None

TRAINING AREA :

None

As reuzed
One e h

Indoor: Pressroom practical exercise area equipped with one
paper cutter.

Outdoor: None

TRANSPORTAZION REQUIREMENTS: None

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL AND DEMONSTRATION TROOPS: None

=Li REFERENCES:

I. Instructor References: Hand.5 ybO1d Manufacturer's Manual,
anercutter, (complete)
TM 5-245 (/-70) Offset Photolithography
and Map Reproduction,'Chap 9, Sec II.

2. Student References: TM 5-245 TI-70) Offset Photolithovaphy
and Map Reproduction, Chap 9, Sec

3 .* Average Student Homework Time: None



LESSON OUTLINE

LESSON: ,Operation of Papr Cutter

740-303.A-010-030

stISZCT lATTER OrniKE 13STRUC1'IONAI 1ALtICS

00:00 During the INTRODUCTION TO OFFSET
'MSS OPERATION you learned that the
press would run various sizes of
paper. During,the offset press cpurse
you will be required to cut your own
paper for each job requirement. In
this lesson you will learn to 'operate
the paper cutter.to an accuracy of
1/32 of am inch; 100% safety perform-
ance must be observed at all times.
Because of its acCuracy and capacity
for work the paper butter is one of
the greatest labor saving.machines ia
the printing field. Like any other
piece of equipment the'cutter must be
properly operated and maintained.
Improper use or lack of care will
cause the cutter to be a serious safe-1
ty hazard and possibly result in dam-
age to4the cutter itself. SAFETY
FIEST is not just another sili5.77when
it comes to paper cutters; safety must
be practiced at all times. If operat-
ed improperly your hands or arms can be
cut off just as,easily as if cutting
through,paper. Let us all practice
SAFETY FIRST.

Before the completion of this lesson,
you will have actually cut 500 sheets
of paper and will throtghout the
course under strict supervision of
an instructor cut your own paper to be
used on your press.

During the demonstration look for the
answers to the following questions:

1. What is the maximum amount of
paper you can cut at one time?

1

5

Instructor: will show
a piece of a 2" x 4" board
and explain that tba cutter
has the capability of cut-
ting the board in half with
only one cut.

List key questions so

students can see them
throughout demonstration.
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00:30

#

00:06

00:09

30:16

sum= MA= 0071211E

2; What is the function of the foot
treedle?'

3. Eby can a dull knife be mide to
cut easier?

DE7MUMENT

WM! CHECK

a. ForeignObjects
b. All parts operational

SAFETY PROCEDURES

a. Proper location of hands
and feet

b. No horse play or dis-
tractions

OPERATION OF CONTROLS

a. 3aCk gauge wheel and
lock

b. 'Drive motor
c. Foot treadle
d. Safety handle
e. Knife lever

PREPARATION OF OUTrER FOR
OPERATION

a. Adjust back gauge for
desired size

5. Paper handling

2

6

IIM:1117-CrIONAL 2-AMICS

While demonstraing a
thorough safety check,
explain to the students
the need for a safety
check and the specific
areas a safety check
should cover.

Ask questions to check
student understanding.

Explain and demonstarate
the correct locatAn for
hands and feet during
the cutting cycle ind
the necessity for ex-
trema caution around
tile cutter.

Check student/under-
standing.

Identify and exriain the
use of the various con-
trols. Demonstrate how
each functions in the
operation of the cutter.

Check student under-
standing.

Set the back gauge for
the desired stock size.
Explain and demonstrate
handling of paper so
that it can be easily
carried. Stress carry-
ing in small lifts until
the student is more



familiar with handling
the paper. . Also explain
and demonstrate winding 4
and jogging stock on the
paper cutter.

Check student understand-
ing by asking questions.

00:25 S. CUTTING STOCK Explain and demonstrate ,

the propr sequence for
a. Depress foot treadle cutting i ligt of stock.
b. Raise safety handle
C. Lower knife lever Emphasize safety through-

ol$ the cutting proced-
ures.

Ask questions to check
students uCderstanding.

CRITIQUE

a. Repose key questions
b. Clarify misconceptions

00:33 1 (QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS PERIOD)

APPLICATION

3

r-;

Students, under the.
supervision of the ins-
tructor, will cut 500
sheets of stock. Stu-
dents will also operate
the cutter under the
supervision of an ins-
tructor during printing
exercises to prepare
stock for their press runs.

Stress safety during the
exercise.

Student understanding was
checked throughout the
lesson by instructor (See
Instructional Tactics)



sum= motER our= INSTRUCZIO AL TACTICS

SUMMARY

During this hour of instruction-you
have observed a demonstration of the
proper method of operating the paper
cutter and actlIally cut 500 sheets
of paper. The safety checks and
procedures are of prime importance
and must always be observed. The
safety factors will constantly be
drilled into you throughout the remainder.
of the course. You have seen how eadh of
the controls operate and their function in
the paper cutting cycle. The correct
method of carryihg paper and also winding
and jogging paper was explained and demon-
strated. The cutting of stock should be
so well learned.that it may seem to bp rou-
time; however, do not get lulled into a
false sense of security. The paper cutter
is only as dangerous aS the man who is
operating it. You will be required to cut
the stock for each job that you print.

Ybur next lesson will be on OPERATOR'S
MADITEUNCE, which is the preliminary step
in operating a press,
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INSTRUCIVR NOTES

WETY CM=

a. Historical data: None

b. 4necdotes:4' None
V

rm.

74o-a 3-A-oloT030

c. Content: Intructor will explain the importance for working a
visual safety check prior to,the operation.

d. Tactics: This teaching point could effectively be shown on ccry
showing a-deconstration of a safety check in which a
narrator would be explaining exactly what the demon-
strator is doing and why.

2. SAFETY PROCEDURES-

a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdotes: It has been said that the paper cutter is a giant
fingernail clipper. There are people today that
would not care to laugh at such a statement because
of a repeating paper cutter or aa unsafe act on
their part has actually caused the loss of their
fingers and even their hands.

c. Content: Instructor will demonstrate the safety procedures
pertaining to the location of the hands during the
operations.

d. Tactics:

3. OPERATION OF

None

CON'TRO

a. historical data: None

b. Anecdotes:

C. Content:

None

Instructor will demonstrate and explain the operational
function of the controls.

d. Tactics: This topic could be presented on CCTV using a demon-
stration to identify, explain and demonstrate the use
of the controls.

1

9



4.. PREPARATION, OF CUTTER Fait OPERATION,

a. 2istorica1 data: None

b. Anecdotes:

c. Content:

d. Tactics:

CUTTING STOCK

a. Historical

b. Anecdotes:

c, Content:

d. Tactics:

aPLANATION:

179

Paper is 'sometimes received fram the ,anufacturer with
uneven edges: Because the paper was not properlY winded
and jogged it caused misregister of the printed image
and scrapping the job ewas the end result.

*Instructor will prepare the cutting adjustment and
demonstrate what is considered a lift of paper.

This lesson cOuld be taught by using the prggrammed
text T440-102.

data: None

None
2

Instructor will demonstrate the proper procedure of
of cutting stock stressing safety through oAt the
lesson.

None

This lesson was last systems engineered 13 Feb 69.

2

10
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STVDENT ADVANCE SHEET

OperAion of Paper Cutter

740-303-A-010-030

OBJECTIVE: Provided with a power paper cutter, given safety and opera-
tional instructions, a work order and stock, the student will
make.various settings and operate the controls to cut paper
according to work order specifications. This operation must
be accomplished while practicing 100% safety performance at,
all times, and stock cut for specific job az described on the
work order.

STUDY REFERUCES: The following are reading assignments to bp accomplished
during the operation of paper cutter

TM 5-245, (July 1970) 1 Offset Photolithuranhy and Map Reproduction
Chap A. Section II. k

SUPPLEMENWLY INFORMATION: The instruction for operation of paper cutter
will be accomplished in the following sequence:

1. Demonstration. (1 Hour)

a. Safety check.
b. Safety-procedure.
c. Operation of controls..
d. ?reparation of cutting operation.
e. Cutting stock..

A

2. Student Practical Exercise (1 Hour) This exercise is not only
designed to give the student sufficient practice on the paper cutter but
also to allow the student to cut his awn stock that he will use during
Cwitrol, Feeder and Delivery Assemblies, Practice Printing I, Printing of
a three color map, Printing of a five color map and Bindery and Pracpice
Print II.

1
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

714,0-303-1-010-433O

LESSON: Operation of 2aper Cutter

OBJECTIVE: Provided with a power paimr cutter, given safety and opera -
instructions, a viork order and stock, the student willmake
various settings and operate the contlrols-to cut paper ac-
cording to work ardei specifications. This operation must
be accomplished while practicing 100'4-safety performance at
all times, and stock cut for epeogio job as described on
the work order.

NOTE TO INSTMUCTOR:

Students will operate the paper cutter `whenexer it becomes necessary
to prepare !hock for a press run. This.wi4.1 be ,:ccomplished only under
the close supervision of an instructor.

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES REQUIRED:

1. Map stock - as requii-ed
2. Wbod block - one each

EQUIPMENT: None

FACILITIES REQUIRED:
1

Press room practical exercise area equipped with one paper cutter.

TRANSPORTATION REWIREKEUTS: None

ADDITIONAL PERibNNEL: None

STUDENT REQUIREMENTS:

1
Operate the cutter only while an instructor is present.

2. Make a safety check to insure all moving partstare clelr of
obstacles, especially the cutter bed.

3. Turn op the cutter or insure it was left on by prevrious operator.
4. Set and lock back gauge for desired size.
5. Wind, jog and load stock, on the cutter bed using lifts that can

best be handled by the indtvidual.
6. The paper cutter will be operated by only one person who will

insure the cutter is clear of all other personnel.
7. Operate foot treadle, safety handle and knife lever 4n proper

sequence to cut the gape..
3 The student will ,be rpsuired to cut stock to proper size for each, of

the following exercises:. Control, Feeder and Delivery Assemblies,
Practice Printing I, Printing of a Three Color Map, Printing of a
Five Color Map and. Bindery and Practice Printing II.

9. The student will practice 100% safety procedures at all times.

1 Z
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LOURCZ MATERIALS

LESSON: Operation of Paper Cutter

1. Safety Check - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 9-4 (b)
b.- Paragraph 9-4 (a)

2. Safety Pro,7edures - TM 5-245)

a. Paragraph 9-4 (a)
b. Paragraph 9-4 (a) (b)

4.

3 Operation of Controls - 7M)5=245

a. Paragraph (576 (c)
b. Paragraph\9 -6 (a)
c. Paragraph 9-6 (d)
d. Paragraph 9-6 4.)
e. Paragraph 9.-6 (b)."

L. Preparation:of Cutter for Operation - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 9-6 (c)
b. Paragraph 9-7 (a)

5. Cutting Stock - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph, (d)
b. Pardigraph 9-6 (b)
C. Paragraph 9-6 (b)

740-303-A-0101030
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-\INIRODUCtION

In this program you have the opportunity to learn the correct
procedure of operating the electrical controls, jogging and position-
ing of the stOck on the cutter bed, making various cuts according
to the work request.

We must always keep in mind that the operation of this piece of
equipment is very safe if operated according to the procedure taught.
Any deviationAram this procedure could result in damage to the machine
or permanent/injury to the operator.

4.



55
LESSON OBJECTIVE

Upon successfUl cqMpletion of this lesson you will be able to
perform the following tasks:

1. Operate the operational controls
2. Jog stock and position it correctly on the cutter biid

Operate the cutter following prescribed procedures
_allow all safety procedures taught

All make-ready and operational procedures will be accomplished
according with the standards set forth in TM 5-245.

LNSTMCTIONS TO STUDENTS

This programmed lesson presents the material in small, sequential
steps called frames. Read carefully each frame, then provide the
required response. After responding, turn the page and check (do notmerely copy) the accuracy of your response. If your initial responsewas correct, go on to the next frame. If your initial response was
incorrect, re-read the frame before continuing. Beginning on page
1, follow the top level of frames to page 23; then return to page 1
and begin the bottom level, continuing in this manner until all the
frames have been completed.

Remember, this lesson is not a test and will not be graded assuch. The self-test at the end of the lesson is provided for yourbenefit. It offers a means whereby you can measure how well you
learned the material presented in this text.

Now begin with Frame 1 at the top of page 1.
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FRCS #1

The operation of the power paper cutter plAys a very important function
in the prOduction of printed materials. It is the responsibility of the
operator to insure that the cutter is in operational condition at all
times. To accomplish this he must perform his scheduled maintenance
using only the materials specified in the TM or manufacturer's manuals.
When the cutter is ricSt in use a light coat of oil should be applied
to the cutter bed to prevent rust. It is the responsibility
t,o keep the cutter in operational condition at all times.

FRAII #1 3

To operate the cutter correctly.both hands must be on the
simultaneously. The function of the locking lever is to lock the

in position prior to making a cut.

'FRAME #21;

..a-

To increase the efficiency and quality of paper cutting a distance of
about inches.should be maintained between the top of the paper
and the bottom of the . Continued heavy jogging against the
back gauge will automatically throw it out of4slIgnment causing varia-
tions in paper sizes.

'
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FLUE #2

It is recommended that a of oil.be applied to
the cutter bed when not in operation.

FRAME #1 11

When the knife lever is depressed it will engage the clutch (not
visizle) which IL turn starts the knife (Photo #1, Item 6, Page 29)
in J.-_s downward motion. The paper cutter is designed so that the safety
lever must be raised before the knife lever can be depressed. This
operatiAn eliminates the possibility of having a hand in the position
of the downward travel of the knife during the operation of the cutter.
rhe knife lever is located under the on the
si,!e of the hand wheel.

FRAIhdiE #2 5

'411en losding the stock and to insure proper alignment and position of
the paper, prior to the cutting operation, ube a rectangular
of to tap the edges of the stock. To allow the operator to

ke three different cuts at one time, the back gauge (Photo #2, Item 1
ge 30) is de'signed so that it can be adjusted into three separate

secticns.
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FRAME #3

Prior to the operation of the paper cutter a visual inspection is
made to insure that no tools, equipment or foreign matter is positioned
on the cutter bed or in the vicinity of the operational area which
might cause damage to the cutter or injury to the operator. Before
operating the cutter a inspection must be made to insure
safe operation.

FRAIE #1 5

The knife lever when depressed engages the which starts
the in its downward motion. To prevent the top sheet.from
moving during the cutting cycle a clamping device (Photo #1, Item 11,
Page 29) descends ahead of the knife and comes in contact with the
paper. The clamping device 'is activated by depressing the foot treadle
which is located to the lower left front of the cutter (Photo.#1,
Item 5, Page 29).

FRAME #26

The back gauge of th t. paper cutter will absorb only a certain degree
of heavy jogging; continued heavy jogging will cause it to go qut of

and cause in paper ize. Before starting the
:..;tting operation allow the knife approximately inches of
travel, before it cores into contact with the stock.

-
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FRAME #14

The Seybold paper cutter has a start and aImelectrical button
control station located an the upper right of the frame (Photo #1,
Item 8, Page 29). When the start button is pushed in, it activates
the drive motor. When the 212p button is pushed in it will stop
the operation of the drive motor. The Seybold paper cutter is equipped
with a and electrical button control station that operates
the drive motor.

*A

FRAME #1 6

To keep the to p. sheets in position during the cutting cycle, depress
the which will move the in contact with the
paper. Improper use of the cutter is dangerous to both the operator
and the cutter. Only one operator will operate the cutter at a time.

FEJ,ME #27

Large sheets are loaded onto the cutting table in
stacks called . A long square strip cf either
hardwood or plastic called a cutting stick (Photo #1, Item 13, Pag,.
29) fits into a groove located on the cutter table iirectly:Inder the
knife. When the knife comioletes its downward travel it comes Ln con-
tact with the stick with only a "kissing" contact which alLows the
;clife to completely .cut through the stock.
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FRgEr.t.
p.

When preparing to operate the cutter, push the sta.ct electrical control
button to start the drive motor. Caution: Allow the flywheel (Photo #1,
Item 12, Page 29) enough time to reach its oRerational speed before
cutting any stock. The paper cutter is equipped with a
and electiical control button4which operates the`lrive motor.

FRAla #17

SAFETY must be practiced at all times when operating the cutter. To
prevent accidents allow only' operator to use the cutter.at
any one time. The most important single safety feature of the cutter
is the safety.lever, which has to be prior to the operation
of the knife lever.

FF.A1C #28

The cutting stick is located in such a position that the
:omes in contact with a "kissing" contact on the completion of the

stroke. With continued use the cutting stick will become
worn beyond use. This will cause the knife not to make clean cuts
completely through the paper. When this occurs the cutting stick can
.ce turned to another side or replaced. Once it has been completely
rotatd on a71 four sides continued use of a worn stick will dull the
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FRAME #6

Always allow the flywheel.a little time to reach its
before starting to oArate the clreter. Located directly

under the drive motor control button is an electrical control station
which has a start and 2Imswitch. For easy viewing while setting
the back gauge, the ,on switch is engaged to illmninate the dial
indicator which is located in the upper center area of the frame
(Photo #1, Item 10, Page 29).

a

FRAME #18

A very important safety feature of this cutter is that both hands
have ta be in operation at the same time. The kmife lever is operated
with tlie hand while the hand operates the safety
lever.

FRAME #29

7c eliminate the possibility of the knife not making clean cuts through
the stock after a new knife has been installed, it is recommended an
inspection of the be made. Prior to operating the
'cutter a visual insneotion of the cutter bed area must be made to in-
sure that all foreign matter has been removed. Failure to do so could
result in damge to the knife and/or inL'ur- to the operator.

11
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FRAME #7

To correctly position the back gauge for a cut, use the measurement ,

on the dial indicator (Photo #1, Item 10, Page 29). This dial operates
in conjunction with the hand wheel (Photo #I, Item 9, Page 29) and,
to insure accurate cuts, is calibrated and synchronizedyith-the move-
ment of the back gauge. To insure an accurate cut, position the back
gauge by using the which works in conjunction with
the hand wheel.

FRAME 419

Because both hands are working simultaneously, it is

to have your hands on the table during the operational movement of the
knife. The knife lever is located on the right side under the table.
The safety lever must be before depressing the kaife lever.

. FRAME #30

A cutting stick is generally
and must only make a

made out of

its downward stroke. A 31111

cutting and if used too long
became sprung.

contact with the kn
knife will affect the q
tn this condition the 1

ife when it osmpletes

uality of the
<life mLy eventually
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FRAla

The nand wheel which is located below the table works in ccnjUnction
with the which regulates the movement of the back
iauga (P1177777-7;71-7.7-7age 99).

FRAME #20

To put the knife in motion you must raise the lever and
push down on the lever simultareously. aloe the knife has
completed its stroke, remove your hands from both levers; if not, the
knife will start its dk mward motion ag-in.

To eliminate a poor qua'iity odt of the stook, a knife shodld
never be used. If for some reason great stress is actlied to -4

7amponent part of the cutter, the safety washer (Photo #1, It,e71 7,

7,1.7e 30) is designed to break. The safety washer is ccnnected to
the end of the ir47P- qhaft.
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FRAME #9

The reading of the dial indicator shows the distance between the back
gauge and the knife (Photo #1, Item 6, Page 29) or the width or length
of the cut. To shorten the diatance between the back gauge and the
knife, rotate the hand wheel in a counterclockwise direction. To
lengthen the distance, rotate the hand wheel in a clockwise direction.
The width or length of the cut is determined by the distance between
the and the

FRAME #21

To prevent the knife from continuous operation your hands
from the Large sheets to be loaded on the cutter table
s:aould be taken in sr2_11 stacks, called lifts. These lifts are ap-
proximately 3" thick and each lift is jogged against the back gauge
and toward the left side of the cutter table for alignment.

#3')

If for :arne reason, great stress is aplied to 0ne bf the cor7chent
barts 3f tne cutter, 7,he will break. Sone reascns
f3r this breakage wouLi be a dul/ a grabbthg outch, ex:e::si7e
:lamrinz pressure and/br excessi7e butting load:.
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FRAME 4410 .

To shorten the distance between the back gauge and knifet'rotate
the hand wheel in a direction. The dial indicator
and work together when operating the back gauge.

A good size lift of paper is approximately inches. There is
generally a smooth rectangular block of wood with the cutter, which
is used to tap the exposed edges of the lift to .put it into position
for cutting. The most important safety'feature -of the cutto is
that hands must be working during cutting
operations.

FRAME #33

If the knife does not have sufficient apace between the stock and
:he clamp to permit the knife to gain full momentum during the cutting
operation, it will cause an excessive cutting load which in turn will
bring stress on the , and cause it to
=der certain circumstances To help a dul 4nife'cut easier apply a
light coat of wax or soap along tte beveled edge. It is not recom-
mended to do.this,to a sharp.Iclife.

1 9
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FRAM #11

To prevent the back gauge from moving after it has been set in the
desired position, a locking lever (Photo-#1, Item 7, Page 29) is
moved toward the right to secure the hand wheel in position. This
device is located under and to the left of the hand wheel. To make
a larger cut, rotate the hand wheel in a direction.

FRAME #23

To,insure good registration, 'correct jogging procedures:must be
followed. Position the stock to be cut against the back
and to the side of the cutter When loading the stock
on the cutter bed allow approximately 11/2 inches etin the top sheet
of stock and the bottom of the hold down clamp. This space allows
the knife to gain its full momentum before making the gut.

FRAME #34

if a dull knife is not cutting, a light coating of or
along the edge miiht alleviate the problem

'Int' a new knife is installed.

21 \
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clockwise

gaage, left

,e 1.1rn to cage 1 and continue with Level C.,')

wt.x, soap, beveled

You have completed the program frames; now tarn to page 2 and
complete the self-test.

22
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FUME #12

The locking lever, located under and to the left of the hand wheel,
is used to lock the into position. The paper cutter
is designed with a safety lever which is located to the left of the
hand wheel (Photo #1, Item 2, Page 29) and a knife lever located to
the right of the hand wheel (Photo #1, Item 3, Page 29). The safety
lever must be lifted with the left hand prior to depressing the knife
lever with the right hand.

Miftma

Sft
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hand wheel

(Returt to page 1 and continue vith Level B)



SELF4EST

The following questions are provided to give you practice in

using-the information you learned from this text. You should be able

to answer all questions correctly, but if you miss any, re-read the

frame in which the answer to the question is found. The correct frames

are indicated by the numbers in parentheses.

1. What is the purpose of the dial indicator? (6) ) (8)

2. What determines the width br length of the cut? (9)

3. What-purpose does the locking lever serve? (11)

4. What is the function of the foot treadle? (15) (16)

5. How many hands must be used when operating the cutter? (18)

6. The recommended distance between the stock and clamp is? (23) (24)

What item is used to tap the edges of the paper into position? (25)

8. What part of the cutter will break when great stress is ap-

plied? (31) (32)

,a6
28
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740-303-A-010-040

LESSON REQUIREMENT'S SHEET

COURSE: ,Offset Printing

LESSON: Operator's Matntenance

OBJECTIVE: The student will, using TM 5-245, TM 5--610-202-15 and Harris
Offset Press-Operator's. Manual for the LXG and the L-129 BC
Presses; .

a. Perform a complete safety check, lubricate and grease the
' following types of offset presses:

(1) ATF-OP Chief 29
(2) Harris LXG
*(3) Harris L-I29 BC

b. Learn the color coding sequence for greasing offset presses.
-c. These tasks will be accomplished in accordance with speifi-

catiorsand procedures set forth in TM 5-245, TM 5-3610-202-15
and the Harris Operator's Manual for the LXG and L-129 SC
presses:

TIME: 11 hours: .50, .50, 10.0PE

TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES:

1. Audio-Visual Aids or Devices: Vugraph #740-303-A-010-040
2. pA Training Aids: None
3. Service Training Aids: None

5ENT MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. ATF-DP Chief 29 Offset Press - as required
2. Harris LXG and L-129 BC Offset Press - as required
3. Oil, SAE 10 (LXG only) - as required
4. Oil, SAE 30 - as required
5. Oil, 90-OTE-8B (ATF4P only) - as required
6. 011, 600 WT (Harris L,129 BC only) - as required
7. Gear tooth lubricant (high quality,'LXG only) - as required
S. Grease, high quality - as required
9. Grease, ftbre - as required

10. Oil can
11. Grease 9un - I per press
12. Rags -i'as required

13. OA Form 2404 - as r6quired

A-1
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SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

1. Tralning Area:

Closroom equipped with desks, chairs and chalkboard. The classroom
must be largb enough to accomModate 30 personnel. The Practical Exercise area
must be equipped with offset presses and workbenches.

2. Assistant Instructors:

a. Four assistant instructors to assist during demonstration.,
b. One assistant instructor per two presses, duririg PE 1.

TEXT REFERENCESz

1. Instructor: TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithomphy and Map
Reproduction, Chap 8, Sec I, Para 8-:3

TM 5-3610-202-15 (3-63), OperatiOn, Organizational,
Field and Depot Maintenance Manuil,-Printing Press,
ATP-OP Model, Chap 3, Para 3-9 to 3-13, Sec IT,
Tabre V. Page, 50-65

Harris Operating Manual, Models LXG & LXF'Offset Presses,
Sec IV, Page 9

T14 38-750 (12-69), The Army'Mainienance Management
System, Chap 3, Para 3-4

The Lithographers Manual, Vol II, Sec 12:64

Lubricion Order, Table V, Chap 3, Sec II; TM 5-3610-
T5f7117TR77-7.57-1 and 2 .

Harris Operating Manual Model L-129 BC, Offset Press,
Sec ea and XV

2. Student: TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithography and Map Repro-
duction, Chap 8, Sec I, Para 8-3

Harris Operating Manual Models LXG & LXG, Offset Press,
Sec !V, Page 9

Harris Operating Manual, Model L-129 BC, Offset ;ress,
Sec XIV and XV

A-2



LESSON OUTLINE

LESSON: 'Operator's Maintenance

SAJECT MATTER:OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION

How maW of.you ownln automObile? In

order to keep your car in top operat-
ing Condition, you know thqt proper
lubricAtion is emOt. With...the off-

set grinting press the same apOlies.

Ouring.this lesson, Operator's Mainten-
ance, you will learn the proper proced-
ure to follow when making a safety ,

Check,videntifying the lubricants.for
the offset pressesl knowing wheil and
where they are used and how to fill out.
and use the Equipment Inspection and
Maintenance _Worksheet, OA Form 2404.

You certainly, would not run your car
without oil and'a good Pressman wo4,1d
not operate a press without first prop-
erly lubr'icatinglt. The press must -
be oiled-and greased to keep itein top
operating condition. LubricatiOn pre-
vents excessive wear on all moving
parts of the 'offset press.

At the end of this per1/2od of instruc-
tion, you will be able to make a pyloper
safety check,'fill-out and lise the ,

OA Form 2404 and lubricate the offset

V

740.3034-010-040
.

INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS
*.. v

87

I.

Prior to instruction insure that eacfi
press has a DA Form 2404.- Also, as-
sign ihitructors to presses for the
demonstration.

NaTE TO THE INSTRUCTOR: Due to the
simultaneous instruction on the.three
types of presses, the dev7flopment of
this lesson is divided into three

press. partS: the.ATF-DF press, the Harris
LXG press, and the Harris L-129 BC

DEVELOPMENT

1. DA Form 2404, Fation.

a. Blocks 1-3
b. Block 5 (Date)

prfiss.'

Hind ;Lit DA Form 2404 and pencils 6
each.student. How Vugraph #740-303-
Au010-040. Explain the proper pro-
cedure for completing a OA Form 2404
and have each.student fill out the 4

same. The instrutpr will write

4-



suEutcf NATTER balINE

c. lock 6 (Daily)
d. 'Block 7
e. Blocks 8a & 9a
f.. Blocks 10a, b, c, d, and e

Safei/ .Inspectidn

a. Visual

(1) Check,wiring, plugs,
shielding, drive belts
and drive chains

(2) Check.for tampering or
damage

(3) Check gages and guards
for proper operations.

b. Manual

(1) Lubrication

(a) Type of oil
(b) Area of special

attention

Spindl6s on a/1
rollers

2. Pressure caps on
delivery chain
pulleys
a4ger blades
connection arms
arld links

Pile height goy--
ernbr connect*ng
blocks

Front guide shafts
connecting links

t

INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

,A
completion informationfor the DA Form
404 on the dbalkboard.

Ask questions to ascertain studeni
understanding of Rpints =Alfred.

Divide.students ifto small groups and
assign them to a'oress for the purpose
of viewing a demonstration on the oper-
etions Of that particularoffset press.
When*this is accomplished, guide the
students to the PE Area.

Demonstrate and'explain the procedure
for a visual and manual safety inspec-
.tion. Check student understanding by
asking pertinent quest:ions.

*

B-2

The instructor will demonstrate rotat-
ing the ores* by the use of thlihand
wheel the amount of one comple revo-
lutIen to determine if the press is.
free from bindin§.

0

Identify proper types ofAbricants.
Point out areas of speaial attention.
Demonstrate proper use of oil can and
rags.

9,S
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Tumbler.gripper
shaft bearing and
connecting links

7. Vacuum pumps

(2) Greasing

(a) Type of grease
(b) TUmble pins
(c) Alemfce fittings
(d) Gears (clean prior

to greasing)

et,

b. Harris LXG
*

(I) Oiling
(2) Areas of special attention

(i) Manual oil plop
(b.) Automatic oil pump
(c) Oil level gauge
(d) Water motion
(e) Sheet separator
(f) Gripper shafts
(g) Vacuum pumps

u
(3) Greasing

(a) Type of grease
(b) Alemite fittings
(c) Gears (clean prior

to greasing)

c. Harris L-129 SC

(a) Types of oil
(b) Areas of special at.-

tentipn

2. Delivery chain \
= brush

2. Stook thickness
shaft'dom shaft

3. Fountain roller
clutch

10 Vacuum pumps
(Gast)

*f

VS

Identify the proper lubricant by type
and weight. Potnt outiareas of spe-F
citl attention. Explain importance
of lubricating these areas and place
particular eniphasis on the oil gauges
nd their purpose. Demonstrate the
proper use of cans and rags.

ti

Locate and poimt out to the students
the 47 alemite fittings that require
greasing. Demonstrate proper use of
grease gun.

Cheat stae4nderstanding by'asking
questibns.

-1'dentify the. ploper lulicants by type
and weight.' Point out' reas of spe-
cia1 atteption. Explai;e0Ortance
elubricating these-ar s and place

;Oarticular emphasis on'the oil gauges
anid their. purpose. beinaltrate the.
.proper use of oil cani and rags.

Chhck student understandifig of points
covered. Ask questions. v

k

All grease fittinqs'.on th'is press have
been (.ipplied with color coded caps to

indicate the frequency of lubrication,1
Pt is-only necessary for\the pressman

3-3
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SU Jail' RATTER MIME INSMICTIONAL TACTICS

_

S. Oil cups ind holes
Z.. Sleeves bearings

Automiltic and
manual,oil pumps.:

(2) Greasing

(a) Type of gr>e -

03) Gears (Clean priorlto
greasing)A.- ,L

(c) Color code

1. Red
7. Green
-S. Yellow

le

(d) Color cading .grease
schedule

(e) Area of spec41 atten-
tion

1, Spin gears
.

T. Feed drive geai'
box

3. Vibrating spools
4. Grease fittipg
3.i. Ball and roller

raring

to lubricate these points at the
time intervals indicated.

Check student understanding by ask-
ing questions.

Color code5- Green indicates weekly
Red indicates monthly
*Yellow indicates quarterly

oti

OK'

ye.

Check student undei-standing of all
points covered an&clarify afiy'
misconceptions.

OEMONSTRATIOW Instructor will:conduct Demonstra=
.tion 1.

(A11aw10 hPur for this demon-sin-tic:in.

-'

ar;

APPLICATION

8-4

-BREAK AT TNsTRucToRic ors RETION

Tie-in to previous lessdn:

Check student understadding of major
Roilts.

Students are to perform Student Prac-
tical Exercise 1.

Allow sufficient time after SPE 1 to
critique the lesson.

(PE and Critique - 01160 10 hours.)

oft)

4

' o
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OEAK AT INSTRUCTOR'S DISCRETION.

SiiMMARY;

During this:lesson you learnqd 6 per-
form the safety check and to lubricate
the offset presses. You were show!)
the Equipment Inspection and Maintin-
ance Worksheetl..DA Fqrm 2404. Remem-
ber, imprOper lubrication can result
in a malfunction of components oL,the -0
offset press and possibly cause se i-
ous damage. A mere ten'Minutes a da
spent on this important task, lubri='
,cating the offset press, can add years -

of operatipnal life to a very expen-
sive piecelof equipment, the offset
press. ,A

Your next lesson, Control, Feeder and
Delivery Assemblies, will reqUire a
safety inspection and properhuse of
the lubrication prockures learned.

ala

-0E6
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LESSON; Operator's Maintynanch
4 ,

DEMONSTRATION
4

c:44

OBJECTIVE: To demonst te to the stud nt the'phper'safety
lubrication rocedures of a printing'press.-

1.. .....
, . e

i "...i:" .

740-303,4410-Q40
OemOnstrition =

SUPPORT REQUIREMENT

1. Oil, SAE 10 (LXG oni - as required
2. Oil, SAE530 = as r red

Oil, 90-0TE-BB (ATE'D on1P - as requTred
4. Oil 6t WI (Harris L-129 BC 'only). - as required
5. 'Gear- oth lubricant (high qualify)(LXG ohly) - as required

6. Grease, high quality - as required
7. Grease, short fibre - as required

,8. 041 can - ai required
9. Grease gun - 1 per press

10. Rags - as required
11. DA Folw 2404 - as required

4 SaJECT.MATTER OUTLIN

This demonstra ion will provide the
stlents sufl $ent knowledge tqs.

pe ortL sdfecy inspectioniand to
lubricate the press 71.00Hy.

IMTPUCT TONAL TACTICS

and

DEVELOPMENT

Safety check
DA Form 2404

3. Lubrication

4.

-Instructor will direct students atten-
tion to their press and demonstrate to
them how to lubricate their press prop-

. erly.

instruCtor will
afety check.

The instructor will
'Form 2404.

perform a proper

fil1 out the OA

The instructor will perform the lubri-
\cation fOr that press.

*

. 1 02
C-1
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740 q3AoTOo4o
S Practical Exercise

. k

ntsr

STUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE-

LESSON: Operator's.Maintenance
"94

.

L
. . ,,,

, OBJECTIVE: 'The stivient will'complete a Sittfong 2404, makea, complete safety

. 4 InspeCtion and rlubrication of one of the following dffset presses:
ATF -DP ,Chief 29, Harris LXG and L-129 SC. The tatks will be .

perlormed in accokance with,specifications,iet forth in TM 5-245.=or
TM s-aaslo -202 45, Harris LXG or L-129 SC Operator's Manual .(which -
ever .is appropr)ate reference). %

STUDENT MATERIACS AND EQUIPMEkT:
.

m 9

1. Offset ores t per.2 students
12.1-- Tool set, ight mechanic - 1 s'it per press

3. Oil can Itmer 2resi
4. Grease'gundt 1 p@r4preis
S. Oil, SAE 104ILXG only) 1-.as required

.

6. Oil, SAE 301E as required,:
7. Oil, .90 -OTE -88.(ATF -DP) - as required

8. Oil, 600 wt (Harris L -129=BC only) - as required
9. Gar, tooth lubricant (high luality) Vs required'

10. Geftse, short fibre (LXG only) - as requiredr,
11. Greaies Aigh.quality - as required

.12.* Rags - as required .4
13. DA Form 2404 - 1 per student

SPECIAL REQUIREMiNTS:*
. .

f4

1. One asSistast instructor for each designated g f ts.roup ostuden

,

2.- Time gquired: 10 hours
,

.

STUDENT REQUIREMENTS: "- .

4 ' r
r.

1. Complete DA Form-2404 ,

2. PeAform a visual and manual safety inspecti-on on te press after each
extended-absenti, especially at the beginnleg-of'a shift and after itee;king
for meal. , .

.
. 'e 4 e

3. At the:beginning of a shift; the press should be lubricated beforig

operating it. .

,..0.;
4. Safety precautions will Oe ditserved at all times.

.. , ,
. A

tat l

V

r

.4

4

4

-;

.

193

01,

41.
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'SOURCE MATERIALS

LESSON: Operator's Maintentncp

1. OA Form, Preparation - /TM 38450.
f ,

a. Paragraphs 3-4(2)(a,b&c), Fig 3-4 & 345
b. Para 3-4(2)
c. Para 3-4(2)(e)
d. Para 3-4(2)(f)
e. Para 34(3)(g)

eef. Para 3-4(2)(h:4).
),

I.

a

.p

740-30344 10-040

2. lafety Inspection TM 5-245, TM 5-3610-202415-1 HOris Operator Manuals
a j4V

S.

r

a. Paragraphs 84, TM 5-245, Chap 4, sec
Pages A-a, Harris Operator Manual; LXG & L 9 BC

b. Paragraphs 8-2, TM 5-245, Chap.3 ec,II,
Paqes A-0, Harris Operator Manual, LgG & 129 BC

3: Lubrication

TM .513610-202=15.

Table VI, TM

a. . Paragraph 8-3, TM55-245 & Chap 3, Sec II, Table V, TM

543610-V2-15.

5-3g10-202-05.
b. Paragraph. 25-28:Harris-Operator Manual LXG
c. Section XIV-XV, Paragraphs 1-5c & 1-4, Harris Operatdr Manual - V-129 BC .

4. Instructor Notes

After the instructor hag divided $pe students into small groups, silftto
,eight.students in a-group, he will direct the atsista0 instructors to posi-
tion each of,the groups of.students around the offset press. PAviously As-
signed to thlr,..explain and demonstrate to.the st4dents the .proper proceduee
for making a complete safety inspection and lubrication'of the ATF OP Chief 29ft
Harris LXG and Harris L-129 BC Offset Presses. After the demonstration is
finfshed, tpa-,Assistant inqructorS will Oide each student through a practj-
caf exercie,ofithe demonstNtion.

t

tr

A

E-1'
4

c."

S.
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f SECTION

smut( rc

szczrox-in

'ANNEX A

4NNEX B

ANNEX C

TABLE pie 90NrENT8

Lee= Support RequiFements

Lesson CUtline

Source Material

-Student Advance Sheet

None

None

a

t21,

NOTE: This LHF servis as the source of information for,
\all lessons tauAt on thi.s sub-ject, though length,
methods, Ind objectives will varymith courses.
The specific length, methods and objectives will
be determined by the, POI and so reflect_in rm.

4

,

Thi publicalion supersedes-LHF, T.440-103A (1147)2
PRESS LUBHICATIONIMarr4s Model 129 FR)

0 OFFSET PRESS.LUBRICA

9.

N..

ez.

a



4.

SUBJECT:

'LESSON:

tfTset ?PISS Operation'
.

Offfet Press Lubrication'
41f

:TRAINING AIDS OD DEVICES::

1. D. A. 'ruining Aids: None -.

Serd."r.ininçLidsc. None

MATERIALS AkD,SUPPLIES:

aLIS "gins, bean? dirti 9E30 and -OW
2; Grads.
3. Oil can (i,per press)

Gitease gun (1 per press)
5.: Rags

f

EQUIPMENT : Offset- p ress es

4,12

S.

*.- 4

a

1. Classroom: Nona
2. training Offset press o oeratiol PE aiea.

T:ANSPOBTATION:. None'

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL AND DEMONSTRATION TROOP0S:
gab

I

1: Assistant Instructor(s): One instructor for each two presses.
2. Demonstritior. _Troops: None

TEXT REFERENCtS:

1. Reouired References:

a. iM 5-245 .(&9r16112), Mat ?argpduction.
,.b. TM 5-36107202-15 (Mar 63), Printiqg Press. Offset.

....-- c. Operntor's Manual, Harris Offset Tress Model 'JD, Hal-ris

.
Intertype Oorroiation..

2. Excerpted Referencele

xcerrt4S. from the operating manual, Harris Offset Press
MmAri Lxn are printed with the exrress permission
tn. Cortoration for use by military persoqnal.

a

ter-

4
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'OBJECTIVE(S):.
,

I'm,. Alai the nee of lubrication ana
;

00
e 0 provide 'the _student lath-a qualified knowledge

. of 'the lubrication pointso and .thoi methods. usedin the lubricatiO of the affset press;,
e

SUITOR? AERUIRDINTE: Refer to''tECTION I. ... ,
..

STMEITS RETEMEMZS ; . :safer to ^Schedule of. Instruction- 41
4

INTRODULVI&L
....

.

The productiVe- 116' of any .press 14111 be shortenedby _lack of . lubricationkor that- use of pool% lubricants . ..Oorreet labricatiOn 4411 reduce. Weir ori.S.11. moving points .You,, would not think of ruzudrag.yo`uzi car Withiut oil, soit ie lath the offset press.' lt,must be oiled and greased
. to keep it in top running conditin and ta-prevent excite-
. sive. damage, to parts. ...

. , .

..

'PR

I.

a

SUBJECT ; Offset *a tion
'1ESSCti:

SI Offset frees drication0
raftg PERIOD (11:triL): 1 Hour 2

rot or Lust* Demonstration'

00 :CO

fi

During the de;enstrition look for\the answers to. the.
t4 following questions:I '

46.

L. What kfixid .of oil is used?.
2,` What autiomattically
3.. What is manually oiled?
44. ,What are the gitages for?
5., what kind of.,greese is used?
6 What are the safety precautiorm?,

,

rtraoceita
,

NalS,10 *INSTRUCTOli t The student; will .first be intre-duced to the ATI Chief 299Offet instruct- .or will',give the information an& assistants:144 poi.nt out'and demonstrate each" pent given by" the .instructor.

4

c.

s

a,



ONO2 1. OLLINO All7F 29..QP1 OFFSET PRESS
0003 PRCIMITIM OIL .

00:04- 3. P4pn OF spEara, ATTENITON .

00:10, 4. CAMS AND ROLLERS.
,1 t'

ea Sucker-bars (2 cams)'-,
4 \\ b. Air valve

o. IMpression mechanism
d. -Sheet drop ber
e. Trip imecheasq..
f. Froni guides .

g. Wtef. ducior r011er
h. Ink.ductor roller
i. Delivery gripper ahAfts (2.cana)
j. Pile height governor,

00:22 5., CUM.
00:23 6. AIR POMP OIL RESERVOIR
00:25 7. VIBRATOR BLOCKS
Q0:26 8. 'mama WORM AND aza ROUSIlid AND ELECTRIC MOTORS
00:27 9. 'MUSING THE ATF CHIEF.29 (DR)OFFSET PRESS

a. Tumbler Pins
4

b. Alemite (zerk) fittiaga
v. Gears

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: This completes the instructiOn on-the
ATF-121.1.er 29 .(D.12) Offset Press. Make sure the-students under-
stand all the points covered, then proteed to the Harris
LIG Offset Press.

99

00:30 10. OILING THE HARRIS LIG OFFSET PRESS

a. Oil to be uzed
b. Automatic lubrication ,

o. Hand-cperited lUbriOation pump
d. Places not lubricated automatirally
e. Pressure gauges
f. Gast air and vacuum pump,

00:35 11. GREASING 7HE HARRIS LIG OFFSET PRESS

a. Alemite (zerk) fittings,
b.. Gears
o. Rollers

00:j8 12. SAFE=

7

a. Jewelry

10')

c.r



/00
Clothing

c. Clean area

00:42 *13. CRITIQUE

1

a. Repo e key qun.lt.ions
b. C any thisoonceptione

(QUESTIONS AND COMM PERIOD)

SMEARY

00:47 1. .0iling the ATF Ohiet 29 ( DP) Offset Press2. Prohibited Oil
3. Places of Special Attention
4. Cams and Rollers
5. Chains
6. Air Pump Oil Reservoir .

7. Vibrator Blocks
B. Vibrator Worm and Gear Housi;eg and Electric Motors
9.. Greasing the.'ATF Chief 29 (DP) Cffset.Press

10. Oiling the HAVTiS LW Offset Press
. 11. Greasing the Harris LIG Offset Press,
12. Safety
13. Tie,-in to 4ext Class'

00:50 BREAK

4.
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SOM.CE MILTFRIAL -

climwr.PTESS Lona=

INTRODUCTI9N

v

JOI

v

To innurelthit the equipment is ready for operation at alr,.
times, it mist be inspeated systeiatical4 beforesoperation, during
dperation, at halts and after operation so that defeats may be
discovered and corrected before they re;ult in serious dgmlege'or,v
failure; The,necestary preveadve-maintenance services will be
performed before operation. Directs discovered during operation-of.
the unit will be notml for fUture correction to be madeai soan-as
operition.has ceased. Stop operation immedi;tely if.a 61.4C/elm
is noticed during operation which would clamage the equipment if
oniration were aantinued. Aftir-oPeration services mill be performed
by the operator after every operating period. 'After-:6peration serv-../
ices will be performed at intervals based an the normal operations
arthrequipment. Reduce interval to compensate for abnormal condi-'"
tione. Defects or unsatisfactory operation chiracteristics beyond
the scope of the operator to eorfect muSt be reported at the earn-
est opportunity to Organizational Maintenance. Responsibility for,
performance of preventive maintenance services rests not only with
,the.operator, but With the entire chain of command tram settion chief.
to commanding officer.

DzyOPtENT

1. &LING CF THE ATF CKEEF 29C010OFFSET PRESS

Every pressman should develop a r'outipe for oiling the press
and follow it daily. If for example you start at the feeder,end of
-the press and,work completely around the machine, you should-be able
to locate all the, manual oil holes. Such a routine will help to avoid.
missing the oil holes and thus"causimg damage,or reducing the working
-life of the press. There Fre approccimately 150 manual oil holes
located at various points kbout the press., Do not confuse these oil
holes with Allen set-screw wells. Most of the oil holes are piinted
in red for easy,identification, but some of thex ! are well concealed
and-must be located and oiled daily. Wipe off excess oil immediately
to prevent dripping on pressroom floor. Keep the floor clean end free
of lubricants and solvents at ill times. The oil we will be using,is
oils heavy duty, engine, OE 30 or.9250.
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2. PROErBiZED OLL

DO not use a dripleas oil asrthe oil 144. not flow into ail
holes or around _cans and rollers. Do not use oil that contains
graphite, soap or any foreign substance.

3. PLACES'OF SPECIAL ATTENTION

a. 'Spindles on all roliers.

b. Pressure caps on kliverrchainjulliys.

.c. Jçgger

d. Pile keight governor connecting blotks.

e. Front guide abaft connecting links.

f. Tumbler gripper shaft Laaring and connecting liAks.

CAMS AND ROLLERS

Gams and rollers must be kept free of dirt and oil.ed daily.
Ihe rollers must roll with the cams to prevent flat spots. They are
located on the following mechanism:-

a. Suckerbars (2 cams).

b. Air valve.

c. Impression mechanism,

d. Sheet drop bar,

e. Trip medhanism.

f. Front guides.

g. Water ductor roller.

h. Ink duct= roller.

i. Delivery gripper shafts (2 cams

Pile height gdvernor.

2
6
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5. CHAINi'

Chains.in th\delivery ass;Mbly should be oiled before the
evening shutdown with a good penetrating oil or a mixture of
parts of kerosene ani SAE 20 machine oil.

4-

6. AIR PUMP aa, RESIVIOIR

%Gick deLlyiend add oil when neededt When starting, the pin
on top of the reservoir Should be in the up or vertical posItion to
.allow oi15to flow into'thp pump. When the run is finished, the pin
should be put in the down or horizontal position to stop the flaw of,a,
oil.. If left'in the u, posiUen overnight, ail will drain into the/

7. VIBRATOR BLOCKS

I.

The ATF Chief 29 (DP) Oftbet Press has Six fiber blocks.
The inkieg asseibi4y has 5 and the dampening atsembly has.l. -To pre-
vent excessive wear, these blocks should be kept wall oiled at all
times.

P

8. VIBRATOR WORM AND GEAR }WHIM AND ELECTRIC MCWBS

Ttlese two units.are lubricated once a month or after 250
hours, of operation with 99-DTE-BB as provided with the press.

.The ATF'Chief 29 (Ptemploys-two motors: the Press Eaower
Motor and the Press) Drive Motor, eadh of which ts a sealed unit and
requires_ no lubrication for the rated life of t4e equipment?.

'9. GlpASINt THE ATF/CHIEF 29(0)OFFSET PRESS

a. Tumbler rins. There are two tumbler pins oaothe impres-
pion cylinder on the operator's side; they should be p.-%-sed weekly.

b. Alamite (zerk) fittings. The ATF Chief 29 (DP) Offset
Press has 29 fittings; they are greased weekly and all,excess grease
wiped off.

c. Gears. Beforelubrication each mant4 gears are first
cleaned until they are free of gum, powder and old grease, then new'
grease is added. The(Pinion gear, between the impression cylinder and
blanket cylinder is checked daily and vetoed as nedded.

10. OILING THE HARRIS L.X0 OFFSET nms'

c7.

a. Oil to be4used. Press will be oiled before the start of

3
7
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theday's.run. The oil used is oil, engine, heavy duty OE ,D and
OE 10.

,b..-Autonatic lubrication. The main cylinder bearings are
lubricated by an autbmatic cylinder pump opepiting off the cylinder
gear-train. A measured amount of oil is fedrto the bearing& each
time the press reaches a predetermined number of-revplutions. The
unit is eauipped with-an oil level gauge that, should be.checked
daily. Ute the oil specified on the lubricate= specification plate

4

-moutted oh.the Preis. 4

\\'
c. Hand-aperated lubrication pump. The remaining lubrica-

tion points, with. some exceptions which will be'painted out later,
are lubtfaaft by4the hahd-operated pump. Actuate tile pump once
every eight-hour shift if operating conditibns are normal. Cimpress
the ha'ndle to the stop position and release. It should rise slowly
to Ists ariginal position. If the handle One back, t pump is empty.
RjfiU wita oiI specified on the lubrication vecifi ion plate.,

d. Places mot-lutrIcated automatically. Those places not
lubricated automatically are the water motion, sheet separator, and
gripper shaft,. These parts are lubq'cated by hand before istarting the
run.

e. Pressure mums. 'The two pressure guugss on the aelivery
end of the press will indicate that the systems have been charged.
With the black needle' on the zero, set the adjustable red needle to
coincide.-"MWeither system is being charged, the black needle will
rise and the red needle to cats the avount of pressure in
the iine' The pressure romilm or the automatic cycling Tystem
should rea 15 or greater, hile the pressure reading for the
hand pump,should readA40 P.Sj. aJ greater.

, .1% Gast air and'vacuum puMp. Protect the pump fram dirt
and 'excessive' moisture, lubricate it and it will givakyears of trouble-;
free service. DO NOT take pumvapart to clean or replkce t4e vanes
until you have read the manual. ;11 the oiler With light 41 (or
#10 SLE or equivalent petroleum e without additives) every 25 to

r 50 hours running time'. Flush the ball bearings with a small amount
of oil (ten'to twenty drops) at bearing oilers every 'Lime the oiler
jar is filled. The large jar is to citch dirt and.wadte oil. DO NOT
RE-USE THIS L. EMpty.jar each time the oilersis filled. Pump temper-
atures cf 150 'to 200 degrees F. are normal when operating at 18"
vacgmm or 12 pressure. .Occasionally examine shaft far side .

nd p14y. If pump or motor shows evtdenee of ovirheatioa or exces-
01ive noise, stop at once.

1.14
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dREASILM.TRE:giHRIS LIG OFFSET MESS
*

I

Theta imirDepallment of,Defense lubricatio order for
the Harris LIG press so we use the.standard a.rmy lu cants (OE 30,
BR-lubricant, bell and roller bearing, GAINGreatei'Aut #719 and
Artillery, PL-S-Ceills-lubricagng, lpservitive,

a. Alemite (zerkt) fitizgs. here are 17 al4kte or zerk
4

fittings on the offset.press, t.,hat ehould bl, serviced very 100;000
impressiOns, or weekly, whichever occurs frrst. Clean off excess
grease after servicing. -Grease more often, under hot or dusty conc.:-

4ti02334 4

105

sions.
b. Gears.. Qlean and lubricate gaii.rvevery 100,000.imkes-
GrearTap often unier hot or dusty gonsiktions.

c. Skiers. ,At the.start
lubripl.t.e should be appliea to the
oil laoles or tearingS. .Gridee more

12. SAFETY

of each shift, a small amount of
ende of rollers not equipped with
often under dusty conditions.

Because the press conta;ins-many ertosed noving parts such
a3 rollers, gears, chains and sprockets107great Oars mupt be exercised

, during operation tp prevent serious,accidents.. 'During lubrication
of the press the following reiulat'ions should be adhered to at all
times.

a.
and any dcg

IP.

worn inside

Tewelry.. Remove Li jewelry ai 1.-ings'from the hand's

tags ar.heckldoes from the neck. :

agatiali.4 ,,lFatigues
,adkete

or shirts, if worn, will be
the tramears And slopTIrol;.eeUp abovr the elbow.

-

41P.

Clean area. Keep'the floor dlean at,all times., Wipe
,up all spilled imrediately.

r\
d. Do not oil thil,pre.ss*al it is rannizA.7 ,

13. CRITIQUE

a.

t

Itacee key guestioms.
s

What kind of oil, isused?
A. Oil, ePginez)apy Outy 30 and OE 10.

Mr.

9

4.4

# 4

a
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Alt

N t

Q. iihat L5 autousticallg
A. The main cylinder bearings.

Me

Q. Whit is manually oiled?
TIP water rat)tion, 'sheet separators aria gripper shifts.

Q. What are the ga4ges for?
. A. To indinate the oil pressure.

Q. What, kind' of grease is used?
A .4. Create, =tractive and artillery.
Q. What are the safety precautions?
A. Stop.press before oiling or greaSing. ro not wear

any typo jewelry that. might catch on equipment. Do
note wear loose Clothing. Keep area clean.

Clarifg ans,mi.sconceptions.
4

SUMMARY

airiw ihe presentation you, 311W the proper proced4res to follalwwhen oiling and greasing the press. You were also told the safetyimecautions to be followed when lubricating -the press.% Keep in mindthat it is/e'your responsibility to keep the press properly lubricated.

t*

a

?-1

6
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er. MI I

SUBJEq:
,v

N4=1,4
OBJECTIVE(S)

c

t 'Al:SINCE SHEET

'.6kiliet Press Operat

. Offset Frost Lnhrication
.

.
To strere impdrtahee of lubrication4

.and Provi the,student with.a *irking
AHr knowledge:of the lubricationpoints and.

-the qethods used in the .pabrication.of
the offset press.

. ,

. i;
'The following reading assignments will
be accomplished prior to the hbur of
imatr4ption. .

4

I. TM 5445 (Sep 62), Map Reproduction, pira 66 and 67._

REPERENCES4 414.

r';'

P4 4 .4

/07

2. TM 5-3610-202-15 (* 63), Printing Press Offset, para 3715.

3. Operator's MannalOgrrig Offset-Ftess,Model LXG, trarrioN
Intertype 0=p:oration. -.1

1 I ^

SUPPLCKERTART INFORMATION: Ihitrucgon in the area:bf 1ubriciti6
of the offset press 74.11 be aCcomplished)in the following sequence:

1. 'Demonstration (One,hoir). Includes:.

2.
orders LO
tldi time
Press.

a.
b.

C.

&ling
Greasing
Safety

:147

Note: For the ATP Chief
5-6021-2 will be.used to
there are no lubrication

1

1'1(

2910 Offset Peresses lubrication
aid you in the lubvication. At
orders for the Harris LXG Offset

0..
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144 LUBRICATION OF TEE gr dim' 29 DP OFFSET FRESt

PROPAIRED 1.1.SSOIr

40

introduction 7

IpstructIon to SFdents
1 2"

ObjectiV*Ge of Lesson

N*, *

. TABLE OF CONTENTS

=

z.

.Lesson Frames

Self-Test
%

4
..

'C.

...

-.....

INTRODUCTMNv , , t

In this program, you ire litven a.general reFiew of all points to._ b6 lubricated on the ATF Chief 29,DP Mist Press.
r

-It is essential to operation and preArvation of the mess that
these ;arts be lubricated. It. is the mark of a good pressman tohave a properly lubricated press. \

p..n*..mhopmmegip

1-5 2

5 3

rwINSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS

This programmed lesson presents the material in smial "frames"-which are föllowed by an incomplete "%response". Study the frame
xatil you can complete the missing.portion of the response; then
CHECK (c116 not merely copy) your answer with the cOrrect answer whihIligisted at the tog of al next page. If yogranswelr" does
agree, reTstudy thekfraMet ar, if you need-assistance, raise-hand and the initructor will aid you.

Begin with Frame 41 at the taptof page 1 and continue along
Level 4, until directed to start Level 114 At the en& of Level Bthere is a self-test,where you can check yew understanding, of thA.eatLre)lesson.

OBJECTIVES or mas asses

Upon ooMiletion of this lesson, the student will, be Able to
lUbrieste all oil holes, cams, rollere-halemite ftttings gearsvibrator blocks, tunbler ping and electric motors on the ATF Chief
29 DP Offiet Press.

a a

_
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A

1

MiE.#1

The ofiset press needs to be 1ubrio,t9d to prevent excessive
littlE. Excessive wear is prevented by.proper .

a

4,*

4.

FRAIS #27 LEVEL B

, . ,

, Since the vertical position statts the flow of oil, the

.
,

horizontal, position must shut it off: To shut off the flow of oil
we must,put the valve pih in the Rosition.

N.....

cir
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7

'

lubrication

V.

27. horizoaal

0

ft

1

2

ft

k
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.44

or

r

, Some parts are lubricated with 2114 others with
types.of lubiiioants ars and

FRAME #28

Since the valve pin
remember what they are.
does 7.4 the flow of oil.

Horizontal -

Vertical -

°":".:--N.

has only two positions let's see if you
in your own worlis state what each positioa

3

S
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4.

*

,

.

Cti Lact game

1.

28. Horizontal position shuts off the flow of oil
Verti6L1 position Starts the flow of'.oil

a

.a

.v

es

{4.
e

4

s

.9

;

.r
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1/

dr-

Oiling 4.s ddne at :the bitginFinc if. at 41a because oil will
drain from the bearimgi' Wien the press is left overnight. To main-
7.ain'proper lubrications oiling.is done at what time of the dayl

.11

nue #29

. The ArF "29" Model 14 Offset Press has six fiber blocks; the
inking assembly; having fd.ve and the dampen.i.ng, assembly one. These
blocks should be kept well oiled at all times. There are
fiber blocks on.the ATP offset press. .

5

//3
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inning

29. six

411,N'
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FRAME #4,

C4ing is done at the 6eglnnirtgoof each,day to prevent'

ti

lb

_ r, .`".;

FRAME #30

We now know .there are sii fiber blocks on the ATF; the i;.11(1,,g
assembly having five and the dampening assembly one. To prevent
exOess wear, these blocks should be kept well at all
times.



/

4

4. excessive wear

IIS

30. oiled

I. /

(

,



FIUME #5

7

We know from experience that oil camas in different weights.
If you will look at the key you will see we use OE 10 and OE 30.
At what temperature io we use OE 30?

MIMI) TIMPIERATME
Abovo +32 F. +32 F to -10 F . Billow 10 F

30 . 01 10
-

FRAKE.#31

//7

The ATF Model DP Offset Press has fiber blocks. The
inktng assem4y has and the dampening assembly has.
These blocks should bq kept well at all times.

9
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1

If 8
5. Abov + 32qF

4
,31. six five, one, oiled

10

C!,

'
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FRAM #6
PA4

.
The* key tells us that OE 30 is used when the taverature is.-

above 32° F. At what temperature is OZ11.0 used?

4

4

FRAME #32
I.

'de learned that thereare six fiber blocks, let's see where
they are located. The inking assembly has five and the dampenihR
assembly, one.

4

iveI. What assembly has blocks?
2. ;Qat assembly has dhlblock?



a

6. +32°7 to -1Oci
tiodi

32. 1. Taking'
2. Dampening

12

11.
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MAKE #7

The key tells us at what temperatures to use our
at 452°F and above, OE 10 below +32°F. Did you also
two t7pes of oils, 41:12 and drioleseT We use a drip
we want it to flow freely and cover all points to be

FRAME #33

Oils, OE 30
know there are
type because
lubricated.

1

Oil lathe gear housing is changed once a mar. This change
is performed by a maintenance man. Lubrication of the gear housing
is performed Once a

13

e.
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A
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4

33- year

4

4.

-

0.1
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FROE'#8

N

Oil that flows freely is called a

ts.

ft

'

FRA1S #34

The elec'trio motoi also falls Into the once-a-year program and'
is maintained by'maintenance men.

15
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/..24\ 8 drip

34. no rtisponse

.16

44.

11.

a

16

11

a.
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MUNI #9
k 0

.

's.

sk*

-11...:..-,,t1. .:-.. _ ..-.. '..- .:.! ...L-1,:t.'" :. '..-:",:....-..,:,;.:.;_...-.t "?,..k,...-.-..-

,-",'.. . $

. 1.14,.
s

Oil tbat doesnIt flow frsip*,.is osialed
. 001.

42's

FRAME #35 so

( /

The lubrication of.the gear housing is,dane once a year. ,

Lubrication is performed by
r. 4

.1

13i -

sCkt

as..

I.

41,4

)
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la 1

a

47.

/024
.r dripless

4

35 maintenarice man

24

a.

\

136

e.
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FIUME #10

What are the two types of oil used oa. the prase?

a.

b.

FRAME #36

. The gear bailising and electric motor fall into the same category
of maintenance. Whip maintains these pieces of machiniiitand how
often is it performed?

a. .

b.

11111.0

19

N..
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/678

4

10.
b. Briggs,

r '

36: a. Maintenance man
b. Once a .year

44,

1.?

20

4

:1



FIUME #11.

To aid us in lubrication, the oil holes are painted red. The
oil halos are painted red as an in lubrication.

FRAC #37

How often are the)gear housing and electric motors checked and
who performs the maintboanoe?

a. Every three mouths,by operator
b. Every six months, by maintenance men
c. Every nine months, by operator ,

d. Every 12 months, by maintenance men

21
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/30
11. &id

37. di

4.

14

22

e
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FRAME #I2'
/31

The offset press bss Il&pisces that requiri special atienti9n."
Special sttention must be given to how many places on an offset
press?

FRAn #38
p.

Greasing of the ATF Chie 29 is accomplished in tiaree ar-east

alemite fittings andjumbler 213.a. three areas of greasing..

on the ATF Chief 2 ars J, and

41.,



/3.2
12. Six

38. gears, alemite fittiAgs, tumbler gime



413
, FRAME #13

All the places listed below riquire-special attention. Thsy
should beclacked daily. Study thed carefully. They are important

to proper press maintenance.

a. Spindles on all rollegs
b. Pressure caps on deliirery chain pulleys
c. 'Jogger blades connecting arms and links
d. Pile height governor connecting blocks
et: Front guide shaft connecting links
f. Tumbler gripper shaft bearings and connecting linkA

JT

FRAME #39

'Qears are o be cleaned once a month and greased. Once a

montii the slre cleaned and

,01*



134 U. No respozwe

4

39. gears I greased

26

4:4



FRAME #14

List three place. that retire special attention..

a.

114

C.

4
MINN

FRA14E #40

How often are the gears cleaned and greased?",

vamon.

27
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4*

9

34. Amy three of the following:'

a. Spindle's on all rollers
b. Pressure caps on deliverY 01'4 P ey 11

C. Jogger blades oonnecting arms and
4. Pile height governor connecting bloc
e. Front guide shaft connecting links
t. Tumbler gripper shaft bearinfl and co ting links

40. Once a month

1 1



FRAME #15

All cans and rollers must be free of 41E1 and oiled daily'.
If they do not roll with the cam, the cam will soon bacons worn.
Check dai4 the cam rollers which activate the following parts: -..

a. Headstop shaft
b. Side guide
0. Sheet flattener bar or drop bar
d. Dampener ductor
e. Automatic trip mechanism
f. Sucker bar
g. Ink ductor

/37

FRAME #41

Also we have a pinion gear between the impression cylinder and
blanket cylinder, this gear is to be checked daily and greased when
needed. The pinion gear mUs;t be checked aad as
needed. %.

29
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15. No responme

41. daily, greased

t

a

*.>
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Mita #16

'Cams and rollers that do not roll free are usualIT
arid lack

1/4

FRAME #42

The ATF Chief 29 DP Offset Press has ntalemite fittings which
are greased yeeklx. To properly grease the AM' Chief 29 DP Offset
Press we must Cind all r alemite fittings and grease them

0.

31
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1511

3i

A



FRAME #17

/4/

Worn cams and rollers are oausea by improper

"

FRAME #43

greasing will maintain'the alemite fittings on
the ATF Chief 29 DP Qffset Press.

33
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Ye2
17 . oi1ixg

4.3 . Weekly

1 5

34



?RAKE #18
'43

In order to properly maintain came and-rollers gier must be
free of and well every

FRAME #44

There are two tumbler pins on the impression cylinder on the
cperatorls side of the ATF Chief 29 DP. These pima should be
greased yeekly.

35
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18. dirt ;oiled, day

41.

44. No response

4

36



FRAME #19

.
A

W4 have two methods of lubricating the chsinn of ah' offset
press. -The cha3ne on an offset press are lub;icated by
method's.

FRAM #45

The side of the ATF Chief 29 DP contains
timhler pins and they .gre greased

V



19. two

45, operator's, two, weekly

\ 38
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MAKE #20

One method of lubricating the:chains is with OE'30 heavy duti
oil. One method of lubricating the chains on an'offset press is
with ,heavy

7

FRAME #46

The
greased

tumbler pins on the impression cylinder .are

39
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2tX 011

46. till 9 weekly

wwwPI

15

40



FRAME #zt

Another method of lubricating the gbalme is to mix equal
parts of kerosene and penetrating oil. Equal parts of kerosene and
penetrating oil make a good lubricant for.lubricating the
of an offset press

FRAME #47

To ail student pressmen: No one person can be a policeman and
prevent all accidents. It is up to each student to know the safety
rules and practice them.j No pressman need keep anyone on his press
who will not conform to all safe practices. First aid should be
obtained for all injuie est no matter hov small. 'Mods serves as a
guard against infection and prevents delay in 'lealimg.

4,1

45'
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abLizin

7

47. No response L

42



FRAM #22

Name ths tvo lubricants for lubricating-the chains of an
offset press:

b. and
MIMI111111

FRAM #1.8

For safety reasons, during lubrication the press is stopped
and all switches put on the safe position. To maintain proper safety
precautions the press is and all switches put on the

position. '`

/51
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22. a. QE 30

1
b. Keroiene and penetrating oil

J, stopped, safe

c,



/53
MAKE 023

The air pump oa the offset press has a small glass 2ar which
tots as a reservoir tor oil. This container is calledthe air'
pm Al reservoir. Cn the air pump of an offset press we have a
small glass container for oil that is called the

a

Ni

FRAM #49

,a111MINIMM1=111!

Oiling the press should not be attempted unless the press is
stopped. Wipe up oil from floors and platforms to reduce slipping
hazards. Slipping hazards are reduced by keeping oil off the

and

45

F, 3
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air pump oi.l reservoir ,

floors, platforms

-.

1 4

ar
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FRAI

To comtrollthe flow -of oil into the air pump we have a ve1ve
pin on top of the glass jar. This pin sets the flow of oil at an
even rate so we don't overload the pump.--The flow of oil into the
alr pump is controlled by a pin.

FRANE #50

For safety reasons, clothing that can become caught in
moving machinery should not be worn Ad the press room. Rolled up
or short-sleeved shirts tucked in at the waist inaicate safety
procedures are being followed. Sleeves are rolled up and shirts
are tucked in for reasons.

r 7



1542 24. valve

50. safety

I



F.RAME #25
/5 7

The valveNgee controls .the flow of oiI into the air pump.
Let us find out what the positions are to set it. The valve pin
has two pcsitions vertidal and horizontal. What are the two positions
available to the pressman, to set the valve pin? and

FRAME #51

For safety reasons, .4.Es lua, identification bracelets ,../atches

or rings will mot be worn when working around the press. 'dicat

must be removed for safety reasons?

I

4



/58
25. Vertical and horizontal

51. a. Dog tags
b. Identification bracelets
c. Watches
a. Rings

5C
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FRAME #26

To start the flow of oil into the air pump the "WA pia is
put in the vertica; position. In what position ia the valve,pin
placed tl begin the oil flow fran the oil reservoir into the air
pump?

FRAME #52

t. In order to protect the pressman from possible Injury, we have
mentioned a few safety hazards. In your own words, list SOMAS of
these hazard-3.

a.

b.

C

d.

es



26. Vertical

r

52. a. Make sure the press it stopped .

b. Wipe up all oil on floors or platforms
c. Shirts should have rolled up or short sleeves
d. Shirts should be tucked la trousers
e. Do not wear dog tags
f. Do not wear watches
,g. Do not wear rings
h. Do not wear identification bracelets

YOU HAVE COMPLETED ALL THE FRAMES IN THIS LESSON. GC TO

PAGE 53 AND COMPLETE THE SELF-TEST.



/6/
SELF-TEST

These self-test questions are provided to give you practice in
using the informatiod that you learned from your study of this text.

'The ftumbers in parenthesis indicate the frame in which the informa-
tion neededsto answer the questions correctly was discussed. Check
your answers by !referring to the frame numbers shown after each
question. You should be able to answer all questions correctly, but
if you miss any, reread the page (or frame) on which the answer to
the question is found.

L. When should the press be oiled? (#3)

2. What weights of oil are' used to lubricate the offset press?
(#5) -

3. What are the two methods of lubricating the chains on an offset
press? (#20, 21)

What do we .have control the flow of oil into the air pump?
(#24)

5. The ATI, Ihief 29 DP has how many fiber blocks? (#29)

t. How often is the oil changed in the gear housing? (#33)

Who maintains tlie electric.motors? (#34)

3. In what position is the "on" button when lubricating the :Oress?
#

I.Lst three safety hazards that a pressman may encounter ..4L1e
operating an ::;ffset press. (#51)
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740-303-A-020-010

LESSON REQUIREMENTS SHEET

COURSE: Offset Printing

tESSON: Prepare Controls, Feeder and Delivery Assemblies

OBJECTIVE: Provided an offset press (LXG, L-129 BC or ATF-OP), press
tool kit, paper, safety rules, TM 5-245 (Jul 70) and ap-
propriate Harris Operator's Manual, the student will set-up
and make proper adjustments to the feeder and delivery as-
semblies and utilize all controls necessary to successfully
run 250 sheets of paper through the offset,oress. The
student will be given a two-hour graded exaMination on his/
her ability to'currectly set-up and operate these assemblies
in accordance with procedures outlined in the manuals pro-
vided: He or she must achieve a grade of 70 to successfully
complete this graded exercise.

TIME: 28 Hours: 4.0D, 22.0PE, 2.0E

TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES: 0A-109-57 Schematic drawing of a typical off-
set press.

STUDENT MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Map Stock - 500 sheets per student
2. Oil can w/0E30 wt oil - I can per press
3. Oil 99 DTE, BB - as required (ATF-DP presses only)
4. Oil, 10 weight (Harris presses only) - as required
S. Ruler, 36 inch - 1 per press
5. Rags, wiping - a5 required
7. Offset Press (ATF-OP, LXG or L-y9 BC) - 1 per designated group
8. Wedge, paper - 3 per press

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

1. Training Area: .

a. 30-man classroom equipped with tablet arm
and rack A-frame.

b. Practical exercise area equipped with one
workbench for each designated group.

chairs, chalkboard

offset press ahd

2. Assistant Instructors:

a. One assistant instructor per two presses during SPE I & 2

12/77
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a

4 b: One assistant instructor per two presses during E 1
c. Two assistant instructors for`each model press during 0 I

TEXT REFERENCES:

at

I. Instructor: TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolighography and Map
Reproduction,. Chap 8, tec 11,111, -rv.

TM 5-3610-202-15 (3-63), Printin2 Press Offset
Cylinder-Rotary, Model 0P-ATF, Chap-I, -Sec II, para
1-24 thru 1-54 and 1-77 thru 1-85; Chap II, Sec I,
para 2-26 thru 2-48 and 2-72 thru'2-74, Chap
Sec II, para 2-78 thru 2-115.

Harris Operating Manuals, Sec 3, 4, 5 and 6.

2. Stude t: TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolt4hosraohy and Maa
Reproduction, Chap 8, ,Sec II, III, IV.

Harris Operating Manuals, Sec 3, 4, 5 aand'6.



LESSON OUTLINE

\j
LESSON: Prepare Controls, Feeder and Delivery

740-303-A-020.-OfirN

Assemblies (ATF-DP Press)

SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION

The instruction that you have rkeived on
Operator's Maintenance will be utilized in
this lesson, Prepare Controls, Feeder and
Delivery Assembly. During this lesson
you will be required to oil and grease
your presp as per instruction set forth
by the pemary instructor. 4

During this lesson you will learn the
set-up procedures used fOr Controls,
Feeder and Delivery Assemblies to include
all necessary adjustments.

Upon completion of thfs lesson you will
he able to successfully, priparethese
assemblies by correctly windingHand
jogging the Stock, adjusting the feeder,
operating the controls for the transfer
of paper, positioning and adjusting
register mechanisms and adjusting the
delivery to properly receive and posi-
tion the paper onto the delivery board in
a neat and even stack.

Because failure of paper feeding
properly will account for approximately
50%"of a pressman's problems, it is
necessary that you, a potential press-
man, thoroughly understand these as-
semblies before proceeding to other
assemblies of the press.

1

INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

Use Service Training Aid OA-
10947 Schematic Drawing of
an Offset Press to point out
the assemblies and to show
the sequence of the paper
through the press.

Introduction will be given
in classroom, then spidents
will be moved to PE area for
development of demonstration.

Inform the students they will
stay in their designated
groups for the demonstration.

12/77
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SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPMENT #1

ATF-OP Offset Press

1. SHEET FEED SYSTEMS

a. Single shaet feeder Explain the diffec:ii4-v.
b. Stream fed feeder

4

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Oue to
the simultaneous instruction
of the three types of presses,
the development of this les-
son is divided into three
parts, Development #1, which
pertains to the ATF-DP press
and Development #2, the .

Harris LXG press, and Dev-
elopment #3, the Harris L-129
BC Press.

Ask questions to check
2. CONTROLS student uhderstanding.

a. Selector switch position

(1) Safe
(2) Jog
(3) Run

b. Start button
c. Stop button
q. Air buttons

(1) On

(2) Off

e. Counter mechanism

r f
s

Mechanical variable speed control

3. FEEDER ASSEMBLY

a. Position sheet on the feeder
board.

Paint out location, explain
function and demonstrate.

Stress safety.

Ask questions to check student
understandit.

BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR'S ,

DISCRETION

Have demonstrator use SOO
sheets of stock, 6plain and
demonstrate proper setup
procedures.



Slionrr 1$4 TTER -ouTrThrw-
b. ?osition L-shaped pile guide bars
C. Wind, jog and load the stock
d. Position and set sucker feet
e. Operate the feeder board manual

handle
f. Position corner brackets and tail

weights
g. Position and set the pile 'height

, governor .

h. Sheet separatbrs
i. Set air blast4nobs

4. SHEET TRANSPORTING ANO POSITIONING
DEVI4S

a. Conveyor tapes
b. Set pull-in wheels
c. Adjust two sheet choke
d. Move side guide
e. Feeder valve handle

.f. Impression throw-on lever
g. Set vacuum gauge
h. Position sheet guards
i. Sheet guides
j. Front guides (head stops)
k. Undertongues .

1. Cylinder grippers
m. Adjust sheet flattener bar-

(drop bar)
n. Position register sheets
o. Position rider balls .

p. Adjust side guide
q. Side guide .changeover

5. TRIP MECHANISMS

a. Automatic trip (1 ea)
b. Manual trips (2 ea)

DELIVERY ASSEMBLY

a. Gripper fingers and bars /

b. Skeleton cylinder
c. Stripper fingers

1---TrISTIETTTONArTIZTTLer-7

Refer to Detailed Procedure
Sheet for further information.
Stress safety.

Ask questions to check student
understanding.

Explain and demonstrate proper
setup procedures.

Refer to Detailed Procedure
'Sheet for further information.

Stress,safety.

Ask questions to check student
understanding.

Point out, explain and demon-
strate the function of the
trips.

Ask questions to check student
understanding.

Point out and explain a
ponents. Demonstrate a
necessary adjustments.

3-3 (

I

/613
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d. Sheet stops

e. Delivery board
f. Adjust jogger blades .

g. Operate manual control handle
n. Automatic pile receder

_-

DEVELOPMENT #2

. Harris/LXG Offset Press

.. SHE:Li FEED SYSTEMS

a.- Single sheet feeder

b. Stream-fed feeder

2. COVTRats

a. 'Master control panel

5. Thr button control statior

c. Six.button control station

d. Inch button cOntrol station-
(feeder end)

FEEDER ASSEMBLY

a. Feeder board controls
5. Measure stock
C. Position pile guide ba s

Wind and jog stock
e. Load,stock

Feeder latch,handle
Position presser feet

h. Adjust sheet separator mech-
anism
Adust pile height' governor
Check front fjaps
Position angle sheet guides

1. Position stripper fingers
Pcsition-air'blast tubes

INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

Refer to Detailed Procedure
Sheet for further information.

Stress safety.

Ask questions to check student
understanding.

(Allow 3 hours for demon-
stration.)

Explain the difference.

Ask questions to chick student
understanding.

Stress safety.

Point out, exp ai- and operate
when possible.

Ask question:, to Lheck student

understanding.

Have demonstrator use 500
sheets of stock, explain and
,demonstrate proper procedures.
Refer to Detailed Procedure
Sheet for further information.

Stress safety.

Ask questions to check student

understanding.



SUBJECT MATTER ZUTLINE

4. SHEET TRANSPORTING AND POSITIONING
DEVICES

f.

g.

Conveyor tapes

Pull-in wheels and shaft lever
two sheet choke
Move side guide
Air and vacuum valve control
lever
Set air and vacuum gauges
Electronic sheet detectors

r

'INSTRUCTIONAL TACTTM

Explain mid demonstrate proper
setup procedures.

Refer to Detailed Procedure
Sheet for further information.

170

Stress safety.

BREAK AT STRUCTOR'S
DISCRETION

Stop fingers
Sheet guards
Register brushes
Rubber drive wheels
Wooden drive wheels
Sheet holddowns
Adjust side guide
Side guide changeover
Feed rollers
Curved sheet holddowns
Gauge pins
Cylinder grippers

5. DELIVERY ASSEMBLY

a. Gripper fingers and bars
b. Skeleton cylinder
c. Stripper fingers
d. Sheet stops
e. Delivery board
f. Delivery release cam adjustment
g. Mamial control handle
h. ,Jogger blades
i. Automatic pile receder
j. Continuous del very

B-5-

Demonstrate.changeover and
explain side guide roller
pressure and plate setting.

Ask questions to check student
understanding.

Point out and explain all
components. Demonstrate all
adjustments necessary.

Refer to Detailed Procedure
Sheet for further-information.

Stress safety.

Ask questions to check student
understanding.

(Allow 3 hours for demon-
str4tion.
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DEVELOPMENT #3

Hatris L-129 -BC. Offset Press

I. SHEET FEEDING SYSTEMS

a. Single sheet feeder
b. Stream..fed feeder

2. CONTROLS

a. Master control panel
b. Eight button control panel
c. Three, three-button ,panels

FEEDER ASSEMBLY

a. Feeder controls
b. Position feeder board
c. Fold sheet of stock and

position on feeder board
d. Position pile guide bars
e. Wind and jog stock
f. Load stock in feeder
g. Pull back sheet separator

mechanism
h. Raise pile
i. Move sheet separator mechanism

bick in
j. Set pile height control
k. Adjust pile height by running

press
1. Set sheet separator mechanism

to final setting

CONVEYOR SYSTEM AND POSITIONING
DEVICES

a. Conveyor tapes
b. Pull-in wheels
c. Air control valve and pull-in

wheels control lever
d. Move side guide
e. Two sheet choke

Explain the difference.

Ask questions to check student
understanding.

Point out, explain and
operate when possible.

Stress safety.

Ask questions for student
understandihg.

Have demonstrator use 500
sheets of paper, explain and
demorlstrate proper procedures.

Stress safety.

Refer to Detailed Prdcedure
Sheet for further information.

Ask luestions to check student
understanding.

Explain and demonstrate proper
setup procedures.

Refer to Detailed Procedure
Sheet for further information.
Stress.safety.

BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR'S
DISCRETION

0 B-6



SUBJECT 1A OUTLINE INTRUernAL "TACTICS
7.2

f. :Transport sheet to stop A, leave
air on

g. Register brush wheels
h. R4pober drive wheels
i. Wooden drive wheels
j. Set side guide

Insure lock-up plate is in the
Out position.

k. Photocell detector

5. DELIVERY ASSEMBLY

a. Gripper bars
b. Skeleton cylinder
c. Stripper fingers
d. Sties: stops
e. Delivery board i
f. Delivery release cam
g. Manual control handle
h. Jogger blades
i. Automatic pile receder
j. Vuum wheels

Vacuum wheels control knob
Air bars

7. Air bar control knob
n. Air valve gear side

Point out and explain all com-
ponents and demonstrate all
adjustments necessary. Demon-
strate changeover and explain
side.guide roller pressure
and 1.ock-up plate.

Ask questions for student
understanding.

Point out all components and
demonstrate all adjustments
necessary.

Stress safety.

Refer to Detailed Procedure
Sheet for further inigormation.

Ask questions to cheel student
understanding.

(Allow 3 hours for demon-
stration.)

'APPLICATION

Students are to perfofin
student practical exercise.

(Allow 2.3 hours for PE)

/

Bi7

-4

BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR'S
DISCRETION
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SUBJECI_MATTER OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

EXAMINATION

Students are to perform
Student Examination 1. (Allow
1 hour and 45 minutes for exam
and 15 minutes for critique.)
Grading for this exam is by
Assistant Instructor assigned
to each designated group.

SUMMARY

Within the last 28 hours of instruction
you, through actual hands-on, prepared
the CFD on your pressrs and successfully
ran paper through the printing cycle.

During this time, many of you en-
countered some of the problems that an
offset pressman faces during daily
operation o`k an offset press.

i /
Remember wefl what you have learned, for,
proper setting of these assemblies will
become more .and more important to you
when you get into the printing lessons
of this course.

Proper setup will not only aid you to
smooth operation during printing, but
will also save valuable time that you
will be able to put to more effective
use in producing clear and clean printed
printed images.

The ferictioning of the paper cycle in
press operation is directly related.to
the next lesson, Prepare Cylinder As-
sembly, which provides the image to the
paper as it goes through the printing
cycle.

3-8

1,C 3

Summary will be given in the
classroom.
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'DEMONSTRATION

740-303-A-020-010
Demonstration Al

gl:

LESSON: Prepare Controls, Feeder and Delivery Assemblies

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate to the student the proper procedures to operate
the controls and prepare the feeder and delivery assemblies of
the ATF-DP Offset Press, LXG Offset Press or the L-129-BC
Offset Press.

SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:

1. ATF-DP Offset Press, LXG or L-129-BC Press - 11Per three designated
groups.

2. TM 5-245 (Jul 70), Offset Photolithography and Map Reproduction,

l

and Harris Operator's Man l - 1 per pres
3. One assistant instructor p press
4. Map Stock - 500 sheets per e ss

5. Oil Can w/0E30 wt oil'- 1 full can per press
6. Oil, G090 weight - as required
i. Rags, wiping - as required
3. Press Tool Kit - 1 per press
9. SPE Al, 740-303-8-010

10. Time required - 4 hours

SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE

This demonstration will provide the
student with sufficient knowledge to
prepare the controls, feeder and
delivery assemblies of the ATF-DP
Offset Press, LXG or L-129-8C.

INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

C-I

Instructor will have students posi-
tion themselves around demonstration
press so that they will be able to
observf, all procedures.

The development for this demon-
stration is also the student 'prac-
tical exercise gnd will be covered
completely. (Use detailed pro-
cedure sheet for demo.)

The instructor will cover each tep

in a narrative manner while the
assistant instructor demonstrates
the steps. The instructor will read
each caution note before the as-
sistant instructor demonstrates that
step. After each major step, the
primary instructor will check student
understanding before proceeding.

12/77
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STUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE

740-303-A-020-010
S Practical Exercise

LESSON: Prepare Controls, Feeder and Delivery Assemblies

OBJECTIVE: During this exercise, the student will perform operator's
safety check of the press, operate.all controls, set-up the
feeder, register and delivery assemblies, wind, jog and load
the press with 500 sheets of map stock, make final adjust-
ments and operate the press to run 250 sheets without
stopping.

STUDENT MATERIALS ANO EQUIkMENT:

I. Mao Stock - 500 simets per press
2. Oil can w/0E30 wt oil - I full can per press
3. Oil, G090 wt - as required
4. Rags, wiping - as required
5. Press Tool.Kit - 1 per student
6. ATF-OF; Harris LXG Or L-129-BC Offset Press - 1 per designated

group

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

1. One assistant instructor per two designated groups during this PE.
2. Time requireo: 2 hours per student and repeated for a total of

14 hours.

STUDENT REQUIREMENTS: Using detailed and outlined Procedure Sheets I, 2
or 3, operate all controlsas necessary to prepare the mass feeder, reg-
ister mechanism and delivery, to run 250 sheets thru the press without
stopping.

12/77
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740-303-A-020-010

CONTROLS. FEEDER AND DELIVERY ASSEMBLIES

DETAILED PROCEDURE SHEET #1

(ATF-OP)

1. Perform Safety Check

2. Prepare Feeder For Loading

a. Position sheet of stock

(1) Fold sheet of stock in half lengthwise
(2) Flatten folded sheet on feeder board
(3) Offset sheet centerfold 1/8 inch from

feeder board center mark according to
the side guide being used

b. Position L-shaped pile guide bars

(1) Loosen locking device on operator side
guide bar

(2) Position guide bar flush with edge of
stock

(i) Tighten locking device
(4) Loosen locking device on gear side

guide bar
(5) Position guide bar I/16th inch from pile
(6) Tighten locking device

3. Prepare And Load Stock

a. Prepare stock for loading

(I) Remove sheet of stpck from feeder board
(2) Wind stock on table to separate sheets
(3) Jog stock on table to even gripper ana

side guide edges

O. Load stock onto feeder board

(1) Remove small lift from stack and p ace
on feeder board

(2) position stock agaihSt,front guide bars
and operator side guide bar

(-3) Depresc paper to remove air
-(4) 4peat steps (1), (2), and (3) until stock

is loaded

DI-1

12/77
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4. Position Sucker Feet

a. Call clear
b. Manually move flywheel forward until sucker

feet are in their lowest position
c. Soace sucker feet evenly across the sheet

(1) Loosen lock screws
(2) Slide sucker feet on bar until evenly

Oaced
(3) Tighten lock screws

CAUTION: Insure that when positioning sucker feet they
will not come into contact with other devices
during operation.

5. Raise Feeder Board

a. Release pawl and keeper
b. Manually turn the handwheel until the stock is

14 inch from bottom of sucker feet

6. Position Corner Brackets

a. Side setting

(1) Loosen shaft locking device
(2) Move shaft and position side bracket arm against

pile without binding
(3) Tighten locking device

b. Rear setting

(1) Loosen locking device
(2) Move bracket on shaft until rear bracket arm is

positioned against rear of stock without binding

(3) Tighten locking device

7. Position Pile Height Governor

a

a. Loosen locking device on shaft
b. Move pile height governor on shaft until it is

positioned approximately two inches in from the
rear edge of the pile

c. Tighten locking device

Position Tail Weights

a. Lower tail weights

(



b. Loosen lncking device
c. Position tail weights at an approximate 45 degree

angle
d. Tighten locking device

NOTE: After p3sitioning of tail weights, insure that
the locking device will not interfere with the
movement of the pile height governor.

q. Set Pile Height Governor

a. Preliminary setting

(1) Unlock and lower locking nuts
(2) Turn knurled knob (counterclockwise) until the governor

has cleared the pile.
(3) Place a feeler strip between the governor and

the pile.
(4) Adjust the.knurled knob until a fairly

heavy pressure is noted when-pulling the
feeler strip.

(5) Lock locking nuts
(6) Manually lower-the pile one to two inches
(7) Engage pawl and keeper
(8) Turn safes to run position
(9) Call clear

(1O) Depress the start button to raise pile to
height setting

(11) Depress stop button and turn safes on
(12) Call clear
(13) Move flywheel to position sucker feet in

lowest position
(14) Check for 4 inch distance between stack and

sucker feet

b. Final setting

(1) Loosen governor lock nuts
(2) Move knurled knob and adjust setting

as required
(3) Lock locking nuts
(4) Disengage pawl and keeper
(5) Repeat steps 8 thru 14 of above

.

D1-3
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NOTE: Because the preliminary setting is based on

pressure noted onthe feeler strip, it can
not be 100% activate for-everyone. Therefore,
a final setting may be necessary, until proper
pressure -feel isreached.

10. Set Air Blast Knobs.

a. Depress Air pump "ON" button
b. Turn large knob for an opening of approximately

Is to Li inch to set overall air blast
c. Turn small center-knob to allow the center blast

tube to float approximately five sheets of paper
d. Turn small knob on left to allow the two front

vertical blast tubes to float approximately five
sheets of paper

e. Turn small knob on right to allow the floating
whale nozzles to float approximately five sheets

f. Depress Air pump "OFF"

11. Adjust Pull In Wheels

a. aleCk wheels for even tension
b. Turil necessary thumbscrew to obtain equal tension

NOTE: This is-only a preliminary adjustment. Final
adjustment is made while paper is being run
through the press.

12. Set TWo Sheet Choke

a. /Unlock locking bar
b. Turn set screw to clear one sheet and completely

stop the second sheet
Lock the locking bar

NOTE: Use a feeler strip that has been folded to allow
approximately a two inch difference at the edges.

13. Move Side Guide

a. Unlock locking device
b. Move side guide toward operators side so as not to

interfere with tIAi first sheet of paper
c. Lock the locking device

14. Adjust Suction

a. Place safes on "JOG"
b. Call "clear"

D1-4



c. Depress air pump "ON" button
d. Lift feeder valve handle
e. Jog the press until the sucker feet pick up

the top sheet of paper and'transport it to a
point about 3/4 of the distance to the pull in
wheels

f. Depress the impression throw-On lever
g. Turn safes to 40N" position
h. Check pressure gauge on gear side of r.vess
i. Turn knurled knob adjustment to obtain a reading

of 15 psi

145. Transport Sheet To Head Stops

a. Place safes on "JOG"
b. Call clear
c. Jog the sheet half way onto the convexor table
d. Depress manual at operators side of pFess
e. Depress vacuum pump "OFF" buttoff
f. Turn safes to "ON" position
g. Manually turn the flywheel until sheet reaches

the head stops and cylinder grippers art 4 inch
from closing

h. Use a pencil to mark conveyor bowl at side
guide edge of sheet

16. Set Sheet Flattener Bar

a. Loosen locking device
b. Turn set screw to obtain a light setting over

the sheet
c. Tighten locking device

1.46TE: To check for light setting$ twirl the bar and
listen for a slight whispering sound.

Set Register Wheels

a. Check tension

(1) Lift wheels to check for even tension
(2) Turn knurled knobs to adjust springs for,

even tension

b. Set wheels to sheet

(1) Obtain a feeler strip
(2) Loosen locking device ,

(3) Adjust-each register wheel to the tail end

11-5
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of sheet until a feeler strip can be positioned even with
bick-edge'of sheet and touching point of register wheel.

(4) Tighten locking device

18. Set Side Guide.

a. Insure papa. is even with previously placed
mark om conveyor table

b. Unlock locking device
c. .Slide the side guide and sheet in 1/8 of an

inch from mark
d. Lock the locking device

,

19. Set Delivery Aisem'cly

a. Chec,k deljvery table to insure that it is positioned
tdthe jogger.blades

b. rf movement of the delivery board is necessary,
release the pawl from the ratchet and raise the
delivery board using the manual handle

c. Loosen lock screws on side jogger blades
d. Move the side jogger blades out so as pot to

interfere with the sheet dropping onto the
delivery board

e. Place safes on "JOG"
f. Call clear
g. Use delivery stationscontrols and jog the sheet

through the press until it drops onto the
delivery board and the gripper bar reaches
the upper level on the delivery chain cycle

h. Turn safe to ''ON" position
1. Place one hand on the sheet to prevent movement
j. Adjyst side joggers one at a time to obtain a

slight pressure on the paper
k. Lock side jogger locking screws after each

setting
1. Move paper forward until it contacts the sheet

stops
m. Loosen back jogger set screws
n. Position back,jogger blIdes into contaCt with

rear edge of paper
O. Tighten set screws

20. Operate Press

a. Turn safes to "RUN" position
.

I. Call clear
c. Depress start button
d. Depress air pump "ON" button



e. Lift feeder valve handle
f. Depress impression throwlon handle just as

sheet is aiout to reach- the ,sheet flattener
bar

g. Make final adjustments on air blast, vacuum, and pull in wheels if
necessary.

740-303-A-020-010

C. F. O. ASSEMBLIES

OUTLINED PRXEDURE SHEET

(ATF-OP)

1 Make a visual and manual safety check.
2. Fold a sheet of.stock in half and position on feeder board.

Adjust L-shaped pile guide bars.
4. Wind and jog the stock.
5. Load the feeder board.
6. Lower sucker feet/to lowest position.
7. Raise pile to 4 inch below the sucker feet.
S. Position corner brackets.
9. Position pile height governor.

10. Position tail weights.
11. Adjust pile height governor and check for proper height.
12. Adjust over-all air blast knob and the three air blast tube knobs.
13. Set the pull in wheels.
14. Adjust the NO sheet choke.
15. Move side guide out.
is. Pick up one sheet and check vacuum pressure.
17. Move sheet onto the conveyor board to the head stops.
13. Position impression cylinder grippers 4 inch from closing.
19. Adjust sheet flattener bar, (whisper bar).
20. Adjust register wheels.
21. Adjust side guide for 1/8th inch push.
22. Move delivery board up to jogger blades
23. MOve jogger blades out.
24. Jog the s'hett through the printing cycle onto the delivery board.
25. Set the side and rear jogger blades.
26. Run sheets through the press to check youn set up.

Appendix 1 to Student
Practical Exercise

01-7
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140-363-A-020410

CONTROLS, FEEDER AND DELIVERY A;SEMBLIES

DETAILED PROCEDURE. SliEET #2

(Harris LXG Press)

I. Perform safety check and fill'out DA,Form
. 0

(2. Prepare Feeder For Loading

(Daily.Maintenance).

a. Measure stock
b. Center feedil%-eoird. -

c.. Loosen thumbscrews on L-shaped pile gdide bars
d. Move operator side L-shaped,pile guide bar

'toward operator side of press
e. Positipn inside edge.of gear side-pile guide

bar even with scale reading equivalent to
stock size

f. Place sheet of stock on feeder bcard and po-
sition against front guides.and gear side
L-shaped pile guide bar

g. Move operator L-shaped pile guide bar inward
unt0flush with edge of paper and lock thumb-
screws

h: Move geat4' side quid% b3r until 1/16th inch
from edge of paper and lock thumbscrews

NOTE:\, This adjustmenteill requir;- checking after
paper has been set tc propier height.

. ,

Pr'epare And Load Stock

a. .Prepare stock for loading

(1) ,Remove.sheet of istock from feeder board
(2) Wind-stock on table to separate sheets
(3) Jog stock on table to even gripper and

side.guide edges

b. Load Itoac ontait feeder board'

ADP

(1) kRimove small lift fram'stick and place on
(2)1Ner board

ItIon stoCk against front guide bars
And operator side L-shaped guide bar

(3),,Depress paper to remilve air
(4) Repeanteps (I), (2) and (3) until

stpck is loaded

D2-1
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Position Presser`feet
A

a. Place feeder latch handles intb firit.position
b. Turn safesito off position
c. Call clear.'
d. Jog press until presser feet are in lowest

positionr. N

e. Turn silefto on position

Raise Feeder Board

a. Depress upsbutico'li to automatically raise the
feeder board until 'stopped by limit switch

b. Engage manual handle '.
c. Manually raise the feeder boord unti4 the top

of the pile reaches the same level as the.
bottom of the presser fent

d. Disengage the manual handle

6. Position Sheet Separator Mechanism

a. Loosen locking device and turn knurleo(wheel
yntil presser feet are positioned approximately
3/8 inch onto the pile

b. Lock the lacking device

7. Set Pile Height Governor

a. Raise pile feeder latch raising pawl handle
b. Engage manual hahdle and lower pile approximately

15 inch

c. Disengage manual'handle
d. Loosen pile height governor locking device
e. Turn governor adSusting screw down several turns
f. Turn safes to off positions
g. Call clear
h. Depress run and inch buttons simultaneAsly

I. Allo ile to raise automatically to heig-ht
to press! P

sett g

j. Depress top of pile next to presser feet .

k. Check for no gap beiween bottom of presser feet
and top of pile

1. If gap exists, turn governor set screw until
collar on manual raise handle moves one notch

m. Recheck for gap
n. Repeat steps j thru m until no gap is apparent
o. Depress stop button.
p. Turn safes to on positiOn
q. Lock governor locking device

. A

p.

.*

,

02,-2
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Check front flaps for ¼ inch distance from top
.of pile to.top of flaps -\

A 0
.110T9 Due to curl in pper, it may be necessary to

lower the pile atd build up the rear of the
pile with'paper r wedges to obtain the 4 inch
flap distance. .

8. Set Angle Sheet Guides

a. Loosen yiumbscrew
*b. Position guide to approximately_two inches

from the corner of the pile,.10 d

c. Position the guide vertically until the top of
the guide is Approximately 4 inch above the pill

d. Tighten thumbscrew #.

e. Turn knurled adjustment wheel until theefront
of the angle sheet.gutde lightly touches the

...rear of the:1011ei'
I.

NOTE: Set one angle sheet_guide at a time.

Position.Stripper Fingers

a. Loosen thumbscrew
b. Position stripper fingei behind forwarding

suckers
c. Turn knurled adjustment wheel.unti3 stqopper

fingers extend approximaielyds ihch #nto rear.,
. ,1 ,

.a. of pile
d. Lower stripper finger unfil finger extends 1/81

inch onto rear of pile ,

, e. Tighten thumbscrews

NOTE: Position striPPer fingmers one at a time.
Item b is onny a starting point.andiiirippEr
fingers may be moved to outside the'pick-up
suckers if feeding difficulty,is encountered.

10. Position Air Blast Tubes
r

a. Move the hortibntal tubes unt,i1 approximately'
04 inch ibdve the pile

b. -Move the vertical tubes until center bf tube
is even with pop of pile*

.11. Set Pull In Wheels

a. Insure that raising handle is in up postion
and wheels art riding on conveyor tapes

02-3,
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b. Check wheels for even tension
4. Adjust thumbscrew or thumbs'Crews to obtain necessary, even tension

/864

%
NOTE: This is only a preliminary adjustment. Ftnal adjust:lent thay

, he made, while paper is being run through theoress.

12. Adjust Two Sheet Cke
\I P

a. Turn safes tO off poition
b. Engage feeder latch handle in the first position
c. 'Call clear
d. Jog press until choke rod is.in highest position
e. Turn safes to on position -

f. Turn knurled adjustment screw to Otain no drag on one sHeet and
drag or completely stop the second sheet

1CYTE: A feeler stsPip that has been foided to allow approximately a
twd inch dilferpnge in the edgei.should be used'for this setting.

4i

13. Move Side Guide

a. ,Turn the mip1 acijuslMent set screw to center the stop block
between the dy of the side guide.and the side juide play

h: Lift the side guide plate and depress the holding pin
- 3. -Release the aising rod

d. Loosen side guide 'locking device
4e. Move tbe*side guide until the stop block is ositloned

on a etale reading that is at least h inch more than
the paper measurement,

f. Lock .the 'locking devi&

14. ajust Air and Vacuum

a. Turn safes to'off position
b. Depress vacuum pump on button
c. Ldker'air andlvacuum control lever
d. CaIl clear
la. Jog the presi3until pickup and forwarOng suCkers have

control of the sheet and the horizontal blast tubes ee
blowing air

f. Set air\and vacuum gauges

(1) lit air pressure

D2-4
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(a) lomIln bill check valve locking
dev e

(b) Turm.set krew to obtain prooer

(c) Tighten loiking,device

(2) Set vacuum

,z(a), Loosen ball check valve locking device
(br Turn set screw to obtain propemiscuum
(c) Tighten devime

. k_

wNOTE: As a startipoint the and vacuum gauges should
be set for a reading of 6,on th* gauges. If;thit
proves to be too much or toM little, adjustment must
be made aceordingly.

a

Transport Sheet to StoVingers
A

fr.

Turn safes to off position .N
Engage feeder latch handle'inafirst position
Call clear .

4mg press untirsheet is iontrolied by the pull
Lift air and vacuum valvetaintrol lever
Depress air and vicuum pump off button
Continue to jog sheet until it reaches the stop
fingers
Turn safes to on positions

16. -Set Register Brushes

a. Check tension

(1)' Lift brOthes to cheefor even tension
(2) /Turn knurled knobs o adjust springs for

even tension

Set brushes to sheet

(I) Lilesen locking device,-
(2) Move brush until center of brush is even

with rear edge of sheet .

17. Set Rubber Drimiiheeli

a. Check tension

)
(1) Ltft wheili to check for even tensipn

S.

MR.

Obe

k

in wheels

7
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12) Tum>inurled knobs ta adjust spring; for
even tension

b. Posistionireels

(1), Loosen locking device"' . .

(2). Move'wheel to position behind rear edge
. .jaf sheet
(3) Lock Locking device

NOTE: ensur,wheeli do not touch lheei

18. Set Wooden'Whepli.

1 a Check tension

(1) .Lift wheels to check for even tension
(2) Turn knurled knobs td adjust,springs for

even tension k

NOTE: Only enough tension to allow the wheels to rotate
is necessary

b. Position wheols

(1) LoosPn laving device
(2)Mov tipeOs to position half way from

rear er %heet to gripper edge
(3). Lock locking device

19. Set Side Guide

f

a. Relcase lockfligildevice
b. Move side gutdelpntil stop block is 3/16 to

4 inch frmm e4ge of paper
c. Lock lock/ng devia
d. 'Release lifttng rod locking device
e. Move lifting rdd for vertical position
f. Lock lifting rod locking device
g. Attith lifttng rod
h. Lift Natec,release lock up pin arid lower

the plate

20. Set Delivery Assembly

a.' Check empty pile board for correct position.
.b. To tyring koard to highest position, set pile down feed

dial to "raise vile" and use manual handle to bring pile
to hfghest position.

4

I.
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C.

411, -

fr.

0.

;tweeter wdtiegeil engin rear and one next
'to math sfde jogger blade t

Loosen thOmbserews on side jogger-blades
andmove outward

e. lock thumbscrews
f. Turn sees to off position 1..

g.4 eill ctkar -A,

h. From delivery itation, jog sheet through ,

press until the gripper bar, Farrying sheet
of stock, reaches a point about one inth
into the stripPlir fingers
Turn safes to on'position
Unloak operator si 'stationary jogger blade
and move to 7fghtJ contact edge of sheet.

k. Lock th 40

1. Turn ferto iff positimg and call clear
m. 'less uktil "gear side" jogger blade reaches

. inner wst ObOtion
n. TurnAfits to'on position
o. Unlocknhumbscrew and position jogger

filade tm lightly contact.edge of sheet-

p. Lock th umbscrew
ck Pull paper forwarg to front stopst
r7."?. Open operator side guard door

s 'Reletse-thumbscrew for back Sogger Wilde
and turn red starshaped knob to position .
ithe back jogger bladeto rear edge of sheet

t. Lock Ihumbscrew and close guard door

Er!

4
a

s

4- 4

1

0.

Operate Prist
'4 ik

A. Tyrn safes to off position and call plear
'b. Dlioress rtin'and Inch'buttons simultaneously

c. Depress air ama vacuup pump on button
d. Insure*that feeder jatch handle is in(first

position to staet feeder mechanism
Lower air and vacuum valve.control eleve

Moife-feedir latchhandle forwarAwewpdt
press on impression when paper Teaches a
point just forward of,the side guiae.
Make vitual check of settings while
machine is operating %

4.,

.

4
3

1;9(.92-7

k

.

4 !/
Appendtx-2 to Student

Pract4t41 Ltet2c4se
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740-303-A-020-010
A.

C. F. D. ASSEMBLIES-

OUTLINED PROCEDURE _SHEET ;

(LXG) -tts

e
A

1. Make a visual alid manual safety check. *
2. Measure the stock. ,
3. Center feeder boani.
4. Pasitiongep side L-ihaped. pile 'guide bar on-proper scraltriladinsf.
5. Position-ioperator side L-shaped pile guide bar. 4
6. ReposiVn.gear side L-shaped pile gdide.bisr.

tiind'a jog-stock.
'`t-

Nt81- Load the stock onto the feeder board. '

9. Lower prester feet to ,lowest ssition.
.10. Elevate stock tti pressjr f
11. Position sheet separator nism.
12. Adjust pile height governor. r:

4

13.' Check pile height goverr for oropir helaht.
14. Adjuit angle, sheet guides. ok
15. Adjust str,iimer fingers1
16. Adjust air blast tubes., :.:/t
17. Set pull in wheels.

.Adjust two sheet choke:
19. Mate side iuide.out.
20. *Check air and .vacuum gauges and adjust fl necbssary.
21. Nove sheet dan"conveycic'board to stop fin§ers.
22. Position register wheels. AO

Z. Position rubber and wooden'iadrive
24. Adjust side guide for 3/16'to 1/4"isch pull.

:-

25. Move, delivery board up to jogger bfades. ..
to,

26., Move jogger blades out.
27.--.1-:410g: the sheet through the printing cycle.'onto the 4e1 ivery board.
28, PtYsition -statIkonary jogger blade, side jpgger and rear jogger blade.
29. ;Bun sheets through the press to check your set lip.,

P.

a.4

A

4

4rs

44,

4.4.4

40444.

D2-8 -

.
1

Apcmdix 2A to Student
Pract,ical Exerci)r. *
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740-3034-020-010

CONTROLS, FEEDER AND DELIVERY ASSEMBLY

DETAILED PROCEDURE SHEEi743

(L-129-8C) .

1.firform safety check and fill out 'DA Fort 2404 (Daily Maintenance).

2.r Electricalsiontrdfs and Master Control

3, Alignment.of Feeder Board
ee.

Alignocenter mar;, on board with center line on center pile.guide.

4. Al.ignment if Paper Stock for Feeder Board:

. a. Fold sheet of stock in half,
b. Flatten folded sfieet On feeder board,
c. Place sheet on the feeder board and center oh line 1/4" off

center mark awl from side guide to be used.

Adjust L-shaped Pile Guidelars

a. Loosen fock screw on L-shaped guide bars,
b.- Adjust L-shapedluide bari to touch the edge oi sheet

Wind and Jog%Paper Stock

a. Remove.folded sheet from feeder hoard.
b: Uind stock on table to separate sheets.
c. Jog paper to gripper and side guide side.

7. ,Load Paper Stock on Feeder 'Board

a. ; Rethlove small lift from stock and place on feeder hoard.
b., Position Stock against front guide bars and L-shaped guide bar

on same side as side guide to be :used.

Positionheet Separator,Mechanism

Loosen locking device and move separator to postion for maximum
size stock.

Raise Feeder Smut ,r

1

a. To raise pile, move pile hoist control to the
b. Rotate the motor control handle clockwise and

bottom of.flap,shaft.

*03-1

2 1

lower pcsitiom
let Ole raise to

12/77
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I t

v.

d

db.

10. Position of the Sheet iec'saritor mechanism

.4 Move separator in until'sheet'backers are 1/16" from edge of,pile.

U. 'Adjust Pile Hleight Governor

a. Place feeder latch, hahdle in number one position.
b. Push ready button to release safes.
c. Push ru0 and inch buttons simultaneously.
d. Let pres's run until pile'stoOs raising.
e. Turn pile height control counterclockwise until the pile rises

to 1/16"' below flap shaft.

12. Position'of Sheet Separator Mechanism

a. Move separator michanism until sheet backers just touch pile.
.b. Lock separator in'positiom

r,

13, Adjust §trippers (SheetiSeparators)

Adjust stripper's to Otend 1/8" on pilq and with a light tension.

14- Pull-1n WheefS
411.

Loosen lock screy4 and position pull-in wheels'; centered on the two
center Was.

15. 'Adjust the Two...Sheet Choke

a. With feeder engaged, jog Rress to'a reading on timing dial,of
225° to 260°.

b. Depress safety buttonf.'
c. Using two strips of paper (same' weight 4s. in feeder) place

strips under two-sheet chokkand adjat until there is a medium
'd'ag on tWo.strips and one strip is free.

16. Adjusttng the Side GUide

a. Using'the micrometer adjustment, move the guide tO midway point
of tht-micro adjustment.

b. Make sure the guide is in position to clear the first sheets.
c. Inch a stream of sheets down the conveyor until first sheet is

under the side guide. Stbp the.press whenIside guide roller is
inlhe Nue position.

d. Raise air control-lever to "off" position.

4

p.

A

'

D3-2

S.
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41.

it I V"
it .

e. Linlock the knurled lock screi'v and move ihe guide unfil the.stair
block is-I/4". ftoaL sheet, lock knurled lockt.Ocrew.'

f Unlock knurled.locking collar orlthe'roller tension 'adjusting
,

. screw . .

A. Run press and back off roller
pulled, to st0p bldck..

h., Adjust roller tension until sac
block.

5. t ,

tension until the shei-#ts are not

h sheet is just pulled to stop

1. Lock the knurled loaking collar. -.

17: Transpârt Sheet to Stops

a. Jog tpe press until first sheet is against st4i.
b. kaise air contrbl lever to "Off" posit4on4nd depress safe

5

buttons.

18. PositIon'Register Brush Wheels
O

a. Position redtster, brushes at tail edge of iheet and gripper edge'
'of sheett is-against stops.

.

b. Adjust the tension on brushes to a light even'tension.

19. Position Rubber Drive Wheels
a.

a. Position rubber drive Whepls 3" from the tail edge of ;he shee
b. Adjust to a light.even,tension.

20. Position Wooden Wheels 11

a. Space wooden wheels evenly across center of sheet.
. b. Adjust to a light even tension.

21. Adjust Photocell Detector

a.- Engage the feeder in thg firit position'and cnch ;iress tosa time
, dial reading of exactly 270°.
b. _Turn the lamp intentity adjusting knob on the console to the

lowest setting.
-c. With pee against stops, depress the test button and adjust

lamp intensity until the sheet can.be loved 1/15" away from
stops before 'trip is activated.

22. Delivery Assembiy
01

a..*'.Check deliverboard to insure that it is in the "up" position
and:not binding.:

b Push in manual crank for raising.and lowering delivery. With
crank pushed in, delivery pile will'not lower as feeder rises.
(After approximately 100 sheets are on the delivery board', pull

00E9

f
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a

a

.0 &.

crank out .so pile will tower autp1iLt1callY:1 ;, ,

. c. Check for wedgeE. 'one in .rtar and one next to, each 'side joggeri
cf. Unlotk'sfdi joggers and move iut for'Iarge sheet.% :
.....1- Inch sheets through-the press and stop with one, sheit on . -

-...4,. delivery board and, through tap wthdow on delivery..'ene diqivery
. bar is, di rattly' abovei thik other. (In Oils .. pási tith . ;Joggers !have

reached theirxiom stroke inward.)
.s.Plece, theiton delivery board directly under,the stilet, hal ct in A--

. k the gfippert. . ',
. Move side joggers in to touch Sheet and lock 4n position.

., P. Unlock rear jogger cantrol and.mogerearjogger in tp just touch'
sheet andlock in position. .

Del (very iir and vactium;tontrols.., 'Rue the rit-assand turn int air
an t! vacuum cantrols-.. Turn vacuum,cOntrol knob until itliett: . .

,drtip in' delivery arid do not hit hard .0h- erid gate... Adjust 'pres-
sure control knob until sheets are blown dbwn and settle ili Pile4.

evenly. - ,.
r . X

N

. j. Delivery release cam. ByztUrning camicontrol,, sheet can 'be
made to drop in delivery tarlier or later.::-Adjust in cOmbination
with air and vacuum contrg). ,

k.,. Feeder latch handle on delivery end of press. Can ,b4e used' 'to
,. start printing,if press has :beak stopped with a Aheet dOwn to.

. .the stOps. , ..
. . .-

3

.Operati on 'of the
VO

a Depress "ready button.
b. Call "clear";
c. .Depress "rue and ."inch" buttons simultaneously.
d. Turn on
e. Place fattier 'latch :handl e ih nu:fiber ace potition.

Move air control lever tO "onl position.
`g. Plece feider' latch handiCin number brso position where the first

sheet hat readied a point just fomerd-"of the vide guide.
A0just thevacimergattge to A iading of '4" to.5" vaolum.-

i. Adjiist the ir,lad tacuuin ow feeder tik a reading of, 4"- to 5"
vacuum,and 414 to,5* prissure:on

J. Make'at vitual- check of prestfruip the feeder thru' the delivery.
sk. ;rum the press off: Raise air control lever to'43`o1f" positIon.

Whim Test -*tett tlears imPressian cyl indir,' Olt air off.
Ogress safety .bdtton.When last sheet drops oicdelivery

..

a

I.

4

03.4
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744-30.31-A-020-010

CONTROLS, FiEDER ANO'DELIVERY ASSEMBLY

'OUTLINE POOCElik SHEET

. (L-129-BC)

1. Make visual and manual,safeWobeck.
2. Check electrical controls and.,turn speed control to lowest setting.:
3. Center feeder'boArd..
4. Ford sheet in'half and place On.feedeiboard.
5. Position the 4-shaped pile guide bars,. ,

6.. Wind and jog papir.
7. Load feeder board.

9
8. Posttion sheet seratrator to clear paper pfle.
9. Raise pile to bottoi of flap shaft.

,

10. Preliminary,position of sheet separator.
11. Adjust pile +might governor.
12. Position sheet separatdr for operaiion.
13. Adjust stripper fingers.
14. Adjust puil-in wheels.
15. .Adjust two-sheet cboke.
16. Adjust side guide to midway point of micro adjustment and move guide

enough to Oear first sheet.
17. Transport sheet ta. stops.
18. Set register brush wheels.
19. Position rubber drive wheels.
20. Position wooden wheels.
21. Adjust photocell detector.,
224 Adjust delivery joggers..
23. Operate press and check all adjustments.

p.

03.-5

Appendix 3A to SPE
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740-303-A-020-010

/9
"Exam SUpportShiet Al

EXAMINATIOS SUPPORT SHEiT_

LESSOR: 'frePare Controls, Feeder and Delivery Assembll,..-A

OBJECTIVE: 'The 'student will be exaMined to:

I.
a. Determine his/her ability to prepare controlt,

feeder and delivery of the ATF-DP, LN or L-129-BC
Offset Presses.

Determine hfsjher knowledge ofikrthe Offset Press paper,
cycle. .

'STUDENT-MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Map Stock - SOO pAeets per Ttudent.
2. Oil Can w/OE30 wt. oil - 1 full can per student
3. Oil, G090 - as required
4. Rags, wdping - as required
5. Press Tool Kit - 1 per student .

6. ATF-DP, tAG or L-129-BC Offset Press - 1-per designated gi.oup

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

1. One assistant instructor per two designated groups
2. Time requirements - 2 hours per student

ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is a coMbination examination; It combines performance tasks
to determine if the student can operate controls and prepare the feeder
and delivery assemblies, along with verbal responset to deterMine if the -

student knows the proper sequence of the paper cycle.
2. One hour and'45 minutes should be allowed to complete this exam

and 15 minutes for the assistant instructor to grade and critique each
student.

3. Exam grade sheets are located in, the- Division office and are
identified.as Practical Exerciie.Grading Sheets 1, 2 or 3, Lesson 740-303-
B-010. The same grading sheet is used for all classes.

3

E-I
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PRACTICAL =RC= TEST
COMM, FE= AIC DiLIVERI ASSR:BELI

verzuctraals an saw

STUDENT TDIME ALLOWED: 105 mindtes

INSTRUMOR TXE ALLOFIEDI .15 minutes

98

aft.

.%
1. Ono error - minus 5

Two error's - minus 7
Three errors - minus 12

2. a. -les or No
b. lea or No
c. Yee or No
d. Pile not at proper height - minus 6

Goveruor not set when at lowest.position - minus 6
. Yee or No
t. Y*4,0:0 No
g. Too low - minus 2

Too tight - minus 2,
Too loose - minus 3

h. Yes or No
i. Yea or No
j. Yes or No
k. Too tight - mirius 5

Too.loose - minus 6
1. Yee or No
m. Wrong side used - minus 2

Improper amount of =IL - minus 4
Arm not in prover position - minus 5

n. Not touching the sheet - minus 5
Buckling the sheet - minus 3
Unequal tension - minus )

3. a. Jogging only fair - minus*
Jogging poor minus 6

b. lee or NO
c. res.= No

A



bRACTICAL EXERCISE GRADING. SHEET ,
NAME

.
ROTER Nr.

--kSTART TIME
,

FINISH TIME , GRADER
..

DATE
. GRADE

.
.

.MANNER OF PERFqRMANCE FOR (Mita, FEEDER AND`DIELIVER1 OSUMI' b
..>.

.
. . ,.-..

OBJECTIVES (DP) . . .
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tLi_Explain the of the automatic' pile dawn-feed mechanism.pperation
,.
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(DP)
PRACTICAL ACEIRCISE 4TET

CONTROL, TEEM AND DIU= ASSDIBLI
Issnuaroals =

STUDENT ME ALLOW): 1.05Xinutes

INFTRUCTOR 7114E ALUM: 15 minutes

error 5
Twq arrow 7
Three errors - 12-

,

2. a. -Zee or No
!is or No .

.c. Yes or Nd
d. Pile not ,at propisr height - minus 6

Clovernor cat set yhen at lowett position - md.ruis 6
e. Yes or No' (Two inches in from tail edge of Paver)
f.- Yes Or No
g* X45 or No
h, Center blast, .adzsza 2

Air blast . .1: minus 2
Floating blast - miimis 2%Overall adjustaent - minus- 6i. Yes or No .

j Tea or`No
.1c. Too tight - minus 6

Top loose.- minus 6
1. TO-0 hig4 -Aminus 4

Too law - minus 5'
m. Wrong side Imed r *tus,2,

Imoroper Amount of nush - minus 3
String aixi arm not in prover position - minus 4
Sheei guard not changed - minus 2

n. Not touching sheet - 5
Duckling sheet r..4 aims 3
Unequal tension minus 3

a. Jogginconly fair - Mir= 5
&Togging 'poor minis 3

b. Yes or NO

1'

i

E-5
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81,
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O ) PR TICAL.-EirarCIABING0

OCISTIR MO-
.

.....,4
HAMM now "um.r . .

. . ..
. a

.

WAPNER OF APORFORMANCE- FOR CONTROLS, FEEDER AND DELIVERY MOLY .

a a

fjpb UIVES IL7129-0C1 .
. NUM

11111111.11. ....
. ,., _

..
1. ',USE OF CRNTROLS ,

II
RON
aglil
RIM
NMI:WM
BIM
FM

411

Igi

MN

112. ANUMENT .01. +EMU ' 1 . ,

-------...:...
...., .,

, a.Posttion of "stock and-L.-shaped pile guide bars
b: Winding and jogginteitock .% .

.
.

governor
-Th.

...,

7., AdJustment'of_pilehetht
.

d. .Fositioning 'sheet separatqr mechani'm . ' A'
---.

e'..Adiuitraggt of t-rioper finger**.+ .

fc...Amount of air 'jut
.

.

.

g. Amount of sucti

3. , ADJUSTMENT OF C0NVYOR NORD c9NTRP4 _...

.

d
b, Tension of mister brush' w gels

.

'c. PositionJng of register brushwhgels ' ., .
-

d Tension and i ion of be.en ,

C. Adjustment of two shget chokg
f. Operation of'side_guide .

,
_

V cuum belt vacuUm settin, .' c

11111111

Ali
Mal

ADJUSTMENT OF DELIVERY. , - .
,

mi.. omqf -.. -1 II

-...--
a. Adjustment of' jogger blades_

b I I ,. .

5. 011SERYAKE OF SAEETY REGuurriom ,
1

Number of io a ions .

i

6. PRESS TE N IS ,

. MEN
Number of violations- /1/2/3/4/51.'ni I x 2 Rts each.7, .

, . .
.

11111111

Em...., IDTAL i

I.

a.

0'
, t

...s41114.
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PRACTICALEXERCISE SHEET

Instrucgr:s Cut Sheet.

i=li9-8C

STUDENT. TIME: 1:50 minutes
.

INSTRUCTOR'TIME: lamidUtes

r

One error -
,

mirdis 5

Two errors - Minus 7
Three errors - minus,12'

Yes or-No
Yes or no t 7
Pile koo low,- minus 6
Pile too high -.minus

4. Sheet separator.mechanism too tight to pile
Sheetieparator mechanism too far from pile

e. Yes or no
f.:.Too much air blist - 'minus 4

Not-enough Mr blast - minus 4
g. Too much suction - mings 4

Not enough suction - minus 4

I.

t ,

-

a. Improtier tension - minui 4
Improper position,- mipus 4 .

b. Improper tension on one - minus 4.
Improper tenhibn on both - minws 8

c. Too tfght on sheet - enus 4 .

Too loose on sheet 7 miniis 4 .

d. Improper tension - minus 4
Imprdper position - minus 4

e. Will not allow one sheitt to pass under freely - minus 4
Allows two sheets to-paSs undir freely .- minus 8

f. Too much pull, - minus 5
Not enough,Oull minui 5
Failed to set- - minus 10

g. Too much suction - minus 5 '

Not enough suction - Minus 5-

a. Side joggers improperly set - 'minus 7
Back jogger improperly set - minus 7

b. Yes or No

- minus
- minus

6

6
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I. SOURCE MATiRIALS

740-3031-020-010

LESSON: ...Prepare Controls, Feeder and DelNery Assemblies 4

IESSON'OUTLINE OEV.ELOPMENT 01%1 (ATF-OP Offset Press)

1. 'Sheet Feed System 7 TM 5-1450.0ffset'Photo11 tilography and Map
Reproduction

Paragraphs 849 8-9

Controls - TM 5-245

C.

d.

e.

f.

Paragraphs 8-5i 8-69 8-7 and Figure 8-5
Paragraph 8-6 and Figure 8-5
Paragraph 8-6'and Figure 8-5 '

Paragraph 84 and Figure ,8-5
Paragraph 8-15 and TM 5-3610-202-15 Paragraph 2-9Z
Paragraph 8-7b

3. Feeder Assembly - TM.5-245
!

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

1.

Paragraph 8-10a
Paragraphs 8-9,
Paragriaph 840a
Paragraph 8-10a
Pagpgraph 8-10a
PdWagraphr8-10a
Paragriph 8-104
Paragraph 8-10b
Paragraph 8.-10b

(1)
8-10a (2), Figure 8-7

and (4)
Figure.8-8

5 , Figime 8-10
(6), Figure 8-11
(5), Figure 8-11
(3), Figure 8-7
(1), Figure 8-12

4. Sneet-Transbbrting and Positioning Devices - TM 6-245

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

1.

J.
k.

1.

m.

n.

%a

Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph

Figu 8-4
Para aph

Figure 8-
Paragr ph
Paragraph
Figure tit-

ParagraPh
Paragraph

8-10c (1), Figure 8-15
8-10c (1), Figure 8-15
8-10c (2),'Figure 8-11
8-10c (5), Figure 8-17 ,

8-10b (2) AO, Figure 8-13
3 and TM 5-3610-202-15; Paragraph 2-98
8-10b 2) and Nure 8-14
8-10c 8), F;)Igure 8-9

9 .

8-10c (4), Figure 8-9
8-10c (4) ,

94,

3:40c, 7)
8-1 9)

F-1

..

" 5.

12/77



o.
ta 5) and (6)

Paragraph 8-1k (a)
Pogriph
Paragraph 8-10C 6)

Trip Mechanisms - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-16 (1) (b)
b. Paragraph 8-16F (1) (a)

Delivery Assembly'- TM 5-245

Paragraph
paragraph

:Paragraph
'Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph

I

842 and Figure 8-18
8-12fand Figure 8-18
8-12 and Figure 849:
8-12 and Figure 8-19
8-i 1 Figure 8-19
8,
842 and Figure 8-20
8-13b

111'

4.

16.

11.

ir

, am. th.

4

01.

It

.
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4,1

LESSON: Colitrols; Feeder and DiPlvery

LESON 001.1NE 'DEVELOPMENT. #2 (Harris ,.XG Prisi)
14 'Perform Safety 'Check

SOLIRCE.MATEgIA14

t

.i. 174 5,245,earagraph 8'..2
b. Controls Harris Operating Manual? r.ti.-.. ..

. (i.) Paragraph 20a, Photo $g Figure '1

12).

Paragraph 20b, Photo10, Figuri 13) Paragraph eIlif$ Photo 6, Figure -5
4), Paragraph.20c9 PhOtAA IL Figure 1
5) Patagraph 20d, Photo 11, Figure. 7

_

4'

2. Feeder Assesbly Harris Operating Manual.

a.. Para 17a,b,c, and 34 . .
132) .Para N/A PROVEN EFFECTIVE THROUGH. YEARS OF. INSTRUCTIONc: Para :33, Photo *28 and TM 5-245'Pare 840a (2)d. Para N/A.TM.5-245, Para 8-10a (3) le
e. Para 33 and TW*5-245, Para 8-10a (4).f. Para 20e, Photo 12, Figure .1
g. Para 39a,. Photo 26, Figure. 3
h. 'Para 39a, ,Photo-26
1. Para 34, Photo 5, Figure 1 zj. Pana 41, Photo 28, Figure: 1
k. ?Ara 39g, Photo 26, Figur
4. Para .39e,'Photo 26, Figure 5
in.' Para 39f"Photo 26, Figure 6

4'
Sheet Transporting*. and Harris..Operating Manual

-

-

a.. TM 54245, Para a-1bt, (1), Page a-15
b. -"Pan ,42, Photo 8 Figurel, Photo 29 -,Figure--zI
ce Para 509 Photo 40$ Figure
d. Perm 57, Photo' 37 .-
e., Para lab, -Photo 7, Figure 1
f. Ara' Me, Photo S 9 Figure 3
g. Para- 64, 65 and 66
h. Para .61,:Photo'40,-Figure 3

. Para r 4

i. POra 43
k. Para 43-2- Phdfd 29, rigure
1 Park 43

F.3
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m. Para 54, PhOto 33, Figura 3
n. Para 57, Photo 37, Figure 7

o. -Para 57
p. Para 49 & 50; kOto 33, Figure 1, Pitoto 34, Figtre 5

Para 55,,Photo 33, Figure 5
r. Para 45cc
s. Para 45c.

4. .Delivery .Assembly -.Harris Operatipg Manual

a. Para.102,'Phato 60, Figure 4
b. ,Para N/A TM 5-245, Para 8-12 And Figure 8-18
c. Para 100, Photo 60, Figure 3
d. Para 106, Photo 62, Figure 3

.Para.107
*. Para 98, Photo 60, Figure 1 and i
g. Para 101, Photo 66, Figure 1
h. Para 99, photo 66, Figure 3
i. Para 101, Photo 66, Figure 4
j.' Para 107, Photo 67, Figure 1

.206
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SOURCE MATERIALS

LESSON: Controls, Feeder and Delivery

LESSON OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT #3 (L-129-8C)

1. Sheet Feed Systems - Harris Operating Manual Sec IV

740-303-A-020-010

2. Controls - Harris Operating Manual

a. Paragraph 4a, Photo 10, Fig 1,2,3,4,56,708,9,10,11,12,13,14
b. Paragraph Sc, Photo 12, Fig 1 and 2
c. Paragraph 5d, Photo 12a, Fig 1,2, and 3
d. Paragraph 9A,.Photo

3. Feeder Assembly - Harris Operating Manual

a. Paragraph 2A, Photo 1, Fig 1,2,3,4,5
b. Paragraph 2d, .Photo 2, Fig 1,2,3
c. Paragraph.2e, Photo 3, Fig 1,2,3
d. -Paragraph 2f, Photo 4, Fig 1,2,3
e. Paragraph 2g, Photo 5, Fig 102,3
f. Paragraph 3a, Photo 6, Fig 1 and 2
g. Paragraph 3b, Photo 7, Fig 1,2,3
h. Paragraph 3c, Photo 8, Fig 1 and 2.
i. Paragraph 3d, Photo 9, Flg 1,2,3,415

Sheet Transporting Devices - Harrii Operating Manual

a. Paragraph 4a, Photo 10, Fig 9,10,11
b. Paragraph 4c, Photo 11, Fig 1
c. Paragraph 4c, Photo 12, Fig 1 and 2
d. Paragraph 6a,,Photo 14, Fig 1 and 2
e. Paragraph 6b, c, Photo 15, Fig 1,2,3,4
f. Paragraph 6e, f, Photo 16, Fig 1,2,1,4,5
g. Paragraph 6f, Photo 17, Fig 1
h. Paragraph 6g, Photo LS, Fig 1,2,3
i. Paragraph 1,2, Photo 38, Fig 1,2,3,4,5,6
jet Paragraph 3, Photo 39. Fig 1,2,3,4
k. Paragraph 4, Photo 40, Fig.1,2,3,4
T. Paragraph 4, Photo 41, Fig 1,2,3
m. Paragraph 5, Photo 42, Fig 1,2,3
n. Paragraph 6, Photo 43, Fig 1,2,3,4

2

F-5
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5. Del,ivery Aisembly -1 Harris Operaing Manual

1'a. ,Paragraph 1, Photo 97, Fig 1,2,3,4,5_
b. Paragraph 2, Photo sq, FA 1
c. Raragraph 3, pg 71, Photo 101.; Fig 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
d. ParagUph"4 Photo 99
e. Paragitph 411, b, Photo 100, Fig 1,2,3
f. Paragraph 5, Photo 101a
g. ParagrAph 7, Photo 102, Fig 1,2
h. Paragraph 9i PhOto 103, Fig 142,3
i. Paragraph 9,..Photo 104, Fig 1,2
J. Paragraph 10, Photo 105, Fig 1

4
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LESSON REOUIREMENTS'SHEET

COURSE: Offset Printing .

LESSON: Prepare Cylinder AsSembly

OBJECTIVE: ?rovided a small or medium offset press,.with an appropriate
operator's manual, press tools, rags, micrometer, offset
blanket, offset plate, packing paper, a list of safety rules
and TM 5-245, the student will properly prepare and mount the
blanket and plate onto their,respective cylinders. This will
be accomplished in acgordance with procedures,outlined.in the

, manual provided and he must achieve a grade of 70 to suc-
cessfully complete this graded exercise.

TIME: 19 Hours: 20., 15PE 2E

TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES:

1. Audio-Visual Aids or Devices: None

2. OA Training Aids: None

3. Service Training Aids:

a. Schemat:ic Drawing - Annex A
b. Micrometer (mock-up) A-I09-57

STUDENT MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Offset press blanket One per press
2. Offset press plate As reqUired
3. Packing paper As required
4. 36" rule (Harris press only) One per press
S. Razor blades As required
6. Chalk Two pieces per c ass
7. Rags As required
8. Oil can w/OE 30 oil One full can/Per class
9. Offset press (ATF/DP, LXG, L-129-8C) One per designated group

10. Micrometer ,One per designated group'v

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

1. TRAINING AREA:

a. 30-man classroom equipped with tablet arm chairs and c4l.k-
boards.

.
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Pressroom equipped with Re offset press thd workPbench for
each designated, group of-students.

2. Assistant InstructorS: One, assistanbinstructor per'designitedr
group.

TEXT REFERENCES:
-

I., Instructor: TM 5-245 (7-70)7, Offset Photolithography .a nd Map

l

Reproduction, Chap A, Sec V.

TM 5-3610-202-15 0-63), Printing Pres.k, 'Offset

Cylinder-- Rotaryi.MOdel DP-ATF,,dhap I, 3e7E17
. para 124 thrul -54 and 1-77 thru 1 -84; Sec IV,

para 2-26 thru 2-48, 2-72 thru.2-74 and 2-78ethru

2-115..

Harris Manufacturer's-manual, Sec VII, para 1-5 ;

Sec VIII, para-71 thru 75.

2. Student; 'TM 5.245 (7-70), Offset Rhotolitho2raphy and Map
Reproduction, Cha.0 8, Sec V

Harris Manufacturer's Manual, Sec VII, para*1-5;.
Spc'VriI, para 71 thru 75.

A

.r
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Figure 1 #A-109-57 Schematic Drawing of
a typical Offset Press
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LESSON1OUTLINE

LESSON: 'Prepare Cylinder Assembly

cx11.4/
740-303-A-020-020

SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE -

INTRODUCTION

Up to this point you know how to operate
the controls, and set up the feeder and
delivery assemblies of theoffset press,
and successfully feed papeethrough the
press.

During th4s period of instruction you
will learn the procedures used to
properlY prepare the cylinders,-pack
and mount a,blanket and plate, obtain
correct printing pressure between
cylinders and finally how to remove the
plate and blanket.

As a result of"this class, you will be
able to mount a blanketand plate after
selecting the proper packing needed to
'obtain the correct printing pressure
between the blanket and impression
cylinders.,

9 (34-1

INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

Explain the importance of fol-
liming the procedures tavht.

Use Figure I Trainfng Aid- #A-
10947 Schematic Drawing of an
Offset Press and -point,out the
different cylinders and-expiatn
each cylinder's function.

NOTE TNSTRUCTOR!
Due to the simultaneous instr-
uction of the three types of
presses, the development of
this lesson is divided into
three parts, Development #1
which pertains to the ATP-DP
press and DevelopOent #2, the
Harris LXG Press,, and tevel-

opment 0 Harris L-129-BC
Press. Students will be
dividectinto.groups during the
demonstration, wi t instr-
uctor demonstrating- t each
press. 4'
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,DEVELOPi&T #1

At-DP (Iff$et Press

USING A AICROME414

. a. Cor3tructiO4 ofWthe micrometer Show and explain the constr-, uction of micrometer and
f "(1) Anvil 4

demonstrate measuring various
(2) Spindle thicknesses
(3) Behtel
'(4) Thimiple

. (5) ,Ratchet-

A.

b. Measure thidkness Ask students questions to
review construction. -

2. PREPARE CYLINDERS

a'. ',Construction and undercuts

After demonstrating the mic-
rometer, change to various
settings and have each student
read the setting until all
students understand.

Check student understanding
by asking questions.

Exp ain the bearers, gutters,
useable surfaces and amounts
of undercuts.

b. Cal_and c ean ng Explain the materials used in
cleaning and the reasons for
keeping the cylinders clean.

3. PREPARE AND MOUNT BLANKET AND'
PACKING

a. Blanket construction

b. Chaniing blanket bars

c. Check and clean blanket

Explain and point out proper
direction of mounting.
Using an old blanket, explain
procedure used.

Explain the maferials used and
reason for caring for the
blanket.

B-2
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SUBJECT MATTE§ OUTLINE INSTRUCTIONAL TACT CS

07/6

d. "Mike" the, blanket apd packing

e. Mounting procedures

4. PREPARE.AND MOUNT PLATE AND
PACKING

a. Parallel and centei; the plate
clamps

,

b. Check andclean the plate

c. "Mike" the plate and packine

d. Mounting procedures

54 IMPRESSION PRESSURE"'

a. Determining settifig

A dj us t

REgOVAL OF THE PLATE AND BLANKET

a. Plte and packing

2 r'

4,

Explain and' demonstrate the
miking procedure's and method
used to determine proper
packing.

Explain and demonstrate the
proper mounting procedures.

Ask questions to check students
understanding.

BREAK AT iNSTRUCTDR'S -DISCRETTE-

B-3

Explain and demonstrate ihe
procedures used.

Explain thematerials used and
reasons for cleaning the plate.

Explaiwand demonstrate the
miking procedures andtmethod
used to determine proper
packing.

Explain and demonstrate the

proper procedures.

Check the students under-
standing py asking questJons.

Explain the necessity for
changing settings and how the
change is determined.

Explain and demonstrate the
procedure used when adjusting
for proper printing pressure.

Explafn and demonstrate removal
procedure.

f
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'Blanket. and packing

a.

DEViLDPMENiT 02

Harris LXG Press

USING A MICROMETER,

a. Construction of the*ilcrometer

4(1) Anvil
(2) Spindle
(3) Barrel
(4), Thimble .

(5) Ratchet

b. Measure thickness ,

PREPARE.CYLINDERS

a. Construction and undercuts

Care and cleaning .

C. Check impression setting

PREPARE AND MOUNT BLANKET ANO,
PACKING

a. 'Blanket construction

Explain and damonStrate removal
procedure. . s

Check students understanding by
asking quesstions.

'(Allow 2 hours,for demon-
stration)

At the press on pressroom floor,
explain the consteuction of a
micrometer. -

0

Demonstrate how to hold and
use the microiheter, change to'
various settings' and have each
Astudent read the ihickness,
setting until alltstudents.
underktand.

Stress-safety.
t'.

Explain the bearerSlautters
usable surfaces and amounts of.
,undercuts.

Explain the .0atecials usedin
tleaning and the reasons'for
keeping the Winders cleari.

Explain impression sitting'
.`

Cheqk student understaaing by,

asking questions.

2641

' )10

Explai'Otand'Peint out,proper
direction of mounting:
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SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE INSTRUCTIONWTACTIn

b. Challing Wanket bars

c. Chola and clean blanket

d. "Mike" the blanket and packing

e. Mounting procedures

1.-

4. PREPARE AND MOUNT PLATE AND
PACKINg

a. Parallel and center .the plate
clamps I

b. Check and clean the plate

c. "Mike" the plate and.packing

Mounting procedures

l'erdek.

. .1MORESSION,PRESSURE

a. Determining sitting

Adjustment

'"

Using an old blanket, explain'
procedure usod...

A

Explain the materialsguied and
reason for.caring for the
blanket.

Explath and demonstrate the
miking imocedures and methodi

-umed to determine proper
packing.

Explain and demons.tfiate the .

proper mounting prociduris.

Aik,questions to check students
understAnding.

4

4

Explain and demonstrate the.
procedures.used.

5x0lain the materials used and'
reasons for cleaning the plate..

Explaim mid demonstrite the, .

miking procedures and 'method
4sed to.determinl;proper
packint.

Exp,lain aod.deMonstrate the_
proper procedureska;

,11

Check the students understlIOng
by asking questions.

1r

1,
4 I

Explain thi-necessitytifor
changillg sett4ngs andliothe
change is determined.

Explaidrand demonstrate the pro-
cedure used fo adjust the
impression handle tO the proper
pressure read ng.

(8

S.
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6. REMOVAL OF TliE PLATE AND BLANKET

a. Plate and packing.

1:) Blanket and packing

V.

:Ask questions to check'student,
understanding.

Explain and demonstrate re-
moval procedures. , .

f ,

Eiplair #nd demonstr4te re-
movalyrocedUres..

gaga tuient understanding by
anet questions.

(Allow 2hóurs for demonstra-
tion)

DEVELOPMENT 03

Harris L129 sc Rresi

USING A MICRCIlETER

a. Constructfon of the micrometer
.1.-

(1) Anvil
,(2), Spindl,e
(3)' Barrel
(4) Thimble_
(5) Ratchet

Measure tilickness

.2, - PREPARE CYLINDERB

a. Construction and undercuts

Care and cleaning

c. Impression setting

S.

At, the pr4s on Pressriom flbory
explain the construttion- of a
micrometer.. ..Demonstrate how tp
hold and, use, the microMetert
chplge t:is various settings and
have each student. read the. .

thickness. tetti ngs until al l
students understand.

Stress safety!

*lain the bearers, gutters,
utable surfaces and amounts Df
undercukts,-

Explain the, matertes used in.
cleaning and the reaSáns for
keeping the cyltnders clean-.

Explain ippression settings.

Check student. understanding by
asking questions.'"

B-4S 232
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SUBJECT MATTER KLINE'

.2.20
INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

PREPARE AND MOUNT/BLANKET AND
PAdKING

a. Blanket construction

b. Changing blanket bars

c. Chpck anctclean blanket

d. "Mike" the blanket and packing

e. Mounting procedures

1. PREPARE AND MN"? PLATE AND
41.PNCKING
,

a. Parallel. and center the plate
clamps

b. Check and cleaq the plate
...

c. "Mike" the plate and packing

t
d: Mounting procedures

\

5. IMPRESSION PRESSURE

a. Determining setting

3-76

ExPlain and point out proper
direction of mounting.

-

Using an old blanket, explain
procedure used.

Explain the materials used and
reason for caring for the
blanket.

Explain and demonstrate the
miking procedures and method
used to determine proper
packing.

Explain and demonstrate the
proper mounting procedures.

Ask questions to check student
understanding.

Explain and demonstrate the
procedures used.

Explain the materials used and
reasons for cleaning the plate.

Explain and demonstrate the
miking procedures and method
used to determine proper
packing:

Explain and demonstrate the
proper procedures.

Explain the necessity for
changing Settings and how the
change is determined.
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SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE

Adjustment

6. REMOVAL OF THE PLATE AND BLANKET

INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

Explain and demonstrate the
procedure used to adjust the
impretsion handle to the proper
pressure reading.

Ask gyestions to check student
understanding.

a. Plae and packing' Cxplain and demonstrate re-
moval procedures.

b. Blanket and packing Eiplain and demonstrate re-
moval procedures.

APPLICATION

Check student understanding by
asking questions.

(Allow 2 hours for demonstra-
tion)

Student understanding was
checked throughout the lesson
by instructor. (See Instruc-
tional Tactics)

Students are to perform
Practical Exercise.

(Allow 5 hours PE, 2 hour Exam
and critique)

BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR'S
DISCRETION

SUMMARY

During the last 19 hours of instruction,
you utilized,a micrometer to determine
proper thicknesses, mounted a plate and
blanket with proper packing on their
respective cylinders while using correct
mounting procedures.

B-8



SUBJECT MATTER OUTLTNE--- INSTRUCT ONAL TACT CS

Later on, during the printing exercises,
you will find that proper packing of the
plate and blanket along with the correct
setting of impression pressure, will
greatly enhance the quality of the
printed product.

The plate that you have learned how to
pack and mount correctly wtll now be
utilized during the preparation of the
Dampening Assembly which is your next
lesson.

-NOTE: Have students remove blanket.

B-9



DEMONSTRATION

740ri034 -020 -020

Demonstration A-I, B-1, C-1.

LESSON: Prepare Cylinder Assembly

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate to the student the proper procedures to prepa

the cylinders for press operation.for the ATF-OP, Harris LXG

or Harris L-129 BC offset presses.

SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:

I. ATF-DP, Harris LXG or Harris L-129 BC offset poess 'one per.

designated group.
2. Harris manufacturer's manuals,for LXG and L-129 presses.and

TM.S-245 for ATF-DP press - one per press.

3. One assistant instructor per press.
4. Oil can WOE-30 wt oil - one per press.

.5. Paper micrometer - one per press.

6. Packing paper (.002, .003, .005 thick) as rouired 'or.each press.

7. Offset press blanket and plate - one per press.

8. Rags, razor blades and ruler's - as required for each press.

9. Press tool kit - one per press ,

10. Detailed procedure sheet A-1, B-1 or C-1 (Student Practical

Exercise)
11. Time iiequired - 2 hours

SUBJECIHmATTEfR OUTLINE INSTRUCTIONAL ripTIcs

.-

The demonstration will provide the

student with sufficient knowledge

to prepare the cylinder assembly

for press operation for the ATF-DP,

LXG or L-129 BC offset presses.

DEVELOPMENT

Instruttor will
tion themselves
tion presses so
able to observe

have students posi
around demonstra-
that they will be
all procedures.'

The development for this demonstra-

tion is also the student practical

exercise (A-I, B-I or C-I) and will

be covered completely. (Use

detailed procedure sheet).

The primary instructor will cover

each step in a narrative manner

while the assistant instructor de-

monstrates the steps. The primary

instructor-will read each cautioP

note before assistant instructor

demonstrates that step. After each

ma/or steps primary instructor will

check student understanding before

proceeding fe.the next step.

C-1 0 ) I
A.0 F
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740-303-A-020-02'0
S Practical exercise 1 61 Cl

STUDENT PRACTICAL iXERCISE

LESSON: Prepare Cylinder Assembly ^-

OBJECTIVE: During this eAtrcise;.the itildent willbe providid an .4TF-OP,
LXG or L-129 offset press,441anket, plate, packing paper,
micrometer, press tognit, safety rules, TM S-245, Harris
Operating Manual andAdetailed Oocedure sheets. The student
will properly clean and prepare cyttnders obtain:Proper
thickness of packiftiprior to mounting the blanket'and plate)
The student will also explain how to obtain Rroper nting:
pressure between blanket and imOression ci!inder on tie ATF-
DP, LXG or L-129 BC offset .press aneknow tt procçdte used.

STUDENT MATERIALS AND.EQUIOIENT:

1. Plate and Blanket = one per press
2. 'Packing paper - as required per'press
3. Rulei't razor blade, rao - as required per press
4. Oil can ti/Ot 30coil =-i can pen press
5. Tool kit with ecrometer, one per press
6. Offset press - one per detiFate0 group,

SPECIAL REQULREMENTS:
a

1. Onle assistant instructor per.two designated glebups during SPE
2. Time required: 2 hburs per Student and repeated as time allow's

STUDENT REQUIREMENTS:

Be able to perform and explain all requirement...sin-Detailed Procedure
'Sheet A-1, B-I or C-1 depending on pre$.s assignment.

D-1
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PREPARE CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

DETAILED PROCEDURE SHEET #1

(ATF-DP)

1. Perform a Manual and Visual Safety Check.

Prepare Cylinders.

a. Positioning of blanket cylinder.

(1) Remove the cylinder guard.
(2) Call clear, rotate the cylinders manually and wipe all three

cylinders.
4 (3) Position gripper edge of blanket cylinder to allow for

. mounting of blanket.

3. Prepare Blanket and Packing.

,) a. Locate blanket.

(1) Check blanket for indentations, ink, and gum.
(2) 'Itemove gum with water, ink with solvent, or solvent mixed

with pumice powder, and check with your instructor on any
other indentations noted.

Mike the blanket four inches in from blanket bars at all four
corners.

c. Determine'the average blanket thickness.

(1) Add the four micrometer readings together.
(2) Divide total by four to find the average blanket thickness.

d. Determine amount of packing.

(1) Subtract the average blanket thickness from the cylinder
undercut of .071".

(2) Add .002" to the answer of (1) above to find the total
a*unt of packing needed.

(3) Select packing atcordingly and "mike" for proper thickness.

NOTE: The total thickness of blatiket and packing must exceed the .071"
cylinder undeftut .002". The desired total thickness is .073".

4. Mount Blanket and Packing.

a. Seat the gripper edge blanket bar onto the edge of the cylinder.

E-1
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NOTE: To determine the,:tail kidge of an old blanket, look for a line across

vthe blanket about 3 inches in from the blanket bar. For a neW blan-
ket eithfr bar can be used for the grit:4)er edie.

Loc the Oar onp the:cylipder with locking bolts
.

c. çi clear and Manuallerotate the cylinders until a.3' inch ipace is
obtained between blanket cyligder and 'cylinder guard croks bar..

cf. Roll up the blanket and secure it into the obtained space, between
blanket tylinder and cylinder guard cross bar.

..4. Jolice the-packing over the edgkof the cylinder and under the blanket
f. Insuri that the packing on thellerator's side of the press is even

with the edge of the blanket if the packing is larger than the blanket
g. Hold the packihg against the cylinder just below the center of the

grtpper edge with your left hand
h. Unroll the blanket with-the right hand and allow it to rest on the

left arm
1. 'The holdid§ of the packing is now switched from the left hand under

the'blanket to the right hand controlling it frowthe blanket YOTiceto
3. Call "clear" and rotate the cylinders
k. The rotating of cylinders is stopped when the reel-rod is in position

for mounting the blanket bar
1. Turn the reel-rod until the flat sedge is facing out, seat'the tail

edge blanket bar onto the reel-rod and secure with the locking bolts
t

NOTE: Allow your hind to move.down firmly over the blanket surface Olen
motating the cylinders to the mounting position of the blankets tail
ehd,Pnto4 the reel-rod:

m. H31d the pawl into ,ghe reel-rod ratchet and tighten the blanket with
tha blanket wrench

n. Tap the portion of the blanket that is not against the cylinder with
.0 your index fingerto check:for a 'Tipe watermelon sound"
o. Retighten and recheck blanketif necessary
p. ',Call "clear" and rotate the cylinders -until the gap in the plate

cylinder is f4cing.out

Parallel.nd Center Plate Clamps'
4

ct. Top,plate clamps

,(1) Loosen tension screws until.clamp bar can be pushed flush with
the cylinder end

(2) Move the plate clamps until tht clamp is aligned with the
. center mark.on the cylinder

-(3) Insure that thg side adjustment screws are not tight against
.the cylinger walls

b. Bottom 'plate clamps
N

(1) Loosen tension screws yntil the clamp ban resis flush wiih the
edge of the cylinder

E-2
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(2) Insure that the side adjustment screws'are notitight against
.The cylinder wallj,

6. Center ThetPlate Cylinder

-

1*.

a. Call "clear" and rotate the cylinder forward until the, Sirst locking
bolt, above the cylinder gap on the gear side of the cylinder, is
accessible

b. Using a 5/16" allen wrench, loosen the locking bolt
c. 'Continue to rotate the cylinder and loosen the three remaining lock-

ing bo)ts
d. Move the cylinder until the locking bolt, at the cylfnder gap is

centered in the slot

OimAllbap NOTE: It may be necessary to use a screw driver or blanket Wrench handle.to
move the.cylinder.

e. Lock the locking bolt at cylinder gap
f. Call "clear", rotate the cylinder and lock the three remaining lock-

ing bolts
g. Continue to rotate the cylinder until the plate clamps are accessible

7. Prepare The Plate And Packing

a. Check the plate for'old ink, excessive amounts of gum, creases, inden-
tations, broken images, foreign particles of any kind or anything that
would cause problems during printing operations .

b. Clean plate when necessary and report all imperfections to the instruc-
tor

c. Mike the plate in one area
d. Select-packing

(1) Subtract the plate thickness from the cylinder tindercut-of .015"
(2) Add .001" to answer of (I) above
(3) Select and mike packing in one area to correspond with answer

of (2) abtle

8. Mount The Plate And Packing

a. Insert the gripper edge of.plate into gripper clamps insuring that
the plate is centered on the usable cylinder surface

b. Lock the plate-clamps with the quion key wrench
. c. Lock-up the ink,rollers

d. Put the press on impression

(1) Depress operator side manual trip
(2) Place a paper under the trip spring
(3) Depress the impression -.on - level
(4) Depress the cylinder arm

-1)



Insert the.packing under the plate'.
Hold back on the plats with your right hand and manually turn.the
flywheel with the left to rotate'the cylinders

g. Stop when tail-end of plate is likned up over the tail clamps.

h. insert the tail edge of plateSntó the clamps and tighten quoin keys.

i. Tighten the tail edge tension.sctews finger tight

If

c2e28

NOTE: When tightening the tension screws, alivays work from the center out'
toward the sides.

j. Using the pin whench, tighten the tail'edTe tension screws until the
plate is tight against the cylinder .

k. Check the tightness of the plate on the cylinder by tapping near the
end of thecylinder.with.one of your fingersor knuckles

1. Tighten the gripper clamirtension screws ffMer tight, using a=pin
wrench only if necessary to draw theplate tight against the cylinder

m. Check plate tension wdth the fingers or knuckles

NOTE: When the hollow sound has disappeared then the plate havbeen tightened
sufficiently - Do Nnt Over - Tighten, or,the clamps will pull off or
break the edge, of tne plate. Also, tighten as evenly a5 possible so
as not to loosen the clamp and cylinder parallel.

n. Take press off impression

(1) Depress manual trip on operator's side
(2) Remove paper from under trip spring

o. Rotate the cylinders manually one.revolution
p. Re-check the plate tension on both edges

q. Re-place the cylinder guard

9. Set Printing Pressure

-go&

a. Loosen star-shaped locking device
b. .Move the impression handle up to decrease and down to increase the

presure between the blanket and impression cylinders

c. Lock the lockingfdivice

NOTE: Although setting for proper printing pi-essure is only possible by
viewing a.printed sheet, it is necessary to know the following:

(1) A 1/8th inch movement of the impression handle will change the
distance between cylinders by approximately .00111.

(2.) aver-packing thE plate .001" and the blanket .002" will give the

.03" printing pressure between these cylinders.

(3) Once proper printing pressure is obtained between te blanket

and impression cylinders it will only be necessary to change that

E-4



setting w4Ea a different thickn ss of stock is being used or a
change in the amount of packing u der the blanket is made.

10. Remove The Plate

a. Remove the cylinder gUaret
b. Loosen the top and bottom tension screws \\
c. Release the tail edge plate clamps
d. Remove the plate from the tail clamps

4e. Hold the plate and packing with the right hand\while manually
.otating the press with the left hand until the'gripper edge clamps
are accessible.

sf. Loosen the gripper edge plate-clamps and remove the plate and packing

11. Remove Thelelanket

a. Place your finger on the ratchet pawl to\eelease it from the ratchet
b. Using the blanket wrench(on the reel rad nut, push down on the wrench

to allow the pawl to release from the ratchet
c. 'Remove the reel rod blanket bar locking bolts
d. Hold blanket and packing with the right hand while rotating the

in ers with the left hand until the gripper-edge-blanke't bar
is essible.

e. Remove the packing ,

f. Loosenithe gripper edge blanket bar locking bolts
g. Remove the blanket
h. Replace the cylinder guard

t4b



740-303-A-020-020

CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

OUTLINED PROCEDURE SHEET 01

.80

(ATF-DP)

1. Make a visual and manual safety check.

2. Remove cylinder guard and clean cylinder and bearer surfaces.

3. Che%Jc and clean blanket.

4. Mike blanket on four corners and packing in one area.

5. Attach gripper edge of blanket to cylinder.

6. Insert packing and rotate cylinder.

7. Attach and tighten tail edge of blanket on the reel rod.

8. Check blanket tension and packing position.

9. Center plate cylinder.

10. Parallel and center plate clamps.

11. Check and clean plate.

12. Mike plate and packing in one area.

13. Insert gripper edge of plate and lock gripper clamps.

14. Lock up ink rollers and put press on impression.

15. Place packing behind plate and rotate cylinder.

16. Insert tail edge of plate and lock clamps.

17. Tighten tail edge tension screws.

18. Finger tighten gripper edge tension screws. If the use of a pin wrench

is necessary to take up(all slack in the plate, tighten all tension screws

as evenly as possible.

19. Take press off impression and manually rotate cylinders one complete

revolution.

20. Recheck and riiishten tension screws if necessary.

21. Replace the cylihder guard.

22. Remove cylinder guard, remove plate and blankr in reverse order of

installation and replace the cylinder guard.

E-6
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0 740303-A-Q20-020

PREPARE CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

DETAILED PROCEDURE SHEET #2

(HARRIS-LXG)

Prepare .5lanket Cylinder
7

a. Positioning of cylinder

(I) -ftnove cylinder guard and open gear side door
(2) Call clear, rotate cylinders manually and clean cylinders

. and bearers
(3) Position gripOer edge of blanket cylinder to.alloW for:mounting

of blanket

2. Prepare Blanket And Packing

a. Locate blanket

(I) Check blanket l'or indentations, ink and gum
(2) Remove gum with water and ink with solvent dr solvent and

pumice powder and check with an instructor on any other inden-.
tations noted

b. Mike the blanket four inches in from blanket bars on all four
corners

c. Determine the average blanket thickness

(I) Add the four "mike" readings together.
(2) Divide total by four to find the average blanket thickness

d. Determine amount of packing

(1) Subtract the average blanket thickness from the cylinder under-
cut of .075" ,

(2) Add .003" to the answer of (I) above to find the total amount
of packing needed

(3) Select packing accordingly and "mike" for proper thickness

3. Set printing Pressure',

a. Open operator Ode door and loosen blanket cylinder locking bolts on
b. Move the impression hahdle to set the indicator dial on "0" setting
c. Move the impression handle up to decrease and down to increase the

pressure between the blanket and impression cylinders
d. Lightly tighten the lock bolts after setting for proper printing

pressure, according to:the thickness of,"stock" being run
e. Close operator side door



c2302..
Mount The Blanket And Packing

a. , Loosen the gripper edge blanket bar lock screws
b. Seat the gripper edge .blanket bar onto the gripper edge of cylinder

NOTE: To determine the tail edge of an old blanket, look for a line across
the blanket aboUt 3 iinches in from the bir. For a new blanket either
bar'can be used for the gripper edge.

c.. Lock the liar onto the-6911ndec with lock sirews
d. Call apar and Minually rotate the cylinder= until the gripper edge

blanket barisIapproximately three inches from the gripper clampS
on the plate cylinder

e. Roll up the blanket and securely place it into the space between the
blanket and plate cylinders to obtain t gap.between the bIanket and
'the gripper end of the blandet cylinder

f. Square the pre-cut picking sheets with the blanket and place them to
overlap_the-leiding edge of the cylinder so they will not slip while

g. Insure the packing on the operators side of the press.is even with
. the edge of the blanket

h. Hold the packing against the cylinder with the left hand just below
the gripper edge of the cylinder center

i. Unroll th6.blanket with the right hand and allow it o rest on the
left arm

j. Change the holding of packing over tob the right hand
k. Call "clear" and rotate the cylinders with the left hand and as the

cylinders rotate move your right hand down over the blanket surface
1. Stop rotating the cylinders when the reel rod is in position.for

mounting the blanket bar
m. Turn the reel rod until the flat edge is facing out and place the

blanket wrench on the reel rod nut
n. Seat the tail edge of.blanket on reel rod and secure with lock screws
o. Hold both pawls into the reel rod ratchet and tighten the blanket with

the blanket wrench
p. Tap the blanket with the index,finger to check for a "ripe watermelon'

sound"

q. Re-tiOten and re-check blanket of necessary
r. Call clear and rotate ! cylinders until the gap in the plate cylinders

is facing out

5. Parallel And Center Plate Clamps

a. Top plate clamps

(1) Loosen tension screws until clamp har, can be pushed flust ;4ith
the cylinder end

(2) Move the plate clamps until the center mark on the clamp bar is
aligned with the center mark on the cylinder

E-8
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Bottom Oate clamps

(1) Loosep teniion icrews until the clamp 'Par tan be pushed flush'
vith'idge of the cylinder

(2) Using the side adjusting screws, center the clamps,on the clamp.
bar

6.1 Center the Plate Cylinder

a Call clear and rotate the cylinders manually until the planetary
gear scale is facing forward

b.. Loosen the three cap screws ,

,c. - Rotate the planetary gear with the cylinder wrench until the
indicator dial is over the last mark on the top of the scale

d. Lock the cap screws

7. Prepare the'Plate and Packing'

Measure the plate and cut to 27 inches
Check the plate for old ink, excessive amounts of gum, creasus in-
dentations', broken images, foreign particles of any kihd and anything
that would cause problems during printing operations

c. Clean plate when possible and report all imperfections to the
inftructor

d. "Mike the plate in one area
e. Select packing

(1) Subtract the plate thickness from the cylinder undercut ,f
.015"

(2) Select and "mike" packing to correspond with answer of (1)
above

2. Mount the Plate and Packing

a Insert:the gripper edge of plate into gripper clamps insuring the
plate is centered on the usable cylinder surface

b. Lock the plate clamps with the pin wrench
c. Pull the ink roller control handle out and turn it to hold tte pin

out of the slide
d. move the feeder latCh handle forward until fully engaged
e. Insert the.packing behind the plate
f. Hold back on the plate with the right hand, turn the cylinder with

the left hand using the ratchet wrench
g. Stop rotating the cylinders whin the tail clamps are positioned to

allow the buckle of the Plate to hold the plate into the clamps after
insertion

n. Insert the tail edge of the plate into.the tail clamps
Check the plate to insure.that it'is seated against the blocks and
lock the clamps with .the pin wrench

j. Tighten the tail clamp tension screws finger tight .



.234-
NOTE: A buckle inthe plate between the tail c amps Indicates tension screws..

not tightened evenly.

Using the pin wrench, tighten the tail'edge tension screws,- until
the plate is tight against)the cylinder.

1 Check the tightness of the 'plati on the cylinder by tapping the plate'
near the end of the cylinder with one of your fingers or Anuckles

m. Tighten ,the gripper clamp tension screws finger tight
n. Using the pin wrench, tighten the gripper edge tension screws until

the plate is tight,against the cylinder
o. Check plate tension with fingers or knuckles

NOTE: When the hollow 'sound has disappeared, the plate has been ;ufficiently
tightened. Do Not Over-Tighten or the clamps will pull of' the plate

and the edge of the plate may break.
"Nr..

p. Depress the trip button
q. Rotate the cylinder manually one revolution
r. Re-check the plate tension on the gripper and tail edge
s. Re-place the cylinder guard

9. Remove the Plate

a.. Remove the cylinder guard
b. Loosen the top and bottom tension screws

c. Release the tail edge plate clamps
d. Remove the plate from the clamps
e. Hold the plate and packing with the right hand while manuall6

rotating the press with the left hand until the gripper edgp,'

clamps are accessible
Loosen th" gripper edge plate clamps and remove the plate 3 d

packing

10. Remove the Blanket

a. Place your finge,.s on the ratchet pawls and get ready-to r?1,ase

them from the ratchet
b Engage'the blanket wrench on the reel rod nut, then push wn on

the wrench this will allow the pawl's to be released &cull :he

ratchet
c Remove the reel rod blanket bar lock screws

Hold the blanket and packing with the right hand.ihile rotating

the cylinders with the left hand until the blanket bar, at the

gripper edge is accessible
e Remove the packing
f. Loosen the gripper edge blanket bar lock screws

g. Remove the blanket
h. Re-place the cylinder guard and close gear side door

4-1



740-303-A-020-020

CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

OUTLINED PROCEDURE SHEET 't#2

(LXG)

I. Make a visual and manual safety check.
2. Remove guard and clean cylinder and bearer surfaces.
3. Check and clean blanket.
4. Set printing pressure (stock thickness).
S. Mike-the blanket on four corners and packing in one area.
6. Attach gripper edge of blandet to cylinder.
7. Insert packing and rotate cylinder.
8. Attach and tighten tail edge of blanket on the reel rod.
9. Check blanket tension and packing position.

10. Parallel and center plate clamps.
11. Measure and cut plate to 27 inches.
12. Check and clean plate.
13. Mike the plate and packing in one.area.
14. Insert gripper edge of plate and lock gripper clamps.
IS. Place ink roller control handle in manual position and put press on

impression.
16. Place packing behind plate and rotate cylinders.
17. Insert tail edge of plate and lock clamps.
18. Tighten tail edge tension screws.
19. Finger tighten gripper edge tension screws. If the use of a pin wrench
. is necessary to take up all Slack in the plate, tighten all tension

screws as evenly as possible.
20. Take press off impression and manually rotate cylinders one complete

revolution.
21. Recheck and retighten tension screws where and if necessary.
22. Replace the cylinder guard.
23. Remove cylinder guard, remove plate and blanket in reverse order of

installation and replace the cylinder guard.



PREPARE CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

DETAILED PROCEDURE-SHEET #3

(Harris L-I29 B/C)

I. Make A Manual And Visual Safety
Check.

Use the Micrometer

3. Preparation of Cylinders

a. Depress ready buttons and
call clear

b. Jog press and clean all
three cylinders

NOTE: Do Not jog press and wipe
at same time, jog press and
wipe then jog again.

4.

c. Position blanket cylinder
so/ that the gripper edge of
blanket can be mounted.

Set Stock Thickness Adjustment

a. Check to be surl press is
off impression.

b. Insert the handle into the
most accessible hole in the
stock thickness adjustment
and rotate in the direction
of the stock to be run is

W.F,Wforf-1,-"Irtki.re"?7"1"," 54.. .rc

sons 4

r

4

Stock. Thickness Adjustment

indicated on the dial. This setting is always on the upper numbers
from zero.

5. Prepare Blanket And Packing

a. Locate blanket -
r -

(1) Check blanket for indehtations, ink and gum
(2) Remove gum with water and ink with solvent or solvent and pumice

powder and check with an instructor on any other indentations
noted.

b. Mike the blanket four inches in from blanket bars on all four corners
c. Determine the average blanket thickness

(1) Add the four "mike" readings together.
(2) Divide total by four to find the average blanket thickness.

E-12
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-Determine Amount of packing lc

(1) Subtract the aveirage blanket thickness from the cylinder under-
cut-ot .075

(2) Add .003 to'the answer of (1) above to find the total amount
...of packing needed.

(3) Select packing accordingly and "mike" for proper thickness

Installation of Blanket

Mount The Blanket And Packing

a. Loosen the gripper edge blanket
, bar lock screws

b. Seat the gripper edge blanket
bar onto the gripper edge of
the cylinder

NOTE: To determine the tail edge of an
old blanket,.look for a line across
the blanket about 3 inches in
from the bar. For a new blanket
either bar can be used for the
gripper edge.

c. Lock the blanket bar onto the
cylinder with the lock screws,
making suiv the bar is fully seated.

d. Call clear and inch the press until the gripper edge of the blanket
is approximately Nip inehes below the safety guard.

e. Hang tail end of the blanket over the hand rail on the ink fountain.
Ink fountain must be in swin o en osition.

f. quare t e precut packing sheets wit the anket and place them to
overlap the leading edge of the cylinder scr they will not slips
while running.
Remove the tail end of the blanket from the hand rail and roll about
two thirds of the b3anket into a tight roll, pull down on the blanket,
making sure the packing, stays in place and inch the press and unroll
the blanket on the cylinder.

h. Stop with the reel rod approximately three inches below the safety
guard.

i. Place the left hand on the blanket surface and hold some tension on
the blanket while attaching the blanket bar to the reel rod.
Tighten the blanket by using the 9/16" T-wrench.
Tap the blanket with the index finger to check For a "rice watermellon
sound".

Ammar
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Tightening Blanket on Cylinder

7. Parallel and Center Pte Clamps

a. Top plate clamps

0239

(1) 'Loosen tension screws until clamp bar can be pushed flush with
the cylinder end. -

(2) Move the plate clamps until the center mark on the clamp bdK is
aligned with the center mark on the.cylinder.

(3) Using a 1/8" spacer as a guide, turn top tension screws until
spacer can be inserted between top plate clamp bar and cylinder.

b. Bottom plate clamps

(1) Loosen tension screws until the clamp can be pushed flush with
edge of the cylinder

(2) Using the side adjusting screws, center the clamps on the clamp
bar.

8. Prepare the Plate and Packing

a. Measure the plate and cut to-274 inches.
b. Check the plate for old ink, excessive amounts of gum, creaseS
c. Clean plate when possible and report 411 imperfections to the in-

structor.
d. "Mike" the plate in one area.
e. Select packing

(1) Subtract the plate thickness from the cylinder undercut of .015".
(2) Select and "mike" packing to correspond with answer of (1) above.

E-14
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9. Mount the Plate and Packing

a. Place the 1m roll control handle in the "off" position
b Move the feeder latch handle forward until fully engaged and rotate

the press one full turn.
c. Insert the gripper edge of the plate into gripper clamps insuring%the

plate is centered on the usable cylinder surface.
d. Lock the plate clamps with the pin wrench.
e. Insert the packing behind the plate.

4 a.. A
..k a

..vf
116Pie-.4.

Installing Plate

f. Depress ready buttons; can call clear.
g. Hold back on the plate with the right hand; jog the cylinder around
h. Stop rotating the cylinders when the tail clamps are positioned to

allow the buckle of the plate to hold the plate into the clamps \\

after insertion.
i. Insert the tail edge of the plate into the tail clamps.
j. Check the plate to insure that it is seated against the block6 and

lock the clamps with the pin wrench.
k. Tighten the tail clamp tension screws finger tight.

NOTE: A buckle in the plate between the tail clamps indicates tension
screws not tightened imenly.

1. Using the pin wrench, tighten the tail edge tension screws until
the plate is tight against the cylinder.

m. Check the tightness of the plate on the scylinderby tapping the
plate near the end of the cylinder with one of vur fingers or
knuckles.

n. Depress the trip button.
'o. Inch the press one revolution to relieve pressure between,cylinder
p. Check tension on plate, both gripper and tail edge. If slack re-

mains tighten tensions screws on tail end again.

E-15
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NOTE: All slack should be remdvedwOilh tensit'm screws from tail end.
Tighten.gripper.teniton screws finger tight.

it
NOTE: When.the hollow sound has disappeared, the plate has been .sufficient-

ly tightened. Do not overtaghten or t amp" Will pull off the
plate and the edge of the plate may bre k

10. Remove i6e Plate

a. Loosen thei bottom tehsion screws.
b. Release the tail ed4e plate clamps.
c. Remove tell edge from the clamps.
d. Holding'the plate'ain4 packim in your right hand, depress the

ready button, call clear and inch the press using.the reverse
buttdn (Ltution use of revel-se buttom only).

e. Loosen the gripper edge plate clamps and remove the plate and
packing.

'IL Remove The Blanket

a. using a 9416" T-wrench loosen the tension.
b. Remove the re-lel rod screws,or tighten to avoid them hitting the

cylinders. . .

. ,

c. Hold the blanket and packing with-the right hand, "ctll clear",.
and inch the press in reverse Until the gripper edge is in the

, ,

. proper posftion for removal of the lock screws.
d. Remove the ,.

e. Loosen grip' r edge lock screws.
f: Remove the 61 nket and place in drawer for. blanket.
g. Tighten gripOer edge lock screws. i .
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CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

OUTLINE PROCEDURE SHEET #3

1. MAKE A VISUAL AND MANUAL SAFETY.CHECK.

2. USE OF THE MICROMETER.'

3. CLE-4 CYLINDERS ANd BEARERS.

4. SET STOCK THICKNESS ADJUSTMENT.

5. PREPARE BLANKEf AND PACKING.

6. MOUNT rHE BLANKET.

7. PARALLEL AND CENTER THE ROTE CLAMPS.

8. PREPARE THE PLATiAND.PACKING.

9. MOUNT THE PLATE.

10. REMOVE THE PLATE.

EMOVE.THE BLANKET.

E-17 0.
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. PRACTICAL EXERCISE GRADING SHEET ..
NAMI Komi Ka

sudinmatmw - OWPONI Mil MAN .

NAAPOPElt OF PERFORMANCE FOR PREPARATION OF CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

IIG OFFSET PRINTING PRESS PS
1. CLEANING OF cYLINDER SURFACES AND BEARERS

IIIIIIIIIIIII'Ma
11111.111MEM
Mill
UNE,
MINIM
MEI

...

2.- READING THE MICROKETER .Set the micrometer and have the student read the setting

), BLANKET CYLINDER PROCED

a. Determination of average thickness
b. Determination and selection of packi
.c. Mountig of blanket
d, Removal of blanket

.

.

4. IMPRESSICW ON PROCEDURES

N.Ilila roller bandle----.A.1.-laCkingAlhe
.b Use of feeder latch handle 6 IMMO

III
11.1111.11

El.
Y - i iA.

a. Preparation for mounting plate IMMO.
MUM'
201111111

b. Preparation of plate and determination of packing

Mount' of .late

d. removal of impression
of plate

Ell1111.11

MIMI-ame-. 'Removal

PRINTING PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT Explain
, 12 lila

, .

.

1111111
11E111111

1111

7. OBSERVANCE OF SAFETY REGULATIONS 1 2 3 4 677 x 5 points each

..-

2 points eachR. PRESS TECHNIQUES 0 /1 2/3/4/5/6/7/8/ g

MEM
III

.
.--_- 0 MIN



STUDENT TIME ALLOWED:

(LXO)

PRACTICAL EXERCISE TEST
CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

INSTRUCTORS CUT SHEET

01:50 minutes

1INSTRUCTORS TIME ALLCWEDI 10 minutes

1. Failed to clean,the blanket cylinder -4

Failed to clean the plate cylinder -4

Failed to-clean the impression cylindev

2. Yes or No

3. AllA .001" tolerance for micron:star readings.

a. Failed to mike blanket in four areas. -14

Failed to mike blanket 3 to 4 inches frti.the blanket tar. -4

Was not able to determine average blanket thickness. -5

Failed to mike the packing in at least one'arta. -4

Was not able to determine proper packing thickness. -5

c. MO:anted blanket on reel rod first. -4

Failed to secUre locking screws. -3
Failed.to obtain proper tension. -5

d. Yes or No

4. a. Yes or No
b. Yes or No

5. Allow .001" tolerance for micrometer readings.

a. Parallel plate olaMps. .6

Center plate clamps. -6

Center plate cylinder. -6

Check and clean plate. ,-2
Micrometer reading of plate. -5
Micrometer reading of packing.

c. ?roper insertion of plate into clamps. -5

Position of plate on cylinder. -5

Tension of plate on gripper edge. -5

Tension of plate on tail edge. -5

d. Yes or no
e. Yes or No

6. Did not know change of blanket packing
Impression preesure. -4

Did not know change of stock thickness
impression pressure. -4

Did not know which way impression

0

constitutes change ,f

constitutes change of

die moves to increase pressure.

F-2



PRACTICAL EXERCISE GRADING SHEET
NA ROME NO.

EVAI WO VIM Ma

I
. .

SAVE . MAN -

MANNER OF PERFORMANCE Fon ORE'AHATION OF CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

1111

S=OS

11

AFF-Ir OFFSET PRINTIW PRESS

CLEANING OF CYLINDER SURFACES AND BEARERS

-,
A, t' vi ten' v : .,:. - .10 it Z., '. 1 8

111.1.1
1. BLANKET CYLINDER PROCEDURES Oila. 7et.erm1nation of average Chickness .

b. Determination and selection o packing 8

111111
.

C. Mounting of blanket 10

4. Removal of blanket 8

anal
IIMIIII

MN
111

III

IIIMPRESS ON ON PROCEDURES
a. Blocking the automatic trip --- 6

6
i.,Te(j;iiaritihILlut,_._xlillars÷.__T.

press on throw-on lever'
_

4. Bringing the cylinders,into contact 6 IIIII

1.1111
5. PLATE CYLINDER PROCEDURES

,

a. Preparation for mounting plate . 18

Ellb. Preparation of p1at e and determination of packing
v. Mounting of Oa e

d. Removal of impression .

e. Remo ti of plate
,

IIIM6. FMNTING PRESSURE'ADJUSTMENT Explain)

7. Observance of Safety Regulations * po nt& each IIII

111 111

III

points each. tress Techniques /I/2/3/4/75/g 7fil X 2
,

TOTAL,



(ATF-DP)
PRACTICAL EXERCISE TEST

CY1INZU ASSEMBLY
INSTRWTORS, CUT Sitter

STUDENT TIME ALLCWED: 0100 minutes

INSTRWTOS TIME ALLOWED: 10 minutes

1. Failed to clean blanket cylinder -3

,
Failed to clein plate cylinder -3
Failed to clean impression cylinder -3

2. Yea or No

3. Allow .001" tolerance for micrometer readings.
a. Failed to mike blanket La four areas -3

Failed to mike blanket 3 to 4 lathes from the blanket bar -3

Was not able to dotersine average blanket thickness -5

b. Failed to mike packing in at least one area -3

was not able to determine proper packing thickness -5

c. Mounted blanket on reel rod first -3

Failed to secure locking screws -2

Failed to obtaln proper tension -5

d. Yes Or No

4. 4. YO3 or No
'J. Yes or No
o. Yez or No
i. Y*3 or No

5. Allow .001" tolerance forimicrometer readings.
a. Faralle:i plate clamps .6

Center p2.ate clamps -6

Center plate cylinder -6

b. Check and clean plate -2

reading of plate. -5

Micrrmetir reading of packing -5

o. Frc-ier insertion of plate into clamps -4

Positiun of plate on cylinder -4,

Tension of plate on gripper edge -4
.ension of plate on tail edge -4

d. Yes or No
0

e. Yea or No

:id not know change of blanket packing constitutes change of
imgression pressure. -4

Did not know change of stock thickness constitutes Change of

.tnpression pressure. -4

Did not know which way impression handle coves to increase pressure. -4

F-4
4-t)9



PRACTICAL EXERCISE GRADING SHEET
NAM1 OST11 NO.V

STAINING TIM MAW HMI GLAINII OM1 GRADE

MANNER OF PERFORMANCE FOR PREPARATION OF CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

TriN-BC OFFSET PRESS - MO au,--..
. CLEANING OF CYLINDER SURFACES AND BEARERS 12

81
NI

MICROMEIER (Set the m crometer and have the student read the setting)2. RJAM-Ni; THE

BLANKET CYLINDER PROCEDURE
,

a. Detenminatiom of average thickness 13M

12111

h. Determination and selection of packing
---c.--Mounting of bTiaet

-----d. Removal of blanket
8

Dill

c. .

. IMPRESSION ON PROCEDURES

11

a. Position the form roller control lever in the off position
i___jeeder_latch handle

Ilia). PLATE CYLINDER PROCEDURES
a. Preparation for mounting plate IMOh. Preparation of plate and determination of_packing __--

of . 20
C. mounting

Removal o fm ression

1,. Removal of plate

L PRINTING PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT CExplainl III
,

77 DB7TVANCr OF SAFETY REGULATION'S /1/2/3/4/5/60/8/ x 5 points each

2/3/4/5/6/7/8/ x 2 points eachPRESS iEEHNIQUES

, 11111

Ike
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE TEST

CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

INSTRUCTORS CUT SHEET

STUDENT TIME ALLOWED: 01:50 minutes

INSTRUCTORS TIME ALLOWED: 10 minutes

1. Failed to clean the blanket cylinder -4

Failed to clean the plate cylinder -4

Fialed to clean the iMpression cylinder -4

2. Yes or No

3. Allow .001" tolerance for mibrometer readings.
a. Failed to mike blanket in four areas. -4

Failed to mike blanket 3 to 4 inches from the blanket bar. -4

Was not able to determine average blanket thickness. -5

b. Failed to mike the packing in at least one area. -4

Was not able to determine proper packing,thickness. -5

c. Mountedillanket on reel rod first. -4

Failed to secure locking screws. -3

Failed to obtain proper tension. -5

d. Yes or No

4. a, Yes or r`in

b. Yes or No

Allow .001" tolerance for micrometer readings.
A. Parallel plate clamps, -6

Center plate clamps. -6

Check the printing pressure adjustment. -6

b. Check and clean plate. -2

Micrometer reading of plate. -5

Micrometer reading of packing. -5

c. Proper insertion of plate into clamps. -5

Position of plate on cylinder. -5

Tension of plate on gripper edge. -5

Tension of plate on tail edge. -5

d. Yes or No
e. Yes or No

5. Did not know change of blanket packing constitutes change of impression
pres'sure. -4

Did not know change of stock thickness constitutes change of impression
pressure. -4

Did not know which way impression handle moves to inCrease pressure. -4

F-6
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740-303-A-020-020

Exam Support Sheet Al 91 Cl

EXAMINATION SUPPORT SHEET

LESSON: Prepare cylinder assembly

OBJECTIVE: The student will be examined to:

a. Determine his/her ability to prepare cylinders for press
operation.

b. Determine his/her-knowledge of the impression-on
procedure, and an explanation of pr4.nting pressure
adjustment.

STUDENT MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

I. Plaie and blanket - one per press
2. Packing paper - as required per press
3. Ruler, razor blade, rags - as required per press
4. Oil can w/OE 30 oil - I can per press
5. Press tool kit with micrometer - one per press
6. Offset press - one per designated group

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

I. One assistant instructor per two designated groups
2. Time requirements: Two hours per student

ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS:

I. This is a combination examination. It combines performance tasks
to determine if the student can prepare the cylinders for press operation,
along with verbal responses to determine if the student knows how to set
Printing pressure adjustments.

2. One hour and 45 minutes should be allowed to complete this exam
and 15 minutes for the assistant instructor to grade and critique'each
student.

3. Exam grade sheets are located in the Division office and are
identified as Practical Exercise Grading Sheet A-1, B-1 or C-1 Lesson
740-303-A-020-020. The same grade sheet is used for all classes.
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740-303-A-020-020

SOURCE MATERIALS

LESSON: Prepare Cylinder Assembly

LESSON OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT #1 (ATF-OP Offset Press)

1. Using a Micrometer

a. Manufacturer's Information Sheet
b. Manufacturer's Information Sheet

2. Prepare Cylinders - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-16b (1)(2).
b. Paragraph 8-16a (2)

3. Prepare and Mount Blanket and Packing - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph N/A - Manufacturer's Information Sheet
b. Paragraph 8-16c (1)(b)
c. Paragraph 8-16c (1)(a)
d. Paragraph 8-16b (21(3)
e. Paragraph 8,716c (2)

4. Prepare 'and Mount Plate and Packing - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph N/A - Necessary starting point for learning. (Experience)
b. Paragraph N/A - Necessary starting point for learning. (Experience)
c. Paragraph N/A - Not referenced but a necessary step. (Experience)
d. Paragraph 8-16d (2)
e. Paragraph 8-16d

5. Impression Pressure - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-16e (1)
b. Paragraph 8-16e (2)

5. Removal of Plate and Blanket - TM 5-245

a. Paragr 16d (10)

b. Parag aph 8 16c (2)(h)

LESSON OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT 2 (Harris LXG'Offset Press)

1 Using a Micrometer

a. Manufacturer's Information Sheet
b. Manufacturer's Information Sheet
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2. Prepare Cylinders
. ;

a. Harris Manufacturer's Manual, paragraphs 71, 73 and 74
b. Paragraph N/A - TM 5-245, paragraph 8-16a (2)

PreOre and Mount Blanket and Packing

a. Paragraph N/A - Manufacturer's Information Sheet
b. Harris Manufacturer's Manual, paragraph 721
c. Paragraph N/A - TM 5-245, paragraph 8-16c (1)(4)
d. Harris Manufacturer's Manual, paragraph 71
e. Harris Manufacfurer's Manual paragraph 71

4; Prepare and Mount Plate and Packing - Harris Manufacturer's Manual
4

a. Paragraph N/A4- Necessary starting point for learfiing. (Expeeienee)

b. Paragraph N/A - Necessary startin9, point for learning. (Experience)

c. Paragraph N/A - This step is necessary:due to the over-sized
plates.

d. Paragraph'N/A - Not referenced but a necessary step.,(Experiedce)

e. Paragraph 73
f. ftragraph 73

5. Impression Pressure - Harris Manufacturer's Manual

a. Paragraph 74
b. Paragraph 74

Removal of Plate and Blanket - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-I6d (10)
b. Paragraph 8-16c (2)(h) Reference to three bolts will change to

read two screws for the Harris press.
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SECTION Is

=SON SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

f-
SUBJECT: Offset Press Operation

LESSON: The Cylinder Assembly

TRLDTING'AIDS AND DE1T 00.

1. D. A. Training Aids: None
2. Service Training Aida:

A 109 57 USA Mock-up Model of Ilicrometer

MATERIALS ANp SUPPLIES:

1. Offset press plate
2. Offset press blanket
3. Blanket packing paper

EQUIPEENT:

1. Offset press
I,7".,Offdet press tools

FACILIMS:

1. Classroom: Equipped with desks, blackboard and overhead
projector.

2. Training Area Facilities: Offset Press practical e xercise
area.

TRANSPOICAT:ON: None

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL AND DERONSTRATION TROOPS:

1. Assistant Instructor(sl: One instructor required for
each two presses.

2. Demonstration Tr000s: None

MNT REFETEICES:

1. Required References:

a. TU 5-245 (Sep 62), MaP Rtproduction-
b. 11.1 5-3610-202-15 (Mar 63)/ Printing Press Offset

Ovlinder-Ictarz.

1

'41



c. Operating Maiaal, Higrjs Offset yregip tOdel

F. zxcerpted References:

Excerpts from tVe Operating Manual, gorrts Offset Presi,

Zgdel toca are printed Idth the expressed permission of the Harris

Intertype Corporation for,use bY military personnel.

4ft

I
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SID3JECT:

LESSON:

ME =OD (TOTAL) :

ME OF IMSON:

OBJECTT7E(S):

se= re
LESSON OM=

Offset Press Operation

The *Linder Assembly

19 Sours

Lecture (2 haws), Demonwtration (2 hows),
Practical Exercise (15 bows)

To provide the studet with a qualified
of the nomenclature and operation

of the plete b1anket4 and impression.
cylinders; sleety precautions that applyl,
graded emmrcise and critique.

SUPPORT RERUIREMENTSiL, Refer to SECTION I

STUDENT

0 0 : 0 0

00:03

IMRE= : Refer to Schedule of Instruction

MMOIXICTION

The previous lesson covered the controls, feeder and
delivery assemblies This lesson will cover another phase
at press operation, the cylinder assembly. The impression
cylinder grasps the pre...positioned sheet at the front
guides and carries it into contact with the blanket :
cylinder. Meanwhile, a plate mounted on the plate cy%inder
receives ink and its image is transferred to a rubber
blanket mounted an the blanket cylinder. The blanket
transfers or offsets the imagist* the sheet of paper
which is an the impression cylinder. The fipression
cylinner than continues around and releases the printed
sheet to the delivery assembly. It is essential that
every pressman thoroughly understands/this assembly.

1. CLN ING TEE PLATE AND CYLINDERS

a; Cleaning the plate

(1) Clean gum aff the.plate with water
(2) RIMOTO dried ink
(3) Never use a sharp poimted instrument
(4) Da not allow water on the image side of

the plate

1

23:
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Clean(ng the cylinder surfaces and bearers

v, (1) Remove gum with water, remove ink with solvent

(2) Remove rust with crocus cloth and oil

(3) Remove dirt on the cylinders

00:05 2. PACEING TBE BLANKET AND PLATE CILLIDERS,

a. NI.FirUnder undercuts
b. Cylinder packing

,(1) Pack blafiket .002" above bearers )r .073"

(2) Pack ilate .001l above the bearers or .016"

(3) Tolerance of .0015

0. Using the microMeter

(1) Use tct.measure thickness of plate and blanket

accurately
(2) Accurate to .0001"

(3) 'thimble

(4) Barrel

Heasuring the thickness of a blanket and plate

00:15 3. PREPARZCZ AND MOUNTING TEE BLINEET AND PLATE

a. Putting bars an a new blanket

(1) New blanket

(2) Punch blanket

b. Mounting a blanket

(1) Mike and select packing far blanket

(2) Mount blanket bars to blanket cylinder

(3) Tighten blanket on cylinder

C. Mounting a plate

(1) Mike plate
(2) Insert plate into clamps

(3) Remove plate

- 00:20 4. IVRESSION CYLIMOgR

a. Construction

2

"4-
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(1) Bas no bearers
(2) Cylinder grippers

b Adjustment

00:25 5. IMPRESSION

a. Impressian trips

il) Manual trips
2) Automatic trips

b. Counter

00:35 6. REGISTIM ADJUSTMENTS OF THE ?LATE CYLINDER

a. Twisting the plate

(1) Almaws twist before swinging cylinder
(2) Row to twist

b. Swinging the plate cylinder
c. Changing the image size

(1) lane lascir
(2) Image smaller

(QUESTIONS AND COMENTS PERIOD)

SUMMUY

00:45 1. Cleaning the Plate and Cylinders
2. Packing the Blanket and Plats Cylinders
3. Preparing a nd Mounting the Blanket and Plate
4 Impression Cylinder
5. Impression
6. Register Adjustments af the Plate Cylinder
7. Tie-in to Demonstration

01:00

BREAK

NOTE: The students will now 34DVV tO the pressroom for a
demonstration on the ATF Chief 29 DF offset press.

XRCD119TION

During the last hour of instruction, the nom#n
clature and.operation of the cylinder assembly was
explained. During the.next hour the-student will 2c1
a demonstration of the oneration, function and adjustment
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of the cylinder assembly. It is very important that each

student pay strict attention to this demonstration,

because in the block of instruction which follows this

demonstration, each student will be called upon to

operate and make addustments on the cylinder assembly.

During the demonstration look far the answers to the

following questions.

1,What do we use to clean gilin off the cylinders?

2.1ibat is the undercut of the plate cylinder?

3. Does the impression cylinder have bearers?

DEVELOPMENT

01:02 7. PREPARING AM MOUNTING A BLANKET

a. Mounting a new blanket
b. Mounting a used blanket

01:15 8. MOUNTING A PLATE

01:25 9. T1n3Tilt. THE PLATE

01:35 10. SWINGING THE PLATE ULMER
01:40 11. CRITIQUE

a. Repose key questions

b. Clarify any misconceptions

(QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS PERIOD)

SUMMARY

o. 1. Preparing and Mounting a Blanket

2. Mounting a Plate

3. Twisting the Plate

4. Swinging the Plate Cylinder

5. Tie-in to Harris LXG Offset Press

01:50 BREAK

NOTE: The students will now m9ve hack to the'classroom

for the lecture portion of the cylinder assembly

on the Harris LXG. Offset Press.

75TRCDUCTION

02:00 During the last two hours of instruction the n6men-

clature and operation of the cylinder assembly of the

ATF Chief 29 Offset Press was explaired. During the

next two hours the student will be taught the cylinder

r14.

6



^assembly of.the IkiTis LXG Offset Press. It is very --iapartant that the student pay §trict attention to the
lecture and demonstration because the machines are
different. After the demonstration each student will be
called upon to operate and make adjustments an the cylinder
assembly af both presses.

DEVELOPIIENT

02:02 12. PACEIDZ TEE BIANKET AND PLATE CYLLNMEZS ON HARRIS LXG

02:1.0 \13.

sa Cylinder undercuts
b. qylindar packing

(1) Pack blanket
(2) Pack plate

c. Measuring the thickness of a blanket and plate

MOUNTING TEE BLINMT AND FLA=

a. Blanket

(1) lake Ltnd select packing for blanket
(2) Mount blanket bars to blank,t cylinder

and tighten 'larket aa cylinder

b. PlAte

cylinder

(1) Check plate size
(2) Mike and select packing
(3) Lock up ink rollers
(4) Parallel plate clamps
(5) Mount plate and tighten plate properly on

32:20 14. II1PRESSION CYLINDER

a. Construction

(1). Has bearers
(2) Adjustment

b. Electronic sheet detectors (Trips)

(1) Two automatic
(2) Two manual

)

Niko

5
7
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02:30 15. REGISTER. IIITUSTMENTS OF TEE PLATE CILDLLE.R

C.

""`

a. Twisting the plate-
b. Swinging the.plate cylinder
c. Changing image size

(1) Image larger

(2) Image smaller

(QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS PERIOD)

1. Packing the Blanket and Plate Cylinders aa the Harris LXG
2. Mounting the Plate and Blanket
S. Impressian Cylinder
4. Register Adjustments af the Plate Cylinder
5. Ile-in t.c. 4emanstratiam

7-7. 7 AK

N0: Students will now move tothe pressroom for a
demonstration on the Cylinder Assembly of the Harris
lin CfrSet Prrts

During the last hour af instruction, the nomenclature
Ind operation of the HarristaG cylinder assembly was ex-
plained. Durng the next hour the student will f.a.e a

demonstration of the operation, function and adjustment of
Ihe cyllnder assembly. :t 13 very important :hat you pay
strict a:tention to hs demonstration, because in the block
of instruction which .follows this demonstration, each
oi yau will be called *on to aperate and make adjustments

an the cylinder assembly.

During the demonstration look far the answers to the

following questians.

1. How many cylinders in the cylinder assembly have
bearers?

2. What is the undercut of the plate cylinder'?

3. What cylinder moves when the press goes on impression?
4. licu- many degrees can the plate cylinder be swung?

DEMMENT

03:02 16. PREPARING AND nOUNTING A BLANICT

03:10 17. .110UNTINGA PLATE

00:20 18. r115T1NG A PLATE

-
e
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SECTION III

SOURCE 1111E1IAL
TIE CIIIIMER ASSEIELY

INTRODUCTION

In the previous lessons we discussed the operation of the

controls, the feeder and the delivery systems at the offset press.
Ia this lesson we will cover the functiaa and operation o f

the cylinder assembly an the ATF Chief 29 DP and the Harris
LIG Qffset Prat:Ms.

The impression cylinder grippers grasp the pre-positiained
sheet of paper at the front guides and carry it into contact
with the blanket cylinder. Meanwhile, a plate mounted on the
plate cylinder is inked and transfers its image to a rubber blanket
mounted on the blanket cylinder. 'The blanket transfers ar "offsets"
the image to the sheet of paper txn t.s impressioa cylinder. The

impressian cylinder then continues around and releases the sheet
to the delivery system.

The cylinder assembly constitutes the "heart" of an oSfset_
press. A thorough understanding of image transfer from one
cylinder to another and finally to the sheet of paper is a basic
requisite for an offset pressman. The objective of today's
lesson is to acquaint the student with these functiaas and develop
an understanding of the cylinder assembly.

Each press operatar will abide by all safety precautions
when making adjustments ar cleaning the cylkTidpv assembly. The

control switches will be set in the "safe" position and the
cylinders will aaly be rvtated by turaEi the flywheel manmall.

DENELOPM7

1i, CLEANING TEE PLATE AND a a to am. Show an cut-away
press model

Before a quality printing job r-an be produced,
the plate and all cylinder surfaces, including bearers, mast be
clean.

a. Cleaning the plate.

(1)

(2) Remove dried ink. '._Tse pumice powder and solvent.

(3) Never use a sharp pointed instrument. This will
damage the eurfabe at the plate./

1

lCi
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(4) Eho not allow water ide of the tiate.

Water will dissolve the gum and casid.tion othe plate.

b. Cleaning the cylinder surfaces and bearers.

(1) Remove m with water1 remove ink wiih solvent.Host of the foreign ma ar hat accnaulates an the cylinders ls
Tam arabic and ink. Water will dissolve the gum arabial and
cleaning solvent will remove the ink.

(2) Remove rust with crocus cloth and oil. A light
film af oil will

brE;Frarrier-47.112-07i7aarga7gmmrers atall times to prevent rust from recurring.

(3)--j.emcve dirt cri_ the cylinders. Dirt causes high
3Fc7.s which interfere with proper contact between the cylinders.

alsc'attracts rust which will cause permanent damage to the
:ylinder surfaces,

mcraNG TEE =MT AND PLATE CirAVOZIE

In'arder to obtain good printing there aust
be .003 of an inch pressure or "squeeze" between each of tbe
cylinders. This pressure is achieved by packing the blanket and
plate cylinders slightly above their bearer diameters. Me 2ackn
af the blanket and the olate linders trill be done the
control switches the Tress are in the safe

a. Cylinder undercuts. The plate and Show an cut.away
blanket cylinder have steel bands, oo=on17 calle4 yress modelbearers, encircling the autside edges of each cylinder
and ris' slightly above the cylinder surface. There is a
shallow ga , or gutter, between the bearers and the edge of the
usable cy dar surface. The blanket cylinder is undercut .071
ii:71 below the awfue af its bearers, and the plate cylinriPr is
undercut .015 inch below the surface of its bearers.

This is standard for all AT.77 Chief 29 Offset Presqes.
(See f igure 1)

) 4

tal
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THE CI:LINDER UNDERCUTS

MS' UNDERCUT PLATE MEADER

.071" UNDERCUT BLANKET CYLINDER

143.i.TUIZ 1

b. lindea_.
(1)0 Pack blanket .002" above the bearers or .073".

The packing of the cylinders will he done 2aly when the press
is stopped and the switches are in the "safe-pisition. The

blanket is underlayed with thin sheets of paper (packing) to

raise it .002 inch above the blanket cylindartbearers. The pl:te

is packed to .001 inch above the plate cylinder bearers. Since

the bearers are in contact when the impression is on, this
obtains the printl:mg "squeeze" of .003 inch. Since the blanket

cylinder has an undercut of .071 inch and is packed to .002 inch
above its hearers, the blanket and packing together total 0173

inch.

(2) Pack plate .001" above the bearers or .016".

Tbe plate cylinder has am undercut of .015 inch and is packed

to .001" above its bearers. The plate and packing together total

.016 inch. (See figure

(3) Tolerance of .0015. A tolerance of .0015 inch

is permitted when measuring packing. This allows far the fact

that blankets, plates, and packing do not always total the thick-

ness desired. Then faced with this problem, it is better to

overpack with,the tolerance.

c. Using the micrometer.

(1) Use to measure thickness

plate and blanket accurately. A micrometer

3

.)

Show Model of
Micromfter

of
is used to accurately
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measure the thickness of the blanket, plate and packing. A
micrometer is a precision instrument which measures in
thousandths of an inch. The micrometers used here are outside
micrometers with frame widths of 3/8 and 1/2 inch.

(2) Accurate bp 4001% Reading a micrometer is a
simple task. The piece af material to be measured is placed
between the measuring faces. The ratcbet stop is turned clockwise
until the ratchet starts clicking. The spindle will then be in
good contact yith the material, but yet not so tight that the
material cannat slide between the measuring faces with a slight
drag. The micrometer can than be read. Two scales are used to
make the reading. The first is on the barrel, running horizontal
Ao the user s view. The other scale encircles the thimble at
right angles to the userls view. Each graduation on the barrel
denotes .025 inch. Each graduation on the thimble denotes .0.0l
inch. OSee figure 4

Slow liodel of 1
Barrel Er. Thimble

SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE M2CROMETER CALIPER

4)

;.;

3

2
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(3) Thimble. Each-time a piece of material is

measured, the thimble uncovers a portion of the graduations on the
barrel. One of the graduations on the thimble is also aligned
with the horizontal line am the barrel. Count the number of
full graduatians on the barrel. Do not count a partial graduation
es this portion af the measurement is read from the scale on ,

the thimble. Each full graduation on the barrel is equivalent
to .001 inch. The number of thousandths of an inch read from
the barrel is then added to the number of thousandths of an inch
read from the thimble. This gives the thickness af the material
being =loured in thousandths of an inch.

(4) Barrel. For example, two full graduations on
the barrel are visible, but anly a portion af the third graduation
shows. As only fall graduationa are counted and each uation
is equal to .025 inch, this would represent .050
inch. If the fifth graduatian an the thimble is
aligned with the horizantal line an the barrel and
each graduation on the thimble is equal to .001 inch, this part
af the reading represents .005 inch. Adding the tuv parts, the
reading is .055 inch.

Demonstrate
Examples an
Model

d.
Blanket and plate thickness will vary; thereforelthey must
be measured with a micrometer before being mounted on the press.
In order to assure accuracy and prevent errors due to low spots,
the blanket and plata are Ismiked" in several places and &n
average taken. The micrometer should not be placed at the gripper
or tail edges af the blanket ar plate, as the clamps and,lars
-ill make the surfaces uneven and rause false readings. Also,
the micrometer should not be pushed so far onto the material
being measured that the material contacts the inside edge of
the micrometer frame. This will bend the material and cause
a false reading. (See figures 3 and 4)
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EXAMPLE - Blanket thickness is .065. Then you will need .008
packing to obtain the required thickness of .073.

3. PEEPARING MCUNTING THE ilia= AND PLATE [Shaw Blanket

a. Putting bars an a new blanket. Several precautions
must be taken when mounting blanket bars on a new bl-nket.

(1) adr.1=12.1... A new blanket must be thornrghly
2crubbed with pumice powder and cleaning solvent to remuove thezlight glaze caused by- oxidation of the rubber.

(2) Punch blanket. It the blanket has not been
punched, place a blanket bar across one end of the blanket at
right angles to the direction of the arrow an the cloth [ifemonstrain
side of the blanket. The outer edge and the ends of the blanket
bar must be even with the upper- end and sides of the blanket.
Insert a pencil into each hole in the blanket bar and make a
circular mark am the rubber blanket. The pencil marks will
then correspond ectly with the holes in the blanket bar. The
sane procedure is used an the other end af the blanket making
certain that the secand bar is parallel to the first. The
blanket bars can then be rrmcved and all of the indicated holes
punched in ar cut aut. The holes must be cut cleanly, because
irregular fragments of the rubber may cause the blanket bar bolts
to bind. (See figure 5,)

ATTACHING THE BLANKET BARS

UPPER BLANKET BART

LANKET

T

UNDER B ANKET BAR
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b. Mounting a blank,' Before working aa the blanket

or plate, remove the cylinder guard. This guard will never be
removed uetil the operator has assured higeelf that the safe
switches are turned to "safe", disconnecting all power fram the

press. As long as this guard remains offs the cylinders can
be meted only by turning the flywheel manually. Power will never

be used while mounting a blanket or.plate.

(1) Mike and select packing for blenket. The

blanket is first "miked". Several points, not near the blanket

bars, will be checked and an average taken. 1See figure 4.)
Sufficient paper packing should be selected to total .073 inch.

(2) Mount blanket bars to blanket cylinder. Nov

place ane blanket bar aa the lower surface 'of the gap in the
blanket cylinder. Three 9/16-iach bolts are passed through the
holes in the blanket bar tato the threaded holes in tha cylinder
gap, and the blanket bar tightened to the cylinder. Do not force

these bolts. If they do not turn freely, it maybe because they
are binding on rubber. This will necessitate cutting the holes

to a larger size. Care must be taken that the bolts are started
properly into the threaded holes or misthreading will result.

Turn the cylinder, slightly forwaLl by hand, until it is possible

to insert the packing sheets behind the blanket. Then turn the
cylinder forward to the top of the cylinder gap and attach the free
blanket bar to the reel rod with the three remaining 9/16-inch
bolts. Take special care to prevent misthreading these bolts. It

is best to start the canter bolt first.

(3) Tighten blanket an cylinder. Place a one-inch

wrench an the square end (operator's side) of the reel rod. A

pawl and ratchet at the other end of the reel rod will hole the

blanket tight. Hold the pawl into the ratchet and pull the wrench'

to tighten the blanket around the cylinder. Use only the pressure

and leverage of the hands am the wrench when tightening the blanket.

Never stand am the wrench, ar use a wrench longer than the ane
furnished with the press. This can cause a serious injury to the
operator or damage to the machine for which yeti will be held

directly respcnsible. The tautness of the blanket can be deter-
mined by tapping the surface af the blanket between the reel rod

aad the tail edge of the blanket with the finger or same object
that will not cut or otherwise injure the blanket surface. When

removing the blanket, first release the tension from the reel rod.

Then remove the three bolts locking the blanket bar to the reel rod

and turn the cylinder backwards bybtollt entil the blanket is off
the cylinder aad remove the three locking the other blanket

bar and the blanket fram the cylinder. Dispose of the paper packing

if it has beCome wrinkled or sticky.

7
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c. Mounting ejaate.

(1) Mike olate. The plata must be "miked" before
mounting. Several points, not near the clamp edges, are checked
and an average taken. Sufficient paper packing is selected to
total .016 inch including the plate.

(2) Insert Rlata into clamps. Loosen all plate
clamps and back off the tension screws. This will permit a maximum
amount of adduetment when subsequently tightening the plate around
the cylinder. Loosen the 4 locking screws (5/16-inch Allen) an the
flywheel side of the cylinder. Position the pointer in the center
of the indicator plate by using the Pinion wrench. Insert the
.gripper edge of the plate as far as possible into the top plate
clamp. If the plate is not inserted into the clamp the full dis-
tance, it is apt to go around the cylinder crooked and pull out of
the clamp when it is being tightened. The plate is centered in the
clamp by aligning the left (flywheel side) edge of the plate with
the left edge of the cylinder surface. When the plate has been
centered, the top clamp can be tightened. Check the top clamp to
make certain that it is flush with the gap or the plate will not
tighten evenly around the cylinder. In order to position the plate
around the cylinder properly, tha impression must be an. To do
this, lock the ink motion throw-off hardle in its mposition.
This prevents the ink rollers fram drppping onto the plate cylinder
when the impression is an. Then place a snail strip of paper under
the autamatic trip to prevent the press from coming off impression
while the plate is being mounted. Now press the impression. "an"
lever down. This lever is located directly above the feeder valve.
This action causes the impressian to be on as the press is turned
forward, i. e., the blanket cylinder trip lever will straighten
out and cause the blanket cy/inder to move into contact with the
plate and impressian cylinders. Since we want the press an
impression when the plate starts between the cylinders, we push
down aa the blanket cylinder trip lever, causing it to straighten
out, before we turn the flywheel. Next turn the press forward,
by hand until the plate moves between the plate and blanket
cylinders. Place the correct packing behind the plate and
turn the press forward by hand until the plate covers the
plate cylinder. Insert the trailing edge of the plate into the
bottam plate clamp and tighten the clamp. Take the slack out of
the plate by tightening the tension screws-. These screws must not
be overtightened or the plate will be stretched, torn cr pulled
cut cf the'plate clamps. When a crease begins to appear in
the plate at the point where it passes over the cylinder gap,

17



tap the plats gently with a wrench.. If the plate is tightened
oufficientlyi a solid sound will result. Push the manual trips,
remove the strip of paper fram under the autamatic trip, and turn
the press forward one revolution to take the impression off,
recheck tension screws. Amy excess packing extending past the
plate must be removed.

c2 70.

(3) Ilemove Plate. When removing the pate, looseno
all tension screws, free the tail edge fram the bottom clamp and
turn the press backwards by hand until the plate is off the
cylinder. Loosen the gripper clamps and remove the plate fram
the press. Replace the cylinder guard, after work on the blanket
and plate has been completed.

4. IMPRESSION CYLINDER

The impression cylinder grasps the positioned sheets at
the front guides, carrying them into contact with the blanket cylinder,
and releasing the printed sheets to the delivery system.

a.

(1) 1;aa no bearers., There are no bearers on the
impression cylinder. This permits moving the cylinder into
proper printing contact with the blanket, when,the blanket is
packed below the height of the blanket cylinder bearers.

(2) czumilr_gmtagarao The cylinder grasps the sheets
with twelve gripper finzers mounted on a ahaft in the cylinder gap.
_aese gripper fingers qre operated by a ..)in and'tumbler system,.
The vambler, mounted on the operator's end of the gripper &aft,
strikes one pin to close the gripper's fingers at the front guides .

and strikes another pin to open the fingers when the delivery
gripper fingers'close on the sheet.

Show sn cut

b. Liia=1:=6 awar mcde; oress,

To permit the correct .003 inch printing pressure
when printing on various thicknesses of paper stock and to allow
for various heights of blanket and packing, the inp-ession cylinder
is provided witio, an eccentric movenant. This movement is
controlled by the imr,%..csion cylinder ad,justm2nt handle, located
:n the operator's side cf the press behind the automatic pile

receder.
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The three cylinders will not con act each other unlese the
press is "on impression% Whenethe preSs is rUnning and the
impression throwon lever is deRessed, the blanket trip lever will
straighten out and cause the blanket cylinder tb =eve eccentrically
until its bearers contact the plate cylinder bearers and (assuming
the impression cylinder adjustment handle is nce backed off) the
blaaket'itirface.contacta the vurface of the impression cylinder.
It is in 4his position ollz that the image fraa an inked plate
will,transfer to the'blanket, and in turn, to the pa

a. Iressio trt. Any offset press is
equipped with trips whichiwhen activated, cause the blanket cylinder
to move away from the plate and impression cylinders (to trip off
irepression).'

! (1) lesnual tries, The ATF Chief 29 presses are
equipped with two reeeal trips, one located on the operator's side'
nt3er the imeressiOn cylinder bearing and the other located at the
froet end of the press on the flywheel sic;e. These need only be
pushed or depressed to activate the mechanism.

(2) Ilutematic erirs. The ATF Chief 29 presses are
equipped with an autamatic trip located at the center of the
zonveyor board near the side guide bar. Should a sheet,fail to
reach the front guides while the press is printing, the finger
on the autcmatic trip not supported by a sheet of paper stock,
will 4rop engaging the trip activating mechanism beneath the
ceneeyor board.

b. ;center, eee counter is an
autcmaeic device for keeping count of the
quanee'ey of stock being run. There is no way that the counter can
record the number of printed sheets that actually reach delivery'
piLe. :Ile counter will record only the number of revclutiens
the press makes while it is on impression.

REGISTER All:USTMENT3 ,F THE FLA= C71:72ER

When the first sheets are printed during make reedy, the
Leage eseel'y is not properly positiened in relation to the
.grepper edge of the sheet. Two adjuments of the plate or plate
cylinder ncrlly will correct this problem. :rhese'aduetmente
will only be made wieh t- c7linder guerd reme7ed aad the switches
in the "safe" eoetion.

owP
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il) Alwavj clati.jaggezzLeAndlg.sa.asile, If

is trooked in relation to the plpper edge of the sheet,
plate to a new position on the plate cylinder. kAlways
plate before swinging.

2) Ucw to twisto To do this, loosen or tighten the

proper tension screws so as to allow the plate to shift on the ,

plate cylinder. The usual pro.Asdure is to make the shift so that

one corner of the gripper edge of the plate is pulled down. This.

will cause the imp to print closer to the gripper edge of the

aheet at the same relative corner, resulting in less margin.
The amount of twist can be determined closely by placing one mar4

on the cylinder at the side of the plate, another mark on-the

plate itself, and observing the variation in the distance between
;he marks as the plate is twisted. The maximum amount.thet the
plate can be twisted is appro:delately 1/8 inch: Further twisttn

will tear the plate or pull it out of the plate clamps. When

:Le plate h,,s been twisted to the desired position, any slac.k

-erulining in the plate can be removed by tightening the necessary

tension screws. Finally, the old image must be waehed from the

blanket.

b. /21,21agig,...a.szlizagz, If the image is parallel

with, but too close or too far from the gripper edge of the sheet,

:he plate cylinder may be swung,to a different pdsition in

relation to the blanket cylinder. Swinging the cylinder up will

2ause the image to print farther fram the gripper edge of the

,sheet, thus providing more margin. Swinging the cylinder down

will cause the imsge to print closer to the gripper edge of the

sheet, or less margin. The amount of suing can be determined
closely by aligning a mark on the plate cylinder bearer with a

plate -ylinder gear tooth and observing the variation between

:he two points as the cylinder is swung. The maximum amount of

plate cYlinder swing is 1 and 1/2 inches(3/4 inch either way fram

the :enter poiitt). .Alwaye center the plate cylinder before

printing.e new job1 Free the cylinder fram its gear-segment-

loosen the four locking screws (5/16 inch Al/en) on the flywheel

side of the cylinder. Loosen the one adjacent to the plate
shifting gear,eegmeat last so the cylinder will not slip. Then

insert the plate' shifting gear segment last so the cylinder will

not slip. Then insert the plate cylinder pinion wrengh and engage

-with the gear segment. The plate cylinder can then be swung to the

"desired poSition. Finally, tighten the four locking screws and

'..;ash the o'.7:d image from the blanket. The cylinder guard will now

bereplaced.
;
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(1) Iwo 1ar2er. in order to lengthen the printed
image, it is nepessary to take packing fram under the gate and
put it, or a like amount, =der tht ,I,galrie This chaInges cylinder
dismeters, mAking the plate circumL ace smaller and the-blanket
circumference .larger. Note that L. mirall transfer pressure
or "squeeze.has not changed)

.(2) Image_mellez, The imdge eize can be decreased
bry removingipacking fromCunder the blanket and placing it, or a

be around the cylinder.
like amount, nlate, Again, all changes in imaige size
will

FREPARING AND MOUNTING A BLANKET:

a. Mguntin2 a new blanket. .

(1) Clean blanket nrorem:;:v..

(2) rtzinCh holes (if cecessarv).

(3) attaeh>lanket bargo

(4) MLipq sad hlect naciziag..

(5) 4agLtibilgagai.sul=11_4221fig

.(4) ?lace press on imression for 50 vvo;.uipe.s.
Stop press and retighten, this will remove the inilal stretch
from a new blanket.

.(7) Pill a cot,. ,fro;.nress, Blanket may be. under
packed now because initial stiretch has been removed. Add packing
.001 inch at ail. time until proper printing pressure is obtained.

b. Zig44-iigg_a_laesi_blultw t.

(1) attach bla.Let bar-S.

()

-(3) kmnt 110,Anket bars to blanket czylinpp.

(4) 75Jrh;en blankvt'on q72.1zaluo

(5)

;as beencremove4,

12
21 oco
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I.
!JOINTING A PLATE.

a. gl1gigai_32:22i_s:::...tito
A .

b.

c kkike sure niate ts -clatin_hefore '7Inimt4 rto>

k

4

VZSILAglag,4114.1212.G.t.rhiri1L=g,

e CamilLsallailmaumlagaguLlzumw
f brmlle, nIptp_ripmrs (Clamps muit be.flu&-and

centered against cylinder)

g. Open, auoin. keys to receive nlate,

r h. amIlualaila.suwol=x0
i ;AIM

Zati-luxfiau_sia-lammautime

(1) iiiiraL=41521,1riza_wa,

(2) Larksatamitilri_tizit.
(3)

:,-Iircy-on lever,

01, 324

k.
,rosc; all slack t

Z. C

* 'MO

hInesstccvligaLAweharia.41.1.1u10

n.

dIM

(1) lase nmat=1 tap, to iziar feeder valve,

(2) 1114sfilLJUltaMakil,titUA

13
22
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(3) Vane. the flwheel turecylinder one complete
revolution to separate cylinders.

eft.

o. Tiehten reiever teeeine4erews and...clack
plate tenbion cn griever ehd.. f the elate Cylinder surface.

9. TWISTING TRE mg= 4i!

a. When ihe first few sheets are printed during
ready, it will oftkn be found that the image is rot position
properly in relation to the zripper edge of the sheets.of paper
tEat are being run through the press.. Abirfiist edjuetm&nt iS
to parallel the image to the.gripper edge of the paper by twistieg
the plate.

b. The following
the'plate on thi-ATF Chief

-

(1) Turft aii
cylinder guard.

is the coriect procedure when twis
29 Offset-Press:.

safety switches 'on ;gland remove the

g

r

(2) Make.a light line on the plate mid another one
at the plate cylinder surface, ahead of the distance you want
to twist the plate and in the dirietion df the cylinder gaP.

I (3) Mark a light line oil lie Oppositt side of the' ,

plate extending it to thecyli_naErsurfatet 4144,4he gpposite side
of the 4date moves it can be detected.r ,,..

(4) Loosen the threel.tensien screws and the 'four
quoin keys located on the plate tail clamp bar.-

(5) Tighten the teexion screw in the corner o the
gripper plate clamp on-\the side orthe plate thet is being $ate.
Also tighten the centerdtension screw to a lesaer degree. When,
the line on the plate slides forward aqd is aligned With the miark
on the cylinder, the plate slides foryard and is aligned with
the nark on the cylinder, the plate hae been twisted properly.'
The maximum ammint that the plate can be twisted 'is approxlimately
//El inch. Further twisiiipg will tiar.the plate end pull it out of

.

,s

(6) Remove. the tail e of the pAte from the plate
exoly one revolution..

the, cl

,

clamp and retate the press backward
.

(7) Put the press on impression.

-(a) Lock up the -trecing system.

011

23
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4e.

4

(b) BICiek the autamatic tri
of paper.

cz2
finer with a strip

(c) 1LiftAhe iiseder valve and .push:dowzi. am the
impression lever.

st..iaightens

bottom plate
in the plate

C.
blanket and

out.

(8) Roiate thelLyess

( d ) ahdo w).4c impression 34nkage until it

p.
finvard one ievolUtion4

(49) font the trail edge of the plate tAck in the ,

clamp, close the Auoin keys and take up all the slack
by tightening the tensidn screws. JP

Make suie that the old image.is removed fram the
the erlinder guardi.s rep-laced befote jogginiOr running

.the press,

10. t.iWINGING TIEE PLAT5 CYLINDER 4

After t4e image iiiparal4led by twisting the plate, the
image maybe too close or too far fram the gripper edge ofthe ;

sheet. To maks the nicessary correctioes, the plate cylinder may
be swung to a differentposition-in.relation to the, b;lanket cylinder.

g`l.

Swinging the cylinder up iall cause' the- image to p t farther from
the gripper edict/ g the sheet, providing more mar '--Swinging

the'dygnder dmwn will cause thelmageito print closer`to 'the
srippetwedge of"t.he sheet proVtding less margiE. To Suing the
cylindeF, proceed,as follows. i

& a. Turn all safety switch'es on safe. and remove the
*Letter .guard,

b; Unlock the four 5/16-imoh Allan locking screws%
locatedon..the.flyWheel side of the plate cylinder. Loosen
the locktng screw in the cylinder gap last.

.c. Mark two lines on the plate 471inder bearer,,witn.
one of the lines aligned an a gear tooth bf the plate cylinder
gear. (The distmce between thetwo lines is the amount you.
wish to swing the cylinder.)

d. gge tha pinion wrench in the gear segment on the
flywheel side of the plate cylindteand move the bArAle of the
pinion wrench up or down to'nlove cylinder.

N.
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Vr.

e., Move thb.pinion wrenokhandle up or 4awa and observe
the,movement of the-lined that we#e marked oethe cylinder bearer.
When tie line am the Plate cyliader gear moves the distatce between
Ithe lines an the platercylihder,biarer, stop !winging the cylinder.

f. Relock the four 5/16-ina. Allen icrews.

ge Wash the hlAnet aid replace the cylinder
before tmrniui the eafety switch off, ./4

What do we use to clqan gum off of the cylinders ?
4

. 'Water C

Q: isAhwundercut-of the Plate Cylinder?
A: .015

Q: Daes ths impressiA.cyliader have bearers?
A: No

b; gla..,ity_gaY;giaszagr

-41e

I.

12. PACICIN0 TEE BLANKET AND PLATE minus
P
N HARRIS UM

or

In order to obtain good prtnting there must be .903 9f an
inch pressure or "squeezlnbetween each of the cy34mdars. This

pressure is achieved 4- packing the IASI:kat cylinders slightly
above the bearer diemdters. 11g,naokinsz of lbe baignket End the

4

a. Czlizfarzaegrati.0 iae plate and falauke c7:14nders
have steel bands, commonly called bearers,: engizeling the outside
edges of each cylinder, and rising s/Ightiy: abOve the cylinder
surface. There is a shallow gap, or gutter; between the bearers
andthe edmof the usable cylinder surfaci.- The blanket cyliniker
is lindmrcut :075 inch below the surface of its bearers, arr
the plate cylinder-is.undercut .015 itch.below the surface'of its
bearers. (See figure 6,),

y

;
ti

C3.6 .
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cum= UNDERCUTS

. .

A.

.-aw. UNDERCUT PLATE CYL:1

BEARERS

.075" UNDERCUT . BLANKET CYLINDER

FIG= 6

AP

* 1

b. ;U:4!=rr

2) The packing of the cylinders will

be dons eLly W'fien the ras is stopped and the switches are in the
"age position. Me sblanket is underlved with thin Sheets of

paper (packing to raise it...003" above the cylinder bearers

frcm .075" to .078") . (See figure 6.)
-.,. ... i

(2) rack pinte, The plate cylinder'has an undercut
,.,-.

,....
,. .015" and is packed "to tgarer, hp-jab/. The plata and packing

together total. .015". (Seel/ figure I ..
f.

C. a. * APS

V.anket and plate tbickness will vary; ther4fore, they must be

measured with a micrometer before being mounted on-the press.

In order to asstre acctiraoy and prevent errors due to low spots,

the blanket and plate! see "miked" in several places and an average

takem, The micrometer aftald not be placed at the gripper or ,

tail edges of the blanket or plate, as the clasips and bars will

male the surfaces.uneven mad cause false readings. The micranster;

should be pudbed so far on the material being measured, that

contact is made with the inside edge of the micrometer frame.

This will bend 'the ms4eria1 and cause a false reading (saLe figure-I.

2 and 21).

17
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a.

c2 750
13. ;NOUNT4gd THE BLANKET AND PLATE

.., .

..
,

a. legkeI, Before workeag q the taanket or p3atie, .'
remove the cylinder guard. 7ais guard, ill never be removtd unf.41.
the operator has assured himself that the safe switches are turned'
to nage thus disconnect;ng all power fraa th4 prees. As long
as.this.gLed ylinders can be moved &aly-ity

.

turaing the flyretw=.5c111: cPower will never, be iSed while
mountt.ag a bianket or plate.

,:--,

Al .

(1) Mike and 5elect ac1dn Thr blanket. The blanket
is first "miked". Several points, not near the.blanket kers, wily
be checked and mm average takmm .(see figure 4). SuiTioien paper-.4
pack4ng should be geldted to total .074'inch

#
/

'*
12) 2out blsnket bars to blanket cvl .

lialea..11,4044,11.czlizuL.Now place the front-edge blankOt A

1?.a.r ( fig in the slot in the'cylinder ( fig 7, no:. 2).
Select pac mad qut it to'the correct size. Inberit the front

..

.....,.

edge of the. king ( fig 7, no. 3 ) between the cylinder. 'andtthe
blankst -( Eig.7,:no. 4 ). Push the packing forward and aver-
the edge of the cylinder. Hold-the free end of the blMaket and
tura the cylinder by haud unt41 the reel rod is acce.ssible. Be
slits that the packing'is not displaced or wilngliad. 'Locate the .

'1\ blanket bar,in the reel rod and tighten screws to:secure the bar.
. Tighten the blanket by.turning thF. reel rod. llie 'ratchet on the
end 4 the reel rod will hdld the blanket in place. .

INSTALLATION OF BLANKET

44-

*mg

4% m4mS°6
401%41ANtift
BSI": ..`oltecbteft"t

So.:41§11.2,.."411:

FIGURE)
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. N.
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(1). ShiA nlatq gime,. MeRsure the- plate tb,b4 stiam
--,

it is the proper az... All'platis used on the Harris.L4G should.--

measure 27.t30 inches from tail to gripper edge.

5.0 .
.

--#

' -(2) SULAAL121211.2g=ag,- New gates will be
normally .012" thiqk whioh makes ittneceseally tb aaa .003" in

packing Sheets to marce the-plate.bearer height. Each plate
.,

should be micrameterisd before installation io determine the
....t.',

amount of pamking necessary. .

. e..* $

(5) lock up LI* rollega, By Pullimg out thelhknd4

of the Fo Roller Manual Control you lock up the imk roltlerae.
This preven * the ink rollers from catiAi in eontact with the

plate when t press is put on impression..

(4)
on the plate cylinder so tlAtt

clamp will be in the exact'sen

44

'

Center ,the'plate clamp
center of the plate end pitte
of_the plate cylinder.

N

(5)4 ysmilt plate ,14,d tightAl nloadm-gro]pery :

gaItatagr.. Insert the front edge of the platAin the alrampe. ,

Lock up clamps:* Place pacang behind plate push the feodei',,,

latch handle in the eacond notch and tmma the cy1inder..forww1.;4

Pressure will be applied to hold and roll. the platb evenly aroUnd
tEe.cylinder. ..-Continue to turn the cylinder until the rear-Plate

,clamp can be tightened. The plate Must be,tight around the
*cylinder, but not...tight enough to distort it. CAlck the plate

carefully to be certain it,is firmly in contact with the cy-Iifter

. at all fizur-corners. v ,

S.

14. INTRESSION CYLLNDER
.

-,

0 _
, .,.

. ''. N
a« Zilak1=1-1211.... .A.

, . . ,

'(1)\aas bearerp.- Bearers on this cy4nder are .C15" \
*.,

N

Irliklg'the cylinder body. The undercut tearers-proiide the ad,just-

ment necessary to chante the'padking between the'plate aud blanket

cy),inder to alter the IpOth ot the-print. '

_.)
'2.

- (2) 441ualpent, Zhe blanket cyander is adjusted to_

the iMpression cylinder ror the ttickmess of stook being run.
..,..

Norpally.9.b03" squeeze is"tequired betUeen the blanket and 4.mpression

cylinders to 'transfer the ink from the klanket'to the paper. To '

,
4arrive.at,the corrsct printing pressure between the blanket'and

impressiam,cylinders, move the hlanket cylinderjoly umtil a Y

7aght or br*sU-print i; shown. Then gradually move it 'toward

the impression cyainder until the ink is ,transferred,properly ,

, 0

1.
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c2er
to the Sheet. This is done by loosening the cap screw,(above the
blanket cylinder) an the operator's side and.corresponding cap
screw-on-the gear side of the press Lnd moving the hendle.(on the
operator's side) to increase or docreasefressure an the impressioa
cylinder. Whenever i change is maks in the packintunder the
blanket, the .Pressure on the impressidn cylinder is changed am
equivalent amount.

'1)4 aeitrotdc ieet cletecjiou (Trit

.0 (1) 2aLagumalla. Sheet detedtors function to
release'printing pressure between the plate, blanket amid impression
cylinders. The detectors will operate automatical1y if the Sheet
is ndt'straight when it reaches the sheet .deteCtors - if more
than one sheet at a time reaches the sheet detectoretoo fast
or if it is delayed.

(2) Two manual. One is a red "TRIP' button-located
.at the delivery end of the preps. The other is the feeder latch
handle (located on.the operator's side). When the feeder latch
Ilsmile is disengaged fram the impression positian it automatically
will trip the.press.

15. REGISTIM ADXUSTMENTS OF THE-PLATE CYLINDER

When the first sheets are/printed during make-teady,' often
t4e image is not positioned properly in relation to the gripper
p4ge -of the sheet. Two adjustments of the plate or plate cylinder
usually will correct this. These adjustments will be ma,...e only
With the Cylinder guard removed and the switches in Zfie ".gale
position.

a. ;wisti.n2 the %plate.

* (1) If the -image is crooked in relation to the
gripper edge of the sheet, twist the plate to a new positeion on.
the plate cylinder.

(2) To do this loosen or tighten the proper tension
screws sb as to allow the, plate to kift oi-the plate cylinder. The
usual'procedure is to make the Shift so that one corner of the
gripper edge of the plate is p911ed down. This will cause t4e image
to print closer to the gripper edge of the sheet cAt the sams
relative corner, resulting in'less margin. The amount of twist
can be closely determined by placing one mark on the cylinder

_at the side of the plate and another mark on the, plate itself,
and observing the variation La the distance between the marks as
the plate is twisted.

20
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029 a..
(3) The maximum amount that the plate can be twisted

is approximately 1/8 inch. Further twisting will:tsar the plate or
pull it out of-the'plate clamps.

(4) Whim the plate has been twisted to the desired
position, any slack remaining in the plate.can be reuxived by
tightening the necessary tenainp screws..

(5) FinAlly, the old image must.be'waihed fram.the
hlanket.

4

b. Nincong the n'In'tp cv;inder. -If the image is parallel
with, but.too Close or top' far fram the grippe), edge of the Sheet,
tae plate cylinder may be swuag to a differentposition. in
relation to the blanket cylinder switging the cylinder up will
cause the image to print farther frau the gripper edge of the
sheet, providing more margin: .Ninging the cylinder down will
c_ause the image to print closer to the gripper edge og the sheet,
or less margin. rghe plate cylinder swing kaNstments are located
on the plate cylinder; pnCthe flywheel si,dd of the press. The

plate cylinder ca'M be-rotated 3600 to locate wor2!on the sheet after
the cap screws ( fig 8, no. 1) have been loosened. Use planetary
gear (fig 8, no. 2 ) to iotate the cylinder to maks this

2

adjltstment.

PLAM CI:LINDER ADJUSTMIT

N.

\
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(1) IgUe larger. In qrder to, lengthen the p*nted
image it is'necessary to take packiig f;oin under 'the plate and -

iout it, oroa like amount, =der the blAnket. This-changes,the
cylinder diameters, maiing the Plate- oircumference smaller and .

the,blanket circumference,larger. (Note,that the overall transfer
presture' or "squeeze" has not dhangeol)

,

, .(2,) The .iMage size ca6 be decreased
by reMoving Packing from under tie` blanket-and placing it, or a

.

amount,i4nder the plate. Again, all changes in.image'size will
be amuud.the cylinder. (Note -,whenever a chAngS,113 made in the
packing under thp blanket, the pressure on theimpression cylinder
must be-changed am e,quivalent amount.)

16. ISEPARZIG ND MOUNTMIG A BLANKET
If

a. C1e/1;1 1,21anket prover17.

b. Punch holes (if necessarY).

c. AttAA blankgt bars., 1"

d. MJ)e Nil select Dacking.

Mount blanket on Dress.

f. Plaée Dress on ligression for 50.revolutions. Stop
press and tighten again, this will remove the initiaf-stretch fram
a new blanket.

g. Pull a cp.y. fram the press. Blanket mgy be under-
packedrnow bectiase initial tretch has 'Dien re*ved. Add packimg,
.001 inch at a time, until proper printing presSure is obtained.

..17. MITNTING A PLA4.-
Naa

a. Select ,Foper plate:

b. ci...._.____2EE____..._...ndedeta.l.l.Checkforscrat

.12..A.21ZILIEJ1222.121112EL1E-EL

d. Mike 131ate and select packingL.

e. Clean cylinder surface and bearers.
S.

22
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4.

Parallel plate dierips. ( lamps must be flush and
center aga=st-cylinder

tighten

all the

g. -Open alamps to receive plate.

,

h. Center; plata cyllzder.
40'

i Insert fillagMedge of plate einto arIPPT4
on the gripper, clamps.

j4 Put-press on impression by ushing feeder
Ay forward into 4.4mber two. positions.'
00

k. Lock ink'rollers up.,

.

clamps 'and .

latch hanale

1. -Insert packing and turn flywheel, hold plate snug 4'
and force all slack to .,he tail .edge as plate io1-4s .around cylinder.

:I. Insert tail edge .ofoslate into tail clamps and
tighten cliunps with pin wrench.

n. Tighten itension screws 'on tail clamp and check plate
tightness to cylinder surface on tail edge. :

.,
.

Turn prest (by hand.) until it comes qff impression.

p. Tighten gripper clamp tension screws and check plate
t,ension on gripper end of plate cylinder surf4ce. 4

a.

18., TWISTING A PLATE
.411

iihen the first few sheets art printed, during makeready,
.cften the image is,not prOperly- positioned in-relation to thegripper edge of the sheets af paper that Are being run .through.
the press. -The firSt.adjusctment isrto Varaliel the image to the,
gripper edge of the paper by tliistink the plate,

t
a. Turn all safety switches qn "safe" and remove cylinder

gukird.

a

b. 4t.Position plate cylinder io that the gripper edge can
be marked.

c. Mark a light line on the plate.wed.another cn the
plate cylinder surface.

A

d. Mark another,light line ahead of the distance you
want., to twist the plate and in the direction of the cylinde'r gap.

.23
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0285 e. Mark alight line on the opposite side of the plate
extending it to the cyliader surface.' the opposite side of the
plat.. Moves it .can be detected.)

f. Loosen the tension screws and open the bottom clamp.

, ) .

g. Tighten the-tension.screwIn the corner of the plate
cylinder that is to be.twisted./(When Abe line on the plate
slides forwird and is aligned with.the mark on the cylinder,
the plate has been properly twisted.) * The mitYlIrlart amount that the
plate can be twisted is approximately 1/8'inch.

.h. ,F,Amove the tail edge of the plate fram the plate
clamp and eptate the press baokward manually one revolution.

i. Re-square the bottom clLmp with the face of the

Pat on impression.

lc. Lock up-the inking system. .

1. .Roll plate back around cylinder.

m. Put back edge of plate into bottom clamps.

n. Tighten plate clamps and tension screws._

c. Trip press off impression.

p. Roll cylinder one complete turn.

q. Check top clamp and all marks to make sure the plate
has been twisted corTectly.

r. Make sure that the old image fi-removed from the
blanket and the cy7inder guard is replaced before jogging orng the press

L. SWThIGING TIE PLATE .CYLLNIDER

Aften the image is paralleled by twisting the plate, the
image may be too close Or too far fram the gripper edge of the
-.sheet. The plate cylinder can be swung to a different position
'n :Illation to the blanket cylinder. Swinging the cylin,der up
will cause th ,. image to print farther fram the gripper edge of
the aheet, pF_ iding more margin. Swinging the cylinder down will
cause the image to print closer to the gripper edge of the sheet
with less margin. To suing the cylinder, proceed as follows.

33
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a. Turn all safety syitches on safe and remove the cyAndeS

b. Detertine how far to move.

c. Mark this on a -NmPll piece of paper.

d. Open guard n gear side so that the planetary:gear .

is accessible.and the caibrated scale is facing toitrard the delivery.

e. Position pa er on calibrated scae so it can be mnved
the desired amount (to or away from the gripper edg4.).

f. Loosen the e cap screws.

g Mnve the desired am6unt.

h. Tighten the three cap screws. 11,=. .:- DO NOT TIGHTEN
CAP SCREWS WITH EXCESSIVE PRESSURE. TEE EIADS WILL BREAK OFF.

i. Close guard;

S. Make sure old image is removed fram the blanket aad
the cylinder guard is replaced before jogging or running the press.

20. CRITIQUE

a. ;lemose kvy questions;

bearers?

impression?

Q: How many cylinders in the cylirder assemAly have

A: All three. Plate, blanket and impression eylinder.

Q: What is the undercut of the plate cylinder?
A:" .015"

Q: What cylinder mo/es when the press goes on

A: Blanket 'cylinder.

Q: How many degrees can the plate oylin4pr be. swung?

A: 3600
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The cylinder assembly transfers the inked imagi from the plate
to the blanket 4adIthen to the paper. -The plate and the cylinder
surfaces are cleaned of-all foreign materials before mounting the
blanket and plate. Dried-gula arabic is removed with water; inko
grease and other dirt are removed with cleaning solvent., 'Rust
may be removed with oil and crocus_cloth. Pumice powder can be
used as an abrasive if necessary, in the cleaning process.
Always wash hands after using cleaning solvent to avoid frritation.

The micrometer is used to msasure accurately the tilanket,;nlate
aad packing. To read the micrometer, the'number of full graduations
4'on the barrel are counted, mnitipled by,.025 inch and added to the ,
number of thousaadths of an inch sehown on the thimble'. The blanket
is mounted before the plate. The impressian will be an when
mounting a plate and care will be taken, when iacreasing the tension,-
thatithe Rlate is not stivtched, torn or pulled out of the plate
clatups.

A printingressure of .003 inch is required between each of ,
the cylinders. This is achieved by packing the blanket and plate
with paper and by moving the impression cylinder so the stack
contacts the blanket with .003 inch pressure. The plate cylinder
is undei-cut .015 inch on both the ATF Chief 29 and the Harris LXG.

The plate cylinder on the ATF Chief 29 is packed .001" above
the bearer9,to a thickness of .016", while the Harris LXG is pack.ed
to bearer, heights of .0151?.

, The blanket cylinder on the ATF Chief 29 is packed from
to. .073" thereby producing an overpacking of .002". The Harris
LIG goes from .075" to .078 to achieve a .003 printing pressure.
Seth machines achieve the .003 printing pressure but do it by
different means.

Twisting is-very similar on both machines. Swinging is a
little different but only lin the amount that the cylinder moves.
On the ATF Chief 29 we canIonly move 1 and,1/2" or 3/4" each craT
while the Harris LXG will move around completely or 3660.

,Whenever any part of the cylinder.assembly*Is being worked on
or adjusted, the press will be stopped aad the safe switches will
be turned to the "aas.e position, The student will remain con-
stantly alert and follow R1: safety precautions.

:3'11
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SJECT:

LESSON:

r
STUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Offset Press Operation

Linder Assembly

3W:MT:VE(3) : To insure the student a qua1i4ed level of
knowledge concerning procedure 'or the operation
of the oylinder.'assembly.

NO M TO .1.-NS IRUC TOR :

S.

1. Insure that al; materials are on hand and the equipaent
is La operating condition.

2. Divide class into groups of two students per press.
3. Stress the following.

a. ;,uracy
,Safety

4.. Ask questions to Insure that students understand the
procedure.

5. Make certaLu that each student knows which press.he
work on during the practical exercise.

6. Issue student s. the material and tools necessary to perform
the practical exercise.

=LUZ AgD SUPPLIES REQUIRED:

1. Packing paper sheets
2. Blpnket 27t" x 4
3. Plate - x

ET-PMENT:

I

20 per group
one per group
two per group

1. Press, offset lithographic one per group
ATF- Model "Chief 29" or
HATTis LXG

2. Jog table one per groUp
3. Cabinet one per group

Tools, set one per group

a. ,Tool box
b. PLa wrench
c, Ratchet wrench
4. Blanket cylinder wrench one inch)

1
36
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CYLINDER ASSEMBLY (ATF-DP)

Programmed Lesson

Zntroduction

4 44PABLE or CONTENTS

c

Instrutti-on to Students

Page

o
011;lectives of Lesson iv

f
esson Frames 14-60.

Figures 1 thez 9 61-64;,

Solt-test
.

.., 65-6C .

f

I GDUCTION

4itThe cylinder assembiy is the-heart of the oft t printing'.
press. It is in this assembly that the paper receives thie.image
to be Teproduced.

Adjustments requited for the asSembly are eritfcal tnd essential
for quality reproduction. Za this program you mill lean the -.

functionsdof the yarious cylinders in the assembly .and how to make
the adjustpants necessary fox' the proper operation.of thitcylinder
assembly.

Air
Of

3 913
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, ..C71;XOER ASS-41111X (ATF-60*

.322STRIrTIONS STIpil7S

' AL.
This is'a progra9mi. iess6K It divides the Lesson Into siali

1 trames,,most of vhiotttein :Rini:4 wards: You are to read and
study the frame, apd,filli,in'the misiing,vords when eppropri4e.

,

The answer to the ftame is on the.folloving,page., Iflour.
doee.not agree eith ihe,emsveo Orovided, re-siudy the frame or\

\framea,.or 414'4 for os4stence.
. , \

.

'': `"#'
.

. ..
# ..There are ikluStistratichiS -provided to better help you understand

the material.. 'Study "thai also,p- This booklet belongs to you. Make
notes in it if yoU desire. ''' . .

. -

%.7

4

Take.your time'and pace yourself. ,Begin with frame #1 at the
top of,page 1 and Continue along levellA --- the top third oA2the
page --- until directed eo level the middle ofoothe page ---
until directed to 14yel C. AttbeenWof level C LI a self-test.
Men you complete the program, tike e sblf-teei-to review vhat
has been taught.

7
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MINDER ASSE1437,X (ATT-.DP)
cnouravgs OF THIS LESSON

0.2

Upon sUCcessful completion of this progras, you will be able,
to pmforg the following tisk* pertaining to the cylinder assembly
of the ATIP-Ukoffaet printimg press.

1. Hams add describe'the function of thi three cylinders in
the-assembly.

(

2. Pr6perly clean the cylinder surfaces and bearers.

3. Describe cAindor undercuts.
P ' e

4.- Identify the. 4oun1t of undercut of the plate cylinderi

5. tdentiO the amount of undercut of the blanket cylinder.,

6. (Seats cylinder packing riquirements.

7. Nkme the amount of pecaing of thk plate cylinder.

8. Identify amount of padking of the blanket cylinder.

9: Remonstrate the use of the micrometer.

10.171ieirtrate'446 to mike j plate.

11. DemonStrate how to.m:Lki/a blanket.

12. Demonstrate how to mount a plate.

13. Demonstraee how to mount a blanket.

14. ,Describs the copstrtaion and adjustment of.'the impression
.- cylinder.

15. Recite the pccentrit-movemd* of,the blanket-cylinder.

16. Dsmonstratethow to twist a filate.

17. Deionktrate how to swing a plaid's.

18. Describe ,theLsmethods for changing,the image siie.



AP.

LEVEL
4<4

17 The o'ffser;printing press has three main cylinders that operatein an useably, 4hich is the heart of the printi,ng process.Sinc thiqe are three aylinders* and they ari assembled together,we refer to.this unit si tha .

LEVEL

tD.

31. Each graduation on the bas=rel denotes .02.5 inch and eachgraduation on the t la denotes .001 inch. i'llhe readiis obtained by the Taker of full graduations oi.023 from the harts- tail scale located on the andgamut Sf individual :001 inch units from the vorticak/sca alocated on the The stne cof the too 'readings is the
correct thickness of the !Asia beizig measured. .

e

LEVEL C

4

61. If a new blanket is to be preparid.foi mounting,
must be attached and thwy must
direction of the array dn the
must be punched in the blanket
in the blailket bars.

ba at to the
of the blanket. 13014-.

to -correspond !with tbeo bills N

biros

3 9'4
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a
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31. barrel, thimble

4

4

N.*,

As

%.4

.11k

61. b1aniet, right angles, back

*
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S.

2. Ms three cylinders are the plate Cylinder, blanket cylinder
- and impreasipn cylinder. Each.cyXinder playa a specific part

in the printing cycle and together they make up the asseibly
recall tha

a .1

V.

32. Each gradUation on the Wirral represents inch and each
graduation on the thimbps represimts inch. The .of
the two readiags gives the correct thickness of the item
being measured to the nearrt incbl

)
4

t

62. After the blanket his been punched with holes corresponding
with those in the blanket bare, the blanket is'placedbetweeL
the and blanket bars, atteabed togither with the
screws and mounted on the - 0,4inder.

3
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2. .cyltinder assembly

324 ,.025, .001, ma, :001

CP'

62. upper, under, blanket

4
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'Since the printing auks carries the image ws wish to reproduce. .!, f
the Plate is mounted on one of the cylinders pt the ,cVlindet -
ansmbly*(TOP CTLINDZI). Therefore this cyZinder is celled t.

.

k

,

33. Plate and blanket thickness will vary.. Therefore, it i*
necessary to manure this with a micrpmeten before mounting
them au tha press. Plates and blankets should be measured
an all lug, corner, approximately three inches *my tram the
edges. The reason-for manuring then*in places is to'
establish an average thickness.

f

.12

(SEE _Ind= 3 & 4).

63. Before punchins gum-blanket and affixing the blanks', burs.
' it should be scrubbed titraughly with Apace Alga agdsa,kvent4'
, This removes the glase caused by oxidation oflthe.ruliber. Amr-

should never awls a nem blanket with any thins other, then
and

(

la

5

a

4

-46
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plat,
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35. our

41.
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63. pLc. imam% solvent
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4. Since thli image on the ilate constantly recalves a supply of,
ink tome the ink roklers as tha 'late pylinder,revolves; the
next step is to transfer this 'liked image from the

:
.

to another cylinder.

34. The reason for using the averege of the four measurements is
because it gives the best overall thickness. The figure used
for plate and blanket thickness when computing for the amount
of packing required is the figure obtained after taking an

of the four,readings obtained.

a.

64. If a new blanket is used, the pressman mast be alert for.the
new blanket to Oretch. Alter several hundred impressions
have been'ma4e the pressmen should re-tighten the blanket
Around the cylinder in order to remove the which
occurs wfth initial use of a new blanket. If this isn't
done, the.imege reproduced will be distorted.

319
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The scond:(middie) cylinder is covered with a: nibber blanket
As thepLads (top) cylinder revokges and comasIinto contaci-

, with the rnUer:blanket, the image is transferred from the" -4
plate cytinder Wthe new ,ectlindft. This second or (niddle)
cylinder Lei called tha .

a

15. Alter the gate has been miked and the correct amount of
packing determined,, it must be mounted am the plata cylinder.
All plates have a priboar, edge and a "trailing edme. When
mounting the plate on the plate cylinder, the edge
of the plate is secured in position.first. Be sure to set
the press off-on switch, to the "GOV position.

65. Before mounting the blanket,* the pressman should insure.that
the presi.is in the 'lin" position. After detameGiing
this, hi then must remove the cylinder guard. The guard
should never be remdved unless the press switch'is in the

position.

3
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5. blank:4C .cylindir

35. SripPgr

65. SAFE

4.4

.s

-4
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In order to complete this process'and have.our sheet of paper
reeive the imps being printed, ve suet hews a third (bottoe)
cylinder that most cense contact between the paper and the

-)rammmompowirsmm,e

4

36. There is a gap in the plate cylinder that contains two Lte
clamog, which extiond across the length of the cylinder. The
two clamps are identified as-the top and bottom

- Their purpose is to hold the plate tight on the plate
cylinder.

(SEE FIGURE 5)

66. Since a plate cannot be properly mounted unless the blanket
cylinder liaa a blanket on it, thelPlanket, is always mounted
before the,Plate. It would be impossible to obtain the
proper squeeze:when mounting a plate, if the was
not mounted first.

3 I )

11
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6. blanket cylinder

36. plate clamps

66. b lanket

.
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so
This third (bottom) cylinder has a smooth steel surface and
as it relAves around pill-also!: with the plata and,blanket
cylinders..it causes the sheet of paper to be'pressed against
tha =War blanket and ant,imoression is made on the paper
fromthe Liege carried on.the blanket svItnder, third
(bottom) cylinder is called the

a.

1

37. When mounting a plate, the edge is attached first by
securing it into the 12g.plate clamp of the plate 41inder.
Remember. there are two plate clamps, referred to as -'
and bottom plats clamps.

(SEE FIGURE 5)

67. When a pLate and a blanket are both tà be mounted' around
thuir respective cylinders, the pressmen should alowirs mount
tha blears the .SI should also re.-tighteo
the blanket around the cylinder after several.bundred
impressions in order to remove the initial .

9
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inprusion cylinder

37. gripper, top

67. blanket, plate stretch
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8. Attar the image has heats/Um to the paper, due to contact

with the blanket cylinder, the printed sheet continues through
the cycle and is deposited at the'delivery end of the press.
The transfer or offset of the image from the plate, to the'
blanket, and then to the papers is the reason for calling
this method of printing " printing."

38. In order to prepare the plate clamp to receive the gripper-
edge of the platei the clamp first must be loosened by turniN
the,cruoin kevs, amid tango screws counter-clockwise. The
clamp must have some way to grip the edge of the plate.and
hold it in pesition. This is accomplished by the -
and

sN,

68. After the press has been ppt on and the cylinder.guard
removed., the preassign should mike the blanket and obtain
enough packing paper to total - whiCh as vs learned
earlier is the correct total 'thickness of the blankei4nd
its packing.

10-\
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offset
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38. top, quoin keys, taut= screws

48. SAFE, .073

16
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9. Offset Trinting .then is a system'whereby the image to be
repioducid is applied to the paper stock being printed
t a cylinder assembly containing three cylinders These
three Xindirs are,.., and .f,

4

,.,39. By loosInidg the tnd
............9 the gripper

edge of'the plate is permitted to be seated into the plate
clamp as !sr as, posaible. .\.Thittprevents it,from putling
out of the claap end helps06 insure that it is mounted
straight. Always iniert-with thi image side down.

. ,

(01:1069. When mounting plates or blankets, the press should always be
turned musil.x. To insure that safety is practiced as
much as possible, the press should never be turned by power
when mounting plates asd blankets, but should be thine!'

3ri
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9. p/ate, blanket, impression.
a

39. quoin keys, tension screws

69. manually

C.

3();

a

. ,

'

4.
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10. At the ads of.the'plate apdpitlarket cylt4nders.the iitrfact
. the Wlindar is raisad.,.' *raised iurfacsi ate called.

bearer,. Tha purpose of tft tearer,is to imiiitain correct
separation of the cylinder sallies.. Thelraised sutiffess
encircling the tads of the plate M:ad blanket. cylinters
ars called

_

(BEE TM=

. S.

*

1

1

.4-

40. Before tightening the quoin keys and tension screws, the/plate
should be borisonts47 centered in tht clomp. This is
accomplished eithe r. by aligning the gripper natk.on the plate'
'with the scribed center line on the top plat clamp or by
aligning the right edge of the platkwith 4e right edge or
the cylinder surface.' Either way insures us of having the
tete an the cylinder.

..
.411,

/P.

(SEE FIGURE 5)

-

it

70. ,When Mounting the blankets Place one blaniAt bar os the jam
surface of this gap in the blanket cylinder. "Ibisrabor tildheve

,the rubber side lof the blanket up. Theri(are two lames to
Attach the blenkei bars in the cylinder gap, but we'must
-fasten the blanket havto this surface of th, gap-first.

19
5. 1
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AA,

10. bearers

a

40. horLiontally' manned c

76. IFiver

20
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11. Since the impression cylinder in a smooth, steel Surfaced

cylinder and-separation from the other cylinders is controlled
manually, it doesn't nied.raised eurfaces (bearers) at each
end. Therefore, the impression cylinder does not have

0

41. Once the plate is properly centered and.seated in the top
plate clamp, the top plate clamp maybe tightened. I; order
to position the plate around the cylinder imoperly, the press
must be "OW' impresiion. The plate and blanket cylinders
do not contact each other unless the press is , impression.

71. The illanket bar is fastened to the surface of the
cylinder gap vith three bglts. The three bolts are inserted
and tightened after the three holes in the blanket har are
aligned with the three threaded holes in the cylinder gap
surface.

I.

k
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11 . bearers'

41 . ON

4

71. lower

J

. c

33
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12. Cylinder and bearer surfaces should be kept clean. Two of the

most commoa substances accumulated ste-kt and jui. The ink
deposits are caused by careless vashinrup of the press and gval
deposits from careless application when ,preserving the plats.
If the cylinder and,bearer surfaces are not kept clean, an
accumulation of and vill result.

42. To allow the plate and blanket cylinders to contact each other,
the press must be put impression. We must insure that the
ink rollers do not-contact the plate as they normally'do,
automatically, When the press goes "Mr' impression. There-
fore, the operitor must lock up the ink rollers with the la
motion throwoff band/p.

(SEE FIGURE 6)

72. The pressman should then turn the press by hand, leaving the
power switch in the position. should insert the'
proper amount of packing paper behind the blanket as he continues
to turn the cylinder forward until the blanket covers the
entire cylinder, and th6 free blanket bar is at the
top.of the.cylinder gap..

331
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' 13. TbAbesi may to remove ink frost the lurftias is wiih Aolvent,
',hi the bast way to remit gum from the mamas is with
_gate Two necessarritems.forcIeanimrcylinder and bearer
surfaces than aft . and. dr

4 amimumm..

43. Liter lockinivup the:ink rollers with the ink motion
handle*, .1AsmaliNliece of paper must be *placed under,rthe

eutpmatic szlit'which is located on the folder board. 7rhe
press will stay ON imptimuNioNas lons.as a piece of paper
remains under tfie 4 . /be automatic trip will
cause tht prass to go Off impression if a sheet fails, to feed.

4

1

4

1.4

73. The pressman is now ready to attich the other end of the
Ulanket to the ImiLisd. Since there must be a way to adjust
the amount of tension on the blanket, the devi.ce to accomplish
this is known as the 01140

e

I

tv

25 .144,

-



13. asolaventil water

t

43 throwoif, automatic trip
*!4

73. 'reel rod

26
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14. Wben the prASs is-i41egfar a period of .24 hours orlonger,

the surficesy-of the cylinders and bearers must bevrotected
from rust. The best Mat to prevent rust troa occuring is to'
apply a Light coat of Au. kiany tines rust occurs sooner
then you mould think possible. Elowever, if a light coat of

is-applied, Mkt can be prevented. Rust can be removed
%Mb crocus cloth and oil.

p.

p.

44. The last step iterputting'the press "ON" impression is to
/ depress theApression_ throw...0R lever. This-action brings

the plate end blfnke; cylinder into contact with each other
dui to the eccentric movement of the blanket cylinder. We
,thust-depress the lever, in order for the
plate and blsnket cylinders to contact each other.,e'

*

74.

,2e free blanket bar is attaciled to the reel rod with three
lts in the same manner.as the dther end of the blanket was

securedto the cylioier.4 ,The tehsionon the blanket is
controlled by.the amount of tension'put on the

27
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44. isupression threw-on

74. reel rad

,4
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15. Since,the plate cilder.mUst.hOld the printing plata and the
blanket cylinder,austhObt ihe rubber blanket, the constructiOn
of those two cy/indeis-are designed to allow for them. The

;

cylinders must hp ,undeput,belov.their bearer surfaces to
permit the plate\and.blanket ,cek be mounted. The recess of
tha cylinder surface in rel ion to its bearers is called
cylinder

.00

46.

45. Alter the gripper edge of the plate is seiure& in the top
pla,a clamp and the press has been put "ON" impresalon'by
depressing the "Impression lever,,the correct amount
of packing paper may be inserted.

.1a

75. The reel rod tension is controlled.by a ratchet and Lel
which is located on the fiy-wheel side at the and of the
reel rod. The other end of the reel rod is square.
To take up the tension, the pressman should hold his left
hand on the pawl and press it into the ratchet while he
pulls doin on the square end of the reel rod with a

'wreach in his right hand. The and hold the desired
blanket tension.

3 3 ';

29



, 45. throw-on

75. iatchet 9 pawl
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16. &softie of the difference in tbs tbickness between a plate
and'a rubber blanket, each cylinder has its own amount
of ,underaut. ror the pLate cylinder this amount is .015".
Therefore, we can say that the of the plate
cylinder is .015".

46. The press may then be turped try,hand until the plate covers
the plate cylimder. Insert the trailing edge of the plate
into the bottom plate clamp. Tighten the plate clamp
and take out sOok with tWtention atm. The removing of
slack in the plate is important; consequently, the

must be tighteied.

76. The tautness of khe blanket,may be determined by tapping
with the fiiger the surface of the blanket between the
reel rod and the taillidge of the blanket. It is the

and however, that controls the tension.

3 '3 )

31



16. uadarcu!

46. tension, screws

76. . ratchet 9 pawl.

I

I.
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17. The rubber blaakei is thicker tilin the plate; therefore, the

'undercut of the blanket cylinder rill have to be greeter then
the undercut.of the plate cylinder.. The undercut of the blanket
cylinder is .071". The undercut of the blanket cylinder is.
imuch-greater than that of the plate cylinder which is .

47. It is important to remember that ths blanket cvlinder, has
7

an eccentric movement and it is the thet
moves when the press is thrown on.impression.

r

77-. In order to remove the blanket, ths pressman must first
release the tension from the , removeths bolts
holding the blanket bar to the reel rod and turn the press
backwards by hand, as the power switch should be in ths

position.

33
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17. .015"

47. blanket cylimder

77. reel Fold, Ors., RAM
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18. 'When we speak of cylinder undercu.ts we ire referring.to two
cylinders. Tbs plate cylinkkermhieh has an undercut cf .015"

'and the blanket cylinder which has an undercut of. As

48. After the plate has been mounted on the cylinder it is
still possible to move the position of the image by either
twisting the plate or a/Wm the plate cylinder. The two
mays to make register adjustments to the plata are
the plate and the plata Tlincier.

78. The press should be turned backwards until the blanket is
off the cylinder and tiled the pressman Should remove the
three bolts which hold the other to the cylinder.
Packing paper should be discarded if it is wrinkled or damaged.

35



18. .071"

48. plate, twisting, swinging

78. blanket bar

36



19. in addition to the packing under the plate andiblanket-to
allow far the undereuts,.an additional alrof packing between
the two cylinders is necessary to alldw for proper squeeze or
contact between the plate and blanket. This overall packing
pf above the bearers is required for proper imege transfer.

49. The plata may be twisted after it.has been mounted on the
cylinder. The mama amount it should be twisted is .1/8 of
an inch,. The purpose of twisting a plate'is to correct a
crooked image. This allow* the plate to be shifted on the
cylinder. It is important, however, that the amount
-of twist is ne more than

79. The cylinder assembly has a-third cylinder which we learned
earlier is called the bottom cylinder or OvreSsion cylinder.
It is a smooth steel cylinder and differs from the.plate
and blanket cylieders due to having no bearers or undercut.
The cylinder in the Assembly which has no bearers or undercut
is called the. cylinder.

37
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19. .003"

49. maximans, 1/8 of an inch

79. impression

38
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20. By overpacking the plate cylinde; .001p1.nd the blanket cylindet

.002" above: their bearers, we can distribute the amount 4f
overpacking required fot proper image transfer *doh is

4

50. The swinging of the plate cylinder allows the entire plate
cylinder to be advanced or retarded in relation to the

-blanket cylinder: The plate cylinder may be swung 1 L12 inches.
, This movement incteases or decreases themargin to the
gripper edge of the sheet depending upon the direction it is
swung. The maximum distance frt can be swung, however, is

(SEE FIGURE 7)

SO. It 4s the cylinder which actually presses the sheet
being printed against the blanket cylinder causing an
impression to be made. An impression can only be made
when the prels is thrown "ON" impression.

39

p.
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.003"

50.. 1 1/2 inches

,01

80. impression
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21. Packing of the cylinders is accomplished by liting imam
Isms:which comes in various degrees of thickness. Therlfor ,

when determinini the proper amount of packing requird
undet.the plate and blanket, we must determinb.how mUch

................. will. be required under mech.:. ,
,

4

-it
51. We can sarthin that there are two register adjustments

which can be made to the plite cylinder. They are
and

r

81. All offset presses are equipped with ,trios, which whin
activated, cause the blanket*linder to move away Iram
the plate and imprelgon dylinders. Tbis action causes the
press to tiff imp-re:104n end stops the printing cycle...

41

4 (3
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21. packing paper

ft

51. twist , swing

Si . trip
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22. Since the undercut of the plate cylinder is .015" and we

must overpack the plate cylinder .001" to.allow far proper
squeeze, the total thickness of the-plate and the packing
paper undeflt should be

lir

52. The maximum =punt of twist is and the maximum amount
of swing is

82. There are two types of trips, manual and automatic. ft is
safe to say then that it order to stop a press from taking
the printing cycle, it can be done by the pressman activating
the trip or by a Vtzet ftiling to feed causing the

trip to ba act ted.

43
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22. .016"

52. 1/8 inchi 1 1/2 inch

82. manual, automatic

\
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23. The undercut of the blanket cylinder is .071" and reemust

overpack-the blanI5 cylinder .002" to allow for proper
squeeze, the tote thiCkniss of the blanket and the packing
paper under it shbuld total .

53. La order to ivist the plate,ve must loosen the b9ttotn plate
clamp so that the plate is free to move. The plata is than
twisted by tightening the tension screw on the top plate
clamp on thia side that you utsh the tmage brought down.
After the move has been made, retighten the clamps. Remember,
however, to always loosen the plate clamp first.

(SEE FIGURE 7)

83. The mechanism which causis a press to go "OFF" impression is

celled a There ars two types, and

45
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23. .073"

53. bottom

83. trip, maAual, automatic
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24. The combined total of the plate cylinder undercut, the

blanket cylinder undercut and the amount of over packins above
the bearers to allow for proper squeeze is .

yr'

54. When the image is parallel with the gripper edge of the
sheet, wit can change the margin from the edge of the sheet
by the plate cylinder.

54. To allow for various thickness of stock and permit the
correct.003 inch printing pressure, the impression cylinder
has what is known as the immrtssiqp cylinder adiustmesit handle.
This is a very important adjustment and, in order to print
with the correct printing pressure, the pressman must
accurately adjust the

'37;

-47

(SEE FIGURE 9)



2'4. .089"

54. swinging

84, impression cylinder adjustment handle

/

48
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25. To insupe that we obtain the proper *mount of packing under

the plate and blanket, a device caV.ed a micrometer is used.
Since the. contact between the plateand blanket cylinders ia
of extreme importance for proper image transfer, the
is a vital tool for the offset pressman.

(SZE FTGURE 2)

55. To wing:the plate cylinder, it must be freed by loosening
the four Aocking,screws on the fly-wheel side of the cylinder.
Then ins4t the plate cylinder pinion wrench into the gear
segment and move the cylinder either up or down the desired
distance. 'Then re-tighten the four on the
fly-wheel side of the cylinder.

(SEE FIGURE 7)

85. The,impression cylinder adjustment handle is located on the
operasqr's side of the press behind the automatic pile receder.
To increase pressure, loosen the star nut and press the
handle down. . To dscrease the pressure lift the handte up.
Tho handle is easil:y accesible to the pressman due to
its being locatitd on the of the press.,

49



25. micrometer

55. locking screws.

85. operator's side

3e-j 43,
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26. In order to accurately measure the thickness

plate and packing, Ile need to measure to the
of An inch. This accuracy in measurement is
by the use of a

of the blanket,
nearest .001
accomplished

56. Remember, that to correct a crooked image we the plate
an the plata cylinder and to increase.or decrease the
margin from the gtipper edge of the sheet we the plate
cylinder.

86. If the handle is moved 1/Eijnell, it will increase or decrease
the pressure between the blanket and impression cylinders by
.001 inch. Therefore, it can .be said that movement
of the impression cylinder adjustment handle equals a change
in the pressure of inch.

51



26. toicromatir

56. twist, wing

s.

86. 1/8 inch, .001

Or)/
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27. Raadfng a mdcrometer is a simple task. Tbe piece qf material

being measured is placed between the two measuring surfaces
vb1;11 are called the anvil .and spindle. Actually then,
any reading wit receive on the instrument is determined by
the distance between the and at the time of the
reading.

(SEE FIGURE 2)

57. When'it is necessary for the pressman to twist and swing the
plate, the.plate should always b twisted first. The
parallelinglof the image to the ripper edge of the sheet
is ipportant and it is much easi4r to accomplish if the
plate is before it is sv1ng.

87. Ln addition to twisting a plate and swinging the plate
cylinder, it is also possible to change the size of the
image being printed (for better fit) by adjusting the packing
paper of the plat" and blanket cylinders. This is only
good for a size change of a fraction of an inch and then only
after changing the packing of the and cylinders.

3
53



17. anvil, spindle

s.

57. twisted

87. ate, blanket

54
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28. Ln order that'good contact is made between the two measuring

surfaces which are the and and the piece of
matirial between them that is being measured, die movement
of the sp4ndle can be controlled by the ratchet stopr

( SEE FIGURE 2)

58. In addition to mounting the plate on the cylinder, the
pressma6 must also mount the blanket on the blanket cylinder.
The rubber blenkpt has steel bars attached to each end of the
blanket. These bars are known as

L

(SEE FIGURE 8)

88. Changing the image size will only apply to the image around
the cylinder sad not across the cylinder. A simple rule to
follow is.tó remember that the image will change a fraction
of an inch larger or smaller depending upon the packing
change to the blanket. Adding to the blanket from the
plata will increase the image size and adding to the plate
from the blanket will decrease the image size the
,cylinder.

55
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28. anvil, spindle 4

58. plate, blanket bars

88. around
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-29. The rUchmt Jan is turned clockwise until It begins to click.

The clicking sound indicates that sufficient contact now exists
and the clockwise rotation'of the may be terminated
and a reading made.

59. The purpose of the blanket bars is to furnish a means for
attaching the blanket to the cylinder. The blanket
hers are thin pieces of steel the same width as the rubber
blanket. Each of the blanket bars consists of rwo pieces
known as the ruover and under blanket bars. The two bars are
held together with screws and when assembled, the rubber
blanket is between the and blanket bars.

89. To increase the image size a fraction of an inch around
the cylinder, the pressman should take packing fran the

cylinder and add it to the cylinder. The
reverse action would decrease the image size.

57



29. ratchet stop

59. 1-ianket, upper, under

39. plate, blanket
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30. Two scales an the micrometer =tumid to make the reading.

One is located an the barrel and is read horizontally. The
other scale is around the thimbles.perpendicular to the
horizontal scales and is read vertically. The reading is
obtained by reading the two =ales together inid the scales
are located on the and

(Return to page 1 and continue with LEVEL II)

60. Wham attaching the blanket to the new bleaket, .the k
pressman must be sure that the bars are mounted at si=
angles to the direction arrow found on the back
side of the blanket. If t bars are not mouAted at

to the direction of the arrow on the back side
of the blanket, the blanket stretch will occur in the wrong
direction.

(Return to page 1 and continue with LEVEL C)

90. A. good rule to remember when changing packing between the
- plata and blanket cylinders in ordtir to change the image

size around the cylinder, is that whetever is done to the
cylinder, the image is affected in the same minner.

YOU HAVE COMPLETED TBE PROGRAM FRAMES. NOW
TURN TO PAGE 65 AND COMPLETE TBE SELX.TEST

59 3 c''11



30. barrel, thiMble

.60. bars, right angles.

90: blanket
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SELF-TEST

(If you are not sure. of your answer, check the appropriate
frame as indicated by the numbers in parentheses at the
end of each question.)

;.
1. Name the three main cylinders of an offset printing press.

(43, #5, #7)
2. What are the functions of each of the three cylinders?

(03, #5, #7)
3. What do we use to remove gum from the sarface of cylinders

and bearers? (413)
4. What do we use to remove ink from the surface of cylinders

and bearers1 (413)
5. Haw do we remove rust from the surface of cylinders

and .bearers? (#14).
6. What.should be api-lied to cylinder and bearer Surfaces

when the press is to remain idle for a period of ,24 hours
or more? (#14)

7. What is cylinder undercut? (415)
S. Haw much undercut-do we find on the plate cylinder? (416)
9. Haw much undercut do we find on the blanket cylinder? (#17)

10. What is cylinder packing? (019)
11. Haw much total i.acking including the undercuts, should be

used for proper image transfer? (415, 417, #19)
12. Haw much packing under the plate? (022)
13. Haw much packing under the blanket? (#23)
14. What is é micrometer? (#25, 026)
15. 4 micrometer ia,accurate to what degree? (426)
16. Haw much packinkabove the bearers is'considered proper

printing pressure? (019)
17. What is the correct way to mike i blanket and a plate? (433, 434)
18. What are blanket bars? (058, 459)
19. Why should blanket tension be re.-adjustmd after stretch? (464)
20. What are plate claeips? (036)
21. DoeS the impression cylinder .have bearers? (411, #79)
22. Is the impression cylinder adjustable? (484, 485, 486)
23. What are impression cylinder.trips? (443, 482)
24. Which cylinder moves when the press goes on impression?, (#47)
25, Why do we rwist a plate? (049)
26. What determines which side of the plate Ire twist? (153)
27. What is oylinder swing? (450)
28. Which do we do.first, twist or swing? (057)
29. What is,the eurximum.distance'a plate should be twisted? (449)
30. What is the taxiinuta distance'the plate cylinder can be swung'?

,(450)

65



31. Why would we want to change the image size? (087)

32. Row would we make the image print larger? (p88)

33. Row would we make the imago print smaller? (088)

66
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LESSON REQUIREMENTS SHEET

COURSE: Offset Printing Course

LESSON: Prepare Dampening Assembly

02JECTIVE: Provided with an offset press (LIG cr ATF-DP), press tools,
feeler strips, list of safety rules, TM 5-245 and Harris
Operating Manual, the students will properly install all
dampening rollers, make the necessary adjustmeats, explain
and position the various controls and explain the overall
adjustment'to the ductor roller, in aCcordance with proce-
dures outlined in the manuals provided. He must achieve a
grade of 70 to successfully complete this graded exercise.

TIME: 19 Hours: 2D, 15PE, ZE

TRAINING AIDS AND DE7ICES:

1. Audio-Visual Aids or Devices: None

2. DA Training Aids: None

3. Service\Training Aids:

a. #A-109-57 ;:shematic drawing of a typical offset press
b. #740-051-03C3-B CCTV tape

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES:

1. Feeler strirs
2. Wiping rags

EQUIPMENT: None

TRAINING AREA:

As required
As r2quired

Tnrloor: 1. 30-man classroom equipped with desks, chairs and
chalkboard.

2. Pressroom equipped with one offset preSs and workbench
with tool set for,each group of designated st'adents.

\
Outdccr: None

TRANSPORTATION RLQUIREIENTS: None

7/74_1
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C. 3
ADDITIC AL PERSONNEL AND DEMeNSTRATION TROOPS:

. Assistant Instructors:

a. Demonstration: One Assistant Instructor per designated
group.

b. Practical Exercise: Six Assistant Instructors.

TaT REFERENCES:

1. Instructor Reference's: TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithography
and Map Reproduction, Chap 8, Section VI.

Harris Operating Manual, para 24 and 108
thru

2. Student References: TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithography
and Map Reproduction, Chap 8, Section VI.

,

Harris OperatiL, Manual, para 24 and 108
77.17-772.

3. Average Student Homework Time: 2 Hours

2
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MAZZO AIDS
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BLANKET
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Figure 1 #A-i 09-57 Schematic drawing of a
typical Offset Press

3 ';

ANNEX A to
Lesson Require.ment Sheet
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LESSON OUTLINE

LESSON: Prepare Dampening Assembly

SUBJECT MATTER GUM= TA

INTRODUCTION

During the last block of instruction,
PREPARE CYLINDER ASSEMBLY, you learn-
ed the proper procedure involved in
determining the correct amount of pack-
ing necessary to install both the
blanket and plate according to the
manufacturer's specifications.

During this class, PREPARE DAMPENING
ASSEMBLY, you will learn the proce-
dures used to properly install and
make adjustments to the rollers in
the Dampening Assembly, you will also
learn the operatian and the function
of the various controls.

Following this demonstration be pre-
pared to answer the following
questions:

1. Which roller in the Dampening
Issembly is not adjustable?

2. What is the function of the
vibrator roller?

What two rollers does the
ductor roller come in con- '

tact with during operation?

1

Using the Schematic
drawing, Fig I, 4-109-
57, show and axplait the
rollers which make up
the Dampening Assembly.

At the beginning of the
class the instructor will
how a fabric covered

roller covered with ink.
Explain what might have
caused this problem and
how it will affect the
printed sheet. Explain
the solution to remedy
this problem.

List key questions on the
blackboard with chalk so
that the students can see
them throughout the deman-
stration.

Prior to the demonstration
distribute programmed
text.

Students will be divided
into groups of 6 during
this demonstration, with
One instructor demonstra-
ting, at each press, using
the dampening assembly.
He will identify the various
component parts and explain-
their operation and functian.

Refee to Supplement Source
Material #1 for location
function, installation

-7/7
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UC

and adjustment of the .

Dampening Assembly.

ROTE TO INSTRUCTOR:
Due to.the iimultaneous
instru:tion.of the two
types ct presses, the
developMent of this les-
son is dividedinto two
parts. Development #1
which pertains to the
ATF-DP press amd Develop-
ment #2, the Harris LIG
press.

DEVELOPMENT #1
ATiF4fOffset Press

00:08 1. CONSTRUCTION OF TEE DAMPENLNG
ASSEMBLY (ATF-DP)

a.

b.

C.

d.
e.

Water pan
Fountain roller
Ductor roller
Vibrator rollers
Form rollers

00:20 2. CONTROLS

a. Water motion thrm,-off
handle and latch

(1 )
(2)
(3)

Position 3! 1

Position #2
Position #3

b. Water-on lever

(1) On
(2) Off

c. Nater-motion
control unit

Erplain and point out .

the location and function
of each roller.

Ask questions to check
student understanding.

Explain and point out
the location, demonstrate
the operational function.

Check student understand-
ing by asking questions.

8

AT LNS
DISCRETION
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DO:35

DO:55

:212

SUBJECT MATT R OUTLINE

3. ADJUSTnIG THE DAMPMDIG ASSEMBLY
ROLLERS

a. Form rollers

(1) Top form roller
(2) Bottom forM rollàr

b. flountain roller
.c. Ductor roller

4. CARE AND GLEAM& OF THE
ROLLERS

a. =Metal rollers
b. Fabric covered rollers

. CRITIQUE

a. Repose key questions
.b. Clarify any misconceptions

(QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS PERIOD)

INSTicTION AL TACTICS

Explain the correct pro-
cedure involved In the
installation and adjust-
ment of the rollers.

See Appendix 2 to Student
Practical Exercise.

Ask questions to check
student understanding.

Explain and demonstrate
cleaning the rollers.

Check student understand-
ing by asking questions.

At the conclusion of t.his
demonstration the students
will be given 15 hours of
practical.exercise, followed
by a 2.hour graded practical
exercise.

APPLICATION

MI,AK AT INSTRZCTOR'z
DISCRETION

15 Hr PE '2 Hr CiPE

Student ,Inderstanding
was checked througnout
the lesson by Instructor.
(See Instructional
Tactics)

Students ire to perform
?ractical Exercise.

BREAK AT INSTRUCTORI3
DISCRETION
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ifitt suml MATTER Ouirmt

1.11 :140

SUMMARY

During the Last 19 hours of instruction
you inptalled and adjusted the rollers
within the Dampening Assembly.

Although this may'have seemed to be
quite easy the proof of your ability
will not come to light until you actu-
ally begin to produce printed copies.

Remember that a heavy roller setting
can cause just as many problems as a
light setting, getting proper pressure
is something that can only come with
practice.

Ia your next lesson PREPARE =MING
ASSEMBLY, you will be able to further
your trpining pertaining to roller
setting by adjusting the various tmk
rollers using the same procedures and
skills acquired in this block of in-
struction.

1.L

1- 0

INSTRIIC110 TACT CS
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LESSOk OUTIEg

LESSON: Prepare Dampening Assembly

30:00

342
740-303-A-020-030

4 k

INTRODUCTION
(

During the last block of instruction,
PREPARE =PER AS5EMMU2 you lbarned
the pioper procedurelmvolved in de-
termiiing the correct amount of pack-
ing necessary to install both the
blanket and Plate according to the
manufacturer's specifications.

During thi's class, PREPARE DAMPENING
ASSECLY, you will learn the proce-
dures used to properly install and
make adjuetments to the rollers in
the Dampening Assembly, you will also
learn the operation and the funotian
of the`various controls.

Following this demonstration be pre-
pared to answer the following
questions:

. ,What adjiistment is required
'betWeen the ductor roller and
the vibrating roller?

2. Which cam determines the lOngth
of time the ductor.roller is in
Cohtact.with thelfountain roller?

7

3. What is the function of the ductor
rdller?

RtSCTIONAL TACTICS
46

Using the Schematic
drawing, Fig 1, #A-109-

show'and explain the
rollerstwhich maks up
the Dampening ,tssamh.17.

At the beginning of the
class the instructor will
sllow a fabric covered
roller covered with ink.
Explain what migtit have
caused this problem and
how it will affect the
printed' sheet. .Explain
the sol4tion tb remedy
this problem.

List key questions on the
blackboard with Chalk sei.
that the students can see
them throughout the demon-
stration.

Prior to the demonstration
distribute programmed
text.

Students will lete divided
into groups of 6 during
this demonstration, with
one instructor demonstra-
tiag, 'al each press, using
the dampening assembly.
He will identify the vsrious
Component parts and explain
their operation amid function.

7afer to Supplement,Sourqe
Materi41 #2 fbr location

1 function installation

7/74
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TIME SUEZ= 1,=ER ou7SINE INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

and adjustment of the k
Dampening Assembly.

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR:
Due toithe simultaneous-
instructimi of the two
types of presses, the
development of this les-
son ts divided into two
parts. Development #1
which pertains tO thq,
ATF-DP press and Develop-,
ment #2, the Harri#.1IG

\\. preis. aIn

00:08 1.

DEVELOPMENT #2
HARRIS LIG OFF= PRESS

OONSTRUCTION OF 7FIE DAMPENING
ASSEMBLY (LIG)

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Water pan.
Fountain roller
Ductor roller
Vibrator roller
Form rollers

2 . coNMOLS

a.

b.

C.

Operating handle

(1) Run position #1
(2) ;Ile position #2
(3) Wash-up position #3

Two cam settings
Ductiroller control

EXplatn and point out the
location and function of
each roller.

Ask questions to check
Student understandipg

Explain the function and
demonstrate the, operation
of each contril.

gheck student understand-
ing by asking questions.

3. ADJDSTING TRE DAMPLNING ISM=
ROLLERS

a. Form rollers

(1) Top form roller'
(2) Bottmn form roller

2 3'

12

BREAK Al INSTRUCTaR'S
DISCRETION

Explain the onrrect ro-,
tation of tne.4-11ing and
adjusting the rollers.

See Appendix L to student
practical exercise.
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SUBJECT MATa oummE INSTRUCTIONAL rAcTICS

01 : 20

01 : 30

b. Fountain roller
c. Ductor roller

CABE AND =EANINO F THE ROLLERS
,

a. Metal rollers
b. Fabric covered rollers

e-

5. CRITIQUE

a. Repose key questions
b. Clarify any misconceptions

(QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS PERIOD)

Ask questio6 to 'check
student understanding.

Explain and demonstrate
cleaning the rollers. .

7/

Check student 41derstand-
lag by askiag questions.

At the conclusion of this
toilemonst'satidn the students

will be given 15 hours of
practica; exercise, followed
by=a 2 hour faded practical
exercise.

slk

BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR,S
3ISCRETION

01 :110

v

APPLICATION

SUMMARY

Durink; the last 19hours of jnqtruc -
ti, you installed and adjusted the

s within' the Dampening Assemblyro

Although this may have seemadcto be
quite dasy the proof of yoUr ability
will not come to light until you actu-
ally begin to produce printed copies.

3 ,

3

15 Hs PE, 2 HS GPE

Studimtpinderstaading.
was cheiked throughout
the lesson by Lastructor.
(See Insttional Tactics

Stuaents &e to Perform
Practical Exercise.
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RemembeAthat a heavy roller setting
cell cause just as many problems as a
light setting, getting Rroper pressure
is SoMething.that tan only came with
practice.

In your next Isom FRItARE INKING
ASSEMELY, you will' ableito further
your trOn4ng pert- ,.. : to -roller
setting by adjusting hp vailous ink
rollers using the same procedures
and skills acquired intthis block of
instruction.

\s

114

im
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INSTRUCTOR NOTES

1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DAkFENING ASSEMELY

a. Historical- data:

b. Anecdotes: None

c. Cantent: THre instructor will point out and explain the construe- 4t..ek

tion of the, r llers and the materials used.
N.

d. Tactics: This aessan co t; a effective4 presented by the
following methods;

(1) . Use of CCTV tape
(2) Use of programme42text.

"(3) Use i.of 0/A transparencies.

None

4

r
.

7LO-303-A-020-03

73

, .

2. CONTROLS

a. Historical data: _None

b. Anecdotes: None

C.

c. Content: The instructoi will explain and point out the oprational
fUnction of the controls.

d. Tactiqs: This lesson could be presented by the followinF methods:

(1) Use àf CCTV tape
(2) Use of programmed text. 1

3. CARE 4ND CLEANING OF,ROLLERS

a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdotes:. None

c. Content: 3heA.nstructor will explain'and demonstrate the proper
procedure of cleaning the fabric covered rollers, re-
covering the fabric covered rollers and cleaning the
metal milk's.

d. Tactici: This subject could be effectively presented by the
followifig methods:

,44

(1) tsp of CCTV tape
(2) Use cf 0/H transparencie6.

4

3,ir)
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-

ADJUSTING THE DAMPENING ASSEMBLY ROLLERS

a. Historical datilk: None
I.

'b. Anecdotes: None

c. Content: The tructor will explain and devnatrate the correct
adj tmant procedureltzsing 'feeler strips to ad!ust thev..

rollers. , i

\-
d. Tactids: This lesson could be taught by the following methods:

(1) Use of OCT7 tape.
(2) Use of programmed text.

5. sEEPLANATION

1 This lesson was last systems engineered in May 1970.

4

4b.

2 .`

1 6

411,



STUDENT ADVANCE SHEET
1

0OURSE: Offset Printing Course

LESSON: Prepare.Dampening Assembly;

140-3037A-020-030

OBJEtAave: ?rovided with an offset press (LIG or ATF-DP), press tools,
feeler strips, list of safety rules, TM 5-2L5- and Harrii
Operating Manual, the student will properly install and
adjust all dampening rollers. He will explaih am4 sperate
tjae various controls and expla,in the 'overall adjustment ttor,

the ductor ioller. _

STUDENT
REFERLNCES: The foll'owing are rea4ing assignments-to7be accomplished

durinithe Prepare Dampening Assembly initruc:tionTeriodz

1..111k7K 0-245 (guly 70)3 Offset Photolithogravhy and Map
litie=duction, Chap 8, Section VI.

2. Harris LIG Operatinit Manual, para..24, and ;108 thru 1-12.

SUPPLE*iTARY INFORMATTON:N Instruction on:Prepare XWmP'ening Assembly
will be' condufted simultaneously on the ATF-DP and the.Harris Ln. offset
presses in the following manner:

1.
'

Demonstration (2 Hours)

.Location,.oP6ratifon and sxplanation of the
S. Installation of the dampiking %%oilers.

Akc. Adjustment of all adjustable rollers.

-

controls.

I.

Student practical exercise (15 lours) The dbtect,of this
exercise is te enable the student sufficient time to.

* ,

practioe_installing amd adjusiing the dampening miler's,
operating and explairing'the funttion-pf the controls.
The student must afSo explain.the overall adjustment to
the ductor roller. ThAstudent must cbmtalete this eç-
ercise with a mtnimUm of assistance from the lmstructor.

1

17

1,1

e
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'MIDENT PRAcTIdAL EXERCISE

LESSM: Prepare-ta9pnIA Assivnbly,

1.

ti

7LO-3O3AO2)3O-

V.

r
OBJECTIVE: Ptovided with an offiet press (1.10 or ATF-DP) -piess tools$

feeler strips, list of safety rules, TM 5-2/45 and Harris
Oipetating Manual, the studpnt wil2. praperly install and-
adjust all, ciamperting- rollers-N. Fie will explain and operatoS
'the various,controls and explain thy overall adjustraentr:to
the ductor-ioller.

4

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES RELIURED:

1. Feeler strips
2. Wiping )1t.gs

BQUIPMEIT: None

As 'requiiiid
is required -

.; .

, FACILITIES:. Pressroom equipicea w4. one offset press and cworkblexich/. with tool set for..each oup ,qf designated ostudents.\ i

TRANSPORTATION RBZUIREMENTS: NOsne ,.....,

up

t 4

ADDITIONAL. PERSONNIE: -One instiuotor

STUDENT REQUZDEENTS:

1. Students wi ll perfOrm
2. StudentS will, install

adjustable rollers.
3. Students will operate

Students will explain
5.. ttudents will explain

roller.
.1 4

411.'

per two presses.

a visual and manual septy in`spection.
and adjust in the -pi:escribed sequence all

the varioul operattonal c-or4rols.
the function of the controls.
the overall adjustment of the ductor

1

18

a

- 7/7/.
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STUDENT 'GRADED iRACTIOAL EXERCISE
to.

LESSON: Prepare Dampening Assembly

.3

OBJECTiU: Provide4 with an offset press (LXG 6r ATF-DP) , press tools,
feeler strips, list of safety rules, TM 5-245 and Harris
Operating Manual, the student will properly install and
adjuit 411 dampening rollers. He will explain and operate
the.incrioue.controls and explain the, overall adjustment to
the ductdr roller.

STUDENT
REFERENCESf The following are reading assignments to be accomplished

during Prepare Dampening Assembly instruction period.

1. TM 5-245 (July 70), Offset Photolithography and Map
Reproduction, Chap 8, -Section VI.

Harris LIG Operating Manual, para 211and 108 thru 112.

ROUZENTS:
r

The,student will have two hours to complete the following
exercise with 10 Minutes allowed for the in-structors critique.

1. Perform a visval and manual safety inspectioi.
2. Install and adjustin the proper sequence all adjustable

3.. Operate the various controls.
L. Explain the function'of the controls.

5. Explain the overall adjustment to the ductor roller.

4.4

1

3011

Appendix 1 to

Student Practical Exercise
7/74
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FRF2ARE DAKFEUING ASSIDIBLY

DETArtED FROMOURE SISEi #1
cr,

303#.40020030

(ATF-DF)

1. ZNSTALLATION OF THE TVP MR14 ROLLER

a. Remove socket caps
b. Flace.top form roller into itg brackets
c. Replica socket.caps'
d. Secure-thumbscrews

c. PARALLEL.TOP FORM ROLLER TO PLATE

a. Position assembly in the #t pdsition
b. Insert feeler strips 11..their appropriate position between the

plate and form roller
o. Turm adjusting screws clockwiee to decrease the prpssure and

counter clockWise to,increase the preieure
d. Secure all adjuAments
e. Do not remove fiteler strips.

3. ADJUST ?OP FORM ROLLER TO VIBRATOR ROLLER

a. Position asseMbly in the #3 Position.
b. Insert feeler strips in their appropriate position between the

vibrator and form roller
C. Turn adjusting screws clockwise to decrease the pressure and

counter clockwise to inCrTase the pressure
d. Do not remove feeler strips

L. ADJUST TOP FORM ROLLER' TO PLATE

a..., Position assembly in-the #1 position
b. Recheck adjustments
c. Secure all adjustments
d. Remove all feeler strips

REMOVE TOP FORM ROLLER

a.. Loosen thumbscrews
b. Remove socket caps
c. Remove top form roller

6. INSTAT-Tanoti OF 'THE BOTTOM MEM RiMLER
, -

a. Position assembly in #a/position
b. Insert bottom form roller in its lorackets

,:i 91 Aippendix 2 to
1 Student Practic-arl E*ercise'

'7/711
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PARALLEL BOTTaM FORM plmrza TO PLATE

k a., Position asaembi.yi#1 polition

. . *

3 9.

,b. Insert,feelen.strips.in their appropriate position between the
plats and form roller

c. 'Turn adjusting screws clockwise to decrease pressure a;d counter-
,

clockwise to increase the pressmns
:

Secure all adjus6mants
Do'nct remove feeler stripd

d.

.

4.1IIST EOTTOM FORM.ROLLER TO VIBRATOR ROLLER .

a.
k

Position assembly in #3 position
b. Insert.fefler strips in their appropriate position:between the

vibrator and form roller
c. Turn adjusting Screws clockwise to decrease-pressure and counter-

,

d.

e.

clockwise to increabe the pressure
Secure all adjustmeni
Do not TIMMS feeler strips

9. aarsr BOTram roam HOLIER 111:1 FLAME

a. Position assemhZy in #1 position
b.- Recheck adjustments
C. SeCUre all adjustments
6. Remove all feeler strips
E. Do not remove the bottom form roller

10. ,REINTSTALL TOP FORM HOLLER

a. Position assembly in #3 position
b. Repeat Steps 1a, b, c dcd

,rNSTILTATION OF TEE FOUNTAIN ROLLER

a. Inse4 fountain roller in iis bracket
b.: F4nsure fammthain,roller gear meshes with the drive gear.

12. MISMALLATION OF TEE DUCTOR ROLLER

a. RemoVs roller cap
b. Place ductor roller into its bracket
c.- Replace roller cap
d. Secure thumbscrews

. -PARALLE:kFOUNTAIN-ibLI:ER TO rim MOTOR ROLLER

a. Position the water on and oi'.f lever in the on position'a"
b. R9tat, press manually until the ductor roller activating.mechamism

is on high point of the cam

2

341s.
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380 \
1c. ,,Insert,fedler ttrips in their appropriate position .betson the.

fountain roller.and ductor roller ,

d. Loosen hexagon bolt ,(on operatOr side)
a. Move bracket.mirully to parallel fountain roller to ductor roller

, ft Secure hexagon bolt
g. Remove feeler strips

.-1114.' ADJUST OVERALL' PRES46E tErWEEiDUCTOR AND FOONTAIN ROLLER

WrEf l'his-.adjustment Should be made maly by a press erector or
Senior Iistructor. 4

IA. Rotate pressAinually until the.duciolt roller af.tirating mechanism
' is din high.point of the Cam

174-. Insert feeler strips 'in their appropiiate position between the.
.ducttgr and fountain r011er

c. Loosen locking ellen screw
d. Turn.adjusting screw counter-Olockwise to increase and clockWise

to. decreass.the:pressure
e. ,Secure adjustment
f. Remove feerer strips
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740-303-A-020-030

PREiARE DAMPENtIG ASSWEILY

,OUTI.LNE PRCCEDURE

(ATF-DP)

InstaTlation of the top form roller.

2. Parallel top /orm roller to plate.

3. Adjust top form roller to vibrator roller.

L. Adjust top'form rollerto plate.,

5. Remove top fdrm roller.

Installation of bottom form roller

7. Parallel bottom form roller to plate.

. Adjust bottom form roller to vibrator roller.

m0.9. Adjust bottpm .form roller to plate.,

13. Re-install top fprm roller.

11. Installation of the founain roller.

12. Installation of the ductor roller.

13. Parallel fountain roller to the ductor roller.

Adjust overall pressure between ductor roller and fountain roller.

NOTE: This adjustment should be made only by a press erector or senior
instructor.

Appendix al to
Student Practical Exercise

1

39/
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE GRADING SHEET NmAhle
,

DO I I I I NO.

MIT IND TIM ums IMAM
.

DA TIr SIAN
.

--)
MANNER .OF PERFORMANCE FOR DAMPENING ASSEMilL (DP)

NNW
11111111.11

COS

. ADJUSTMENT OF Top FORM ROLLER

Vibrator pressure . rilliEl

11111
MOM
E1111111

. P a .13 laressure
,

ADJUSTMENT or smut iORM RoL ER .

.

. Vibrator r ssure
a e pressure

MIMI
. ADJUSTMENT OF FOUNTAIN ROLLER TO DUCTOR ROLLER ,

6

I

I

I

OVERALL ADJUSTMENT OF DUCTOR ROLLER
.

_

WATER CONTROLS .

a. Explail use uf the water motion throw-off hand e. 1
b. Explain use of the water-on lever ,

.. Ex la n the adiustment of the water motion control. .., Willa
I 5 points each vi lation

Ella
6. OBSERVANCE OF SAFETY REGULATIONS /1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8

X 2 points each violition

IIIMIIII
1111
MIME"

NM
111

7. PRgSS TECHNIQUES /1/2/3A/576/7/8/

REMARKS:

.

0 .

Q



PRACTICAL EXERCISE TEST
DAMPENING ASSEMBLY

INSTRUCTOR'S CUT SHEET

STUDENT =ME ALLOWED: 01:50 minutes

INSTRUCTOR'TIME ALLOWED:

A-2.4: a. Vibrator Pressure

10 minutes

Pressure to tight or to loose -5
Uneven pressure -7
Failure to lock.setting -9

b. Plats Pressure

Pressure to tight or to loose -5
Uneven pressure ".-7
Failure to lock settings 79

3. Yes or No

L. Failed to use feeler strip to check pressae

Failed to'report incorrect pressure -5

Did not know where adjustment is Made -6

a. One error -6
Two errors -12
Three errm-s -18

b. Yes or No

Yes or No

2

25

_5

3E33

14Ppendix 3 (back) to SPE
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,

PREPARE -twos= clismails

DETAILED FROCEDURE-SHEET #2

. (HARRIS LIG PRE45)

INSTALLATION OF THE-TOP FORM.ROLLER

740303A020030

a. Loosen lock screw.
b. Turn adjusting-screw counter-clockwise %5 permit installation of

roller
c. Position roller on bearidg; turn adjusting screw clockwise until

the jouilnal is inside the bearing.
d. Secure lock screw

2. PA3C-1T.7T, TOP FORM ROLLER IO PIATE

a. Position.assembly in 411 position
b. Insert feeler strips'in their appropriate position between the ,

plate and top'form roller
c. Loosen locking knurl .riuts
d. Turn,knurl adjusting nuts elockwise to decrease the prbssure and

counter clockwise to increase the pressure.
e. Secure locking knurl nUts

Do not remove feeler strips

41.

3. ADJUST TOP FORM ROLLER TO VIBRATOR ROLLER
;

a. Position assembly in #3_position
b. Loosen lock screws
c. Insert feeler strips in their appropriate position between the

vibrator and top form roller
4

Turn eccentrics in thedirection of the arrow to incruise pr Sure
e. Secure locking screws

Do not remove feeler strips

ADCUST TOP FORM ROLLER TO PLATE

a. ;3osition assembly in #1 position
b. Recheck all adjustments
c. Secure all adjustmentp
d. Remove all feeler strips

5. RLMOVE TOP FORM MILER

a. Loosen lock screw
b. Turn adjusting screwAcounter-olockwise to remove top form roller

Appendix 4 to
Sttdent Practical Exercise
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6. INSTALLATION OF THS BOTTOM FORM ROLLER

a. Position opembly in #3 position
, b. Loosen loc'k screws
c. Turn adjusting screw counter clockwise to permit ,instaiation of .

roller
d. Pqsition roller on bearing, turn adjusting screw clockwise until

the journal is inside the bearing
e.' Secure'lock screws

4'

385

PAAALLEL BOTTOM FORM Roam TO PLATE

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Position assembly in
.Insert feeler strips
plate and botam fo
Loosen locking knurl

\,Turn knurl adjusting
counter-clockwise to
Secure lockg knurl
Do not remove feeler

#'; position

Atheir appropriate position between the
ller

nuts
nuts clockwise to degrease the pressure and
increase the preSsure
nuts
strips

ADJUST:NBOTTOM FORM ROLLER TO VIBRATOR ROLLER
4

a. Position assembly in #3 position
b.4 Insert feeler strips in their appropriate position betwee5 the

vibrator an4 bottom form roller
c. Loosen lock screws
d. ,Turn eccentvics in the direction of the arrow to increase pressure
e. :Secure locking screWs
f. Do not remove feeler strips

9. ADJUST BOTTOM FORM ROLLSR TO PLATE

a., Position assembly in,#1 position
b. Recheck all adjustments
c. Secure all adjustments
d. Remove all feeler strips
e. Do not remove bottom' form roller

10. REINSTALL TEE TOP FO/yi ROLLER

a. Position assembly in #3 postion
b. Repeat steps 1 a, b, c, and d

11. INSTALLATION 07 THE FOUNTA,1N ROLLER

a.

b.

C.

d.

Loosen thumnscrews
Place foUntain roller in to its bracket,
meshes with the spil.al gear on the drive
Ensure the oil holes on the buShings are
Secure thumbscrews

(ensure the rolIpr gear
mechanism)
in the upward po.tion

0
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12. DISTALLATION
toF TRE DU

Remove cotter ,pin
Remove the top lection
?lace ductor roller in
'Replace top section of
Replace cotter pin

13. ADJUST THE

a. Engage
b. Rotate

ductor

ROLLER

of the bushing
it's brackets
the bushing

1,

DUO= ROLLER TO thE ANTAIN ROLLER

.4
ductor roller.control knob
press manuAlly until the daza roller is on high
cam 4 .

Loosen lock knurl mita
Insert' feeler strips4in their 'ppr'opriate posOion between the'
ductor and foumt00 roller P.

e. Turn knurl adjusting screWsiclockwise to decrease pressure and
counter clockWise to increasq pressure
Secure locking knurl nuts
Retovelfeelei. strip's

potht :of te

f.

3
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PREPARE DAMPENING ASSEMBLY

* OUTLINE PROCEDURE SHEET #2

1. .Installation of the top forril roller.

2. Parallel,tgp form roller to plate.

3. Adjuit top form roller to vibrator roller.

4. Adjust top form r011er to. plate.

5. Rqmove-top, Ito= roller..

6.- Installation of the bottom form roller.

. ,Paralle(bottam form roller.to plate.

5. Adjust bottom form roller to vibrator roller,
7

9. Adjust baton: form roller to plate,

10. Reinstall ebp form. roller.

11. Installition of.the fountain roller.

12. Installltion of the ductor roller.

13. Adjust the ductor rollistr to the-fountain roller.

1
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE GRADING SHEET

NAM, !OMR NO

SUITING TIMI Milli Dal G4AD1
.

MANNER OF _PERFORMANCE FOR ENING ASSEMLY LXG
---,---

. ADJUSTMEIIT OF TOP. FORIT1 ROLLER

1111. see

4
a. Vibrator pressure

111
. b. Plate pressure .

2. ADJUSTMENT F TTOM FORM ROLLER -

Vibrator prgssure 21 I
b. Plate pressure 21

1. ADJUSTMENT OF DUCTOR ROLLER TO FOUNTAIN ROLLER"

WATER CZNTROLS

11111
a. Explain use of water fountain operating handle

14'b. Explain use of ductor roller Control knob .

lc, Explain use of ductor rolleç cams 13

. . OBSERVANCE OF SAFETY REGULATION /1/271/4/5/6/7/8/: X 5 points each Wolation IIIIII

Mill
PRES TECHNIQUES /1/2/3/14/576/778/ X 2 points each violation

. . III
REMARKS: ..

.
.

.
.

..

li...,f .... _o- _,
...-

i
. _# _

11

C+

1

6,1
co
ozt

a
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PRACTICAL,EtERan TEST
DAMPENING ASSEMY

INSTRLICIVR cur SHEET
r

ST=ENT TalE ALLOWED: 01:50 minutes

tziantucra. ilME ALLOWED: 4,10 1minutes

1-2. a. Vibrator Pressure

Presiure to ti ht or*to loose
Uneven -Fed -7

Failure to.lok settings 219

b. Plate ?ressure

'Pressure to ,tight or to loose -5
Uneven pressuie -7
'Failure to lock settings -9

3. Pressure 'to tight or ,to loose . -5
Uneven pressure -7
Failure to look settings -9

44. a. One error -6
7c errors -12
Three errors 718

b. Yes or No

c. Yes or No

2

31
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LESSON:

4,

SOURCE MATERIALS

Prepare Dampening AsseMbly.

LESSON OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT #I (ATF-DF Offset Press)

7140-303-A-S26-030

1 Construction of the Dempening-Atpembly , TM 5-245, Offset Photolithog-
raphy and Map Reproduction

a. Paragraph
b. .Paragraph
c. Paragraph
d. Paragraph
e. Paragraph

8-18
8-18
8-18
8-18
8-18

2. Controls - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-18, 8-19(a)
b. Paragraph 8-18, 8-19(1o)

C. Paragraph 8-18, 8719(c)

3. Adjusting the Dampening J4sembly Rollers - TM 5-245

a. Paragra0 3-19(d)(1)(2)
b. Paragraph 8 -19(d)(3)
C. /\Paragraph 8 -19(dY(4)

Care and Cleaning of Rollers) - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-21(a)
b. Paragraph 8 -21(b)

LESSON OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT #2

1. Construction of the Dampening Assembly - Harris Operaiting Manual

a. Paragraph 12
b. Paragraph 8-18 Tm 5-245
c, Paragraph 8-18 TM 5-245
d. Paragraph 8-18 Tm 5-245
e. Paragraph 8-18 TM 5-2145

4
2. Controls - Harris Operating Manual

a.

b.

C.

Paragraph 108
Paragraph 112
Paragraph 1M

1

32
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Adjusting i}ie.Dampening A4semb1y Rollers - Harris Operating Manual

a. Paragraph 109
b. Paragraph 110
C. Paragraph 1)1

Care and Clsaning of Rollers - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-21(a)
b. Paragraph 8-21(b)

33 7.
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SUPPLEMEii SOMCE MATERTAL #1
e

1. coNsTiucriaN OP,TEEE ATP DP DAMPENING AssEmpa

a

714.0-303-A1420.030

. The an of the dampening assembly is to supply a regulated
-amount of - .g solution to the non-printing areas ofithe -Plate.
ThetiL uses a water pan, and a seri,es of rollers and levers,
to.acc-,- . this operation. Following, is a breakdown of the cam-
ponent-pirts, their ocmstruction,.and ftnotion'in the asseichlY!

..
.

a. 4A'kt.r,pin. Th, .first item to consideein the constructi
of the saib1y

On
'is the fountain or.water. pan. This pan is th* con-

tainer or reservoir for the fountain solutian. It is placed in the
/assembly in suchAL'way as to make thw solution available at all
times. ,Th*pan is'coastructed of hrass, stainless steel or chrame'

'plated Metal. It is slightly longer than the cylinders of the'
press, 511 inches widd, awl one-inch deep. It-1S readily accessible
'for cleamint while mounted on the press.

.

k. Fountain.roller. The fountain roller revolves directly
above the water pan and is submerged 1/8 to 1/4 of an inch into the
solution. It is constructed of the smme type af metals, as the
weter pan. This-roller is not easily corroded by the fouatain solu-
tiaa amd wi,; pick up and hold the solution on its surface. The,
rollan%is gear driven at a speed considerably slower than the other
rollers'of the press.

c. Ductor roller. The ductor rollarhpicks up the soluV.on
from the foUntiin roller and conveys it to the vibrator. This is
aCcomplished by the peculiar motion n6t amly of revolving in the
usual miner, but moving back gad forth ia an aro between the
fountain roller and the next roller in.the system. Thus, forpart
of a press revolUti ,( it is in contact with the fountain roller,
collecting daLii solution, and during the,rest of the revolu-
tion, it is in coatact with and delivering solution to the
vibrator 1.;ollei.

The ductor-rallei is'coastructed of a steel'core, a heavy
layer of rubber,itad a layer of flannel-like fabric known as
molleton.

The ductor roller is riiption driven mad assumes the speed
of the roller it-is-ia contact with. .:Thus, it moves 31.00.7 when
in contact Nith the fountain roller, got i*apidly when in contact
with the vibrator roller. Becaisi of shorter spindles, the ductor
roller is =ler than the other covered rollers ia the assembly,
but its co surface is the same length.

Appendix #1 to
Source Materigl
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d. V torrroller. the third roller in the assembly is the

vibrator rller. This roller picks up the fountain solution from
the" duct= roller and-distributes it even13, to the form rollers.
To do this, it performs am oscillating motion as it turns; that is
to say, it moves 5/8 of am inch from side to side, _an its own AXIS.

The 4ibrator roller-is constructed of.the same types of
metal as the fountain roller, but unlike the fountain roller can-
aot be remove&from the-press. The entire dampening aseedbly is'
built arount4 tau 'vibrator roller, and only a:press erector or a
senior presmmen mill remove it. This,roller cannot ba adjusted,
and acts as a starting point for other roller adjustments. For
this reason it is sometimes called the "Vase roller.

As was the case with the fountain-roller, the vibrator is
gear driven. It is 90 geared that the form rollers, which the vi-
brator drives by friction, are traveling at the proper speed to
roll smoothly on the revolving plate cylinder. The vibrator is the
main drive for the dampening system.

a. Form rollers. Tbe two form rollers transfer the dampening
eolution from thivvibrator to the plIte. They are constructed af
the same materials as the ductor roller: steel core, and a layer
of molleton. The fabric cover holds a reserve of solution so that
it is distributed evenly to the plate, and their relatively soft
surfaces minimize damage to the plate.

As previously mentioned, the form rollers are friction
driven.b7 the vibrator. This eliminates dreg an the plate which
would Shorten the life of the image. The.form rollers are inter-
changeable, prior to their being adjusted.

2. ammo las

a. Water motion throw-off handle and latch. la order to con-
trol the dampenimg assembly and, therefore, the amount of Solution
that reaches the plate, there are three separsOp controls. The
main control for the assembly is the handle and latch mechanism
whieh moves the whole assembly to ar from the plate. This is the
watei motion throm-off handle and latch.

In position Welber 10 the dampening asseMbly is engaged,
with the form rollers against the plate. This is the operating
position which is used any time the ink rollers ire against the
plate as mhen printing. This position is identified by the
handl; being in the top slot of the latch.

In pqpition Number 2, the assembly is engaged (gears are
meshing),.but the form rollers do not touch the plate. This posi-
tion is used when wetting.the assembly, ilEing with gum an the

2
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plate, and at various other times When the iak rollers are not in
contact with the plate. This poeition is identified by the handle
being in the bottom slot of the latch.

In position Number 3, the entire assembly is racked back
as far as it will go, thus disengaging the'gears completely. This
position is used when thi dampening assembly is not being used,
each as when the press is being cleaned or adjusted.

b. Water-an lever. In order to control the solution trans-
fer from the fountain roller to the other rollers in the asssmbly,
the ductor roller motion is controlled in two ways. One of these
controls is the water-on lever. This lever, located just below
the side guide mechanism and directly above the feeder valve, an
the 41perator's side, controls the movement of the ductor roller.

When the lever is in its "on" poistion (dahlia), the ductor
roller will move bark and forth in an arc between the vibrator and
the fountain roller, receiving and delivering solutiod while the
press is running.

When the lever is in the "off" position (up); the ductor
roller ceases its arcing motion and simply rolls in contact with
the vibrator roller, and therefore does not receive or-deliver aay
additional solution.

It is evident why such a control is necOsary. When the
press is idling the fabric rollers ars sufficiehtly damp,- no more
solution need be delivered. labile the presi is printing the
ductor roller must deliver solution to the form to replenieh that
lost by evaporation, or by transfer to the plate and to the stock.

However, when the press is not printing, n6 solution is being
used, and the solution flow must be stopped or ,an excess.will 1:?e built
up in the dampener rollers.

c. Water motion control unit. The second control for the
auctor is the water motion control unit, Which governs the length
of time the ductor roller remains in contact with the fountain
roller. This control'is located on the flywheel side of the press
.last below the dampening assembly dlive gears.

By'means of an adjustable cam, this device controls the
period that the ductor contacts the fountain roller, and therefore
the amount of solution received by the form rollers. The cam
which acti-Tates the ductor roller's arcing motion, can be ratsed
or lowered by means of this control. Raising this cam causes.the
ductor roller to remain (dwell) against the fOuntain roller for a
longer period of time, thus receiving and delivering more solution.
Lowering the cam decreases the dwell and thus decreases the amotnt
of solution. .

3
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.On the DP Model,*the control is a bar, a short metal arm,

a star-shaped locking wheel, and aaknurled thumb screw. Loosening
the locking wheel and turning the knurled knob moves the bar along
an aroN Investigation will show that moving.the bar up caUses the
cam to drapjlownEthus.decreasing the dwell-and the amount of s'olu-
tion. Movi* thebar down causes the cam to raise, iinCreasing the'
dwell and the amount of solution.

3. ADJUSTIMTHEADAMPEU1NG ASSEMBLI

For the4dalq*Amg assembly to do its necessary job, each
component must be correctly adjusted. Fabric covered rollers can-
not hold'constant diameters because of .ablyear of the
fabric, therefore, they must be constantly adjusted to give the
best possibae transfer of solutian from one roller to another.
An incorrectly set asseMbly-can cause many troubles durint a piess
rum,. Dry streaks resulting in scum, amd wet streaks resulting im
loss of-color are two of the many possible troubles. A. was men-
tioned previously, the only roller in the'dampening assembly that
is not adjustable7ls the vibrator roller. 'This roller-is perma-
nently set in the tznit and as such is always parallel to the plate
cylinder. Foethis reason, it is often called the base roller.
All of the other r011ers are set to or from the vibrator roller,
directly or indirectly.

To check the preisiire of ane roller's setting to'another,
strips of paper or acetate, .003 .004 inch thick, are used as
feeler gauges. The strips are placed .betl.zeen the rollers to be
adjusted and than withdrawn. 'The pressure or "drag" on the sttrips
is indicative of,the pressure between the rollers. The rollers are
adjusted to get a light, even tension on the strips, when they are
pulled. It is very important that the tension be equal an both ands
of the rollers and that low or high spots be compensated for.

The adjustment of the amount of fountain solution is a
delicate one. A slight change in the position of the.cam will
cause a considerable change in the amount of solution reaphing the

, plate. Normally, preis operation is started with the cam in a'
central position; howeVer atmospheric conditions, type of ink, size
and type of image, and other factors may dictate, that seVeraf set-
tings may be made before final setting.

4. THE CARE AND CLEANING OF ROLIMS

a. 'Tetal.rollers. Many troubles in printlng with the litho-
graphic priss arisi fram dirty rollers in the dampening assembly.
When the metal rollers in the assembly become coated with ink, they
are unable to tarry the dampening fluid properly. This often
causes clry streaks on the plate, resulting in scumming. Oxidation'
of the metal surfaces can also prevent the rollers fram carrying
the fountain solutian properly.
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To clean metal rollers that have picked up ink on their

surfaces, the fabric covered rollers are removed from the assembly,
the ink is removed with an ink solvent and the metal surfaces
scrubbed thoroughly:with a mixture of plate etch and,pumice powder
to increase their affinity for the fountain solution: To clean
rollers that,have oxidizedi rubbing with pumice powder_will take
care of even the most serioue4oxidation. Alternately, a good
grade of metal polish, followed by waShing with plata etch, will
do the job ecinally well.

Once the metal rollers have been* cleaned,. it is good
practice to apply a thin ooat of gum arabic. This coating serves
to prevent oxidation. At least one cleaning and ane coating of
gum arabic per day should be standard procedure with operating
the press. I.

b. .Fabria covered rollers. Just ag dirty metal rollers will
not carry the fountain solution properly, the fakric covered
rollers also will not carry solution when the fabric is saturated
with inic or grease. This condition is-more serious with the fabric
covered rollers than utth the metal rollers because the ink not
only prevents the transfer of the dampening fluid, but also tends
to redeposit ink on the plate. The tendency to scum is therefore
much greater if the rollers are dirty. -

The fabric covered rollers may be cleaned in several ways,
the most common being with a stiff-bristled brush and plain water.
If the rollers are extremely,dirty, soap or one.of several commer-
cial cleaning preparations may be used. Care should be taken to
rinse the rollers thoroughly. Occasionally an ink solvent may be
employed to help remove the ink,.again rinse thoraugkily to remove
all traces of the solvent. Following any scrubbing, the rollers
must be scraped with the edge of an ink knife to remove any excess
water and loosened dirt.

The ro1.2.ers are placed in a rack parallei\to the floor and
allowed to dry before re-use. Particular care must 1oe taken that
the fabric surfaces'are'not allowed to COMA into contact with ob-
jects

*
which could'oause depressions or flat spots.
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SUPPLEMENT SOURCE MATERIAL #2

1. OONSTRUCTION OF THE HARRIS LXG DAMPENING ASSEMBLY

The function of the dampamin assembly is to supply a regulated
amount of dampening solution to the non-printing areas of the plate.
The assemIlly uses a water pan, and a series of rollers and levers,
to accomplish this operation. Following is a breakdown of the
component parts, their construction, and what each of them do in
the assembly.

a. iirater pan. The first item is the foUntain, or water pan.
This pan is the container or reservoir for the fountain solution.
It is placed in the asalsmbly in sudh a way so as to make the solu-
tion available at all times. It is 33½ inches long, 5½ inched
wide, and 1 inch deep. It is moulded from plastic and can he re7
movecDfor cleaning.

bk. Fountain roller. The fountain roller revolves directly
above'the water pan submerged 1/4; to 1/8 of an inch into the solu-
tion. It is constructed of"hrass, and is covered with a linen
sleeve which is pulled tight and tied down on both ends. This
enables the roller to pick up and hold the fountain solution on
its surface. The fountain roller is gear driven at a speed con-
siderably slower than the other rollers of the press.

C. Ductor roller. The ductor roller picks up the solution
from the fount71177Mer and conveys it to the vibrator. This is
accomplished by the peculiar motion of not only revolvtng in the
,Isual manner, but moving back and forth in an arc between the
fountain roller and the next roller of the system._ For part of
a oress revolution, it is in contact with the fountain roller,
collecting dampening solution, and during the rest of the revolu-
tion, it is in contact with, and delivering solution to, the
vibrator roller.

The ductor roller is constcted of metal core with a
rabber'hody, and is covered with a turkish towel like material
called molleton.

The ductor roller is friction driven and assumes the speed
of the roller it contacts. It mo-Yes slowly when in contact with
the fountain roller, and rapidly when in contact with the vibrator
roller.

Alopend;lx #2 to

ccurce Material
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d. Vibrator roller.. The third rol,ler in the assembly is the

vibrator roll.er. This roller picks up the sol.utian from t4if
ductor roller and distributes it evenly to the form rollers. To
do'thia it performa an oscillating motian as it turns; that is to
say it moves frau side to side on its own axis. It is constructed'
of stainless steel 'and unlike the fountain roller, cannot be re-
moved tram the press. The entire dampening assembly is built
around the vibrator roller, and aaly a press erector or a senio-r
pressman will remove it. This roller cannot be adSusted; thereby
acting as a starting point for other roller adjustments. For this
reason, it is sometimes called the base roller.

A3 was the case mith the fountain miler, the vibratbr is
gear driven. It is so geared that the form rollers, vhich the vi-
brator drivls by frictions are traveling at the proper speed, t roll
smoothly an the revolving plate oylinder. The vibrator is the main
drive for the dampening eystem.

e. Form rollers. The two form rollers transfer the dampening
solutian fram the vibrator to the plate. They are conatructed of
the same materials as the ductor roller: steel core, rubber body,
and an outer layer of molleton.

Ae was previously mentioned, the form rollers-are friction
,driven by the vibrator. This eliminates drag on the plate which
would Shorten the life of the image. The forovrollers are inter-
changeable prior to adjustment.

2. OONTROLS

a. Operating handle. The main control for the, assembly is
the operating handle which moves the assembly in and out of con-
tact with the plate.

(1) Run Position number 1. In this position the.gears are
meshed, the form rollers are in contact with the plate, .apid all
parts of the assembly are engaged. This is the printing pos;tion
and identified by the outside detent pin being in the notch/of
the handle.

(2) Idle poaition number 2. In this Position the gears are
meshed and the dampening assembly is engaged. However, the form
rollers are not in contact with the plate. This position is used
for wetting the assembly, idling the press with gum aft the plate '

and other times when the form rollers need not come in contact with
the plate. In this position the inside detent pin is in the notch
of the handle.

2 4 1



(3) Wash-up_ position number 34 In this position, the dimpening
assembly is rolled &Way from the plate as far as possible. The
gears are not meshed and the form rollers eqe not in contaot with
the plate. This position is used when the dampening assembly is
not in operation aed when the press is being clsaned or adjusted.

b. cam settihg,: These two dams are located directly under
the water pan, one on the operator's gide and the other an the
flywheel side of the press. lhe cam on the operator's side cant ls
the length of time the ductor roller it in contact with the pan rol-4
ler. The cam an the aywhksel side controls the length of time he
ductor roller is in contact with the vibrator roller.

C. Duotor roller-eontro The ductor roller is controlled
by a knob. en the iob is Pushed in ("at" position) the duct,
roller is engaged and will move back and forth in,an arc motion
between the vibrator and a fountain roller, receiving and delivering
solution while ,the press is in operation.

When the knob is pulled out ("off" position) the ductor
roller is disengaged and ceases its arcing motion, it simply
rolls in contact with the vibrator roller neither delivering or
receiving any additional solution through the gyetem.

3. ADJUSTING THE' bAMFENING ASSEMBLY (HARMS LIG)

For the dampening assembly to do its necessary job, each com-
ponent must lus correctly adjusted. Fabric covered rollers cannot
hold.constant diameters because of shrinkage and wear of the fabric,
therefore; they have to'be constantly checked and adjusted to give
the best possible transfer of the fountain solution from one roller
ta another. An incorrectly set assembly can cause many troubles
during a press run, dry streaks and the loss of color are just two
of the an possible troubles. To check the pressure of one roller
setting to another, strips of paper or acetate_.003 to .004 inch
thick are used-as feeler gauges. The strips (feeler gauges) are
placed between the rollers, to be adjusted approximately t4o inches
from each end of the rollers. The pressure or "drag" on the strips
is indicative of the pressure between the rollers. The rollers are
adjusted to get a light, even identical pull an both feeler strips.
It is very important that the tension be equal on toth ends of the
rollers, and tIlat the law and high spots are compensated for. Once
the tansion is obtained t4e adjustment is secured and the feeler
strips are removed. Prior to adjusting the form roller install the
plate and pack ta bearer height. Wash the vibrating roller thor-
yaghly with solvent and after cleaning, cover with a light coating
of etch.



4. 'THE CARE An CLEANING OF ROLLERS

a. Metal rollers. Many troubles in print g with' the litho-
graphic preas arise from dirty rollers in the . assembly.
When the metal rollers in the assembly become coated*with ink, they
are unable to darry the dampeniag,fluid pr9perly. Itis often

% causes dry streaks on the plate, resulting'in SCumming. Oxidation
of the metal surfaces can also prevent the rollers fram carrying
the fountain solution properly.

To clean metal rollers that have picked up ink an their
surfaces, the fabric fmvered rollers kre removed fram the assembly,
the tak is removed wilh aa iak solvent and the metal surfaces
scrubbed thoroughly with a mixture df plate etch and pumice powder
to increase their affinity for the fountain solution. To clean
rollers that have oxidized, rubbing gith pumioe powder will take
care of even the most serious oxidation. Alternately,ia good
grade of metal polish, followed by wadhing with plate etch, will
do the job equally well.

a.

Once the metal rollers have.been cleaned, it is good
practice to apply a thin coat of gum arabic. This coating serves
to prevent axidation. At least one cleaning and one coating of,
gum arabic per day Should be standard.procedure with operating
the press.

b. Fabric covered millers. Just as dirty bietal rollers will
not carryESTTEGE==ta properly, the fabric covered
rollers also will not carry solutian when the fabric is saturated
with ink or grease. This condition is more serious with the fabric
coverbd rollers than with the matal rollers because the ink not
only pievents the transferrof the dampening fluid, but also tends
to redeposit ink on the plate. The tendency to scum is therefore
mucti greater if the rollers are dirty.

The fabric covered rollers:may be cleaned in several ways,
the mast common being with a stiff-bristled brush and plain water.
If the rollers are extremely dirty, soap or one of several commer-
cial cleaning preparations may be used. Care Should be taken to
rinse the rollers thoroughly. Occasionally an ink solvent may be
employed to help remove the ink, again rinse thoroughly to remove
all traces of the solvent. Following any scrubbing, the rollers
must be scraped with the edge of an ink knife to remove any excess
water and loosened dirt.

The'rollers are placed in a rack parallel to the floor and
,llowed to dry before re-use. Particular care most be taken.that
theefabrio surfaces are not allowed tc came into contact with ob-
s!ects which could cause depressions or flat spots.

4 I
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OBJECTIVE OF TEES LESSON

Upon succeseful completion of this lesson, you should be able to:

1. Describe the pH scale and its pUrpcse.

2. Explain the process used to test for acid using litmus paper.

3. Explain the effects of too little or too much acid.

4. Give the formula used to mix fauntaLn solution.

i\
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pH SCELZ

Instrudtion Sheet

progrimmedqeseondimides the lesson information into smallmemos' whichAre followed by an incomplete *response' or "action'.'MAW each'frame until you can complete the missing portion of the
reeponse orhections then check (agiamersIr gm) yumr answer withthe convict answer which is:orinted an the next page. If your answer-1 does not agreer_re.metudy the frame, ar if you need astistances raise
yowl:land and iniinstructor will aid you.

Mote that thil illustrations which appear in this lesson are not COltplate, but portray or emphasise only the data discussed, in the frame.

This booklet is your property; make notes in it uteri you think theyare needed. Your answers-are for your information and are not a test
other than proving td yourself whether or not you understand the
'response or 'action'.

seem your work with frame 1 on page 1 at the tap of the page and
continue along the top of each page until directed to return to page1. Than begin with the next sequancitd frame and continue through the'book until directed to return to page 1,or do the self test. This'elf test is designed s that you may check your undanstanctLng of the
entire lesson.



FRAME 01
,

pH is the symbol for potential Hydrogen. Potential Hydrogen is
known by,the symbol

IP

FRAME 014

Distilled or:chemically pure water has a pH reading of 7. A pH
reading of distilled or chemically pure water will be

ess*4,:iheiME #27

The fountain solution must have a certain amount of acid but then
too much acid tends to weaken the image. The image is weakened by
the' use af too much in the fountain solutiad.

1
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7

acid

'eee.
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FRAME #'? a \
As an offset pressman it is impOtint to know whit the pH (potential
hydrogen) of your dampening fountain so4tion is and this pH
is determined by the use of a 14 step seals whiCh determines thee
acidity or alkalinity of the fountain solution.

s

FRAME #15

Many variables effect the pH of the fountain solution. Some of these
include metal rollers, paper and ink. The pH of the fonntain solution
is effected by metal rollers, andi

FRAME #28

Background tinting occnrs when there is too much acid in the fountain
solution. This will cause an overall sensitizing of the plate. An
overall sensitizing of the plate will cauSe

I.

S.Y

4
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No reeponse

paper, s ink

background tinting

4
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FRAME #3

The pu scale has a reading fram 0 to 111 with the number 7 on the ,

scale being neutral. Number 7 represents, the neutral position on the
pH scale and this scale is numbered from

FRAME #16

A pH reading of 11.6 represents a proper fountain solution for aluminum
plates. When raxing a fountain solution, the pH should be 4.6 for

plates.

FIR.AKE

Scumming of the
too little acid
results in
of the ink.

A"

plate and emulsification of the ink are caused by
in'the fountain solution! Too little acid content

of the plate and
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0-14 If rour answer was different than this study the scale of Frame #2again.

aluanimnn

scumming, emulsification

6



FRAME #4

Any reading below 7 on the pH scale shows the acid contents of the
fountain solution. The acid content is shown on the pH scale as a
number below

FRAME #17

In order to insure a proper fountain solution for aluminum plates,
the acid content of the solution should read

FRAME #30

,Too much acid tends to the Image and leads
to ) while too little acid
causes of the plate and
of the ink.
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,41

E LAYM ACM STIENGTh
NEUTRAL

4 .6

weaken, background tinting, scumming, emulsification

4



The alkalils,in ths fountain solUtion iS soen on the scale as a number
above 7. A'reading glrve 7 will obRIt on the pH
scale. ,

-,
4 4

r.

FRAM W18
.

, .

Since we know that'many variables produce different pH valuir of '

fountain solution, me must irit sIart with a basic solution. This

formula is: I oz gum arabic and lioz plaIe etch to one gallon of
Water.

FRAM #31

To insure the PH factor remains at 4.6, we wst :test for acid in the
fountain solution. By testing we cangassure that the solution will

remain at 0

9



alkaline

No response

4.6

7),

0

W4cE 1SING AcDITV - INCREASING ALKALI?* Tr -*
"rk FOUNTAIN SOLUTION RANGE

3 14 5 6 a 9lO II 12 13 i4
4 f lif I I 11

RELATIVE ALKALINE STRENGTH
NE UTRAL

4 Ot

10
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FRAME 06

7 being neutral on the pH seq.. -means that the solution beAng used
in the dampening system is neither acid nor alkaline. A solution that
i3 neither acid nor alkaline isImaid to'be

FRAME #.19

Brm4ing 2 fountain solution, we use 1 az gmm arabic and 1 oz plate
etch tp,one gallon of

FRAME #32

There are two methods of determining pH values, electrometria and
colorimetric. Both are used in offse;t printing but the latter is
used more 'extensively, therefore, it is the only method we will dismiss.

11

431
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neutral

water

No response

f

12
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FRAM #7

The closer the number is to'sero the higher the acid content of the
solution. Zero represents the hignmst content
in the solution:

.11-

FRAM #20

To mix a fountain so- tion, we need I vs gum araiaic, 1 oz
to ollie gallon of water.

FRAME #33

The calorimetric system consists of two methods, litmus paper and an
instrament.called a pocket camparator. The pocket comparator and litmus
paper are the two methods used to test pH value using the

system.
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acid

plate etch

colorirmetric



FRAME if3

Acid is represented on the pH scale
smaller the number is the more acid
solution. Acid content which reads
than a 5.3 reading.

471/7

in the range of 0 to 7, the
content will be to the fountain
3.5 is

higher - lower

FRAME #21

Once the fountain volution has been mixed, we test it to find the pH.
If the acidity is too high, ammonium hydroxide or water is added. To
lower the acidity of the fountain solution,

or is added.

FRAME eli

The simplest method of testing the acid content is by the use of
litmus paper. The paper used to test acid con' lt is called

naper.

15
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If your answer was diffirent,than this, reread Frames
6 and 7.

ammonium hydroxide, watcr

litmus

4



FRANS #9

Wit now\knov that the closer the reading of the
to zero, the hiOW', the acid content is. With
the number to 21, the higher.the-

FRAME #22

Phosphoric acid or
fountainIsolution.
add

FRAME #35

41/9

fountain solutionis
alkaline, the closer

content.

plate etch is used to raise the acidity of th6
To raise the acidity of the fountain solution,

or .1.711114IMMINE.

Litmus paper is a strtp of paper which changes its color when immersed
Ln the solution to be tested. When immersed in the solution to be
tested, litmus paper changes



4412.0

phosphoric acid, plate etch

color

18

4
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FRAME #10

Om the pH scale, 7 represents zero "0" represents
the

acidity reading add lb represents
higher - lower

the
lkalinity reeding on the scale.

higher - lower

FRAME #23

If the acidity of the fountain solution is too high,
or water is added. To raise the acidity,

or plate etch is used.

FRAME #36

The new color of the litmus paper is checked against a standard color
chart.* A standard color chart is used to compare the color of the

paper.

*Note: Each brand of litmus paper has its awn standard color chart.
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neutral, highest, highest

ammonium hydmxide, phosphoric acid

t.rus

20



FRAME #11

pH values are very important in the
The fountain solution is a slightly
dampen the =printing areas of the
repel the greasy ink when the plate

FRAXE #24

4z723

make-up pf the fountain solution.
acid liquid which is used to
plata ao that these 'areas will
is inked.

It is important to understand that when, raising or lowering the pH
factor, each full step (example: a reading-of 5 to a reading of 6)
will change the pH value ten times. When the pH factor is raised or
lowered one ftll step, the factoi will change .

timesy

'7-FOUNtLIN SOLUTION RANGE

0 1 2 3 ;4 ;5 6 .7 8 9 10 11

I -f I 'I H IIif
000001100 100040 1000 POO If It

10000200 JC1000

mmornr---

NEUTRAL

FRAME #37

12 13 14

1 1

The pH reading is then taken from the standard color chart. This
method is not as accurate as the pocket comparator but gives an ap-
proximate reading for the pressman.
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No response

10 times

pH

22
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FRAME #12
//

Usually plain water tends to be slightly alkali, therefore, it will
not repel ink from the nonprinting areas of the plate. Due to the
anemli content plain will not work adequately to
repel ink from the =printing areas of the plate.

174,25

FRAME #25

While printing, a chemical action caused by the acid (plate etch) in
the fountain solution is necessary to keep the plate clean. However,
this action must be very slaw. In order to keep the plate clean while
printing, it is necessary to have a chemical action caused by the

(plateetch) in the fountain solution.

FRAME #38

The use of
to test for acid.

'12i 5

paper ii the simplest method
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water

acid

4 1

4111...

4t,



FRAME 113

Water from different sources will have ra.ried pH readings. To\overcome
this probity:, distilled water can be use4 which will give a constant
reading. To get a constant pH reading
tan be used.

FRAME #26

In addition to the 4§plication of plate etch,
arabic is also being deposited on the plate.
hold moisture on the nonprtnting areas of the
to the nonprinting areks of.the plata by,

a thin film of gum
This gum-arabic helps -

plate. Moisture is held

FRAME #3Q

The most reliable and' simplest iffttAment to test pH is the pocket
comparator. It will' not be discuSsed in..this text but for further in-
formation, detailed,instructions can be found with each kit.
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distil.led water

RETURN TO WE 1

gum erabic 4

No respctse

4 4 1 ;

26

RETURN TO FACIE 1

TURN TO THE SELF-TEST PAGE 27



SELF-TIST

1. What is the'purteee of the pH scale? 3

2. What causes scuiming of the plate? 5

3. What ars the two methods of testing pH uaing
the calorimetric symtem?

. 13,

J. What should the pH value be far aluminum plates? 5
LI

5. What is the neutral point of pH? 5

6. What is the Simplest method to test pH? 15

7. What will a pH reading of 8.7 Show? (acid or
alkaline)? 9

8. What is the proper formula for fountain solution? 9

9. How do we ensure that the p0 value remains constant? 9-

10. What will too much acid in the fountain solution
cause?

11. What causes the ink to emulsify? 5

12. What is a solution that is neither acid nor
alkaline? 11

13. How does the pressman raise the acidity of the
fountain solution? 16
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LESSON REQUIREMENTS SHEET

COURSE: Offset Printing

740-303-A-020-040

LESSON: Prepare Inking Assembly

OBJECTIVE: Provided with a small or medium size offset press with appro-
priate operators manual, press tools, feeler strips and a list
of safety rules, the student will install and adjust all
necessary ink rollers in proper sequence. Explain and identify
all inking controls. The student will be given a 2 hour ex-
amination on his ability to fulfill all procedures outlined in
his Operator's Manual, he must achieve a minimum grade of 70
to successfully complete this lesson.

TIME: 24 Hours: 40, ISPE, 2E.

TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES:

A-109-57 Schematic Drawing of a Typical Offset Press.

STUDENT MATERIALS ANO EQUIPMENT:

Small or mediumAffset Press - 1 per designated group
2. Feeler Strips - as required
3. Wiping Rags - as required
4. Press Til Kit - I per press

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

I. Training Area:

a. 30-man classroom equipped with desks, chairs and chalkboard.
b. Pressroom equipped with I offset press and workbench with tool

kit for each designated' gro4p.

2.. Assistant Instructors: -1 assistant instructor per designated group.

TEXT REFERENCES:

I. Instructor: TM 5-245 (7-70) Offset Photolithoqraphy and map
Reproduction, Chapter , SectioniI, para - 1 thru

--

Harris Operator's Manual, Section III para 23, Section
TX para 84-9, section 1. ')ara 94-97.

L-129Bc Operator's Manual Sections VIII and IX.

The Lithographerq Manual 1970,

2. Student: Operator's manual appropriate to their assigned press.

4 3



740-303-8-020-040

LESSON OUTLINE

LESSON: Prepare Inking Assembly

g1133

SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

INTRODUCTION

During the last lesson, Prepare Dampening
Assembly, you were instructed on how to
properly install and adjust the Dampening
Assembly, including the adjustment and
opei-ation of the controls.

During this block of instruction. Pre-
pare Inking Assembly, we will cover
the correct sequence to follow during
the installation and adjustment of all
necessary ink rollers and the appro-
priate controls.

Use Schematic Drawing #A-109-
57 of an offset p'ress to point
out the Inking System of an
offset press.

NOTE TO THE INSTRUCTOR: Due
to the teaching of three dif-
ferent Inking Assgmblies,
this lesson has been divihied
into three Developments:

Development 1. ATF DP
It

II
2. Harris LXG
3. Harris L-

1298C

Students will be assigned to
specific groups'for the demon-
stration by the Assistant
Instructors. The Assistant
Instructors will distribute
the appropriate Procedure
Sheets to their students prior
to the demonstration.

DEVELOPMENT I

ATF-OP Offset.Press

I. PERFORM SAFETY CHECK

2. INK FOUNTAIN ASSEMBLY

a. Ink fountain
b. Fountain roller
o. Manual handle
d. Fountain blade
e. Abutment plate rod assembly
f. Fountain keys

B-1

Point out location, explain
and demonstrate function.

Check student understanding by
asking questions.
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SUB ECT MATTER OUTLINE INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

3. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL UNIT

a. Ink control handle
b. Ink control pawl
C. Ink control ratchet
d. Ink control lever
e. Ink motion throw-off handle

4. METHOD OF SETTING INK ROLLERS

a. Accuracy
b. Feeler strips
C. Adjustment to vibrator roller
d. Adjustment to plate

Explain and deMpnstrate oper-
ational function.

Ask questions to c eck student
understanding.

Point out and explain the pre-
scribed method of setting
rollers. .

Check student understanding
by asking questions.

5. INK ROLLERS

a. Form rollers

(I) *2

(2) #1

(3) #3

b. Vibrator
c. Intermediate rollirs
d. Rider roller
e. Ductor roller

BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR'S
DISCRETION

Explain the operational func-
tion and refer to Appendix 2
to Student Practical Exercise
Sheet for detailed instruc-
tions.

Stress safety.

Ask questions to check student
understanding.

BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR S
DISCRETION

DEVELOPMENT 42

Harris LAG Offset Press

DFRFORM SAFETY CHECK

INK FOUNTAIN ASEMBLY

a. Ink fountain
b. Fountain roller

B-2

Point out location, explain
and demonstrate function.
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SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE

c. Manual handle
d. Fountain blade
e. Fountain keys

3. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL UNIT

a. Ink control handle
b. Ink control pawl
C. Ink control ratchet
d. Ductor roller control

(1) For continuous operation
(2) For automatic operation
(3) To stop the ductor from

operation

Ink motion throw-off handle

METHOD OF SETTING INK ROLLERS

a. Accuracy
b. Ink beads
c. Adjustment to vibrator roller
d. Adjustment to plate

INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

Chgck student understanding by
asWing questions.

Explain and demonstrate oper-
ational control.

Ask questions to check student
understanding.

Point out and explain the
prescribed method.

Check student understanding
by asking questions.

BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR'S
DISCRETION

S. INK ROLLERS

a. Form rollers

(1) #2

(2) #3

(3) #1

(4) #4

5. Center rider roller
c. Intermediate rollers
1. Vibrator roller

3-3

Explain and demonstrate.the
proper sequence.

Refer to Appendix 4 to
Student Practical Exercise
sheet for detailed instruc-
tions.

NOTE: Students on presses 7
and 8 will explain why there
is no 41 form roller. (Metering
system.)
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SUBJECT MATTER OU INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

C. Distributor rollers
f. Rider rollers
g. Ductor roller

(QUESTIONS ANO COMMENTS PiRIOD)

Stress safety.

Check student understanding by
asking questions.

DEVELOPMENT #3

Harris L-I29-BC Offset Press

1. PERFORM SAFETY CHECK

2. INK FOUNTAIN ASSEMBLY

a. Ink fountain
b. Fountain roller
c. Manual handle
d. Fountain blade
e. Fountain keys

3. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL UNIT

a. Ink feed control knob
b. Ductor roller control

(1) For continuous operation
(2) For automatic operation
(3) To stop the tiuctor from

operation

c. Form roller control

(1) "On" position
(2) "Auto" position
(3) "Off" poSition

MANUAL FORM ROLL CONTROL

4. mETHOD OF SETTING INK ROLLERS

a. Accuracy

B -4

Point out location, explain
and demonstrate function.

Check student understanding by
asking questions.

Explain and demonstrate
operational control.

Explain and demonstrate.

Explain and demonstrate how
to use form roll link. Throw
off to enabie manual form roll
control to work properly.
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SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

b. Adjustment to the vibrator
c. Adjustment to the plate
d. Feeler strips
e. Ink form rollers

(1) *2 form roller
(2) 03 form roller
(3) #4 form roller
(4) #5 form roller

f. Bridge roller
g. Distributor rolrers
h. Friction roller
1. Ductor roller
j. .Lower storage roller
k. Upper storage roller
1. Vibrator rider roller

Point out and explain the pre-
scribed method.

Check student understanding by
asking questions.

Explain and demonstrate the
proper sequence.

APPLICATION

Students are to perform SPE
after demonstration. Allow
each student to go through SPE
as many times as time permits.

BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR'S
DISCRETION

EXAMINATION Students are to perform exam-
inations I, 2 and 3 (allow 1
hour and 45 minutes for exam
and 15 minutes for critique.
Grading for this exam is by
Assistant Instructor assigned
to press).

SUMWRY

During the last 24 hours of instructions
you installed and adjusted the ink roi-
lers in their proper sequence. You also
,=amiliarized yourself with the operation
of the various inking controls.

E3-5
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SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

Remember well what you have learned because
.proper setting of the ink rollers will
become more important as you progress
through this course.

In future lessons you will have a
chance to see how the ink and water
balance will effect the over-all quality
of the printed sheet.

Your next lesson, PREPARE PRESS FOR
OPERATION, will include the combination
of all major assemblies plus the make
ready and wash-up procedures.

8-6



740-303-A-020-040
Demonstration A-1, 8-1,'C-1

DEMONSTRA:ION

LESSON: Prepare Inking Assembly

OBJECtIVE: To demonstrate to the student the proper procedutes to in-
stall and adjust, in sequence, all adjustable ink rollers,
then insert the remaining ink rollers in proper sequence.
The student will be able to explain and position all inking
controls of either the ATF-OP, LXG or L-129-BC offset press.

SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:

1. Small or medium size offset press - 1 per designated group
2. TM 5-245 and appropriate operator's manual - 1 :ffer student
3. 1 Assistant Instructor per press
4. Press tool Kit - 1 per press
5. Feeler strips .003 to .004 thick - as required
6. Time required - 4 hours

SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

This demonstration will provide the
student with sufficient knowledge to
prepare the inking assembly of a
small or medium size offset press.

DEVELOPMENT

C-1

Instructor will have students
position themselves around the
demonstration press so that they
w411 be able to observe all
procedures.

The development for this demon-
stration is also the student
practical exercise (see A-1, B-1,
or C-1) and will be covered com-
pletely. (Use detailed procedure
sheet for this demonstration).

The instructor will cover each
step in a narrative manner while
the assistant instructor demon-
strates the steps. The instruc-
tor will read each caution note
before the assistant instructor
demonstrates that step. After
each major step the instructor
will check student understanding
befre proceding to the next
step.

12/77

L.39
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740-303-3-040
S Practical Exercise
A-1, B-I or C-1

STUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE

LESSON: Prepare Inking Assembly

OBJECTIVE: During this exercise, the student will perform operator's
safety check%of the press, operate all controls for the
inking assembly and know their function. Install and adjust
all adjustable ink rollers and install all non-adjustable
ink rollers in a small or medium size offset press.

STUDENT MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Feeler strips .003 to .004 thick - as required.
2. Press tool kit - 1 per press
3. Procedure sheets - 1 per student
4. A small or medium size offset press - 1 per designated group

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

1. One assistant instructor per 2 designated groups.during this
practical exercise.

2. Time required: 4 hours per student and repeated for a total of
10 hours.

STUDENT REQUIREMENTS: Utilizing detailed and outline procedure sheets,
either A-1, B-1 or C-1, the student will:

1. Make a safety check prior to operating the press and adhere to
all safety regulations throughout this exercise.

2. In the correct sequence, install and adjust all adjustable
rollers using feeler strips or ink beads to obtain the desired tension,
according to specifications.

3. Complete the installation of all non-adjustable rollers, in the
correct sequence, according to instructions.

4. Parallel the ductor roller using feeler strips, or ink beads.
5. Explain the adjustment of the fountain roller assembly.
6. Explain and demonstrate the operational function of various

co trols of the inking assembly.

12/77
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7,40-303-A-020-040

PREPARE INKING ASSEMBLY

DETAILED PROCEDURE SHEET #I

(ATF-DP)

1., PERFORM SAFETY CHECK

2. INK FOUNTAIN ASSEMBLY

Point-out, explain and demonsttate function of:

a. Fountain Roller
b. Manual Haridle
c. Abutment Plate Rod
d. Fountain Blade
e. Fountain Keys

3. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL UNIT

Paint-out, explain and demonstrate function of:

a. Ink Control Handle
b. Ink Control Pawl
c. Ink Control Ratchet
d. Ink Control Lever
e. Ink Motion Throw-off Handle

METHOD OF SETTING INK ROLLEliS

Display strips, tools and explain the prescribed method of setting
rollers with the use of paper strips.

a. Accuracy on rag" while using feeler strips

b. Adjustment to vibrator roller
c. AdjuStment to plate

5. INSTALLATION OF #2 FORM ROLLER (3)

a. Llaoe a bearing on each end of the #2 Form Roller.
NOTE; 'Insure that oil -holes are in the upward position.

b. Seat the #2 Form Roller into it's brackets.
c. Put a roller sleeve on theend of the copper vibrator roller shaft.

d. Position the vibrator roller into the press.

e. Align the fiber blOck of the vibrator roller mechanism into it's

correct position and seat the copper vibrator roller.

f. Rotate the vibrator roller sleeves into their locked position.

E-I

12/77
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6. ADJUSTING 42 FORM ROLLER TO VIBRATOR ROLLER AND PLATE

a. Insert first sat of feeler strips between the vibrator and form
roller.

b. Insert a second set of feeler strips between the form roller and
plate.

NOTE: All feeler slips should be ldcated 2" in from ends of form
roller.

c. Seat the "ink-motion-throw-off-handle" into it s "On" position
and manually "drop" form rollers to plate.

d. Using adjusting screws, adjust both operator and gear-side
settings Of form roller for identical pull between form and
vibrator roller, as well as between form roller and plate.

NOTE: Make sure the final adjustmelt of form rollers are slightly
tighter to the vibrator than to the plate.

e. Make necessary adjustments while all paper strips are positioned
at their respective locations.

f Lock all settings.

NOTE: Double-check settings - since it is possible that they could
change during the locking procedure.

g. Position ink-motion-throw-off-mechanism into it's "Off" position.
h. Remove feeler strips.

REMOVE #2 FORM ROLLER

a. Rotate vibrator roller sleeves into their unlocked position.
b. Remove the copper vibrator roller and sleeve.
c. Remove #2 form roller.

3. INSTALLATION OF 41 FORM ROLLER (H)

a. Place a bearing on each end of the #1 form roller.

NOTE: Ensure that oil holes are in the "Up" position.

b. Seat the #1, form roller into it's brackets.
c. Place sleeve at the end of the copper vibrator roller shaft.
d. Position the copper vibrator roller into the press.
e. Align the fiber block of the vibrator roller mechanism into it's

correct position and seat the copper vibrator roller.
f. Rotate the vibrator roller sleeves into their locked position.

E-2



9. ADJUST #1 FORM ROLLER TO VIBRATOR ROLLER ANO PLATE

a. Insert a set of feeler strips between the vibrator and form roller.
b. Insert a second set of feeler strips between the form roller and

plate.

NOTE: All feeler strips should be located 2" in from ends of form
roller.

c. Seat the ink-motion-throw-off-handle into it's "On" position and
manually "drop" form roller to plate.

d. Using adjusting screws, adjust both operator and gear-side
setting of form roller for identical pull between form and
vibrator roller as well as between form roller and plate.

NOTE; Make sure the final adjustment of form roller is slightly tighter
to the vibrator than to the plate.

e. Make necessary adjustments while all paper strips are positioned
at their respective locations.

f. Lock all settings.

NOTE: Double check settings - since it is possible that settings could
change during the locking procedure.

g. Position ink-motion-throw-off-handle into the "Off" position.
h. Remove all feeler strips.
i. Do not remove the copper vibrator and #1 form roller.

10. INSTALLATION OF 03 FORM ROLLER (P)

a. Place a bearing on each end of the 03 form roller.

NOTE: Ensure that oil holes are in the "up" position.

b. Repeat installation steps of #1 form roller (a,b,c,d,e,f)
paragraph 8.

11. ADjUSTING #3 FORK ROLLER TO VIBRATOR ROLLER AND PLATE

Repeat adjusting steps of #1 form roller (a,b,c,d,e,& f) para-
graph 9.

12. REINSTALL 02 FORM ROLLER

Rotate the chrome vibrator roller sleeves into the unlocked
position and remove the vibrator roller.

b. Repeat installation steps of #2 form roller (a,b,c,d,e,f) para-
graph 5.

E-3
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13. INSTALLATION OF INTERMEDIATE ROLLERS (G,K & M)

a. Place a bushing on each end of the first Intermediate roller (G)
and seat it between form roller (1 H) and the non-removable
vibrator roller (F)

b. Seat the second intermediate roller (K) in it's fittings above
and riding on the removable copper vibrator roller (I).

c. Seat the third intermediate roller in it's fittings above and
riding on the removable steel vibrator roller (N).

14. INSTALLATION OF THE RIDER ROLLER (L)

a. Locate rider roller.
b. Seat rider roller on top and between the two intermediate

rollers (M&K).

15. ADJUSTING THE AUXILIARY VIBRATOR ROLLER (0)

a. Insert feeler strips in their appropriate position.
b. Loosen lock nuts.
c. Use thumbscrEws and adjust both operator 4nd gear-side for,

identical pull.
d. Lock setting.
e. Remove feeler strips.

16. ADJUSrING THE INTERMEDIATE ROLLER (E)

a. Insert feeler strips in their appropriate position.
b. 'Using the spring mechanism, adjust for identical pull between

vibrator roller (F), tup vibrator roller (C) and intermediate
roller E.

NOTE: This adjustment is only made while under the close supervision
the instructor.

c. Secure settings.
d. Remove feeler strips.

17. ADJUSTING THE TOP INTERMEDIATE ROLLER (0)

a. Insert feeler strips in their appropriate position.
b. Looseh lock nuts.
c. Using thumbscrews, adjust for identical pull between the too

intermediate (0) and top vibrator roller (C).
d. Secure lock nuts.
e. Remove feeler strips.
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18. INSTALLATION OF THE OUCTOR ROLLER (B)

a. Loosen thumbscrews and clear clamp`plates.
b. Seat ductor roller into it's brackets.
C. Position clamp plates.
d. Secure thumbscrews.

or.

te'tb.

19. -ADJUSTING THE OUCTOR ROLLER (B) TO INK FOUNTAIN ROLLER CA)

a. Insert a feeler strip at dilater of ductor roller, (between
fountain and ductor roller).

b. Rotate the press manually until the ductor roller assembly is on
high cam.

c. Loosen cap screw.
d. Using the eccentric stud, adjus for an even pikl between the

ductor.and ink fountain roller.
e. Secure cap screw.
f. Remove feeler strip.
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PREPARE INKING ASSEMBLY

Outlined Procedure Sheet01

(ATF-DP)

740-303-A-020-040,

1. Perform manual and visual safety check.
2. Explain parts and function of the ink fountain.
3. Point out and explain parts and function of the automatic ink control

unit.
4. Installation 0_02 form roller.
5. Adjusting 02' forw roller to viiithitor roller and plate.
6. Remove 42 form roller.
7. Installation of 01 f.orm roller.
8. Adjusting 01 form roller to vibrator roller and plate.
9. Installation of #3 form roller.
10.. Adjusting #3 form roller to the vibrator roller and plate.
11. Reinstall 02 form roller., , 7

12. 'Installation of intermedieterollers.
13. Installation of the rider rol
14. Adjusting of the auxiliary vibrat r roller.
15. Adjusting the intermediate roller 02.
16. Adjusting the top intermediate roller.
17. Installation of the duct& roller.
18. Adjusting the ductor roller to ink fountain roller.

APPENDIX A to
Student Practical Exercise 12/77

E-6
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740-303-A-02(1-040

INKING ASSEMBLY

Detailed Procedure Sheet 02

Harris LXG

1. PERFORM A VISUAL AND MANUAL SAFETY CHECK.

2. INK FOUNTAIN

a. Ink Fountain Blade:

When in the closed position, loosen four locking bolts to allow
the blade to swing open.

b. Fountain Roller:

Check and clean fountain roller, turn the roller by using the
manual handle to see if it turns free. Lubricate ends if and
when, necessary.

c. Fountain Blade:

Check blade for any excessive pressure from the keys before
locking the blade into position.

3. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL UNIT

Check operation of:

(1) Ink Feed Control
(2) Ductor Roller Control Latch
(3) Manual Handle

4. PARALLEL ALL ECCENTRICS AND PLATE ADJUSTING SCREWS

Note: High point of eccentrics should be between Vibrator and
plate.

5. INSTALLATION OF 42 FORM ROLLER

a. Install 42 form roller with red end toward gear side.

Note: The plate must he properly packed and mounted prior to installa-
tion and setting for form rollers. All rollers will beinstalled
with red end toward gear side of press.



41Ve

Insert roller bearing into yellow end of roller; remove end play.

c. Tighten pipe plug.

d. Adjust form railer to vibrator by touch; then add 1/8" turn on
eccentric.

e. Lock eccentrics.

f. Ink up the vibrator using a hand roller.

N)te: ,Put a medium coating of ink on the vibrator.

g. Call clear.

h. Run the press until the ink smooths out on the rollers.

i. Shut down the press and let press sit approximately 15 seconds.

j Call clear.

k. Inch press forward until nip is visible on the vibrator.

1. Using a paper feeler strip, apply directly over nip, and press down
on feeler strip. Remove feeler strip and measure nfp. The nip should

be between 5/32 and 3/16 inches; if not, adjust accordingly.

6. INS1ALLATION OF #1 FORM ROLLER

Repeat steps a. through j. (Insert roller bearing into red end of roller)

of Paragraph #3 (step f. only needed).

INSTALLATION OF #3 FORM ROLLER

Repeat steps a. through j. (Insert roller bearing into red end of roller)

of Paragraph #3.

S. INSTALLATION OF *4 FORM ROLLER

Repeat steps a. through j. of paragraph #3; only you will have to jog the
press in reverse to obtain nip readings.

9. SETTING OF FORM ROLLERS TO PLATE

a. Call clear.

b. Jog press until plate cylinder clamps are facing toward the delivery

end.
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?
Lower ink motion throw-O.ff handle to allow the form rollers to
touch the pl-ate; allow rollers to sit on plate for approximately
15 seconds, then ra'e ink-motion-throw-off-tlandle.

clear.

tne Press until !-.flP first form roller stripe appears on the

plate, this is the :f form roller.

f. Unlock fLrm roller ad3ust1ng screw lock.

Q. 4djust the ;4 i.)late adjusting screw to obtain a 1/3" stripe to
the plate.

Lock form roller stin,3 screw.

eeat stePs d. throu,..fl g. for all other form rollers using

adjusting screws that correspond to the other form rollers.

with all form rolers set, call "ClezIr", ard star: up press and
ower iii-;7:ot1n-throw-off handle to the plate; allow the plate
to blackout to check form roller settings for excessie bounce.
aise ink-otion-throw-off-handle when excessive bounce is

'removed from all rollers.

Clean yle diate wth a r.,c1 and solvent; tnen wine

forT roller settings to the plate.

dry.

!

:nstal lcwer rier ,-r.311or tnrouqh cress frme into roller
t'_racet i near 5ile.

inter arc aecro oller bracket on operator

.NS7LL.A7IC 3F THE IT'ET:,7JE OLLS

3. ,nr 11 rS-3., s.'wo internTediate rnllers in their aporocrlate brackets

located on the deliver/ end oT- the assembli.

rllers 7n their 3porr7or-3tc

'ocated Cn !7.ne ' enc 07 t!-"Q

ad.3us tient
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12. INSTALLATION OF THE REMOVABLE VIBRATOR ROLLER'

3. Place roller in appropriate position.

b. Ensure bushing flats are positioned properly on inker frame.

c. Ensure roller gear is meshed properly with drive aear.

d. Secure locking bolts.

e. Using special "T" wrench, turn cam to on position to secure the
intermediate rollers in place.

13. INSTALLATION OF THE DISTRIBUTING AND RIDER ROLLERS

a. Install rubber rollers into the slotted brackets located on the
top of the assemb)v.

b. Position the steel rider rollers on top of the rubber distributing
rollers.

c. insert retaining cotter pins to secure the rollers.

14. INSTALLATION OF THE DUCTOR ROLLER

1. Loosen lock screws.

A,ove eccentrics to determine direction of movement.

Parallel ecceltrics in the up position.

d. Secure lock screw on gear side.

install ductor roller and adjust bearing pin to eliminate end play.

Secure lock screw on operator side.

12JUSTING DUCTOR ROLLER TO VIBRATOR ROLLER

Call clear; jog press until the cam roller is in its highest position
the ductor roller should be touching the vibrator roller).

Oij a medium amount of ink to both ends of vibrator roller.

Coil c,1 ear.

u,art press and let ink smooth out.

e Shut down press; put 'safe's" cn and let press sit 'or approximately
15 seconds.

E-10
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e. Loosen appropriate locking screw when making adjustment.

Adjust eccentrics on both operotor and gear side for identical NIP.

Note: Turn eccentrics in the direction of the 3 form roller arrows.

g. Secure appropriate locking screw after adjustment is made.

ADJUSTING INK FOUNTAIN ROLLER TO THE DUCTDR ROLLER

Only the instructor makes this adjustment. The students will explain
the adjustment.



45.2

PREPARE INKING ASSEMBLY

Outlined Procedure Sheet #2

(Harris LXG)

Perform a manual and visual safety check.

' Check ink fountain.

3. Check automatic ink controls.

4. Parallel all eccentrics and adjusting screws.

5. Install and adjust 42 form roller.

6. Ins all and adjust #1 form roller.

. Install and adjust 3 form roller.

3. Install and adjust #4 form roller.

9. Adjust form rollers to plate.

10. Install lower rider Tollers.

11. Install intermed ate rollers.

install removable vibrator roller.

13. Tnstal distributing and u per rider rollers.

1. Install ductor roller.

Set ductor to vibrator roller.

16.

740-303- 020-040

olain Ink fountain roller to ductor roller adjustment.

17. Wash up press, then remove all rollers in reverse sequence.



45.3
740-303-A-020-040

PREPARE INKING ASSEMBLY

Detailed Procedure Sheet 03

(Harris L-129-BC)

1. PERFORM SAFE7 CHECK.

2. INK FOUNTAIN

If in operating position, loosen the knurled nuts and move the blade
to the swing open position.

a. Fountain Roller

Check and clean fountain roller. Turn the roller by the manual
handle to see if it turns free. Lubricate ends of roller if
necessary.

. Fountain Blade and Keys

Check blade for any excess pressure from keys before locking
blade in operating position.

3. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL

a. Check operation of ink feed control.

t. Check operation of ductor control.

c. 'heck operation of auto form roll control.

"IETHOD OF SETTING INK ROLLERS

The form rollers, lower storage roller and ductor roller, will be
adjusted the first time using paper strips as a gauge. The rollers
will then be inked up and the final setting will be by the nip line.

a. Form roll control.

anpal form roll control .

inlock all plate adjusting lock screws.)

Note: Parallel all plate adjusting screws bei;ore starting this
procedure.
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5. INSTALLING AND ADJUSTING THE *2 FORM ROLLER

a. Place the #2 form roller in position on the bearing, gear side of
the press, hold the roller in position and push the bearing pin
from operators side of press until the bearings are completely
seated in both ends of the roller. Tighten the pipe plug screw,
making sure all end play is removed.

b. Loosen the eccentric lock screw on operators side of press.

c. Turn the eccentric, reverse dire.:tion of arrow and insert paper
strip.

d. Adjust to desired tension by turning direction arrow points.

e. Lock eccentric clamp screw.

f. Repeat above steps for other end of the roller.

g. Check that both ends are the same tension.

h. Adjusting the #2 form roller to the plate.

1. Insert feeler strips between the form roller and plate.

j. Lower the form rollers to the plate.

K. Adjust both ends of the form roller to the plate to a light even
tension.

Re-check form roller to vibrator pressure with form rollers in
down position and also in up position.

m. Remove paper strips.

5. INSTALLATION OF THE 43 FORM ROLLER

Place the #3 form roller in position on the bearing gear side of
press and push bearing pin from operators side buntil bearing is
completely seated in roller.

b. Tighten pipe plug screw making sLre end plug is removed.

c. Position the plate cylinder for form roller 4a,,to be over the
cylinder gap ano 43 over the tail edge of plate.

d. To adjust the 43 form roller, follow the same procedure as form
roller 42.
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INSTALLATION OF FORM ROLLER

a. Position the plate cyliflder with the cylinder gap under the .=4
form roller position.

b. !love bon toggle levers to the up position, being caref:Al to move
both at the same time.

c. Install form roller #4 in same procedure as in form roller 43.

.d. Move both toggle\evers to the down position, being careful to
move both at the same time.

e. Position the plate cylinder with 44 form roller just over the
tail edge of the plate.

f. Move both toggle levers to the up position, being careful to

move both at the same time.

k_7. To adjust the =4 form roller, follow the same procedure as form
roller z3. (Leave the paper strips in place.)

ADJUSTING THE LOWER STORAGE ROLLER

a. Place to paper strips between the storage rollor and =4 form
roller.

ove tne toggle levers to the down position, being careful to

move-botl, at the same time.

c. .Adjust the storage roller to form roller
. 4 to an even tension.

(Same teilsion as form roiler to vibrator.)

7e-cnek tension of 4 form roller to vibrator, in both Positions,
f)rms on plate and off plate. P.e-check tension of form roller
to plate.

e. 'e-check tension of storage roller to form roller ;4 in both
_)ositions, 'arms on Hate and off plate. Tension should not
nave changed.)

:semove strips.

i. :nstall the z5 furm roller in the same manner as =--3 form

t.he plate cylnder with ;5 form rl lfr jus: over
edge of the plzIte.



c. Adjust the 95 form roller to the storage roller in the same
manner that 42, 93, and #4 were adjusted to the vibrators-.

d. Adjust 45 form roller to the plate, same as form rollers 9
and 94.

e. Remove strips.

10. INSTALLATION OF THE BRIDGE ROLLER

a. Place the bridge roller in position and push the bearing pin
until completely seated.

b. Move bearing pin out enough to allow .010 end plug.

C. Tighten pipe plug scrPw.

FINAL SETTING OF FORM ROLLERS AND STORAGE ROLL - THE NIP METHOD

Adjusting the rollers with paper strips will bring the rollers into
contact, but the adjustment must be completed by the NIP method,
ge!.ting the correct contact between rollers; a measured amount of
contact between the rollers and form roll to plate contact.

Place a small amount of ink on the lower storage roll and let
the press run until the forh rollers, lower vibrators, bridge
roller and storage roller are evenly inked up.

Stop the press and wait at least 15 seconds. By waiting 15
seconds, a line will show on each roller where the rollers
were in contact.

c. Adjusting the 42 form roller to the vibrator

(1) Carefully jog the press, ising tne reverse button. Jog the
press just enough to sho ti NIP or line of contact
between the form roll and vibrator.

'.2) Using small strips of paper, press strips of paper to con
tact line on vibrator, approximately 2" in from end of
vibrator. Lift strips from vibrator, contact line and NIP
will show on the paper strip. The NIP line should te
wide and even from end to end of the roller.

a

WA I IF'
114

Adjust as required to rjet corre,:t NIP by adjusting eccentrics.
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d. Adjusting the #3 form roller to the vibrator.

Same as procedure for 02 form roller except, inch press forward
to bring NIP up where Accessible on the vibrator.

e. Adjusting the #4 form roller to the vibrator.

Same procedure for #3 form roller except, inch press in reverse
to bring NIP up where accessible.

f. Adjusting the lower storage roller to the #4 form roller.

Adjust lower storage roller to #4 form untill NIP line is 3/16".
Press must he inched forward to move the NIP up where accessible.

NOTE: Harris Manual specifies NIP to lower storage roll as 1/8" to 5/32",
press will not wash up unless set to 3/16.

g. Adjusting the #5 form roller to lower storage roller

Adjust 05 the same as 42,3, and 4. Reverse press to bring up NIP
where accessible.

h. Adjusting the form rollers to the plate. The NIP or contact line
to the plate should be 1/8" to 5/32" wide.

(1) Manually lower the form rollers to the plate. Wait at least
15 seconds and raise the form rollers from the plate.

Inch the press around and check the NIP on the plate. Using

the plate adjusting screws, adjust each form to the plate
as required, to have NIP line of 1/8" to 5/32" wide.

NOTE: Do not move the press untill the remaining rollers are installed.

12. INSTALL THE REMAINING ROLLERS IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER

a. Installation of distributor roller 413.

(1) Place distributor roller in position.

(2) Turn bearing retaining blocks 90 to locked position.

b. Installation of the friction rollEr.

(1) Place the friction roller in position

(2) Push the bearing pin in until bearing is seated in end of
roller and all end play is removed.
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(3) Tighten pipe plug screw.

c. Installation of distributor rollers #17, 15 16, 14 and 18.

Install in the same manner as 413 and in the following order:
17, 151 16, 14 and 18.

d. Installation of the vibrator rider roller.

(1) Raise the toggle levers to the up position.

(2) Place the bearing blocks on the end of the roller.

(3) Install the vibrator rider roller, making sure the bearing
blocks are an the guide pins and the vibrator spool lines

-up with the cam follower.

e. Make sure the spool on the vibrator lines up with the other cam
follower.

13. INSTALLATION OF THE DUCTOR ROLLER

a. Place the ductor contol in the "on" position.

b. Inch the press until ductor cam roller is on the high point of
ductor cam.

c. Unlock screws, item 10, photo 81.

d. Loosen screws, item 6 & 7, photo 81, until screw heads are 3/8"
above the braCkets.

e. Loosen screws, item 8, photo 81.

f. Place tne ductor roll in position and seat bearing and center
ductor, side to side in relation to the fountair roller. Lock
screws item 8, photo 81.

g. Place paper.strips between the ductor and vibrator roller,
from each end.

h. Turn screws item 6, photo 81, alternate between screws to adjust
to the vibrator roller. Adjust to an even tension. Lock locking
screws.

Inch the press until the cam roller is on the low dwell of the\
cam.
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14. FINAL ADJUSTMENT OF THE DUCTOR ROLLER

a. Run the press until all the rollers are inked up.

b. Place the ductor control in the "on" position.

c. Inch the press until the ductor arm is on high cam.

d. Adjust ductor for a 1/8 to 5/32" NIP.

e. Inch the press until the ductor is on low cam.

f. Adjust the ductor for a 1/8" to 5/32" nIP to the fountain roll.

15. FINAL ADJUSTMENT OF FORM ROLLERS TO PLATE

a. 'Rstin the press until all rollers art Inked properly.

b. Make final check of form rollers to plate.

c. Lock all plate adjusting screws and storage roll adjusting screws.

NOTE: When removing the form rollers from the press, #3 form roller bearing
may hit the roller hanger. The eccentric must be unlocked and turned
to a position to let the bearing move past the roller hanger.'
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PREPARE INKING ASSEMBLY

Outline Procedure Sheet 43

(Harris L-I29-BC)

1. PERFORM SAFETY CHECK

2. INK FOUNTAIN

a. Check keys.
b. Place blade in swing open position.

3. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL

a. Check operation of ink feed control.
b. Check operation of ductor control.
c. Check operation of auto form roll control.

4. METHOD OF SETTING INK ROLLERS

a. Set to vibrator.
b. Set to plate.
c. Preliminary setting with paper strips.
d. Final adjustment by NIP line.

5. INSTALLATION OF THE #2 FORM ROLLER

Adjusting the 42 form roller to the vibrator roller.

INSTALLATION OF THE #3 FORM ROLLER

a. Position the plate cylinder.
b. Adjusting the #3 form roller to the vibrator roller.

7. INSTALLATION OF THE 44 FORM ROLLER

NOTE: Fallow steps a. and b. before installing 4 form roller.

a. Position the plate cylinder with the cylinder gap under #4 roller
position.

o. Move both toggle levers both at the same time to the up position.
c. Install #4 form roller.
d. Move both toggle levers at the same time to the down position.
e. Position the plate cylinder with #, 4 form just on the tail edge

of the plate.
f. Adjust to vibrator.

NOTE: Leave paper strips in position.
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S. ADJUSTING THE LOWER STORAGE ROLLER

a. Adjust storage roller to #4 form roller, same tension as form
roller ta vibrator.

b. Re-check tension of *4 form roller to'vibrator and form roller to
plate. Tension should not have changed.

c. Remove all paper strips.

9. INSTALLATION OF THE #5 FORM ROLLER

a. Position the plate cylinder.
b. Adjusting the #5 form roller to the storage roller.

10. INSTALLATION OF THB BRIDGE ROLLER

a. Install and completely seat bearing in roller.
b. Pull out on bearing pin enoudh to have .010 end play in roller.
c. Tighten pipe:piug screw.

11. FINAL ADJUSTMENT OF FORM ROLLERS AND STORAGE ROLLER, NIP OR INK LINE

a. Ink up rollers,
b. Adjust #2, 3, and 4 to vibrators to 3/16" NIP.
c. Adjust storage roll to *4 to 3/16" NIP.
d. Adjust 05 to storage roll, to 3/16" NIP.

12. FINAL ADJUSTMENT OF FORM ROLLS TO PLATE

a. Manually lbwer form rollers to plate and wait 15 seconds.
b. Raise forms to "off" position.
c. Adjust form rolls to 1/8" to 3/16" NIP.

13. INSTALL REMAINING ROLLERS

a. InstaU distributor roller #I3.
b. Install fric:ion roller #12.
c. Install the remaining distributbr rollers in the following

order: #17, 15, 16, 14 and 18.
d. Install the vibrator rider roller:

(1) Raise toggle levers to "up" position.
(2) Place bearing blocks on roller ends.
(3) Install the roller making sure the bearing blocks are on the

guide pins Od the vibrator spool lines up with the cam-
follOwer.

(4) Make sure the spool on the vibrator lines up with the other
cam follower.

(5) Return the toggle levers to the down position.

Icr
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.14. INSTALLATION OF THE DUCTOR ROLLEZ

a. Move the ductnr control to the "on" position.
b. Inch the press until the ductor cam roll is on the high part of

the cam.
c. Loosen the four locking screws and back out the adjusting screws

.3/8".

j. Install the ductor roller, being careful to center, side to
side.

e. Adjust the ductor to the vibrator and lock locking screws.
f. Inch the press until the ductor cam roll is on the low dwell of

the cam.
Q. Adjust the ductor roller to the fountain roller and lock locking

screws.

CAUTION: When adjusting the ductor roller, hold the short end of the
alien wrench between the thumb and forefinger. If, before you
get the proper tension on the paper strips, the adjusting
screws feel they have reached bottom, do not force them.

15. FINIAL ADJUSTMENT OF THE DUCTOR ROLLER

a. Let the press run until all rollers are inked up.
b. Set the duC.or to a 1/8" to 5132" NIP to the vibrator.
c. Set the ductor to a 1/8" to 5/32" NIP to fountain roll.

15. Final cneck of form rollers to plate

a. Make final check of form rollers to plate.
b. Lock all adjusting screws.
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1NKER RO.k.1 ARRANGEMENT
L-129 PRESSES

Roil No , Rol1 Description Didinater Hari:Pin No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

/

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

2 2

MICRO FLO FORM
CONV. f TN FORM

FORM ROLL

FORM BOLL

FORM ROLL.
._.. .._ _

FORM ROLL

VI 8 ROLLE R

ViB ROLLER
_

vI8. ROLLER

Val ROLLER
. ._ _-

STOW ROLL

13RI0GE ROLL

FRICTION ROLL

0151 ROLL
,

MST. ROLL
. . ._

DIST. ROLL
-.... _ .

DIST ROLL
._ .._

DISI ROLL

DIST. ROLL
.......

LOWER SIOR. ROLL
_

VI8 RIDER ROLL

DUL: IOR ROLL

INK I OuN EAIN ROLL

4.000
2.375

---.4
2.438

2.500

2.562 1

2 625

3.030

3 030

3 030

3.033

2.575
,

2 250

2 16/

2 688

2.688
.

2.125

2.125

2,125

2,125

2.575

2.125

2.312

3 250

LXV2169IS1:J I
LXV-2371(OPT.I

LXV 2367

LXV-2368 .

LXV-2369

LXV-2370

LXV,2198f -_ -----
i LXV 2539

LXV 2196'.

LXV2194

LXV-2192 -
LXV,2540

LXV.2180

LXV 2364

LXV-2364
. _

LXV-2361

LXV-2361
_

LXV.2361

LXV-2361

LXV.2198

LXV2529

LXV,2366.

LXV 2098

Roll No.

L-136 pRESSES

'4<
Roil Description Diameter

FORM ROLL .

DAHLGREN FORM

2, FORM KAI

3 FORM ROLL

4 FORM ROLL

5 FORM ROLL

6 V1B. ROLL

7 VIB. ROLL .

ViB. ROLL

9 VIB. ROLL

10 STOR. ROLL

11 BRIDGE ROLL

12 FRICTION ROLL

13 DIST. ROLL

14 DIST. ROLL

16 DIST. ROLL

16 DIST. ROLL1

17 LAST. ROLL

18 DIST. ROLL

19 LOWER STOR. ROLL

20 14i8. RIDER ROLL

21 DUCIOR ROLL

2 INK FOUNTAIN ROLL

ROLL

Herris Part No.

2.375 LXM 527 (STD.
4.000 IOPT.

2.438 . LXM-528

2.600 LXM 529

2.662 LXM 530

2.625 1LXM 531

3 030 _ LXM 536

-r
3 030 L*414 602,

3.030 LXM 535

3.030

2.575

2.250

2.167

2.688

2 588

2.125
. _

2.125

2.125

2.125

2 575

2 125 ,

LXM 534

LXM 533

LXM 603

LAM 532

LXM 526

LXM 526

LXM 525

LXM 525

LXM 525

LXM 526

LXM E,31

LXM 601

2.312 LXM 542

3.250 LAM 479

Note. ALL OAHE ROLLS COPPER PLATED (STD.), EXCEPT FOR INK FOUNTAIN ROLL 22
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4641.

EXAMINATION SUPPORT SHEET

LESSON: Prepare Inkirig Assembly

Ag

740-303-8-040
Exam Support Sheet
A-1, 8-1, C-1

ft

OBJECTIVE: The student will be examtned to determine his/her ability to:

1 Make a saety check prior to operation'arid obserkre all
safety precautions thrOblhod$ the gxerolser

2. Demonstrate and dkplain tfle manual end operational
controls.

3. Install and adjust all adjustable rollers using ,

feeler strips to acquire the desired tension between the
Obrator roller and then between t4e plate.

' 4. Complete the installaion ()fall remaining roller's in
the correct sequence. .

5. Demunstrate and txplain'the adjustment and operational
. function of the ink fOuntain assembly.

STUDENT MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

I. Feeler strips .003 to .004 thick as required',

2. Press Tool Kit -.I per pres
3. A small,or medium size offset press - 1 per designated group

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

1. One assistant instructor per2 designated groups.
2. Time required: 2 hours per student..

ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is a.combination thm. It combines performance tasks to
determine if the student can instaWand adjust all idjustable iTllers in
the inking assembly, along' with verbal responses to'determine if the
student can utilize and elmlain the various controls* ef the inking
assembly.

2. One hour and 45 minutes should be allowed to complete,this exam
and, 15 mjnutestfor the assistant intructor to grade and critique each
stu ent.

3. Exam sheets are located in the division office and are identified
as ractical exercise grading sheet A-1, El-1 or C-I, lesson 740-3034-040.
The same grading is used for all classes.

4
s,

4.
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PRAC AL EXERCISE: GRADING SHEET
_

NAM SOS 1111 NO.

STAIMNO IFNI num Tint MU
'

GOAD'

MANNER OF PERFORMANCE FOR INKING ASSEMBLY .

OBJECTIVES 129 BC
. .

1. Ad ustment of 12 Form Roller 20
IIII

INNI.
2. Adjustment of 13 Fow Roller OMEN

1.11111.
ONO

,
I--771rigustn Roller r

. 20

mullMIMI
4. Adjustment of the Storage ObTlef 5

5. Ad us tinjwIF nn Ro l er
.

MI
6. Installing the'Bridge Roller 10 1111

Mill

F11111-EMI7. Adlusting the Ductor Roller

8. In Controls ,

a. Explain use of the ink feq0 control
.

.

IIb. Explain use of the manual'handle

!C. Expflin use of the ductor control t-

MINIM
IllEll
MINN
MINIM

d. Explain use of the form roll control
(Manual and Automatic)

.

9. OBSERVAKE OF SAkrY RiTOATIONS.

Numak q 11C1ations /1/2/3[45/6/ 5 pts eacfic
:

. MINIM
MIMI
111111
MIME
EN

JP.SS TECHNI9UES
N

'

Number of violatións i1i2J3/4/5i6/ 2 pts each
.

i. R , .,

I I,
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(L-12q-ac)..

PRACTICAL EXERCISE-TEST r

INKING ASSEMBLY

INSTRUCTORS CUT SHEET

STUDENT TIME ALLOWED: 80 minute,

INSTRUCTOR'S TIME ALLOWED: 20 infitutts

1-3. a. Vibrator pressure' ,

One end. wrodg:'- minds 5
Two endiwrong - Minus 10
Failed to lock setting - minus 5

b. Plate presture
One end wrong - minus S
Twv ends wrong- - minus 10
Failedito lock setting --minus 15

4. Pressure to form roller
One end wrong - minus 5
Twv ends wrong - minus.1Q,
Failed to lock setting min

5. a. Pressure to storage,roll
One end wrong - minusiS ,

Two ends iTong - minus 10
Failed to lock setting - minus 5

Pressure to plate
One end wrong - minus S
Two ends wrong - minus 10
Failed to lock Setting - ainus 5

6. Installation of bridge roller
Too much end play - minus 5

No end play - minus 5

7. a.- Pressure to vibrator
,One end wrong - minus 5
two ends wrong -.minus 10

, Failed to lock setting - minus 5

Pressure ç fountain roll

One end wro g minus 5

,Twv ends wrong - minus 10

Failed to lock setting.z minus 5

a. /1. .Yes or No
,b. Yes'or No
c.. Yes dr No
d. pne.error - minus 6

Two elorors - minus 12

II

t

4

a

.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE" GRADJNO SHEET.

NAM -
LI ,

town NO.

MIMI/0 MI : PONtill flin
DATE 41 Ofic

MANNER OF PERFORMANCE FOR *INKING -ASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVES LXG
=1= au

. .t i I NIT ,
171111111MOM
24E1111Ma-
NMI
24,

MIMINil
ill
ill
1111111111NNW
1.1.111
111111111
IIII/IIIIII

1111.11i1

1111

2. d ustment of H.Form Roller
,

.

.

3. Adjustment of_#3_Form RoIier

4. Adjustment of #4 Form Roller
_

f
.

5 -1-larallelinq ofjsigtor Roller to Vibrator
1 A .

6. Explain Adjustment of Fountain Roller to Ouctor

.

7. ink Controls

.

a. 'Explain use of the feed handle

t. Ealain use qf the _manuil control handle

c. Ex lain use of duct r roller control handle

d. Explain ink motion throw-off handle
,

v

%
,

B.' OBS RVANCE OF SAF Y R G AT

Number of violations 1 2 3 4 6 5 its each

*

.. C N

k III I i
.

I :ach . UMWMEM
REMARK

MINIM

, In
TDTAL

T
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IP

9

1,

`
11,

ft
-

(LXG)

JPRACTICAL EXERCISE TiST

INKING ASSEMBLY.

ItISTRUCTORS- CUT SHEET

STUDENT TIME ALL'.0ED: 1 hour and 50. minutes
.

INSTRUCTOR'S TIME ALLOWED: 10 minutes

1.4. a. Vibrator pressure
One end wrong - minus 6
two ends wrong - minus 12
Failure to lock setting - minus 6

1

b. Plate pressure
One end wrong - minus 6
two ends wrong - minus 12
Failure to lock setting - minus 6

5. One end wrong - minus 5
Two ends wrong - minus 11
Failure to lock setting - minus 6

6. Yes or No

7. a. Yes or No
b. Yes or No
c. One error - minus 5

Two errors - minus 9
d. Yes or No

^



PRACTICAL EXERCISE GRADING .-.SIIEET
HAM ROMS NO.

itAIMINO 118.111 IR MIIII DAT; GOMM

MANNER OF PERFORMANCE FOR INKING AS.SEtIBLY

OBJECTIViS DP =0
MEINMIEN.
MEIN
1111E11111

CTI5

1. Adjuls ment of 02 Form.Rollsr
,

, Adiustment_pf 11 Form Rqller _

---7-7kar-TiFEtrirfroismernRo er , LiiIMII

III

.

___________

4. Adjustment of Auxiliar Vibrator to Form.Rolier: 8 MEMIN
8

mom
MIIIIIIIIII
MI
MINIM

Adjustment of Intermediate Roller to Vibrator Roller

6.Ad ustment of Ductor Roller

7. Ink rot' tain Point out & Explain +arts and function all

1111111111
IIIIIIIIIIII

B. Ink Controls

a. Explain pre-of i k mo ion th ow- ff ia d
use of automat c ink control unitb. Explain

. rOBSE'VANCE OF SAFEWREGULATIONS

Numb7 of violations /1/2/3/4/5/6/ x5 pts each

II I10 PR
I 1 ..--

111

'um.er of vio a ons x2 pts each

11
REMARKS:

,

ke : 2111
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE TEST

INKING ASSEMBLY

INSTRUCTOR CUT SHEET

STUDENT TIME ALLOWED: 1:50 minutes

INSTRUCTOR TIME ALLOWED: 10 minutes

1-3. a. Vibrator pressure
One end wrong - minus 6
Both ends wrong - minus 12
Failure to lock setting - minus 6

b. Plate pressure
. One end wrong - minus 6

'Both ends wrong - minus 12
Failure to lock setting 6

4.1 One end wrong - minus 4
Both ends wrong - minus 8
Failure to lock setting - minus 8

5. One end wrong - minus 4
Both ends wrong - minus 8
Failure to lock setting - minus 8

6. Yes or No

7. Each error - minus 4 - total 12 points

8. a. One error - minus 8
Two errors - minus 171

b. Failed to engage pawl - minus 4
Failed to engage handle - minus 4
Failed to engage lever - minus 4

.
Moved handle wrong way - minys 5
Didn't understand procedure - minus 17
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740-303-A-020-040

SOURCE MATERIALS

LESSON: Prepare Inking Assembly

LESSON OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT #1 ;ATF-013 Offset Press)

1. Ink Fountain Assembly - TM 5-245, Offset Photolithography and Map
Reproduction

a. ?aragraph
b. Paragraph
c. Paragraph
d. Paragraph
e. Paragraph
f. Paragraph

2. Automatic Ink

Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph

8-23
8-23, 8-24a(1)
8-23, 8-24a(1)
8-23, 8-24a(2)
8-24a(2)
8-23,'8-24a(3)

Control Unit - TM 5-245

8-23, 8-24b
8-23, 8-24b
8-23, 8-24b
8-23, fig 8-42
8-23

3. Method of Setting Ink Rollers

a.

b.

C.

d.

Lithographers Manual, Section 6, page 12-32
TM 5-245, paragraph 8-19d(b)
TM .-245, paragraph 8-244(1)
TM 5-245, paragraph 8-244(2)

4. Ink Rollers - TM 5-45'

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Paragraph 8-24d(1) thru
Paragraph 8-24(7)
Paragraph 8-24(8)
Paragraph 8-23

(6)

LESSON OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT #2 - (Harris LXO Off t Press)

1: Ink Fountain Assembly - Harris Operator's ManLial

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Paragraph 94 .

Paragraph 23c,d
Paragraph 23d
Paragraph 97
Paragraph 23e,d

G-1
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474
2. &tomatic Ink Contro Unit - Harris Operator's Manual

c

A. Paragraph 23d
b. Paragraph 23c
c. Paragraph 23c
d. Paragraph 23b, 94
e. Paragraph. 23a

Oethod of Setting Ink Rollers

a. Lithographers Manual, Sect1on\6, Age 12-32t
b. TM 5-245, paragraph 8-19d(b)
c. Harris Operator's Manual, paragraph 89, and by years of practical

experience.
d. Harris Operator's Manual, paragraph 89, and by years of practical

experience.

4. Ink Rollers Harris Operator's Manual

1a. Paragra 88,89
b. Paragraph 95
c. Paragraph 90
d. Paragraph 90
e. .Paragraph 91
lc. Paragraph 90
g. Paragraph 91.
h. Paragraph 95

LESSON OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT #3 (Harris L-129-BC)

1. Ink Fountain Assembly - Harris Operator's Manual

a. Section IX, para 3
b. Section IX, para 3
c. Section IX, para lc
d. Section IX, para 3a
e. Section IX, para 3b

2. Automatic Ink Control Unit - Harris Operator's Manual L-129-8C

a. Section IX, para lb
b. Section IX, para la
c. Section IX, para lo, Section VIII, la & b.

3. Method of Setting Ink Rollers

a. Lithographers Manual, Section
b. 7M 5-245, paragraph 8-19d(b)
c. Sectlon VIII, para 5

G-2

page 12-32

or



d. Section VIII, para 5
e. Section VIII, para 5

4. Ink Rollers - Harris Operator's Manual (L-129-8C)

a. Section VIII, Photo 74 & 74a

b. Section VIII, Photo 74 & 74a

c. Section VIII, Photo 74 & 74a

475
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SUOLEMENAt.SOURCE.MATERIAL #1.

ATF 29 DP

1. INK FOUNTAIN

a. Ink fountain. This it a term that describes the parts that hold
the ink that is used for printing amd.consists of several parts, a foun-
tain roller, a.fountain blade-witNkeyt for ad4ustment and necessary
brackets or holders for attachment to the press. The fnk fountain is
'cleaned when change of ink is required and at the end of each working day.
Thorough cleaning will remove Paper lint, dried ink, chemicals from the 4

dampening system, and other undesirable impurities. A clean ink fountain
with clean ink gives a better pripted job. The 4nk foUntain is greased
at each color-wash-up in order to force out ink which usually finds it's
way into the*crevice at the ends.

b. Fountain roller. The fountain roller is a metal roller perman-
ently.Mounted fh the free of the press; It is not adjustable except for
the amount of potation discIssed later on. The roller is kept free of
dried ink by washing with solvent when necessary.

c. Manual handle. The manual handle, located on the gear side of the
press is used to turn the fountain roller by hand when putting ink into
the 4untain, making the initial setting for ink distributiOn and during
the wash-up of the press. The manual handle has a pawl attached to the
side which engagesithe ratchet attadheitto the fountain roller. Care
should be taken to fully engage the pawl ioid- theleeth of the ratchet to
prevent breaking or undue wear of the ratchet teeth and the paWl. The
pawl and the manual handle are Oiled at the beginning of each shift and
cleaned during press-wash-up. ''''

2

d. Fountain blade. The fountajn bladeccS made of-flexible spring
steel. etre must be taken so,that the blada 4s not bent or nicked. The
fountain blade is mounted at am angle to the fountain roller to make a
trough to hold the ink'against the fountain'roller.' The front/ edge of the
fountain blade is adjustable with the,fountain keys, discussed later, to
allow a film of ink to pass through a'gap between the fountain blade and
the fountain roller tnd adhere to the'fountain'reller. Theloack edge,of
the fountain blade is attached to the Wness with,belts. ,The blade must
be firmly held in place. Use care and the proper size wrerip4When
tightening or lodsening the three bolts holding the fountait blade in
place. The fountain blade is removed and cleaned throughly at each wash-
up. 'To remove the fountain blade, loosen the three bOts, and pull the
fountain blade free from the press.

e. Abutment plate rod assembly. The tbutment plate rod'assemialy is
located under the fountain blade and over the fountain ,keys to prevent

H-I
APPENDIX
SOURCE MATERIAL (12/77)
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the fountain keys from forming dents in thelfountain blade and to allow

)
for easier and better adjustment of the ink flow.

4PA

e abutment plate rod
assembly is carefully removed for'cleaning at eac wash-dup. Do not bend
or,damage the assembly. Replace the assembly after completing the foun-
tain wash-up taking care to see that.the abutment plate rod assembly is
not bent or twisted and that every fountain' -key is covered.

f. Fountain keys. There aee 25 keYs un the ATF Chief 29 (OP) press.
When a key is tprnea clockwise, it causes the fountain blade to move
toward the Ibukain roller, reducing the amount of ink that will flow on
to the fountain roller, Counter-clockwise will cause the fountain blade
to open, causing more ink to flow out. To initially set the ink flow,
ink is placed in the fountain., the fountain roller turned by hand with the
manual handle and the fountain keys adjusted until the desired ink flow
is obtained; Final adjustment is usually made with the press running.
The fountain keys are cleaned at each wash-up. If the keys become
'difficult to turn by hand, they are removed by screwing completely out of
the press and cleaned with' solvent and a brush or by soaking if necessary.
Damaged keys must be replaced. Each key must be backed off sufficiently .

to clear the fountain blade before the fountain blade is removed for wash-
up. If a key is not.backed off far enough it might be hit by the fountain
blade when the plade'is being replaced. This will damage the edge of the
blade, causig ink adjustment problem'. A part of each fountain key is a
calibration disk. The purpose of the disk is to assist in setting the
ink flow and to Orevent the blade from being forced up against the foun-
tain roller too tight. To adjust, the calibrated disks are first
loosened. Then the fountain keys are tightened sufficiently to shut off
the ink flow to the fountain roller. The disks are set with the marker
on zero and the disks are retightened to the fountain keys. One complete
turn of the key counter-clockwise from this position is usually more than
enough to provide ink for use. With the calibration disks properly set,
the ink fountain keys cannot be turne#1 in far enough to damage the foun-
tain blade or roller. The fountain keys are adjusted to give a thin to
medium film nf ink to the fountain roller and the fountain roller ad-
justed for a long turn. A better, more consistent supply of ink is
provided with this type of setting than one where a heavy supply of iri

applied to the fountain roller and the roller adjusted for a short turn.

2. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL UNIT (ATF CHIEF 29 DP)

This is the unit that'causes the.ink fountain roller to rotate when
the press is in operation and is located on the operator's side of the
press. Keep it clean and oil At the beginning of each 8 hour shift 6r
more often if necessary. No tools are ne9essary for'normal adjustment of
this unit.

k. Ink control handle. The ink control handle controls the ro-
tation of the ink ?ountain roller. The handle knob is spring loaded an,:
fits into holes numbered 0 through 10. 0 stops rotation and 10 gives

ii-2



maximum rotation: 'To adjust, the handle koob is pulled -out and the handle
moved-up or down to the desired position and the handle knob released.4

The spring will cause the handle knob to move into the selected index hole
and remain there. The ink control handle rE4ates on the ik fountain
shaft and the eccentric shapd of the ink coptrol handle affects the actidn
of to ink control pawl discuss9d in the n6a piragraph.

b. Ink.control pawl: The'ink control pawl is attached to a casting
. that rotates on the ink fountain roller shaft. This casting moves in an

arc of about 45 degreet'each time,the.press cylinders make one revolution.
The ink control pawl rides 'on the eccentric surface of, the ink contrOl
handle. When the ink control handl,rts set on 0 the pawl is dompletely
disengaged and canrot turn the ink ftuntain roller. The ink control pawl
can also be lie4 -Yree.of the eccenti-ic. As the-ink control.handle iS
moved to higher numbers, the ink control pawiLis lowered, causing it to
engage the teeth on the ink contftl ratchet discussed in the next para-
graph.

/1.

c. Ink control ratchet. The ink control ratchet is a gear-like
device wfth Sharp teeth designed to catch and hold the ink control gawl.
The ink control ratchet is securely fastened to the ink fountain roller.
When the press is in operation and on imoresSion, with tile ink control
handle properly set, the ink control pawl,will ride over the eccentric
surface of the ink control handle and drop into one of.the teth of the
ink control ratchet. The ink con rol pawl will continue to move andwill
cause the ink fountain roller to tate. 'The amount of rotation is cbn-
trolled by the setting of the ink ontrol handle. The teeth of the ink
control ratchet must be kept free bf.ink and dirt to permit proper en-
gagement of the pawl,

d. Ink control lever. The ink control lever.causes the ink control
pawl to drop into place when the pressThoes on impression and lifts the
pawl up when the press goes "off impression.'! The *per part of the
lever fits loosely around the ink fountain-roller shaftiN,JheiTower end
of the ink control lever fits over a stud on the inside of theft* motion
throw-off handle, which is described in the next paragraph. When the
press is in operation and on impression, the ink control lever it'in it's
lowest position. The ink.cohtrol pawl moves,over the,eccentric of the ink
control handle and engages the teeth of the 'ink controratchet. When the
press is operating but not on impression, the ink control handle is in
it's upper most ,position. The ink control pawl then rides on the ink
control lever and canbot engage the teeth of the ink control-ratchet. The
ink control lever may be operated manually. If,it is necessary .to stop .

the rotation of the ink fountain roll,er for a few revolutions when the .

press iS operating and on iMpression'the lever is lifted. .To resume:
rotation of the ink fountain roller the lever is dropped back into'place.
During make-ready ahd ink adjustment when the press is operating,bbt hot
on impressiun the ink fountain roller can be made to turn automatically
by lifting the ink control lever off the stud and lowering tte lever.

H-3
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After adjustrrile.nt, lift the lever bAc* in place to stop tne ink fountain

rotation. If the lever is doWn and the press is put on impression, the
. lever will automatically .réturn to it's plsition on the stud. The main

of the ink control lever is to prevent an excessive amount of ink

bein piled on the rollers from the fountain while the-Oress-is in oper-
ation but not on Opressioh.

e. Ink motion throw.4iff handle. The ipk motion throw-off handle is

.used to control the posititeqf the form rollers in, relation to the plate.

This handle is Connected to the impr sion cylinpee linka4e arm. The ink

Motion throw-off handle has three t14447.43A, up, and lock-up. The

13 die has a knurled spring loaded ov6,'whiethas a shoulder pn one side.

it isopecessary to keep the fprm roilers up when mounting-i plate,

.1 the cover is pulled out which dispnnects the handle from the impresOon

cylinder linkage. This is known as the lock-.4p poSition. °While in lotskyi"-

up position, form,rollers c.an be-lpmered or raged manua:ly. Rotate cover

,J
until shoUlder is in up position, this allows the pin to lork handle tO

impression cylinder linkage. In this Rositicip, form rollers will be

loiiered,.to plate automwtically when the prestgats on impression and. raised

to up position when impression is tripped off.

3. INK ROLLERS
4

a. Ductor rollere'The dOetor roller conveys ink from the fountain

roller to the rest of the inking asaembly rollers by being in contact with

the fountain roller part of the time and theh arcing over to touch the

vibi-ator the remainder of the tinie.

6. Intermediate rollers. The intermediate rollers transfeeink from

one rpller to another. They have their own Oearings, do not oscillate,

iasnd.are friction driven.

C. Rtgder roller. The ri4er roller is non=bscillating and, not a

justable. It rides,o6 two intermediate rollers and transfers ink.

d. Vibrator rollers. The vibrator rollers do most of the work of

smbothing out And distributing the,4nk evenly to the form'rollers. The

vibrator rollers move frp side to side along their axis as they rotate.

e. Form rollers. During the printing cycle, the form rollers move

into contact wfth the plate and transfer ink to the plate.

4. ME7111.10 OF(SETTING INKING-ASSEMBLY

a. Accuracey._ All adjustments of the ink rollers must be as accurate

as possibl-F7 h'rorm ro.0er that is set too light on one end will not

transfer ink to the plate or may not-40ick up ink from the vibrator roller.

A roller that is set too tight to the plate tends to bounce when hitting

the leading edge of the plate causing undue wear on the equipment and may

H-4
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miss part of theiimage that should be inked. A tight ink roller' will also

cause the plate'image to wear off and can cause scum in the non-printing
area by scrubbing ink off onto the non-printing areas.

4

lb.. Adjustment to parallel. To operate effectively, all the rollers
must he parallel to each other and to the plate. The first adjustment of
a roller will be to the vibrator rbller.

" c. Adjustment to plath. Once a form roller has been adjusted and
paralleled with the vibratdr, roller,.the plate adjustment can be made.
This adjustment generally will not affect the previous adjustment to the
vibrator, but after .th6 plate adjustment has been made; the adjustment
'between roller and vibrator will be checked and re-adjusted if necessary.
It is §ood practice to re-check each roller after an adjustment has been
made. Ai

d. Feeler strips. A convenient gauge.for testing the adjustment of
the rollers Is a.strip of-paper about rie wide, 24" long and .003 to .004"
thick., One strip of paper,is placed -at each end of the roller being
adjusted. The r011er,is brought into contact with either the vibrator or
plate, and the necessary adjustments are made while pulling on the strips
of paper, to get an even tension on each end of the roller.

e. Ink form rollert-. Remove the three intermediate rollers, rider
roller, two removable vibrator rollers, number one and three form rollers.

(I) #2 forM

(a) Setting_ to the vibi.ator.

I. Seat vibrator roller in place and lock down.

2. Adjust with alien screws under roller.
This adjustment .has no lockin device.

3. Check this adjustment Viith the iflk motion
throw,off handle in both positions.

(b) Setting to the plate.

I. Adjustment is made with alien screw which
has a locking nut that fits over the screw
itself.

2. This adjustment is located at the top of

the roller socket. Check adjustment to
vibrator and readjust if necessary.

H-5



(2 ) 01 form noller.

(a) Settlnq to the vibrator.

1. Take out the copper vibrator roller and the
02 form roller. .

2. Place in position the 01 form roller and
the.copper vibrator rbller.

3. Make_adjustment.with alien screw (top rear)
This adjustment /fas no locking device.
Check this' adjustment with phe ink motion
throw-off handle in both positions.

(b) Settilg to tile plate.

I. Adjustment is an alien screw with a locking
nut that fits over the screw itself.

2. This adjustment is located at the top.of
the roller socket. Check tnd readjust to
vibrator if necessary.

3. Remove the 01 form roller and the copper
vibrator.

(3) #3 form roller.

(a) Setting iO the vibrator.

1. Replace 03 form roller and vibrator
roller. ,

2. Adjust with alien screws under roller,
this adjustment has no locking device.

3. Check this adjustment with the ink motion
throw-off handle in both positions.

48/

(b) Setting to the plate.

Same as the other form.rollers.

f. Auxiliary vibrator roller. Set the auxiliary.vibrator roller
to the 0 3 form roller by means of a thumb screw on each end of the roller.

H-6



g. Intermediate rollers'. Only two intermediate rollers are ad-
justable._-One it adjustable by varying the spring tension. The other
intermediate is adjusted by serf locking wing 'bolts. This is the only
one that will be adjusted by the students.

h. Ductor roller.

. (11, The ductor roller is self-paralleling.

(2) Adjust to fountain roller with eccentric Stud on operator's
side of the press for overall pressure.

(3) The fountain roller is not adjustable.

s.

H-7



SUPPLEMENTAL SOURCE MATERIAL #2

(L-129 -BC)

1. PERFORM SAFETY CHECK

INK FOUNTAIN ASSEMBLY

a. Ink fountain. The ink fountain is a,reservoir for the ink supply.

The fountain is located at the top of the inking assembly. The ink foun-

tain cons&sts of several parts, a fountain rtiller,,a fountain blade with

keys for adjustment and a manual handle for turntng'the fountain roller'

while making the initial adjustment on the keys. 4 The blade is mounted at

an angle to the fountain roller forming a trough for the ink. .The keys

are mounted under the blade and by turning them clockwise, they press

the blade against the fountain roller letting a thin film of ink to pass

through, and counter-clockwise opens for a thi4er film of ink to pass

\through. The ink fountain must be cleaned when)going to a different

color and at the and of each operating day. It' rs important that all

working parts of the fountain be kept clean and properly lubricated.

b7 Fountain'roller. The fountain roller is a metal roller permanently

mounted in the frame of the press. It is adjustable for the amount of

.rotation discussed later on. The roller is cleaned with solvent.

c. Manult,Handle. The manual handle, located on the gear side of

the preks near the ink fountain is'used to turn the ink fountain roller

'when putting ink into the fountain, making the inftial adjustment for ink

distribution and during the wash-up of the press. To operate, move the

handle back and forward., The clutch will allow the roller tO rotate in

only one direetion.

d. Fountain blade. The fountain blade is made of flexible spring

steel. :Care musf7E-T4en that the blade is not bent or nicked. The

'.foUntain blade is movntk at an angle to the fountain roller to form a

troUgh to hold the Vnk against the fountain roller. The front edge of

the fountain blade it-adjustable with the fountain keys, discussed later,

,to allow a film of ink tto pass through a-gap between the fountain blade

and the fountain roller and adhere to the fount in roller.. In operating

position -the fountain.blade iS locked in posit' n'by.twd bolts with

knurled nuts. The blade must be held-4i n place. Use care when

moOing the blade into operating position, fountain keys :should not have

excess pressure on the blade. The fountaini,lade swings down and away

from the fountain roller for cleaning. Hold the hand rail on the fowl-

, tain to support the, blade while turning the knurled knobs to release the

blade.' ISwing the blade down and away from the fountain roller.

APPENOIX 3 TO
SOURCE MATERIAL

12/77
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e. Fountain keys. There are 23 fountain keys on the 1.-129-BC press.
3efbre locking fountain blade in operating position, care must be taken
that all fountain keys. are turned out of contact with the fountain blade.
eys turned in with excessive pressure on .the blade can damage the-blade
when locking fountain blade assembly in operating"position. Before
placing ink in fountain, turn fountain keys clockwise until these is a
light contact between fountain blade and the fountain roller. Turning
keys clockwise moves the fountain blade toward thle fountain roller, re-
ducing the &mount of ink that will flow on the fountain roller. Counter-
clockwise will cause the fountain blade to open, causing more ink to flow
out. To initially set the 'ink flow, ink,is placed in the fountain, the
fountain roller turned by hand with the manual handle and the fountain
keys adjusted until the desired flow is obtained.- Final adjustment is
usually made with the press,running. The fountain keys are adjusted to
give a medium film of ink to the fountain roller and ink feed control
knob is adjusted as required. With the fountain adjusted for a medium
film of ink, amount of ink can be adjusted immediately by adjusting the
ink feed control. The fountain keys are cleaned at each wash-up. If the
keys become difficult to turn by hand, they are removed by screwing com-
pletely out of the fountain blade assembly and cleaned with solvent and
oiled before replacing in the assembly. Damaged keys must be replaced.

3. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL UNIT

This is the unit that causes the fountain roller to rotate and oper-
ates the ductor roller when the press is operating. It also controls the
ink form rollers, causing them to lower to the plate and lift them off
the plate at the proper time. It should be kept clean and oiled a. 'he
beginning of each 8 hour shift. No tools are necessary for normal adjust-
ment of this unit.

a. Ink feed control knob. The ink feed control knob controls the
rotation of-the ink fountain roller. Located next to the control knob is
a scale which reads from 0 thru 20. Turning the ink feed control knob
moves a small indicator up or down the scales and indicates the amount
of rotation. Turn the ink feed control knob until the indicator reads 10
on the scale when initially adjusting the ink fountain. When operating
the press, turn the control knob moving indicator toward the 0 for less
rotation or toward 20 for more. (More rotation 'is passing more ink to
the rollers.)

5. Ductor roller control. The ductor roller control is a lever
located immediately below the ink feed control knob. This control places
the ductor roller in. "Off," "Auto".or "On" position. In the Off position,
the ductor stops regardless of other control settings or action of the
press. In the AUTO position, the ductor automatically starts when the
press goes on-impression and will stop when the impression trips off. In

the ON positton the ductor continues to operate as long as the press runs
either on or off impression.

H-9
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c. Form Roll Control. The form roll control is a lever located im-

mediately to the right of the ductor control. This cIçrol has three
positio* OFF, AUTO and ON positions. In the OFF post n the form

rollers ke off the plate even if the press goes on imp-es ion. In the

AUTO position, the form rollers automatically lower to th plate when the

press goes on impression and raise automatically when the imOression is

tripped off. When the form roll control is manually placed in the ON
position, the forms will lower to the plate, and when the press ggps on
impression, the form roll control will move to the AUTO position. This

position is used mainly in make-ready of the press and enables the

operator to lower the form rollers to the plate before the press goes on

impression.

Manual Form Roll Control. The manual form roll control is

located immediatey below the ductor -and form roll controls. This control

is used to check the ink stripe (ink bead) on the pltte. To lower the

form roller to the plate, insert a pin wrench into the manual form roll

control and pull down. If the-downward motion is restricted, (do not
force), open the guard on the operators side of the press and move the
form roll throw-off link control knob up or down to remove the inter-

ference. When raising the form rollers to*the OFF position, again'move

the form roll throw-off link control knob to remove interference.

4. METHOD OF SETTING INK ROLLERS

a. Accuracy. All adjustments of the ink rollers must be as accurate

as possible. A form roller tOat is set too tight on one end will not

transfer ink to the plate or may not pick up ink from the vibrator roller.

A roller that is set too tight tcothe plate tends to bounce when hitting

the leading edge of the plate causing undue wear on the equipment and may

miss part of the image that should be inked. A tight lnk roller ill alsp

cause the plate image to wear off and can cause scum in the non-printing

area by scrubbing ink off onto the non-printing areas.

b. Adjustment to the Vibrator. To operate effectively, all the rol-

lers must be parallel to each other and the plate. The first adjustment

of a formrroller will be to the vibrator roller.

c. Adjustment to the Plate. Once a form roller has been adjusted to

the vibrator roller, the plate adjustment can be made. This adjustment

generally will not effect the previous adjustment to the vibrator, but

after the plate adjustment has been made, adjustment between the form

roller and vibrator will be checked and readjusted if necessary. It is

good practice to check each roller after an adjustment has been made,

either to the plate or the vibrator.

d. Feeler Strips. A convenient gauge for testing the adjustment of

the rollers is a strip of paper about 1'1" wide and 24" long and .003 to

.004" thick. One strip of paper is placed on each end of the roller being
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adjusted. The'roller is brought into contact with either the vibrator or
plate and the', necessary adjustments-are made while, pulling on the strips
of paper to get arl,even tension on each end of the roller.,

5. INK FORM ROLLERS

a. Installing.and Adjustin9 the #2 Form Roller. Remove the ductor
roller, six distributor rollers, One friction roTler, one bridge miller,
one vibrator riderfroller, and the number two, three, four and five firm
rollers. Install the #2 form roller by placing th# roller on the hearing,
gear side of press and push the bearing pin from operator's side-until both
bearings are completely seated in the roller ends. Lock in plate.by
tightening the pipe plug screw.

_-

NOTE: Plate and vibrator adjustments for the form rollers are marked '
with arrows. Direction of arrow is for more tension, reverse
direction, less tension...

Uncock plate adjusting lock screws, all form rolls. Parallel the plate
adjusting screws for:the #2 form roller by turning the screw head in
3/8" above the bracket.

(1) Loosen the eccentric lock screw on operator's side of the
press.

(2) Turn the eccentric, reverse direction of arrow and insert
paper strip.

(3) Adjust to desired tenSion by turning direction arrow points1
(4)- Lock eccentric clamp screw.
(5) Repeat.above steps for other end of the roller.
(6) Check that both ends are the same tension.
(7) Adjusting the #2 form roller to the plate.
(8) Insert' feeler strips between the form roller and plate.
(9) Lower the form rollers to the plate.

(10) Adjust both ends of the form roller to the plate to a light
even tension.

, (11) Re-check fOrm roller to vibrator pressure with form rollers
the down position and also in the up position.

(12) Remove paper strips.

b. Installing and Adjusting the 03 Form Roller. The 03 form roller
is instaTled in fhe same manner as the 02 form roller. Also, proceed to
adjust the 03 form roller following the same steps used to adjust the #2
form roller. .

c. Installing the 44 Form Roller.

(1) Inch the press until the plate cylinder gap is centered under
the storage roller.
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(2) Using a pin wrench in each hand, insert a pin wrench in the

end of each toggle lever. 'Move the toggle levers to the up position,
being carefull to move theM both at the same time.

(3) Install the #4 farm roller in the same manner as 03 form
roller.

CAUTION: THE PRESS MUST NEVER BE INCHED OR RUN WITH
THE TOGGLE LEVERS IN THE UP POSITION...

(4) Move the toggle levers to the down position being carefull to
move both at the same time.

(5) Inch the'press until the #3 form roller is just off the tail
end of the plate.

(5) Proceed to adjust the 04 form roller in the same manner as
*2 and #3 form rollers. Leave the paper strips in place.

d. Adjusting thei_Lower Storage Rollen.

(1) Move the toggle levers to the-up position.
(2) Insert paper strips 2" from each end, between the( ower

storage roller and the #4 form roller.
(3) Move the toggle levers to the down position.
(4) Turn the storage roller adjusting screws in the direction of

the arrow for more tension, reverse direction for less tention, Adjust

both ends of-roller for even tension.
(5) Go back 4nd check the pressure of the 04 form oller to both

the vibrator and the plate. The pressure should not havl ch nged.

Remove the paper strips.

e. Installing the #5 Form Roller.

(1) Install the #5 form roller in the same manner-as #3 form
roller.

(2) Inch the press until the #4 form roller is just off the tail
edge of the plate.

(3) ,--Adjust the #5 form roller to the storage roll and plate in
the same manner as the other form rollers. Go back anaNcheck the pressure
to the storage roll with-the form rollers in the on position and off
position. Remove.ehe paper strips.

f. Installing, the Bridge Roller.

(1) Loosen the pipetplug screw in the bridge roller bearing pin,
operator's side of the press. Push.the pin back toward operator's side

of the press. -10
(2) Place the bridge roller in position over the #2 and #3 form

rollers. Push-the roller over the bearing on'the gear side of the press.
Support the other end of the roller with onethand and with the other
hand, pike a 1/handle allen wrench in the pipeeplug screw and push the'
bearing into the end of the roller.

,114
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(3) Push the bearing pin until the bearings are completely
seated and then move the Ntaring enough to allow .010" end play. Tighten
.pipe plug screw. No adjustment required.

g. Final Setting of Form Rollers to Vibrator and Storage Roll.

(1) Place ink on the lower siorage roller and let the press run
until the rollers are inked up evenly.

(2) Stop the press and wait 15 seconds. Inch the press in re-
verse to bring nip line from #2 form to top of vibrator. Press a strip
of paper to nip line, 2" from ends of roller. .Lift paper strips and
measure line width. Nip should be 3/16" wide and even end to end. Adjust
as required.

(3) #3 form roller uses the same procedure except that the pr-ess
is inched forward to bring nip line up on vibrator.

!,..(4) #4 form roller uses the same procedure except that the press
is inchk ;n reverse to bring the nip line to top of vibrator.

(5) To adjust the lower stdrage roll, inch the press forward to
bring nip line to top of storage roll. Adjust storage roll if necessary
to nip line of 3/16".

(6) To adjust the #5 form roller, inch the press in reverse to
bring nip line to top of storage roller. Adjust #5 if required.

h. Final Adjustment of the Form Rollers to the Plate.

Using the large pin wrench, manually lower the form rollers to
the plate, Wait 15 seconds and raise forms to the OFF position. Check
the nip lines on the plate. They should be 1/5" to 5/16" and even end
to end. Adjust if required. Lock all plate adju;tment lock screws.

6. INSTALL REMAINING ROLLERS

a. Installing Distributor Roller *13 (See Inker_Diagram).

(1) Using a small screwdriver, lift the bearing retaining blocks
and turn them 900 .

(2) Place distributor roller 413 in position and turn the re-
taining blocks 900 back to their original positions.

h. In.i.g_the Friction Roller *12 See Inker Dia ram .

(1) Loosen the pipe plug screw in the friction roller bearing
pin, operator's side of press. Push the pin back toward operator's side
of press.

(2) Place the friction roller over the bearing on the gear side
of the press and push the bearing pin from the operator's side until both
bearings are seated in the roller ends. Check and be sure all end play
is removed. Tighten pipe plug lock screws.
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c. Installing Distributor Rollers 0171 _II, 16, 14 and 18. J.
(1) Lift retaining blocks and turn'them 900 .

(2) Place 017 distributor roller in position and turn the re-
taining blocks 90° back to their original position.

(3) Place 015 distributor in position, no retaining blocks for
this roller.

(4) Distributor rollers 016, 14, and 18 follow procedure as for
017 above.

d. Installinc the Vibrator Rider Roller.

(1) Raise the toggle levers to the UP position.

CAUTION: BOTH TOGGLE LEVERS MUST BE RAISED AT'THE SAME TIME.

(2) Place the bearing blocks on the ends of the vibrator rider
roller.

(3) Install the roller making sure the bearing blocks are on
their guide pins and the vibrator spools line up with the cam followers.

CAUTION: RETURN THE TOGGLE LEVERS TO THE DOWN POSITION BEFORE MOVING
THE PRESS.

e.

(1) Place the ductor control in the ON position.
(2) .0pen the guard door on operator's side of the press and inch

the press until theAg4m roller is on the high part of/the ductOr roller
cam.

(3) Using a 4" open end wrench, unlock locking screws (item 10,
photo 81).

(4) Using a 5/32" allen wrench, loosen screws; item 6 and 7,
photo 81, until heads of screws are approximately 3/8" ab0ve the brackets.

(5) Using a II" wrench, loosen screws, item 8, phOto,81,-one on
each side of the'press.

(6) Place the ductor roller in position and seat the bearings in
each end of the roller. Center the doctor roller in relation to they.
fountain roller. Make sure end play is removed and tighten screws,:item
3, photo 81.

(7) Place a paper strip 2" from each end of the ductor, between
the ductor and vibrator roller.

(8) Using the 5/32" allen wrench, insert the long end of the
wrench in the7screw, item 6, photo 81. Hold short end of the wrench be-
tween the thuMb and for-2finger, alternate between the adjusting screws ,

at each end of the roller to bring boCh ends toward contact with the
vibrator roller. Adjust until there is a light even drag on both strips.

Lock locking screws.
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,7. FINAL ADJUSTMENT OF THE OUCTOR, THE NIP METHOD

a. Adjusting the Ductor to the Vibrator. With the ductor control in
the ON poston, sto the press wft,h te ductor fully down on the vibrator.
Wait at least 15 secoWds, then inch the press untill the nipJine is vis-
able. The line or riff, should be 1/8" to 5/32" wide and even from end to
end. Adjust itnecessary. 1

b. Adjusting the Ouctor to the Fountain Roll. Inch the presslntil
the -ductor4,in full contact with the fountain roller. TWait at least 15
seconds and mthrually push the ductor away.from the fountain roller. Turn
the fountain roller us4ng the'manual handle until theinib line is visable.
The nip should be 1/8" to 5132" wide and even from:end to end. Adjust if
necessary.
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NOTE: This LRF serves as the source of information for all
lessons taught on this subject, though 4.ength, methods,
and objectives will vary with courses-. The specific
length, methods and dbjectives will be determined by
the POI and so reflect in =Xt.

This pubZication supersedes LRF, T.012-7 (1962),
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SECTION I
IMSON SUPPORT REQUIMEMITS

SULTSCT: Offset Press Operation

LOWS: Inki4 Useably

TRAIN= AIDS ASD DiFICXS:

.i. D. A. Traiding Aids: Sone

2. Service Training Aids: Sone

MATERIALS AND SUPPL14S:

Paper strips .3/4 inch vide, .003 or x04 inch thick

PAULPMENr:

1. Offset press/
2. Press tools

MCCILI=S:

1. Classroom: Eqaipped with

2. TrainingArea Facilities:
presses, cabinets and tools.

TRANSPORTATION: Sone

*

desis and blackboaid.

Pressroom equipped with

ADDITI0NA1 PERSON= AND DE/CNSTRATION TROOPS:

1. Assistant Instructor(s): One assistant

lairod for each tvo presses.

2. Demonstration TrooPs: Solas

TEXT REFERIMCES:

1. Required References:

irstructor re-

a. TM 5.245 (Sep 62)/ Mksp_Reproduction.
b. TK 5-3610-202-15 (Mar 63)1 Printing Press, Offset

Cylinder.
c. Birris LX0 Manufacturer's Manual.

2. acer2ted References: None

1
1
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SUEXICT:

LISSOM

WE =COD '(2015.L)

TRi% OF liSSOR:

commzerri( ) :

SUPPORT BIOU1RIMMETS:

swum mrssmai:

SZCIEEOX

WWI OUTLIP--

Offset Press Operation'

inking Assembly

23 Sours I.

Lecture (I hoar), Demonstration (2 boors),
Student Practical fteiclie (2) hours)

Th purvide the student with a qualified
knowledge of the operation.and adjustment
of the inking assembly and the safety pre-
cautions that apply.

Defer to SZCTIOX I

Safer to Schedule of Instruction

LITIVDTKIMIOR

-
00:00 During our lest IssamOyou itudied the dampening

aseembly. Today you are going to study the inking assembly.
The inking assembly is similar to the dampening aseedb247;
in that it feeds and distributes ink instead of water.
Mere rollers are required to amocfb out the ink and trans-
fer an even film of ink to.the plate.

It is important that you know the =Oar of different
rollers? how'fhey function, how to set properly, as well
5% their names ankcemposition. Improver settings or a
roller misplaced will cause =NOXIOUS difficulties.

Daring the demonstration look for the answer to the
following qmestieds:

I. In whet sequencw are the fora rollers installed
41, am the AST Chief 29/

2. Whet adjustment is made first when setting the
fora rollers an the ATIP Chief 291

3. What is the second adjustment made when setting
the form rollers an the A2F Chief 29/

1

2



DIMECONCIT

60 02 1. INK Fauns= Amp CUM 29 DP)

0004 2.

00 08 3.

00:12 L.

a. Ink fountain
b. Ituntain roller
e. Manual handle
d. Fountain blade
e. *Abutment piste rod asselb1y
;. ibuntain keys

ADIONATIC IRK =TEM UNIT (LTP CHIEF 29 DP)

a. Ink control handle
b. Ink control pawl
c. Ink control ratchet
d. IUk cantrol,laver
e. Ink motion throw-off handle

INK HOMES (ar =IMF 29 DP)

a. rooter roller
b. Intermediate rollers
c. Rider roller
d. Vibrator milers
e. ?bra rollers

2

NIT= OP SITTING INKING ASSEMBLY (ATP CHIEF 29 'DP)

a. Accuracy
b.. Adjustment to parallel
e. Adjustment to plate
d. Feeler stripe
e. Ink,form rollers

(1), #2 form roller

Setting to the vibrator ,

b Setting to the itrto

(2) #1 form roller

(a) Setting to the vlbrator
:9) Setting to the plate

/
2,3 form roller

Setting to the vibrator
b Setting to the plate

2

3

4 5

to.



remonstration :

Y96
f. Anziliary vibrator roller
g. -Intarmediste rollers
h.-,Ductor roller

00:30 Students vill now move to the press room or a demonstration
on the press.

BM TO INSTRUCTOR: Mar information on perm 5, 6 and 7,
see A2TENDIK 1 to'ANNKI A. This appendix contains the
procedure sheet for the demonstration on the ATIrfChief 29.

00:31 5. INK FOUNTAIN (A27 CUNT 29 PAP)(
co :40 6. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROI.ON/T

(CIP CHIEF 29 DP)

NUESTIONS AND COMMENTS PERIOD)

SUMMARY

00:47 1. Ink Fbuntain
2. Automatic Ink Control Unit
3. Ink Rollers
4. MithOd of Sett%ng Inking AssemblY
5. Ink Fbuntain (Demonstration)
6. Automstic Ink Control Unit (remonitration
7. Tie-in to Demonstrrtion on A2F Chief 29

00:50 BREAK V.

INTRODUCTION
'

0100 During the lasi hour the students were shown the ink
founta4, automatic ink control units,ink rollets, and'
given a demonstration on the ink fountain 'and automatiè
ink contFol unit. During the next half hour the staent
will be given a demonstration,on the method of' sett/hg
inking as"hly. 110

DEVELOPMENT

01:02 7. ME= OF SETTINa INXING ASSEMBLY
(Am arra 29 DP)

01:25 8. CRITIQUE

Repose key questions
Clarify any misconceptions

(QUESTICNS AND commmTs pm.:Do)

3
4.5 t

Dieropstrattori
Ikmonstration 2
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SUMMLBY

01:28 1. Method of Setting Inking Assembly
Ink Rollers

3. Tie-in to Lecture on Barris LIG Press

01:29 Students vill return to clasaromm for lecture on
Barris LIG Press

INTRODUCTION

01:30 rUring t'e last glass the student yam taught the ink-
ing assembly of the 'WY Chief 29." Dnring this class the
student will be taught the inking assembly of the "Barris
Lip Offset Etess.' It is very similiir in that it feeds
and distributes ink instead of %inter. lt is different in
that it has five mars rollers than tbe "ATP Chief 29.71
Again it is important that jon,know the numbermpf differ-
ent rollers, haw theyfunciion, bow to set them properly.,
as well as their names and composition.

During the demonstration loa for the answer to tha
following questions:

1. In what sequence are the form rollers installed
on the Barris LMG Offset Press?

Bow is the fountain.roller adjusted to the
ductor roller on the Barris LW Offset Press?

Which rollers do the most work in smoothing
out the ink on the Barris 12IG Offset Pftss?

DEVET.01141ENT

01:32 9 INK FOUNTAIN (EABRIS =3)

a. Ink fountain
b. Fbmptain roller
c. 'Manual handle
d. Faintain blade
e. Fountain keys

01:36 lo. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL MITT BABB= LMO)

a. Ink control handle
b. Ink control pawl
c.. Ink control ratchet

5



d. Motor roller control

. Ink motion throw-"ff handle

01:40 11. EEK ROLURS (Lua= IMO)

a. Duct= roller
b. Intermediate rollers

a. Rider rollers

d. Distributor rollers
. Vibrator roller

f. Center roller

g. Form rollers

01:0 12. MEMOD OF smorma IaxmaG ASSEMRLT (HARRIS LIG)

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Accuracy
Adjustment to parallel
Adjustment to the plate

Feeler strips
Ink form rollers

f.

S.
h.

(1) #2 form roller

(a) Setting the #2 fors roller to the

vibrator
(b) Setting the 42 form roller to the plate

(2) #1 form roller

(a) Setting the #1 farm roller to the

vibrator
(o) _Setting the #1 fain roller to the plate

(3) #3 form roller

(s) Setting the #3 fora

vibrator
(b) Setting the #3 form

(4) fh farm roller

(a) Setting the #4 form

vibrator
(b) Setting the #4 farm

Lower rider roller
Intermediate rol.lers
Removable vibrator roller

5

6
5

roller to the

roller to the plate

roller to the

roller to the plate



1. Distributor rollers
j. ttppsr rider rollers
k. amt.= :case
1. Ink fonztaizt roller

(WMECONS AND COMMIS MRIOD)

SMEARY

01:47 1. Ink Fountain
2. Automatic Ink Control Unit
3. Ink aollsrs
4. Method of Adjusting Inking Assembly
5. Tio-in to Demonstration on Harris LNG Offset Press

01:50 BREAK

INTRODUCTION

02:00 During the last hour the student had explained to
him the inking assembly, the nomenclature, construction,
controls, the different rollers and their functions. Dur-
ing the next hour you will see a demonstration on how.to
adjust the inking assetbIy. Phy strict attention to the
sequence that must be followed in installing and adjusting
the ralleri.-- Atter the demonstration there will be a
student practical exercise.

02:02
02?05
02:15

02:45

13. INK MUMMA= (HARRIS LXG) 17,emonstration
14. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL UNIT (BAB= Lxn Demonstration
15. MET2OD OF 8MITIAG INKING ASSEMBLY

Delorstration(RAMS LM)
Lremonstration16. (RITIQUE

a. Repose key questions
b. Clarify any misconceptions

(ZOIETIONS AND COMMTS PERIOD)

SMEARY

02:47 1, Imk Fountain
2. Automatic Ink Control Unit
3. Ink Rollers
4. Method of Setting Inking Assembly
5 . Tie-in to Practical Exercise

17199
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SECIION

SCURCE MUERIAL
=CMG ASSEMBLY

IYEAMMTION

The inking assembly, consisting of an ink fountain, a ductor
roller, vibrator rollers, trUmmmtdiate rollers, and farmrollems,
transfers the inktmiformly to the pante as the paate cYlinder re-
valves. This action follows the dampening of the plate. The^tnk
clings to the image portion of the paate and is repeUedbytbe
dampened non-printing areas. In order to have a,untfornay thin
film of ink flow to the image area on the plate, all rollers in
the inking asseedolymst be correctly adjusted.

DEVEIOPMENT

1. niK POMSTAri' (AM? =4' 29 DP)

a. Ink,fountain. Thia is a tern that describes the parts
that hold the ink that is used for printing and consists of sever-
al parts, a fountain roller, a fountain blade with keys for ad-
justment and necessary brackets or holders for attachement to the
press. The ink fountain is cleaned when change of ink is required
and at the end of each working day. Thorough dleaning will re-
move paper lint, dried,ink, chemicals from the dampening syetem
and other undesirable/impurities. A clean ink fountain with
clean ink gives a better printed job. The ink fountain is greased
weekly.

b. ,Ipuntain roller The fountain roller is a metal roller
permanently mounted in the frame of the press. It is not adjust-
able except for the amount of rotation discussed later on. The
railer is kept free of dried ink by wishing with solvent when
necessary.

c Mknual handle. The manual handle, located on the gear
side of the press is u/sed to tarn the fountain roller byband
when putting ink into the fountain, making the initial setting
for ink distribution and during the vaah-up of the press. The
manual handle has a pawl attached to the side which engages the
ratchet attached to the fountain roller. Care shculd be taken to
fully engage the pawl into the teeth of the ratchet to prevent
breaking or undue wear of the ratchet teeth and the pawl. The
pawl and the manual handle are oiled at the beginning of each
shift and cleaned during press vash-up.

d. Fountain blade. The fountain blade is made of flexible
spring steel. Care =1st be taken so that the blade is not bent
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or nicked. The fountain blade is mounted at an angle to the
fountain roller to meke a trough to hold the ink against the foun-
tain roller. The front edge of the fountain blade,is adjustable
with the fountain keys, discussed later, to allow a film di' ink
to peas through a gap between the fountain blade and the fommtain
roller and adhere to the*fOuntain roller. The back edge of the
fountain blade is attached to the-press with bolts.- The blade
must be firzly held in place. Use pare and the proper size wrench
when tightening or loosening the-three bolts holding the fountain
blade'in place. The fountain blade is removed and cleaned through-
ly at each wash-up. To remove the fountain,blade, loosen, the three
bolts, and pull the fountain blade free from the press.

e. Abutment plate rod aSse6bly. The Abutment plate rod as-
sembly is located under the fountain blade and over the fountain
keys to prevent the fountain keys from forming dents in ,the foun-
tain blade and to allow for easier and better adjusttifit Of the
ink flow. The abutment plate rod assembly is carefully removed
for clmening at each wash-up. Do not bend or damege the assembly.
Replace the assembly after completing the fountain wash-up taking
care to see that the abutment plate rod assembly is not bent
twisted and that every fountain key is covered.

f. Fountain keys. There are 25 fountain keys on the ATF
Chief 29 (DP) press. When a key is turned clockwise, it causes
the fountain blade to move toward the fountain rollf.v., reducing
the amount of ink that will flow on to the fountain roller.
Counter clockwise will cause the fountain blade to open, causing
more ink to flow out. TO initially set the ink flow, ink is
placed in the fountain, the fountain roller turned by hand with
the manual handle and the fountain keys adjusted until the de-
sired ink flow is obtained. Final adjustment is usually made
withithe press running. The fountain keys are cleaned at each
.washf-up. If the keys become difficult to turn by hand, they are
removed by screwing completely out of the press and cleaned with
solvent ,§nd a brush or by soaking if necessary. Damaged keys
mumt berepdaced. Each key must be backed off sufficiently to
clear,t6e fountain blade before the fountain blade is removed for
wash-up. If a key is not backed off far enough it might be hit
by,the faantain blade when the blade is being replaced. This
will damage the edge of the blade, causing ink adjustment problems.
A part of each fountain key i0 a calibration disk. The purpose of
the disk is to assist\in setting the ink flow and to prevent the
blade from being forced up against the fountain roller too tight.
To adjust, the calibrated disks are first loosened. Then the
founta4n keys are,tightened aufficientlkr to shut off the ink flow
to the fountain roller. The disks are set with the marker an zern
ahd the disks are retightened to the fountain keys. One complete
turn of the key counter clockwise from tAis position is

2
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usually more than enough to provide ink.for use. With the Cali-
bration disks properly set, the ink fountai6 keys cannot be turned
in farNenough to damage the fountain blade.or-roller. 'The fountain
keys ari adjusted to give a thin to mediuk filakof ink to the foun-
tain roller and tlie fountain roller:adjusted for a long turn. A
better, more consistent supply 0 ink is providedvith this type of
setting than one where a heavy mOpay of ink is applied to =the
fountain roller and the adjusted for a short turn.

2. AUTOMATIC InK amin umIT (ATE ca#f29 DP)

This is the unit tliat causes the ink fountain roller to ro-
tate when the press is in operation .and is located-on the'
operator's side of the press. Keep it clean and oil at the be-,
ginning of each 8 hadr Shift or more often if necessary. ko tools
are necessary for notmal adjustment of this unit.

a. Ink control handle, The ink control handle controla t'ne
rotation of the ink fountain roller. The handle knob is spring
loaded and fits into holes nutbered 0 through 10. 0 stops rotation
and 10 gives taxlipum rilation. To adjust, the handle knob is pull-
ed out and the handle moved up or down to the desired position ancl,
the handle knob released. The spring vill cause the handle knob
to move into the selected indix hOle and-remain there. The ink
control handle rotates on the ink fountain shaft and the eccentric
shape of the ink control handle affects the action of the ink
control pawl discussed in the next paragraPh.

b. Ink control nawl. The ink control pawl is attached to a
casting that rotates on the ink fountain roller shaft. Thi s cast-
ing moves in an arc of about 45 degrees each tine the press cylind-
ers make one revolution. The ink control pawl rides pn the
eccentric surface of the ink control handle. When the ink control
hArale is set on 0 the pawl is completely disengaged and cannot
turn the ink fountain roller. The ink control pawl oan also be
lifted free of the eccentric. As the ink control handle is moved
to higher numbers, the ink oontrol pawl is lowered, causing it
to engage the teeth on the ink control ratphet discussed in the
next paragraph.

c. Ink oontrol ratchet. 114h ink control ratchet is a gear-
Uke device with sharp teeth designed to catch and hold the ink
control pawl. The ink control ratchet is securely fastened to the
ink fountain roller. When the press 'is in bperation and on im-,
pression, with the ink control handle propei:ly set, the ink con-
trol pawl will rideAcver the eccentric 61.rface of the ink cipatrol
handle and drop into one of the teeth of the ink control tatchet.
The ink oontrol pawl will oontinue to move and will Cause the ink
fountain roller to rotate. The amount of rotation is controlled
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by the setting of the ink control handle. The teeth of the ink .

control ratchet must be kept free of ink and dirt to permit proper

engagement of the pawl.

4. Ink control lever. The ink control lever causes the ink

control pawl to drop into place when the press goes on impression

and lifts the pawl up when the press goes "off impression." The upper

part of the leTer fits loosely around the ink fountain roller shaft.

The lower end of the ink control lever fits over a stud on the in-

side of the ink motion throw-off handle, which is described in the

next paragraph. When the press is in operation and on impression
the ink control lever is in its lowest position. The ink control.

pawl moves over the eccentric of the ink control handle and en-

gages the teeth of the ink control ratChet. When the press is op-

eraing but not on impression the ink control is in itS

upper most position. The ink control pawl then rid s on the ink

cantFal lever and cannot engage the teeth of the control ratchet.

The ink control lever maybe operated mflmAtly. If i necessary

to stop the rotation of the ink fountain roller for few revolut-

ions wherfithe press is operating and on impression the lever is

lifted. TR resume rotation of the ink fountain roller the lever is

dropped bad& into place. During make ready and ink adjustment when

the press is operating.but not on-impression the ink fountain rol-

ler can be made to turn automatic-Ally by lifting the ink control

lever off the stud and lowering the lever. After adjustment, lift

the lever back in place to stop the ink fountain rotation. If the

lever is down and the press is put on impression, the lever will

automatically return to its position on the stud. The main pur-

pose of the ink control lover is to prevent an excessive amount

of ink being piled on the rollers from the fountain while the

press is in ol5eration but not on impression.

e. Ink motion throw-off handle. The ink motion throw-off

handli is used to control the position of the form rollers in re-

lation to the plate. This handle is connected to the impression

cylinder linkAge arm. The ink motion throw-off handle has three

positions, down, up, and lockup. The handle has a knurled spring

loaded cover which has a shoulder on one side. When it is neces-

sary to keep the form rollers up when mounting a plate, the cover

is pulled out which disconnects the handle from the impression

cylinder linkage. Thii is known as the lock-up pdsition. While

in lock-up position, form rollers can be lowered or raised manual-

ly. Rotate cover until sho4der is in up position, this allows the

gin to lock handle to impression cylinder linkage. In this posi-

tion, form rollers will be lowered to plate automatically when the

press goes on impression and raised to up position when topression

is tripped off.

14.

22
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3. INK ROM= (ATF CHIEF 29,DP)

a. DUctor roller. The duct= roller conveys imk from thefountain roller kto the rest'of the inkiog assembly rollers bybeing in contact with the fountain roller part.of the time andthen arcing over to touch -Wail vibrator the remainder of the time.

b. Intermediate,rollers. The intermediate rollers transfer
ink from one roller to another. They have their own bearings,do not oscillate, and are friction driven.

c. Rider roller. The rider roller is nonoscillating and
not adjustable. It rides on two intermediate rollers and trans-fers imk.

d. Vibrator rollers. The vibrator =alert do most of thework of smoothing out and distributing the ink evenly to theform rollers. The vibrator roller move from side to side alongtheir axis as they rotate.

e. Farm rollers., During phe printing cyCLe the form
rollers move into contact with the'plate and transfer ink toth'e plate.

4. !Emit OF SETTING INKING ASSENBIZ (AMF CHIEF 29 DP)

a. Accuracy.' All adjustments of the ink roller's must be as=Curate as possible.. A form roller that is set too light onone end will not transfer ink to the plate or may not pick up
ink from the vibrator roller. A roller that is set too tight to'the plate tends to bounce when hittiog the leading edge of theplate causing undue wear on the evil:cent and thay =ism part of
the-image that should be-iiked. A tight ink roller will also
cause the.plate image to wear ofi' And can cause scam in the non-printing area by scrubbing ink off onto the non-printing areas.

b. Ad/ustmemt to marallel. To operate ei.fectively, all therollers must be parallel to each other and to the plate. Thefirst adjustment of a roller will be to,the vibrator roller.

c. Adjustment to plate. 'Once a. form roller has been adjused
and paralleled with the vibrator raller,,the plate adjustment canbe made. This adjustment generally will.not affect the previous
adjustment to thevibrator, but after the plate adjustMent hasbeen mader,the adjustment between roller and vibrator will be
checked find readjusted if necessary. It is good practice to re-check each roller after an adjustment has been made, either to the
plate or the vibrator.

5
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d. Feeler stripe. A oonvenient gauge for testing the ad.

:ustment of the rollers i3 a strip of paper about l indhes wide,

24 inches long and .003 to .004 inches thick. !One strip of paper

is placed on each end of the roller boing adjusted. The roller

is brought into contact with either thevibrator or plate, and

the necelaary adjustments are made while pulling on the,strips of

paper to get an even tension on each end of the roller.

e. Ink I'd= rollers. Remove the three intermediate rollers,

rider roller, two removable vibrator rollers, number one and three

form rollers.

(1) t2 form roller.

(a) Setting to the vibrator.

1. Place the vibrator roller in place and

lock down.

2. Adjust with ellen screws under roller.

This adjustment has no locking device.

3, Check this adjustment.with the ink motion

throw-off handle in both positions.

(b) Setting to the plate.

1. Adjustment is made with an alien screw
which has a locking nut that fits over

the screw itself.

2. This adjustment is located at the liop of

the roller socket. (beck adjustment to

vibrator and readjust if necivisary.

(2) #1 fors roller.

(a) Setting_ to the vibrator.

1. Take out the copper vibrator roller and

the #2 form roller.

2. Place in position the #1 form roller and

the copper vibrator roller.

1- Make a.djustment with ellen screw (top rear).

This adjustment has no locking device.

6
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(3)

Check this adjustment with the ink motion
throw-off hanOle in both positions.

(b) Setting to theillate.

1 Adjustment is an fllen screw with a lock-
ing out tlat fits ovet the screw itself.

This adjustment is located at the top of
the roller socket. Check and readjust to
vibrator if necesiary.

Remove the #1 form roller and the copper
vibrator.

#3 form roller.

(a) Setting to the vibrator.

1. Replace #3 farm roller and vibrator
roller.

2. Adjust with alien screws under rolle'r,
this adjustment has no locking device.

Check this adjustment with the ink motion
throw-off handle in both positions.

(b) Setting to the plate.

Same as the other form rollers.

f. Auxiliarz vibrator roller Set the auxiliary vibrator
rollPir to the #3 form roller by means of a thu:01 screw on each
end of the roller.

g. intermediate rollers. Only two intermediate rollers
are adjustable. Ote is adjustable by varying the spring teosion.
The other intermediate is adjusted by self locking wing bolts.
This is the only one that will be adjusted by the students.

h. Ductor

(I) The ductor roller is self-paralleling.

(2) Adjust to fountain roller with eccentric stud on
operator's side of the press for overall pressure.

7
15
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(3) The foantain roller is not adjustable.

1012 TO INSTRUCTOR :

For recommended step4ry-step procedure on pare 5, 6 ancT 7,
refer-to APPENDIX 1 to ANN= A this LRF.

8. ClaTIVE

a. Repose key questions.

Q. In what sequence are the form rollers installed
on t4e ATF Chief 29?

A. #2, #1, #3

Q. What adjustment is made first when setting the
form ro/lers on the ATF ahief 29?

A. Adjust to vibrator roller

b .

Q. What is the second adjustment made when setting
the form rollers on the ATF Chief 29/

A. Adjust to plate

Clarify any misconceptions.

9. MC FOUNZAIN (HARRIS LXG)

a. Ink fountain. This is a term that describes the parts
that hold the ink that is used for printing. It consists of sev-

eral parts, a fountain roller, a fountain blade with keys for ad-

justment, and necessary brackets or holders for attachment to the

press. The ink fountain is cleaned when change of ink is required

and at the end of each working day. Thorough cleaning will re-

move paper lint, dried ink, and chemicals from the damening-sys-

tem and other undesirable imurities. A clean ink fountain with

clean ink gives a better printed job. The ink fountain is

greased as often as necessary.

b. Fiountain roller. The fountain roller is a metal roller

permanently mounted in the frame of the press. It is adjustable

for walling to the ductor and also for the amount of rotation

discussed later on. The roller is kept free of dried ink by

washing vith solvent when necessarY.

c. Manual handle. The manual handle, located on the gear
aide of the press is used to tarn the fountain roller by hand
when putting ink into the fountain, making the initial setting

for ink distribution and during the wash-up of the press. The

manual handle has a pawl attached to the side which engages the

8
1.6 1/4
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ratchet attached to the fountain roller. Care shoull be taken
to full.y engage the pawl into the teeth of the ratchet to prevent
breaking or undue wear of the ratchet teeth and the pawl:. The
pawl and the manual handle are oiled at the beginning of each
shift and cleaned during press vash-up.

d. Fountain blade. The fountain blmde is made of flexibl!'
spring steel. Care must be taken that the blade is not bent or
nicked. The fountain blade its mounted at an angle to the foun-
tain roller to make a trough to hold the ink against the fountain
roller. The front edge of the fountain blade is adjustable with
the fountain keys, discussed later, to allow a film of ink to pass
through a gap between the fountain blade and the fountain roller
and adhere to the fountain roller. In operating position the back
edge of the fountain blade is attached to the press with bolts.
The blade must be firmly held in place. Use care and proper size
wrench when tightening or loosening the four bolts holding the
fountain blade in place. The fountain blade swings down and away
from the fountain roller and is cleaned throughly at each wash-up
Tb swing the fountain blade out for cleaning, loosen the four
bolts and pull down and away on fountain keys.

e. Fountain keys. There are 23 fountain keys on the LX0 press.
Before looking fountain blade in operating position, care must be
taken that all fountain keys are turned back out of contact with
the fountain blade. Keys turned in with excess pressure on blade
cam damage,(hend blade) when locking fountain blade assemblY in
operating position. Before placing ink in fountain, turn fountain
keys clockwise until there is a light contact between fountain
blade and the fountain roller. 'Ruining keys clockwise moves the
fountain blade toward the fountain roller, reducing the amount of
ink that will flow an to the fountain roller. Counter clockwise
will cause the fountain blade to open, causing more ink tb flow
out. To initially set the ink flow, ink is placed in the fountain,
the fountain roller turned by hand with the manual hmtnetle and the
fountain keys adjusted until the desired ink flow is obtained.
Final adjustment is usually made with the press ramming.

The fountain keys are adjusted to give a thin to medium
film of ink to the fountain roller and the fountain roller is ad-
justed for a long turn. A better, more consistent supply of ink
is provided with this type of setting than one where a heavy supply
of ink is applied to the fountain roller and the roller adusted for
a short tarn. The fountain'keys are cleaned at each wash-up. If
the keys become difficult to turn by hand, they are removed by
screwing completely out of the fountain ' Lade asseMbly and cleaned
with solvent and oiled before replacing the asseMhly. Damaged
keys must be replaced.

9
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AUTOMAM/C 13K CORTECL UNIT (HARMS UG)

rolii
This is the unit that es the ink fountain roller to rotate

and operates the ductor when the press is operating. It is

located on the operator's s of the press. It Should be kept

clean and oiled at the beginning of eacit.8 hour shift or more often

if necessary. No tools are necessary for normal adjustment of

this unit.

a. Ink control handle. The ink control handle controls the

rotation'of the ink fountain roller. The handle is spring loaded

and fits into notches. With.the handle id the down position La a

single notch, rotation is stopped. Starting one-half inch up from

the single notch are a series of notches which give a minimum to

a maximmm rotation of the ink fountain roller.

b. Ink control pawl. The ink contnol pawl is attached to a

casting that rotates on the ink fountain roller Shaft. Thie cast-

ing moves in an arc of about 45 degrees each time the press cylinder

makes one revolution. The ink control pawl rides on the eccentric

surface of the ink contmlbandle. When the ink control handle is

set in the siY,e5le notch, the Pawl is completely disengaged and can-

not turn the r.Juntain roller. tkthe ink control handle is moved

into the series of notches.the pawl islovered, clueing it to

enga3e the teeth on the ink control ratchet.

c. Ink control ratchet. TheAnk control ratchet is'a gear-

like device with aharp teeth destgned to catch and hold the ink

control pawl. The ink control ratchet is securely fastened to the

ink fountain roller shaft. When the press is in operation with

the ink control handle properly set, the ink control pawl will

ride over the eccentric surface of the ink control handle aod drop

into the teeth of the ink control ratchet. The ink control will

continue to move and will cause the ink fountain roller to rotate.

The amount of rotation is controlled by the setting of,the ink

control handle. The teeth of the ink control ratchet must be kept

free of engagement of the pawl.

d. Ductor roller control. The ductor roller control is a

T/haodle located LmnedLately above the ink motion throw-off handle.

The ductor roller has three operating positions.

(1) For continuous operation, push the T/handle up and

tart clockwise until locked. In this position, the ductor will

operate continuously with the press either on or off impression.

Continuous operation position is used only to initially ink up

rollers before actual printiog begins.

10
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(2) POT antomatic operation, turn Tihandle comnter

clockwise to Maas ancl Us spring will position Whandle for
automatic operation. ,in this position, the ductor will operate
automatically when the press is on imnresaion and will stop opera-
tion when impression is tripped off.

411

(3) TO stop te'ductor from operating, pull the Tthandle
down to engage latch and turn the T/handle clockwise until locked.
In this position, the ductor is locked out of operation with the
press either on or off. impression.

. Ink potion throv-off handle. The ink motion throw-off
handle is used to control the position of the form rollers in re-
lation to the plate. This handle is connected to the impression
cylinder linkage arm. The ink motion throv-off handle has three
positions, down, up, aud look-up. The handle is wpring loaaed and
has a pin in one side. Wham it is necessary to keep the form rol-
lers up when mounting a plate, the handle is palled out of the
slide which disconnects the handle from the impression cylinder.
linkage. Rotate the handle one quarter tura to lock in thin posi-
tion. This is known as the lock up position. While in lock-up
position, form rollers ean be lowerer or raised manually. Rotate
handle until the pin rides in the slot on the slide and this allows
the handle to look to the impression cylinder linkage. In this
position, form rollers will be raised and lowered automatics/1.Y
when press goes on and off impression.

71. I= ROLLERS (aAR= 1,30)

a. Ductor roller. The ductor roller conveys ink from the
fountain roller to the rest of the inking assembly rolleis by being
in contact witb the fountain roller part of the time and then arc-
ing over to touch the vibrator the remainder of the time.

4

b. Intermediate rollers. The intermsdiate rollers transfer
ink frma one roller to another. They have their own bearings, do
not oscillate, and are friction driven.

c. Rider ro: irs. The rider rollers are non-oscillating
and not adjustable. They ride on top of the distributor rollers
and on #2 and 4i3 form rollers.

d. Distributor rollers. The distributor rollers ride on the
upTer three vibrator rollers. They transfer ink and a.te an aid
to the vibrator rollers in smoothing out the ink.

e. Vibrator rollers. The vibrator rollers do most of the work
of smoothing out and distributing the ink evenly to the farm rol-
lers. The vibrator rollers move from side to side along their axis
as they rotate.

11
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f. Center roller. The center roller is friction driven and
transfers ink between the intermsdiate.rollers.

g. Farm rollers. Duriog the printing cycle the form rollers
move into contapt with the plate and transfer ink to the plate.

L2. MET= OP scram INKING ASSEMBLY (HARRIS LZG).

a. Accuracy. All adjustments at the ink rollers must be as
accorate as possible. A form roller that is set too light on one
end will not transfer ink to the plate or may noc pick up ink from
the-Vibrator roller. A roller that is sat too tight to the plate
tends to bounce when hittiog the leadiug edge of the plate causing
undue wear on the equi' and may miss part of the image that
should be inked. A tight izk1ier will also amuse the plate
image to wear off and can cause in the non-printing area by
scrubbing ink off on to the non-printing areas.

b. Adjustment to parallel. To operate effectively, all the
rollers must be parallel to each other aod to the plate. The first
adjustment of a roller will be to the vibrator roller.

c. Adjustment to the plate. Once a farm roller has been
adjusted to be parallel with the Vibrator roller, the plate ad.
justment can be made. This adjustment generally will not effect
the previous adjustment to the'vibrator, but after the plate ad-
justment has been made, the adjustment between the form roller
and vibrator will be checked and readjusted if necessary. It is
good practice to recheck each roller after an adjustment has beei
made, either to the plate or the vibrator.

d. Feeler stripe. A coovenient gauge for test.pv, thu ad-
justment of the rollers is a strip of paper about It indhes wi4e
and 24 inches long and .003 to .004 inches thick. One strip oP
paper %s placed on each end of the roller being mdjusted. the
roller is brought into oontact with either the vibrator or plate
and the necessary adjustments are made while pulling on the strips
of paper to get an even tension on each end of the roller'.

e. Ink form rollers .

(1) 412 form roller.

(a) Setting the #2 form roller to the vibrator.

1. Remove the three rider rollers, tvo
distributor rollers, the removable vi-
brator roller, four intermediate rollers,
the ductor roller, the number one, three

12
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and four farm rollers.

2. Loosen the eccentric lo,k screws, both
ends of r011er..

Tarn screw in bearing shaft (operators
side) in ooanter clockwise direction,
tarn screw in bearin6 shaft (far side)
in clockwise direction. Adjust to a
light tension. (Tighten lock screws.)

(b) SettiLlg the #2 form roller to the plate.

1. Lower the form rollers to the plate.

2. Loosen the lock screws on the roller
bracket.

Tarn the adjusting sCrews counter clock-
wise to increase pressure to the plate,
clockwise to decrease pressure to plate.
Adjust to a very light tension. (Tighten
lock screws-)

#1 form roller,

(a) Setting the #1 form roller to the vibrator.

1. Remove the 42 form roller by loosening
the pipe plug screw in the bearing
shaft and move bearing and shaft aut
of contact with the farm roller.

2. 'Place in position the #'2. farm roller

and insert bearing in the end of the
farm roller. Care should be taken that
all end play is removed. (Tighten pipe
plug screw in bearing shaft)

a.- Loosen the eccentric lock screws, both
ends of roller.

Tarn screw in bearing shaft (operator'
side) in counter clockwise direotion,
turn screw in bearing shaft (far side)
in clockwise direction. Adjust to a
light tension. (Tighten lock screws.)

13
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(b) 'Setting the #1 form roller to the plate.

1. Laver the form rollers to the plate.

2. Loosen the lock screws on the roller

brackets.

a, Tarn the adjusting screws =later clock-
wise to increase pressure to the plate,
clockwise to decrease pressure to the plate.
Adjust to a very light tension. (Tighter
lock screws.)

#.3 form roller.

(a) Setting the #3 form roller to the vibrator.

1. Remove the #1 form roller by loosening
the pipe plpg screw in the bearing shaft
and move bearing and shaft aUt of oontact
with the form roller.

2. Place in position the #3 form roller and
insert bearing in the end of the form
roller. Care should be taken that all end

play is removed. (aghten pipe plug screw

in bearing shaft.)

Loosen the eccentric lock screws, both
ends of roller.

4. Tarn screw in bearing shaft (operatorJ
in clockwise direction, tarn screw in bear-
ing shaft (far side) in counter Clockwise
direction. Adjust to a light tension.
(Tighten lock screws)

(b) Setting the #3 form roller tb the plate.

1. Lower the form rollers to the plate.

Loosen the lock screws on the roller
brackets.

'2arn the adttasting screws counter Zulock-
....

wise to Increase pressure to the plate,
clockwise to decrease pressure to the

Dlate. Adjust to a very light tension.
hten lock screws.

14
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(4) 4. form roller.

(a) Setting the #4 farm roller to the vibrator.

1. Remove the #3 form rollmr by'loo*ening the
pipe ifblg screw in the bearing shaft and
move bearing and shaft out of contact with
the form roller.

2. Place in position
insert bearing in
roller. Care sh
plaY is
in bearing shaft.)

the #4 form roller and
e end of the form
be taken that ell end

(Tighten pipe plug screw

A

j. Loosen the eccentric lock screws, both
ends of roller.

4 TUrn screw in bearing shaft (operators
side) in a clockwise direction, turn screw
in bearing shaft (far side) in a :lounter
alockwise direction. Adjust to a light
tension. (Tighten lock screws.)

(b) Setting the 44 for= roller to the plate.

' Lower the form rollers to the plate.=11

2. Loosen the lock screws on the roller
brackets.

1.. Turn the adjusting screws counter clock-
wise to increase pressure to the plate,
clockwise to decrease pressure to the
plate. Adjust to a light even tension.
(Tighten lock screw4

4. Re-install #1, #2, #3 form rollers being
careful not to change rollers end for end.
(Tighten pipe 11711g screws in bearing
shafts.)

Lower rider roller.

(1) Install the lower rider roller through frame of
press from operator side.

(2) Move the roller bracket into position over end of
roller but do not tighten.

7-.. )
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51.5
Loosen roller braciet an far side of press and
allow the rider roller to seat itself evenly on
#2 and #3 form rollers.

(4) Tighten brackets to hold the rider roller in this
position.

Intermediate rollers.

(1) Place in position the four intermediate rollers.

(2) Do not lodk intermediate rollers in press at this

Removnble vibrator roller.

(i) Place in position the removable vibrator roller.
Be sure the flats on the bushings are properly
positioned on the inker frame and the gear teeth
are properly meshed. If gear teeth do not mesh
fully, turn press by hand to allow rollers to seat

ProTeri.Y.

(2) Using the special "T" wrench, turn roller locking
asseMbly counter clockwise to on position. This
locks in the intermediate rollers.. Remember, re-
movable vibrator roller must have been installed
before locking in the intermediate rollers, no
adjustment.is necessary.

Distributor rollers.

(1) Place the distributor rollers in the slotted bear-
ing brackets an top of inker frame.

No adj.ustment is necessary.

Upuer rider rollers.

(1) Place the rider rollers in slotted bearing brarkPts
on top of the distributor rollers.

(1) Place cotter pin through top of bearing brackets to
hold the rollers in place.

:To adjustment is necessary.

14.
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4, Ductor roller.

(1) Place the ductor roller in poeition, fitting the
end of roller an the eccentric bearing, (far side,

of press). Place the eccentric bearing (operators
side) in position, being sure to.renove any end
play. (Tighten lock screw.)

(2) Turn the press by hand until the ductor roller VEM
has reached its highest position.

(3) Loosen the eccentric lock screw, (operat014 side),
place T/handle allen wrench in the end of bearing
shaft, turn clockwise to'increase pressure and
counter clockwise to decrease pressure. Loosen
the eccentric lock 'screw far side of press, turn
counter clockwsie to increase pressure, clockwise,
to decrease pressure. Ad3ust to an even tension A

on both ends of roller. (Tighten lock screws.)

1. Ink fountain roller.

(1) Loosen cap screws on top outside ends of ink
fountain frame. Move entire frane back away from
ductor roller, being careftl to move both ends at

same time.

(2) Lock ductor control in continuous operation..

(3) TUrn the press by hand until the ductor roller
cam is on low dwell.

(4) Move the fountain toward the ductor roller, being
careful to move both ends at the same time. Ad-

just to an even tension on both ends. Then lock

the cap screws.

NOTE TO IBSIRUCTOR:

For recommended step-by-step procedure
2 =IX A :11_is IHF.

. cRITIQUE

a. Repose kay auestions.

Q. In what sequence are the form rollers instlled
on the Harris LXG ,i'ffzet

A. 42, 41, 43 Se 44.

17
25
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Q. How is the fountain roller adjusted to the ductor

roller on the Harris LXG Offset Press?
A. The cap screws are loosened and the entire ink

fountain frame is backed away. (Be careful to move
both ends at the same time). The ink ductor control
is looked for continuous operation. Set the ductor
roller cmm on low dwell. Then move the ink fountain
toward the ductor until you get an even tension on
both ends of the ductor roller. When this is accom-
plished lock the cap screws.

Q. Which rollers do the most work in smoothing out
the ink on the Harris LXG Offset Press?

A. Vibrator rollers.

b. (Clarify. any misconcertions.

SUMMARY

Tbday you were shown the inking assemblies of the "NrF
Chief 29" and the "Barris =GU offset presses. You were given the
nomenclature, construction, controls, the different rollers and
their function and finAlly given a demonstration on how to set
each of the ink rollers. Although the inking asseMblies may ap-
pear to consist of many parts it is really quite Ample to learn.
Witia what you have seen today and 1 little practice you should
have no trouble adjusting the inking assembly in the PE that is
to follow
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STUDENT ADVANCE SHEET

SUBJECT: Offset Press Operation

LESSON: - Inking Assembly

OBJECTIVES: The purpose of this phase of the instruction
in the inking assembly is to provide yo4 with
a Vilified knowledge in the operation and
adjustment of the inking assembly and the
safety precautions that apply.

STUDY REFERE4CES: The following reading assigqment will be ac-
complished prior to the first period of
instruction:

1. TM 5-245 (Sep 62), Mip Berroduction pare 83-85.

2. riti 5-361C-202-15 (Mar 63), Operator, Organizqpionall_Fleld
& Depot Maintenance Manual, para 1-56 thru 1-68, pari'2-12 thru
-15, thru12-106, pars 3-27 thru 3-31.

3. Harris LXG Manufacturer's Manual, pare 84-97.

Z7:7- FLE=TARY I'll:FOR:n:70N: Ins true t; on in the inking as sembly wi 1 l
be accomplished in the following sequence:

1. Lecture and discussion (1 hour); Includes:

a. 'Ink fountain
b. AUtomatic ink control unit
c. Ink rollers
d. Method of set ing inirtng assembly

2. Demonstration (2 hours). Designed to providefthe student
with a working knowledge of the operation and adjustments of the
inking assembly. (See i_FPEN::x to= A for procedure sheet),

3. Practical exercise,(20 hours). The objective of this
exercise is to provide the student with a qualified knowledge of
he operation and adjustment of the inking assembly.

A A A

T.440-112
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BICCOMMISISD PRO=3

Its following guide and step-by-step procedure will be used
during the dmmonstratioa.

All pert* of the inking assembly of the (ATF Chief 29) will
be pointed out and explained throughly to the stud/pints.

1. IZIE F2011MLLT (A 57 =IF 29)

a. Ink foantain
b. Fomntain roller
c. Manual handle
d. Fountain blade
e. Abutment plate rod assembly
f. Foantain keys

2. Ammo= nvc am= mix (Azr a= 29)
a. Ink. contrml%handle
b. Ink control Pawl
c. Ink control ratchet
d. Duct= roller control
e. Ink motion throw off handle

3. MB= OF SEM= IMME. ASSEMBLY (AT? (EW 29)

a. Accurac. All adjustments of the ink rollers must be as
accurate as possible. A form roller that is set too light on
one and vill not transfer ink to the plate or may not pick up ink
from the vibrator, roller. A roller that is set too tight to the
plate tends to bounce when hitting thaeleedgils edge of the plate
ceasing undue veer on the equipment and may miss part of the image
that Should be inked. A tight ink roller.will also cause the
paate image to wear off and can cause scum in the non-printing
area by scrubbing ink off onto the non-printing areas.

b. AdOstment to _parallel. TO operate effectively, all the
rollers must be parallel to each other and to the plate. The
first adjustment of a roller will be to the vibrator roller.

C. AdZustMent to plate. Once a form roller has been adjusted
and paralleled with the vibrator roller, the plate adjustment can
be made. :this adjturdiment generally will notaffect the previous
adjustment to the vibrator, but aftewthe plate adjustment hes
'been made, the adjustment between roller and vibrator will be
Checked and readjusted if necessary, It is good practice to re-
Check each roller after an adjustment has been made, either to the
plata or the vibrator.

AMIE= 1 to ANNEX A
1

28

1
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d. Feeler strive. A convenient gaugg5 for testing the ad-

justment of the rollers is a strip of paper about i4 inches wide,
24 inches long and .003 to .004 inches thick. One strip of paper
im placed on each end of the roller being adjusted. The roller
is brought into contact with either the vibrator or plate, and
the necessary adjustments are made while palling on the strips of
paper to get an even tension on each end of the roller.

e. Ink form rollers (ATP Chief 29 DP). Remove the three
intermediate rollers, rider roller, two removable vibrator

rollers, number one and three form rollers.

(1) #2 farm roller.

(a) Setting the #2 farm roller to the vibrator
roller.

1. Place the vibrator roller in place and
lock down.

2. Adjust with ellen screws under roller.
This adjustment has no locking device.

( 2 )

a, Check this adjustment with the ink motion
throw-off handle in both positions.

(b) Setting the 42 form roller to the plate.

1. Adjustment is made with an ellen screw
which has a locking nut that fits over
the screw itself.

2. This adjustment is located at the top of
the roller socket. Check adjustment to
vibrator and readjust if necessary.

#1 for6lroller.

(a) Setting the 41 form roller to the vibrator
roller.

1. Take out the cooper vibrator roller and
the 42 farm roller.

2. Place in position the 41 form roller and
the copper vibrator roller.

2

29
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/
Make adjustment with ellen screw (top rear).
This adjustment has no locking device.
Check this adjustment with the ink- motion
throw-off handle in both positions. i

(b) SettinF the #1 form roller to the plate.

1. Adjustment is an ellen screwwith a lock-
ing nut that fits over the screw itself.

2. This adjustment is locatiid at the top of

the roller socket. Check and readjust to
vibrator if necessary.

&move the #1 form roller and the copper
vibrator.

(a)

form roller .

Setting the #3 form roller to the chrome
vibrator roller.

1. Replace #3 fors roller aud vibrator
roller.

2. Adjus .fith alien screws xinder roller,

this adjustment has no locking device.

aheck this adjustment with the ink motion
throw-off handle in both positions.

(b) Setting the fora roller to the plate.

$ame as the other form rollers.

f. Setting the auxiaary vibrator roller. Set the auxiliary
vibrator roller to the #5 form roller by means of a thumb screw on
esch end of the roller.

g. Setting_ the'intermediate rollers. Only two intermediate

rollers are adjustable. One is adjustable by varying the spring

tension. The other intermediate is adjusted by self-locking wing
bolts. This is the only one that will be adjusted by the students.

h. Setting_the ductor roller.

(1) The ductor roller is sell-paralleling.

(2) Adjust to fountain roller -with eccentric stud on
operator's side of the press for overall oressure.

(3) The fountain roller is not adjustable.

4



RECOWCIIIDED PRO=URE

Tha following guide and step-by-step procedure will be 1.3.sed
during the demonstration.

All parts of the inking assembly of the Harris LXG Offset
Press will be pointed out and explained'throughly lo the students.

1. INK IMMIX (HAMS 12:0)

a. Ink fountain
b. Fbuntain roller
c. Mammal handle
d. Fountain blade
e. Fountain keys

2. AUTOMATIC INK CONTROL UNIT (HARMS 91G)

a. Ink control handle
b. Ink control pawl
c. Ink control ratchet
d. Ductor roller control
e. Ink motion throw off handle

3. METHOD OF SETTING INKING ASSEMBLY

a. Accuracy. All adjustments of the ink rollers must be RS
accurate as possible. A form roller that is set too light on one
end will not transfer ink to the plate or may not pick up ink
from the vibrator roller. A roller that is set too tight to the
plate tende to bounce when hitting the leading edge of the plate
amusing undue wear on the equipment and may miss part of the
image that should be inked. A tight ink roller will also cause
the plate image to wear off and can cause so= in the non-printing
arms by scrubbing ink off on to the non-printing areas.

b. Adjustment to parallel. To operate effective/y, all the
rollers must be parallel to each other and to the plate. The
first adjustment of a roller will be to the vibrator roller.

c. yjustment to the 21Ete. Once a form roller has been
adjusted to be parallel with the vibrator roller, the plate ad-
justmemt can be made. This adjustment generally will not effect
the previous adjustment to the vibrator, but after the plate ad-
justment has been made, the adjustment between the form roller
and vil?rator will be checked and readjusted if necessary. It is
good prattice to recheck each roller after an adjustment has been
made, either to the plate or the vibrator.

APPENDIX i to ANNEX A
1 T.1440 -112
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d. Feeler strips. A convenient gouge for testing the ad-
justment of the rollers is a strip of paper about l inches wide
and 24 inches long and .00.1 to .004 inches thick. Ote strip of
paper is placed on each end of.the roller being adjusted. The
roller is brought into contact with tither the vibrator or plate
and the necessary adjustments are aide while pulling on the stripa
of paper to get an eVen tension on each end of the roller.

. Ink form rollers.

(1) f2 fore roller.

(a) Adjusting the #2 form roller to the
vibrator.

1. Remove t4e three rider rollers, two
distributor rollers, the removable vi-
brator roller, four intermediate rollers,
the ductor roller, the number one, three
and four form rollers.

2. Loosen the eccentric lock screws, both
ends of roller.

j. Tart screw in bearing shaft (operatorfs
side) in counter clockwise direction,
tarn screw in bearing shaft (far side)
in clocOise direction. Adjast to a
light tension. (Tighten lock screws)

(b) Adjusting the #2 farm roller to the plate.

1. Lower the form rollers to the plate.

2. I004#11 the lock screws on the roller
braciet.

1. Turn the adjusting screws counter clock-
wise to increase prresure to the plate,
clockwise to decrease pressure to plate.
Adjust to a very light tension. (Tighten
lock_s crews.)

(2) fl form roller.

(a) Adjusting the #1 form roller to the vibrator.

2
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(3)

Remove the #2 form roller by loosening the
pipe plug screw in the bearing shaft and move
bearing and shaft out of contact with the farm
roller.

2. Place in position the #1 form roller and insert
bearing in the end of the form roller. .Care
should be taken that all end play is removed.
(Tighten pipe plug screw in bearing shaft.)

1. Loosen the eccentric lock screws, both ends
of roller.

4 Tar; screw in bearing shaft (operatorfi side)
in counter clockwise direction, turn screw in
bearing shaft (far side) in clockwise diree-
tion. Adjust to a light tension. (Tighten
lock screws.)

Adjusting the #1 form roller to the plate.

1. Lower the form rollers to the plate.

2. Loosen the lock screws on the roller
brackets.

1. TUrn the adjusting screws counter clock-
wise to increase pressure to the plate,
clockwise to decrease pressure to the plate.
Adjust to a very light tension. (Tighten
lock screws,)

3 form roller.

(a) Adjusting the 43 farm roller to the vibrator.

1. Remove the 41 form roller by loosening
the pipe plug screw in the bearing shaft
and move bearing and shaft out of contact
with the form roller.

Place in position the #3 form roller and
insert bearing in the end of the farm
roller. Care should be taken that all end
play is removed. (Tighten pipe plug screw
in bearing shaft)

Loosen the eccentric lock screws, both
ends of roller.

3
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4. Munn screw in.bearing shaft (operator4 side)

in clockwise direction, turn screw in bear-
ing shaft (far side) in counter clockwise
direction. Adjust to a light tension.
(Tighten lock sore*

(b), Adjusting the it3 form r011er to the plate.

I. Lower the form rollers to the plate.

Loosen the lock screws on the roller
brackets.

TUrn the adjusting screws counter clock-
wise to increase pressure to the plate,
clockwise to decrease pressure to the
plate. Adjust to a very light tension.
(Tighten lock screws.)

(4) #4 form roller.

(a) Adjusting the #4 form roller to the vibrator.

1. Remove the #3 form roller by loosening the
pipe plug screw in the bearing shaft and
move bearing and sha.ft out of contact with
the form roller.

2. Place in position the #4 form roller and
insert bearing in the end of the form
roller. aare should be taken that all end y
play is removed. (Tighten pipe plug screw
in bearing shaft.)

I. Loosen the eccentric lock screws, both
ends of ruller.

4. Tu.rn screw in bearing shaft (operato4
side) in a clockwise direction, turn screw
in bearing shaft (far side) in a counter
clockwise direction. Adjust to a light
tension. (Tighten lock screw4

(b) Adjusting the i4 form roller to the plate.

Lower the form rollers to the plate.

2. Loosen the lock screws on the roller
brackets.

I.
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Tarn the adjusting screws counter clock-
wise to increase pressure to the plate,
clockwise to devease pressure to the
plate. Adjust to a light even tension.
(Tighten lock screws)

4. Reinstall 41, 42. 41 form rollers being
careful not to Change rollers etd for end.
(Tighten pipe plug screws in bearing
shafts.)

f. Lower rider roller.

Cs'

(1) Install the lower rider roller through fraze of
press from operator's side.

(2) Move the roller bracket into position over end of
roller but do not tighten.

(3) Loosen roller bracket on far side of press and
allow the rider roller to sest itself evenly on
42 and 43 form rollers

(4) Tighten brackets to hold the rider roller in this
position.

Intermediate rollers.

Place in position the four intermediate rollers.

D6 not lock intermediate rollers in press at this
time

Removable vibrator roller.

Place in position the removable vibrator roller.
Be mare the flats on the bushings are properly
positioned on the inker frame and the gear teeth
are nronerly meshed. If gear teeth do not mesh
fully, turn press by hand to allow rollers to seat
properly.

Using the xpecial "T" wrench, =rn roller locking
assembly counter clockwise to on position. This
locks in the intermediate rollers. RemeMber, re-
movable vibrator roller must have been inetallec
before locking in the intermediate rollers, no
adNstment is necessptry.



i. Distributor rollers.

(1) Place the distributor rollers in the slotted bear-
ing brackets top of taker frame.

(2) No adjustment iS necessary.

j. Upper rider rollers.

(1) Place the rider rollers in slotted bearing brackets
on top of the distributor rollers.

(2) Place cotter pen through top of bearing brackets to
hold the rollers in place.

(3) NO adjustment is necessary.

k. Ductor roller. (Harris LXG)

(i) Place the ductor roller in position, fitting the
end of roller on the eccentric bearing, (far side
of press). Place the eccentric bearing (operators
side) in position, being mare to remove any end
play. (Tighten lock screw.)

(2) TUrn the press by hand until the ductor roller cam
has reacned its highest position.

(3) Loosen the eccentrit7 lock screw, (operators side),
place T/handle allen -irench in the end of bearing
shaft, turn Clockwise to increase pressure and
Counter clockwise to decrease pressure. Loosen
the eccentric lodk screw far side of press, tarn
counter clockwise to increase pressure, clockwise
to decrease pressure. Adjust tp an even tension
an bath ends of roller. (Tighten lock screws.)

1. Ink fountain roller. (5arris LXG)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Loosen cap screws on tap outside ends of ink
fountain frame. Mbve entire frame back away fron
ductor roller, being careful to move both ends at
same time.

Lock ductor control in c,ontinacus operation.

Tarn the press by hand until the ,ductor rolaer
cam is an law dwell.
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(4) Move the fountain toward the ductor roller, being
careful to move both ends at the same time. Ad-
just to an even tension on both ends. Then lock
the can screws-

STUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE

S1J3JECT: Offset Press

LESSON: Inking Assembly

OBJECTIVE(S): To raise the students level of knowledge of pro-

cedures and application of the operation and ad-

Nstment of the inking assembly fram a working

knowledge level to a qualified level.

'11.0 TNSTFUCTOR:

Assign students into groups of two per press.

YA:EFIAIZ AND SUPPLIES REQUIRED:

Paper '-;tri-pe 1 3/4" x ".003" thick

2Q,UTIM217:

J. Press
2. Tools

a. Open-end wrench (7/10 )

b. Allen wrench (3/8")

FAL...1=ES REQUIRED: Pressroam

TRANSPORTAITON REQUIRENENTS: None

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL:.

Ont.._ assistant instructor for each two presses.

=En' REQUIRENEN7S:

1. Students will have 20 liours to install ink rollers

and make adtlustments.

2. Nb7,es:

:17_1

ANNEX C
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Press Fundamentals
(104 Hours)

PRESS OPERATING
PROCEDURES
(172 Hours)

53/
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ORMENTATION SHEET

BILCKS LESSO NS

MAKE-READY AND
OPERATIONAL
PROCEDURES
(37 Rburs)

Three Color Map
Exercise (48 Hours)

Five Color Map
Exercise (64 Hours)

'Miscellaneous Printing
(23 Hours)

PREPARE FRESS FOR
OPERAffON (-4 Hours)

Practice Printing I
(32 Hours)

Identify Printing
Problem (1 Hour)
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740-303-B-010-010

DESSON REQUIMMENTS SHEET

COURSE: Offset Printing

LISSON:' Prepare Press or Operation

OBJECTIVE: To damdnstrate to the student the procedures he will use to pre-
pare the offset press for operation, using the procedures the
student learned in the Control, Feeder and Delivery, Cylinder,
Dampenineand Inking Assemblies. The instructor will demonstrate
how these assemblies are prepared in the Preparation of the Press
for Operation. The student will be shown how to properly mix
ink, and learn the make-ready procedures he must follow to pro-
duce a printed sheet. He will alsc learn the proper procedure
to wash-up the offset press prior to the completion of this les-
'son. (At the end of this lesson the student will know the pro-
cedures, in order to set up and operate the offset press and
produce a quality printed sheet in the next lesson Practice
Printing I).

TIME: 4 Hours: 1C, 3D

THAIYINU AIDS AND DEVICES:

1. Audio-Visual Aids or Devizes: None

DA Training Aids: None

3. Service Training Aids: None

-KOZEL:US D SUPPT,173 :

Ink w/ink knife mixing
2. CtIrl arabic

3. Platecetoh
4. Ink soiv.Int
7. Sponges
6. Rags

3uoket/water
B. Map stock

---11UIPMETT: None

slab ,Jne per press

One bottle per press
One bottle per press
One, can per press
Two cer press
As required
One per press
As required

Lndoor: Tman classrmln egitipped -,rith des choir and chalkboard.

1017'4.
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2. Pressroom equipped with ane offset press and workbench

with tool set for each group of designated students.

Outdoor: None

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS: None

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL AND DEMONSTRATION TROOPS:

1. Assistant Instructors:

a. Demonstration: One assistant instructor per designated group.

b. Practical Exercise: Six assistant instructors.

TEXT REFERENCES:

1. Instructor References: 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithography
and Map Re roduction Chap 8, Sec VI, para

, ecVTII, paragraphs 8-25, 8-26; Sec
El, paragraphs 8-27, 8-28; Sec X, paragraphs
8-29, 8-30.

Student References:

7M 5-3610-202-15, Overator Organizational,
Field and Depot Maintenance Manual) Chap 2,
Sec I, paragraphs 2-15, 2-21, 2-22, 2-63,
2-64, 2-65, 2-66.

Harris Orerators Manual, Sec 117, paragraphs
118-119.

IM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photclithcgralohy
and Map Reproduction, Chap 3, Sec VI, para
8-20; Slec VIII, paragraphs 8-25, 8-26; Sec

paragraphs 8-27, 8-28; Sec X, paragraphs
8-29, 8-30.

Harris 07;erators Manual, Sec X17, paragraphs
118-11 9.

3. A.Perage Student Hamework Time: 2 Hcurs
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LEZSON OUTLINE

LESSON: Prepare Frees for Operation

TIME SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE INSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

INTRODUCTION

00:00 During the last lesson, INKING ASSEMBLY,
you installed and adjusted the various
ink rollers, and operated the inking
assembly controls. Now that you have
completed the major assemblies of the
offset press you are just about ready
to begin your practice printing exer-
cises.

In thi lesson, PREPARATION OF PRESS
FOR Qr ION, we will take the pre-
ceding 1 ssons an Cantrol, Feeder and
Delive Dampening, Inking and Cylin-
der As y and present them in one
lessalt It is necessary thatru
-horoughly understand the main assem-
blies prior to the operation of the
press.

Tau will .be shown the proper procedure
in the preparing the ink, mixing the
fountain solution, twisting the plate
or swinging the plata cylinder to
correcfay position the image on the
sheet. You will learn the proper ad-
justment of the side guide and the
proper way to place register marks an
the plate, printing of the sheet and
during this demonstration you will be
instructed in the proper procedure for
checking the printed sheets for regis-
ter, color conformity and nniformity.

At the completion of the prees ran you
will be instructed in the proper pro-
cedures to wash-up the press. All of
the procedures you will see in this
demonstration will. be practiced in
your daily operation of the 9ffset
press. Remember, ALL SAFT7t PROCEDURES

1.1l/74



MA3r OUT
3 3 5

MUST BE FOLLOWED during the operation
of the press.

At the end of the demonstration you
will be ready to'start your practice
printing exercise;

During ths demonstration, look for the
answers to the following questions.

1, How much plate etch and gam arabic
is needed to make one gallon of
fountain solution?

2. What is the maxim= amount of twist
that can be made an the Harris or
DP press?

3. What is the proper procedure for
?lac-1=g register marks on the
plata?

What is the maximum amount of side
guide pull or push on the DP or
Harris press?

inform students they
will stay in their
designated groups for
the demonstration.

List the key questions
an a chalkboard or in
a handout.

C1C:i

: 30

DEVELOPMENT

aAFETY AND LUBRICATION

a. Daily lubrication
b. Use of rags, sponges

2 . HATIMTAL3

a. Supplies

(1) Ink

(2) Paper

(3) Plate etch, gum arabic

4 )

Explain student must
perform daily lubrica-
tion.

Stress safety pluz ad-
ditional safety rules
concerning the use of
sponges and rags while
press is running.

Ask questions tc check
student understanding.

Explain importance of
having materiais cn
hand prior to setting
up press for operation.

Ask questions to check
student understanding.
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SUBJECT 14AT/T.R OUTLINE LUTRUCTIONAL TACTTCS

00:50

7)1:30

3. SET Up FEEDER AND DELIVERr

a. Loading of stock
b. Sheet transporting devices
c. Delivery joggers

CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

a. Install blanket
b. Install plato

(1) Clean plate
(2) Measure image

a. 1:1 image
b. Measure f r twist

(3) Prepare clamp for twist

While demnnstrating re-
view procedures for set
up of CFD assembly.

Ask questions to check
student understanding.

While demonetrating,
review procedures of
installing plate and
blanket.

Demonstrate and explain
how to clean plate and
/measure image an plata
;prior to mounting.

lain haw to prepare
clamp if image on plate
is nct parallel to its
edge.

Ask questions to check
student understanding.

BREAK AT 2NSTRUCTOR'S
DISCRETION

L'AMPENMG laSPI{BLY.

a. Check roller adjustments

(1) 7ibrator adjustment
(2) Roller adjustment-locked

Mix fountain solution
Ph factor

a. Pre-dampening rollers

(1) Idling method

(2) Sponge method

:heck fcrm to ite nethou

DemonstratEOnd explain
importance of checking
form rollers to vibrator
adjustment, aad the lock-
i4g of All roller adjust-
ments.

Demonstrate mixing solu-
tian, 1/2 oz. gam, 1/2 oz.

etch to 1 gal. of water.

Explain Ph factor.

Demonstrate haw to idle
press to dampen rollers.

Demonstrate how to apply
solution to dampner roller
with sponge, Stress Safet,y
with this method.



T THE SUBJECT NATTER OUTLINE

53 7
INSNUCTIONAL finICS

a

02:30
1 6. INKING ASSEMBLY

C2:50

a. Prepare iak fountain assembly

(1) Blade
(2) Keys

b. Preparation cf ink-
c. Place ink in fountain
d. Adjust ink fountain keys
e. Ink-up press
f. Check ink bead
g. Inking plate

T. PRINTING FIRST SEMIS

a. Run three (3) sheets
b. Position of image

(1) 1:1 image
(2) Twist

(3) Swing
(4) Side guide

C. gistraticn marks
d. Check register

3

Demonstrate how to check
dampner form rollers to
plate when wet, with,
heart-beat method.

Ask questions to check
student understanding.

Demonstrate tnstallation
of fountain blade and
preliminary setting of
keys.

DemonstXate mixing ink,
on slab hnd transporting
of ink to fountain.

Demonstrate, using in4
fountain handle, how to
adjust fountain keys.

Demonstrate how to drop
form roller on plate and
checking for proper 1/8"
to 3/16" bead on plate.

Demonstrate how to wash
plate and ink image prior
to running sheets.

Ask questions to check
student understanding.

Demonstrate how to check
fcr correct image posi-
tion on sheet.

Demonstrate twist pro-
cedures.

Demonstrate swing pro-
cedures.

Demonstrate now to ma.ce
side guide.

Show and explain how and
where to place register
marks an plate.
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03:20

3311J

SUBJECT MkTTER OUTLINE

Ra JOB

a. Start run
b. End run

WASH-UP OF PRESS

a.

b.

C.

d.

INkkUCTIONAL TACTICS

Preparing for wash-up
Cleaning inking azsembly
Cleaning dampening assembly
Cleaning cylinder assembly

(QUES=ONS AND CO/MMTS PM.10D)

5

Demonstrate the proper
sequence in using the
controls in rUnning the
job.

Shaw haw to check sheets
for register.

Ask questions to check
student understanding.

Explain importance of
setting counter for
proper count.

Demonstrate the pulling
and checking of sheets'
during run.

Demonstrate the proper
method of shutting dawn
press at end of run.

Ask questions to check
student understanding.

Explain importance of
safety in using rags on
press.

Demonstrate cleaning of
inking, dampening and
aylinder as3embly.

Explain proper clean up
of arez to include care
and cleaning of all tools
used in operation cf
press.

Stress safety throughout
demonstration.

Ask questions to check
student nnrierstAnd/ng.
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1NSTRIXTItNAL fiCTICS

5,59

BREAK AT, /NSTRUCTOR'S
DISCRETCN

SUMMARY

QIIality offset printing depends upon
the pressman to properly organize his
materials and the ability to set up
his press in a manner in which he will
have very few probl4ms during operatian.
He must insure that he has eliminated
any problems that might occur in the
feeding of sheets through the press.
If the plate and blanket are not packed
and mnunted properly many problems will
be encountered by the pressman.

By far, the most Important part of being
a top pressman is his ability to get
the proper ink and water balance needed
to produce a top quality job. The good
pressman must be able to identify and
correct problems as they occur.

During this 4 hour demonstration you
have seen haw everything you have
learne4,will now be put to use in your
next le'sson Practice Printing I. All
you have learned in the various lessons
must be applied in order for you to
become a good press operator.
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INSTRUC'TOR NOTES

SAFETY AND LUBRICATION

a. Historical data: None
14

Anecdotes: None

740-303 -B-010-010

,

.
L,
,ontent: The instructor will remind the student that lubrication

and safety play an important part in the Preparation,of
Press for Operation. In the previous lessons on Operator's
Maintenance and Control Feeder and Delivery the student
lexied safety rules and lubrication procedures. The in-

ruptor will review these, in the Preparation,of Press for
Operation.

d. Tactiosi Name

MATERIALS ,

a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdotes: None

',untent: The instructor will explain the importance of the pressman
organized prior to oNrating the press. He will

emphasize the need for having the proper materials ori

so as to.Threvent lost time in huntiag up items he maj. have
need of during operation.

i. Tactics: None

SET 7? FEEDER AND DELIVERY

a. F'storical data: None

5. Anecdotes: None

CaLtent: The instructor will review the proceaures the student
learned In the C F D assembly as he prepares the C F D
for Preparation'bf Press for Operation during the demon-
stration.

d. Tactici: None

cruNnEa AISSE4Blat

Historical data: Naze

10/714



b. Anecdotes: None \

c. Content: The instructor will review the procedures the student -

learned in the lesson, "Cylinder Assembly". He will explain
and demonstrate the procedure for measuring the image an
the plate prior to mounting, to insure that when the student
starts to print he.will know exactly what the image Size
will be on the printed sheet. The instructor will explain
that if the printed sheet image size is not the same aa they
plate image size he will have to adjust packing to get the
printed image size aa the sheet the same as the plate image
size.

d. Tactics: An audio-visual slide presentation could be shown to help
the student understand how the changing of the packing under
the plate or blanket will change the image size an the
printed sheet.

5. DAMPENING 14pEmny

a. Historical data: Nona

b. Anecdotes: None

c. Content: The instrector will demonstrate the proper mixing of the de,
fountain solution prior to operation. He will review pro-
cedures the student learned in the lesson an Dampening
A2y,!bly. He will explain the term Ph faztor and demonstrate
hc. to test the Ph of the fountain solution. The instructor
will show the students the proper procedure for dampening
up the rollers prior to operating the press. He will dem-
onstrate haw to check the form roller to plate adjustment
by means of the "Heart beat method".

Tactics: The instructor may hand out the programmed text an Ph
factor during the introduction to preparation of press
for operation or during the dampening assembly portion of
the lessen. This text may be used as the student homework
assignment, to be campleted prior to the lesson on practice
printing.

6. 1-N1=G AS-MS=

a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdotes: None

o. content: The instructor will'demonstrate how to properly mix the ink
before placing it in the fountain. zie will review the pro-
cedures thi student learned in the leSsaft an inking assembly.

2

1 2
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He will demonstrate how to adjust the ink fountain keys
and then ink-up thq press., no inatructor will ahow the
student how to drop the ink rollers an a dry plate and
properly check the 1/8" to 3/16" ink bead. This will in-
sure that the roller.; are properly set.

Tactics: None

panTraa FIRST SUETS

a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdotes: None

c. Content: The instructor will demonstrate haw to run sheets through
the press and produce a printed image. He will,explain
haw to check the image an tha sheet for proper position
and if any ad4ustments are necessary the imstructor will
explain and demonstrate the necessary M.0425 needed to
properly position the image an the sheet. The instructor
will demonstrate haw to place rsgistration marks an the
plate and demonstrate how the student will check sheets
to see that they are registering correctly.

d. Tactics: None

-3'. RUN JOB

a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdotes: None

c. Content: The instructor will explain the
will use to start the press run
sheeti during the rum. Hs will
pro. y shut down the pres on
run.

,actios: ,Ione

WAII-UF OF FREZS

a. Historical lata: Ncne

b. Anecdotes: Non3

procedures the student
and how he will check
show the students how to
completion of the press

c. Co ,ent: The instructor will explain that the wash-up of the preis
is tmNrtant when dding multi-color work. If not lone
prupprly colors left on.the press will blend together and
true color reproduction will not be possible.

35
3



10.

5443
A damonstration will be given on the proper washup proce-
-duxes. ,The instructor will explain the importance of clean-
ing and checking, the dampening, inking, and cylinder assem-
blies, prior to securing the press from operation.

d. Tactics: None

ELFLINATIcN

7his lesson was last systems engineered October 1969.
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STUDENT ADVANCE SHEET

USSON: Prepare Press for Operation

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate to the student the procedures he will use to prepare
the offset press for operation, using the procedures the student
learned in the control, feeder and delivery, cylintier, dampening
and inking assembliee. The instructor will demonstrate haw these
assemblies are prepared in the preparation of the press for opera-
tion. The student will be shown how to properly mix ink,"and
learn the make-ready procedUres he must follow to produce a
printed sheet. He will also learn the proper procedure to wash-
up the offset press prior to the completion of this lesson.

,

(At the and of this lesson the student will be able to set up
and operate the offset press and produce a quality printed sheet).

smaY REFERENCES: The following reading assignments will be accomplished
prior to this period of instruction.

a. ?ersonnel assigned to ATF-Chief 29;

7H 5-245 (7-70), Offset FhotolithograPhy and Map Reproduction, Chap
3, Sec 71, para 8-20; Sec-V.11r, para's 8-25, ;-26;.3ec para's 8-27, 8-28;
Sec X, para's 8-29, 8-30.

o. ?ersonnel assigned to Harris LXG;

Harris Operators Manual.; Sec XI7, para's 118-119.

SUFFLDIENTIRT INFORMATION: The instruction will be accomplished in the
following sequence;

1. Lecture and demonstration. Hours)

a. An explanation of safety and lubrication.
5. An explanation of preparing for operation.
o. A demonstration - review of feeder and delivery operation.
d. A demonstration - review of plate and blanket installation.
e. A demonstration - explanion cf dampening assembly.
f. A demonstration on inking.assembly.
g. A demonstration on printing first sheets.
h. A demonstration on running the job.
i. A 4emonstration an wash-up of the press.

A,
2. Student Homework assignments: Az part of this lesson the student

will oamplete the programmed lesson an Fh factor. (2 Hours).

1

1",21/74
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SOURCE MAMMALS

LESSON: Prspart Press For Operation

1. Safety and Lubrication - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-3
b. Paragraph 8-2, d

2. Materials - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-28, a

(1) Paragraph 8-27
(2) Paragraph 8-27
(3) Paragraph 8-27

3. Set up Feeder and Delivery - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-28, c
b. Paragraphs 8-8, 8-13
c. Paragraphs 8-8, 8-13

4. Cylinder Assembly - 5-2145

a. Paragraph 8-28, d
b. Paragraph 8-28, d

(1) Paragraph 8-16, 1, a, b

(2) Paragraph 8-16, 1, a, b

a. Paragraph 8-16, b
b. Paragraph 8-16, b

(3) Paragraph 8-16, g

5. Dampening Assembly

a. TM 5-245, paragraph 8-28,

(1) TM 5-245, paragraphs 8-22, 8-24
(2) TM 5-245, paragraphs 8-22, 8-24

b. MI 5-245, paragraph 8-20, b
c. TM 5-245, paragraph 8-20, c, (1)
d. LM 5-245, paragraph 8-28, g, (I)

(1) I2M 5-3610-202-15, Chap 2, Sec I, paragraph 2-21,

1



54-6
(z) t 5-361C-202-15 Chap 2, Sac I,

c. '1.1M 5-3610-202-15, Chap 2, Set I, para

Assembly

a. 34 3-245, paragraph 8-24
Oa.

) 5-2145, paragraph 8-214, a, (2)
(2) TM 5-2453 Paragraph 8-24, a, (2)

5-245, paragrapta 8-26
5-2145, paragraph 8-26 I
5-3610-202-15, Chap 2,
5-3610-20215 , Chap 2 ,
5-3610-202-15, Chap 2,
5-245, Paragraph 8-28/

Sec I}
Sec I,
Sec I,
g, (2)

PrintAmg-Pirst Sheets - TM 5-2145

a.

0.

s-

Paragraph 8-28, h, (2)
Paragraph 8-28, j, (1)

para. 2.21

2-22

para's 2-63, 2-64, 2-65
parate 2-65, 2-66
para 2-15

(1 ) Paragraph 8-28, h, (1 ) th.ru (3)
(2) PimgrapA 8-28, j, (1 ;
(3) Paragraph 8-28, j, (2
(4) Paragraph 8-28, , (14)

Paragraph 8-2E, rn,
Paragraph 3-28, ru,

3. 7.1.1.n .ob - TM

a- ParagraPh
b. Paragraph

5-2115

8-28, :n,
8-28, n

(2 ), (3)

Wa.t5h-up of Press - TM 5-2145

a. Paragraph 8-30,
Paragraph 8-30,
Paragraph 8-30,
Paragraph 8-30,
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SECT:ON I

SECTION II

SECTION III

ANNEX A

ANNEX 3 4

.401qEX C

ndix I to Annex C
pendix 2 to Annex C
endix 3 to Annex C

App 4 to Annex C

TABLF OF CONTENTS

Lesson Support Requirements

Lesson Outline

Source Material

None

None

Student Practical Exercise

Stu4ent PE Advance Sheet
Student Handout - Press Techniques
Practical Exercise Grading Sheet ATF Chief 29
Practical Exercise GradinE Sheet Harris LXG

NOTE: This LaF serves as the, source of informadon for all lessons
taught on this subject, though length, methods, and object-
ives will vary with courses. The specific length, methods
and objectives will be determined by the POI and so reflected
La ILPs:

Dais publication super5edes LRF, T.O11-01A (4-63) QFFZT PRESS
IcERAZZ.,



SUWECT:

LESSON:

MIMING

SECTION I
LESFr" SUPPORT REQUIRMENTS,

Offset Press Operation

Offset Press Operation

AIDS AND DEVICES:

No ne

2. -ervice Traininz Aida: Offset Printing Press

MATERIALS Ari SUPPLIES:

1. 500 sheets of used stock, printed am one side and WOO
sheets of new mspstock.

2. if lbs of black, brown, blue, red and green ink per
student

3. Gum
4. Etch
5. Five rags per press per day
6. Offset printing plates

EQUIPMENT:

.
3.

Offset press and tools
Micrometer
Steel rule

FAOIL:TIES:

;lassroqw Equipped with desks and blackboard.

Pressroom P.E. area equipped
with offset presses.

MANSPORTATION: None

ZDITIONAL PERSONNEL AND DENCNSTRATION

Assist4at Inst:ruotor(s):
presses.

TROOPS:

One instructor for every two

O. Demonstration Troop; None

1

116

51/1
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1=.7, R.M7=ICESt

Recuired References:

a. TM 5-a45 (Sep 62), Ya= Rerroducticz.
b. TM 5-3610-202-15 (Mar 63), /..intinir Press Jffsl.

c. Operating Manual, Barrie L.

2. Zpermte4,Befereve: None



SECT= II
LESSON OUTLINE

SUBJECT: Offset Press Operation

LESSCN: Offset Press Operation

TMME PERIOD: 178 Hours

TYPE OF LESSON: Practical Exercise

OBJECTIVE(S): To provide the student with a cilinlifled
knowledge of press operation in the
reproduction.of maps, charts wad related
printed material; daily maintenance;
graded exercise and critique.

SUPPORT REQUIRMENTS: Refer to SECTION I

STUDENT REFERENCES: Refer to Schedule of Lnstruction

30 :00

arztozzaLTLIL

In the previous lessons the offset pre;s was taught
four phases: controls, feeder ang: abl:.very assembly;
cylinder assembly; dampening assembly and the inking
assembly. Those lessons have covered the nomenclature,
function, and operation of the various assenblies. The

previous lesson was "Preparation of a Press for Operation"
and concluded the formal instruction in this phase of the
press operations. Sufficient information has been presented
to allow the operation of the press with a minimum of,assist-
ance and suber7ision. The next period of instruction will
be allotted to actual press operation with this minizraz of
assistance and supervision. The application of the gained
knowledge of the offset press will be La the areas of un-
graded practice printing and one graded printing project.
This entire period of instructdon will allow valuable
practical operation on the presses and in meeting same of
the everyday problems that will appear later in actual field
enrironent.

3,

4

Ltt

pnripPVENT

X:02 ) =LAIN ra GUIDES TO PRACTICAL S3r ISES

a. Practice printing

1
3

55/
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\.

"".

(1) PUrposo
(2) ReqUA.rements
(3) Materials and supplies needed
(4) Perfarmance of the printing exercise

b. Three-color map

(1) Purpose
(2) Requirements
(3) Materials and supplies needed
(4) Performance of the printing exercise

t Five-color map and photomap

'77

(1) Purpose
,(2) Requirements

(3) Materials and supplies needed
(4) Performance of the printing exercise

00:25 2. 'LUBRICATION
00:30 1 SAFETY
CO:35 4. PRESS TECHNIQUES,
DO:42 .3% WASH-UP PRCCEDURES

(QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS PERIOD)

dria2=
00:47 1. Explain the Guides to Practical Exercise

2. Lubrication
3, Safety
4. Press Techniques

Wash-,up Procedures

00:50 BREAK

01:00 - 178:00 PRACTICAL EXERCISES

er

'41 Mr*



SECTION III
SOUR= MATERIAL.

OFFSET PRESS OPERATION

INTRODUCT7ON

553

La the previous lessons the offset press was taught in four
phases: controls, feeder aad delivery assembly; cylinder assembly;
dampecinglassmwhir and the taking assembly. The student has bean
taught the nomenclature, function, and operation of these aesembliee.
During the last lesson "Pteparation of a Press for Operation" was
taught which concluded the formal instruction. The student Should
now have sufficient knowledge to operate the press with a minim=
of assistance and supervision. The next 178 hours will be allotted
to.prase operation. The student may apply his kaowledge of the
offset press to perform ungraded practice printing as well as two
graded printing projects. This period will enable hin to get valu
able practice in rmnning the presses and in meeting WOMB of the
everyday problems that he will have later on when assigned as a
pre3 37nano

ZrALIZZa

1. :41-71.,A1N THE GUIDES TO PRACTICAL EXERCISES

a.

(1) ruroose. The purpose of this exercise is to provide
the student sufficient practice to civeliey him in the operation of
the offset press and to prepare his for graded printing exercises
to follow.

(2) 'Iteol4rements. During the exercise, each instructor
will stress all points of safety, correct unsafe acts and demonstrate
and/or explain correct procedures the student will follow. No
students will be assigned to each press. A. total of 146 hours will
be allotted,to complete the exercise. Each student will set up
the press for operation and practice printing simple line work. At

the end of each day the press 1411 be washed up, with the student
performing as pressmen being responsible for proper completion.

Annex C)

(3) Materials ancl suctlies 4e94e1,.

(a) Offset press mad tools
(b) 500 sheets of used stock, printed one side
(c) lb black ink per student
(d) Student Handout; ;tess Teq;;,uialauL (Appendix 2 to

1

5
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( 4) The. students
will prepare the presses for operation as outlined in'previous

.

classes. Five' hundred sheets of stock will be issued to sach.atm-
dept. Students will wind, jig,'-and place stock oh feedboardA7 Stu-
dents will then complete the remaining make-ready operationd. The
instructor will supervise each step as tte'student performs the
make...ready procedure and practice Printing. After student produces
an acceptable copy, the instructor 4)Sheet

and OK e sheet for the practi,. Asses rum.

1 check final =Eleady
th

Press run, instructor will observ'esstt- for proper preis,
technique and ebsure thie.the student ia 44are of the safety
proceduresto preclude possible injury to personnel.= damage'
to equi upment. kfter the press rmn, the iestrctor will cheek
the printed sheets, observe t0 wash-up procedure, point and
thorowghliyiexplai4h amy discrepancies in the printed shbet and
violations of press technique that he observed during the rum,

\ (1) FurodSe. To train the students in all operations
clpessary to operate a lithographic offset press in the printing

. of a three-color topographic. project.

N

: z

(2) peouirtzponts. Each.student will set up the press tcr'
operation and complete a three...color printing exercise. Instructorswill inpervise rand assist the student Wbien neceesarn they/will
make on-tht-spot correctioie of violations of proceddie and will
be especially alert to correct, safety violations.

(3) kla.t2=2..aaiLzazitimausiti,
(a) Offset press and tools
(b), :500 Sheets of mai stock
(c) lb black ink per student
6.0

, t
lb red ink per;student

(e) lb. *tat ink prf student

(4) /lerforwce of till; crintinz exercise. :he etudent will
prepare the prees for operation as outlined in previous classes.
He will be given 500 sheets of stock and made familiar with the
grading procedure,as outlined on the Job Evaluation Form. Allowance
for 4ormal-wasits will be 50 sheets per-color. Each student will

iperfoirm as press,operatior during 'the printing of hi's job. The
other student assigned to the press will assist the operator, ;s
required, in amy teak other than operate the press. Upon completion
of each et:31;r cycle the student performing as pressman will be .

responsible for-wasa...uP, care of plate and the press. The instructor
. will point,out and explain thoioughly aqy errors in the printed sheet.-

2



Violati!on of preps techniques that were oSserved will be explained
to the student.

c.

(1) ftrnose. To 'mta the student in all operations
necessary to operate ,a lithographic offset press in the printing
of a five-color topographic project.

-

(2) peouirements. Each student will set:up the press gor
operation and complete a five-color printing exercise. A total
of 32 hours will be allotted to Complete this exercise'. Instructors
will supervise and aseist the students when necesqaryl thsy will ,

make an-the-spot corrections and grade violations of safety
proctddre.

55 S

student

(3) litadllital.AUSLaa

(a) Offset prises and tools,
(b) 500 sheets of map stock per student.
(c) + lb black; red, brown, blue, green ink pei

(4) Performnnce of the r!ntin2 exercise. Stmdent wili
prepare the press for operation as outlined La previous classes.
He will be given 500 Sheets of stockcand made familiar with
the grading ptocedure as outlined ia the Job Evaluation Form.
Allowance for normal waste will be 50 sheets per'color. Each
student will perform as press operator during the printing of 4

his job. The-other student will assist the operator. as requi4d,
in any task other than operating the press. 'During the exercise
the instructor will use the Practical Exercise Grading Sheet as a
guida Ln.grading the student as he performs. Upon cgmpletion of
each press rma the quality of the finished sheets will belgraded.
Upon completion of each color cycle, the student performing as
pressman will be responsible for wash-up, care of.plate and the
press, and will be graded for these operations. The instructor
will point out and explain thoroughly any discrepancies on the
printed sheet. Violations of press techniques tioAt were observed
and graded will also be explained to the student.

2. LUBRICATION

The productive lifS cf a press will be shortened by the lack
of lubrication or the use of poor lubricants. Correct lubrication
will reduce wear on all moving parts. If we follc4 these simple

3
r 7

5
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E.;5140. .

rules: (1) lubricate the press thoroughly at the beginninAf each'
e .

day (shirt), (2) clean and lubricate gears.every/week, and (3)
service all,alemite (grease) fittings eve t. week, us ahould have

. no trouble vith Oteventive maintenance. , c
Pieriaavemintenesee keep the press in condition far,

,

any job called for in, the is. 'It means knowing the press,
,

keeping it properly lubricated,. carefully inspecting it for worn
parts and periodically checking for loess screw, etc. which

.

could go through the iress. If it can be anticipated. Lhon replace-,
ment partS will be needed, it will help prevent down-time and loss
of production. Repllacements for parts beginning to show uear
ebculd be au bead before en actual broadens miclug It weelble
to inatall them without interrupting the pess.sohedule.

..p

3. SAFETY

Since the press ccitains many ar2osect moving parts such as
rollers, pars, and sicrocketel pest care must be mortised
during operation to preytnt seridus accidenti.

Tbe following "SAFETY DON'TS" ihCculd be practiced, for all of
than. are high on the. preirroom aocident

Don't run the press without the goardHn place
Don't make adjustmentewhile-the prees is running
Don't teach into the machine to'clemn, lubricate or adjust
withoutlurning the control switch'ta WE or mring the ,
main powee'switch

.
.... l'

,

Dbn't wear clothing that can become entanilOd the .moving
parts of tiwmachine 'rt%

Don't catty objects la your podfits that maY fall intotthe
machine .

i

Doa't clean parts while.the.msohine is running
Don't fail to port electrical or mechanical troubles
Don't wear rings, waithes, lodkats, or dog-tags while o
the machine

once
rating-i

Don't allow paperl, grew:el= 541 to remain'on platforms o;
--floors around the press .

Don't indulge in "horseplay' around the press
A

NOTE: APPESMIX 2' to ANNEX 18todent Ilandout) 'should 1:41 ,e:cplaihed -

to the students bec4use ts the.'point loss for safety violations.

PRESS TWEETIQUES

All press techniques are outlined ia ake Student Handout, APPEUDIX
=Et C. This should be thoroughly extplained to the student

8

0 .
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A
before all graded exercises..

J.4 WeeSE41? PROCEDURES

55'7

Immediately following the completion of the rut, gum and.dry
the plate. Rembve the ink froaCthe ink fountain and the fountain
solution tram the water fountain. Fold sheets CA' paper over the
dampening assembly d clean the ink rollers (one &side at ar.time)
Clean the wash-up th4rink fountain by hand. FtheilY)
;Ism all cylinders -.. bearers and beloertain that all rags,
paper, and other uAste around the press are disposed of.

=WIZ
This.is the and of the fikmal instruction. Lectures anddansustrations on the controls,_feeder and delivery' asseib4;

cylinder assembly.; dampening assemblrand inking assembly. have
been presanted. Today, put all this.information together and
start printing. To finiah the course a student must com*ete a
three-and five-color map. These two 'maps will be far from perfect
but MD man can really cll himself an'expert until he lias a
thorough understanding of his tools. A order to workintelligentiy
he must tot only know lax.but also agthey work.- Thii comes with,1
experience. Experience cot9;ts much,in gooct pressmanship. The
pressman yho thoroughly understands his equipment and materials,
is in a better position to do better work. There is really no'
limit for a man who understands what he is' doing.

4

1.^

I.
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STUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE NP4.
lk

. ,EMCISE #1

SUBJECT:' --Offset Press Operation

LESSON: Practice Printing

CBJECTIVE:(S) To provide the studont sufficient practice to
qualify tiim im the operatian of the tffset
press add to prepare him for the graded printing
exercises to follow.

*TE TO IRSTRUCTOR:
. , vNe

1. During the exercise, each initructtr vill.stress lubrication,
miimtenance, all,p6ints of safety, correct uneafevacts and
demon4trate sad/or explain correct procires the student must
follOV.

2. Tvo students willbe Assigned to each press.

\

3. A total of 146 ho vill beeallotted to coMplete the
exercise. Each student&Will set up the press for_operation and
practice printing of simple tne Vork. t

4. At the end of each day t11.6 press will be vashed up, with
the student performing as prelOnan being responsible for proper
crmpletiou.

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES REQUIRFD:

A

le 500 shee0 of used stock printed one side

2. it lb idk pr student

3. tudent Aa7ence'Sheetl Press Techniques and eafetY
(APPENDIX 2 to ANNEM)

N_

EQUIPMENT:

1. ,Tools*\

2. Offset press

FACTLfTlES REQUIRED:,

1. qfset pvss classroom
) '

a

4 t.

a%

AMEX C
T.440-115 (4-69)
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TRANSPORTATION: Nous

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL:

One assistant Lnstructor for each'two presses.

STUDENT REQUIREMENTS:

14 4

i. Student will prepare presi4or operation as outlined in
previous classes. Five hundred Sheets of Stock will be issued to N
each student. -Students Will wind, jcuand place stock:on feedboard.,.
Students will then complete the remaining make-rest. procedures.

2. Instrrotar will-supervise each step as the 11141de'it perfords
the makm-drestriOrocedures and the practice printing. Aftereach
student produces am &dem:teas copy, the instruutor will chedk
ynel make-veady sheet's:2d OK ths sheet for the prictice prsss run.

4 1

3. During the press run, instructor will observe student,ior
proioer press techniques and assure that the student is aware of the
procedures to preclude poseible ipjury to pfrsonnel or daMage to
equipment.

4. After the press run, instructor will check the printed
sheets, obeerve the waih,..up procedures, point out ama thoroughly
explain any discrepancies in.ths printed Sheet and violatians'of

,

pres techuirpen that he Rbserved during the run.
.0(

,

t-
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SUBJECT:

LESSON:

STUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE

EXERCISE A

Offset Preis Operation

Three Color Map

OBJECTIVE(S): - To trein the student in all operations necessary
to opexate'a thographic offset press in the
-printing of a e.color map.. r'

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR:'

1. Tun students will be assigned to each pi14s.
-

2. Each student will-set up the press for,operatfan A.nd
complete a three-color map. --

:14

3e Daring the exercise students will follow. their mika-iisady
procedure sequence-tqproperi7 adjust the press. Instructors willsupervise and siisist the student.when niceesary... They-will maks
on-the-spot coriptions violations of procedre and will be". -;
especially alert to correct the stUdent an safety violatiahs.

MATERIALS AND b-uPYLIZS REQUIRED:

atzr#

1. 500 flatlets of map stock

2. 4 lb black ink per Student

3. 4 lb'red inkper student.,

;b blue in:k per student
46

EQUIPMENT: .,

1. Tools --"7-

2* "-Of f set press

F,ACILITIES REQUIRED:

One off* ,pross cluiroom.:
MIN

-0

r

4

-4

PIM

t I

MA,

* k 4,.
+1.

-
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TRANSFORTATION: Npne

ADDITIONAL FEIVONNELI

One aseistint instructar foreach twospresses.
* .

Sr= REF r*."'
_ree .2lo Students will 2repare press for operation as outlined La

previous classes. He will,be given 500 . ets of,stock., allowance
for normal waste44.11 be50- sheet% per ...

,

_

2. _Earl student will perform'as press operator while pointiolg
sadh color of his job .The other student assignedto the preps
will assiit the operators.. as requ.treds it,awr ttek other than? .

,_. - ..,
operating.the_preas.

. r
.

, . sl ', /,,,,

3. '
IP .414 Completion of each c,lor:cycli's the student performing.,?c, ,

as Fres fi will be responsihlre for vash-upsv cars of p?.aie a* 4

. &

iiess. The imstructor will point out and eFplaim thoreiu4h1y any
errors in the primped shee Violations of press techniques ..

.atd safety that were dese d krill be explained to the studpnt.

54,1
v
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SUBJECT:

LESSON:

OBS= TTVE S)

$TUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE

,EXERCISE

Offset Press Operation

Five.6Color Map and Photow

To train the student in all operations neces51117
to operate a lithographic offset presa in the
printing of a five-color map.

t

lpTE TO TNISTRUCTaR:

1. TwO students will be assigned to each press.
.

2. A total of 32 hours will be allotted to cOmplete the.
exercise. Each student will set'up the press for operation and
complete a five..color map and photomap.

3. During the axercise students will follow their make-teady
procedure sequence to properly adjust the press. Instructors will
supqr7ise aud assist tha_students when necessarr. TheY will make

4cla-the-spot corrections and grade.violations of safety procedure.

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES REQUIRED:

1. 500 aheets of map stock

2.. 4 lb black, red, brtiwn, green, blue ink per student

EQUIPNENT:

1. Offset press

2. Tooli

FAOILIT/ES:

One offset press cissisroces.

TRANSPORTATION: None

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL:
. ,

.

One assistant Lnstructor for each two presses.

5

14

4 \
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STUDENT REWTRENENTS:

1. Students will prepare press for operation, as outlined ia.
'previous classes. He will be given 500 sheets of Stock and made
familiar with the grading prccedure as outlined in the Practic,al
Exercise Grading Sheet. Alltwance for norMal waste will be 50
iheets per color.

2. Each student will perform as press operator while,printing
each color of his job. The other student assimmi to the press will
assist the operator, as required, in say task other thsn operating

tthe press.

3. buring the printing exercise, the instructor will use the
Practical Exercise Grading Sheet as a guide La.grading the student
SS he performs. Upon completion of each color cycle the student
performing as pressman will be responsible foT wash-up, care of

plate and press. The instructor vill point oat and explain thor-
oughlr i rrors in the printed sheet. Violations of presstseJ that vere observed and ikeded viU be explained to the
student.

.

r-

6
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OUBJEC;:
1,IRI.

s *LESSON:

OBJEOTTVE(S):

'REFERENCES:

=ENT PE ADVANCE SEXT_

Offset Press Operation

'Offset Press Operation

elf

To provide each student with an opportunity
to demonstrate a qualified knowledge level
of proficiency in tne operation of the offset
press.

1. TM 5-245, (Sep 62), Ualmacadaalaa4
2 TM 5-3610-1202-15, (Mar 63), gatteaZa.QualtrialisaulialiArgi

1:122:611alatuallallans3,.

REQUZEZIENTS:

1., Zxercpe 41.. Daring this exercise each student will set-
up the press for operation and practice printing of simple line
workL Instructors will stress lubrication, maintenence, all points
of safety; correct unsafe acts and demonstrate and/or explain
correct procedures the student rust follow:..

2. Zazimitasatia During this exercise each student will set-

up thetpress far operation and =Vete a three-color nip.
Instructors will supervise and assist the student when necesSary,

they will maks am=the-epot corrections of violations of procedures

and will be especially alert to correct the Stcadent on Safety

violations.

3. 11xercise #1, During this exercise each student will sat-
;
up the press for operation and complete a five-color map.
Lnstructors will supervise and assist the student when necessary.
Zhey will make on-the-spot corrections and grade violations of

safety procedures.

1

16

APPENDIX 1 to ANKErC
T.440-115 (4-69)
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sr= sAncnn
'1311, E S S T.E '9 itt ,E

a

is a list at violatiooa of good offset vivid
operati ;tants will bi it.lbirapted for sach,Violation.
during graded. axaraiaes.

'I
a. Mishimutling-of plate befomi iounting.

b. Mbumting or removing plate:with*guard

Renoiri.agi blanket without firei Ileasing

Itproper gamming, or-plate.

e. Failure to keep plata wet during item..

f. Failure to place dampeping-roller4 in #I position before
dropping ink rollers.: a

.

g. Failure to give plateztims eapugh to get wet before -
, droppiag ink rollprs.

>
14`

L. Removing wrong end QC p1t froi press.first.

Pie
.01

Failure to wash blanketland back c*inder:'after gumming.

j. Feilure to wash blanket When leaving,press for'long
periods of tire.

k. FAlure to wash bearers amd cylinders after removing
plate and blanket.

1. Failure to check sheets while running job.

m. Using wtong side'kuide.

a. Suckars hittiag tbe th.-Jet guarde on the conveyor board.

o. Oil,holee ia rollei bearing -facing down.

S.

Vibratoi blocks not riding properly.

Leaving dampening rollers in #1, Positi6n,when press is
stopped. '

AFTWIX 2 to AUNEX t
a& Putting press on impression at wriong time. .T.440-115 (4-69).

17



5.
s. Ixproperecare of ximaperking rolltrs;

S A F T Y

S.

preens maintenince.

u Printing sore than 3 chsets atir\ktine &claw, sake-ready.

v. Othsr vidlatitns.

A

Following is a list of safeti. violations. Five points
subtracted for each violation durinepaded exbrcises.

a. Improper ups of rags or tools on p

Making ad.justmsnts an press while

Jogginif or running

Trash or liquid on

515.

rt;ss is in motion.

piss with guards removed.

floor around press.

Removing or replacing any part of the press while press
is in.motiona

Failure to loci or secure,any roller or part of the press
that might come out.

Failure to haie safe.switch on when working on press.

Wearing rings, watches or chains while working on press.

Wearing loose clothing, sleeves down, eto.

2
C

18
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PRACTICAL -EXERCISE GRADING SHEET? ROWE HR.

TART TIME - higi I GRADER DATa GRADE

MANNER Of PERFORMANCE FOR JOB INALWATION TA140-115
. .

OBJECTIVES (BP) PitZPARATI011 or MS V/115. -FEN. C_

4
2.

t6 6 . 16
a ldjusitsent a sirtaitat aod NW tion

lAttla f oil. Itiggbt Wernor.
3ettina of too Sheet chtlow

Sfitting_ne-Dun-ill iileall8. kdiustaant, of the head Stow tar
2raucc_sumb_fgr_412_guido

1Q Settinv cif trot Bar
1 1 Niel' atttine of Regi4tor whale
1 . Sottina of Deliver, Sorter Modes

. Settinko Ink Ilbyletain We .j. Claw of Plate dorinitand after running job
Adiostopq or Ilik Rollers

16. Wustoent taf Dimmer Rollers

IMILTEJILL/0
1 jaae Fidelity% ScrataiTi1 TITIF*711rints, and low spots

. Water
. Tac

ir, legistar 1.5.. tlorreot miatration aarka 1°6 fumes wagtails .

( obwirvoAof or softy Rogolotiopg_ -
limber of vialattons Afi./3/11/5/E1 I 5 az each

8 -5 to 1
.

Number of MMIIMMIRdrife I 2 pt3 each. .

/MIMI

/1111 .
TEST
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE TEST
'..TOB EVALUATION

INS/WWII:MS CUT SktEET

Ilmuukuktign...gara-11=

1. Yes or No"

2. Yes or No

3. Poorly jogged piles: Minus 2
Tail %/Sights set wrong: Ninus.1
Corner brackets cioturong: Minus 1
pile guide.bars set wrong: Minus 1
Stock not centered: Minus 1

4. Yes or No

5. Pile nict, at proper height: Minui 2
Governor not sat when at loimat position: Minus I
Not set approk 2 inches fram tail edge: Minus 1

Yes oi No

7. fesHrm No

8.. Not cenpared: .Minus 2
Not paralleled: Minus 3

Yes or NO

10. Too high: Minus 2
Too low: Minus 2

11. Yes or No

12. les or No

13. Not even fram side to side: Minus 4.
Blade nnt fully seated: Minus 2

14, SOratched, dented or torn: Minus 2
Failed to clean, gum mad straighten: Minus 2

0.

Yes or No

Yes or No

fit

2

20
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Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 use'chart A

.0011.10MMIEMM

Percentage of
bad sheets

to 210
\.\,0 to 40%

40 to 60%
60 tq 80%

t°
QvertiMa--'r nt

5.- Yes or No

6. Use chart. B

r ba_ 5 min u 4 hour

QWGILA
Degreeof imperfection '
Slight,- Moderate -High'

2 2 . 4
4 5 6

7 .8 . 9
10 11 12

11

;hart 13
cluirt Penaltv for excees waste
Sheets wasted in excess of
sl;qtted 5g for eaabLeolor =ILL

2

8

20 to 40 sheets
40 to 80 Sheets
80 ta 100 Sheets

100 to 120 Sheets
120 to 140 sheets 16
140 to 150 Sheets 20
150 to 200 sheets 25
200 to_250 Sheets' 30
250 to.300 sheets 35
300 to 350 sheets 40
350,to 400 sheets 45
400 tb450 Sheets 50

7. Obiervance of Safety Regulations

Subtract 5 points each

Press Techniques

Subtract 2 points each

3

21

5109
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(Lm)
PRACTICAL EXERCISE TEST

(JOB EVALUATION
INSMCTORS OUT SS4ET

22:azzalisaaadr..&sms

1. Yes or No

or No. ,

3. Paorly jogged pile: Minus 2
Stock not centered: Minus 2
Pile guide bars too loose: Minus 1
File guide laars too tights. Minus I

Yes or No

5. File not at proper height: Minus 2
Governor not sat at lowest position: Minus 1
Governor not set approx 3/8 inches from tail edge:

I.

4. Y60 or No

7. Yes or No

8. Not centex;ed:. Minus 4,
.

9.. Wrong side used: .Mit?as 1 ,

Improper amount of pull: Minus 1
Raising arm locking mechanism unlocked: Minus 1
Arm not in proper position: Minus 1,

k

Too high: Minus I
Too law: Idnus 2

11. Not touchtlg sheet:, Minna 2
Buckling Sheet: Minus 1
Unequal tension: Minus 1 /
On wrong tapes for sheet siZeS Minus 1

L2. Yes or No

13. Yes or Np

14. Not even frau side to side:- !emus
Not enoligh gap: Minus 2

5 I

2 k

2
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15. Skiratchid, dautti orirn: Minus 2

ariFailed to cle, gum :straighten: MIn a

16. Yea or No

1.7. ea or No

Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 use chart..A.

ee

1

6. Use chart B

e

Chart013

e

atil:L.1* :-2121an1itaLLSOLLtilL
Shasta wasted.4eamOss of.
aillgtted i0 foi #8611 -ctlicr 22=1.
20 ,to 4.0 sheets%

._ zoo to 80 sheets
ao to 1c/0 sinksts

100 to 120 pheets
120 to 140 sheets
1.1..0 to 150 sheets
150 to 200 sheets
200 to 250 sheets
250 to 300 sheets

Joo to 350 sheets
350 to 400 sheets
400.to 450 sheets

-
50

1

7. Observance pf Safety Regulations

200 to 250 sheets 1 , ,y, 30
250 to 300 sheets .

35
Joo to 350 sheets

.... , 40 t
350 to 400 sheets
400.to 450 sheets

-
50

1

7. Observance pf Safety Regulations
Subtract 5

Jpoints
each

8. Press Techniques 3

24. r 0
Subti-act 2 points teach . 0 "7

,,, c .4

I 12
ot 16

20
25

1 30, ,y,
.

35
41k

.... , 40 t

Subtract 5
Jpoints

each
8. Press Techniques 3

24. r 0
Subti-act 2 points teach . 0 "7

41k
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LESSON P AN

PRACTICE PRIMING I
740-303-8-01 0-020

OFFSET PRINTDIG

October 1 974

DEFENSE, MAPPING. SCHOOL - FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA
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Wm.

Orit4tatian thett

Lesson ReqUirementa. Sheet

v.

7140r3034-010-020

TOLE OF CONT'SENT

lo

Lesson Outline ,
4,3P

Appendix List of Safety Rmiles
6

Instructor N

Student Advance,Sheet

Stlilent Prabtioal Exercise,

Source Materials

SEGMENTS

Press Fundamentals
(104 hours)

OFFSET PRESS OPEMATING
PROCEDURES (172 hours)

s

1411

ORIENTATION SHEET

BLOCKS LESSONS

41.

Page

1/2

1/3

1./5

1/9

1/10

1/12

1/13

1715

.740-303-B-013-020,

4KE-READY SE OPERATING
PROCEDURES (37 hOurs)

^..

ti

Prepare Press For
Operation (4 hours)

4

ER4CTI0E Faulta4
houri)

Identify Printinq
Pro (1 hour)

- W/ I



. =sari Itiasicarrs
canal Offset Printing f'

Prac4p:ce PAntihg

-OBITECTIVE: -GivIn a'n/ifset press
Materials,Ipst of_saf

-.Manual:, the euden
7procedures to o
completion of.ehe
pi zits !Iraeb,-up prdoed s tenean the press to.-the satisfac-
tion thwANtlemisorfr--A4 actigns will be accomplished in
aodordence yith Orocednres Otillinea in thrmanual provided.

5
74046÷01o..o2o

F

or 1TF-DP), press tools, cleam16g
so TM 5-245, and-garrls,Ope\Fator's
orm make-ready :ani operatiogal,
r free printed sheets. At the
al exeroise,°4, student All

TIME:. 321u-re: lainz.
:.

.4

i- TRA1NItiG AIDS AND gnicEi i7
N,0.

.-_,--
1. Andio-Visual Aids or Devl.ces: NOne

2. DA.Traiti! Aids:..None
2

3. Sekvice Tri-ninig Ails: 1,None

.MATEXIALS AND SUPPLIES:

1. Map Stock
2. Offset Ink
3., Gum
4; Etch

S. kags
6. ,:Plate

3"41SUIFTELIT: one

"I MALTING ABEL:

'Indoor:

4

1 ream per student
As required
As required
As required,
5 per press per day
1 per press per day

N.^

30.9man classroom equipped with desks, Ouirs and chalkboard.

2. Pressroam equipped with-dne offset press audworkbench and
tool set for each group of det.gnated student.

0;itdoor: None

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL AND DEMONSTRATION TROOPS:

1. Assistant Instructnre:

1

3

10/71.
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,

a. bemonstratoll.on; OrIA assistant instructor per designated group.

h. 'Practical Exercise: Six assistant instructors.
**-

TB= REFO4CiS:,

Instructor References: TM 57245 (7-70), Offset Photolitho a and
Map Heproduetion , ct aa para

'8-257:thru 8-26, ahap 8, Section IX, para 8-27
thru 8-26, Chap 8, Section I, para 8-29 thru

2. Student References: TM,5-24.5 (7-70), Offset Itotolitho
Map-Reproduction, Chap 8, Sectioh
B-25thru 8-26, Chap 8, Secti;pn
thru 8-28, hap 8, Section X, para
8-30.

3. kveag? Student Homework Time: Naae

p.

a

Tho.. 2

14,

-v

:7" 9

hy and
pint

para 8-27
8-29 thru



LESSON: PraFtice Printing I

. 0000

LESSON OUTLIME

:A 3r 'Ili 01

rimontrams-
_ . pp

In iour last lessbnl.PREPARATION OF A,
,PRESS FOR OPERATION, yOu-learned the
proper proOdures and.technignes used
in preparation'of ink and Wash up,of
the offset press. Todays lesson,'PRAC-
TICE PRINTING I'ii the total applica--.
tion of all previous lessons.
gin offset printing operations.
-

This lessaa is the langest in totall
time, therefore it has-been divided in-
to'four separate lessons, each of which
,covers different types of printing. In
this leason, as in all others, you will
make a visual 5afety7check before opera-
tion, operate all the assemblies in se-
quence and produce clean printed sheet's.
You will, inspect'a sheet and'determine
ifithe plate requires twisting,or a C.y1-
inder swing is required, or it is nec-
essary to make a side guide mme. You '
will make 41 necessary additions on
the plate. The images an the plate will
be simple line work in ane color. You
will be required to practice 100% safety
pAcautions at all times,. The skill
that you acquire during offset press
operation will alwmt be useful o you .

and you will hame the opportunit, in
future lessons to improve Ind increase
your skill. :The mark of a good press-
man is the ability to produce clean
useable sheets in the minimum time, ob-
serving-prescribed operational and safe-
ty procedures. Each of you will be
critiqued aa your work individually and
evaluated as you complete it. Pay clogle

attention te the advice given you by
your instrudtort, as it will serve you.
well in future 44sses. The printing

577
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NOTE 21 INSTRUCTOR:
Distribuls a copy of 'the .

safety tales to each
student prior to Anstruc-
tion. (Appendix 1 to
tees.= Outline )

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR:
Stress to the student
the pportance of work-
ing Is a team durinA,
practice printing.

6
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that you do today is'not graded, how-
ever the instructors will evaluate
your work:in the same manner ad they
will when you are being graded in
future lessons.

0.

'You have all heard the old saying--
Doctors bury their mistakes, lawyers4
explain thilirs away and pressmen print
'theirs. Mavis not have to be that
way!. It is up to you toils's, that it
does not happcn.

-00:-05

..../rtsszt

quinE To PRACTICE PRINTING

a. Purpose
b. Requirements
c. Performance of printing

exercises

2. PRESS OPERATION TECEOVES

a.

b.

c.

Press techniques
Mainiinance
Safety

(WESTICNS AND COMMENTS PERIOD)

is

APPLICATION

2

6

Discuss,the various guides
to complete a printed
stieet.

Check students understand-
ing by 4s1ing questions. -

Discuss.the techniques
involved in the ,opera-
tion of the press.

Check student Understand-
ing by asking questions.

BREAK At tNSTRUCT6R,14
DISCITZTION

32 hrs, PE.

Student understanding.
was checked throughimt
this lesson by instruc-
tor (See Instructional
Tactics).

Safety pr9cedures will
be.'ttrictly observed.

4,

-1
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AftiaLiter, the practice

EaCh student sail hiie
his Work checked and
evaluated by_an initruc-
tor.t The etudent will
be closely supervised.to

. insure that they follow .-
corisect.aperetional pro-:
ceduree and the prpper,
techniques for offset
.press operation.

31:45 in this lesson you have had the Chance .

.to use the total'application of ill the'
lessons you have had previously. You,
should now have a good insight on the
problems encountered' and the inter--
relationship of the assemblies and com-
ponents of the offset Prees: The re-,.
sults of your first practice printing
exercise may seem greatly inadequate to
youlfdonft dispair becatvis you will
have three more lessons in which'Iou
will operate your press. You learn by
doing amd you should profit-by any.mis-
takes you Ape made. Same-Of you may.
feel.that ybu will reap a larreprofit
because of the many errors you have

, made. COnsider that- it .takes_a civil-
five years to become i-journeYman

preisMin and very.likely. he will no
get.to touch a press in the.first
months except,to wipe up oil grease.'
You are here in this course for less
than two monthi and whether 'ydu 064.iove
it or not7you are well'on your_way,to-
wards -tia'141ing a skill. in 'offset ppigs

operation. "Its degreelof that "skill is
up to.ycu and.how great a desire yoU
have to improve. Although this printing
was foT practice only you have had your

3

7
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*-4i Zit 3r Tfli A" he

,performanci critiqued ind evaluated
-by an instructor. IbU should now un-
derstand exactly what is requixed in
the finished press sheet. The many
problems that are still unresolved, will
be covere4 in the next lesson, IDENTIFY
PRINTING PROWLERS.

)
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LIST OF SAFETY RUIES

OFFSET PRINTING COURSE

Remoie all jewelry fram hands, arms and necks to include dog tags.

2. Remove fatigue jackets and teep T-shirts tucked in because loose
clothing is a hazard when working around an offset press.

3. Arrange tools, rags, chemicals and aolvents in a neat and orderly
manner.. If you are not using these items then put them away.

4. Keep your work area clean. Deposit all waste paper and rags in
their proper containers.

Wipe up spilled liquids immediatelyi Put cleaning materials away
when finished with clean-up.

4

6. Keep tne press area clear of obstacleS.

-. Press controls should be on "SAFE" when the press is stopped.

8. Give a warning before starting the press, shout LEAR', pause, then
start the press.

L,
S. Make no adjustients to the press while-it is running.

10. Use caution when handliag press plates or paper because they can
be the cause of severe cut:i.

11. No cleaning of running presses. The priiss IS faster than you!

12. Thorouely wash any chemicals you get on your hands.

13. No running or horse play of any kind will be tolerated at 6.y tine
you are in the school.

111. Report all acciderL or injuries innediately.to an instructor. You
are nOt (Ilia:lifted to determine the degree of injury but' the-)Army
has Tedical persannel who are.

15. When in doubt about anything In the course, stop and4sk an instructor.

16. Smoking is.pfl,rmitted only in authorized areas.

17. If you feel ill 3 have a toothgche, or 'have anything that might cause
you to be distracted fran operating machinery, then notify an instructor.

9

ti

Appendix- 1 to'
Lesson -Out lime

13/74
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INSTRUCTCTR NOTES

GUIDE TO PRACTICE PRINTING

a. Eistoricardetv Nc;he

b. Anecdotes: puring previous lessons the student has practiced opera-
ting the various assemblies and components of the offset'
press; This May seem to be a slow aiad tedious procesS
of learning but it was arranged that way so the student

',could be well prepared to operate the press. This method
has proven itself over many yetrq of application with
students. You may consider the earlief leseans as guide
posts and the notes taken by the Itudents ai direitional
signs. If the students notes are incomplete then he -

should check with an instructor. Often this situation
of a student 'act knowing what to do next cen be spotted
by an alert'instructor. Keep in mind-that students do
notT4lame the pressure of a due-date or deadline to meet.
Personnel in an on-the-job-training,status usually do not
enjoy the luxury of having time for practipe,printing.
One of the most important guidelines that the students
shduld f54.low is the safety procedures.

J/
o. Content: The inetr6ctor will explain the reasOn forthis exercise,

the requirements that must be accomplished and the proce-
dure to follow to obtain the desired product.

d. Tactics: None

2, PRESS OPERATION TECHNIQUES

a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdote4s: Press techniques are,developed over an #determinate
period of time. It is most important that the instructor
closelY.supervise students in this initial'Praotice
printing lesson to insure that the students develop good
press techniques. Give credit to a student:if lie tells
you, "I am turning the whattchamacallit to get the stuff
to go thru the press straight", and you observe'hit turn-
ing the headetop adjustment screws twq full.turns to
parallel the sheet. The student is learning to operate
a press and.not memorize, what is to him, outlandish
nomenclature. The prime concern of every instructor
should be CAN TEE STUDENT PERFORM EACH T1S1 TO TEE DE-
SIRED STARDARDI

10
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o. Content: Its instructor will discuss the press techniques involved

in the operition and V's procedure to follow prior to and
4 during operation pertaining to safety.

a. Tactics: None

3. EXPLANATIgN
-

This lesson was last sYstems engineered 25 970.

MEM

4
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STUDENT ADVANCE SHEET

SUBJECT: Offset Printing

LESSON: Practice Printing

740-303-B-010-020

OBJECTIVE: Giveh an offset press-(= or ATF-DP), press tools, cleaniag
materials, list of safety rules, TM 5-245) and Harris Operator's
Manual, the student will perform male-ready aad operations/ pro-
cedures to obtain clean error free printed sheets. At the com-
pletion of the da33,7 practical ilzercise, the student will perform
waeh-up procedures to clean the press to the satisfaction of the
supervisor. All actions will be accomplished in accordance with
procedures outlined in the manuals provided.

STUDENT REPEEENCES: TM 5-245 (July 1970), Offset Photolithography and Map
ReproduCtion, Chap 8, Section VIII, para 8,45 thru 8-26,
Chap 8, Section IX, para 8-27 thrq 8-28, Chap 8, Section
X, para 8-29 thru 8-30.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATICM: Tbe-instruction in Practice Printing
accomplished in the following sequence;

Student Practicil Ekercise (32 Hours). This exercise was designed to
permit the student sufficient time to practice make-ready operation 1k
and wash-up procedures. This exercise will enable the student to ineet
the requirements set forth in the lesson objective.

ila. be

12
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STUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE

LESSON; Practice Printingir

5,85
740-303-13.01,0 026

OBJECrIvE.: Given an offset press (LXG or ATF-3P), press tool's, cleaning
materials, list of safety rules, TM 5-245, and Harris Operator's
Manual, the student will perform make-ready and operational pro-
cedures to obtain clean error free printed.shmets. Af.the cam-
pletian-of the daily practical exercise, the student will perform
wash-up procedures to clean the press to 'the satisfaction of the

%
supervisor. All actians will be accomplished in accordance wi,th
procedures outlined in the manuals provided.

MATERIALS AND-SUPPLIES REQUIRED:

1. Map stock 1 rmmn
2. Offset ink As required
3. Gum As required
4. Etch As required
5. Rags 5 per grass per day
6. Plate 1 per press per day

EQUIRRENT: None .0

FACILITIES: Pressroam equipped with one ofiset press and workbench and
tool set for each group of designated students.

TRANSPOICATION REQUIRMIENTS: None

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL: One instructor per two presses:.

STUDENT REQUIREMENTS:

Student will lubricate the press in accordance with instructions
given in the lesson of offset press lubrication, practicing pro-
per safety precautions at all times.

2. Student will prepare the press for operation as outlined in the
lesson, preparation of a press for.operation. He will\be given
500 sheets of map stock.

3. Student will operate paper cutter in accordance with instructions
given in the lesson an paper cutter operation observing safety:
precautions at all times.

Each student will have a total of 16 hours to perform as press
operator.

13
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The other student assigned tu the press will assist the operator '
as required in any task other thtn adjustments of operatJr decisiofis.

'6. Student will position the image as instructed by the instructor
and maks any adjustmnnts to accomplish this. He will miiicb any
additions or deletione that are required. The student will print '.clean usable prAted sheets.

7. Upon comaetioh of each press run the stude4 will have his
printed sheets evaluated and critiqued by an instructor.

740-303-B-01):020

SOURCE MATERIALS

LESSON: Practice Printing I

1. Guide to Practice Printing - TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithography
ane`Map Reproduction '

a. Paragraph 8-1
b. Paragraph 8-25 thru 8-30
c. Paragraph 8-25 thru 8-30

2. Fresi Operation Techniques - TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithography
and Map Reproduction

a. Paragraph 8-27 thru 3-25
b. Paragraph 8-25 thru 8-30
c. Paragraph 8-2

/

6

2
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J. A

COURSE:

lop

. LESSON =MEE= SHEET

Offset,Printine

14440Nr: Identify Priring ProblamiL.
Providm'sd with sample folders ccntainimg printed sheets with
desigaa* problem areas the student will identify, and discuss
the problem and liarm whlt corrective action be as a pressman

1 must.take to 41,minate4 the problem. Upon co,;pletion of this
lesson, the stude4 will be able to identify and cope with off-
set *mess problems encountered in the daily operation of an off-

, set piece.

TIME:*

589
740 -303 -8 -010 -030

lHoür IC

.TILLINnia AMS AND DEVICEZ:

1. Audio-Visual Aids or Devices: None

2. DA Training Aids: kol;te

3. Service Training Aidsi None

MAMMALS AND SITIVT .at E :

1. Sample folder, printing problems 1 per designated grOup
of students

2. Student zeTWrence sheet, offset press 1 per student
difficulties

EQUIPMENT: None

'TRAINING AREA: .

Indoor: 36-man classroom equipped with desks, chairs and chalkboard.

Outdoor: None

TRANSPORTATION: None

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL AND DEMONSTRATION TROOPS:

1. Assistant Instructors: None

TIMiT REFERENCES:

Instructor References: TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithography

and Map Reproduction, Appendix E.

6
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A

O2. Student Roffman tds:

Na rs (454-33 Rate Training Manual,
r 1 & C- Chap 7.

11( i7245 V -70)i Offset Phdtolithojraphy
'and Ilan teproduction) APpendix E.

Average Student'Bomwork Time: Two Hours I `N

Stwlant wll complete Programmed Leseon - Printing Problems and
also studY Appendix E in 7K 54451 Gffset Photolithography and Mao
Reproduction-(7-70), prior to'this lesson.

2
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LESSONh Identify Printing Problems

TIKE WWI MATTER OUTLINE

LTTRODUCTION

3.0:00 Presses don't act up :art to make it
tougb on the pressman. They* are log-
ical reasons for everything that goes
wrong', and it is usually not too dif-
ficult to correct troubles, once you
have found what is causing them; But
this is sometimes like hunting for a
needle in a haystack - especially for
the beginnerN- because 30MB conditions
may be caused hy go' of a number of
things. Tracing the trouble to its
source is less difficult ,for a expe-.
rienced presSMan, because after awhile
one develops an almost unckinny
about things. .Yet, even anexperi nowt
pressman can't always.put his finger on
the source of the trouble immediately.

k

Most press probfems are caused by little
things:, =Oh as incorrect packing behind
the plate or blanket, poor ink distribu-
tion, or impropervink and watar.13aLance.
Poor platTs will also result in-printing
problems and so will excessive pressure
on the ink and dampener rollers.

I.
In this lesson', you will leain how,some
of these factors affects the quality af
the pl.nte4 sheet.

DEM:W.FMT

DO:03 1. PAPER crcu

i. Paper

(1) Does not.lie fiat
(2) Winding
(3) Static'electricity

.59/
740-30i-8-010-030

ralat ONAt TACTICS

we

Pass out Student and-
out press diffi-
culties.

Discuss problems, and
soltitions covering paperft

12/74
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I1TRUCTIONA1 TACTICS

Feeder and delivery asaeably

(4. Improper sheet .feedixig

(a) Pile height
(b) Vacuum and blowers
(c) Paper guides
(d), Sheet separators

(2) Conveyor. board

(a) Pu.11-1.12" wheels

(b) Two-eheet choke
('c) Register (wheels)

(brushes)
(d) Sheet flatner bar (DP)
(e) Side guide
(f) Head stope (DP)

(3) Delivery

(a) Jogger blades
(b) Pile down mechanism

2. .PRINTING CYCLE

a. Dampening assembly

(1) Roller adjustment
(2k Dirty rollers

2

6

Ask questions to check
student unairstanciing.

Discuseproblems ath
solutions on paper feed-
ing problems.

Etplain theieproblems,,
Fere also coered in
control feeder & delivery

k assembly.

Paint out that 'proper
feeding of peper will
eliminate 9.0 of problems.

Ask questions to check
studint understanding.

DiSCUS3 problems and
solutions zoncerning
the devices on the con-
veyor board.

Emphasize that the head
stops mus$1 be parallel.

A-
Ask questions to check
student unilerstinding.

Discuss problems and
solutians concerning
the delivery as bly,

Ask questions to check 6

student'underst

Disouielfroblems and
solutions in dampening_
system.,

e

Emphasize the importance
of clean rollers.

Ask questifns to check
.student understanding.

1.
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b. .Iaking aesembly

(1) Roller-adjustments
(2) Ink fountain XeYs'

c. Zak and 'water balance

(1) Too much iak or water
(2) Too'little ink or water

i(3) Fountain solution

d. Blanket cylinder

Improper' packing
Loose blanket
Low spots,

Correct image size

(a) 1:1 image (black)
(b) image long or short-

(colors),

e. Plate cylthder,

(1) rAproper packing
(2) Loose plate

(3) Image position on piate

3

naTRUCTIONAL TACTICS
.

Discuss-problems and
.eolutionstin inking
assembly.

Ask oestians to.check
student understanding.

piscuss problems And
Soluti.ons .on ink and,

, water balance.

,Point out ca sample
folders areas caused.by
.too mach' or,too little
ink and water.

Ask questicins tid cheek
student understapdiag.

DiSCUS3 problems and
solutions concerning
blanket installation,
packing.

Emphasize Procedure for
correcting low spots,

Emi;hisize impOitance of
oheckimg for a 1:1 image.

Point out on sample fold-
er long-or short image
problems,,ada how to
correct problem.

Ask questiOns to check'
student und.rstanding.

Discuss problems and
rsolutions in plate in-
stallation.

Emphasize importance of
cheokiAg for 1:1 image.

Review how to twist,
eiciag plate.
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00:50

f. Impression cylinder

(1) Excessive pressure
(2) Insufficient pressuim

QUESTIONS IND COMMENTS PERIOD)

APPLICATION

sinimay.

During the last 1 hour of instructiaa
you have been taught what problems and
solutions to the problems could and
will occur while you are operating an
offset press.

You have learced during the major as-
semblies and thspagh practice ;minting
exercises that offset presses are com-
plicated, precision built machines.
They require knowledge, experience and
skill to operate. How well they per-
form depends on preventive maintenance,
proper make-ready and operation, and
the ability of the pressnian to forsee
and avoid troubles or to quickly trace
them to their sources and.remcve, the
causes.

This knowledge will be applied in the
Lessons throughout the remainder of
your training as an offset prespman.
Your neAt Lesson will be a Three Color
Map Printing exercise.

6

Ask questioni to check
student understanding.

Discuss problems and
solutions n adjusting,
and checking impression
cylinder.-

Aii questions to check
Student understanding.



OFFSET PRESS 'DIFFICULTIES

1. Sheets reach front guides out of time -__

1. Sheets do not separate freely

8. Stock does not lie fiat

4. 81,euts feed errstksily

Samoa:

Toe much or too little friction against sheet. Toe much
friction can bind sheet and slow it down. Too 11
friction am penult lionveyor tepee ta slide under
sheet and fail to carry it.

The feeder pile being too high could cause the suck
to pick up more tban one skeet, resulting in a
of the plia-centrlil poet head on the sheet.

Incorrect timing of the sucker vacuum cam will release
the sheet at the pull-la wheels either too soon or late.

d. Eames pressure of feeder back bars ageing feeder p
will cause a pause in the sucker pickup action.

a. Side pile Anger assembllia set too tight against earners
of feeder pile will result in Angers resting on top
sheet, causing a drag on sheet.

Tno greet aft/Nast causes the shot 10 float beckwards,
resulting la beiag forwarded out of time.

f.

Poor or insuMcient wibding or gum or water spilled ou
pile during previous press runs. (May also be due to
offsetting or sticking.)

Variation in absorbed humidity, or running eatessiv
water on previous press runs.

Static electricity. Static is =countered whenever
relative humidity of the preieroom falls below 1115
percent When static is present sheets cliag together
or to prose, interfering with normal foaling and
printing.

b. Variance in size of etc&

ê. Overall lirlitness or uneven streaks. Ink Too little ink being used
on shoat is not of proper density.

6 1

Ink fountain empty, or ink may be backing sway from
fountain rollar.

adjustment of twoehest choke tapes., drop bar,
Bad wite.Shart sheets may require additional
wheels te add fricttos against tapes.

Rata: pile height.

t timing af sucker release cam

Resit feeder back bar

Reset pile Anger assembly

Reduce airblast.

Wind stock to separate abate and get air between them
Throw away:phasts that.are too badly stuck together to
salvage.

Condition paper to pressroom humidity._ Use wedges 'and
adjuat airblast to decrease curl of stack on feeder board.
Ulm metal straps (or, laprovised) devices to kaki curl
down a:4 conveyor hoard.

Use air conditioaars to keep humidity above SS percent.
Static dilkulties can be reduced by grounding press and
stretching metal tinsel across several places along stock
path to absorb static charge. Siatering glycerin on suck-
ers sad other parts of feeder and delivery seaduabilas
may help, The glycerin will not leave stain after it
has dried.

Check trail* edge of stock pile. It a "saw tooth" effect is
present, remove to cutter and trim trailing edge or
replace stock.

crease number of notches ou ink ratchet, or turn &ppm-
prints ink fountain keys out uniformly_

Fill fountain if seosesary. Stir ink (automatic agitators
are manufactured that will stir the ink during Lb, run),
or add a varnish that will make the ink flow.

6 I



Canes

0. Ink may be of proper density on sheet, bu
will appear "gray," dull, and lifeless.

7. Weak areas in otherwise acceptable print.

1:1

c. Ink fountain keys may be improperly adjusted, eausi
insullicient flow or uneven distribution of ink.

4. Ink distributing rollers may be improperly adiusted
preventing ink from reaching the Amin rollers. (Thi
is easily recognizable because some of the ink rollers
will be carrying a visibly light or inaullielent Rini o
ink, especially uteri first inking the press.)

a. ink fo,rm roller* may be improperly, adjusted, failing
receive ink and/or deliver it to the plata. .(This
recognizable because` the image ou the plata does,
receive ink, and will not transfer ink to an slip
fingertip.).

13 inket and/or plate may be underpacked, causing
plate to fail to receive ink and/or causing the ims

*to fail to transfer from the plate- to the blanke
(This can be ;sadly detected by examining the blan
ket to see if the amount of ink on the blanket i
proportional to the amount of ink on the pistil.)

ar. Impression cylinder pressurs too light for sheet,
receive image from blanket.

Too much water being used -

islk fountain keys should first be set to distribute ink 141
uniformly, sad then adjusted during makeready to parte .0
requirements. A thin Aim iff ink Jadjusted by keys), and
a long revolution of the fountain roller (adjusted by ai
ratchet saaembly) is preferable tit a heavy film of ink
and a short revolution of the fountain roller.

Distributing rollers must be peoperly seated and adjusted
to maintain proper contact with fountain, vibrators, and
form rollers.

Form roller's must aratact vibrators and plate with proper
-.pressure. Inked form rollers drOpped. against p station-
ary gumnsijairlate should leave strips of equal width at
both ends and (depending on the size of,the press) from
1141! to 3 6 inch wide. Form rollers must. remain in
contact with vibrators when passing ever plate cyliqder

Blanket and plate should be packed sufficiently above
bearer height to achieve .003 or .004 inclrprinting pres-
sure.

Blanket surface may be dented or depressed, pre-
venting transier of image from plate us blanket. 1
the plate is good, the image will print properl
where the blanket I. undamaged, hot will not appea
on the blanket in the dented areas.

b. Low spots in cylinder surface -

nerease impression hlinder pressure.r.
Reduce water mvium required for printing without

ink catching

If 4anket impressions are 'not severe, apply commercial
bi et swelling preparations to the underside of the
hie et. If depressions are severe or deep, underside of
blanset nnder the depressed seem should be built up with
layer!' of tissue paper. trTo patch low spot* in the blanket cylinder surface, strip
plate and blanket cylinders bare, and cement a good new
blanket to the plata cylinder with anderPaiking to total
the usual dimensions of both cylinders. Then ink the
blanket (on the plata cylinder) up solidi, pull the ininrett-
Sian cylinder away, put the impression on, and turn the
press around to ink up all of the blanket cylinder sur-

. face. Paint the portions of the cylinder surface where
ink does not transfer with lacquer. When the lacquer
dries, repeat the operatiun, adding lacquer where needed
until the entire surface of the eylinder receives an even
ink transfer. The patches will be permanent if carefully
trated.
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-a

Weak, mottled print

9. Weak print, becoming progresaivel
weaker going across cylinder.

..
10. Weak, gray or spetty print

e) .

a. Illanket may be glazed, owing to poor cleaning.
glaze is an accumulation of oxidised rubber, war
nishes, and gum.

b. Blanket may be dirty or oily
. Impression cylinder may have insufficient pressure

against blanket cylinder, preventing the image from
transferring between the blanket and the atock.

d. Blanket may be insufficiently packed for Impresai
cylinder, ie., when printing on thin stock, the im-
pression cylinder of certain makes of preases can
be moved suMciently close to the blanket cylinder So
proper printing contact.

Cylinder bearing may be worn and/or cylinders may he
out of parallel, causing insufficient or uneven trans-
fer between plate, blanket, and stock. The image will
not transfer properly between the affected cylinders.

a. Steel ink rollers may be stripping. Steel rollers fail to
carry ink. Noticeable as strips of bare metal around
roller circumference. Caused by glazed rubber roll-
ers, running too much water, or too much acid in
fountain &elution.

b. Rubber ink roller may be glazed. Usually due to ink
and drier remaining in the pores of the rubber du
to improper wiialiup. This causes the rubber to
its ink-carping and distributing qualities.

c. Ink too stiff to adhere to image. Appears as weak spo
in image pn plate, blanket, or stock. Th. ink's affinity
for itself is greater than its attraction to the plata.

11.. ink sway be emulsified or waterlogged. May be caused
by use of too much drier, too much water, too alka-
line a fountain solution, a gum left on a poorly
we:died-off plate, or poor ink. (Very fresh ink, which
bus nut been "aged" for a long enough period, is
very susceptible to emuhilfication.)

e. Ink becomes waterlogged because of small _image area,
which does not use ink fast enough.

Wash blanket thoroughly with an ink savant aid water.
If giaza remaias, arrub3wsli with the ink solvent and
pumke powder.

UM same procedure as in item Ita. "*t

if the image appears satisfactory on the blanket, Increase
the impression cylinder pressure until an even print is
obtained. When the cylinders ars out of parallel, or not
equipped far parallel movement, consult press manual
for procedure and adjust for thickness of stock.

Increase blanket cylinder underpacking, and remove equal
packing' from under plate to maintain proper printing-.
pressure.

CAIITION
This may cause change In image size, affecting .
register in multicolor work.

Paralleling of cylinders and/or replacement of bearings
may be necessary.

If due to glazed rubber rollers, correct !cause. Otherwise,
wash up rollers ia regular manner, then wash up 1k ith a
weak nitric, acetic, or hydrochloric acid solution, scrub-
'bing with pumice powder i condition is severe. Then
wash roller with plain water. Weekly procednrelo pre-
vent stripping: Wash up press in Usual mann**, make a
paste of pumice powder and oleil acid, add it to the
rollers, and run ths press for sevehil minutes. Then
wash up again.

Thoroughly scrub roller with an ink solvent and pumice
powder to remove the glaze and restore the proper vel-
vety sheen. Washing up with 3 percent lye solution
may also help. If glaze is extensive, roller, hould be
buffed with sandpaper, ground down, or recovered.

Add a thin varniah to the ink -

Correct causes. If condition is sevCare, replace ink-

On forms where the ink coverage is not great, and there is
some waste paper (preferably at the hack edge ot.the .40
sheet), it is helpful to put ip a small solid area; a strip
24 inch wide running across the plate would be sul11-,
dent. This insures a sufilcient replacement of the ink on,
the rollerit
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11: Bluth areas in image . _ _

12. Uneven print

r-
1)

iloWed print

Ink form rollers may be cracked or pitted, as a maul
of careless washup over a leng period.

When cylinde; diameters aye unequal, the blanli
creeps, and smooth packing shesta will wrinkle
CAusil an uneve4rint. The coarser the canvas back
ing of the blanket, the greater the *stoat of wrinkled
packing.

b. Rough textured packing (like regular offset paper)
&vier& wrinkling, since it moves with the blanket.
With each revolution of the cylinder, the packi
MACS back to its original also, providing,the
cylinder surface is smooth. ,

a. Ink may be too stiff or too tacky, causing fibers to
plucked or picked from the stock.*

14. Ink density too heavy on printed
Ink spreads to background areas. Prin
lacks sharpness.

15. Overall tint, usually of less than full ado
density. Tint does not wash off pla
with water. Poseible appearance o
faint streaks across cylinder.

b. Ink may contain lint, owing to fiicking of stork, dirt
stock, or old, fumy dampening, rollers. Any of
coaditions can cause lint to become mixed with th
ink, resulting in a mottled print.

a. Too much ink being used

b. Ink too soft or too greasy _

Too little water being used

d. Ink piled up on form rollers, owing to ink vehicle
not being able to carry, pigment. Drier may hay
been added too soon, causing setting on rollers.

Fountain solution reacts with pasts (lead) drier in ink,
forming glassy Alm on the plate and causing dim-
eulty in controlling water distribution.

Paper stock uneuited for offset printing. Some coated
stocks may pick off readily, and may contain a large
percentage of alum or otherfhernicals. These chemi-
cals sensitise the plate to grease, causing scam.

f.

a. Dampener form rollers set too tight akainst plste,
cuusing wear of the plate grain either Min excessive
pressure or from the "bounce" which I. likely to
develop.

b. Blanket and plate cylinders pecked to excessively une-
qual diameter& This prevents true rolling con

except to replace roller& Correct cause.

t is good practice to place the thin packing tissues close M
to the steel cylinder, and the heavier sheets close to the
blanket. Applying a thin coat of machine oil to the
tissues with a cloth end piping it off will help to pre-
vent the steal from mating.

Using soapatene or talc between the blanket and the top
packing skeet redikees the friction of canvas against
pecking. This more lirenly distributes the strain placed
on the blanket when tightening the reel, and permits a
more uniform overall print.

Thin or soften the ink with varnish, mixing thoroughly
and addles no more than is needed to correct condition.
Keep a record of proportion added for future raferenime
Use of excessive water is also a contributing factor to
picking, so a minimum of water should be run.

Correct causes. See item 29 for procedure to correct pick-
ing. If necessary, wash up and replace ink.

Reduce number of notches .on ink ratchet, or turn appro-
priate ink fountain keys i It may be necemary to
remove excessive iak from fee rollers by sheeting.

Do not add thin varnishes to ink unless necessary to
prevent placking of stock. Stiffen ink by working in a
quantity of No. 8 varnish or magnesia powder.

Increase water tspply at fountain to minimum required to
print properly.

Add a heavy varnish. Adel driers at the last possible
moment before using ink on pres& If this does not
removeithe scum, obtain new plate.

Reduce amonnts of acid in fountain solution and of drier
in ink. If necessary, replace ink.

f such stock must be used, "doctoring" of ink to soften it,
frequent washups, and a more acid fountain solution
will be necessary.

Readjust rollers. Rollers should be checked for warping
andeor uneven diameters. If excessive plate wear has
not occurred, plate atcling ths scummed aresia may
bring relief. Otherwise, a new plate will be required.

Repack cylinders to equal diameters. Etch affected areas
of plate. r)

-



and causes skidding between the two cylinders, wea
lag away the plate grain. \

16. Ink appearing in background arms I a. Running too little water s.\

specks oz blotches of full War density

Dirty dampening rollers not
ring water. Caused by running
greasy ink, or insufficient acid in
Lion.

ng r transf
muck or
fountain solu

Low or high *rem in dampening rollers
even contact with the plata.

Dampening form rollers too long for press, riding
bearers, and not contacting the plata properly.

LT. Overall tint, usually of kw than full color a. Greasy or poor ink
density. Tint does not wash a pia
eitith writer.

I. Discoloration of water on plate and
printed sheet. Tint can be easily washed

, eV with water.'

6 ,

b.

a.

b.

Insufilcisnt acid in the fountain solution to over
greasiness of ink.

Oxidised plate. May occur in graining, Platilmsbing
storage, or on press because of exposure to darn
or slow drying of water an plate. When a plate oxi-
dises, the spots of ink on the background are soli
and perfeetly round, regardless of size. This shim
not be confused with spots of pigment from bleedi
ink.

Plate defective. Becomes evident at start of run
general or locelimd scumming, owing ta incomPle
development, too thin a coating, overdsvalopment,
poor negative, or overgreasy developing ink.

Fountain solution too acid, causing eating away of
plate grain, and/or of the thin protective gum Aim
on the plate surface.

Ink bleeds, due to celoring matter not being fast in
water.

Increase water to mininhi,., required to prevent plate from
catchiag up. Froper balance between ink and water
must be maintained so that a full density of ink, with-
out scum is transferred to tha atm*.

Scrub fabric roller, with a still brush and water, using
soap or solvent only if absolutely necesaary. Rinse roll-
ers thoroughly and hang up to dry. If condition is too
severe to permit cleaning, replace fabric roller covers.

Clean metal tellers with an ink solvent to remove grkese
and ink, then rinse with water. Then scrub roller with
pumice powdor and plate etch, wash with water, and
gum.

Manually' scrape, rub urv or underlay with strips of mus-
lin, the low areas. P4rMi rubber water stops against the
water fountain rollerin wetter areas.

Procure proper length rollers for press.

Etch plate. Increase acidity of fountain solution. Mix pow-
dered magnesia into ink to stiffen it, or replace with
good ink. Do not reduce ink with greasy compounds
unless necessary to prevent pluckine-

Fountain solution should not be higher than 4.6. If this
pH dose not overcome difficulty, new plate should bs
made.

See item d below for procedure of eliminating local oxi-
dized areas. Badly oxidized plates are usually regrained
or discarded.

Attempt to clean plate with plate etch, alternately spong-
ing with etch and water. To remove local tint scum, use
pumice powder or anakeelip, follow with 'plate etch, and
than wash with water.

Reduce acidity of fountain solution.

Reduce acidity and amount of fountain solution. It usually
will be necessary also to replace the iek.

Ink emulsifiedMixture of pigments, varn ies, driers Strengthen ink with long varnish. Cut doWn amount of
etc., breaks down. Results from emulsifying actioa o wetting agents. If coudition Is severe, replace ink.
wetting agents.. (Gum arable is a weak watti
arnal4 May sho be duo to Ink bolus too fresb---ink 626
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le, Ink filling in open areas or image tkick
lug.

20. Ink filling ia open areas or image thicken
hag. Slight blur apparent toward tai
end of sheet.

21. Blurred areas at regular intervals f
font to back of aheet.

22. Tails en dots, or alight blur at back o
image, especially at tail end of abut.

211.. Streaks of ink running compktaly around
cylinder, of same width and shape on
every sheet.

24. Streaks of lightness in image runn
around the cylinder. These streaks wil
vary sosnewhs i. in ales and shape,
usually will become progrusivel
smaller in area with vial succeedi
&hut

21,. Scum, alternately light and dart, taki
the forme at streaks across cylinder
(Commonly called "gear" streaks),
similar light and dark areas in hang.
Appears especially at gripper edge co

sheet.

(

b.

a.

b.

Cr

a.

b.

should age at least a week after griading to penal
thorough combining of ail ingredients.

Tao much ink used atItari of make-ready. Rolle
cannot 1111 the ink cleanly from the plate in iiuch
cases, causing the work to thicken and scum.

laucand vs ink
Creasy ink

Loose blanket
Loose plate
Excess pressure
Loose roller settings

then slip a4111Lthe plate.
Blanket too Hum Ps rim in the rubber, and

Blanket 'slightly Woe& Hump appears only at end
cylinder revolution.

Excessive pressure between cylinders..

Blanket rubber swollen due to absorption of varnishes,
driers, and solvents.

Damaged form rollers. (Usually canoed by some die
on plats cylinder protruding beyond plats height.)

Dirty wheels, tapes, or control device* in the feeder
conveyor.: or delivery assemblies. (May have picked
up ink frotipraviously printed oolors.)

Too much water

. Squeeze pressure, Instead of bums, driving elite
dere. This prevents the bearers from smoothing ou
the slight chattering action of the pars.

b. Excessive difference in cylinder diameters due to inco
rect underpacking.-Humpe ries in blanket and slip
across the plats, squeegeeing away enough water
allow a slight scum.

Difference in surface speeds of driviag roller and pia
cylinder, causing form roller to drag against drivinft
roller or plate.

reel caw. Attempt to clean plate iry etchine.

Decrease Ink supply.
Stiffen ink with Ne. I veralsh or magnesia powder, or

replace ink.

Tighten blantat
Tighten plate

heck cylinder coatacting pressure
Reset rollers

Tighten blanket

Tighten blanket

Repack cylinders, or adjust impression cylinder pressure
at necessary.
eau blanket thoroughly, or replace with good blanket

If rollera are not too badly daMaged, treatas in item 16c.
Otherwise, replace rollers. Check for offending device on
pieta cylinder, and tighten if necessary.

Clean all 4evlom which contact sheets and, if possible,
shift thank to an unprintad portion of the sheet.

Decrease wt.r supply. Also check for possfhle emulalAce-
tion of ink. (Se, item 10ifi and correct if necessary.)

Decrease cylinder liack IDS

Repack cylinders properly. Cylinder dlisneters should be
as equal as poesibla.

if plate cyocler Is pocked properly, and sullen are met
with proper premiums, their relative surface speeds
should be correct.



lek form roller sockas worn. Rollers bounce into cylin
der gap, lose speed, and tlito skid whin !hay *gal
contact the plata. (

e. Ink or dampener form rollers set too tight or too
Co their respective eihrtors, causing them to skid
the plats.

1. Glazed ink form tolleri skidding on vibrators or pl.
E. Rubber form rollers swollen, causing skidding again'

vibrators or plate.
h. Improper prase timtng... Rollers should vitnate at time

plate -cylindek gap Is up. If the vibrating occurs a
any other time, the slight breitation is opt to eau
skidding of the forl rollers.

1. Gear teeth on cylindrs or vibrators worn or dirty _ _

Play between plate and blanket cylinders
k. Cylinder bearing trouble. Since all three press cylin

Jere are geared together, binding of the bearings o
any one will affect the others and interfere with
steady even contact between the plate and form roll-
ere.

1. Kinky or hutnpa in plate or cylinder underpacking,
causing skidding of the form rollers.

m. Poor paper. Certain kinds of paper (especially very
hard coated) show "gear" ty atreaks- regardless of
adjustments to press or ink.

n. Greasy ink or ezcessively soft Ink accentuates any
minor irregularities (see above) that might other-
wise go unnoticed.

114. Weak, gray, or spotty appearanos out. Fountain solution too acid or too alkaline. Too much
image on printed Klima. acid dissolves grain of plate and undermines image.

Too alkaline a solution causes iimage to soften end
dissolve.

b. Etch used carelessly, or too strong. If the etch pea
irides the ink film on the image, it is almost certain
to destroy the grease-receptiveness of the image.

c. Gum used carelessly, or gum. sour ___

Reset rollers to proper tension. If necessary, replace roller
sockets.

Reset rollers to proper tension

Clean or replace affected rollers
Clean' or replace, and, rest affected rollers

%dime vibrator Motion

lean affected gears
Adjust gear segmeni See press manual for procedure.
Depending an the nature of the difficulty, oil press, level

press, or install new bearings.

Flatten kinks, repack plate, or replace plate

Some regulsr offset stock should be run. If streaks do not
then appear, it is the fault of the original stoa. The
streaks CM be eliminated only hy replacing stack.

Correct causes, or stiffen or replace ink

Take a pH reading of solution\ Add acid or water as
needed to attain desired pH for type of plate being Tun
(usually 4.6 for aluminum). In extreme cases, replacing
solution and/or rollers may be necessary.

Rub ink and/or asphaltum Into weak areas

Small areas or line.. can be made to print by scratchiqg
them wr.h pencil or etching needle. Otherwise, replace
plate.

lo not etch plate, unless image is protected with ink or
asphaltum by lacquee. Du not allow etch to remain on
image areas over 1 n4nuta.

- Use gum carefully, as it, too, is a weak .desensitiiing
agent. If gum is sour, replace with fresh gum.

Unless quickly reniedied, the water will penetrate and
undermine th image. Wash plate with clean water, and
gum carefully. Wash out image with turpentine. Rub
quantity of ink into the image with cheeseeloth and
smooth it down dry. Wash gum off plate and bring
water rollers against plate. If the plate is basically.

d. Too much fountain solution and/or not enough in
used. Water gets ahead of ink on the print.ed sheet.

g
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27. Ink dues not print smoothly on sheet _

Developing ir.k or press ink on image has dried hard,
losing its grease-receptiveness. Although this is no
truly a blind plats, it is often mistaken for one..

f. Normal life of plate exceeded

Cylinders out of alinement., causing exceuive wear _
h. Poor plate. A plate that is underexposed, has too thick

a sensitised coating, or has an Insecure found*
owing to gum remaining on the grain before *multi
ration, disintegrates rapidly on the press.

Gum streaks or spots. Spate in image on the plate-
Gum may not have been applied smoothly or ru
down evenly in plateniaking or on the press. Usual
more pronounced if gum has soured. Results i
image areas being sensitised.

Binding due to lint or dust. The presence of lh o
dust picked from paper stock can cause half
image' to sharpen.

a. Last color dried too hard to allow next color to gain a
foothold.

b. Under color is waxy or greasy
Piling. Ink cannot distribute or flow properly, owing

excessive drier, poor vehicle, or heavy pigment.
Ilard-surface stock _

28. Mottled print, very similar in appearance Ink trio stiff. Ink of high cohesiveness and/or low
to product of iiemiblind imago, low blan- viscosity will tend to irdhere to itself and to th

it will again be clean end sharp if the propere
water-ink balance is maintained.

Wash dried ink off with turpentine. Plates which are to be
stored for any length of time should be asphskumed to
prevent this occurrence.

A greasy asphaltum can be made by adding I ounce of
oleic acid to I gallon of asphaltum. This will insure thi
knee. taking ink when the plate is need after storage.

Replete plate. On nine that approach maximum plate lite,
extra plata should be available to assure minimum Ioas of
time.

Reeling cylinders

Obtain a new plate

Ume same procedure as for a blind plate. See item 26a.
Rub the effected image area, first with a sponge contain-
ing both water and gum Arabic, and then with a Arm
cloth pad containing rub-up ink and pumiee powder.
Then alternate until image becomes ink receptive. The
water dissolves existing dry gum anti the added gum is
to replace dissolved gum of, the noiiirnage areas. The
pumice powder is used as an ebrasive, and the rub-up
ink to make the blind image grease receptive.

due to picking, soften ink. If due to dust in stock, little
can be done except to adjust the cylinder brush I if press
is so equipped) and clean the blanket su that a minimum
of dust will be picked up.

multicolor work, the use of cobalt drier should be
avoided, especiirlly on the first .colors down. Trapping
compounds can be procured which will aid in printing on
surfaces which have poor attraction for ink.

In jobs where colors overprint, it may be necessary to put
some retarder in the ink so that the first culor down will
not dry before the succeeding colors are applied. The ink
on all colors should be run as apare as pouible.

Keep reducing to a minimuni in multicolor work
Add long varnish io ik

Use trapping compnunds

Do not confuse with other difficulties listed in Difficulty
column which have a similar appearance.



ket, or insufficient impression eyli
preasure.

2. Stuck fibers, or bits `of stock coating
picked from stock eurface.

80. Paper sticks to blanket

.4

rollers, and will not transfer properly from rollers
plate. plate to blahloit or blanket to stock.

-

Ink too tacky. Inks are usually made fairly stiff,
that they will not be tao greask;an strong-surf.
paper.

Low humidity resulting in static electricity.

c. Caueed by the sharp bend in the stock, as it peals
the tacky blanket.

81. Stock wrinkles under pressure. Usual
associated with thin stocks.

32. Old work shows through as ghost image _

83. Pinholea at same place on each sheet

84. Checked appearance at edges __

lib leacessive wastage!

86. Image hie incorrect, although parsilei
margins on orinted sheet.

WI. Image not parallel on printed sheet ____

Lint from trinunings laying between sheets

Blanket tacky or dirty

Usually due to poor conditIon of stock lily be aggro
vatted by poor guide or gripper adjustments. -

. Plate may be insufficiently grained to remove old work.

b. Blanket embossed, owing to poor cleaning

Due to improper manufacture of rubber blanket, cau
ing pits in the rubber skim coat.

Cracked form rollers, due to improper washup. Occu
especially at ends of rollers.

Improper procedure _

Impeders or incomplete makeready

Imperfect or incomplete makeready

To remedy, thin ink with No. 00 varnish

Use a hard blanket, minimum back cylinder pressure, and
reduce tack Oi ink. To reduce ink tack, use beeswax or
Nei. 00 varnish.

Relative humidity around press should be at least 60 per-
cent to prevent plucking. Sae itain 40c for way; of
raising pressroom humidity.

Soften the ink with a commercial nonolfset compound. Use
a hard blanket and a minimum of back cylinder pres-
sure. Clean blanket surface to reduce tack.

Reset cylinder brush assembly

Clean blanket thoroughly, and powder with a half-and-
half mixture of talcum powder and flowers of sulfur. Or
install new blanket.

Check settings of guides, undesiongues, and grippers. Cut
across-the-cylinder notches I1i the blanket packing to
help relieve the offending pressure.

Prerun paper conditioning usually eliminates this wrin-
kling leficiency.

Use snakeslip and plate etch to remove old work from
plate. If condition is too savers, replace plate.

Replace with new blanket and hang old one up to dry
after reconditioning. Every press ahould have an extra
set of blanket bars so that blankets can be periodically
rested. This prevents embossing and greatly increase&
the life of the blanket.

lleplaee blanket.

Replace affected rollers. Rollers must receive regular thor-
. ough cleaning to prevent cracking and pitting.

Wastage in makeready 01112 be grea\ly decreased in ths
following way;

In the preliminary operations of chockiDg color and posi-
tion, manipulate the feeder so as ta feed and print only
one sheet at a thne.

Swing plata, adjust front guides (for small Illovittlllent
only) and/or mote side guide as required.

Twist plata or parallel front guides. Sines even the beat of
platemakers make mistakes, the pressman will find it &KN.
great timesaver, la the loele rue, if he cheats each p1st401
before mounting to see if the image is centered and
parallel to tho gripper edge. if ths image is correct, Oa
Inas of time is negligible; but if the image is creaked, he

6 3,1
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NIL Register warble during run. Image dos
{mut prnit in the same place on ever

Imperfect or
itasembly.

plate adjustment, usually of feeds

99. Image long or short on printed sheet in a. Stretch or shrinkage of negative
direction of press rotatiaa (aroulad cyl-Ib. Paper stretch col shrinkage on,previous iress runs ...bider only). . incorrect underpacking of plate snd/or lanket _

. Incorrect underpacking of plate and/or bleaket Maul
ing from Image size changes from previous run and
also possible blanket swelling due to chemicals used.

40. Imago prints large or small in both direc-
tion&

A

.. Incorrect camera settink when inking negative

Stretch or shrinkage of film negative
Humidity change in paper since previous_press run

can mount the plate crooked to compensate for the
error, and save a good deal of makeready timn.

Check the fallowing press components oeadjustinents: pile
too high; feeder back bar 4nd rear pik finger binding
the comers of the feeding aheet; airbiast sp great that
it floats the sheet backwards; Wale floallat nozzle lay-
ing heavily au edge of sheet; two-sheet choke binding
one sheet; trolley wheels sat -too tight or with varying
Wagon; nester brushes and wheels permit sheet to
bounce backwards at beadziops; tension of individual
coeveyor tapes varies; trip laver binding on the feeding
Aset; headstapi pinching gripper edge of sheet; .setting
laf haadataPa too great, permitting sheets to buckle;
.register drop bar pressure too great, causing a drag on
the side guiding; or the sheet slip. ha the bite of the
impression cylinder grippers. Never change- press
speeds once a multicolor map has started.

Correction can be obtained (in direction of press rotation
only) by increasing packing under plate and removing
packing of equal thickness from beneath blanket to
shorten image. (Reverse procedure if a longer imege is
desired.) Each .001 inch of packing changed will cause a
change in the size of the image of from .069 to .012 inch.
This may lead to other press difficulties, so a choice
must be made between degree of register desired as
against amount of 'plats wear and slur that can be
tolerated.

If error is large, a new negatiee and/or plate may b4
necessary.

See item 89 for eirocedure of correcting size of image
around cylinder.

Remake plate from shrunken or stretched negetive
Maintaining constant .humidity in paper is only effective

prevention. Paper if. in best conditien for multicolor
printing if its relative humidity is 5 to 8 percant higher
than that of the pressroom air.

Some correction is obtained (time permitting) by banging
paper, 'operating into small piles, or running through
the press with ot without dampeners against a blank
plate depending on whether moisture is to be added or
subtracted from the stock. Also, attempt to condition
prresroom td agree with humidity at time of previous
run..1Hang wet rags in front of a fan, or boil Water in
vicinity of press to increase humidity.

6



41. Local miaregiater it corners at sheet,

42. Failure to dry

43. Failure of ink to dry in center of sheets
although dry at edges.

44. "Spotty" drying

Paper fanned out due to varying humidity around pile
use of xcessive fountain solution or excessive back
cylinder pressure during printing.

a. High humidity. Drying is slower at a high humidity
b. Too much waxy or greasy reducing compoiAnd used I

ink.
c. Stock surface too acid, owing to ninuing a baron

fountain solution.on previous press runs, or chemica
reaction.ibetween ink and Airier on previous run&

d. Moisture euntent of stock is.too high. Moistunr/retard
drying.

Too muct or too acid a fountain solutiol is
Moisture und acidity retard drying.

Mier bus mailed chemicully with extender (alu
hydrate), rendering drier inactive.

e Stock unsuitable. Vertnin hard surfaced stocks wall no
trap ur aboorb the ink properly,

liik nut suitable fur paper
I. Drier not thuroughly mixed

Wrong drier used. On tuard-surfaced paper where little
absorption takes place, cobalt drier may form a sur
face skin which will prevent the ink underneath fro
drying.

k. Tts, niiich drier used. Some paste driers. if un excess i
used, soften the Ink just like any other greasy corn

Temiwrature too low. The time needed for chemica
reactions doubles with every 20° drop in tempera-
ture.

insufficient drier

Condition paper. Stretching of plate at corners or* local
change of hlanket underparking may be attempted only
as a hist resort. Make se many corrections as possible
before printing another sheet after checking the tint
one.

When checking color and position under close tolerance,
make up sandwiches or "books" of waste sheets, with
only one good sheet in the center of each "book."

Use mare drier, or allow more time
Stiffen ink with issagnesin powder, or replace ink

Use more drier And a weaker fountain sohition

Condition stock

Correct cause

Do nal add drier to ink until just before using

itcar stock. Add commercial trapping compounds

se care in mixing
care in mixing

rect. cause

Luck of oxygen

Ling sheets or blow air through them. Or rerun through
press with a drier spray, ur overprint with ii uric that
will provide additional nongreasy drier.
rying will occur in time. Easter drying can be obtained
by winding stock.

nerease anmunt of drier

Wind Q.tock

a. Stock is damp in spots. Usually associated with card. Comlition stock
hoard.

Ink film of pr evious:N. printed colors is more absorptive Ming or wind stilek if greater speed Is ties mi. Otherwise,
than blank sheet. lIcrurs only if drier is insuilieien
escept where .ilisorplimi is great.

Porosity of stock varies, owing to manufacturer a prae- Mix ink ta dry on least receptive sheet
tire of taking the sheets from several different reel
when making up reams.

the ink will dry eventually.

(-714b Chalking V( hide souks tido stock, leavinh Insufficient drier, high humidity, or excessive acid in Chalking is usually noticed too late to correct the cause.
pigment uohound lo Ow surf MCC. the fountain iodation, Setting Limo of ink is However, tlw job can be saved by overprinting with a S



.046.

47.

Intik %Ulf

Ink lightens in color during drying

4.

I/esd, lifeless appesrunee of ink oz4
printed sheet.

Named,

&hurt. If the vehicle ie absorbed faster than the ink
dries, there will not be enough binder kft to hold the
pigment, and chalking will result.

On absorbent bouk paper oz cuated stecks, the ink i

apt to lighten in color owing to abeorptionin drying.
The harder the paper surface, the thinner the ink
Mm need be. Normally, coated stock requires only %
tp % as much ink as uncoated stock. The softer the
paper, the more vehicle it will absurb.

ontrast between some types of stock and ordinary
offset ink. Also, the water used in lithographic
process tends ta soften the effect of a printed ink.

transparent Mae (aluininia hydrate or overprint varnish
with drier), using the same press plate that was used 0
to print the affected color.

6%-If two or more colors chalk, print size over the entire
sheet, using a blank plate and without dampeners.
Paper brightness will be slightly lowered, but usually
no4 enough to harm the job. On similar future jobs, add
drier and binding varnish.

None. On future jobe of a similar nature, run a heavier
film of ink, or mix ink tinctorially stronger.

Use a gloss ink, and print with a minimum of water ,

40. DiSeolorution during drying Cobalt drier is not compatible with certoin ink pig
ments.

See inkmaker for advice

"Burning Out" or loss of color during Due to lack of oxygen.. Solids or heavy halftones are Wind stock as necessary during drying to supply oxygen
drying. most affected. Iron blue or chrome green inks are the to all sheets in pile.

' usual offenders. Especially likely if a heavy ink film
1\ ) is run or if excessive water was used.

50 "Scuffing " lnk dries, but still rub Caused by ink containing too much of nandrying com- Boxes, labels, tied similar material should be printed in
smudges, ur scuffs eats ly. pounds. Such materials soften the dried ink dim so

that it will not stand rubbing, i.e., the varnish in the
ink has dried, but the dried tilm I. diluted with
grease and remains somewhat soft_ For ordinary
work, more than 1 ounce of nondrying material per
pound of ink will cause trouble.

scuffproof ink. Even then, waxing or varnishing the
printed sheets may be necessary.

SI hailing pf cult,rs wthin a few weeks oil
men tha (ter pr nling.

"Permanency" is only a relative term when applied to
inks. Even the must colorfast inks retain their brilli-
ance for only about 6 months when directly exposed
to heat, light., etc.

Nune

52. Offsetting ur sticknig together of thes.
sheets in the printed pile.

Running exceseive ink

b. Failure of ink' to dry or set

Reduce ink supply at fountain. Coated or hardfinished
stock requires more drier, preferably cobalt, for single-
color work.

Add a varnish, compound, or drier to speed the betting-
time.

Use of exceesive drier in ink When running a hard-surfaced paper or a paper coated
both sides, it is wise to use drier judiciously. Driers



d. Static La stock

create haat in lbs printed pile, and both sticking and
otreWeir say result.

Application ef radiant heat, slipsbeetlag, or use of a spray
gwa nay be seeessary. When running such stock, dm
ink should be as tlactarially strong as possible to permit
running it spire. When starting long rua, remove
stock La small lifts until sure that there is no offsetting
due to weight of stock.

See item 4 for means of relieving static.
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INSTRUCTOR NOTES

PAPER CYCLE

a. Historical data: None

o. Anecdotes: None

c. Content': The instructor will discuss the problems and explain the
solutions to same of the problems the student will encoun-
ter during their daily operating of the offset press. The
problems areas mast like4 to be encountered during opera-
tion, are paper problems, feeding problems, registration
and delivery of the printed sheet. Wits the use of sample
folders the student will .learn the causes and solutions
to many of the problems he will encounter.

d. Tactics: This lesson civad be taught through the use of 35mm slides.

2. FEINTING CYCLE

a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdotes: None

Content: The problems that the press operator will encounter will
be discussed to include the four major assemblies. The
instructor will provide solutions to problems that invnlve
the dampening, inking, and cylinder assemblies of the press.

Tac tic s : None

22
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STUDENT-ADVANCE SEEET

SUBJECT: Offset Printing

LESSON: Lientify Printing Problems
---

OBJECTIVE: Pro;fided with sample folders containing printed sheets, with
designated problem areas, the student will identify; and discuss
the problem and learn what corrective action, he as a pressman
must take to eliminate the problem. Upon cotpletion of this
lesson, the student will be able to identify and cope with off-
set preis problems encountered in the daily operation of an off-
set press.

STUDENT REFERENCES: The following assignments are to be accomplished prior
to the lesson on Identify Printing Problems.

1. Study: Appendix E - Offset Press Problems; TX 5-245 (7-70), Offset
Photolithography and Map Reproduction.

2. Complete Programmed Lesson - 83F20-C-010-030, Printing Problems.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Instruction in the area of printing problems
will be accomplished in the following manner:

1. Conference (1 Hour)

a. Discuss problems encountered in Practice Printing I lesson.
b. Discuss solutions to printing problems

2. The objective of,this lesson is to teach the student hOw to identify
and solve pr4nting problems durin his practical exercise lesson,
print a three color nap with a minimum of instructor assistance.

21
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SOURCE MATERIALS

LESSON: :dentify Printing Problems

Paper Cyc;ta - TM 5-245

a. Paragraph 8-4, (2)

(I) Appendix E 3

(2) Appendix E - 2
(3) Appendix E - 4, a

b. Paragraph 8-4, (2), (a)

(1) Appendix E, 1

(a) Appendix E
(b) Appendix E 1, b, f
(c) Appendix E - 1, d
(d) Appendix E - 1

(2) TM 5-245

(a) Paragraph 8-10, c (1)
.(3) Paragraph 8-10, a .(5)
(c) Paragraph 8-10, c (9)
(d) Paragraph 8-10, c (3)
(e) Paragraph 8-10, c, 5-(b)
(f) Paragraph 8-10, C, 5-(a)

(3) 5-245

(a) Paragraph 8-13, a
(b) Paragraph 8-13, b

Printing Cycle - TM 5-245

a. Sect VI

(1) 8-19, d (1), (2)
Appendix E'

b. 3ect

(1) 8-2, d, (1), (2)
y.2) 8-24, a, (3)



c. TM 5-21;5, Appendix E

(I) Appendix E - 6, 14 - d, 19 - ci, 24, 26 -
2) Appendix E - 5-2 , 114 - c

(3) Appendix E - 10 - a, 17 e, 26 - a

. Appendix E

(1) 8 - ci, 25 b, 39 c, d
(2) 21, 22 - a, 20 a
(3) 7 - a, b
(14) 36, 37

(a) .39 - a, b, c, d
(b) 40 - a, b, c

a. Appendix E

(1) 39 c
(2) Paragraph 8 - 16 d - ( ) Thru (12)
(3) Paragraph 8 - 16, 9- (1), (2)

f. Appendix E

(1) 22, b
(2) 5 - g - c

6//
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PROGRAMED LESSON

pRINTnIG PROEMS

TABLE OF CCUTENTS

Page

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES OF LESSON

DISTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS
iv

LESSON FRAMES
1-73

SELF-ZEST
75

INTRODUCTION

Long experience and a high degree of skill are required to make
a good offset pressman. EVen the best pressman has to contend with
many variables aver which he has no control. These include plates,
blankets, ink and dampener rollers, inks, paper, and atmosphere condi.
tions. During this program we will discuss briefly some of the more
common problems encountered by the pressman.

OBJECTIVES OF LESSON

UPon sucessfUl completion of this programmed lesson, the
student will be able to identify and cope with offset piress prdblems
encountered in the daily operation of an offset Dress.

t; I



INSTRUCTIONS 'It STUDENTS

This programmed lesson presents the material in mall., sequential
steps called7framesi Each frame contains information that you must
know an&understand. Read carefully each frame, then provide the re-
quired response. After resPonding, turn the page and checic (4dp not
merely copy) the accuracy of your response. If your initial response
was d'Orrect, go on to the next frame. If your initial response 1424
LAorrect, re-read the frame before continuing. Beginning an page
1, follqw the top level'of frames to page 73; then return to page=
1 and begin the bottam level, continuing in this manner until all the
frames have been\tompleted.

Remember, this lesson is not a test and will not be graded as
such. The self-test at the en07737gMsson is provided for your
benefit. It offers a means whereby you cap measure how well you .
learned the mate441 presented in this text.

Now begin with Frame 1 at the top of page. 1.

r 4



1,14
FRAME #1

There are several factors aver which the pressman has little or
no control, yet will affect his ability to produce top-quality work.
Te9peraure, humidity and the condition of the wojAng materials are
some of these,factors.

Three factors that will affect a pressman's ability to produce
top-quality work are nd conditions of
the

0.

FRAME #38

Some of the causes of "blind" plates are plate cleaners scratch
removers, emulsified ink and too much acid in the fountain solution.

Repeated use of plate and scratch along
with too much icid in the fountain solution, will cause the plate to
become due to losing its receptivity.

1



1. temperature, humidity, urprking materials

38. cleaner, remnver, blind, ink
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FRAME #2

The temperature near the press has a considerable effect upon
how the job must be rum. It affects the ink.awater balance, the dry-
ing speed of the ink and the characteristics of the paper. Closely
related to is humidity, both produce similar
problems.

FRAME #39

All form rollers in the inking and dampening assemblies should
be set so they are driven by the vibrator rollers and not the print-
las olate. Inking and dampening asse-7"7ay form rollers should be
ariven by the rollers and not the



39. vibrator, printing plate

ch.

14

411.

v



6/8
FRAME #3

Sim+lav effects and problems are induced by and
. However, humidity is even more difficult to control

than temperature. The problems temperature causes are faster drYing
and evaporation.

FRAME #40

Loose settings of the form rollers will.scrub and wear thei
printing plaz-e. Always check f6r proper settings. Improperly bet
M rollers will ,and the printing plate.



3. temperature, hurldity

P.

11.0 fonn, scrub, wear

6
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FRAKE #4

1

High
paper and
plate and
cause the

temperature causes the ink to on
ink rollers. Dampening solution will dry faster an the
dampener rollers. Fountain solution will evaporate,and
PH to change.

FRAME #41

Ti graying occurs while running the press, it is natural l
0or a

pressman to add more ink to get a heavier layer on the sheet. How-
ever, the cause is probably too much water and it should be cut
back. La most cases, cutting back on water remedies grayed copy.

If graying occurs while running the press, we should first try
cutting back on

N



L. cag f as te r

4.1. water
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FRAM 06

'Fountain solutions will evaporate due to
and cause a change in the RR of the fountain si717.11n.

Flan #142

Scratches
plate or by Imp
removed bv the

ua occur because of careless handling of the
roper use of processing materials.

Scratches can be
use of scratch remover or plate etch snd hone.



5. high temperature

No response

1

6023



L.24-
, FRAM #6

The pressman must learn to make the best use-of the raw materials
furnished him, mo matter what their condition. Poor quality las,
paper, lalankets rollers and even the; chemicals used in fountainsolutions will affect the quality af the finisLed product.

Whatever the conditions, the pressman must learn to make use ofpoor quality and . A good pressman
will use all techniques avaii4Ble t37.1773-75ahter the difficultiescaused by l000rquality working materials.

FRAXE #43

To remove scratches, use either scratch or plate
and hone. Do rJt allow scratch or plate
to dry an image or hlincling will result. Always wash

treated areas with water or fountain solution.



. ink , paper, , blankets
625

1.43 . remover, , e tch , remover, , etcn

/ 12



FRAME #7

The offset pressman must be able to distinguish between good
and poor quality" printing. He must learn to use sound pdgment.
Therefore, as pressmen, we must learn to use good in
the work we produce and the adjustments we make.

FIUME #4L

?lugging of the image during the cress run is caused by too
much or too soupy- ink, .dirty damreners, paper, mechanical ad.lust-
ments, printing pressure, improperly adjusted form rollers and a
weak or 4mproperl7 mixed fountqin solution.

0
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7 . j udgment

No response
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FRAME Oa

With the inexperienced operators, errors in will
be more prevalent than with experienced operators. The pressman,
when maxing adjustments, must use good

FRAME #45

What are some of the probable cause:- of plugging while miming
the press?

15



8. judgment, judgment

4

a. Ink
b. Weak fountaii solution
c. Dirty dampenPrs
d. Form roller adjustment

16
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FRAMS #9

The largest portion of printing problems eacountered by the
student pressman will be caused by his awn mist-ekes. They can be
eliminated only through practice and experierg.7With the student
the largest portion af their printing difficulties will be intro-
duced by their awn

FRAME #46

Scumming is a condition that shows up on the press and the
printed sheet while running the press. It is the result of the
plate 1.osing its water receptive surface and trmroper adjustnents.
Scumming results fram the plate losing its water

and improper

17



9. mistakes

a06 receptive surface, adjustments

13

;
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FRAME #10

To catch these constant observation is needed.
While the press is printing, the pressman must frequently pull sheets
out of the delivery and examine them for imperfections.

FRAME #147

patch-up, results when
water balance. Either the
is being carried that even
cannot repel it. Catch-up
lad balance.

the pressman runs an incorrect 1:Aand
plate surface is too dry or so much ka
the properly dampened background areas
is the result of incorrect



10. mistaYas

ink wate r

20

6. 33



FUME #11

Probably the first indication of a printing difficulty will be
the appearance of an an the pri=ted sheet.

FRAMIE #48

While running the press you encounter that is
2auned by either an incorrect and balance
or too much . An obvious correction wouid be to bring th
amounts of ink and water into balance. There is nothing wrang witn
the plate.

'1
4.- .4.



U. imperfection

48. catch-up, ink, water, ink

22
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FRAME #I2

The inexperienced pressman will too often make snap judgment
which will probably be incorrect. Tpc often a snap judg*int by an
inexperienced pressman MI= .

4.0

FRAMS #49

The modern offset blanket is the result of half a century of
development and improvements. Offset blankets should contain the
following properties aid characteristics:

,a. Uniform thiokness
b. Resistance tb stretch
c.,,; Resilience and firmness
d. 'Ink reoeptahility,

z

23
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12. incorrect

49. No respczase

A

411.

437 )'
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4.38
FRAME #13.

,In coii4cting this imagined difficutp-ty, he may amly add to,-the
real problem. For this reason, all printtng difficulties which the
studente.encounters should b studied systematically% Thtirefore
all printing problems shoul be analyzed

,

FRAME #50

Since the presiure between-the plate and t.244b14nket has to be
maintained within thousandths af an.inch,"the blanket muithave the
uniform thickness over its entire area. The &tire surface of the'
modern blanket must be of

25
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13. systamaticaLly

*44

50. uniform thickness

4,1U, I

4.

26
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FRAME #114.
.

Systemaiically the pressman-,can trace thi difIficulties back
thrbugh the press umtil t.br diffieulty has been localized. In
systematicAly locilizing,the problem, we cal: divide.the f:roblem
into five sehRes.

FRAKE #51

The offset blanket mUit have imiform thicknesi over its ' 4
. Any actiaa by the pressman that destroys th.l.s lini?ormity

will-affect the quality of his printing. .

/'

s4A



114. No rip spozie

3

51. entire vurface

Nkt.

e

fiP
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FRAMS #15

Localized problems can be divided into stages. The
five stages are 4A follows: sheet to blankeirglibket to plate;
'plate; Aangening assembly; amd inking assembly.

1

4

- 4

FRAME #52

An offset blanket is manufactured so that'its.stretba is
mlniffized. Cotton is generally considered the most serviceable
fabric for the backing because it is straag, stretdi reeistaat,
amd flexible. Cotton is used for backing on Eg7ffset blanket
because it'is o.

.

t

29

4.

Po-,

14.4

4.

Ire
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is. five

..;

S.

'

52. stretch resistadt

30
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61/
FRAME #16

Irrthe printed sheet-to-bIanket stage, check the image am the
blanket. If the proilgirdoes not appear an the blankets.theh you
have localizedethe problem. It is nnt in the to

. stage but in the feeder assemblz, impression ciTinder or the am
itself.

FRAME #53

Only.the finest material is used in weaving
offset blankets. These fibers bonded together make the offset
blankets resistant to

31
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16. sheet blanket
,:er

53 . cotton retch

tie

0
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,FRAM3' #17
f

in the
traced to t
chist

4

4

printed sheet-to-blanket stage, the Problem can be
he' assembly, the cylinder., or

FRAME #54.

Offset blankets must be resilient and firm enoui so they can
be depressed, yet firm enough So they-will return to ir origlnal
size without distortion. 4r,

Because of the pressure exerted by the .003 inch packing c/er
the bearers ths offset blanket mlist be and
enough to return to its original shape'.

33
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17. feeder, impression, paper <

;

6

Ar.

f

o

511. resilient, firm

4
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674,9
FRAMS #1§ S.

Zin the blanketTto-plate stage, check the image on the plate. ,

If the imperfection an the blanket doe; not appear an the plate,
the dif.ficulty must be in ths transfer point. Perhaps the blanket

,has a low ma; ia stirty or gl!ati.

Whei the problems ocCur am the blanket and no.t an the plate, the
difficulty must be with the . -Ma blanket mayhame a

spot, is or:

Nr.

FRAME #55

Modern offset blankets-are known for their and
because of the pre.sure exerted when packed over the

4

bearers.
\

35



18. lows dirty, glazed

55. resi.14ence, firmness

36
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FRANZ #19

If the problem also appears an the :late lee must continue
through the dampening and inking assemblies, and possibly all the
way back to the original copy to trace the trouble.

EXaMi4M the plate in the area of the imperfection and check the
Sld assemblies im line with the imper

faction. If the trouble i not located in those staves caritima t
trace the trouble through, the press until'it is found. .

FRAME #56

S-0 far we hame mentioned three characteristics of
blanket. There is cilia more calledqa. receotability.
really the essential requirement af'an offset blanket.
requirement of am offset blanket is iis ability/to be

4

37

any offset
This is
The fourth,
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Th

4

4.9. de:opening, inking

4

56. ink receptive

6757
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65.2.
FRAM 020 4

k

The reason for 'this procedure ics.to systamaticallyeliminsite
)bach p9esibls source ok trouble. ,Cnce an assembly is ahenkod, it
can bd-elimlnat.qd frqm consideration. This allows the pressman t4,
localize, pin point and eliminate the trtubli in one inspection dhd
one series af adjuitments.

,/

FRIME #57

By being
take ink from the piate and deposit it onto
surface becomes anyj glazed 'or :::d:::::t
accomplish this function.

4

t

3 9

blanicet must be able to
paper. .c.11 the blpoket
it cannot satisfaborilY

00.



20. No response

57. ink receptive

a

40

1.%
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11.
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654
FRAME hit

.^scr

There are four trouble areas on the preSe the operator must
watch and listen for in order to recognize and correct printing
dIfficulties'before°they seriously li.ffect the quality of his work.
The press operator must watch and listen toN. ,areas an tde
press.

tb,

MU, #58

bianiFet 'that is
cannot accomplish its ftlEETE3eof-being iak receptive.

or



2 1 . rtmir

58 . dirty, #lazed, oxidized

4.
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FRAU #22 (
The fir') trouble areas gn the prase pre mechanical

problems, feeder aisambly, dampening sambly and inking assembly.

FRAME #59

The modern offset blanket must contain the follpwing character-

I

'
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FRAn #23

The first symptom of a mechanical problem will probably be a
new sound. A pressman trains his ears to tell him something is
wronimrM a student pressman suspects that something is wrong he
should stop his press and find the problem.

4, mechanical problem will Probably show up an the press as a
sound.

FRAME #60

In ardir to obtain maldinum performance and long life from
blankets, it is necessary to know more about them than just how to
put them on the press and take them off. We must consider some
of the difficulties with which a pressman has to contend.

t

145
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4s-

60. No maponne
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6470
- FRAME 0214:

- -

Feeder assenbly troubles lxe many and diverse, but will .usually
result in the failuzs of the sheet to reach the head stops. Failure ,

of the sheet to reach the hied stops will he the eesult of
troubles.

FRAM #61

It is necessary to knaw that the ribber surface of the 'blankets
begins to oxidize a0 soon as they are made and continues qxidiling
very slaw1y as long as they exist. Also, that oxidation j.s the
reilmeakness in blankets which,affects both performance and life..
Performance and life are affected by

,e

147
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FRAME #25

0. £53 troubles usual-1y result frau fault adjust-
ments. * trou. s with the a2sbII1 result
mar-- These troubles will generally
appear an the nrinted sheet.

c.

FRAME #62

Oxidation is hastened considerably by heat or direct sunlight.
Blankets should alwaye be stored in a cool iga-khaded place because

or hastens oxidation.



31-

25. dampening, faulty adjustments

62. heat, direct sunlight
A .

A

so
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FRAME 026

An alert pressman ehmild be &Ale to recognize damming asaemb.
troubles since they usuallor appear on the . sheet as the
result' of%

a

#63

%ten a blanket becomes ovirlized, its surface is glazed or
hardened. Wham a blanket bacgmes o it
should be washed With solvent anti pumice powder. After it is cleaned
wash it*with clean water.



26. printed, faulty adjustment

63. glazed, hardened

,0

1,

52

a*

J
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FRAMS #27

The pikp?g, assembly troubles, like the dampsnini assembly
troubles, will also show up ala the printed sheet. Mfficulties
with_the assembly and the assembly
will appear aa the printed uheet as the result of improper ad:Just-
ments.

FRAME #64

Glazing, like plugging, can occur as a result of many reasons.
Same of these are as follows: the absorption of some oils and driers,
deposits of gam ar,abic or parer coating.



2 inking,. dampening

64. No response
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FRAME #28

The dampening and inking issembly difficulties will
usually appear am the amd generalli result
from

FRAME #65

Thi absorptian of oils and driers, deposits
paper coating can cause a blanket to became
a blanket will fail to transfer ink correctly amd
the blanket must be discarded.

55.

of gmat &rabic or
. Such

la extreme oases

s



28. printed sheet, faulty adjustments

65. glazed

56
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FRAME #29-

In' previous frames we discussed.how .problems on the printed
sheet can be traced back through the press until the source.of the
trouble i3 located. Now we will discuss faur characteristics of
presedsitized plates and techniques used to prevent and correct
pimblems encountered by,these plates.

FRAME #66

The absorption of oils by a blanket leads to another difficulty
called embossing. This is a ghost image Of a previously rmn job.
It is absorbed by the rubber coating of the offset blanket. A
ghost image that forms an a blanket is known as

4
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.-VCI re sponse

,

embos sing

0
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FRANS #30

Mast presansitized
the manufacturer with a
plates are madm or

plates are as aluminum coated by
t:hin sensitiz coatial7m7Tesensitized

aluminum and coated with

FRAME #67

and
we

&bossing can be remedied by a thorough cleaning with solvent
bglie ce powder. By using and

sh. be ahli to remedy embossing.

59

I



30. grainless, sensitiaedcoiting

67. soivent, pumice powder..

60
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FRAM{ 031

I ,

,

Prelensized plate coatings are mnst sensitive.to actinic '4
light least sensitive to red,34.ghts.but require no 3170=TOCID1
for processing. No special roan14.4 required for processing presen-
sitized plates but they are moet' ta
light.

FRAMEt8

Absorption of oils loads to another problem wia.i.ch we call
tackiness. Tackiness occurs when the surface,of-a blanket becomes
'sticky. PapaF being printed will have a tendency to stick or cling
to the surface of the blanket.

Paper sticking to the offset blanket, caused.'by the absorptioM
of oils is called Again wash and scrub with puMice
powder to relieve this problem. "Ok

ii

4
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31. sinsitivel 'actinic

68. tackiness

62
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FRAME #52

The last characteristic to be discussed is the shelf life.
Presensitized plates have a normal shelf life of siX months to a
zear. apiratiaa dates are stamped aa each package. 'Each package
of presensitized plates has a data which gives its,

FRAME #69

Ia the prev;oue frames we have found that the absorption of
oils, solveh;ts and driers cause

aad

i



32. Shelf 11:e

69. axiOatian, glaze embossing, tackiness

6 77
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FRAME #33

The four characteristics of presensitized plates mentioned in
previous frames are as follows:

a.

h.

C.

d.

FRAME #70

The offset blanket i4 stretched around a oylinder under con-
siderable tension. A loote blanket will cause the image to vary in
size resulting in misregister and streaks. Misregister and streakq
are caused by a

65



33. a. Grainless aluminum )

b. 'Sensitized casting
c. Sensitive to actinic lig* ) any order

d. Shelf life

70. loose blarkPt

(6.

66
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FRAM #34

The press life of a presensitized plate, is depftsdent on mady
f4ctors. Most of he reasons for.-short'press life can be traced to
the,pressrT.

*-1

FRAME #71

An4her problem with,blankets is that they can: $et smashee.lhile
the press is an impression. Smashed blankets are caused by folded or
crumbled sheets, half sheets, heavy ream markers, feeding two Sheets,
foreign matter and sheets sticking to the blanket.

4.



314. No reapalse

71. No response
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ItAKE #35

Mnproper grintin
of the factore-that
that will affect the life

igirdimbetween the plate and blanket is one
sect pr9s life. One cf the factors

of a printing plate is improper . .

'N.

FRIarE #72

When a blanket is depre;ssed so far that it w41 not retmrn
to its original shape, the blanket is said to be 1
A blanket .can be repaired by placing patches of tissue under the
law spots to bring them up to the'level of'the blanket surface.

1. 7

6 9



35. printing pressure

72 . smashed

ta.

70
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FRAME #36

a

This improper printing pressure is caused by too Much.packing
behind the plate and blanket. This packing will cause excessive
squeeze and shorten plate life. Excessive squeeze ,on a plate is
caused b7

FRAME #73

A blanket that is can be repaired by placing
under the law spots to,bring them up to the level of the

blanket sarface.



7.

36. tot:, much packing

73. smashed, tissue

72
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FRAME #37

plate is said to be "'blind" when a strong image progressively
loses ink receptivity. Loss of receptivity indicates a plate
is going

TOU HAVE COMPLETED LEVEL A; RWURN TO THE BOTTOM
HALF OF PAGE I AND BEGIN ON LEVEL B
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37. ink, blini

ev-
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688
SgLF-TEST

)\\4\, The following questions are provided to give you practice in
using the information you learned fram this text. You should be able
to answer ALL questions correctly; but if you miss any, re-read the
frame in which the answer td the question is fbund. The correct
frames are indicated by the numbers la parentheses.

- 1. What are soma of:the sources qf printing problems? 41-111--

2. How should printing problems be analyzed? (#13)

3. What are the five stages of printing problems? (#I5)

44. What is the first indication of a mechanical problem? (#23)

5. '4.11 inking and dampening assembly problems show up an the
printed sheet? (#27)

Ô. What are the characteristics of a presensitized plate? (#30-33)

What is meant by a blind plate?

S. What cautses scratches? (#42)

9. ';hat causes plugging? (#44)

10. What does scumming result from?

(#37)

(#46)

11. What are the faur characteristics of an offset blanket? (#49)

12. What causes glazing? .(#64)

13. Wharis embossing? (#66)

U. What causes tackiness!? (#68)
42

15. What problem is caused by the absorption of oils, solvents a;rid
driers? (#64-68)

is a smashed blanket repaired? (#72)
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LESSON REQUIREMENTS SKEET

COURSE: Offset Printing

LESSON: Print a Five Color Map and Photomap

OBJECTIVE: Provided with an offset press (LIG or ATF-DP), necessary 400ls
and supplies a list of safety rules, TM 5-245 and the Harris
Operators Ma;ual, the.student will perform the proper malsos-read,
operational apd wash-up procedures to print a five color map on
one side of a sheet and a photomap on the other side. This is a
sixty-four hour graded practical exercise to be accomplished in
accordance with procedures outlined in the manuals and-student
advance sheet provided. The student must achieve a grade of 70
an each part of this exercise to successfully complAkte the course.

TIME: a Hours: 64 PE

TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES:

I. Audio-Visual Aids or Devices: None

2. DA Training Aids: None

3. Service Training Aids* None

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES:

I. Map stock 500 sheets per student
2. Black, red, brawn, blue,'green ink As required
3. Oil can w/CE 30 oil I per press
4. Gum Az required
5. Etch As required
6. Rags 5 per press each day

Plates 6 per student

="I TIENT :

1. Offset Press

a. ATF Chief 29 (DP)
b. Harris LIG press

Offset press tools

TRAINING AREA:

Indoor:

press One per,designated student group
One per designatO student group

I set per press

30-man classroom equipped with desks, chairs A chalkboard.
2/75
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69.2 '

2. Pressroom equipped with one offset press and work bench with
tool set for each group of designated students.

Outdoor: None

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS: None

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL AND DEMONSTRATION TROOPS:

1. Demonstratiqa: None

2. Practical Exercise: Six assistant instructors.

TEXT REFERLICES

1. Instructor References: TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithogratty and
Map Reproduction, Chap 8 and Appendix E4

Harris Operators Manual.

Student References: TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithogral and
Map Reproduction, Chap 8 and Appendix E.

Harris Operators Manual.

3. A7erage Student Homework Time: 2 Hours

2



LESSON OUTLINE

LESSON: Print a Five Color Map and Photomap

MA ER 0

693
740-303-B-030-010

IN U T NAL ACTI S

)0:00

INTRODUCTION

In the previous lesson, PRINT A TEREE-
COLOR MAP, you had the chance to prac-
tice print multiple color maps. This
graded lesson, PRINT A Fliria-COLOR MAP
AND PHOTOMAP, is designed to thoroughly
test your ability to operate an offset
press. The requirements are to print a
five color map and photomap, maintaining
color density, making register marks for
each color, an the initial color you will
maintain image position from side to side
and parallel to the gripper edge of the
sheet. You should frequently inspect the
map sheets in order to check on, map qual-
ity. Each color will be graded an its
awn merit. Grading will be accomplished
in the same manner in which your three-
color map was evaluated and critiqued.
Once again the instructors will be very
critical on safety as it is imperativv
that you follow safety precautions. The
map that you will print is a standard
topographic map and although it is dif-
ficult to print it is no more so than a
normal map requirement. The photomap
you will be required to print is a Large
single color map. The main difficulty
with this is the fact that it is primar-
ily a large halftone which means that
correct balance of water and ink is im-
portant. A "flat" or "washed out" image
is not acceptable. The results of your
work in this lesson are most important
to you because it is the final test of
your ability as an offset pressman in
this course.

NOTE: Inform the stu-
dents that they will
continue to operate the
same press originally
assigned to for comple-
tion of this graded ex-
ercise.

2/75
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9 SUBJECT -MAfirER OUTLIN-i rNSTRUCTIONAL TACTICS

,DEVELORTENT

00:05 1. =IT A FM-COLOR MAP AND FROTMLP

30:30

a.
b.

Purpose
Requirements

(1) B1ae,k (Culture)
(2) Red (Road fill)
(3) Brown (Relief)
(4) Blue (Drainage)
(5) Green (Vegetation)
(6) Photomap (Black)

c. Materials and supplies
d. Performance

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

a.

b.

C.

Job evaluation
Safety procedures
Supply economy

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS PERIOD)

Explain' the purpose of
this FE, riguiremonts,
'of each feature includ-
ing color density, qual-
ity control, registration
and performance standards.
Discuss the peculiarities
of printing a photomap.

Check student understand-
ing by asking qUestions.

Give tine alotted to com-
plete the FE. SEE ANNEX.

Explain grading proce-
durbs, getting OK sheet
prior to press run. Re-
emphasize safety proce-
dures. Fhotomap will be
printed an the back of
the five-color map to
conserve map stock.

Check student understand-
ing.

BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR'S'.
DISCRETION

APPLICATION

2

Tie-in to previous period.

Student understanding of
procedures is to be checked.
ttiru-out the lesson.

See instructional tactics.
Students il1 alternate
as press operator after

.1"



SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE

695
INSTRUCTIONAL TAC5N

each color 14 printed.
See ANNEX C for time
allowed 'for each color
and grading procedure..

64 hr. Graded FE.

aclaiit AT INSTRUCTOR S
DISCRETION

63:45

SUMMARY

You have just completed your final graded
practical exercise which has beep geared
to test your ability to print a multiple
color map and photamap. If you have been
successful in accomplishing this then you ,

can consider yourself as being well on
your way towards being a skillful offset.
pressman. You have had to meet the high
performance standards required of mili-
tary map printing. This lesson has been
the summation of all the knowledge and
skill that you have acquired through-out
this course. More important than any
-grade you received for the map printing
project is the experiende gained. The
theory is that if you can successfully
print a multiple color map and photomap
then you should be able to print any job
that you are assigned to do. Each of you
has had individual critiques along witL
the grading so mistakes could be cleared
up. In your next lesson, MULTILITH FEESS
1250, you will have an opportunity to
operate a smaller type offset press.

3
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,

INSTRZTOR NOTES
rat 1/4

PRINT A FIA.-COLOR MAP AND PHOTOMAP

1. Historical data: See Volume 1909-Professional Memoirs, the Article
oil "Lithographic Map Reproduction in the Field"
by Lt. John A. Holahird.

b. Anecdotes: The military ?topographic map is used extensively for
training purposes, for making troop movements, and plan-
ning combat Operations. It is one of the most usefti
devices a sopmapier,blaS to work wilh. The ajor advan-
ta,gr of a standard topographic map"is the ct that
calbr has on the user. Features are yvadil discernible.
The number of colors used is determitbd by ;Ltveral fac-
tore. The area being mapped must be considered. , Examples
of this would be areas'of dense jungle in which'there are
no roads or cities thebifore red would hot appear on the
map with the only('exception being,if a boundary exists
in that area. Anothqr example would be deskrt areas that
have np drainage features therefore blue wottild not appear
on the map.

Photomape axe special map supplements that are usually
printed in one color. Sae photomaps have been,printed
in which two additional colors were used for important
features. These dolor intensified photomap; ware printed
for certain areas of Viet Nam and had red overprints to
indicate hamlets and blue overprints to represent drain-

fhatures. More specialized,training is required to
rea4 photomaps. A photomap is a montage of aerial photos
printed as a halftone. Grids may be superimpOsed on
photomaps.

c. Content: The instructor will explain and discuss the proper proce-
dures to follow and the printing sequence thaw must be
followed, materials required to comptete the exercise and
what is expected of the student to properly samplete the
exercise. The instructor will exnlain what to look for
during.the lesson pertaining to registration, ink coverage
and the application of.pioper procedures and sa-ety pre-

tions.

Tactics: None

2,/75.°
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ADDITIONAL ROWTIREMENTS

a. distorical data: None

b. Anecdotes: In the traiaing of a topographic printer ;he-instructor
is responsible for job evaluation. The student must be
made aware.of the fundamental requirements of map imagg
position, correct color density, registration of indi-
vidual features, az well-as a possible need to back-up
the map. Medium scale daps often require a yellow plate
which entails extremely good wash-up in order to main,-
tain proper color density.

Content: The instructor will explain the method of evaluating the
printed work, grading procedure and economy in the use of
paper and other materials.

d. Tactics: None

3 EXPLANATION
fr

This lesson was las .:_rtos engineerid 25 May 1970.

k.

2
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,740-303-B-030-010

STUDENT ADVANCE SKEET

LESSON: Print a nye Color Map and Photomap

OBJECTI7E: Provided with an offset press (Lxa or A7F-DP), necessary tools
and Supplies, a list of safety rules,'TM 5.245 and the Harris
Operators Manual, the student will .perform the proper make-ready,
operational and wash-up procedures to print a five color map an
ane side of sheet and a photomap on the other side. This I'S a
sixty-four hour graded practical exercise to be accomplished in
accordance with procedures-outlined in the manuals and student
advance sheet provided. The student must 'achieve a grade of 70
on each part of this exercise to successfully complete the course.

=yr REFERENCES: Ttie followini'reading assignments ate to be accomplished
before and during the printing exercise.

TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithography' and Map Repro-
duction, Chap Ei and Appendix E.f

.Harris Ocerators Manual.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The instruction for this requirement will be
accomplished in the following sequence:

1. Explanation of lesson (1 Hour)

a. Sequence to follow in printing of map.
b. Grading system.

Duties of operator being graded.
. Duties of assistant operator.

2. Student graded practical exercise (64 Hours) (Each student will
be allowed 32 hours to complete the graded exercise).

a. Make a visual safety check of press.
o. Complete daily scheduled maintenance (lubrication).
o. Observe all safety rules.
d. Complete the make-ready procedure for the scheduled color.
e. Print the required number of good copies.
f. Participate in press wash-up when both students complete

assigned scheduled color.

2/75
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STUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE

LESSON: Print a Five Color Map and Photomap

OBJECTIVE: Provided with an offset press (LIG or ATF-DP), necessary tools
and supplies, a list of safety rules, TM 5-245, Harris Operators
Manual and the student advance sheet, the student4will perform
safety check of press, meice-ready, operational procedures to
print a clean, error free five color map with back-up photomap
and perform required press wash-up. All requirements will be
accomplished under the observance of tye instructcr grading the
exercise.

MATERIALS AND SUPPTIMS REQUIRED:

1. Map stock 500 sheets per student
2. Zak, black, red, brown, blue &

green As required
3. Oil can w/OE 30 oil 1 per press
a. Gum As required
5. Etch As required
6. Solvent As required
7. Rage 5 per press per day
S. Plates 6 per student
9. JOS ink color -tart booklet 1 per press

EQUIPMENT:

1. ATF Chief 29 (DP) press
2. Harris LIG press

FACZIT=S UIRED:

--76ress am equipped with an offset press, work table ancittool set for
each desj.gmated group of students.

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS: Nene

ADDITIONAL PERSONNELv One instructor per two presses.

STUDENT REQUIREMENTS:

1. The student will perform a visual and manual safety check of the
press.

2. The etudent will properly lubricate the press.
3. Student will prepare the press for operation as outlined in previous

instruction. Student will be provided,with 500 sheets of map stock
with a normal allowance for waste of 50 sheets per color.

1 2/75
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L. Student will operate the paper cutter and trim the map stock accord-

ing to previous Instructions observing all safety precautions.
One student will perform as press operator, printing each color of
his job. Total allotted time kor each student to'complete the ex-
ercise is 32 hours. The other student assigned to the preqs will
assist the operator as press helper in any task except adjustment
or operation of the press.
The first color, black map culture, the student will center the image
from side to side and Parallel to the gripper edge, make register
marks on, the plata, and any deletions or additions that are required.
Color coverage and density must be in accordance with the DM ink
color guide. Registration of each color must be within a tolerance
of 0.02 of an inch. When these requirements are completed the stu-
dent will take a map sheet to the instructor for a,check prior to
making the press ran. This procedure will be followed for each
color.

7. Upon completion of each color the student will have his work evalu-
ated and critiqued by the instructor. The work will be graded by
the instructor using the exercise grading sheet (Appendix 1 to the
Student Practical Exercise).

8. While the work of the rirst student is being graded amid the student
critiqued, the second student will prepare the press for printing
if the color ink an the press is the same for the other students re-
quirement. If color must be changed both students wash-up and pre-
pare the press for the next color.

2
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I
PRACTICAL EXERCISE GRADING SHEET

MAW 110$1111 NO

STAB MO DM Mil

I
IMII WADI

MANNER OF PERFORMANCE FOR 5 COLOR MAP (BLACK AND PHOTOMAP)

IIII
IMMO

. GRADING ON PRE.------
a. 1-1 LMag Measured Lin the South Neat Line Only)
E.- Overtime Printing

,

2. GRADING BY PRIME INS C R

Rt. istration
9 IIIb. C.wruct registration marks

8

)11111c. Irn lie position on sheet
d. Colo
e. Scratches, low spots, marks and finger prints

WWII-------77-isive wast
IIIIMIN
III

IN
MINIM
1111E1111

3. SAFETY VIOLATIoNS /1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/ Minus 1 pt wh

1, .--TNITTRUCTOR MARKS

NM
1111111111
MIMEOManNM.
BMEa=III.2

.

IOTAL

7



5 COUOR MAP (BLACK AND PHOT)MAP) .

STUDENT ALLOTED TIME: BLACK,- One day
PHOTOMAP - One half day

1. GRADING ON PRESS

a. (1) Did not measure image on plate ..,

(-6)(2) Successfully completed (1) above but failed to measure image on printed
sheet

. 4-41(3) Successfully completed (1) and (2) above but failed td shift packing ,
properly

( 3)(4) SuccessfUlly completed (1), (2), and (3) above but failed to measure.
( 1)

image on South neat line

b. One point per each five (5) utes up to 25 minutes'

2. GRADING HY PRIMARY INSTRUCTOR

a. (1) Gear Side (-3) SLIGHT MODERATE
(2) Operator Side ( 3) -1 -2
(3) Side Guide ( 3)

b. (1) Correct Position (-2)
(2) Correct Size (r2)

C. (i ) Parallel of image to gripper edgeNf sheet ( 2)

(2) Center of image side to side

POOR

Movement of image up
to 1/16 " (-1)

(-2) Movement of image over
1/16 " (-2)

Center of image gripper to trail edge of sheet-(-2)
Too Light (-14)
Too Dark

C 14)

Unevea color.over
sheet (44)
Scum
Scratchts -2)
Low spots ( 2)
Marks ( 2)

14)

o-23% 26-54 31-75% 76-100%
-1 -2 -3 -14

Following constitutes removal of only one oint :
1. Visibility not distracting
2. No more than three defects noted

(4) Finger Drinte-----(-2)
f. (1) 1 to 5C sheets over the allotted 5C. sheets------- ---(-2)

(2) 51 or %lore sheets over the allottb4 50 sheets ( 4)

1



PRACTICAL EXERCISE GRADING SHEET
WANE 103TH NO

SIAM444 HMI Milli 14111

PERFORMANCE

WM1 ,

FOR 5 COLOR MAP (Red, Brown, Blue,

DAT!

Green)

04ADII

MANNER OF

EMI1

E1111111.1
IIIIMMMIMI
OMR

ill

III

. GRADING ON PRESS
a. Tina e to fit Black
h. Overtime Printthe

.

7. URADING BY PRIMARY INSTRUCTOR

a . Re gi strati on
h. Correct Registration Marks .

c. Col o r
11.1

ii . Scratches, low spotsL marks, finger prints 8 MN
OMNI
111111111
MOON
IIIMMI

1111.1.
1111.11111
MEMIIIMa
al

e. Excessive waste

3. SAWN VIOLATIONS 1 2 3 $ 7 . Minus 1 point each

STE 1 IC TOR REMARKS

.

s

,

%

?

- _____

5nke .



5 co LoR MAP (Red, Brown, Blue, Green)

ALLoTTED TIM: Red-Ono full- day ---Brown, Blue, Green, One half day each.

1. GRADING ON PRESS
a. (1) Twist .-14) Two free moves on

(2) -4) 3Wist and Swing
(3) Lmproper image ,size around cylinder (-4)

b. One point per each five (5) minutes up to 25 minutes.

2. GRADING BY PRIMARY INSTRUCTOR

a. (1) Gear Side (-3) SLIGHT MODERATE POOR
(2) Operator Side (-3) -1 -2 -3
(j) Side Wide (-3)

b. (1) Correct Position (-2)
(2) Correct Size '( 2)

(1) Too light (overall) ( 14)

(2) Too dark (overall) ( 4) O-2% 2614 51 -75% 36-100%
(3) Uneven color over sheet----(-4) -1 -3.
(4) scum (-4)

d. (1) Scratches
(2) Low spots
(3) Mark-

Flnor prints

(-2) Following constitutes removal of only one point
(-2) 1. Visability not distracting
(-2) 2. No more than three defects noted
( 2)

u. (1) 1 to 50 sheets over the allotted 50 !Beets
(2) 51 or more sheets over the allotted 50 sheets
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SOURCE MATERIALS

F.7.SSON: Print a Five Color Map and Photomap

1. Print a Five Color Map and Photomap - TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithog-
raphy and Map Reproduction

a. Paragraphs 1-1 & 1-4
b. Paragraph 8-28 (j) ,

c. Paragraph 8-28 (a)
d. Paragraph 8-28

2. Additional Requirements - TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithography and
Map Reproduction

a. Paragraph 8-28 (1)
b. Paragraph 8-2
c. Paragraph 8-28 (k)
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NOTE: This LRF serves as the source of information tor all
lessons taught on this subject, though length, methods,
and objectives will vary with courses. The specific
length, methods, and objectives will be determined by
the pal and so reflect in ILPs.
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This publication supersedes LRF, T.440-122 (7-62),
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LESSON SUETORT REQUIREMENTS

SUBJECT: Offset Press Operation

LESSON: Miltilith Press 2250

TRAINING AlIS AND DEVICES:

1. D. A.. Ttnining Aids: None
2. Service 11.a.i.nin& Aids: 3one

MATERIALS AND SUPPLI2S:

1. Ink
2. Paper
3. Press plates
4. Tools

EQUIPMENT: Press Multilith, (Model 1250)

FACILITIES:

1. aftssrom: None
2. 21mininAlEla Facilities: Pressroom, PF

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL AND DEMONSTRATION TROOPS:

1. Assistant Instructor(s): One
2. Demonstration_a2m: None

EEXT teiMIN=S:

1. Re%uired References:

LRF\T.440-1.22 (2-59), Multilith Press 1250) Section
2. Excerpted References:

EXtrexts fro* the Refernst2221, MUltilith Offse,
'Model C) with singli lever control 1955, is printed witi-
vrftten permission of tbe Addressograph MUltigraph Corporation
foF use for military purposes and are not for sale.



SEC"rIONII
LESSON OUMDTE

SUBJECT: Offset Press Operation

LESSON: Multilith Prime, Model 1250

T/ME PERIOD (TOTAL): 8 Hours

TYPE OF LESSON: Demonstration (1 hour) P.E. (7 hours)

OBJECTIVE(S): To provide the student with a working
knowledge of the operation, capabilities,
preventive maintenance, and safety pre-
cautions pertaining to theMultilith Press,
model X50.

SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS: Refer to sEcTIoN

STUDENT REFERENCES: Refer to Schedule of Instruction

INTRODUCTION

00:00 So far in the offset press course, you have studied
the operation and adjustment of a large offset press.
Today we are going to demonstrate a smaller offset press
which works on the same principle as the larger one. The
"1250" has the capabilities of printing on 13-lb bond
paper up to 3-ply card stock. It is important to know
and understand this 41mAl1er offset press because of
its capabilities and extensive use throughout the various
services. It is used very extensively to reproduce forms,
books, orders, and other related material. one day, at
your new assigment, you may.bo running one of these
mnaller offset presses. We ars first going to explain the
operating controls and,adjustments of the press and than
present an actual demonstration. NOTE: Point out to the
students that the "1250" is not an item of the engineer
set and is found primarily in an AG plant.

001:02 During the demonstration look for the answers to the
following questions:

1. what are the stock and image sizes?

2.- What is the function of the press controls?

3. How does the feeder operate?

2
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00:04 1.

00:06 2.

00:08 3.

00:16

4. what are the components of the cylinder assembly?

5. what are the components of the dampening assembly?

6. What are the components of the inking assembly?

7. How is preventive maintenance performed?

8. what are the necessary safety precautions?

DEVELOPMENT

STOCK AND IMAGE SIZES

a. Miniamm stock size
b. Maximum stock size
c. maximum image size

ELECTRICAL CONTROL AND SPEED

a. power switches
b. Speed
c. Drive motors

FEEDER OPERATION

a. paper capacity
b. Starting and stopping
c. pile height
d. Solenoid two sheet choke
e. Air blast nozzles and pull-in wheels
f. Conveyer board
g. stop fingers and side guide
h. upper and lower feed rollers
i. Cy4inder grippers and ejector wheels
j. Delivery

4. CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

a. plata cylinder
b. Blanket cylinder
c. Impression cylinder

(1) Trip mechanism
(2) pressure adjustment

3
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CO:24 5, DAMPENING ASSaIBLY

a. Water pan
b. Ductor roller
c. Oscillating roller
d. Water form roller

(1) Covering
(2) Paralleling
(3) Plate pressure

00:32 6. :YUNG ASSEMBLY

a. Ink fountain and keym
b. Ductor roller A

c. Oscillating rollers
d. Rider rollers
e. Form rollers

(1) Description
(2) Paralleling
(3) Pressure

00:40 7. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
C0:44 8. SAFETY
C0:46 9. CRITIQUE'

:0:48

a. Repose key questions
b. Clarify any misconceptnns

( UESTIONS Aap COMNENTS PERIOD)

-7,11k1AIRY

Stock and Image Sizes
2. Electrical Control and speed
3. Feeder Operation

Cylinder Assembly
5. Dampening Assembly
6. Inking Assembly
7. Maintenance
S. Safety
9. Tie-in to Practical :xercise

01:00 - 08:00 STUDENT PRACT:CAL
(Refer to ANNEX C

3
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SECT= III

SOURCE MATERIAL
MULTILITE PRESS MODEL 1250

\,

tantoracTwi

So far in the offset press course, you have studied the
operation and adjustment of a large offset press. Today ve are
going to demonstrate a smaller offset press, whichvorks on the
same principles as the larger ane. The L250 has the capabilities
of printing on 13-lb bond paper up to 3-ply bristol. It is
important to know and understand this small offset press, because
of its capabilities and extenstve use throughout the various
services. It is used extensively to reproduce books, orders, and
other related material. one day, at your new assigmment, you may
be running one of these smaller offset presses, we are first
going to explain the operating controls and adjustments of the

,press and then present an actual demonstration.

IrriaTRE I

MULTILITII q(PFSET PRESS, MODEL 1250
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1. Tr= AND TMAGE SIZES

7/3

a. Minimum jtcQk sir4. The minimum stock size that can be
run on tile multilith, Model 1250 is 3 x 5 inches. When setting
up the press for this sise stock use the right side of the feeder
and conveyorboard as the press,is equipped with only one imisress-
ion finger. This finger is Located ,on the right side between the
upper and lower feed rolls.

b. MAXIMUM stock size. The maximum stock SUe that can be
run on ails modef is i0 x 15 inches. (On earlier models)the
maximum stock vise law 10 x 14 inches.)

c. Maximum image size. The maximum image that can be repro-
duced on this press ii 9 3/4 x 13 inches. Wh computing what
siva sheet is to be run for any job, allow k Lt4j,n the top of
the sheet for the gripper. This is the area where he sheet is
-gripped while printing and no printing will appear.

,

ELECTRICAL CONTROL AND'SPEED

)

a. power suitchea. There are two electrical 'witches; on
34

controls the main drive motor and one controls the vacuum pump.
Gnly one electrical cord is needed sad can be plugged into any
110 volt AC receptacle.

b. spell. Average speed of this model is 5500 impressions
per hour. T e rant= speed is 350 In and maximum wpaed is 7500
IPS.

c. Drive 4Lotors. The main drive motor is rated k horse
power; the vacuum pump motor is rated at 1/3 horse power.

3. FEEDER OPKRATION POINT OUT TIM FOLLOWING ON
TEE PRESS

a. paisr sarvitr. The feeder (Figure 2) eill hold 5000
sheets of 0 lb. bond paper. 'The paper is hold in the feeder
square by paper side guides (Figure 2A), a tail guide (Figure ZS)
which can be removed easily for re-loading and right and left
vertical magazine guides (pile guides).

b. startins and stoprimg. The feeder is started and stopped
mahually. If for /my reason the paper jams up in the press during
operstion, the feeder will not go off automatically.

2
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Paper Magazine (Feeder)

Figure 2

c. Pile hei. The height of the pile is controlled by a
knurled knob on the operator side in the rear of the press. To
raise the pile, the knob is turned counter-clockwise and to lower
the pile, the knob is turned clockwise.

d. Solenoid two sheet choke. A solenoid micro gwitch is
stationed at the rear of the press to deteci; double sheets. If
two sheets are picked up, the switch is engaged and the two
sheets are fed into a tray under the conveyor hoard.

a. Air blast nozzles and pull-in wheels, one air blast
nosale.is positioned on aaA side of the pile tear the ftont. The
sheets are picked up by two suction feet and are then sent forward
by two rubber pull-in wheels which-tra,adjustable for more or less
pressure by means of two knurled knobs tocated on the same shaft
as the pull-in wheels.

f. Convegnr board. The sheets are forwarded dawn the
conveyor board by means of endless tapes and metal,bands.

3
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S. Stay fingers and sidadsuida. The sheets are stopped in

;he registering mechanism by means of three stop fingers which are
adjuitable Up or down for different thicknesses of stock. At this
point, when properly adjusted, the side guide operates and.pushes
the sheet over, approximately 1/8 of an inch.

h. doper and lower feed rollers. After the sheets are
positioned by the side guide, they are forwarded into the cylinder
itTiPtmrs by means of an upper and lower feed roller. The lower
fted roller is parallelled to the upper feed roller by means of an
eccentric screw on the operator side of the press. For the thick-
ness of stock being run, the upper feed roller is adjusted to the
lower feed roller after the lower roller is parallelled.

czuader -4.4asp.tnrs and 9tectors ,4%ee1s. The cylinder
grippers release the sheets and the ejector wheels (Figure 3E)
and rings (Figure 3A) carry the sheet forward into the delivery
tray.

j. :Delivery. The delivery (Figure 3) holds 500 sheets of
20 lb. bond paper. The rear and one side (Figure 38) of the
del very act as jogger blades to keep the pile in a. niat stack
during operation.

paper Receiver (Delivery)

Figure 3

4



4, CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

a. ?Late cylinder. The plate cylinder on the "1250" has no
bearers:-777;;;;7F-Tess pressure is required between the plAte
and blanket cylinder, a lock nut on the impression handli is
loosened and the haudle turned down for more pressure and up for
Dees pressure. To put the image on the blanket cylinder and in
turn on till paper being run, this same handle is turned down when

_thy,/ press is started during operation. The tail clamp on the
ptate cylinder works on springs and is called a speed clamp. (see
FigUre L.'

SPUD CLAMP

FIGURE 4

5
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A

1KPRESSICN CYLINDER ADJUSTMENT KNOB

FIGURE 5

b. Slanket c7linder. The blanket cylinder, like the plats
cylinder, has no bearers. This is the only cylinder on the
"1250" that is not adjustable. The blanket is attached by mesns
of two bars stationed parallel to the leading and Vail edge of the
cylinder. These bars have hooks and thuMb screws which must be
kept tight during printing to prevent double images and damage to
the blanket.

c. Imnression cylinder.

(1) '11171 ?7Bchaniam. As it is being forwarded, the sheet
activates a sma er finger betweer the upper and lower feed
rollers'which puts the press on impression. This finger can be
adjusted up or down for different thicknesses of stock. This ad-
justment is located on the operator side of the press to the
right of the eccentric adjustment of the lower feed roller.

(2) Pressure ad:lustment. The adjustment for more or
less pressure between the blanket and impression cylinders is

6
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located oa the operator side of the press Net under the hand
wheel. The lock nut is loosened and the adjusting knob is turned
clockwise for less pressure and counter-clockwise for more pres-
sure (figure 5).

TEE DAMPENING'ASSEMBLY

FIGTIRE 6

5. DAMPENING ASSEMELY

a. Wa-_,er -an. The water pan on the 11250" holds the solution
for dampening the plate and is as long As the cylinders. An
automietit water level bottle is placed in an uprightoposition in
a bracket and keeps the water_at a constant operating level. The
fountain roller is knurled to hold more water figure .

b. Ductor rclier. The ductor roller is self-paralleling
and can be turned off and on by engaging a mall handle on the
far side of the press (fl,gare ED'.

7
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c. (..scillating roller. The oscillating roller rides on the

form roller and has only a spring pressure for more or lisps pres-
sure to the form roller. It can be removed easily for cleaning.

d. ',Arv:er form rclier.

(1) Coverin . The 1250 has only one water form roller.
It is rubbdr core and covered with a cloth molleton covering.

(2) parallellini. Before operation, the sister form
roller must be parallelled to the plate. This is accomplished by
loosening an ellen screw on the operator side of the press near
the operating handle for the form roller and then turning the
handle up or down. only one side of the roller will move to
parallel the roller.

(3) Plat,p cressure. To obtain more or less pressure to
the plate, an Allen screw on the handle itself is loosened and
then a screw in the end of the handle ia turned up or down for
more less press-re. This is an eccentric type adustment

0

A

FIGURE 7

8(1
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b. INKING ASSEMBLY

a. Ink fzuntain and keyst Fourteen adjuating screws control
the flow of tnk from the ink fountain in the same manner as a
larger type offset press. The ink blade is not removabli., 'but the
whole ink fountain is removable for easy cleaning of the fountain
and the fountain roller (figure 7A).

b. Ductcr rol'er. The ductor roller is self parelleling and
haa an adjustment to the fountain only for more or less pressure

.e1-,11-e 7C),

c. sc111ating riiers The inking assembly has two oscillat-
ing rollers. one is non-removable; the other that rides on top is
removable for easy cleaning and to gain access to the rest of the
rollers.

d. Rider rollers. The press is equipped with three rider
rollers iaiii=13-F-iuterchanged with each other. These rollers
ride directly beneath the top oscillating roller.

e. Form rollers.

(1) Description. The press has two form rollers which
can be interchanged with each other. They are constructed of
soft rubber and have an operating knob the same as,the dampening
form roller.

(2) parallelini. Before operation, the form rollers
must be paralleled to the oscillating roller and the plate.
This adjustment is located on the far side of the press. To ad-

a screw is loosened and a knurled knob turned up or down to
parallel the roller. If there is any end play in the roller, it
can be eliminated by loosening the seme screw and then pushing in
on the knurled knob.

(3) Pressure. To adjust the pressure of the form roller
co the plate, an ellen screw is loosened in the operating handle
and a screw turned it the end of the handle up for more pressure
or down for less pressure to the plate.

7. pREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

just like any other pifte of mechanical equipment, keep the
"1250" properly lubricated. Each day before operation, apply a
mnall amount of oiL to all moving parts and regularly marked oil
holes. Because of its small size, it is important that the press
not be over oiled. Grease all cylinder shafts once each week.
At the end of each day, wipe all excess oil up and wipe all ex-
posed surfaces of the press clean. if all preventive meastxes

9
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are taken very maratilly, and the press is inspected periodicallY
for excessive wear sod tear, it will give mem' rims of trouble-
free service.

8. SAM!

Safety is just as important on the "1251001 as on amy larger
.)ffset press. Because of its small alma, most operitors think
that this small press is not dangerous. This, of course, is not
true. Dmring operation, kerp all guards in place and keep the
working area neat and orderly to prevent accidents and injmry to
the ;mesas= or the press.

9. cumom

a.' Re-pose key questions.

Q. What are the stock arat image sizee?
A. The minim= size is 3 x 5 inches.

The maximum size is 11 x 14 inches.
The maximum image size is 9 x 13 inches.

Q.
A.

Q -
A.

Q -
A.

what is the function of the press controls?
The press controls starts and stops the press and
adjusts the speed of the press.

Haw does the feeder operate?
The feeder has a capacity of 5000 sheets and is
started hy the main press switch. The height of the
pile is controlled by a governor. A c:slenoid 2 sheet

choke prevents'2 sheets from going into the press.
The air blast nozzles assists in separating the sheets
and the pull-in wheels move the paper onto the conveyor
board. The paper moves along the conveyor board and
is properly positioned by the stop fingers and side
guide. The upper and lower feed rollers move the
paper into the cylinder grippers. After printing
the ejector wheels moves the paper into the delivery .

what are the components of the cylinder assembly/
The cylinder assembly consists of the plate cylinder,
the Blanket cylinder, and the Impression cylinder with
the necessary trip and adjustment mechanisms.

Q. what are the components of the dampening assembly?

A. The components of the dampening assembly are the water
pan, ductor rollmr, oscillating rrillmr and one form
roller.

10
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Q. -what are the components of the taking assembly?
A. The inking assembly consists of the ink fountain and

keys, fountain roller, ductor roller, two oscillating rollers,
three rider rollers, and two ink form rollers.

Q. How is preventive maintenance performed?
A. sy properly lubricating press daily, greasing press

weekly, and cleaning up excess oil and all exposed surfaces of
press at the end of each day.

Q. what are the necessary safety precutions?
A. Keep all guards in place and keep the work area neat

and orderly to prevent accidents during operation.

4

b. Clarify any misconceptions.

SUMMARY

In today's lesson same of the operating principles and capa-
bilities of the "1230n multilith press were discussed. The
operation and adjustment of the fneder, delivery, cylinder, damp-
ening and inking assemblies were covered. Remember that all ad-
justments must be made accurately so the press will function
properly. Also, remember to keep the press in good operating
order by proper librication and preventive maintenance.

Safe operation means: isem.21.3juardsurin
operation. It is not so tmportant to remember each step in press
operation, but rather to remember in general its operating capa-
bilities and characteristics. Knowledge of Multilith 1250 opera-
tion may help you later either in your military or civilian
occupation.

1 5
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STUDENT ADVANCE SEE=

SUBJECT: Offset press Operation

LESSON: multilith press, model 1250

OBJECT1vt(S): To provide each student with a working knowledge
of the operation, capabilities, preventive main-
ttnanct and safety precautions pertaining to the
Multilith press, model 1250.

STUDY REFERENCES: None.

SUPPLEMENTARY tNFORMATION: jihstruction in the area of the
multility press, model 1250, will be accomplished in the follow-
ing sequence:

1. Demonstration (one hour) will include,

a. stock and image sizes
b. Electrical control and speed
c. Feeder operation
d, Cylinder assembly
a. Damponi assembly
f. Inking astably
g. prevent vi'maintenance
h. Safety.

2. Student practical exercise (seven hours). The objec-
tive of this exererse is to give the student a working knowledge
in tht operation rad care of the multilith press, Model 1250.

ANNEN A
T,440-122

1
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SUBJECT:

STUDENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Offset Press Operation

LESSON: Multilith Press, Model 1250

CBJECIlvh(S): To raise the student's level of knowledge of the
operation, capabilities, preventive maintenance
and safety precautions pertaining to the Multilith
Press, Mbdel 1250.

NO= TO INSTRUCWR:

1. Divide class into groups of not to exceed four students
each.

2. This practical exercise will be a round-robin-type held
in conjunction with the Harris LUD Press, The Cleveland Folder,
and the paper-stitching machine.

3. Distribute APPENDIX 1 to il"NEX C (Student FE Advance
Zheet) and discuss with class as necessary.

MAIM:ALS AND SUPPLIES REQUMED:

1. Ink i lb. per group
2. Paper IX sheets per students
3. Press plates 1 per student

Tools I set per press

EQUIPMENT:

Multilith ?ress, Model L250

FAC=TIES:

I. Classroom: None
2. Traini_ng Area Facilities: Pressroom FE Area.

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS: None

ADDI-T:ONAL PERSONNEL:

One assistant instructor.

STUDENT REQUIREMEN=S:

1. Students will perform all necessary before operation

1
17

ANNEX C
1 .4.40-L2z (2-69



7,25
procedures. They will make all necessary adjustments before
starting the press, load the feeder, mount the plate aid blanket,
and begin the run.

2. Students will complete a total run of ICC sheets on :ne
side. with time permitting, students will than re-run the 100
sheets on tLe reverse side, using al.other pressplate.

3. Each student %nal be rotafled to gain the maximum experi-
ence La the time alloted.

2
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LESSON REZDUREMENTS SHEET

COURSE: Offset Printing Course

LESSON: Bindery and Practice'Printing II

OBJECTIVE: Provided with an offset press (LIG or ATF-DP), press tools and
suppliisi appropriate manua2s the student will operate and de-
velop Imeis printing skills on the printing machines he did not
operate during the previous instruction. The student will also
receive a demonstration an the paper stitcher and folder to ac-
quire a knowledge of bindeiq equipment. Operation and training
will be in accordance with appropriate publications.

TIKE: 23 Hours: 19 FE, 4D

MAIYING AIDS AND DEVICES:

1. Audio-Visual Aids or Devices: None

A-tri2. DA Training g: None

3. Service Training Aids: None

MATMIALS AND SUPPLIES:

1. Map stock 500 sheets per press
2. Lak As required
3. Rags As required
4. Cil As required
5. Press plates 1 per press
t. Stitching machine wire 1 roll per class

EZUIPMENT: None

TRAINLNG AREA:

Lndocr: ?Tactical exercise area equipped with one offset .press and
workbench with tool set for each group of designated students,.
paper folder (Cleveland Folder) and paper stitcfler (National
Wire).

:.'utdoor: None

TRANSPCRTITION: None

3
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7.2
ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL AND TROOPS:

1, Assistant Instructors:

a. Demonstratior One instructor per designated grcup.

b. Practical Exercise: Six assistant instructors.

TEXT REFERENCES:

1. Instructor References: TM 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithography
and Map Reproduction; Chap 9, Sect III, para
9-8 thru 9-11.4; Sect 17, para 9-15 thru 9-18,
Chap 8, paragraphs 8-1 thru 8-30.

Student References:

H_EilLamaLim_nallal; Section III thru XIV.

rK 5-245 (7-70), Offset Photolithogaphz
and Map Reproduction; Chap 9, Sect III, para
9-8 thru 9-111; Sect 17, para 9-15 thru 9-18;
Chap 8, paragraphs 8-1 thru 8-30.

Harris Operators Manual; Section III thru XS7.

Average Student Homework Time: 2 Hours
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LESSON ,OUTL.131E

.L2SSON: Bindery and Practice Printing II .

't s AO

INTRODUCTION

00:00 In your last lesson FREWT A FIVE COLOR
X.4P AND FHOTOKAP you performed the taskh'
a pressmkn Oust do in.oider'to print a
equality five-color map,,and photomap;

In thii lessah you will see a demonstra-
tion on two of the machines that you
\could operate mice assigned to a unit,
the paper folder and stitcher. Tbese
twdmachines are frequently used IA the
final processing of a job.you may have
printed.

During this 4.esson you will be cross--
trained an the offset press which you
did iot'iiperate during the fmevious
lessons.. Tbis training will familiarize
yell with the controls and devices of a
different machine.

Remember thlit. the mac

4

may be differ-
fent, but the theory o operation is the
same fox most offset presses.

,

During this practiiil exerCise all safety
precautions_vall be in effect and all
maintenance functions Will be performed
daily prior to .operation.

:STEIL INENT

00:10 1. FAFER FOLDER

a. Controls
b. Feeder.board
a. Foldini procedures
d.. livery stocker

S.

-740-303-B-040-010

INSTRUCTIENALTACTICT

Students are to remain
in designated groups
for demonstration an
folder end stitcher.

Erplain students an
DP press will move to
1.1C. and MOihtudents'
move to DP *ass A'
assigned by instructor.

Explain importance of.
safety regulations.

Explain instruction is
given simultaneously
-on folder, stitcher
and press. Upon com-
pletion of the demon-;
stration on the folder
and stitcher the stu-
dents will All perform
PE an assigned press
to comrlete cross-train-
ing.

,Point out and explain
all components. Demon-
strate all necessary

'adjustments.

Ask questions,to check
student understanding.

2/75
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TIME SUBJECT metItsa 0= . INS/MMTIONAL TACtidS

00:30

00:50

.

2. PAPER STITCHER

a. Capabilities
b. Threading ,

c. Types of stitching wire

(ii Round N

(2 Plat

d.. Stitches used in binding

(I) Saddle stitch
(2) Side stitch

e. Setting stitch thickness
-

3, .MACTICE PRINTING (HAM'S LIG or
ATP-DP)

a. Purpose
b. Techniques
c. Safety .

,

-

.

(QUESTIONS AND COMMTTS0)PERIOD)

Paint out and explain
all components.

..

Demqnstrate all nem&
sary adjustments.

/ .

Explain types Of wire
used.

.-

Demonstrate saddle' ang

side stitch.
.

. I

Ask questinns to checl
. student understanding

Explain purpose of
cross training,

,

Stress safety tnrougb
out Lesson.

Ask questions to checl
_student understending

,

1

L BREAK AT INSTRUCTOR'S'
DtSCRETIO_

,

,

01:00

(

Ansicciaa
,

Student anderstanding
was zhecked thTough-
out the leison.by in,
structor. (See instr
tional tactics).

Students ari to per-
form'pkactical exerci:

ER.fAX At INSTAtCTOR'S
DISCRETION ,

.

.

1.

$

22:50

. PSUMEI
, ,

In the list twenty three hours of in-
struction you have had a demonstraion

2

to" -
.4

73 /
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suBlEcrIATIft ou

on two pieces of binderi equipment and.
had Omehance to operate thpress other
thin your regularly assigns press you
operated during the previous weeks of
instruction. :

4#*

The damaastration on the bindery equip-
ment.will help you if you go to a unit
which has stitCh4rs or folders. Some-
times a pressman is called upon to per-w
form bindery ftnctions. ,This is alsol,

the:last lesson you will receive during
youi stay at the Defense Mappins School.

If at any time &DU feel we can be-of
help to yo1.14 please notify us,by mail
and we mill help yowtoesolve any iirob
lems that you as a pressman may have.

ti
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INSTRUCTOR NOTES

1. PAM POLDER

. a. Historical data: None

b. Anecdotes: None

'44

733
,740.30343,440-010

c. Cantant: The student 1411 betwn tle compound.parts af the
fol,ler. Tts instruc milj. demonstrate how the folder
operates to include Contras imam ithe feeder boards
and how ;.he paper is VldedaL show Um' students t8s
final folded sheet. ._

d. Tactics: None

2. PAPER STITCHER

a. 'Historical data.: None

b. Anecdotes:. Naas

C. Content: 'Ite instructor will demonstrate the operatian af'the paper
stitcher and explain its capabilities. He will maks a
saddle stitch and side stitch and explain he types of
wire.usd in the stitcher, and how the mac e is sajusted
for various thicknesses stock.

d. Taatics: None

3 PRACTICE PRIIITINO

Historical data: None

b. Anecdotes: Name

c. Cantant: The instructor will assign students to the press whic4
ha did not operate during the previous lessons. The
student will perform a practice printing exercise toast
tarm1..1421. with the other type of press.

d. Tactics: None

IMPLANATIO*

,1
r

This lesson Vas last sy4tems. enginseied in May 1969. ---1*

A
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sircpwr ADVANCE MEETa.
LESSON: Bthdery and- Practice 'Printing II..

7b0.-303 -B4O40 -010

OBJECTIVE: Provided with an: offsetess (LIG or 1TF-00, Press tools 'and
supplies, aRpropriate manuals, the. student wll operate and de-
velop his skinq on the printingzumiiiines he dill not operate ,

.during the previous intrution. The student will also receive
adommmtbratpn on the pa r stitcher and folder to acquire a
knowledge of tindery equipmedt. .Ttaiming and "operation will be
in accordance with approp tp manilas.

SZkEgT REFEREMES: Ibi,fotlawing re bag asignmfOlt are,to be,iccompliMmmi
prior to the lesson

fi
-1,

L4,51)-245 (7-70), Offset Phaolithography apd Map Repro-
duction. Obap 82 pare ti-Lthru 8-30 (scan); ChaP 90TZEITt, -8 thra 9-14A; Sect IV, pare 9-15 thri
9-IC (read

/4

Harris Operators Manual; gectiona-M.thru 4scan).
4

SUPPLEMTARY.5PORX&TION: TbeAinst ctiqp Li= Bindery andiFractice Printing
II will be accomplished in the follow tsuence:

a

1. Paper Folder

a. Explanation of operation of contrsls.
b.; Demons-4sation an loading feeder.
c. *Demonstration-am folding procedures..
d. Demonstration on delivery sto.cker.

A ;
2. Stitcher

1.

Explanation of stite g Prcicedurps.
Demonstration on ope on af stitcher.
Explanation of types of wire.
Demonstration on adNstments to stitcher"...

3. Practical Exerkise ,(19 Hours). This exercise A.s deeigmed to permit
the student to Appiy-thetreoiy and vrinciples%presented during the previous
,lassons an the press which he did, not operabes in order to familia4ze tht!.
student with another typeskrpress e may be required to operate oftce leaviagi
nms.

414

771

9
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STUD= PriACTICAL MRCISE

LEMON: Bindery and Practice,Printing II

OBJECTIVEr Prattled with **offset press (LIG or ATF.900, presi,tcols #nd
approffiate manuals, the student will develop his

skills an the printing machines be did:not-operates-during the
previous instructtoa. This training and operation will be in
accordance with appropriate manuals.;*

7140,30343.64,0410.

*so

I.

MATERIALS MD SUPPLIES RIMUIRED2

4
Ike

1. Map stock
2.

3.

4. Lubricants for...press
lit S. Press plates

503 sheets per press
As required
As, required
AB required
1 per press'

=Men: None

FACILITIES: Pressroma equiwed with one offset press and workbench with
tdol set for eAch group of designated students.

TRAtSPORMATION REQUIREMENTS: None
.r

A6TTI0NAL PERSONWI: Ono instruct.o-rtper two presses.

STUDENT REQUIREMENTS:

1. iuce a manual and visual safety check prior to operatima.
2. Lubricate the pressjas per 'instruction.

Select and cnt stock when Recessary.

4. Prepare feeder and delivery assembly.
5. Prepare cylinder assembly.
6. 'Prepare dampening assembly.
7. Prepare inking 1.33e417.
8. Insure that safety prodedures are observed at all times.

9. Test rma sheets.thraugb:press to check if all settings were properly.

made, and completesjoblassignment. .

. v..

A 77,)10

2/75
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saunas MATIMILLS

LESSON: el. Practice Printing II
1. Paper Folder

a. Paragri9-8
b. Piragraph,9-9
c. Paragrvh 9-10, a, 11
4. PsragraOh 9-12

2. Piper Stitcher - TM 5-245

a. Paragraphs 9.15, a, b, d
b. Paragraph 9-161 a
c. .Paragraph 9.15; c

(.1 ) Paragraph 9-15, c
(2) Paragriph 9-15, c

d. Paragraph 9-16

(1) Paragraph 9-16, d, (1)
(2) Paragraph 9-16, id, (2)

e. Paragraphs 9-16, 6, (1 ), (a)

3. Practice Printing

a. TM 54145, C.h4P 80
Sect:Ion 117, para

b. 5-214 y Chap 8)
Section V, pars

c. 5-245, thaP 8,
Section XIV, para

wd,

4.

0 e

7110.1.3031...440.01 9

re. .
14

IC

415

se

Sections VI, VIII, IX; X; Har4i Operators. Maipal
118-119 .

Sections VI, VIII, IX, -Xi,Harris Operators 'Mail.u.s.1,`
118-119
Sactions.71, virs, Harris Operatorilianual;
118-119

7p. 1
1 A

11
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,.TAITZ Or COIITIESTS

nen= I Lessen _support Requirement's

SZaTTOX II - Lesson Outline

sacrroir souses materiel

A A mons

AVM IV lane

AI= C NOVA

This pul?ligetioe supersedes LIT, T.42-23 \( 6-62)
411. itt

775 1,
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Nia2I1Z
LUNN =rat PaUXISIOCES

.0
. Iftildeiy Scianissat Igusisasitiais

138831: Pager /Wing Machine r.

MEM AIM AND =VICO: u

L. D. A. ;mixt=

2. !ferric* Treptisi liane

=UMW AND'S01111ZIM:

3= used sheets of slap .stack

ICOMICEE:

3.. Cleva1and 1Po1dIng Madaine )13425 X 38 inches)
2. Set of teals (provided with the nachlne)'

111=S:
1. adegme: &sae

2. Tisknitsc Area 'tall:Was: Offset press EC airea
.

.TBABBIOICATION?- *Das

'ADDIEDIF. MPS= AID rascanaitrox

1. Asststant Instructur(0) Ons

2. Densastratdos l!aincvs.,,. Ione
i

TION AFIELSONS:

1. Bstairect Bearactve,r

411.

Manufacturer's Manusl - Cleveland roldIng Machine 143

11011.

r
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SyBACift.

*WM
)EDIS MOD (Ton.t):

'Tot CI 1.1SSON:

osacTzez(s): To provide Ike student with a general
bowled's of folder operation and'

Miintessance, ills,* of foldse folder
capabilities, and.paper characteristics.

SSC= ti
LIU= auk=

Under,' Squiploest Yundanentake

Piper Folding machine

I Hour

Demonstration

12Q1=60115: Lifer to EateZEOW I
i

I SMUT WICRENCIS: RefeF to Schedule of Instruction

00:913

MEM=
The instruciion of this course up to this point

is `designed to give you s general kaowledge of offset
press operatien. The object of the instructicei during
the next period is to give you a general idea of owe
of the bindery equipment which support', the printing
operation. Tolley, you will see a demonitration of the
Cleveland Folding Machine, model is, and hear an ample-
ration of. how it.works. Its purpose is to 'fold maps,
forms, and brochures. many other types of printing
jobs can be folded on it. Knowledge of folding, when
properly applied, can save watch time and material in
the owerall printing of, some projects.

It is not expected that you will know bow tO fold
after fasting this demonstration, but if you learn the
basic idea behind the operation, you wilt be cm ypur way
to satisfactory operation when you get a little practice.

.5

During the demonstration look for the answer' to
tho follawing questions:

1. what weight stock 'can be rua afficiently on thii.
folder?

2 . is- the purpose of ths calipfr?

3. A elassture of bow many pages is the folder cspable
offo;ding? 't

1.

2

4%
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4.

SIMI= III
SOU= KATZRIAL

PAM TOWING MA Mtn

=EMU
The instructAan of this course up to I1ia point is designed

to give you a general knowledge of,offset press operation. _The
object of the instruction daring thi next perifd is-to gime You re
general ides of aome of the bindery equipihnewhich surports the
isrinting operation. Today, you will see a demonstratiowoCtbe
Cleveland 70141n4 Machine, Model HS, and hear anNimplitmation of
how it vorks.1..:Its purpose iftokfold mops, forms,* and brochures.
kany other trees of printing jobs can be folded on it. ledse,

of folding./When properly applied, can save much tpee ". metezial
in the overall printing of soma projects.

It is not expected-that you 'oil/ know know to fold after
seeing this demonstration, but if you leern the belie idee behind
thi operation,-you mill be an poi= way to satisfactory operation
when you get a little practice.

DEnummir

1. CONTROLS

S.

a. Operating controls (Electrical). There are three
electrical contrbl boxes. one is located on the operator side of
dha folder and toward the feeder end of the machine. pain is'one
of the bones far the oVirall operation of the folder. Another
boa for the overall operation is located on the frame between' the
parallel section of folds and the. 8-page section of the folder.
In both of the above' mentioned boxes there aru two'buttons - a
Stait and a stop button.

The third box is located on the frame on the operator
side of tha folder. This bou contains the controls for the blower
and vacuum controls. It has two buttons - a Start and a Stop button.

7g3

6, Whin working on the electrical systax, snap the main
power switch 03 cut the power off the entire folder.

b., operating controls Manual). The,feeder control rod
is located at the end of thi parallel section of the folder. _lt
allows the operator to'stop.the feeding of sheets while at the end
of the folder checking folds.

When tiie folder is running,'pul the rod ouvto start
the paper moving froa'the lower feed board tt the feeder'table. To
stop the feeding.of stock, push the rod in. The feeder control rod-

7,31)
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is also hooked in cinsjunction with the two sheet call.per and they
both work by-theses* principle.

When thificul is pushed, it eaves a brake into place
beside the flywheel which is connected to the eirshool. Thte
stops both the rotation of the firsheel and the rotation of the
airiheel. When theNistrwheel is not rotating, the km's is not
fed onto the feeder table.

2. VARIANLZ SPEND CONTROL

The variable speed control is Located on the fax side of
the folder. It is a crank that either raises or lowers the =for
to change the speed of the folder. whin the motor is lowered, *t
increases tho speed of the folder; when the motor is raised* the
speed-of the folder is decreased.- A pulley with Large flews

-,contrals the position where the gears efieh. The amount of pull
on the pulley determines the vertical and horisontal position end
,gster ratio which controls folder speed.

3. U0014 LOADING WARD

a. pbeitionin; of Stock. place the 'stock on the feed
,board face down. Then fan the paper aut so that one sheet.aver-
laps_ell bet 1/16u of the sheit below it. -When fanninvstock
keep the paper jogged neatly to the side guide. This will insure
alit the paper is fed into the feeder at meetly the some place
every t4s. whan loading the upper feeder board, do not load the'
stock vier the tap edge ofothe side guide. This if a double
feeder board model Which allows constant loading, to take place.

. \

b. )favin the stock to the lower feeder board.- upsilon
the upper loading board convey the-stock tolls Lower feeder biierd
so continuous loading can take place. Stock is moved either by ii
manual handle on the operator side of the folder or by letting
the automatic governor roll wave the stock to the airwhael.

4. STOCK HOLD DOWN FINGERS

The stock bold down fingers are at the feeder'end of the
folder and are used when transferring the stok from the upper
loading boatd to the lower feeding board.

# .;

There are ten hold down fingmvand they are pasitioved to
the stock size being run. Their main purpose is to transfer the
stock from the upper loading board to the lower feeding bbard
without letting the stock drop to the floor. They also lid
Lansing aut the stock sa an even.layer of stock is kept at the
airvheal at all times. This increases feeder efficiency.

2
. 6



( 5. LOWER FEEDER BOARD
if

'1sa. Descri biixdvtion. The lower feeder also hal a set of
conveyor tapes to forward stock to the airwheel. The lower feeder
'board side gal*. feeds the stock under the airwheel andlaliipi it
on the feeder 6010.e.

b. *fount of stock to be fed. Whea'oetting the feeder,
turnthe hancNcrank to bring the itock ;a that the leading edge of
the stock is even with the mind brake plate. Atart the feeder,'
Arrange the leading edge of the stotk to stick aver the edge of
the wind brake plate by inch. Adjust by moving the stock.with
the bank feed adjustment screw that'Adjusts the guides on sither
side of the-airlhael.

795

C. gack stop rollers. get the back stop rollers 90 they
"ire restiog on the to0 sheet about.4 inch ftom the tail edge of
the sheet. Do tam months air blast will not slide the sheet
from the airwheel.

d. Airwheel. The airwheel rotates continually and picks
up the tovsheat and forwards it to the feed table. 'The speed is
controlled by a stvmheel on tha operator side pf the folder. The
amount of auction Is regulated by the lever marked s on the side
ki the frame near the overi=all electrical controls. position the
wheel to the left of center on the stock to givorthe stock a
slight angle so that it will stay in tight against the side guide.

e. Air blast nozzle. The air blast nozzle is in front of
the airwheel and the caliper. It is below the feeder table, and
can be adjueted to various size stocks and weights of paper. The
nozzle is a slotted bibs with a shield; it can be used to regulate
the amount of air required...Never sat the nozzle directly below
.the suc*ion of the airwhoel is this defeats the purpose of the
suction and just blows the air in a circle. when properly set,
theair blast floats die first three or four sheets of stock. To
contiol thwamount of air, use the lever mirksALwith an A an the

4mae
castivg with the suction control lever.

f4 Governor ,roll. The governor roll is a wheel that
controls the-Willil-R-Rock that is to be kept under the airwheel
at all times. szt it as near to the airwheel as posiible. It is

equipped with two different weights... There is a light eeight *or
normal stock and al:wavier one for heavy stoCk. The weights
balance the celg.per refl.

g. Calip. The caliper insures that only one sheet of
stock is fed into the folding rollers at a time. It is set.td trip
the feeder automatically if sore than one thickness of stock enters.

3
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The tripping qi thwiseder is dons by the jamming oi a wedge...shaped
brake *paint the flywheel.

h, seder vs *teals. The feeder drive wheels tosure
that the paper gets to-a quick accurate start. TheY ari an the
seme bar rift the caliper. Sat them as close no the caliper as
practical for the slam stock thit is to be *mead set with enough
tension so tint the papeerill pull. a slight bit toward the side

Setsthe'feeder drive wheel closest to tir ototiator side
with slightly liss tension Oen the other viteel1- lrhe feeder Aviv.
wheels era spring loaded, so a had,shast can be removed easily.

.0.

i; heat a . Th*gpvernor is on the operator
side of the . It s usted in conjunction with the air-
wheel (pare 54) by the'starwhiel an the oparatar It is 'used
to decrease or increase the gap*between sheets fed int6 the folder.
This regulates the speed lath which stock is ruR.

j. Side de. The side guide consists of either glass.
earbles for UjK t stock or steel marbles for heavy stockilet in a.
steel retaining brackete They help drive the paper to the bolding
roller by adding weight tor thketock and increesing the friction
between,the stock and the feeder table. Thar is a micrometer
,adjustment on the aide for ancarate'registeF.

0"

Ii. Miscellaneous. The folder is optionally eqRipped with
a pasting attachment. This is used to pasti six sod eight page
leaflets together to avoid another bindinurtep. Aiillmant is '

made easier with the shift side avid, which is usually pert of the.
ittachment.

AS:.
.

I.-Paper characteristics. stock from the
.

weight of nine
pound onion skin to 140 pound *des can boN-16 efficiently an this
folder.

Is. polder capabilities. This bolder is capable of'fogng
a 12 page signature and can rum stock up to 25 x 38 inhes-and as
small as 5 x 7 inches. It yill fold any size paper in any one of
three folds; parallel booklet, right angle imposition, and right
angle broadside.

1

6. PER TABU

The feed table is a see of diagonal rollers that transfer
*the paperjrma the lower feeder board to the folding sectioni. The
rollers art friction driven seethey rill slip if necessary. The
diagonal running position keepethe stock against the side guide
and helps register.

#

7q3
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7. THE FOLD12IG MOM=

The follouing is a stsp-bystap procedure desCribing how a
sheet at leper goes through standard lading sections of .the Cleve-
land Nodal MS roIder.

11. 11E1. The she,i is advanced frost the feed table or
cross cairisaa enters baboon the 'timber 1 2 rollos of the
folding sectio. If, according tb iscosition ruirents ; the
fi.t fold is"f.o be rade jzt the limber I fold a thi lumber I

actor will have teen raisid by the operator during sake ready,
thereby opening the Number I &Id plate. Th.e Number I and 2 rollers

k.' ikeivp the sheet up into the open if,b9, 1 fold Nige' until
Ofif niturf

I>1

\N.

FIGURE 1. FOLDING PROCEDURE STEP I

,.



141-8
b. st4 2. ibe loins edge of tbe-sheiit strikes the

fold plate gauge, which has Oa preadt by the operator to foid
piss n'tequirements. The aheet's forward movement, havids beenstopped by ill, fold plate gauge, causes the sheet io buckle and
be draw in between the Number 2 and 3 rollers wbich fold *the sheet
at the requistif first fold line. (In a right 'smile siption tike
sheet; having bunt previouaty scored or perforated, will. buckle
and automatically fold oz the sate or perforation line.") It will
be noted, in steps 1 and 22, that roller Number 1 apta 'only as a
drive roller, while Masher Z rptler wgich is a stationary 4not
tension) adjustable roller, dpimates with Number I ,as m driving
roller and then with isumhir 3 ea a fold roller &Pr plate Number 1.
(See Figure 2).

\k

)\\\

FIGURE 2. FOLDING PROCIDURE STEP

'6
10

1
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c. Step-A. If according to impositiod requirements a
second fold La tel-te made using fold plate Nusber.2, the 4nce
folded sheet is ditven,by the limber 2 and 3%rollers into the
Numbe 2 fold plate, the deflector having been raised until..
($6-4 Figure 3)

1.

FIGURE FOLDING PROCEDURE STEP 3.

4

7'7"?

d. St The folded edge of the sheet ,strikes the
prtsetifii&er prate gaugifThe -iffiest ibeialiiiificrii

lc

drawn between the Number 3 and rollers which fold the sheet
at the required second fold lin Note in Ateps 3 ihd 4 that
rollers 2 and 3, after:serving a drive rollers to,edvance the
sheet into'fold plate Number 2, the Number 3 roller then operates
the Number 4 as a folding roller for fold plate Number 2.

-r--,r;
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if a third -fold is to be made in a sectln equipped With three
foli plates, the twice folded sheet will then be driien by the '

t caber 3 and '4 rollers tnto thethirgt fol plate, 'la deflector
patted., As in the previous Wing operation, the 0

,

sheets érike the Teteset gauge. This as the sheet'ind draws%
it the Mather 4 and '5 rollers ch fold the sheet at the
required third fold line. If the third fold was wide in_a section
in whidii provision has been made, for adding a fourth fold plate,
the sheet will then be advanced by rollers 4 and 5 until it
strikes a removable deflecting plate (not shown .in irigurs 4)

\which directs the sheet in betWeest rollers 5 :and 6; the deflecting
plate is easily removed 'when the fourth fold plate is added.
Rollers 5 and 6 then advance the sheet to the- slitter shafts.o.
(See Figure 4)-

(Th

I

3
+6°

si

FIGURE 4. FOLDING PROC=URE STEP 4.

7 S
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%75I
1, 152.1. In'a home' ipld plate section, the impottition

might call tii-thi third Told to be made in the frard(fold
plate, in thricase,.the operator lows the Number 3 deflector
which allows the vtiett to enter the fiurth fold plete. The .

Itifetms foldid sheet then'ts advanced by rolleru tend 4 otil it
, strikes the ilymber .3 deflectl= whik.hAirett tho sheet past the
:mph= 3 defrittor Which direct the sheet past the Number 3' ,

'kold plata (ma ketemen the 4.ana 5 roger*. The Number 4 and 6
rojlers thenfdrive.the4e*t into the theber 4 fold plate where..,
(See rigurii -5)

4.

4

6

,N

. 4 \ \N
NIX

FIGURE 5. FOLDING PROCEDURE STEP 5

f. step6. It strikes the fold platJlgauge, buckles, and
is diam into sr folded by rollers 5 std d. The sheet is then #

advanced by rollers 5 and 6 to the slitter shafti where the sig-
nature is now scored, perforated, slit, oetrimmed, to meet job
rtemirements (se* figure 6)

9

13



FIGURF 6. FOLDING PROCEDURES= 6.

8. ,DELIVERY AND STACKERS

a. slitter T.h*fta. The slitter shafts are two shafts
mounted on the frame it die =gra a folding sectian. on these
shafts can be mounted rubber rollers or perforators ta score the
sheet as it passes between them; slitters sre a scoring-device..
The purpose of scoring a sheet is to sake it fold easier. A

/

trimmer can be mounted on e slitter shift. A trimmer cuts off
material sticking out where it is not vented .

b. Stacker.. when the signature comes out of the folding
section it goes between the slitter shafts. It is then dropped on
a belt; to keep it in place on the belt, there.are stacker rollers.
TheY keep the folded edge of the sheet in contact with the belt
so the job will,fIow smoothly onto the deltiery tray. If stacker
wheel; are not used, the job piles up at the end of the folding
section and jams the folder. If the job has quite 4 big of-spring
in it, the best stacker is a spring deflector. The spring

.0

4
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4.

deflector his a'ateel foot that.rides Wit the work and it adjust-
able for different fold thicknesses. Both of the stackers mount \
on the cross bar on the delivery belt assembly.

%.

0.. li belt. hel.delivery belt is a removible
Aessembly at e of the parallel section of folds if.only
four foldrare.deeired, or it is replaceable with a cross carrier
mounted at the-end of the eight page section. The belt on the
delivary- is sprine loaded and the tension is adjusted to either
increase or de:realm tho-spied oftble deli:Very bolt.

d. CTOS2 carrier. Tug cross carrier is mounted it the
end of the parallel section, of fold if cross folds art required.
It ie &miniature fodder board. Mhz. a series of diagonal
rollers with a side guide to insure the straight line feeding,of
paper into.the next set cf.folds.

9. TH; POWR

Gears control the power trinsfer.from one sectioi of folds
to another. To hook into Another section of folds,- 'other than
parallel section which is on,a direct drive .;.'use a scrinedrivir to
engage the Isar on the shaft whilisthe foldei'is mat running.- The
:gears are on the operator. side 'of the folder between the parallel
sect* 4f folds and the 6-page,section of folds, and likewise-

. between'the 8 and 16, end the 16 mad 32-page sectiosia.

10. IMBRICLTION AND M4INTZNANCE

yor long life and'bettii running, schedule lubrication bf
the folder ding the Lubricetion order as,a guide on ths
there are many grease fittings, oil cups, bail oilers, and oil
holes. use S.A.E. #40 weight oil and medium app'grease.

U. CRITIQUE-

a. moss key questions.

Q. what weight stocl'c' csn be run efficiantlY on this
folder?

.

, A. Stock from the...siert of ails *and =Lon akin:to
iho pound lodes stock =he rum erriasatur on this :folder. .

4. Met le the *noes of the Oalivert
L. To insure that wiz one sheet of stock 42 fed into

the fq1ding rollers et a Use.

e

Iro

5 3

fi
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41,6 A signature oX bay many isms is the folder aeashle
foldlne-

A. This folder is *able of folding a 32-page
tux*.

b. .2arlitimr_gamssuatlim-
snow

In this lesscu,Nu bare even. a damostreidca iof the mama
operation of the Moreland radars ible1113. Yon' have` seen the
=chine in operation, faiwag ;rifted sheets.. Itb. controls,
upper and lover tinder boards, feed.tables the' stepbpigtap
folding irocedures the deliver, 'the stackers, . and Inbricatiin
and slainipnands very discussed and aplained. As offset s-

ibsvs an *eV- .reegonsIbility for bindery etasiTuent
operation. Loan th. Action of the bindecr *Valiant. by study

* and practice so that you-nay 'ftafill the MX datiits and respon-
and- fatality for prcuotion and later for a Stipervisory

4rols.

-
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FCELTWORD

The good student is usually the one who has mastered the tech-
niques of taking goad notes. Hi has found that a little extra effort
scent recording.the highlights of the inetructim helps him in
several important ways:

1. The fact that he is taking notes forces the atudent to
\ concentrate on what the instructor is saying; anti he mnst constantly
evaluate the subject Matter being presented in order to determine'
what is significant enongh to be recorded and what say he omitted
from his notes.

2. By ,having to formnlate in his own words the instructor's
explanation of an idea or principle, the student achieves i clearer
understanding of what has been presented.

3. The very act of writing am idea dawn serves to impress it
more forcibly upon the student's memory. When reviewed, this idea
helps the recall of other related ideas.

4. A goad set of notes affords the student the moat rapid and
reliable method of reviewing for examinations.

IS notee are to be of maiimum.benefit to the student, they Should
have theae characteristics: uniform quality; concise, but complete
and accurate; so arranged that they provide a ready reference.

While eadh student to some extent develops his own note-tak1,,':
procedure, the following practices are recommended to all student,
who deeire to write notes,which will provide maxtzum

1. Record specific information and directions given by the
instructor; in particular, those things written by the instractor on
the blackboard. If a reference is given, record the name of the.bock
and the page number.

2. Do not attempt to record everytkIng the instructor says.
Liston closely and digest his axplanetion of the particular idea or
principle; then write damn a condensatids of it in your a:onwards.

3. Use aperoved abbreviation whenever possible.

4. Underline important sub-topics and key word' and phrases.

S. Use sketches and diagrams whenever applicable - a good
sketch is often worth a thousand words.

-6. Organiie your work.- gnard acpainat a cluttered outline.
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;

7. If you find that you have failed to record sone importani

informations either because it was not clear or because you fell be-

hind in your takings raise your hand and ask,the instructor to repeat

the information c6ncerhed.

8. At the close of the lesson, check over your notss.to see if

there are any omissions ar portions that are hot clear. Remembers

it mey be several days, or even weeks, before you look at these notes

again, and tha mist be complete enough-to be easily interpreted when

used for purposes of review. If necessary, ask the instructor or

another student to aid you in clarifying or =plating portions of

your notes that you have found to be deficient.,

As an *id to your note takings student oUtlines have been prepared

for each of the lessons taught in the Offset Press Course. These have

been bound together, following the'order in which the lessons ars

taught. The main headings of each lesson are given with spice provided

underneath each for yea to write your comments. Do not discard this

booklet; it will be a valuable reference for you to take with you on

your next assignment.

ii

c13.7f
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OFFSET PRESS OPERATICN

siitmENT WCZEMBOCK

- TAME CW maims
File Rusher

831120-B-010-020

Lesidft Title

-

Introlucti*on to Off 'set Press Operation\

rage

1

83720 -s-01 0-o3o Papar'Outte.Operation 6

83F264-010-040 &fait Press Lubrication 9

83F204-010-050 Controls, Feeder and Delivery Assemblies 1 1

83720-8-020-010 Cylinder Assembly 4 17

83F213-B-o26-03a Darvening Assembly 21

83F2,34-mo-oo Inking Assembly

83F20-c-olo-0lo Preparation of Prase for Operation

.24

28

83720-c-ol0-020 Practice Printing I 30

83320-c.ol0-00 Printing PrObl'ems I 32

83720-C-010-040 Printing Probleis II' 34.

83F2o-c-o 0-05o 36Printing Próblems III

83F2O-C-020-010 ,Printing of a Thiee-color,Map 38

83F20-C-030-010 Printing of a Five-calor Map 40

83r2o-c44o.olp Multi:nth Press 1250

83F20.-C-040-020 Paper:Stitckfmg Machine

83no-c-o40-030 Paper FolOing Machine la

83720-c-040440 Preparation of 4-Press Van far Operation 49

re' 8 020-4-0504 Practice Printing II 52

.

-4
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=ENT ADVANCE MEC

Introduction to Offset Press Operation

amisarn 2 io introduce ydu to the principles of modern lithographic
offset press operation the instructional breakdown of the

Offset Press Courti, gisding.procednree, safetyypreciutione
you are _required to falai. Upon completion of this lesson

you can generally state the type of equipment used in the

course, have anisnderstanding of the gradingAyetem used,
and beavers of all of the eafetyprocedaree that you will
be recrired to follow 100% of the time while operating the
offeet.prese.

STUMREFENENCES: None required for.this lesson.

SUPPI4NENTABX IIVICHKATION: .This lesson will be conftcted in the

'following mannaro

Lecture with questions for one hour.

2.( Lead-through practical exercise: None

3. Student practical mercies: Nbne

During the lesson each istudent will Ws required to fili out the

forme (See APPENDICES I, II AND III). Each student will. receive a

copy of the,Oaide to $ nit ($ol APPENDIX IV), a student workbook
(See APPENDIX V), and co..ea Of the =murals andmiterials listed in

In. He will receive a list af safety'rules (See AYPENULX
VI to ANNEX A).

A,

1

7 0 q

AhliEX A

83720-B-010-020
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. OFFSET PRIMO OPERATION

LESSON: Introduction to Offset Press Oparation

aBJECTIFE: To introduce yun to the principled of mode'rn lithograph:Lc
.

offtet press operation, the instructional breakdown of tha
Offset Press Conroe, gradinisprocoduress safety Precautions

4
itou are rewired to follow. Upon oimpletion of this lesson
you cam generial4 state the type of dquipment used in the
course, have en understandling of the grading system used,
and be aware of all of the sebetymocidarls that.you will
be required to follow 100% of the time while operating the
offset press.

REFERENCES: TM 5-245, Chap 8 Section
4

1. CCURSE SEQUENCE

a.

b.

40 C.

d..

a.

g.

h.

.

2. GRADES

a.

b.

aFFSET PRESS =Kim=

a .

b.

DEVELOPMENT

792

.83P20.13.0140-020

s,,



arm: P3 SECCUPIQUIONS

a. ATP mid 29. (Ms) Prima

(1)

(2)

(3)

b. Harris LTG press

(1)

(2)

(3)

c. Other presses in use by the Am

d. Duplicating nachines

nimozr ar war PRINEING

6. OPERATION OF THE =SET PRESS

a.

b.

C.

d.

S.

g.

f
h.

3

dt,
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urcnr MMUS

a. NO loose clothing.,

b. Tee-shirts

C. MO jaPi127 worn iddle aperatisgequipment,

d. Ha toolir, mot ar equipment an press

e. No trash an press or floor

f. Oil and rose wiped up ismediately
/

g. Press controls on *sup when press is stopped

h. Warsing before starti4g preis

i. No adjustments while pro's is 4nning

j. No clesningwhile press is running

k. Leap hands off running equipmant

1. Wash chemicals off haMdm

m. No horse play at any time

n. Smoking only in 4athorized arias

a. No running in the school

p. Report all accidsas and injuries immediately

q. When in doubts stop and ask an instructor

8. UNIMISTNATM nanns

a.

4

'rye

ON
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b.

C
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LESSCIts Paper Cutter Operation

CILUCCTIVIs Upon completton of this lessen you will be replied to
the pcmer paper cutter as part of each printing lesson.
YOU will review each work order to deter:the' the correot,
cutting specifications,, mike the necessary adjustment to
the back' plate, wind, jog Iced and position the stock ,on
the cutter motor, wimp Ls safety operational bindle,
het treadle old kid" lever. This operation mut be
accomplished in accordant:* with requirenente,stated in the
work order 'and a 100.1 safety performance mist be obeerved
during operation.

ST= SZFZIMAZS: TN 5-245, Chap 9, Section

SUPPLIXENURT IMPORKLUONs This lesson Will be conducted in the
following suusier.

1. Demonstration: Ctie hour

2. Lead-through practdeal exercise s None

Student pructical exercises Sack student will be required to
cut paper for each lesson in which paper is needed. Safety procedures
mat be followed at all times. Caly one student at a time any operate
the paper cutter. Students waiting to cut stock 'should Twenties wind-
ing and jogging the paper to insure that it is flush on the side and
back when it is cut.

AN=
83720-3.010.030

6

e'

Thy

4
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JIM PRIM OPZIA21011

'Paper °Ater Operation as

7615

Upon ;:miletion of this lesson youraill be required to
opera Am power paper cutter as part of each printLng
leleon. T. Altai review each work order to determine the
correct tting specifications, make the necessarr ad-

to the,back plate, mind, jog, load and position
the, tinthi`cptter be4 Foliating Wet" procedures
rat will "Dirt the cutter motors engage the safety opera-
*Lana handle,"foot treadle and kW. laver. This Vera-
tam mast be acompl,tahed in ansordanas with requirements
statold tggir

during operation,
k order ands 100% safety perfarnance

smistbi

BEYERSICIS: TX 5-445, ilap 9, Section II
I

KU =TICKS:

1,,What is the maximum amount of paper you can cat at one time?

2. What is the function of the foot treadle? 1

3. Hoe can a dull knife be made to cut easier?*

1. sour CHECK

a.

b.

2. aura FRXIZOMS

a.

b.

3. OPULTVIN OF cOlaRELS

a.

30

C.

'et,*

narniamair

83720-B410.030
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a.

b.

=ma =CZ
&

C.

803
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0,7312.PRZIS OFZRA=Xf

Offset Press Lubrication.

767

-

Cencture Given an offst pima, appgrocAste publications, sainten-
awe foams, tools, lubrication charts, proper peas
and oil, and a list of safety rules, the-student will
perform a Niguel safety check on aLl asssablies, sub.
assemblies, and coccanut4 of the offset press. Re must
grease *Unite fittings, ltikeicite 41'011 holes and auto-
Ratio oil reservoirs, as prescribed in the lulaicaticon
order LO 54022.-1 aid the Ramis lima, while observing
safety precautions at all times

RVERENCIES: 544.5, Quip 81 Psi. 8-3; Harris' Manufactu2:er,s Manual

CMSTICtifie

1. What type of oil is Used to lu.bricate the press? 7

2. °Wiwi
titan?

3s :What

part of the LIG press is automatically .4164 daring

Jeanie:tit= is obtained from !Ise oil preasurel goo?

oPora-'

14. ; What type oi grease is um& to lubricar -the ofgaet -mess?

5. What safety precautions should you follow, when lubricatimig the
offset press?

1. sairrr ISSPECEECti

a.

b.
.1°

OILIND TM ATP aalr 29 D? MPS

-IEVELOPHrir-

b.

a

- 85P204.410.140



3. 011.330 TIM HARRIS LID PI=

11.

a.

a

a

TM ATIP MEN 29 DP PRESS

a.

C.

5. GEMA.5116 THE HUMS Lid PRESS

a.

6'

REQUIRDZET

SWIM

1:1
A

3.0

a.

If

,

-

a

I.
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. ,

..

. magi mis3 anima"
k

1.

IJUSSUI: Centrals, Feeder and Deliver,' Assemblies

OBalictras I aim 1114 offset press,- °fillet Press tools-10 japer, appropft
..riate prima publications and, a list of meaty rules, the
i_student proPiirly wspare the feeder asseehly and load
2410 sbeeti of paper tin the feeder board. The studeat most
correctly mind, load and jog mei, placing it 'an tbe 4

teeder bawd 118 of an inch off ,cautper and yea sU oontrols
umammsark to, tpaziesto eadh sheet of piper anta lbe mover*
'ar baards`praotiaing 'safety preasutions at ell' times.

b

Given an attest press(apprepr101 offset 'press iablica-
tions2 assigued,toole and a lint at Will' raLeil the
student mast operate the feeder' valve to bring 'a sheet -

a paper onto the conveyor Wiwi, 'legation and adluet

viricus register' amblinisas 9 Pos-1-14.and
Adds base.* Tbis 114.be agsealspilsksti so thil sidle

will profiiirly fosit.ion the paper and ail regketering
mechanism Are aperati4g corrfirt47, practicing safety
procedures at all times.

Given an @Met press 2 4it te. °Met press publica-
tions, tools, an44 list of uSty raise, Um ea** will
paidtion# adjust and operate the Various components of the
delivery assembly including the aperationOf the automatic
pile recader and cant:W=2 delivmry aedhanisa; The student
alit positioa Ali the =inpatients df the /delivery assembly
n o the sheets of Pointed paper drop correctly and the jog-
ger blades position the paper into a beat stack as revir-
e d.._ Safety_frocedures will be practiced at aII times.

HICIMUCla 54459 Chap 8 9 Hectic= xx, las Ai lmirj 5.3610.202.152
Per 144 thrs :1.445; 1402 1.512 1-77 thra 1-892 2-27 thra
2.1402 2-72 thru, 2-74# 2-78 thra 2-1012 2411 thru 2415,
2-14k thr% 245E, PP 33 & 34; Olrris Hanufacturer s Naval,
Per. 6-22# 25# 45# 64, 96, 101A-413;it 117

Qpiixamss

/

1. %afar, this three positions of, the selector switch?

How is thi front guide bir'adlusted2

3,- filmft is tWs steekIiittesser bar adjusted'?

When propme4 reitlasted2 how far aboad the side guide pmah mint
'sheet' of paper?

.831020-4-019-450

-*ob.
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a

4ao

IMLOPPEENT:

L. SHEET FEED srsTsms AT! CHEEP 29 DP PRESS

a.

b..

2. =HMS CF TM AZT airEr 29 LP °MET PFESS

ta.

..1.

*IP

/MP

(1)

(2)

h.

e.

cL

(3)
,

(I) _

(z)

. FF2MEIZ AiaEHEILT ATP Cliel:EF 29 DP PRES3

.

oarnioR BOARD ASSEKBLr ATP, MU' 29 EP PF.ESS

I'

"le

"=1.



I.

J

5. =STER !DWI= ATF CHIEF 29'

a.

b.

C.

d.

f.

6. mumir ASREKRL.1447F affrEF 0 DP PRESS

a.

b .

d

e.

f .

g .

h.

7 77%2P AECHANISKS ATE CRIEF 29 DP PRESS

a. .

b.

COUNTER MECHAM% ATF CETEF,29 DP PRESS

13



77.2.
9. SIMCT TEM Mr= RUMS LIG PRES

a.

b.

10. commas cr wars Lx13 PRES

a.

b.

C.

d.

f

g

h.

11. FFZEER ASSIXBLY HARRIS LIG PRES

a.

b.

C.

d.

114

8 (4



(7)

(8 )

(9)

(10)

12 . 02IVECOR BOARD ASSIIXELI WEIS LIG- PRESS

a .,

b.

.

aansm DMUS HARRIS LIG PRESS

a .

b.

C.

d.

e.

f
g
h.

1 .

(1)

(2 )

124. DELIVERI &EMI HARRIS LIG PRZSS

a .

b.

C.
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d.

S.

g-

h. C
15.. TRIP KetEMESMS HUMS LIG PRMIS

.a.

16. COUNTER MECILLNISM stams`Lact rms

4

APPLfralliCON-.,

t..

4.

cs.

s
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LISSOffi Cylinder Assembly

OBJECTETE: alien an offset proses necessery tools, appropriate offset
'press publications, offset press blanket and packing papers
the student will properly clean the blanket cYlindar and
blanket; determine blanket cylinder undercuts use a micro-,
meters measure the thickness of the blankets select corritct
packing and emir, blanket and packing to blanket cylinder.
The student will use the micrometer to measure the blanket
and packing to obtain proper printing pressure as prescribed
by manufacturers net to exceed a combined tolerance of .0015
of= inch between the mlate and blanket cylinder and prac-
tice safety precautions at all times.

,Given an offset proses necessary tools, aporrpriate offset
press.publiCations, offset plate and-padking parer, the
student will iworerly clean the plate cylinder,and plates
detaming the plate cylinder undercuts use a microgeter
measure the thickness of the rlate select correct padking
and properly secure plate and radians to the plate cylinder.
the student will use the micrometer to measure the Plate
and packing to obtain proper printing pressure a/ prescribed
by xenufadturers nor to exceed a combined tolerance of .0015
of an inch between the plate and blanket cylinders.and prac-
tice safety precautions at all times.

REFEHENCEM: TM 5-i45s Chap 82 Ssction 7; -TM 5-3610.-202-15s Fara 1445
thrm 1.49, 1-53, 17,54, 2-149 thru 2-59, 2-196, 2.201, 3.18,
3-20, pp 17, Figure 18s pp 24; HarTis Manufacturer's Manual,
Pim 108 thru 112

ur giummum:

1. Mutt is the purpose of cylinder undercuts?
a

-/

2. libat is the desired printing pressure required between the plate
and blanket cylinders?

3. Nbat happens when the impreasion trips are activated?

4. Hew can you compensate far an image that is akewed an the plate?

5 How aw imp sine be changed?

83720-B-020-010
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, 7171i

p.

.4

=DM SWAM AID nuns AT? CREW 29 re PRESS

a.

2. PAC*EXI =NOT AID PLATS =ZIMME AT? camp 29 DP PRZES

a.

b.

th

(3)
.4 pp

PREPARE AND ?MIT SW= ATP Cilriti 29 DP PliE38

L.

b.

PtiPARE ANt MTN PLATE Al7 CHIEF' 29 DP ?RIMS

a

.

C.

sli IXPRI4SION MUM= ADJD31103111 AT? CMC77 29 DP PRESS

a.
4.

b.

C.

d.

is
1 .3

q

\\\



6. POSITION DMZ CIF MATZ =IND= A27 maw 29 no Pam

a

b.

a.

7. Mill= =WACO AND BEILRUS HMIS LIG FRISS

b.

8. PACK013 MAI= AND MATZ manna HMIS LIG F2/53

b.

C.

d.

(I)

(2)

(3)

9. PREPARE AND WENT NW= ELMS LIG FEISS

a.

b.

10. PEW= Amo NOM FIAT! HARRIS LIG PRIM

b.

C.

DOMNIKEON ADIUSTMSNT HARM LW PRESS

a.

b.

777
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C.

d.

.14

12 Paint= max at HATE 'GILD= mats= PRZSe
a.

b.

C.

gPLICiTt ON,

S

20



LUSOlis 'livening Assembly

7 77

OBJ1Cfrns Given' an offset.press, a nomenc1a list, a set of.datP4.
ening rollers, feelir strips, tools, appropriate
offset press pmblicatians and S4list safety rules, the
stodent IIiPU propeny'install and with t& er strips adjust
all dampening rollers in proper sequence explain the fano-
tions of the water motion control and the prwparation of
fomntain solution. T4. studantoill acociplish this 4, ..
uliag the feeler strips to set the rollers and obtain an

\ Adequate water supply Air the plate to keep' it clean. Safe-
ty procedureg viii be practiced at all times.

.aivala an offset press, Appropriate pablicatd.ans and a list
of safety rules, the student will properly positionwater-,
on lever, dactar rollsr control knob, water motion control
and operate the Water motion throw-off handle and latch as

. prescribed in the appropriate offset press publications,
correctly position all controls so that the non-image areas
of the plate remain clean daring operation and practice
safety precatttons at all times.

REFXRENCIIS: TR 5445, Chap 8, Section VI; TM 5-3610-202-15, Para 1-70
thrm 146, 2-18 Urn 2-22, 2-108.thro 2-110, 2-157 thru
'2462, 3-32, 3-33; Harris Mknnfacturer's Manual, Para 108
thrm 112

QMSTIONS:

1. Which roller of the dampening assembly should be adjusted first?

2. Which roller in ths dampening assembly is not adjustable?

3. Which roller is the fountain rollrr paralleled to?

4. What is the desired pH reading of fountain solution for us with
aluminum plates?

DEVELOPMENT

I. MAJOR OOKPONINTS ar THE IMEIZEN3 Assmsu ATP CHIEF 29 DP PRESS

a.

b.

C.

21

83720-13-020-030
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4.

.

2. nerrammoir MD ADAMS= Or Till Akin= Allf CHM 29
ZIP PUSS

4.

OMIT= OF ISE DINIVInaa A ;SEW CONTROLS Altr CHEW 29 at MBES

b.

b. MAJOR COMMENTS OF TES DIVINING MIRO= RAMS taxa nos

a.

b.

C.

4.

a.

INSTALLATION IND ADJUSTIOINT OF TEE DAMICEIG MUMS WKS LID PECS

a

b.

C.

d.

.

6. MUTTON CF DINPIENING ASSZNEW CMICES HUMS LXG:PRESS

22
S 1



ft

a.

b.

7. CAEN AND 0? KW= AT?

a.

b.

.4 .4 I

op

78/

..29 DP. AND ELINCiS LID PROS

8. 703NTAIN 30L=CI AND PH CON1CL AT? cara. 29 DP AND stalas
PUB

AP. PLICATION, 1
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owssr PUSS OPIUM/

=OM: Inking kaaSsiblq:

OBJZarn: Given an offset prsa :arpronriate offset gross rublications,

a set of ink rojisri, a comenclatuie itit, necossailrtoole,
feeler strips, and a list of saftWynles, the student will -

Prowl; install and adjust all ink rollsri with feeler strips

in poper_oeciugnos as presonibeck in the sppropriatii- °Mint

Prisallamications. This acccoplisibakby Using tN4
feelkr strips,to obtainanadequate transfer"or ink to the

image areas of the plate and stident prao4ce safetylve-

cautions at alltiass.'
Given an offset tress, appropriate offset-press oublications

-.and a list Osafetyruless.the student will identity proced-

ures used to adjust ink fountain keys, operate automatic ink

contrdl unit ant operate the ink motion throw-off handle as .

prescribed ih the appropriate offset press publications. The

student will correctly position all controls so that.the ink

will be'roperl,y transferred to tbe image area of the plate -

during operation and practice safety precautions at all times.

111023ENCES: TM 5445, Char-8; Section VII; TM 5-3610-202-15, Para 146
thm.1-68, 2-12 thrm 2-15, 2-103 thrm 2-106, 3-27 .ehru 3-31;

Barrislianafacturer's Manual, Para 84 thra 97

OESTIONS:

1. What Ix the sequence for installing form rollers?

2. What adjustment is made first when setting the form rollers?

3. What is the function of the automatic ink control unit?

DITELCMIT

1. DIM ASSDIBLI, 1Lid0R CCMPCNNTS ATP =ET np PRESS

a.

83720-B-020-050



IS

(1).

(2)

(3) e

(4)

(5) a

:2. INK =MS, neutuarcni AND =NNW AT7 ZSZ11 29 DP PBS&

a .

3. Arrratiztc INK CONTRIN MIT AT? =Er 29 DP FRIMS

4.

S.

II=16 ASSEMBLY, 'ELTON commas Hums lin Plass

a .

2 5

S

T

78

ea

N

t'
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b.

S. INK EtZTZP-s, INSTALLArION AND ADJUSIMENZ HAREO LIG PR=

a .

b.

c.

d.

a .

f

1 A )

26



6. AUTOILTIC UK COMMCE; OZT ECARRIS 110 MSS

a .

b.

c .

d.

.

AFFIZ CATION

i

MEM'

27

S r)

,

785
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amg: PRESS OPERATION

L=ON: Preparation of Press for Operation

OBJECTIVE: Given an offset press, raper, plats, blanket, ink, neces-
sary tools, ancropriate offset press Publications and a
list of safety rules, the student will, with material suu-
plied, set the feeder and delivery assemblies, position
and adjust the various register mechanisms on the conveynr
board, mount plate and blanket to manufacturer's stecifi.ca-
tions, position and adjust.dampening and inking aseemblies,
to include the selecting of the ink and fountain solution.
The student will, ay following instructions in the aocrop-
riate qfset press publiCations, properly prepare all as-
semblies for operation and print three clean sheets while
practicing safety precautions at all times.

.

REFERENCES: TM 5-245, Chap 8, Section IX; MI 5-3610-202-15, Parag-251
2-63 thru 2-71, 2-164 thru 2-199; Harris Manufacturer'l
Manual, Para 118 and 119.

KEr =TIMM:

1. How is the ink prenarpd for narmal operation?

How is ink modified/

3. What is the procedure used in placing register marks on the
plate?

4. What is the proper procedure for using the wash-up attachment?

1. INN PREPARATION

a .

b.

C.

d.

2. MAKE nor PROCEDURE

a.

b.

43

rE'VELOPMENT

28 , ,

83F20-O-010-010



P,

tt

f .

g

h.

3. WASHUP PROCEDURES

a.

b.

APPLICATION,

StR414,01

78 7
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OFFSET PRESS OPERATION

iESSON: Practice Pri.nting I

OBJECTIVE: Given an offsSt press, papir, tools, manufacturer's, manual,'
TM 5-3610-202-1.5112 5445, and a list ,of safety-ruless the
student will mkke a-vismil safety check before starting the
Press properly'operate all assemblies in sequence add pro-
duce three printed sheets, insoect a printed sheet and when
necesimiry twist or swing the plats, adjust side guide, maks
additionsAnd deletions, and Practice safety procedures at
all times. This must be accompliihed so that the imagearea
of the.printed sheet is positioned according to work order
smecificatione thereby being able td obtain an OK to start
the prose rmn. The student will properly °Perste-the Press
for practice practical exercise, produce claim printed
sheetwand during operation freqmently inspect a sheet fox-
quality under the supervision of an instructor. At the com-
pletion of the press run he will, by following the proce&
'urea outlined in the ap4opriate offset press publication,
process the plate and blanket and clean the press to the
satisfaction of the.supervisor. The students work will be
individually critiqued and evaluated.

REFERENCES: TM 5.245, Chap 8; Te5-3610-202-1.5, Chap 3; Harris Manufact-
,

ureris Manual

DEVELCPMER7

1. GUMS 70 FRAM= ECERCItSE

a .

2. PRESS TECHNIQUES

a .

b.

C. 83720-C-010-C20
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gins CAzrON

NOTE: This area is far notes made during, the practical =ere Se
pee i. Students may drew diagramf to illustrate theit notes.

795
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(Mr PRESS OF*LTION

LESSON: Printing Problems I
IC

amscrrvEs To"enable the stildent to recOgnise defects.caused
by timponer operation of thm offset methods of
quiak4 locating maladjustments, and termining problem
areas. The stuoientyill aropar4 identity those typeebf
=luting Problems ...ch could occur during pressioneration
and make correcti as required to produce a Clean sheet
and error free Limo on th finiahed printed product. An
orientation to Proceps activities iU be gien in
tbs form of a tour of the Camera Section so the s udent
can vindekitand the inter-piletionship of th, Proce s Photo
Section with'the Press Section. .A

REFERENCES: TM 5.245, Chap 5, Amandix t- TM 5-3610-2O2-15, pP,74'thru
82

DEVELOPMENT

- 1. IDENTIFT AND LIST pcuRggs ar PRINTING PROBLEMS

a.

b.

(1)

(2)

2 ISOLATE AND DETERkINE AREAS a PRINTINI PROBLEMS

a .

b .

C.

3. 1:DIEDITIFr SIMPTCMS .0.1? PRINUNG PROBLEM ON ME FREES

a .

32

8 9.

83F20-C-010-030



C.

ti

TOUR ar THE CEA 4CAISEL SIC= ON

a

111

APPLICATI ON,

S ?

33
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arrSST MSS CESSATION

LNSSOK: Printing Problems Ik

OBJECIVEt The student wiaidentifY rimPtalalre Printing Problilaon the pritite4 sheet, sad asks adjustments or take correc-
tive action to solve these problems; The student most be
able to identify these plate...relOWedproblemp so that dmr-

, in' offset presedaperation he mill be able to min the
necessary corrections in order to produce clean printed
sheets. An orientation to ibe Platemaking Section wifl be
had in the form of a tour in uldch plate probasms mill be
diastase&

asrusgass: Tg 54459 Chap 710 Appendix E; Tg
'thru 82 .

7

MEVELOMENT

1. PRINZENI MUM ON 1SE. PRINTIE4 SHEN

a .

(1)

(2)

c. (1)

(2)

(3)

2. PLATE PRCBLEKS

a.

31

3610-202-15, PP 14

83720..C-010-040



GO

b.

DJ

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

3. TCUR OF PLATE SEC= ON

APPLICATI ON

SUMMARY

35

s t)

4

'w

793

%

c
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OPENATICII'

=ISM Printing Problems ECI

.01LINCIVE: This lesson is designed so that when A student is given
an attest press which his boon amde ready far operation,
appropriate offset press publications

t
necessary tools

and supplies and a list of safety rults, the student will
properly identify those types of printing problems which
could occur dttring mess operation and make correction asrequired to produce a clean sheet and error free image onthe finished printed woduct, while practicing and observingall safety rules. Ne will be able to identify paper, blanket
registration problem and understand how to remedy them.

REIMENCES: TM 54.14., Map 89 Amendix B; 5-3610-202-15, pp 71sthru 82

DEVELOMENT

1. =MUT BLANK= PROM= AND Riesmars

a .

b

C.

(1)

36

83720-C-010-050



2 . piorwr azarnuman PROBLIXII

3. IDIIITZTf Pan PROBLEM

II

b.

c .

d.

APPUTCLIT

795
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(Mr PUSS CZEVATICei

1.1133011: Pringng of a Three-Color Nap

GBJEMIns Given an offset press, tools; manufacturer's missal,
5-2145, TX 5-3610402-15s piper, cleaning materials,

and a list of safety =las, the student will asks a,risual
safety check before starting the press, properly operate
all assembliss in sequence and produce tIrse printed
sheets, inspect a printed sheet and when necessary twilit
and swing the plate, adjUst side guider make additions and
deletions, ani practice safety precautions at all tinee.
This must be accuiplishedPso that the imago area on the
printed sheet is centered aide to side and parallel to the
gripper edge, traereby being able to obtain an OE to start
the press run. Itie student vill properly operate the off-

. set press that he vas assigned to daring the first practice
practical. exercise, produce clean printed three-color map
sheets and during operatdon frequently inspect a sheet forquality. Retlistration of the three colors nut be within
a tolerance of O. of an inch as specified in AR 115-11.
At the ccupletion of the mess run, he will process the
plate and blanket, and clean the press to the satisfaction
of the supervisor, following safety procedures at all tines.

REMOICIC3: 5-21as MAP 8; TM 5-3610-202-15s Chap 3; Harris Xann-
facturer's Manual

1. PUN A TRRIZ-OCLOR MAP

a.

b.

C.

d.

2. Aprirsatia RICQUIRIKENTS

a.

ranticantr

83720-C-020-MO
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APILICATX0S,
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OFFSET MASS OPERATION

LESSON:, Printing of a Five-Color Map

OBJECTIVE: Given an'offset press, omper, tools, manufacturer's'mannal,
TN 5.245, TM 5-3610-202-35, cleaning materials and a list
of safety rules, the student will make a visual safety check
before starting the press, properly operate all assemblies
in sequence and produce three printed sheets, inepect a
printed sheet and when necessary twist and swing the plate,
adjust side guides.make additions and deletions on the preen
plate, andpractice iafety procedure. at allAiw. This.
mast be accomplished so that the image is centeied Side to
side and parallel to the gripper edge.of the sheet, thereby
being able to obtain an OK to start the press run. The stud-
ent will properly operate the offset press, as practiced in
the prececUng practical exercises, to produce clean printed -

five-color map sheets in accordmnee with the criteria estab-
lished in the three-color nap printing exercis. During
operatic:Atha student will frequently inspect sheets far
quality. The registration og the five oplora must be within
a tolerance of 002 of an inch as specified in AR 115-11.
At the completion of printing the five-color map the student
will'be required to print a photomap, maintaining ink and
water halana to achieve a printed halftone that is suffi-
ciently- in contrast to meet the satisfaction of the instruct-
or. At the,completion of each press run, he will process
the plate and blanket and clean the press to the satisfact-
ion af the instructor. Safety procedures will be followed
at all times.

REFERMICES: TM 5.245, (imp 8; TM 5-3610-202-15, Chap 3; Harris Manu-
facturer's Manual

DEVILOBASZIT

1. PEW A Fivis-orioR MAP AND mama
a .

h.

83720-C-030-o10
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LESSON: Mhltilith Pries 1250

aBnarn: to expose the student to the operational procedures of
the Mhltilith Press 1250 under supervision he mill operate
the Mhltilithhess 1250 uaing preventative maintenance
techniques and observing safety precautions at all times.
The student mill be required to perform all necessary
before operation procedures, i.e., load the feeder, mount
the plate and blanket, and make necessary adjustments to
produce clean printed sheets.

WEREMCES: Addressogravb Mhltilith Gore Manufacturer's Manual

KEr QUESTIONS:

1. What are the maximum and Rini= stock and image sizes?'

2. How does ths feeder operate?

3. What are the components of the cylinder, dampening, inking

assemblies?

Sow is preventive maintenance performed?

What are the necessary safety precautions?

urrElioncarr

1. srocx #ND ILOE Sum

a.

b.

C.

2. ELECTRICAL OONTROL AND SPEED

a.

b.

Man OFERATIoN

a.
831r2O-0-040-010



b.

C.

d.

5

(1)

(2)

S. nimpEnNa ASSEWLY

(i)

(2)

(3)

6 . 114M3 ASSEMBLY

a .

f--

.901



(1)

(2 )

)

7. PREVENEEVE mamma=
a.

b.

C.

APPLICLTION

SUMMARY
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OFFSET PN1S8 'OPERLTION

LESSON: Paper Stitching &aim

OBJECTIM: To acquaint the student with the operational procedures
of the paper stitching machines types of wire, types of
.stitchess preventive maintenances and the safety precautions
to be followed. Upon completion of this lesson the stu-
dent wiIL be able to identgy the types o;wires types of
stitches 100% af the time. H. will also be able to perform
4he preventive maintenance required to keep .tha paper stitch-
ing machine 100% operOional.

WIRElais: Di 5440 chap 9, sction IV
valsTiposs4

1. How is the Stitcher threaded?

2. What types of wire are used in the stit'char?

3. What types of stitches ars made b'y the stitcher?

4. How is the stitcher adjusted for stitching ihickness?

5. What safety smosures are neceseary when operating the paper
stitcher?

DEMORIENT

1. THRFAMNG TEE PAPER STITCIER

a .

b.

C.

d.

. TYPES al' STITCHIN3 WIRE

a .

b.

3. TYPES CY STITCHES USED IN ammo
a.

145

83720-c-040-C20
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t.

b.

SETTIIG FOR STITCELEIG =SS
2

a .

b.

C.

S. ,PAPER STITCHER MAINTERVICE

a .

AFFLICATICN
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arrm PEWS OPERATION

LESSON: Firer Folding MaChile

OBJECTIVE: TQ.a:Irt the student to the operation of the moor fold-
--Lag chine so that he will be able to identify tynes of

folds, and state the method of ad4usting the folder. The
student will be able to perform preventive maintenance and
observe proper safety procedures at all times.

REFERENCES: TM 5445, Chap 9, Section III

Km QUESTIONS:

1. What weight stctk can be efficiently run on thin folder?

2. What is the nurrose of the caliper?
4

3. Row many page signature is the folder capable of folding?

1 . CONTE=

a .

b.

2. UPPER LOADIM BOARD

a .

b.

3. LOWER FEEDER BOARD

a .

b.

4 . FOLDING PROCLIOURE

a

b.

ueuvEn AND STACKER

a .

rE7ELcomyr

1.7

83720-C-040-O3O
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6. 10,113RICATION AND NAINTENANCE

b. \

Anti CA= ON

SUMMAR!'

S
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OFFSET PUSS craeman

LISSOM: Preparation of a Press Van far Operation t

OBJECTIVEs To acquaint the student with the procedures for preparing an
offset press van for field operation,. lavelingithe van,
water suppky, power source, communications an4 equipment cam-
mon to all rerroduction vans. Uron completion of 'this lesson
the student will be able to state how the van is leveled,
where the water surr4 comes from, haw the rower source is
hooked up, how communications between vans is'aecomplished,
and the equtasent that is common to all rerroduction vans
100% of the time.

A

BF:FUMES:, TM 5-245, Chap 10

KEr WESTIM5:

1. Howiauch should the van be jacked up?

2. What voltage is required for the pressf.van?

3. How is electrical power supplied to the reproduction vans?

DEMME=

1. ..TRE PRESS VLN

a.

b.

2. SELECTIM A FIELD SITE FOR VAN OPERATION

a.

149

(51,7

83,F20-C-040-040
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)

(4)

3. CAPABILITT123 AND CRABACTERLSTIM =MON TO AIpL REPRODUCTION VANS

a.

b .

C.

d.

APPLICAZION

SUMMARY

50 Silk f



OFFSET PFLESS OPERATION

LESSON: Practice PriAting. II

aBacrme: Given an offset press, other than the press aparated in the
three previous practical exercises, i.e., ATF Chief 29 DP

,

press or Harris LIG press naver,/offset Press tools, TM 5-
2451, TM 5-363.0-202-15, ha;ris Ma6afacturer's Manual, and a
list of safety rules, the student will make a visual safety
check before starting the pimps properly opeiate.all assem-
blies in sequence and nroduce 'Wires printed sheets, inspect
a printed sheet, and when necessary twist or swing the plate, .

adjust side guide, make additions and delptionspkto produce. -

a cleamprinted sheet. The student%will note thd differences
between tke messes while developimg iregree of Skill that
enables hie to operate this nress and btain an OK on the
nrinted sheet nrior to-cammencing Presss'xun. At the cm-%Pletion of the tress runIlhe will, by ollowing the nroced-
ures outlined in the lesson on preparat of a press for
operation, nrocess the plate and blanket, and clean the pres6
to the satisfaction a the instructor. Safety procedures will.
be followed at all tfees.

REFERENCES: .TM 5445, Chap)8; TM 5-3610-202-15, Chati*3.; Harris Manu-
facturer's Manual'

DE7EL0PMENT

1. PRACTICE PHENTINU (HARRIS .1.L1) OR (ATF CHIEF 29)

a .

b.

C.

2. PERFORMANCE maxims

a .

b.

C.
APPLICATION

SOMMAHY

83F20 -C -050 -C10
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GLOSSARY OF
PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC

TERMS

740-301 740-302
740-3 03 740-304
690- 620 690-62 1

DEFENSE MAPPING SCHOOL - FORT BELVOIR,
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MRWARD

This Cdossary is designed as an aide for personnel studying
Graphic Arts who have a limited knowledge of the Graphic Arts
field. More technical definitions may be found in the following
references:

DoD Glossary of Mapping, Charting, and Geodetic Terms

TM 5-245 Offset Photolithography and Map Reproduction

Lithographers 1 & C, Rate Training Manual, Navpers 10454-B

The Lithographers Manual, 4h Edition, The Gra hic Arts
Technical Foundation, Inc.

WILBUR E. MCULLOU
Chief, Graphic Arts'D vision
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01.

14.

:FEW

ABEEZZIDN

ASRAST71

-3. ABSCRPTI,-)N

ACCELERATCR

LTATT.

ACETI:: ACID

t TN.
444,4 t

. ACTINIC Ll:11-71-

Fra...`CIZZ
,

aW,SSARY

:EMT=

A general term for that error
in Lensawhich causes the Light
rays from am object to fail to
converge at a single point (or
fo(!ai)fafter passing through the
lens. (Also see chromatic aber-
ration and spherical abberation).

,

A hard substance used in grind-
ing or polishing.

The piittal loss of light pass-
ing throughs a material, such as
a

40

Any chemical used to speed up the
,*:developing of 'a photograph. It
is usually an alkali.

A nonflaMmable plastic Sheet used
ae, a base for photographic-film.
Also used as a drafting base for
color separation manuscripts and
overlays.

A sour, colorless, ,liquid compound
haling a sharp odor.

Colorless

A sour tasting substance wnich
will change blue litmus paper
tc rad.

rhe 4irecticn at right angles
the fibers in a sheet of

paver.

That Light which will expose
sensitized photopaphic4ilms,
paberor, plates.

.i.photographac color process
which produces color by cam-

. 5ining separate primary colors.

ADSCRPTZON The sticking to a surface of
a solid by a gas or liquid.

AF.1RIAL

FFCTOSAFH
A photograph of a portion of
the earth's surface taken from
the air.

8/2
USE

Sand is an abrasive Material.lr

A red filter absorbs all
other colors while allowing-
red to pass through it..

Aoetlz acit is used as a
co)olteretoh in plate processing.
It is also used to neutralize
alkaline developers.

A lens which allows al2. roio7s
pass through equally iL
achromatic. Opposite =c a
;.ens wheTe abscrtion takes
place).

Counteretch is 'in c1d.

Arc lamps, mercury vapor
lamps, and photo-flood 'oulbs
produce actinic liztt.

ay combining ail the orimarv
colors through the additive
21-:,cess 4hite iliht will
e.noduced.

Ink Is held on a plate by
.p_dsornt4.2n.

0
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4

TEF4M11..
114. AFFLNITY

aELL OR
ZUSSIES

t.71. ALKALI

DEFINITION

Having a natural attraction.

Small pockets of air which are
trapped on the snrface of a photo-
4raphic film or plate during...pro-
cessing which leave small spots
undeveloped.

A substance which can neutralize
acid. Used as an accelerator in
photographic and plate-processing
developers.

. AMMONIA See diazo compounds.
1 FR,)GESS

13. AMMONIA
WATER

19. ANASTIZAT

A strong alkaline solution used
to alkalize plate-processing
sensitizer and to soften exposed
sensitizer for development.

A lens which has been corrected
for astigmatism and, therefore,
foouses vertical and horizontal
Light rays with equal brightness
and :larity.

2. AMU CF Generally, the field-of-view
FIELL covered by a lens. Lenses are

noroilly classified according to
their* angle of coverage (ie, nar-
rc gle, normal-angle, wide-
angle, and euper-wide angle).

21. ANGSTPCM A unit of measure equal to one T'he wave lengths of light
niT 0 ten-thousandth of a micron one- rays are measured in,ngztv....n

(A) tenth of a millimicron, or ten- units.
millionth of a millimeter.

Ammonia water is an alkali.

Anastigmatic lenses are free
from most common aberrations.

ir
7«.' Cznpletely Lacking water, espe-

cially water of crystallizatich.

.2C;7"*I1E Amino-benzene, an oily, organic
campound derived from coal tar
Waich is the base cotpound of
most photographic-developing
agents.

ATI2ALATICN An opaque coating applied to the
3A=nG back of film to prevent reflection

fram the back surface bf the film/
bas.t. (See Opaque)

APERTURE

2LATIC
LENS ,

The lens opening '(or setting) that
regulates the'amount of light
reaching the. film.

A,lens which his _been corrected
1:5r sphericaf aberrations and
which will give reasonabltshap
defthition at f1111 aperturd;P,

2

Most chemical compounds con-
tain some water and .therefore
are not anhydrous.



'TERM

2-i. ASTIGMATISM

2u. AUTOSCREEN
FILM

30. WO IRDUPOIS

31 . An'S

-32. BACK UP

33. BASE GOLOR

35. BEARERS

3177.

BLANaT

DEFINITION

A lenc which has beeh corrected
rot spherical lad chrematic aber-
ratins. A true apochromatit lens
has bean currected for three or
more oolors.

A lens defect or aberration in
whi.ch Light rays from a point
fail to meet in a focal point,
resulting in an Imperfect -image.

A phatqgriphic film which has a
half-tene screen built la to it.

A. system of weights and measures
consisting of grains, ounces,
pounds, fluid ounces, and quarts.

See optical axis.

An image printed on the reverse
side of a sheet already printed
pn one side. Also the printing
of ,such images.

The color printed on a multicolor
map to which succeeding colors are
registered.

A unit of measure used to express
density of liquids. .

Steel rings on the ends of press
cylinders that make rolliTog con-
tact for proper meshing at the
driving gears. These rings- pro-
vide a fixed distance between
cylieders.

A surface characteristit of paper
which causes it to accept ink,
pencil, or other imaging material.

A mixture of cnalk ind powdered
sulfur dusted on offset press
blankets to rembve tackiness.

38. BLANKET, Sheet of vulcanized rebber with
.2F7SET a.fabric baee used an an offset

press to transfer ae inked image
frsm the plata to-the paper.

Printing area which extends over,
the edge of a fiaiShed sheet of

, paper. Also eolorroverlap usually
owing.to slight variatioms in- reg-
ister.

B*771

4O. . BLIND I.M.ACr17. An image an a plate that wi11 nct
-accept

The blurred image resulted
from an.astigmatism of the
lens.

Half-tone negatives are auto-
matically produced when using
autoscreen film.

-

The avoirdupois system is
used mainly in the United
States and Great Britain.

The first color printed on a
map is the base color.

The mdxture of acacia gum
anq weteris measured to
14 baume.
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DEFINITION

Photagraptioallyeprepared iMage
in blue linie on acetate, metal
plates, or paper; used for paste-
up and color separation work.

RLUEFRINT A sensitized contact paper yield-
ing a blue image upon development
with water.

L3. MOKIDE PAPER A photographic printing paper
using an emulsion composed largely
of slave!. bromide.

L. 3UFFER Agent used to control the chem-
ical activity of a solution.

;4 L'ilTAN The process otexposing a plate.

al-RN:3H To remove snail unwanted Images
feom a plate. An "etchstick" or
"snakeslip" is used. '

The process of making a glossy
surfate on paper or cloth by
pressing between rollers. Done
during the paper-making process.

An optical dev;..ce (series of
Lenses) for projecting an image
of an external subject onto 0
photographically sensitized fiim
inside a Lightprbof box.

A thick, yellow fluid used as a
transparent cement to join lens
elements and screens.

Us

A buffer is used to Maintain
constant pH of a fountain
solution.

You burnish a plate remove
a scratch.

Canada balsam transmits
Light the sane as 4lass.

The J7nemical element found in. Carbon rods are used in arc
black carbon rods.

of making ma?s, cr

Term used to indicate that non-
:nage .areas of a plate 1r9 be-
gianing to take ink.

_amps to prcdce intense
white light for 7nstography.

CAtiSTIC SODA 3ee sodium hydraxide.

-". TAZE A strong alihesive on a cellulose Negatives are oped.oether
base, also ':nown s scotch tape. with celldlose

CHALK i)wdered LimeStone used to iry
/Printing f.nk.

c. CliALKING .1.nproper irying of printing ink
which causes the pigment to iust
off, because of-the lack of bind
ing vehicle (or carrier),
ciaused by to rapid absth7tion of
the vehicle into paper.

I



TERM

7.
ALIMRRArION

COATED SDOCK

59. COAT=

LLATE

CCLOR
P:r11: CM) MIS

F. FILT.T.P.

3. 2CLORPROCF

rr
-

ZEPkRATIN

7.01=ATION
PLATT

DEFINITION

The distortion Of rays of the
various wavelengths of colors
through an uncorrected lens.

Paper which has been coated .Jith
a mineral substance ouch as clay,
satin white, or one of several
other substances which have an
affinity for ink.
Casein is used as the adhesive
which holds the coating onto the
body stock.

1. Kineral substances used in
preparing coated stock. 2. Light
sensitive solutions on plate sur-
faces whieft make it image receptive.

To assemble pages, signatures,
plates, etc. in cbrrect )rder.

A lens which has been constructed
to bring all Light waves to the
same focus plane.

A sheet of dyed glass, gelatin or
plastic used in photography to
absorb certain.colors and permit
transmission of others. (See

absorption) -

A single copy of each color of a
multicolor printing, or a _compos-
ite copy of all the coldrs.

Single impressions, printed in
black,from a set of two or more
color plates.

1. A photographic negative ex-
posed throuizt a color filter so
'otat only one of the primary
colors is recorded.,

. The process of preparing sen-
ate drawings or negatives for

ti cc r required in the pro-
io of a multicolor print.

Halftone and line work on one
plate. Also two or more subject3
on one plate.

)CMFAF.ATCE A precision optical instrument
used to letermihe the location

% (rectangular coordinates) of a
oint 4th respect to another .
ccint on any flat surfve.

8. XMPLEMENTARY Any two colors hich combine to
produce white or gray.

4

816
USE

We print photo-maps cn coated
stock.

This Glossary was collated
before it was stapnr.-----

An apochrcmatic Lens is 2
color corrected lens.

Color nulls are photographed
to make new negatives, or
used as field check sheets
or edit sheets.
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..7,ONTACT

NEGATIVE

OEFINITICN IJSE

Reproduction rrom a strioo of
Images. A print made by expos-
ing several color-separation
negatives on a single meet of
paper, plastic, or film.

A negative made by placing an un-
exposed film in contact with a
positive, exposing it to light,
and then processing to deVelop
the image.

-^NTACT A positive made by placing an un-
POSITIVE exposed film lu contact with a

negative, exposing it to light,
and then processing to develop
the image.

. INTACT
FI=DIG FRAME

In'TACT 3CREEN.

device for holding a negative
or positive transparency in con-
tact with sensitized ruterial
for exposure to 4ght. -The light
source may o anct be a sep-
rate element.

A halftone screen made on a film
base. '4hen placed in direct con-
tact with the film or plate, a
halftone pattern is obtained from
a continuous tone, or solid, orig-
inal.

CNTUCtS An image which hasnot been screened
MNE and contains unbroken shades, vary.-

.Lng from black to white. May be in
either positive or negative form.-

.7.-41.-

r

The actual difference in density
between the light and dark areas
on a negative c;,posire. Where
there is little lifference, copy
is said to he "flit°. Strong
difference is oaid to te,"cizntrasty".

The originaf manuscript or text
:_lrnished for reproduction.

.327 711e assemblieg.into Proper posi-
FREPARA:12N tian of the text amd art to be

photographed for reproductim.

=ER MAF43 analI erosses used to register
color printing.

: . ;

The use of certain acid.solutions
to make a plate able to receive an
inked image.

.Abbreviation for chemic4ly pu.re.

:3 trim or out'off unneeded parts
of an image to improve balance sr
to draw attention to certain portions

6

1

A color proof £3 a comnosite.

.06

4.



TERM

+.32. CRYSTALS

CULTURE

L. DAL`CMiZli.S

DEFINITION

Solid f.r7t f chemical elements.

Terrain features constructed by
.m.an

Cloth-covered (or paper...covered)
rollers that distribute-the,damp-
ening solution to the prdtsplate.

DARKROOM A darkened roam used for the
development of film.

do. DEFINITION Degree of clarity aid, sharpness
of an image.

DENSITUEMR An electric instrument for optical
density or tone. crmasmiesion
densitometirs" measure the full

0
density range of negatives.
"Reflective.-densitometere" measure

It, the reflection range of opaque
copy.

ZENTTY

8. DEPTH OF FIELD
1 .

DEPTH OF FOCUS

2ES'22:SITIzz;(3.

The quantity of metallic silver
per unit rea In negatives.and
positives.

The distance between nearest and
farthest point from the camera
which are in focus.

The distance-that the focal plane
can bu moVed forward or backward
fran the point of dxact focus, and
still give an image of acceptable
sharpness. (See focal plane).

Che.mical treatMent of a plate to
r.ake thehoninaged areas lnrecep-
cive to ink,

1. The solution used to make the
image on ftlm,visibla. 2. A de-
sensitizing chemical. .

:E7SLCFMENT The process of making images on
'film or plates visible.

;L. DE7ELOPING INK A greasy Liquid applied to plate
images to protect the Lmage while
the plate is processed.

. 2IAIHRALly.

;6. DIAZZ;

MYTC:INDS

An adjustable aperture (or =ening)
which controls the amount of ligh
passing through-the lens..

Dye compounds toat are seneitive
to-light, used La coating presen-
sitized plates.

The variation in contraction along
SHRINKING and across the grain of photographic

film, paper, and ma; stock.
,

818

The culture negative identifies
man-made objects.

A process camera has a very
snail depth of field.

:se a desensitizing chemical
to remove the =exposed coat-
ing from the plate.



DIFFRACTION

99. DIFFUSION

Ix. Inman
nams

01 . DIKENSIONAL
sramalT

1 02 . DIRECT
POSITIVE

103. XX.U1G

XTS, ILLI-FrONE

XUSLE arRN

1:6. DRAINAGE

DRIM

' 8. .-XclCP.. RO

DL,7.141`

OUPLaCATE
NEGATIVE

SLEVA:ION
7:NTS

112. noir SSZIO

DEMITION

The bending ofAight-Washas'arcund
the edees of opaque objects.

A type of reflection in which the
reflected rays.are scattered in
all directions.

Marks placed on copy showing the
overall size of the image.

Ability to maintain orlginal size.
Resistance to changes in moisture
content and temperature (especially
in paper).

A positive image obtained without
the uie of a negative.

The process of tolding back light
fram certain areas of a sensitized
surface to avoid overprinting those
areas.

rhe small, regular marks formed by
a halitone screen, which make up a
image.

See multiple burn.

All features associated with water.

A compound added to printing Ink
to accelerate drying.

Press rollers that a".70 used to

control the transfer of ink'ar
water fram the fountain roller
to the distributor roller by
alternately contacting ,each.

A draft drawing or Layout Showing
position of tax* and art work,
used as a guide for reproduction.

A negative made from another neg-
ative without making a positive.

A method of snowing relief (ground
elevation) on maps by using differ-
ent colors for those areas which
lie between different elevation
levels.

USE

The drainage negative is
registered to the "V"s of
the contour.'

klways :heck the finished
work with the lam:

Zmage swelling on an offst blan- EmbossiDK CLU be removed by
kat resulting frosi absorption of washing and drying the bloc-
ink solvents. kat (by evaporation).

,

A light-7emsitive coating used on
photographic films, plates or paper.

S 5 6



TERM

&LUTON SIDE

115. EWLSION-TO-
BASE EXPOSURE

DEFMNITION

That side of this lobotographic
film an which the light-sensitive
coating is placed.

A contact exposure in which the
emulsion of the copying film is
on the side of the film opposite
to that in contact with the sheet
being copied.

116. EMULSION-TO- A contact exposure in which the
EMULSION emulsion of the copying film is
EXPOSURE in contact with,the emulsion of

the sheet being copied.

117. EMULSIFICATION Absorption of excessivi water by
ink, resulting from use of too
much drier or water, too little
acid or a poor ink.

116. ENLAROLMIT

119. 3:11.1 ivka-NT

:IC CAL 7...ENC,T1-1

120. ETCH

121.

EXPr.2.:2722

7230 EKTENMER

EXTLNSION.

aELLcws.

125. FACE

FARKER '3

F_E:UaR.

A reproduction made larger than
the original. Also called a blow-
uP

The distance measured along the
lens axis fram the rear nodal
point of a lens to the plane of
best average definition (focus).

1. Chemical treatment of a plate
to make nonprinting areas grease-
repellant add water receptive.
2. To remove selected areas of
the emulsion either chemically
or manually.

A pencil-shaped abrasive used in
rtmoving unwanted Karks cn a plate.
It is sometimes called a "snake-
slip".

The ac :. of sub,lecting light-sen-
sitive material to a light source
(actinic rays) for a specific time.

A additive used to improve working
properties of ink or to reduce
color intensity. Also used to in-
crtase quantity of ink.

Distance between the lens and the
surface 'cf the photographic film.

The light-sensitive side of a neg-
ative or the printing surface or
'a plate.

A solatian ased in processing
exposed photographic film to in-
crease the contrast of the nega-
tive; used to clean thm transpar-
ent areas of negatives and to re-
duce halftone dot size.

9

UZE
8a0

An emulsion-to-base exposure.
produces acopy which is wrong-,
reading through the base.

An emulsion-to-emuision ex-
oosurepagoduces a copy which
ii-iiiht-reading through the
base.

Etching is acne cn the face
iide,Of a negative..



rtm

127. FELT SIDE

12g. FILM

12g. FILM SPEED

1 30. FILM

PUTUIT/QN

The tqp, or qmoott sida of pa,Oer
:t is the side cr the paper which
was contacted by the felt belt
for removal of.moisture during
manufacture.

A thin, flexible transparent sheet
of plastic material to which a
Light-sensitive coating (emulsion)
has been applied.

A number assigned to a photograpnic
anu1sion to grade it3 sensitivity
to light as compared to other emu).-
3

material that selectively absorbs
some types of light rays while
allowing others to pass. (See
color filter).

1;1. FIL;ER FAC=R A number used to increase expo-
sure. mathematically when a
ter is being used.

' 1,7721

31. 3A7H

To ;lake the developed photographic
image permanent by I-staving the
unexposed light-sensitive material
from the emulsion.

A solution commonly known as "hypo'
used to fix photographic images.

' FLASH UPOSURE An extra exposure used when making
a halftone to'strengthen dots in
shadow areas. Usually made with a
snail lens aperture to a sheet of
white paper or to a flashlamp.

F7-A: 1. Lithography. The assembly of
negatives an goldenrod paper f2r
cntact exposure with a sensitized
'late. 2. Photography. Lacking

.contrast.

:CAL LENCTN rhe distance between the optical
center of a lens and the point at
which an object image is in sharp
focus.

;^ FC:AL P-ANE

1 18. ITC7.1'S.

The'flat surface on which the
rays of light projected through
the lens are coused. The photo-
graphic film occupies the focal
pLane.

The ooint,at which light rays
converge to form am image after
passing through a lens.

:2loudiness on transparent areas of
negatives. :litused hy either stray

Lit\ght or improperly made solutions.
10

Abs. lat, t. 114 e

uSE

This felt.,side-i the corret
4ide of the paper for printing.



'TERM

Ii1. FORMALM''

ROLTEES

FCUNTIIN
SOLUTIGN

143. FRENCH CHALE

1411. FRILLLNG

114,. FUGITIVE

1LP. GAMA

1..17. GATHER

'143. AR STREAKS

GOLDENROD
FIFER

';:% `1R.ADLTECN

1 71

:1R-121

53. :sRA17.=

SURFACE

1,54. GRANULARITY

z uv

_

Dk:FitrITION

powerful relittt used az 4 pre-
servative for photographic emulsions.

Those rollers on an offset press
which contact the pressplate.

A desensitizing solution used to
dampen the plate and keep non-
image areas from accepting ink.

Powder used to dust inked Images
in plate processing. Used in com-
bination with powdered.sulfUr as a
blanket dust.

The separation along the edges of L

photographic emulsion fran its base.

...An ink that fades.

,A measure of the development and
the contrast of the photographic
material.

To collate for binding.

.Marks across printed sheet caused
by irregularities in the meshing
of cylinder gears.

Opaque paper used is a base for
layouts. Also called masking
paper.

The range of tones fram brightest
highlights to deepest shadows.

See elevation tints.

1. Alignment of paper fibers re-
sulting rram machine movement dur-
ing manlifacture. 2. The distri-
bution of silver particles in
photographic emulsions.

The rough, irregular surface of
a plate.

Graininess of a developed photo-
graphic image, evident partiSJiarly
on enlargements.

A printing method in.whu.ch the
Ink-bearing area cf the plate iS
composed of snail holes cf vary-
ing depths. These are filled
with ink which is then transferred
to the paper.

A strip 3f standard gray tones,
ranging from white to black, used
to measure tanal range.

1

U5E

Incorrect packing will cause
gear streaks,.



8,23
1.57. 402=

1cs. aRIPPER

159. GROPER EDGE

100. aLTITEt MARGIN
carrE)

161. aRoun auss

102. GIJ=ES

163. 1UM ARABIC

HALATION

165. HALFTONE

166. HALFTONE
sacim(auss)

HALFTCNI7 -771T

:;EGATI7E

H4V.l.:=3"
'HAL) S )

4.1:0 91*.00F

'7:. RAgDRLLER

1'1.

72. HIMIIMTS

..r
4 :447:1=1".7Y

.1111.1. Wro

DEFIUTTION

4. 4yeAtm oflurallellines placed
on maps, L3 hich points :41 thj
ground are Iodated.

A. small clamp which holds paper
13 it passed through the press.

Leading edge of the press Sheet
as it travels into the press.

An unprinted area allotted for
grippers to hold paper..

The focusing glass in the focal
plane of a camera; used to check
for sharmess and size.

Mechanical stops used for posi-
tioning paper an a press.

Used In fountain solutions. Also
as an adhesive in copy layout or
bookbinding.

A blurring of a photographic image
because of light reflection frcm
the film base.

A printed image which is made up
by a series of evenly spaced dots
of varying sizes and shape.

A regular network of opaque lines
crossing at right angles, producing
transparent square openings.

A halne negative used with a
continuous-tone negative to produce
a halftone.

Chemical compounds found in the
i!mulsion an photographi

A ;roof of a plate nade an a
manual (hand proof) press. Usu-
ally done for multicolor work.

A leather-covered wood roller.

A halftone in which highlignts
3rehot screened.

Portions of an tmuage from which
the greatest amctints of Light
are reflected.

Color.

X measure of maistlgenponteht of
air. 466

1 2

4

The Ea-negative is reg-
to the culture negative.

Gum arabic ii ink-repellent..

A halftone screen is used to
photographically to break up
a solid image into a pattern
of =all dots.

A -land roller is used to apply
in by han4 to a Litr.ograpnic

A highight halftone is Ised
Lhcrease the contrist.

4gh1ights are fight or white
areas.
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TERM, DEFdTNITION
_. et

# 175. RVOIROCR.WRIC, _ A oounteretah'used,oh plates.
IMO

!

17, . H=ROMETER An Lnotrument used for meaJurine
,

density of liquid's. (See bauM41

177. HYDBOQUINONE .A reducer used in photographic
deVeloper.

176. HIGROMETER An instrument used for measuring
moisture contemt of,air.

179. HYPO *ichemical,used to mit a photo-
, gfiphic image (see rim).

re/O. HYOBOSCOPI The Ability of material to absorb

1 1 . a
moisture and than to exPand in
size.

Thit portion of a photographic
negative, and a plate, whLch is

,
Lntended for reproduction.

162, 'T.MPOSITION iositioning tad assembling nega-'
-tives or positivei on4a flat (see
flat). .

181% DIPRESSION Inked iMage received by a sheet
oZ paper in a press.

134. .7:MAUD Those light rays beyond the red
end of the visible spectrum. Also
called thermal or heat waves.

A combination of pigpents, vehicles,
and greasing agents used in printing
to produde an impression.

1:+7.611 3C,k1:2 A ruler used to check image sizE3.

7 7. --;17-N371" Depositing some metal on a nega-
tive to increase density and con-
trast.

:RCN Maj'ES 3lue ink pigments mal from iron.

%. v103 Aligping paper into a uniform
stack.

. 27.
The principal flat to -..thich other;"
flaeS are positioned.

, .

11. KISS PLATE i plate used to make an addition
'or correction to a previously
printed sheet.

192. ,!".1.3S PRESSURE Minimum pressure at whicp proper
tnk transfer is possible.

1

a

waftgesem. a.. az

014;14141 .

Af

The invar scale is zaliCrated
in inches and centizeters.

Prussian; millii,\and'brpnze.
blue are ircn blues.

The culture negative ia the
k_as for a five-oclor map.

4
'4.

7,
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TERM

91. LAZ.S

Llic=nE

195. LATENT DiAOE

lq6. LAY

197. LAYOUT

196., LEAD. DRIERS

199. LENS

200. LIM: STREAK

20' . LLVE C0P-7

202. =SEED O=.

203. mcna

DEFINITION

:ak pigment oh444ned from coaltar
dyes4

A,cOlorless reducer used in ink
stá reduce color strength.

An invisible image which becomes
pails:Le upon processing.

The arrangement of print
on'the press shet.

0=13

--A design for positioning'of nega
tives on a flat.

A paste drier found in varnish.
(Sill pasts drier)

L-r=niGt t\TIC

-205. AN 17.1K

2C6, MAOENTA CONTACT
SCREEN

xA,ams rat
=MATE

MAKE READY

2 y

A disk of optical glass, or a
combination of two or more disks,
uied for controlling light rays
from an object.

Fog produced on a negative by
improper light; such'aS a, reflec-
tion, or a hole in the bellows.

Any copy suitable for reproduction
without-using a screen. Copy com-
posed of lines and dots as distin.
guished from continuous tone copy.'

A drying oil used in mixing inks.

A method of printing based on the
repulsion of grease and water to
separate printing from-hon-printing
areas.

A stiffening Ofink because Of a
chemical change;

A consistency of Ink. "Long" if
it stretches when tapped between
fingers. "Shdrt" if it breaks.
(See tack).

A contact film scteem made of
magenta colored dots used for
making halftone negatives in the
camera.

A salt used as a buffer in foun-
..taih-etches.

Press preparation made before
beginning to print.

Ah accurately scaled line Showing
size to which copy is to be enlarged
or reduced.

a

/NO!

USE

All camerai have a 10115

Ink livering.. can cause ink tc
fail to print.
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lair;4.a,-

TERM

Xt=tad-
film or platr fram exposFe. negative;.

211:' MASSTONE Color of ink when-in a 155433. The
the

212. JUSTER FILM . A positive made tram oilginal
posrrin* . negative for the purpose of making

additional negatives.
.

4.
. w . .

213. MATTE . A duilosurface.

214. MEALY' Flecked with white or gray. Spotty..

' 21 5." MICROMICER. Au instrument used'for sell/wring
a the thickness Of.plates, packing,

and 61ankets. `
.0

'216. AZ6LETONE Intermediate tones between'high-
lights and shadows in photographic
reproduction.

1141103:RE

218. :Mr CHROME

An imperfect'printing caused by'
overlaying halftones.

Ire sa&

was lighter than
color.

One coloi; but with varying shades. Blatt is a monochrome:

219. MOZAIC A composite map made Pron aerial
photographs.

220. muLizooLoR Two or more colors; sometimes
called pax:chrome. ,

221. MULTIPLE BURN The intentional exposure of two
or moil negatives in register an
the sade sensitized,surfate.

-0 NEC4TIVE A photographic image in which the
tones' are reversed. .

223. ZE Counteract acidity ar alkalinity.

'224. NITRIC ACID: - A counter etch.

225. NODZPOINT t '-Cne of two points in a lens where
a light ray emerging from the sec-

.

., ' and plaellisl to the ray
'.arri at the first:point.

...

226. OFFSET 1. An indirecprinting method
in which an inked imgge is printed

.
on a rubber blinketthat in turn
;mints (or offsets) the inked im-

-t ;resat= onto a sheet of pape.
. 2. Wit inkitransferred frdh one

sheet to hack of another in a pials,
of freshly printed sheets. '

41F5ET PRESS' A three-cylinder- -press t;aad in

o'ffset printing.

The degree that i photograph,ic
image will prevent ,the passage
of light.

22 . OPACITY

6

r

j

47.
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229.

IBM

OPAQUE

130. OPTICAL AXIS-

231. ORIGINAL
NEGATIVE

232. ORTHOCHROMATIC

233. OVERPRINT

234. OIIDATION

235. PACKING

, 236. PALLET

237.. PANCHROMATIC

238. PAPER
' HrIRDSCOPE

239. PARALLAX

t?ASTE DRIER

2142. nH
\

243. PHOTOCOMPOSE
.

FHOTOO*Afh

245. PRZTOORAPHY

es

"

-0

DEFINITION

Any material that prevents the
passage of 1.1.0t; or particular
wavelengths.

A straight line whioh passes
through the centers of vmvature
of the lens-surfaces.

The negative developed from the
film which was in the camera at
the instant of exposure.

Photographic emulsions sensitive
to all colors other than red.

New information printed on top
of the original-map. a 6

Corrosion of plates Vom slow
drying.

Paper used under 4 plate or blan-
ket-to adjust the surface contact
pressure between the plate and
the blanket.

A wooden platform used for storage
of paper: -

Photographic emuleions sensitive
to all visible colors.

, An instrument for measuring mois-
ture content of a steak of paper.

The apparent movement.of an objbot
when viewed from different positions.

7

wok-

An ink drier made from lead*and
manganese. Dries ink with ,a low
gross, haxd surface. t

-.-- .

:Selectively removing the opaque
Layer from its film base. ,

A term used to express the degree A oH of "6" is acidic.whiN
of apidity or alkalinity.

, A pH of 1811-ls alkaline. /
"7" is coneidered neutral. ,,

.., 7 ( ,,

A mechanical procejs where sev-
eral images axi imposed cote at a
time on.a negative or plate by
means of a photocomposing machine.

A image formed'when a sensitized
emulsion is exposed to light rays
from an object.

The process df producing images
on sensitized surfaces by the
aetinto action_ofr.4ight.

8 S
4



TERR

2146. ilioT6LItHoGaem'r A Lithographic process' in.which
photography is used to produce
an image on the printing aurface

azupia

*4

2147.- PletMAP A mosaic Jcn which grid lines,
- marginal d4ta, .contours, place

navies, bcwdariss and other cul-
tural data mey be added.

401

2143. PROTORAP A photomap printed an the beck
BAM-UP . of 4. line map of the same area

and at the same scale.

2149.
1

PROMMSCRANICAL Ahy reproduction process in which
photography is used ih combinatioei .

with mechanical means PO produce
a firinting surface:

250. See mosaic.PHOTOM6SAIC

251., PICEING Removal of part of the paper sur-
face_during Printing when the.
Niling force of tha idk isogreater
than the surface strength of the
,paper.

-PICTOCHEIGME The process employed to produce
PRO CESS pictomaps.

.

253. FICTOMAP A photomap on which the photo-,
graphic imagery-of a standard
mosaic has been converta0 into
interpretable 'dblors anti
by meani of tonal maskiong ech=-
niques.

2514. _PIOMENT Manufactured chemical colors,
inorganic or organic. Inorganic:

f pigments are generally opaque; '

organic pigment; are used for
lithographic transpar.ent

e

255.. PILING t Sticking of.Ink on the plate org,
blanket instead of transferringr
to the paper. ,

F

256. PIL1NO BAR An qpright guide to siack Riper-
Igainst. 4 4,

.
..,, -

. ;.
?.

257., PINHOLES Small spotaron negatives,which Pinholes can be caused by
, t show up as spots on tlie printed dust on the film during

. image. exposure.
P

USE
-

N*4.

8,28

253. FITCH Rollilig diameter of a gear. Same .
,

as diameter of cylinder bearers..
i

.159. PIANCOtiPHY Printing from a.flat surface in
which the image and non-image areas,,
are in the same plane:

260. FLTE, A thin metal, plastic, "o"kpaper
'sheet, that carries the printing

17 I

s 5

A
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8,Z?
PLATE (cCn)

261. PLUCICM0

262: PLUGGING

263 POLISH OUT

264. POLYMERIZE

265. POSITia.

266. POTASSIUM
BROMIDE ,-.

267. POTASSIUM'
FERRW/ANIZE

268. ,FRECISION CAMERA

269. FRESZAVATIVE

270. PRESS PROOF

271. PRMARY OCLORS

ft

2/2. FR.=

2 73.

274. ?Man LENS-

275. iR.O=SS
F56TOGRAFE/

ItEntiWON

image and whose,surface is treated
to make only the image areas ink'
receptive.

See picking.
.41

Filling in of shadows.

.or. 4 image or/unwanted
marks from i plate by erasure%

Chemical 4mbinatión of organic
compounds.

L photograph in which image
densities are the 44144 43 the

Salt uied in photographic
developers to inhibit fog.

Used in photographic eaducers

Any Camera capable or:Ling
high quality definition.

A chemical which will prevent
a sUbstance from decomposing or
changing its composition.

An ispiession taken,from among
fLst copiee run cnithe press;
used for checking purposes.

Three basicicolors, anstwo of
whiph combine to produce a com-
plimentary color

A phbtographic copy nade by
projection Prim a negative.

A transparent body, usually glass,
bounded in part by two nonparallel'
plane faces. Uied photographically
to reversethe image going through
the lens., ,

A lens for photomechankcal copying,
enlarging, or projection purposes,
free from aberrations.

Line ancthalftons photography
inwhich'the resulting negatives
'an ti. positives are ueed In the

preparation of plates.

color,prints that. '

shog the 'individually separated
color Printings and their pro- -

gressive c thati each
color i overprint 4

18,

usE

P1.uggin is Cluised.by incorrect
egles.

An etcii 32.ip is used ,to polish
out marks on plates.

Red, blue, and gieen.

^"

S.

A process lens USUQ1157 of
aperture' Ind symmetrioal Con-
struction.

low

1

I

A



TERM

27'. PROOF

4

78. PROOF..%0

279. PULL

280. Filial

.,\
I

.49

DEFINITION,

A trial print for exeMinitiona
and editing.

281. RAG STCCK

282. RATIO PRINT

283. REAM

/0?a4, alsruttRs.-

I.
285. REFRACTION

286.. 4REGISTER

281. REGISTER
MARKS

48.'..fgLATI7,e
APERTURE

289. RELIEF

REFRIITT

291. REPXDUCTRTA

292. xE'MDUCTION'

293. RESIDUAL
CHEMICALS

. 2

29L. RHOOLUTION

295% .RES0L72.10

POWER

the opefttion OS pulling proofs
, of plates for checking prior to
production printing.

To tAke an impressi

To perforate.

.717-

Paper cdntaining rag pulp.

A print,in st4ich thescale i& .

differliNftbm the xdginal copy.

quantiti4f piper, usCelly SOO,'
sheets.

.1. Chemicals uied GI lower the
,density of photographic images .

or halftone dots. 2; Compound
used Eiikchinge consistency of
printinglnk.

/-

Sending of light nays at an angle.
-

act 1)1sitilping of an image.

Small crossesj...guides, or patterns
applied to,the.original copy prior
'to reproduction-and used forpasi-

The ratio of the eiNiVelent focal
length to the diameter of.the ap-,
erturei Also.called f.number,
stati, or speed.

*

The elevation 'and.typography cf-
1 a land s1Lrf.zIó i usually represented

hs:oMatours:

To pInt additional"imaressions
from an existing one. ''

Any copy capable of being used
to prepare a plate.

. .

,The,complete process involved in
mae...ng copisa frms an-original.
Also, ths product of this process.

thin film- of themicall solutiop
always left op a instal plate. after
prvessing.

The ability of an entire boto-
graphic system,t9 produce a sharply
defined image.

-r A mathemati*I expFestion .of lane

1 9

8

21.0... printed sheet to
check register.

0

Linseed oil is a redUcer.

The required resoLvinL nower of
the lens should be 25 lines per
millimeter.
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TERM

246.'"RSETRA1NER

297. RETICULATION

298. RETdUCHLIO

299. RICHT -READING

300. ROLLER SWREAVV.

% 304.ROLLING ur

302. RUN

303. SAFELIGHT

OA SAFETY FILM

305. SCALE OF
REPRODUCTION

306. SCREEN ANSLE

307. SCRUM= LZIE

308. SaRIECIG

309. SCUM

313. szorrra"ry
GUIDE

311. SENSITIZER

312. M

1

polmicum,

Thkchemical in developer that
310w5 develops* and chemical
fog.

Direakup of emulsion because of
extreme temperature changes.

rrecting a plate, negative,
positive, or copy by means,of
brush, pencil, pen, air brush,
etd.

An image,when viewed through the
base,is,roadable.

Streaks In solide caused by un-
even4contact of the inking millers'.

The inking of a fimiMWmi.plate
without Making a proof. Usually
done by hand to protect the image
or to inspect the image.

The number of impression made
_from a given plate:

cOlored source of light to
*whj.ch photographic materials are
relatively insensitive.

A film whichAwill not hum readily'.

Percent of en: rIemeit or reduction.

AO.c

The angle the raws of halftone dots
Aake wit4, the vertical when right-
reading, imeasured clockwise fram
12 o'clock.

A platbr made throagh a screen,
resulting in a screened image
instead of a continuous tone

The process of preparing a nega-
tive by hand, which can be repro-
duced by contact exposure.

FiIm'of Ink accepted by non-image
areas of plate.

USE

tICtass4am bl'eaMide) i a commonly,
used restrainer.

4,

A gray scale ellposed on the plate A-sensitivity guide nesfures
with an image; which when developed, tone variations of an w.posed
shows the sensitivity of the coat- ,"plate.

The solut,icn used to make photo-
graphic surfaces.light serfsitive.

.41 group of reproducibIes fr9m which
4 map or chart Can be printed.

26 SS
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313. SKIM=

314. SIERT UK'

31 5. MORT SAW

316, SIGNATURE

31 . snyza MMUS

31 8. SIM= CRICIMOS

319, SILVER PRINT

320. SIZE

321.

322.

323.

SL.1.7

SNAKE SUP
A

SOPIUM
BENZOATE

32L. SODIUM ,

3ICARZON1TE

SOD/UM
CARBONATE

125.

326.

327.

328.

329.

330.

SODrOM
HYDROXIDE

SODIUM
SULFITE

=int
TH1OSULFA4

SPECIFIC
GRAVITT'

SPECTRUM

3 31 . SF=

332. SPHERICAL
1BERRATZON

P

A measitreplt the ability of a
negative material to repmcduce
sharp edges. ,

See long ink:

An acid usid to stop tha ?action
of alkaline developlr.

A single group of folded peas
in units of four which form
sections of a bock for binding.

Silver salt used An.photographiC
emulgiOns.

Silver salt used in per emnisions.

Photographic print 11.2 paper sign-
sittsed with silver chloride.

To coati vitt' My of various ti4s
.

materials liked for filling the *

pores in the surface of paper or
fiber.

Sheets of paper manually placed
between printed Sheets to ptevent
offsetting of ink; or between neg-
atives to prevent scratches. ."

See etch slip.

A prieervative for organic.tnate -
riaL

Weak 211e2,14 used to assist plate
development.

An accelerator for photographic
dbvelopers.

4

Strong alkali used to remove old
images from plates.

A. premerrativa for photographic ;.
developers.

See hipo.

Ratio af density of .o. matirial
c.

to water.

The band of visible colaZt fonmed
when a light rex is siparatedlIT
a prism. ,

The tensitivity of photographic
materi.#1 to light.

0

1,4133 distortion in which lighticays
from miter zone of lens' and igfier
cone of lens do not focus. .

21
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833
333. STASIS SASE

3311. STEPOVER fit

335. STEP-UP

336. .!tTENDOSOMPIC

Kenna
niSTRUMEIS

STICK-UP,

338. STRIP F±I

, 339 0 wSTRIPPMG
..,

340.. slaCKEEs

t41 . son=
342. TILCIE

343.

3/.11. ToNE

TRANLUCENT

31.6.' TRANSMISSION

3RANSPARZICY

348. TRAP-

3/49. 7R1M MAR=

- 4
350. TY7E

f

, 7

351 . 71,1110-10LET
T..,Tarr .

-

41'

A general tefor tiiig bases
Possessing a high ambunt of'
dimensional.stability.

Side-OY:midi =Ormua of a flat
0 ,161.414 Vlegrippir edge.

Up.ead..lani exposure of a flat
frum pus gripper edge.

An tostrument useieto plot al;40
di *y looking at the image formed by

pair of photograpps.

A pee-prihted material pasted an
maps to elim(natepand,lettering.

A photographio,film in which the
emulsion cam be tradgfsrred to
loather base ?or stripping purposes.

1; The art of producing a flat:
2. 7he rifUsaLof iok rollers to
acceptlink, caused by glazing V
driers.

. r

Suctian cips yhich liftiaod ;arry
-paper sheets forward.

3ee overprint.

Stickineis Of ink.

Color gradations used an maps ta
designate dePth oz-height.

Each eh* variatipn of color
from blaCk to whiteikre hie).

A property of material to pass
iiffused light:

Light-passing ability of a material.
\ < 4

A photographic print on a clear
base. Also light -transtitt.I.ng

capability.of a material.

Ability of izik ble paper to aecept
2:atoll' colors.

LAnes placed am arikinal copy to
serve as guides in cutting or trim=!*
ming the prinAd'sheets to their
final size. 44

:That surface whieh iFcepts.APic
mad farms the printed impression.

C..

Wavelengths short of visible
spectrum.

22 810
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rt

52. u!iDERcirr

353.

345.

uNDEAcuTTING

VARN:SH

TEHIca

356. VIaierrraG

357. VISCOSITY

358. WALK OFF

\

359.. ra,AWING

360. WASHUP

361. WAVE=GTH

362) ACLNT

' 363. 'PiLIDZIG SMCK

$ 3614 WORK-AND..4BAOK

(.5HEE1'Z3E)
LA/OUT

365. WORK-AND-TURN
'LA/CUT

1.4

366. .4bRIC AND r..MBLZ

LA/OUT

367. WRONO READ:NG
4

410

'

368, Y=.1...1"7ALgt

4

MEM \
. The different, between the radius
of the bearers and the radius or
the cylindir.bodri giving a space
for the Plate or blanket plus a
margin for packing adjustment...

The spread of light beyond the
. transparent areas of a negative
or positive during exposure.

Usual vehicle fols'inks.

Liquid used to hold pigments to-
&ether and give ink its marking
properties.

A roduo0.on in density of s-'part Viimettini is used in the

of a pho:.ographic image caused magenta halftone screen...

by a stopping of some rays from
entering lens.

Resistance tOIF flow; apposite of
fluidity.

Failure Of:or:arts of.an image to
/ stick to a plate.,

JSE 831

Oterall contact eliminates'
undercattinz.

713'ni74.16 is used to mix nk.

Made by.a brush'14. washes with a
single color; usually black, ta
be reproduced by halftone.

CleaniAg rollers or press.

The diqtance between two crests
of an impulse. ,Lower waves are
visible whilihigher are radio.

Chesticals that .aid in mixing of

solids with liquids.

Separation of paper stock by
jogging to get air between the .

sheets.

ne front of a signature i3 printed
with one ! plate, while the back is

printed with'another.

No or, mare Signatures are printed
front and back by one plate. Plate
is turned fram side toaide.

Press sheets are turned fram top
to boit4t.to allow ane plate to
'print both sides.

An image which when viewed through
the film base is a mirror image,and.
not readable.

Measure of rigidity of ink.

23
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CHAPM 2
THE PHOTOUiNOGRAPHIC PROCESS

. A
Hisiety

. then printed on the piper. All at the com;plexe
was "ogler from plata tO. rult3her.- Atter :and .*

M a. offset phptolithography has !volved from ,

sto the principlee 'of which were
discovered in in ihe 4ishtsinth. ean-
Cum k min nained-Alois s4.iasouna,whsn
he wrote. on 'a slab of PoOns 'limestone with a
greasy' Substance, and. than 'wet the with
later, that ink mould adhere to the image
but not, to the reit .of the stone.: 'could Ai,
make as maw copies alas wished'. wetting add
re-inking the stone before each' Insprouling The
process came to be called "lithography," *Ma
means "stens writing," a 'memo which hat Lew-
Nrived to modern emu. Artiste- and businessmen
quickly adopted the new *way of printiOg
it was so 'much faster, simpler, and cheaper
c13pperplate *engraving, the moat widely ,.ud
method 'up to thit time. The presses which were
developed for printing from stone .wete of the,
tiatind type,---elow, clumsy, and cumbersome by`
our standards, but ,odlicient and econoinical for .

their times. By the Middle if the nineteenth con-
tunr, tha new science of photography' brOught
major changes to, the printing industry. An image.,
*could be engraved by photographic methods on a
thin metal plate, which could than .be mounted on
a .rotary press, a vast improvement over the ,old
!lathed ...presses. Lithographers, anon found . that
photogralphy doub( also be uted to put a chentically
hardened lithographic image.on metal pietas, mak-
ing it pouible to use `rotary *Ruses for what was
now called -photelithaergphy." Than Mace
printed the iniage directly from Plate to PaPer,
!lows*, and thus Were very Whited, in the type of
paper that iould be used, ant in the quality of the
tesagi Ira Rub& is generally creditid yrith the
invention, ih 1946, of the -offset method of print-
ing. Ile noticed theta the paper feeder missed a
sheet wfien the.' press wee running, the image
'would *be transferred instead to the rubber-cov-
ered impreation cylinder, then printed again on
the beck , of the next sheet This unintentionally
uoft'set", image was superior in quality to the di-
rectly-printed iningt, and Mr. Rubel made use of
this fact insdeViliping a press in which the image

high-spud offset litheitraPhic Pr"lose oS today
refinements of this basic id.- .

1

. I
a

Principies of Offset Lithigraphy
,

ThaTie,ers three jri'ncip.al.
,methods of Printing: letterpreu, intaglio, and U.
,thegtaphy. Almost, au niadert printing May' bi
deed* woe of theirthree types, Z the letter-
Preu lathed, the iMage afee kraiset above the
surface of the xinticg image carrier,-and there-
fora is the total? pert of the surface area which
taka the ink and' prints. In the intsglice method;
tfie eripoeite is true. The hhage Ii cut below the
surface bf thi plate, Ad when ink irapplied to the

s plate and wiped-off the surface, it remains in the
eugriled or sunken -limp areas,- end la trans-
ferred te the paper. Lithography differs. train Irth.
6? time methodi in, that the .inlairtl 111, neither
raised abave nor-cut lielovi 'the surfs* -of the
plate,; but, lies in the tame plans u the nonitrinting
areas.. Thelithographic plate has- been cham1c&113r,-
treated. so that only the image areas, attrapt the

\ink, and the honprintilig emirs:min clean.
tire 2-;-1 illustrates the digerincet between the
thrgemethods of printing. .

b. Photolithographic PrinZiplas. A4
PhY, fromz the evilest days of printinMrom
stone, to the litest high-sRead Proem, ls hseed ou
the simple fact that oil andivater do Vit mix. Ihe
finige carrier * moistened so_thit the IrmaY
will adhere only to the image ThW principle is
*Oiled in' thit modern plate-Maldng process pd.
duri4.the operationptthe pima ai follows

( 1 ) A seneitiiii*,metal sheet, =Wily &111riia.
Man, I .,exposzephatomechanilallY "to a' 'illative
COntaining. the -desired Image. Wlierever light

' penetrates the negatlie to the plate,the Seniitized
sollsoe,ot, the Plate is hardened. In the, del/41'414
procest, these light-liardened im4e area are rit-
tained. while the coating in the -unexpoied non- t'
printing areas Is washed away. The linage areas
attiect the greasy ink and repel water, whkle)the.

871
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a .

C.

Ffrair. The Virgo main praitiag pro' testa.

a. Letterprest.
b. Intaglio.
c. Litkograpkw.

.

nOnprinting areas become water-receptive and ink
.repellent- ( fig. 2-2).

.(2) The exposed ana deVeloped plate is
mounted on a preu which has both a dampening
and inking assembly. As the plate cy-vinder rotatea,
it is s first damilined with the water solution4 to

the nonprinting areas ink-repellent The ink
is ten apptied, idhering Only to the image areas,
thu4 making it possible- to' print only those areas
on the final copy.

(3) In offset printing, the image is not
printed directly from plate to paper, but instead is

..4
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transferred first to a rubber blanket mounted on a
cylinder, and then to the paper. This "offset" fea-
ture gives the lithographic press lt great versatil-
ity. A greater variety of papers can be success-
fay used because of the resilience of this rubber
blanket, making it possible to -print on coarse as
well as smooth stock. Because excessive amounts
of either water or ink on the plats do not reach the
paper, finer detail can be Al:produced, and the
paper does not so readily Ione ita .size, making
close registration between colors pouible. On
offset presses, the image enthe plate is positive, or
"right-reading," because it must "be reversed on
the blanket before it is printed, again in right-
reading form, on the paper. This important fea-
ture is illustrated in the simplified diagram shown
in figure 2-3.

2-3. Military Uses of Lithographic Printing
a. Offset photolithography in the armed forces

is probably used most extensively for the repro-
duction of military maps. Th, high apeed and long
runs of the presses, coupled with the fine quality

875i-2
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of the printed product, make them ideal for molt-
ing military mapping need& Topo.graphic repro=
duction units use this type of press for the repro=
'Auction of monochrome and maltisolor topo=

Ili 5.245
.

graphic ;nips,* photonn.ps, taig. lista, 2, ,

sprinted items related to military mapping. The
Da ft played by the reproduction unit in the map
production effort is indicatedtin figure 2-4-

THE MAPPING CYCLE
ESTABLISAIN

CONTROL

AERIAL,PLANNING PHOTOGRAPHY

CAMERA COPY G-N4EGATIVi
LAYOUT

STEREO PLOTTING,
PLATE EXPOSURE &

EDITING . & COLOR SEPARATION

ALDEVELOP E.NT DitTrilBLITION
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b. Other military printon use offset lithography
whinsver the Printing affort requires volume re-
production, relatively low cote, speed Ind-quality.
Printing plants in the amyl services print Rich
diverse product& as boob, forma, leaflets, and poet-
s* ranging in use from. classroom texts to psy-
chological warfare material.

c. The chapters in this manual emphasize the
various phases of the photolithcigraphic process in
the reproduction of maps and related topographic
products. Factors affecting other military uses of
lithogriphic Printing *which differ basically from
map reproduction are also discusaed in the appro.
priate chapters.

2-4. Phases in the Photolithographic PrOtelii

a. Way 'Reproduction. There ara five bisic
phases in reproducing a map by the photolitho-
graphic. process. "Theee include production, plan-
ning, copying the nriginal material photographi-
ally With the process camera, znaking negative
corrections and layouts, znakifig the plates, and
printing the map on the, offset press.

(i) Rrosluction planning consists of studying
the production request, reviewing the materials
received for adequacy, scheduling production per-,
sonnel, ordering supplies, and preparing the nec-
essarr work orliers. Since the specifications for
cartographic compiktion and color seperation are
so 'detailed and kaoline, and the format for each
standard series is so well established; there Is little
or no copy preparation necessary on the part of
map reproduction personnel before the camera
phaae. Planning operations ere discussed in chap-
ter 3; copy preparation is discussed in chapter 4.

(2) Photographing the map 'copy involves
mounting a light-sensitive fihn in the back of a
process camera, mounting the copy on the copy-
board of the camera, exposing :the film to the
image on the copy b? means of the action of light
through the camera lens, and developing a usable
negative. The process photography phase of the
photolithographic operation is treated in detail in
cl(apter 5.

(3) In the negative correction and layout
stage, the ilegatives are examined for defects, and
pinholes and any extraneoua images are opaqued.
If corrections to the imagcsere necessary, they are
either engraved on the negative, or stripped in
with a set-in and taped portion of negative con-
taining the corrected images. Layout consists of
assembling and positioning the negitives in the
'desired locatiOn on a support lat. This assembly

2-4

will be used to make the printing plate. In map
reproduction on the smaller field presses, only one
negativz image, aather than an assembly, is si-
tinned on bitch fiat, but if the map is multicolor,
this positioning is critical, since the registration
of the various colors to each other depends on its
abcuracy. Chapter 6 contains a detailed discussion
of Layout-procedures.

(4) In the piatemaking phase of the photo-
lithographic process, the image is transferred
frons the negative fiat to the press plate. The sen-
sitized plate is mounted in a vacuum frame with
the masked copy negative pieced Wier 'it, and is

,exposed to light. The latent image on the plate is
then developed. The deVeloper fixecthe exposed,
ink-recentive image on the plata and removes the
nonprinting portions, -exposing the water-recep-
tive surface of the metallic plate. The plate i. then
ready fq the press. Platemaking proceduree are
described in chapter 7.

(5) Offset printing on a modern tithographic
press is an automate machine operation. The
pressman, however, must first make all necessary
adjustmentto the ink and fountain blies, Abe 1h.
the plate, blanket ispd impression cylinders nd
the . feeder and &livery ..aesemblies to
smooth and proper operation of the presa and
printed images of acteptable quality. Reproduc-
tion of a mulpcolor map on a single color press
requirei that the plate be changed, the prers
cleaned and reinked; and the paper rehazidled for
each color, and 'that the registration between
eolors meet exacting tolerans. Information re-
garding the operation of offset lithographic
presses is given in chapter S.

b. Reproduction of Copy Other Than Maps.
Similar procedures are followed for the photolith
ography of nonmapping material, with certain
modifications and 'additional phases as required by
the nature of the printing job. All good .1Ithogra-
phy depends upon careful and thorough planning,
but non-map material may require considerable
cOpy preparation on the part of lithographic per-
sonnel. If it is réceiveil in a very. rough foriri, it
may require type selection, setting, and proofing,
finishing of art' work furnished as sketches, and
arrangement of art and type into a pleasing de-'
sign. The process cameraman, in addition tct mak-
ing negatives suitable for platemaking, may also
be called upon to color separate copy photographi-
cally by the use of filters, or to alter the size or the
nature of the copy by, photo techniques. Layout for
non-map work usually is More complex, especially
fir the prepartion of book pages or folded pam-

C $464 k0



Plate-inaking and pre.* operations ars sim-
ilar fior all kinds of lithogreft but finishing op- .
*rations vary considera131,4 Maps usually are

14-ti
packaged flat for distribution, but ahai copy may
*.quks cutting folding, hole puriching, binding.
itapling or other treatment..

CHAPI7R. 8

OFFSET PRESSES r AND OFFSEY PRINT1N9

Section .1. INRODUCTION

8-1. General
a, Offset pliotolithastenhY is based on the com-

-bined talents of many people; cimera and film
makers. photographers: Ftiete, ham1aU, plate-
ifakers, press manufactures and pressings. But
the heart of the profiles, which actually produces
the' printed lithograph, and for .wtlich the other
phases are preparatory, is the offset press and its
operation.

b. There are many kinds .and sizes of pressez,
and thoie that are available to each printing 0Ant
determine the nature cf the preceding phases
which prepare material for printing. 7resses are
categorized by size, model, smd =kir; as single or
multicolor ; as rolled-fed or sheet-fed ; and by
whether they print on one or both sides of the-
paper in a single press run.

c. The presses used by military printing planti,
while they vary in size, model, and maker, are
almost all of the single-color, sheet-fed type, print-
ing on one side of the paper. The ATF Model DP
(also, called the Chief 29) is the stimdard offset
press%n Army.topographic Units, and is the one
used in the mobile vans (fig. 8-1). It can accom-

)todate a maximum paper size of 221/2. by 30
inches, and a minimum paper size of 11 by 17
inches. The Harris LXG, (fig. S-2) which is used
in some printing plants, has a maximum !leper
size of 23 by 30 inches, aed a minimum paper size
of 9 by 12 inches.

d. Other offset /1343ses, the much larger Harris-
PeYbold Model 145A LIM Offset press, which
handles a sheet size of 35 by 45 inches, and the
Model 149 LUN, :are not covered in this manual.
These Tresses an used only in base topographic
reproduction units. There is usually one of these
units in each theater of operations.

e. The general p ciples governing the opera-
tion of offset lithograp ic presses are illustrated in
this chapter by specilic references to the AfF
Model DP press. Although the principles remain
the same, the details of operation and maintenance,

4 8 78J.

oi other presses may differ.somewl;at t-nn-those
in the following parapapw. In all

cases, the press operator should refer to the opera-
tion and maintenance manuals or the.manufactur-
ex.'s instructions for earl particular 'make and
model of press he will use, and should in thor-
oughly familiar with the location find function of
the controls and safety devices en each modeL

*

Safety
Since the presses contain many exposed moving
parts such as rolleis, gears, chains, and sprockets,
mat care must bexercised during operation to
prevent serious ectidents. The following safety
regulations ahould be adhered td at an times.

a. Fatigue jackets or shirts, if viorn, shall be
worn Inside the troubers with sleeves rolled up
above the elbows.

b. Remove all rings and jewelry from the hands
and any dog tags or necklaces from the neck.

c. Keep tools, rags, chemicals, and solvents in
the spaces provided in a neat and orderly fashion.

d. Never use rags or sponges on a running
press.

e. Make no adjustments n a running press.

f. Deposit all wastepaper and rags , in their
proper receptacles..

g. Keep the floor .absolutely clean at all times.
Use a solvent to clean floors. DO NOT WAX.

h. Safety controls =did be on SAFE when the
press is not, running, and when making adjust.
ments within the press. They must be taken off
SAFE' by the same person who put them on.

i. Do not allow plate eiKh or gum arabic to re-
main in contact with the skin for prolonged peri.
ods of time.

j. Wipe ut) 41 spilled liquids immediately.

k. Read and obey all siitety regulations within
the pressroom.

A
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8-1. MT Model DP (Ckie U triawid fro% tk. oPerfastes
pids and skeiviseg &liven end..

An offset press needs periodic lubrication to pre-
vent excessive wear on the parts. Sonie parts are
lubricated with oil, others with gram or gear
compotuid. It La necesu.ry that oiling be done each
day, because oil drains from the bearings and
other parts if the press stands' idle overnight
When any part of the press is lubricated, the press,
is stopped and the safe switches turned to the
SAFE 'position. The operator should remain con-

steady. afert 'and safety conscious while lubricat-
big the press. Lubrication instrUctions for the
AFT Model DP Press are contianed in Lubrication
Orders ,LO 54021-1 and LO 5-6021-2. Lubrics,-
tion instructions for other model presies are con-
tained in the pertinent manufacturer's' minter-
mince manual.

(./

;
$74. offset Press Terminate:ivy
Before any operations are attemr;ted, it is impor-
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Firmr 1-2. Harria L.VG Press.
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fant to Fearn and undrstand the basic termirol--
ogy which identifies the parts of the press and the
assemblies which are necessary to eich part of the
printing cycle.

a. Figure 8-3 illustrates the basic terms used to
lccate oneself with relatioh to the press:

(1 Feedtrr'endwhere the
a

paper. is fed into
the press.

4

(2) Delivery endwhere the finished printed
sheets of paper are stacked by the, press: The
pressman -usually stands here while the, press is
runniug.

(3) Operator's ridewhere the controls to
'operate the press are located. These controls are to
the right the pseasnian when he is at the deify.

'\ery end of, the

(4) d'ear, or flywheel sidewhere the gears .

necessary for the operation of the press are located.,

8 S

TM S.44.5

_t

These gears are to theeleft of the pressman when
he is at the delivery ena of the press.

b. The operation of the offset lithographic press

or image cycle, which e image is transferred
may be two.

thbasic

cycles, the printing

'from the platelo the blanket cylinder, *ma the
paper cyele, in which the paper is moved from the
feeder pile, through the press to receive the image
from the blinkeir cylirNier, and is then stacked at
theAdivt--b-end of the-press (fig. 8-4). The major
pirts And assemblies which socoMplish these
cycles ake as follows:

(1) Printing cycle:

(a) Dampening assembly. The ning
* srstem maintains a supply of dampening solution,
, usually water with variqus chemicals added, to

keep the nonprinting ix* of the 'plate wet. ert)is
repels the ink. The dampening.assembly must be

r
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put against the plate before the inking ksynably tcy
keep the plate clean.

(b) Iiikintr assembly. The purpose of the
inkiwsystenf is to take the ink from the fountain
and move it through a roller system ;no deposit
the ink in a thin, even film onto the image of the
plate. The rollers break tip the ink particleeand
spread the ink out in the necessarY thin film ,re-
quired for printing.

(c) Plate cylinder. This cylindr:, on wh'ich
athe plate is mounted, is the top cylinder. When the
press i3 in operation, the plate cylinder is in
contact with the dampening assembly, the inking
assembly and the blanket cylinder.

(d) Blanket cylinder. The blanket cylinder
receives the ink image:in reverse, from the plate
'and transfers it to the paper carried by the impres-
sion cylinder.

(2) Paper Cycle.
(a) Feeder board- asgmbly. This assembly

arates thejAheets of paper and moves them, one
one,io down . the feed boaXor conveyor to the

pessipn cYlinder..
,(b) Impressio?!. cylinder. The impression

cyliider is the bottom cylinder and is in cAt
with 'the blankct 'cylinder during the pri ng
cycle. \ This cylin,* is adjustable for pressure
againstwthe blanket cylinder The paper is held on
this cylinder to rezeive4he image from the blanket
cylindar. y,

(a) gicf4ton cylinder. The skeleton cyan..
der siriie.s ttle fetider and dampening asseinblies;
it also videls the,printed sheet frpm the transfer
point to theNeliverY board.

. (d) Delivery pile aissemLly. This atiserOly
rereives ameirstacks the cdtpleted printet'i sheets.

-
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8-5. introctuction
The controls system consists of a series of buttons
or similar manual or automatic Controls used to
start, rttn, vary the speed of, and stop the press.
The buttons are set in control boxes or panels ro-
cited on the-press where they ean be reached con-
veniently by the operator. For the Jsption of the
ontri a on 'the 4ATF- Nodal DP pmss, see figure

\ 84,

=I=Ik d .MNP .MMIM /MO! 4.# .MmliaMINM
Ar

Figure 2-4. A JO:ma& awn* of a typioe4 offset press.,

Section U. CONTROLS

Oro Somencleture Relating; to Control of the
?niksa

The folloivin tabulated list describes the parts
which pro1s the controls for the ATY Model DP
preps, aped& functions (figs.. 8-5 and
8-8). ontrols on other presses niay vary some-
what ill location and appearance, .but in genersil,
will have similar function&

t

Stop button

sale, ruti button.
Start button.

8 VO

Used to stop the press. After the
stop button is pushed, the press
Will continua to turno making
three to siz revelutions before
coming to a complete hait.

If the arrow on the button is
pOinting to the jog position, the
press can be jogged or inched
by pressing the start button
cued immediately below .the
jog, safe, rex button.

If the arrow is pointincto "safe",
all power to the press is discon-
nected..

If the arrow is pointing to
. and. the start button is Pushed,

the press will begin runnidg
continuously.
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Part Tuatara

Blower buttons

Variable speed
control.

Press meet button (or
starter).

Blower reset button ___

Used to start and stop the air
pump motor.

Used to adjust the speed 01 the
pries mechanically.

Used to reestablish pow* after
an overload has cut the powtr of
the pram

Used to reestablish power after
an overload his fut the power
of the blower. r

8-7. operational lostructioni
a. Starting Press.

(1) Before toaching the jog, or inch, button,
examine the press to make sure that there are
loose tools or parts in or on the press which could
become c.ught in the mechaiiism. Turn the plate
cylinder over by hand, using.the press flywheel.

(2) Assume that the power is on, if the press
is properly connected to the power source, and
that the press was turned off by the previous user
with the mechanical variable sloped control set at
the slowest opeAtionai setting. See that the dolly-

a

9etation control -pan:lis not iet at "safe". Titra:
the jog, safe, run button to 'log" and press the
start button to move the plate cylinder an inch or
two. jZontinus this fie two full reyolutiona of the

. cYli

-44(3) Turn the jog, safe, run button to "run"
and press the start 'button. Start and ktop the
press several times to tat the feel of the control
buttons and to observe, liow quickly the press
comes to a complete stop. Try all control stations
tO 304 that they are working.

b. Spiid Controls. The mechanical variable
speed control used on the AV' Model DP, illus.
trat,ed in figure...a-51 is .a plilley Airmail:lent
which 'mechanically changes the climate of the
pulley whiel. This control can be changed only
while, the pr ess is, running: It i3 located on the
gear side.of the 0 . The adjustment is made by
simply turning e haidwheel hi one directidn or
the other. graduated marks en the wheel indicate
the number of impressions per hour (minimum
2,500 IPH, maximum 5,000 ,IPH). The presS
should zever be stop* or started with the me-
chanical variable speed control set higher Aan
3,500 IPE.

tc

.
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8-8. introduction
The feeder assembly on an offset press is that part
of the paper-handling cycle which separates each
aheet of paper, positions it, and panes it into the
printing cycle. The feeder assembly consists of
two su blies. The first is the, feeder board
with its ted sheet handling devices, such es the
air blast echanism (fig. 8-7), which "floats" the
top few sheets up from the rest of the 'pile af
paper k and the sucker mechanism (fig. 8-8),
which picks up the top sheet and moves it ger-
ward. The second subassembly is, centered about
the conveyor board -with its related sheet-trans-
porting equipment and sheet-positioning or regis-
tering guides, such u illustrated in figure

8-9. Nomenclature for Feeder Assembly

anw

-...-k-

.

news 1-4. Mechanioal variable :peed eontroL

Section III. FEEDIER ASSEtAiLY

Part re. gum

Foxier board

Feeder board elevat-
ing handwheel.

L-ehaped pile guide
ben.

Rol& the paper stock to be run
. through the pram. The feeder

board; rime automatically and
allows the sheets to be fed into
the press continnougy. Winer
also be mimed or lowered man-
ually to peewit loading of
Payer 'tack (fig. 5.4).

Used to nip or lower the feeder
board manually (fig. 840).

Used. along with the front pile
guide ban and the corner
brackets, to hold the stock in
.6 was pile far feeding (fig.
114).

",,)

Put rasedes

Firt pile guide bars - Used, along with the Loliaped
pile guide ban and the =Ismer

8-7).

breekets, to hold the
a neat pile for feeding .

Sheet eeturatore -- Steel spring ngUçt located on
the inside edge the front
pile guide hers. They help to
prvient more that no sheet
from feeding into the l'IMI at

time (fig. 8-7).
Pile height governor Regulates the height of top

of the pile as. it is rising a to-
=Skelly (fig. 841).

Used, along/with the tail
to told the stock against the
pile guide ban (ag. S41).

Used, along With the corner
brackets, to hold the stook
against the pile Ode bars.
They keep the sheets .from
Boating beck when the satinet
is tgined on (fig. 841).

Used to' provide both airblest
and suction to enable the air-
blest motheniaa anti the sue-
Uãn otechanism to function
(uot illustrated).

adjUstment Used to increase or damage both
the overall sirbleit (large
knob). and the airblaat at the
individual noseles (smaller
knoh1) (fig. 1142).--- Used to "teats the top faw
abuts up front the net of the

Tail weights

Air pump -

blast
knobs.

meagtf.g.

A

Air blast =ilea

8S5
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fisselies

Wale floatiiii, aids ,
nonles. 4

Suckers

Sucker bar

Air suction leer fised-
er valve. .

Suction control

Conveyor tapes

Full-in wheels

Two-sheet choke or
caliper.

Sheet flattener bar, or
drop bar.

rennt guide bar or
head stop shaft

GriPPer edge sheet
guides or head stop
shaft sheet gulag.

Front guides or head
stops.

A

Under tongues

Gripper (on impres-
sion cylinder).

sheet pile so that the snekeir
can .greisp the top thee( sad
move it forward,..ifig.4-7)1

A patented type et "floating"
moult which adjusts itself
matically to the top otthe pile
(fig. 04). '-

Used to nick up 'the toll. bhoot
and comitt -forword to OA
point where Ihe prillwin wheels
oltd.loolivillor tarry ear* it
lorweset (fig: 84).

the Mounting foe /the suoitere,'
located at the **oat edge of .
theeneet pile (fig. s4).' -

inn be closed, with air ptimP
turned on, for. the suckers to
function (fig. 8-18).

tied to vary the amount of 'auc-
tion (fig. S-14). I

Used to carry ihe sheets down
the conveyor board to the front'
guides (fig. 8-15).

Used to grasp the sheet- when it
is released by the'sucken ond
more it forward onto the con-
vrior board Mg.

Prevents to* sheets from going
down the conveyor board eV

naultaneonaly, (fig. 8-I5).
Used to keep the sheet from

buckling while being pushed by ,
zothe side guide (fig. S.).
Used to hold sod position the

front guides (or head stops)
and the head stop shift sheet
rude (fig. 8-9).

Used to hold down the front wktge
of the sheet to insure that 4.10
trippers fail to grip the sheet
(fig. 8-8).

;Tied to atop the sheet end.poel-
tion it before it is transferred
to the impression cylinder
(fig. 8-9).

Used in conjunction with the.
front 'guides to aupport the
sheet and keep it from slipPing
under the guides (not alga-
tiated).

Used io carry the sheets past the
printing pressure point and
then Muss than sip the de-
liverrhasietably (8g. p4).

Used to houre that every sheet
is printed *,;.asetactly the same
lateral pesilan (fic 8-9).

Used to keep the sheets flat as
they travel Timm the conveyor
board and to privent them
froni jamming against the
aids guide er the sheet flat-
tour bar (ftg. 8-9).

89
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Pen rtionwea

TM

Fsgister wheels Ueod to p the shoed' front
bouncing back from the hest

S. , seldom (fig. 848).
-Eider balls Ulod to hap saistois rogiatrs

tioa (fig. 110.11).
Brushes ______ Used to help maintain registra-

tion (not illustroto4).

11!0.0 Opswationa Instructkne
a. yading liesder 340rd.

(I) Creasissg Arst shed. Wken preparing to
load piper stock on the feeder board, take a single f.
sheet of the stock to be. run and 'fold it exasittly- fitt
hag With the crease rinnini along the shoztli-
mansions of the sliest. Note that the top of the
feeder board, hat 'three small etched liates.=.4

. center HU and, Ifft and Tight lines 1/4 inch apert
extending in from the edge of thekleard ;Oust
to the preu niechanism. Place the creased sheet oh
the 'feeder board with the center crease iris inch off
the canter of the feeder bOard4 Whether the crellse
in the she4 is alined with the left anew tin right
depends oh which side guitlikii to be used.to aline
the ahiret laterally just before it reeeives its inz-
pression. If the side guide on the operator's si of
the press is to be used, which is the:normal
dure wheu printing maps ollocie ride of a 'sheet
only, aline the crease in the eet with the etched'
line on the operator's side of the center line.

( 2) Setting finsuard pile guides. 'After posi-
tioning the folded sheet on the feeder board, bring
in flush against the sheet the L4haped pile guide
bar oh' the side guide side (fig. 84). Brihy tht
other L-shaped bak in and set it approxiinately *-

a inch fiom the edge 9f the sheet on the opposite
side. The front pile guide bars/normaily need hot
be moved. They merely help keep the friiitedges,
of the sheets alined. Take care that the corner-pile
guide bars are mot set too tikht against the pile fur
they *ill bind the sheets. causing Pee* feeding and
registration troubles. . r'

(31 Tiinding and jogging stock. Stock that is
to be 'placed oh. the fieder board must be winded_
ihd jogged. This consists of fIrst,*fahning the
stock so that., air can entei% between the sheets,
permittihr the top sheet to eepariti, easily from
the ; and second, straightening the pile so that
each sheet will be sarited down 'the convsyor
board over the 3910 path. helping to insure eceu-
ratiiregister. The stoik is bait .handled in lifts of
about 100 sheits.'The coiners of 'the stock may be
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railed'and ;tithed. and the paper worked back and
forth in such a manner as to permit air to enter
between, and separate eack sheet. It is easy to tell

:when a sufficient amount of air is between the
sheets becatise the paiAr will theil'slide back and
'forth 'very easily. rifter winding, the sheets are
bounced against a flat surface so that the edges
are flush with, each other. If the sheets are not
jogged carefully, they do not feed into the press
properly, and poor feeding and misregister result.

(3) Loading fieeder board. With jogging com-
...pleted, piece the lift of stockdn the feeder board
without disturbing the stpqk below it. Da not pull
back the lift of sheets Mt' jag them forward
against the pile guide bars unless all the pile is so
jogged at the same tide.

. (5). Setting pile height.govefnor. Set the pile
height govern& next. This is very important be-
cause if the pile Is too low, the sheets -will not be
picked up by the suckerk. If the.pile is too high,

SHEET,

SEPARATORS

the suckers may pick-up two or nkare sheets.simuir
taneously. Place the.pile height governor about 2
inches fram the rear Op of the pile. ,To set the
pile Might governor, bring the: suckers.to their
lowest position by.turping the .press flywlteel by
hand. Then raise the pile by turninrtlie feeder
board bandwheel 8-10 uptil 'the top,.of the
pile is abOut 1/4, inah ,below the suaker feet. Then.
using the flywheel,' turn 'the 'press until the pile
height governor 'moves to its lowest .position.
Nest, adjust the pile height 1governor..unward pr

'downward until the bottom of the'governor juEit
touches the top of the pile. At' thie point, stikt.tie
press (only. after making certaiii that it is 4lear)
and check..to see that the feeder board cllis not
attempt to rise anrmore. A.todditional check cai
be made byltowering the pile 'manually and start-
ing the. prig ,tio see if the pile rises to the desired
heightiby itself. Once the pile height governor' is
set, it need not,be sit again,unless feeding prob-

.,.
1.

, k
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SCKER BAR
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lei= are encountered: Tighten the kniirled screw
and locking nuts in order to retain the desired.set-
ting. Whew-feeder troubles occur, check the piie
height goverior first

(6) Setting rear pas-guides (fig. 8-11);Com-
plate the loading of the feeder board by setting the
corner bracket% and tail weightsThese push the,
entlre pile lightly forward against.the front pile
guide bars: Do not-set thetorner brackets and tail
weights too tight because they will 'bind the
sheets, causing feeder troubles,

b. Adjusting Att. Blast and Suction Mechanism.
(The procedure viiies slightly among cUfferent,
models of presses.)

(1) Adjusting air blast mechanism. Locate
the air pump, the controls for the air pump and
the air blast adjustment knobs or knurled screws.

: 4

t S.59

Suckste potion.

m.mml

PULL 114

L

f c

nikatoa 4"1

the knobs on the ATF Model DP (fig. 67.12), oper-
, ate. in the followi.ng manner one complete revolu-

tioh brings tha adjustment back to the same place.
There are ohe large alvl three small knobp. The
large kniobtontrols the overall amount of air blast,
one of the sniall knobs controls the side air Aozzle,
and thCother two small knobs control the three
.fehnt afr nozzles. All the air blast noZzles are ad.

,

justable for height and lateral positioning. Adjust
the nozzles for the width and lengili of the pile to
be min through the press. See that all rocknuts are
tightened after making the necesuxy adjust.

-rnents.

(2) Adjusting suction mechanism.
(a) Space the suckers across the sucker bar

to conform to the size of the stock- to be run. Exer--
cise care when, positioning the suckers so that they
do not contact other parts of the feeder mecha-,
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OPERATOR'S SIDE Of THE PRESS

t

Fig-ure 3-10. Handuilteel for manually fairing and loweriwg feeder board.

nism while the press is in motion. Do not position
the suckers over the conveyor tapes, as some
weights of stock will not h4ve sufficient clearance
between thq tapes, and the suckers. Check all posi-
tioning and clearances by turning the flywheel by
hand and -observing the motion of the sucker bar
through a full cycle.

(b) Two types of auckers are furnished
with the ATF Model DP press. For heavy stocks,
rubber suckers are provided. For lighter stbcks,
such as map wiper, brass suckers are provided.
The rubber suckers need no specific positioning.
The metal suckers must be positiotied so that the,
open end of the V-shaped slot in the bottom of
each sucker is facing the deliVery end of the press.

(c) The: amount of -Suction required for
beat results varies,with different weights of stock.
The suction control is located on the gear side of

the ATF Model DP press (fig.' 8-14). The cor-
struction of the adjustment varies slightly on diff-
erent press models. However, the principle is the
same' on all pressesthe 'smallei the opening, the
greater the amount of suction at the suckers; the
larger the opening, the less the suction.

(d) In oriter to pick up sheets from the
feerler board, suction must be started and supplied
to the suckers. Start the air pump by pressing the
blower start biitton and then close tiled feeder
valve, as indicated in figure 8-13. to establish suc-
tion at the suckers.

(e) The suction _by a cam "bn the
gear side of the press. This calm is located just
below the.front edge of the conveyor board. As the ,

sucker bar drops, while the press is operating, the
cam causes a cover to close the 'Suction inlet, pull-
ing air through the suckers and picking up a

(

AvAl:

1-13
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sheet. When the suckers reach their highest points.
the cam opens the sicton inlet, causing the sucii-
ers to release the sheet.

(3) Sheet seParators (fig. 8-7). The sheet
parators need not be adjusted until a different

t1rPe of 1)&1*r stuck is used. They am set so that
thi hook on the top of the separator protrudes
slightly over the top sheet on the pile when the
airblast is on. Use care when setting- the sheet
separators because they are .very 'euily bent If it
is necessary to adjust Abe separators, make sure
that the safe switches are in the "safe" position.

. c. Adjusting ,qheet Transporting andgatition-
ing Equipment an Converyor Board.

(1) Adjusting conveyor tapes and pull-in
wheels. The tension on the conveyor tapes can be
vakied by adiusting the idler rollers under the con-
veyor board. This acljustment does not have to be
made very frequently. The pull-in- wheels should
be set with equal tension or pressure against the
conveyor tapes so.that the sheets move uniformly.
Unequal pressure between the two pull-in wheels
will cause the sheets to twist or slow down as they
pus Iown the conveyor board. The pull-in wheels

Figure 8-1Z. Suction cantrolATF Model DP.

11-4.5
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are atliustsCi by thumbscrews located each
wbeel (ftg. Turning the thumbscrews clock-
wise will -lessen the pressure. The sae switches
must be in the "safe" poeilion whin nuking this
'adjustoent.

(2) Adjusting twoekset choke. Set the two-.

sheet choke, qr Caliper, so that only one sheet of
the stock being run can pass through at one time.
On the feeder board side- of the two-eheet choke
are a thumbscrew and leckin* bar which are the
mune of adjustment. Insert a piece of the paper
stock being run under the choke.liten should be
no drag on the single sheet of paper as it passes
under the choke. Turn the thumbscreW connter-.
clor.kwise to tighten the Odium on the sheet and
clockwise to lessen the Pressure. Then try ttvo
sheets of paper. They must not be able to . pus
through the choke simultaneously. Check the press
to.niake sure safe switches are in the "safe" posi-
tion before making this adjustment

(S) Adjustiug front guide bar. Adju:s.t the
front guide bar so that it is parallel to the leading
edge of the impression cylinder and place it in the
center of its adjustment range before the start of

PULL IN WHEEL

CONVEYOR TAPR

every run. Make this adjust:mint by turning a hor-
ieontal screw at each end at the bar. To =Ai the
adjudment, turn the screirs all the way in (clock-
wise) .and then out (counterclockwise) two full
turas. This will cet the screws in the center of
their adjustment range-of four full turns, end also
make the front -guide bar parallel to the leading
edge of the Impression cyiinder. Never turn the
screws 'out more than four full turns or the Dui-
pressioi cylinder gripper lingers will not grasp
thr sheets properly. To position sheets, the front
guide bar can be adjusted to make slight changes .

in the gripper margin. This must be done only
after the plea has been twisted as far as possible
(pars 840(1)), or when the adjustment is very
small. The gripper edge margirk is increased by
turning the horizontal front guide bar adjusting
screws in (clockwise) and decreased by turaing
the screws out (counterclockwile).

(4) AdjUsting front guides.
(a) Adjustment of the front guides shall be

made only by, a press erector or senior pressman,
but the following instructions for &dial:silent are
presented for the genecal information of the inez-
perie

1WO 0006t

Ami
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(6) The individual front guides must be
-adjusted so that they are perfectly parallel with
each other and with the leading edge of the im-
pression cylinder. The adjustment for this is a
hor#ontal -knurled screw, located on the feeder
iide of each front guide. The minimum gripper
bite is 3/16 inch, and the maximum gripper bite is
5/10 inch. Safe switches must be in the "safe"
position before making this adjustment

Cc) Each front guide has an adjustment to
compensite for different thiclaiesses of stock. /t is
a verticil knurled sctew, located at the bottom of
the guide. This sere* adjusts the distance between
the sbrinic-steel part of the front guide and the
undertongtie. The undertongues are pieces of
spring Steel, mounted on a bar under the conveyor
boerd. They fit between the guiding portion of
each front guideand the surface of the imptession
cylinder. The functiOn of undertongues is'to pre-
vent sheets from slidfitg under the front "guides
into the impression cylinder gap. 'They Must be set
to clear the surface of the impression cylinder by
.005 of an inch. This* adjustment must also be
made by a press erector or senior pressman only.
The spring at* part of ,the front guides is ad-
justed to allow the stock being run to pass through
with about .002 of an inch clearance. The gap be-
tween the undertongue and the spring steel part
of the front guide is increased by turning the vert-
ical knurled screw out (counterclockwise) and de- ,

creased brturning the screw in (clockwise).

(5) Setting side guides.

(a) When the front guides stop a sheet of
stock as it is moving forward and hold it until it is
grasped by the impression cylinder grippers, the
sheet isthen positioned properly for impression in
one direction, but it is not yet properly positioned
laterally. This action is aCiomplished by the side
guide which pushes the sheet from the side to its
proper side-to-side position.

(b) To set the side guide, feed a sheet froin
the feeder pile to the front guides. First, start the
air pump; then close the feedeevalve; then "inch"
the press until the sheet hits the front guides and
the impression cylinder gripper fingers are 14 of
an inch from closing. At this point, the side guide
bar will be at the limit of its inward thrust.
Loorn the vertical knurled screw on top of the
side guide, move the side guide inward until the
vertical flange contacts the sheet, and move both
the guide and the sheet inward 144 of as inch. This f
is the recommended side guide push. Any more
than 1 of an inch push will buckle the sheet or
interfere with its travel, while less than 1,44 of an

51 TM 5-243

Inch push may cause the s(tt guide to Misregister
some sheets.

(6) Side guide clidngeoue.
(a) Two side guides, one on the operator's

side of the conveyor and the other on the gear
side, are provided to permit accurate registration
when printing backup work (i.e., printing, both
sides of a sheet), although only one side guide is
used at a time. By switching- from one to the
other, it is possible to register a sheet from the
same edge when printing on the reverA side If
the side guide arm is on the Iowa. stud and the
spring is on the near stud (flg. 8-17a), the push of
the side guide comes from the operator's side.

(6) To change the side guide push to the
gear side of the press,- the following procedure is
used:Release the spring from the near stud; re-
move the pin and keeper from the side guide arm
and place the arm on the uppkr stud: then insert
tile pin and keeper, in -the ume place in the side
pide arm; and attach the loose end of the spring
to the stud on the conveyor board (fig. 8-47b).
The side guide will now push from the gear side of
the press.

(c) To change- the side guide push to the
operatoes side, the reverse .procedure is used.
First, remove the epd of the spring from,the con-
veyor board stud. Then remove the pin and keeper
and place the side guide arm on the lower stud.
Insert the pin and keeper in the same place in the
side guide' arm and place the spring on -the near
stud. The side guide is now ready to push from the
oPerator's side of the press. The safe switches
must be in the "safe" position when making the
side guide changiover.

(7) Adjusting sheet flattener bdr. The sheet
flattenet-bar, or drop bar (fig. 8-9), located be-,
tween the front guide bar and the side guide bar,
is timed to drop against the sheet just before the
side guide pushes it. ,To set the sheet jiattener bar,
the press must be in the same position as it was
when the side guide was set (Le., with the impres-
sion cylinder gripper fingers 2,14. in. from. closing) .

On the ATF Model DP the adjustment is *de with
a vertical screw at the end, of the bar on the gear
side. 'A knurled locknut is provided ttOock the
adjustment. 'Raise the bar by turning 'the screw in
(clockwise) and lower it by turning the screw out
(counterclockwise). Set the 'bar to Sugt Itarely
touch the sheet When runniu verrthiii paper-,
set the bar, slightly lower in order to form a
trough across the sheet. 'This trough gives added,
strength to the sneet to help prevent it from buc-
kling. Do not set the bar too' low, however, or it

S 9
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will cause the shake to slow down and miss the
imnreseiou aliuder

(8) Setting sheet guards. The sheet guards
are raised &buy, the cenveior board and run par-
allel to tlie direction of the sheet travel. They are
adjustable and can be poeitionid to properly han-i
die various sizes and Opes of paper stocit, Do not
position the sheet guards where they could inter-
fere with the operation of the suckers. Use the
flywheel to turn the press until the sucker bar is at
its most forward pouition ; then locate the sheet
guards.

(9) Setting . register , wheels. The mister
wheals must alwaYs be adjusted in two ways:
They must be adjusted by-their tenkon Springs so
they ride against the conveyor tapes with equal
timsion ; they must also be adjusted so that they
barely touch the tail edge of the sheets when tht
'sheets are against, the front guides. On stock that
is less than 22 inches long, voilition the register

44"'

4

../..""
.

RIDER BALLS -

wheels to ride on.. the inner ;conveyo.r- u
stock longer than.22 inchts, position the register --
wheels to rids on the two outer conveyor tapes. On
stock t.hat is less than 15.inches Wide, it may be
necesse-.17 to place An extra set of Mister wheels
about 7 inehes in. front of the pull-in 'wheels to
keep tensian against the sheet during- its travel
down the, conveyor board (lig. 8-18):

(1.0) Other registration deyices. Offset -
prelims are commonly equipped witti two other de-.
vices tci helps maintain registration by adding
weight to the sheet.
. (a) Rider balls can be attached to the sheet
guards. The-rider balls should be positioied above
the conveyor tapes, or they will slow down the
sheets.

(b) Brushes also can be Attached to tIle
sheet giiards. The brushes May be plued wherever
the operator . desires fol."' best results with various
sizes and conditions of paper stock.

REGISTER. WHEELS

895
Figur. a-is. Register wheels awl other registration devices.
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Section IV. , DEUUV AMWAY

,board by a systai of chairt-drivou, cam-operstad
deliverY griPPer fingers. In additIon, the delivery
assembly jop the sheets into a neat; even pile on
the delivery board. permitting ALIT. Pect-Press
handling of the sheets. Figure 848 illustrates the
action of the delivery assembly in a simplified
sketch.

1. introduction

The delivery assembly on the7 ATF Model DP
preu "is that part of the paPer-handling cycle
wbich, after the sheets 'have been carried past the
printing pressure point by the imiression cylinder
grippdr4, carries the printed *sets to thi delivery

TM 11441

TNE PRINTING

PRESSURE POINT

SHEET

SKELEMN CYLINDER

GROVER FINGERS

Figur. 8-48. Dili-very numbly (scAswidstio &kWh).
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8-4 2. Delivery Assembly Nomenclature
Pan Plum**

Gripper bars Used to transfer the sheets from
the impression cylinder to the
deliviery board. Each of the
vipper bare has nine detivary
Srilnier Angers (ag- 1-18).

Deliver)? gri9Per Used to grasp the sheet from
'Angers. the impression cylinder CriP-

Oen and carry the sheet to the
delisiery baud (fig. 8-18).

Lima te drive the feeder system.
a;s4 the delivery system (ft.
8-18).

Skeleton cylinder ----

Shut dope - Used to keep the sheets from
dropping over the edge of the
delivevy board after they hwie
beau released by the delivery
gripper fingeta (fig. 8-19).

Stripper angers Used to strip. oil' any sheets that
may stfck to the delivery grip-
per tin(ers-Vig. 8-19).

Delivery board Receives the sheets when they
are released 'from the' delivery..
griPper Anti= (fit. ,S-48)..

Jowl. blades Used tC kup Vie pile of sheets
on the delivery board neat and
even (fig.

Automatic pile Allows the delivery boerd to
reader. lower autcenaticallY et a rate

of speed determined by a pawl
and ratchet attached to the
manual handle (fig. 8-20).

Cud to lower (or raise) the de-
livery board manually (dg.
8-20).

Menial control
handle.

8-13. Operational instructions
In contrast to the feeder assembly, which requires
many small adj ustmants, the delivery assembly
operates automatically, for the most part. There
are no operational adjustments, to be made to the
delivery gripper fingers or gripper bars, nor to the .

skeleton cylinder, nor to the, sheet stops or strip-
per fingers. Only the jogger blades and the deliv-
ery board are adjusted or set by the operator in
normal operiotions.

1-20

cs. Setting Jogger Maas. To set the jogger
bladei, loosen the thumbscrew on the toy side
blades, and move the blades outward so they will
not inteifere with the sheet u it drops down to the
delivery beard. Than inch a sheet of stock through
the press and allow it to drop to the board. Take
care that the sheet is positioned directly below the
point where the delivery gripper fingers release
the sheet- Inch the *press until the blades at the
back of the delivery board have moved forward
their maximum distance, This point is reached
wlien one of the gripper bars his just reached the
upper level on the delivery chain cycle. Than move
the side blades inward until they iontact the
sheets snugly, and retighten their thumbscrews.'
After making certain that the sheet is touching
the sheet stops on the front edge of the board,
loosen the knurled screws on the back jogger .bar
and move the bar forward tintil its blades come in
contact with the tail edge of the sheet. Then re- I
tighten the knurled screws on the back jogger bar.

b. Setting Automatic Pile Receder. To adjust
the automatic pile receder (fig. S-20), entep the
pawl and raise the pawl control handle, to the de-
sired position. The higher the handle is raised, the
greater the rite at which the delivery beard will
lower. The thicker the stock, the greater the low-
ering rate at which the delivery board must be set.
The feeder valve must be closed in order to make
the automatic pile receder operate.

SWIMS
STOPS TiP143111

SIDI
1000111
Stain

OILIVIIIT 110410

Figaro 1-19. Delivery 'isieseibly.
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PAWL

PAWL

CONTROL HANDLE

8-14. introduction
The cilinder asSembly transfers the inked image
from the plate to the blanket and then to the
paper. On the ATF Model DP press,\ the assembly
consists of the three main cylinders=rthe impres-
sion tylincitr, the \blazikeit cylinders and the plata

tIcYlinder-r*hi0.::constitutteihe "heart" of the
offset press. irMi iinpreasion'lylinder \grasps the

, pm-positioned 'abut* the front glass inti carries
it' 'into efitact with the bliyiltat cYlincl7tinMesn-

thwhile, a. plate inotn4ed on e plate der is
' in*ed and it transfers its image tua rubtr blanket

niOnted on the blani4it cylinder: The blanket, in
transfers or "offeets" the image to the sheet

of p?,per on the impion cylinder. The *pres-
sion ',cylinder iontinuei to revolve and milies the
prin4d sheet around tO the point where tha sheet
is trahsferred from the grippers on the inspresiion

\ 8 9 s
. \

MANUAL CONTROL

HANDLE

!Vary 3-10. Delivery board Lowering rupetaniews.,

\Seittion V. CYUNDER ASSEMBLY

cylinder to the delivery gripper fingers on the
gripper bar.'See ilgure 8-21 for a simplified pres-
entation of the cylinder assembly.

8-15. Cylbiciast. Assembly Nememiature

Part Tunatian

Plate cylinder Carries the plat s! wed revolves
so as lo bring it into contact,
drsty with the dampening se-
seishlyI second. with tha
inking assembly; and. laity .

with the blanket (fig. 8-21).
Plate clamps ----- --; Metallic bars attached to plata,

cylinder, need to position and
tighten the platc

Carries the image which, when it
is inked, makes the impression -
on the blanket (lig. 841).

&41
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slow Amides

Cylinder undercut

Packing

Blanket cylinder

Blanket

Blanket bar

A ream of the surfeit, of a
cilindsr relative to its hearer
ring which allowe apace for
the platI or hbaket ta be
addid plus any packing which
might he 'needed (fig. 142).

Sheets of piper placed under a
blanket or a plate ta increase 1
the dram:fames of either
(not alustreted).

Steel hands minding the out-
gide edge of each Winds'? and
used te maintain tarred asp-

4 make between cylinder suru
fame (flg.

Carries the Waukee, bringing' It
into contact, ficst. with . the
plate, and second. with the
sheet tO be printed 8-21).

Carries the image from the inked
plata to tbit sheet (fig. 8-21).

hers &tacked to both
ends of the rubber blenket and
used to hold the blanket taut
against the blanket cylinder
(fig. 84:1).

_ Grasps the propositioned gest
at the trait guides and car-
ries it intrtontect with the

et cylinder (fig. 8-2I).
thee are activata d. ther

canes the blanket cylinder to
1 MOVII ait*y. trun the plate and

impression,cylliders. The press
is then "cift impreesion." Two
of these are manual. The third
is automatic liviezsidsktppis the
lino "of imp should
a sheet fail to reach the finger
on h. 'automatic trip st the
prescribed time Or. s-ts).

Records the number of haloes.
sinus the .. press makes while
it is Nan imuresiliee" (noli il-
lostratsca.

Used to adjust the proem be.
tween the blanket cylinder and
the impression cylinder to ob.
tain the correct printing pres!
sure when printing on various
thicknesses of stock or whin,
the thickamii of the blanket
and packing on the gasket
cylinder has been changed Ole.

Imp:eerie* eyiinder

Impressiou trips _

Counter

Inicairtinder
adjustment handle.

11-1 6. Operational Instrudions
a., Cleaning Plate and Plate Cylindsr Before

Maiusting Plate. Before a quality job can, be pro-

duoid, the plate ind all cylinder surfaces and
bearers must be

(1) Cleaning Plate.
(a) Cover the working area with clean

paper and place the plate on it, image side down.
Use a clean, soft, water-uturated cloth to wipe
the back of the plate thoroughly. The types of dirt
most likely to be found'on the back of the plate us
iccumulations of gum *rabic, which get stuck ou
the rear of the plate while the image side is being
covered with a protective coating of gum, and
'grit, which may get on the back of the plata as it
iii handled by the plata maker. Dirty areas. whkh
-project above the smooth surface of the back oi
the plate, can betfound by 'Sliding your hand over
the piste surface.

(b) If any dirt mug= afteiviiping with a
wet scloth, scrifb the dirty area witli an ink sol-
vent and/or pumice powder. The smallest lump of
dried gum or grain of grit can ciusi a high'spot to
develop on the plate when it is mounted on the
cylinder. Such high' spots can be the source of a
gnat amount of difficulty whan the plate is inked
for printing.

(e) When using any of these deaning
methods, take special care that none of themateri-
als uud injure the image on the plate. Water will
dissolve the protective gum &rabic coating on the
image surface of the plate and allow the metal to
oxidize..AU ink solvent is apt to cause the image to
lore its affinity for ink. Pumice powder will
scrstch and grind the image and grain of! -the
plate if it is not used carefullY. Never use a sharp,
pointed object or scraper of any ldnd to 'clean the
plate, as it will cause low or high spots in the plate
which create difficulties in printing.

(d) Wash hands thoroughly after using
any' of the cleaning materials to prevent sldn

(2) Cleaning cylinder surfaces and bearers.
(a) Dirt on the cylinders, like dirt on the

back of the plates, causes high spote which inter-
fere with proper contact between the cylinders.

(b) Most of the foreign matter' that ac-
cumulates on the oiiinder is gum &rabic and ink.
Water will dissolve the gum &rabic, Ind cleaning
solvent will remove the ink.

(c) Remove met with oil end crocus cloth.
Keep a light film of oil on the cylinder and 1;eszer
surfaces at ail times to prevent rust from recur-
dug.

1. Paeking Blanket and Plate Cylinders. In
order to obtain good printing, a "squeeze' must be

, 899
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RUBBER BLANKET

PRINTIkG PRESSURE
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BLANKET

CYLINQER
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an moticirr "JAW CYUNDER
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WARM
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Cylinder Gairviibiii.

ters. The packing should tot4,4 .005 inch more than
the clearance between the, cylinder bodlq when
their beareys are in contact. This overpacklng is
ofte referred to as .003 +$1 of greuuke or S
"Points" of wwesure..

(1) Cylilder Imdercuts. Figure 8-22 ilium-
'trees the stindard indercut on the plate,. Ind
blanket Cylinders on the ATF Stodel Dr" press.

(2) Packing cyliuktre.
($) The-sacking of the cylindersshall be

done only *when the preis is ,stopped and the
switches are in the "safe".positism. The blanket is
widerlayea with thin. sheets of pater (pacid,fig) to
rtise it .002 inch ii4ove the ;blaniet cylinder bear:
ers. The plate is packed to .001 inch above the
plate cylindif bearers..Since the bearers are in
contact, when the impression is "on," this obtains

de+eloped between the plate and blanket alinders
(fig. 845). This squeeze is achieved by overpack.
inithe cylinders slightly above their bearer diame- .
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Abe printlig ?squeeze j, .003 itsch. Shies tile
. Mai** cylinder bas an undercut of- .071 Ina and

is packed to .002 inchabove its beaters'', the, blab.-
ket and packing togettier total .07; lnclt The. Plikta

''cY ber -an undaticut of .015 inch': and is
ta .001\ inch above its .beirers. The, plate

,ind Packing together total .016 hich. .

! (b) A tolerance of .0015 inr.h is permitted
velum musuring the packtig. This allows for the
fact-that' blankets, plat* and packing do not al-
ways totil the thicknese desired. When faced wit,:
thir problem, it is bettet to oierpack within the

t
(3) illecturilig thickness elblanketsul plate.

Blanket and Plata thicknaisas vaiy; therefore,
they must be measured with a micrometer before
being mounted on the. press. In order to assure
aciuracy and prevent abrs oWing to- low exits,
the blanket and plate ari "talked" -in' HAI*
places. and in; average taken. The mii:rometer
should not be placid at the irripper ar`tail edges pf
the' blanket_ or plate, as the chunpi. and bags make
the surfaces uneven, and cauu false ..readings.
Also, the micrometer should not he pushed so far
onto the matarial being measured that fhb mate-
rial contacts therinaids 'edge of the emicrisinetsr
frame. This bends the material, and causes a false'
reading. (fig. 843).

c. Preparing aid Mounting alanket. 'The blan-
ket on an offset press 'is changed.far less fre.

. quently than the plate, butfnci the phite cannot
be 'mounted properly unless a blanket, is on the
blanket cylinder, this section on 'the preiaratian
and mounting of +lankets is preiented before the
section on plates.

(1) Putting clamps .or bars n ne ilanket.
When clamping, a new blanket., sehistpretautions
ratist be taken to.produce the desiraresult

(a) Scruitil new blanket thoroughly with
pumice powder Ind cleaning solvent to temove the
slight glaze causedty oixidation ailthe rubber.

(b) lf 'the blanket has not beig punched,
place a blanket bar, or clamp,. acmes oni end of -

the blankst at eight angles to the direction of the
arrow on the canvas ajcie of the blanket. Aline the
bisiket 4ar evenlY m%h the edge of the blanket.
Insert a pencil i"nto each hole in the blanket. The
pencil marks will then correspond exactly,with the
holes in the- blanket bartFollaw the same proie-
dure on the other end of the blanket. Make artain
that the second bar is parallel to the first. Then'
remove the blanket bars and punch in 'or cut knit
all of the indicatsd holes. Cut the Oles cleanly.
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Eiguri 8-16. -Blankse 'cylinder assembly..
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because irregular fraimente of rubber, nialbttse
ce ththe blanket bar bolts to bind. Attae to

thii.blankg.. ?
(2) Mounting blanket (fig. 8-25).

(a) Before working on the blanket or plate,
remove the cylinder guard. This guard, of course,
is never removed until the operator has asaured
timself that the safe switches are turned to
"safe," disconnecting all power from the press. As
long as this guard remains off, the cylinders can
be moved only by turning the flywheel manually.
Power must never be used while mounting a blan-
ket or plate.

( b) The blanket is first "miked." Check
several points, not near the blanket bare, and take
an average. Select suffident paper packing to total
.073 inch when added to the thickness of the blan-
ket

(c) P!..:.e one blanket bar on the lower sur-
face of the gap in the blanket cylinder/ass three
9 /16 inch bolts through the holes in Ilk blanket
bar and into the threaded holes in the cylinder
gap, and tighten the blanket bar to the cylinder.
Do not force these bolts. If they de not turn.freely,
it may be because they are binding on rubbee. If
they are, the holes in the blanket must be cut
larger. Care must be taken to start tip` bolts prop-
erly in the threaded holes, or misthreading will
result

(d) Torn, the cylinder slightly forward by
hand, until it is passible to insert the packing
sheets behind the blanket. Then turn the cylinder
forward three quarters of a revolutibn until the
blanket covers the blanket cylinder and the free-
blanket bar is at the top of the cylinder gap.

( e) Attach the free-blanket bar to the, reel
rod with the three remaining 9/16 inch bolts.
Take special care to prevent inisthreading these
bolts. It is best to start the center bolt first.

(f) Place a 1-inch wrench on the square
e,nd (operator's side) of the reel rod. A pawl and
ratchet at the other end of the reel rod will hold
the, blanket tight Engage the pawl into the
ratcket and pull the wrench to tighten the blanket
around the cylinder. Use only the pressure and
leyerage of the hands on the wrench when tighten-
ing° the blanket Never use a wrench longer than
the one furnished with the press. .

416 (g) The tautness of the blanket caii.be de-
termined by tapping the suyface of the blanket
between the reel rod and the'tail edge of the blan-
ket cylinder with finger or some object that
will not cut or otherwise injure the blanket
tics.

8-2e

(h) When removing the blanket, first re-
lesie ?the tension from the yeei rod. Then remove
the three bolts locking the blanket bar to the reel
rod and turn the cylinder backwards by hand until
the blanket is off Ulf cylinder. Remove the three
bolts locking the other blanket bar and the blanket
from the cylinder. Dispose of the paper packing if
it has become wrinkled 2r sticky.

Preparin? and Mounting Plate (fig. 8-27)
(1) Bkre working on the plate, remove the

cylinder guard. This guard, of course, is !lever re-
moved until the operator has* assured isimself that
the safe switches are turned to "safe,"-disconnect-
ing all power from the press. As long as this
guard remains aft, the cylinders can be moved only
by turning the flywheel manually. Power muat
never be used while mountinaka plate.

(2) The plate must be "mflced" before mount-
ing. Check several points, not near the clamp
edges, and take an avereo. Select enough Paper
packing to total .016 inch when added to the thick-
ness orthe plate. For instance, one brand of com-
mercial, presensitized plate averages .006 inch
thick which means that approximately .010 inch of
paper packing must be inserted under this type of
plate.

(3) Loosen the plate clamps by turning the
quoin keys counterclockwise and back off the ten-
sion screws. This permits a maximum amount of
adjustment when subsequently tightening the
plate around the cylinder.
1 (4) With the image side of the plate out, in-
sert the gripper edge of the plate as far as possitle
into the top plaie clamp. If the plate is not in-
serted into the clamp the full distance, it is apt to
go around the cylinder crooked and pull out of the
clamp when it is being tightened. Center the plate
in the top plite clamp by lining up the gripper
center mark on the plate with the seribed center-
line on the plate clamp. If the top plate.clamp does
not havi a scribed center line. center the plate in
the clamp by alining the right (operator's side)
edge of the plate with the right edge of the cylin-
der surface. When the plate is .centered. tighten
the top clamp. Make certain the'. t/the clamp is flush
with the top of the cylinder eis/p. If the top plate
clamp is not perfectly alited with the gap, the
pkate will not tighten evenly around the cylinder.

(5). In order to position the plate around the
cylinder properly, the impression must be "on".
To do this, throw the ink motion throw-off handle
into its "lockup" position, ae shown in figure 8-26.
The handle must be pulled toward the operator's
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side and turned a one-half turn- to stay in the
log,k-up position. This prevents the ink rollers
from dropping onto the plate cylinder when the
impression is "on." Then place a small strip of
paper under the automatic trip (fig. 8-29) to pre-
vent the press from coming off impression while
the plate is being mounted. Now press the Impres-
sion throw-on lever down. Th.ls lever is located
directly above the feeder valve (fig. 8-13). This
causes the impression to be "on" as the press is
turned forward i.e., the impression linkage arm
will straighten out and cause the blanket cylinder
to move into contact with the plate and impression
cylinder. The blanket cylinder must have a blanket
mounted on it before the plate can be properly
mounted bn the piate cylinder. To insure that the
press is on "impression" when the plate starts be.,
twee.n the cylinders, push down on the impression
linkage arm, which causes it to straighten out, be-
fore turning the flywheel.

(9) Next, turn the press fortvard by hand
until the pite starts between its own cylinder and
the blanket cylinder. Place the correct amount of
packing behind the plate, aria again turn the press
forward by hand until the plate covers the plate
cylinder.

SCRIBED 'CENTER UNE

ON TOP RATE CLAMP

(7) Insert the trailing edge of the plate into
the bottom plate clamp, and tighten the clamp.

(8) Take the slack out of the platP by tighten-
ing the tension screws (fig. 8-27). net over-
tighten these screws or the plate will be stretched
and torn or pulled out of the plata clamps. Irnen a
crease begins to appear in the plate at the pointa
where it passes over the cylinder gap, tap the plate
gently with a wrench. If the plate is tightened
sufficiently, the muffing sound will seem to come
from a solid object.

(9) Push either of the manual impression
trips, remove the strip of paper from under the
automatic trip, and turn the press forward one
revolution to take the impression "off." Tear away
any excess packing extending past the plate.

(10) When' removing the plate, free the tail
edge from the bottom clamp first, and turn the
press backward by hand until the plate is off the
cylinder. Then loosen the plate clamps on the grip-
per edge and remove the plate from the press.

(11) Flatten the creases in the plate with a
plate rol", and either place the plate in storage or
send it to grained.

(12) After work on the blanket and plate has
been completed, replace the cylinder guard.
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Figure 3-111. 1s motion throw-4 haluilo on
AT F Modal DP.

e. Adjusting Impression. Cylinder.

(1) There are no bearers on the impression
cylinder, which means the cylinder can be moved
into proper contact with the blanket cylinder
when using different weights of stock or when the
blanket is packed below the height of the blanket
cylinder bearers.

(2) To permit the correct .003 inch "printing
pressure" when printing on various thicknesses of
stock and to 'allow for various heights of blanket
and packing, the impression cylinder Ls provided
with an eccentric movement This movement is
controlled by the impression cylinder adjustment
handle, (fig. 3-24) located on the operator's side.
of the press behind the automatic pile receder. To
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inctease the pressure betwes rf. the impression
cylinder and the blanket cylinder, loossa the
starnut and move the impression \ cylinder ad-
justment handle down. To lessen the riressure be-
tween the two qiinders, pull the handle up. An
adjustment of I/8 inch in the position of the lAndle
means an increase or decrease of .001 inch,"pros-
sure" between the two cylinders. This adjustment
should be Made just tight enough to print lid
and no more. Extra pressure can cause wrinEes,
slurs, and other problems'.

f. Zmpression. The three cylinders do not
contact 'each other unless the press is "on impres-
sion." When the press is running and the impies-
sion throw-on lever is depressed, the impression
Unkage arm will straighten out and cause the
blanket cylinder,to move on as eccentric until its
bearers contact the plate cylinder bearers and (as-
suming the impression cylinder adjustment handle
is not pulled all the way up) the blanket surface
contacts the surface of the impression cylinder. It
is in this Rosition only that the image from an
inked plate transfers to the blanket and, in turn,
to the paper.

(1) Impression trips. Any offset press is
equipped with trips which, when activated, cause
the blanket cylinder to move on its eccentric away
from the plate and impreseion cplinder (I.e., to
trip "off impression").

(a) Manual trips. The AFT Model DP press
is equipped with two manual trips, one located on
the operator's side and the other located at the
delivery end of the press on the gear side. These
need only to be pushed or depressed to activate the
"off impression" trip mechanism.

(b) Automatic trip. The ATF Model DP
press is equipped with an automatic trip located at
the center of tin conveyor board near the side
guide bar (fig. 8.-29). Should a sheet fail to reach
the finger on the automatic trip at the prescribed
time, the finger will engage. the "off impression"
mechanism bneath the conveyor board.

(2) Counter. The counter is an .automatic
device for keeping track of the quantity of stock
being run. There is no way that the counter can
record the number of printed sheets that actually
reach the delivery pile. The counter records only
while the press is "on impression."

g. Register Adjuatments of Plate Cylinder.
When the 'first sheets are printed during make-
ready, it is often found that the image is not prop-
erly positioned in relation to the gripper edge of
the sheet. Two adjustments of the plate or plate'
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MOTION OF A SHEET
PASSING UP TO THE PRONT puIDES

Figure 11-19. Automatic trip oweitsitiewe.

cylinder usually correct this. These adjustments
shall be made only with the cylinder guard re-
moved and the switches in the 4safe" position.

(1) neisting plate.
(a) If the image is slightly crooked in rela-

tion to the-gripper edge of the sheet, twist the
plate to a new position on the plate cylinder.

(b) It is not feasible to try to list all paya-
ble adjustments for this operation. The following
is onlY one example- of the type to plate-twisting
adjustment which may be made on the ATF Model
DP press. me.

(c)- Suppose it has been decided, after a
printed sheet has been -checked; that the -image
from the plate beizi,g rin needs to be brought 1116
inch closei to the gripper edlre margin on the right
side. To do this, loosen the thiee tension screws, on
the bottom plate clamp. 'Mark a. line on the plate
and another lineon the plate cylinder 1 '16.inch
ahead, in the direction of the cylinder gap (fig.
8-30). Then start tightening the tension screW in
the corner of thrtop plate clamp. Also tighten the
center tension screw to a leaser degree. When the

06'

line on the plate slides forward and is alined with
the mark on the cylinder, the plate has been
twisted properly.

(d) The maximum amount that the plate
can be twisted is approximately,' inch. Further
twisting can tear the plate or pull it out of the
plate clamps.

(e) When the plate has been twisted to the
desired position, any slack remaining in the plate
can be removed by tightening the tension 5Crew3.
Finally, the old image must be washed from the
blanket.

(2) Swinging plate cylinder. If the image is
parallel with, but too olose to or too far from the
gripper edge of the sheet, the plate cylinder may
be swung to a different position in relation to the
blanket cylinder. Swinging the cylinder up causes
tile image to print farther from .the griPPer edge
of the sheet, providing more margin. Swinging the
cyTher down causes the image to print.closer to

'th gripper edge of the sheet with leis margin.
The amou34 of swing can be controlled by alining
a mark on' the plate cylinder baarer with a plate
'cylinder gear tooth and observing the distance be-
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Figur* 8-10. Adiustaiet., for twiati-eg mid swim*, plias.

TENSION SCREWS ON BOTTOM PLATE C't4kMP
(

tween the two points as the cylinder is swung. The
maximum amount of plate cylinder swing is 11/2
inches (3,4. in. either way from the center pdint).
To adjust the ATF Model DP, free the cylinder
from its gear segment by looseninithe four lock-
ing screws on the gear side of the cylinder (fig.
8-30). Lo.osen- the locking screw adjacent to the

t1

plate shiftkng gear segment last So the Plate will
not Slip Insert the plate cylinder pinion ,wrench
and engage it with the gear segment. Next, swing
the plate cylinder to the desired position. Then,
tighten the four locking sCrews and wash the old,
image from the blanket. eutiffly replace the cylin-
der guard.

Section VI. DAMPENING ASSEM/LY

8-17. Introduction
The dampening assernbly is a device for evenly
moistening the plate with a special dampening sol-
ution as the, plate cylinder revolves. This action
Precedes the inking of the plate. The dampening
solution, which clings to the nonprinting areas of
the plate, prevents the ink from adherilig to any
portions of the plate except those which are to be..
reproduced. This assembly consists of metal and
cloth-coVerEi rollers arranged in such a manner
that the damperin5 solution _is easily- pitked up
and properly distriVuted and the plate is mois-
tened evenly. See figure 8-31 for a simidified dia-
'gram of the dampening assembly.

0

8-14. Nomenclature Pertaining to Dampening
Assembly

Part Punetsaa

Water pil.31 "'Cud to hold tha 'fountain solu-
tion which is to be distributed,
thronh the dompoincuatta-
Wy rollers to the plate (fig.

Fouhtain solution ____ A- slightly, . acid liquid. =stir
water, Used to dampen the non-
printing areas of the plate so

1.1 that they will repel the friary
in k. when the 'plate is inked
(fig. 8-31).
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Fountain roller Aa it revolves. it picks up the
fountain soludon and txans-.
fere it to ths dampener doctor
roller during the period the
doctor is in contact with the
fountain roller (fig. 8-31).

'Dampeuer ductor Conveys a* fountain solution
roller. from the fountain roller to the

rest of the cissupasiag seism-
bly rollers bie being in contact
with the fountain roller part
of the time and touching the
dampener vibrator roller the
menainder of the time (fig.

841).
Dampener vibrator Picks up the foontait solution

from the dampener ductor
roller ind distiihntes it evenly
to the dazepiner form rollers.
It moves from side to side
along its.: axis as it rotates
(approx % in.) (fig. S41).

Dupptner form Transfers the dampening, or
rollers. fountain, solution from the vi-

brator roller to the plate (fig.
841).

Water motion. throw- Controls the motion of the whole
or handle and dampening assembly to or
latch. away from the plate cylinder

(lig. 8-323.
Water-on lever Controls the movement of the

.dampenu. ductor 'roller (fig.
8-33).

Water motion Governs the length,of time the
control. dampener ductor roller remains

in contact with the ffmintain
roller ( fig. 844).

WA ter stops Used to control, in a very Um-
-, itad arm the,amount of foun-

tain solution on the auntain
roller (not illustrated.

Drip pan Used to catch any fountain solu-
ton which may drip out oZ the
water pan (not illustrated).

8719. Operational Instruction*

a. Positioning Entire Dampening Assembly by
Means of Different Settings far Water Motion
Throwoe Handle and Latch. The main control for
the dampening assembly is the handle and latch
mechanism which moves the whole assembly to or
from the plate. The three 'operating positions for
the water motion throwoff handle and latch "are
illustrated in figure 842.

(1) In position 1, the- dampening assembly is
engaged, with the form rollers against the plate.
This is the operating position which is used any

,
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time the .ink rollers are agairti4h. Pia* As w112
printing. This position is identified by the han
being in the top slot of the latch.

(2) In position 2, the assembly is engaged
(gears ars meshing), but the form rollers do not
touch the plate. This position is used when wetting
the assembly, idling with gum on Vie plate, and at
various other times -when the ink rollers are not in
contact with the plata. This position is identified
by the handle being in the bottbm slot of the latch.

(3) In position 3t the entire assemblt is
racked back as far as' it will go, thus disengaging
the gears completely. This -position is used when
the dampening assembly is not being used, such as
when the press is being cleaned or adjusted.

.b. Explaining 4tion of Water-On Laver. In
ordet to control the solution transfer from, to
fountain roller to the other rollers in the assembly,
the ductor roller motion is controlled itt tno ways.,
One of these controls is the w4er-on lever. This
lever, located just below the side guide =challis=
and directly above the feeder valve, on the opera-
tor's side, controls the movement of the ductor
roller (fig. &-33). (

(1) When the lever is in its "on" position
( dosrn), the ductor roller moves back and forth in
in arc between the vibrator and the fountain
roller, receiving and delivering solution while the
press is running.

gniQ

(2) When the lever is in the "off" position
(up), the ductor roller ceases its arcing motioif
and simply rolls in contact with the vibrator
roller, and therefore does not receive or deliver
any additional solution,

(3) It is evident why such a control is neces-
sary. When the press is idling and the fabric roll-
ers are sufficiently damp, no more solition need be
delivered. While the press is printing, the ductor
roller must deliver solution to the form rolleis to
replenish that lost by evaporation, transfer to the
plate, and to the stock. However, when the press is
not printing, no solution is being used, and the
solution flow must be stopped or an excess will be
built up in the dampener rollers.

c. *Setting Water Motion Control Unit. The
second control for the ductor is the water motion

'control, which governs the length of -time the
ductor roller remains in contact with tht founta,in
roller. This control is located on the gear side of
the press just below the dampening assembly drive
gears (fig. 8--34)-.

(1) By means of an adjustable cam .this de-
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vice controls the period that the ductor contacts the
fountain roller, and therefore the amount of solu-
tion received by- the form rollers. The cam (or a
-portion of it, depending on the press model),

which activates the duCtor roller's arcing motion,
can be raised or lowered by means of this controL
Using this cam causes the ductor roller to re-
main (dwell, against the fountain roller for a

9 Q, ,



Figure SS3. Positions of watar-on lever.

Figur. St-44. Water nistion.control unit.

longer period of time, thus receiving and deliver-
ing more solution'. Lowering the cam decreases the
amount of solution.

(2) The contr9l unit consists of a bara short
metal arm, a star-shaped locking wheer,- and a
knurled thumbscrew. Loosening the locking ,wheel
and turning the knurled knob moves the bar' along
an arc. Moving the bar up causes the cam to drop
down, decreasing the "dwell" and the amount of

873 TM 5445

solution. Moving the bar down causes the cam to
rise, increasing the "dwell" ),nd the amount of sol-
ution.

d. Adjusting Dampening 4,ssenably Rollers.
(1) Gineral theory of setting.

(a) Introduction. For the dampening as-
suably to do its necessary job, each component
must be correctly adjusted. Fabric-covered rollers
cannot hold constant diameters with shrinkage
and wear of the fabrib, and so must be constantly
adjusted tcl give the but pouible transfer of solu-
tion from one roller tb another. An incorrectly set
.auembly can cause meaty txoubles during a preu
run. Dry streaks risulting in scum, and wet
streaks resulting in lass of color ire two of the
many possible troubles. The only roller in the
dampening assembly that is not adjustable is the
vibtator roller. This roller is permanently set in
the unit and as such is alwayi parallel to the plate
cylinder. For this reason; it is often called the base
roller. AU of the other rollers are set to or from
the vibrator roller, directly or indirectly. The
theory of roller isetting should be thoroughly un-
derstood by each operator before he atteMpts to
make any adjustments himself.

(b) Use of strips of paper or acetate as
feelers. To check the pressure of one roller to an-
other, strips of paper or acetate, .008 to .004 inch
thick, are used as feeler gages. The strips are
placed between the rollers to be adjueted 'and then
withdraVvn. The pressure or "drag" on the strips
is indicative of the pressure between the rollers.
The rollers are adjusted to get a light, even ten-
sion on the strips when they are pulled. It is very
important that the tension be Karl on both 'ends
of the rollers and that low or high spots be com-
pensated for.

(d) Dampening assembly roller ,Adjust.
?tient; There are only two bisic types of dampen-
ing assembli, roller adjustmentsadjustment to
the vibrator roller and adjustment tb the plate cyl-
inder (fig. 8-35).

1. Adjustment to vibrator roller. As was
mentioned previously, the vibrator itself is not ad-
justable and is permanently set in the unit. It is
always parallel to the plate cylinder. The two dam-
pener form rollers are set to it or from it, directly
or indirectly. Any adjultment made between the
vibrator roller ahd an adjacent roller causes the
center points on the axis of each roller to move
either toward or away from each other, establish-
ing the pressure between these rollers at adjust-
ment point A. Theoretically, once the pressure ad-

91
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(TH IS ROLtER CANNOT BE ADJUSTED)

ADJUSTMENT POINT "A"

Figure 8-4S. Two basic ty, of roller adjuirtasesta.

justnent to the vibrator roller has been made,
subsequent adjustments (i.e.eadjustments to the
plate cylinder) should not affect the pressure at
adjustment point A, since the distance between
the midpoint of the axle of the vibrator roller and
the form roller should not change.

2. Adjustment tb plate cylinder. The
oNer adju.stment ie used to set the roller to the
plate cylinder. This adjustment establishes the
correct pressure at adjustment point B in figure
8-35. This adjustment moves the form roller in an
arc around the vibrator roller and theoretically
should not affect the pressure adjustment already
made to it.

(2) Setting dampener form rollers.
(a) General considerations.

1. In. spite of the theOry mentioned
above, the adjustment to the plate cylinder usually
affects the adjustment previously made to the vi-
brator roller. For this reason, constantly check
and recheck the adjustments until they become so
slight that the adjuatment io the plate has a negli-
gible effect upon the adjustment to the vibrator
roller. Make certain that the final adjustment is an
adjustment to the plate cylinder.

2, Another complicating consideration is
that a roller must be set evenly along its entire
leigth, rather than at one point or in cross section
as shown in figure 8-35. This nscessitates a pre-
liminary or paralleling adjuetment to insure that
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the roller is not canted when it is set to the base
roller. This is an adjustment to the plate cylinder.
A roller that is canted can be set so that the
"drag" on the feeler strips is the same at both
ends, but the preseure near the center of the roller
will be excessive and will strain the rollers, and
might damage the adjustmsnt mechanism.

3. The rule is to begin setting with the
adjustment to the plate (to parallel), then alter-
nate from adjustment to the vibrator to adjust-
ment to the plate, iiiking a finer adjustment each
time. The last adjustment must be to the plate
cylinder.

(':9). Adjusting the top form roller. The
top form' roller is set first. It Li placed ix the top
brackets id secured by holddowns (if that partic-
ular press Is equipped with them)

1. Setting to the ribrator. Feeler strips
are inierted between the form rollei and the vi-
brator roller approximately 2 inches in from. each-
end of the roller. Adjustments are made to the
vibrator roller by using the screw marked 8 (fig.
8-36). Turning dui screw clockwise decreases the
pressure between the vibrator roller and the ft, :m
roller. Turning the ;crew counterclockwise in-
creases the tiressure between the vibrator roller
and the form roller.

2. Setting to the plate. Feeler strips -are
inserted between the form roller and the-plate cyl-
inder approximately 2 inches from each end of the

SI/
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roller. The dampening assembly is moved to the
number 1 position (fig. 842) by using.t4 water

motion throl4off handle. Adjustments are made to
the plate cylinder by using the square-headed bolts
marked D (fig. 8-38). Turning the bolts clockwise
decreases the pressure to the plate cylinder while
turning counterclockwise increassi the pressure
between the form roller to the plate.

S. The top form roller is removed to in-
sure accurate adjustment.

(c) Adjusting t'..e bottom form roller. The
bottom form roller is placed in its brackets and
*Aired by the holddowns. It is set exactly in the
same manner as the top form roller.

1. Setting to the Vibrator. Feeler strips
are inserted between the form rollers and the vi-

.brator roller approximately 2 inches from each
end of the roller. Adjustments are made to the
vibrator roller with the screw A (fig. 8-37). The

. adjustment is turned clockwise to decrease the
pressure\ ana counterclockwise to increase the
preisure *etween the form roller and the vibrator
roller.

,,S'etting to the plate. The dampening
assembly is \moved into the Number 1 position
( fig. 842), by using the water motion throw-off
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handle. Feeler strips are inserted between the
rm roller and the" plate cylinder appromataly

luau from each end of the roller. Adjust-
m are made to the plate cilinder by turning
the time headed bolts C (fig. 847). Turning the
bolts decreases the pressure to the plate
cylind while turning counterclockwise increases
the between the form and the late.

(3) S ng fountain roller. The next roller to
be actustad the fountain roller. Turn, the pees
until the 4 r rolls; activating mechaniam is on
the high poin of its activating cam (ductor roller
against the fountain roller' when the waterson
lever is "on"). Then set tip fountain roller to
properly contact the ductor roller. The paper
feeler strips may be positioned easily by raising
the water-on lever, inserting the strips and then
dropping the water-on lever to ka original "on"
position. Make the adjustment by loosening the
hexagonal bolts on the fountain roller brackets, F
( fig. 8-39), moving the brackets by hand until the
fountain roller i3 parallel\to the ductor roller, and
then retightening the bolts. The bracket on the
gear side of the fountain roller can be moved very
little because of the binding action of the fountain
roller driving gear. Thus, the only Practical &Old-
meat for the fountain roller is the bracket 'on the

Figaro 8-31. Setting and adjusting top form roller (dampening assembly).
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operator's side. This adjustment is uui only to
parallel the fountain roller to the duct°, roller. If
the prissure,is incorrect, the adjustment described
in the following paragraph must be made.

(4) Setting ductor roUer.
(a) 'The next roller to be adjusted is the

ductor roller. It is set to the vibrator roller. It
mug be set while its ectivating mechanism is on
the low point of its activating cam (rolling against
the vibrator roller whep the water-on lever is
"on"). The ductor roller may be laud up slightly
to inurt the paper feeler strilie. Make the adjust-
ment by loosening the ellen setscrew E (fig. 8-88)
in the roller bracket on tAs operator's side, moving
that bracket by hand so that the ductor roller is
parallel to the vibrator roller, end then retighten-
ing the alien setscrew. Note that the alien satscrew
is only a lock, and that the actual adjustment is
made by hand..

( b) Important ! Although there are ellen,
setscrews on both brackets, looien y the
bracket on the operator's aide to make the t-
alent, since loosening the gear side bracket 1owa
the entire mechanism which activates the ductor
roller to slip outrof adjustment. The .p'ear side

FOUNTAIN ROLLER
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%,brack.st shall be loosened only by a press erector or
senior pressman.

(c) Note, ilso, ihat this adjustment is used
only to parallel the ductor roller to the vibtator
roller and not to adjust the pressure. If the pros-

Imre is eZcessive,,tight, or loose, a press erecter or
1enior pressman maka the Witlatment. (This id-
justment consists of turning the press by hand
until the ductor roller activating cam is at its low-
est point, loosening the alien setscrews in both
brackets, adjusting the ductor roller manually
until it hae suflIcient pressure against the vibrator
roller across its entire length and retightening
both alien setscrews. This usually., neceuitates
readjusting the ductor roller to the fountain roller
As described in (5) below.) 4

(5) Setting ductor roller to fountain roll4r. In
rare initanFes, the ductor roller will have im-
proper pressure against the fountain roller, de-
spite the fact that the fountain roller is forward to
the limit of its adjustment. This can be corrected
by: using the adjustment on the gear side, of the
assembly. This adjustment regulates the degree to
which the ductor roller shaft will be turned by its
activating cam. Such an adjustment shall be made
only by a press erector or senior pries:win.

Figur. 3-39. Settmg and adjusting ths4ountain railer.
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8-20. Feuntain Seattle, and pH Centre'

a. Reason for Special Foiodaie Solutioa. The
fountain solution has been dedned,functionally in
the nomenclature paragraPh et the beginning of
this section as a slightly acid liquid, niostly water,
used to dampen the, nonprinting areas of the plata
so that they will repel the greasy ,ink iris= the
plate is inked. This mutual repulsion of ink and
water is the underlying principle of ilthnirehpb.Y.
Plain Witer, however,N! not *digital' for the
practiaal application of thi principle: so fountain
solution has been developed. Wats*, alone tends to
swell'and break down the- image on the plate and
else tends to Emulsify the ink. Founialn solution,
when properlY 43r*Partd, keeps the plate from
accepting * in the nonprinting areas and at the
same time preserSres the image for & maximum
number of impressions. Proper acidity of the solu-
tion used reduces the image swelling and the tend-
ency for ink to emulsify. Too much acid attacks
the grain on the plate and undermines the image.
When grained plates are used, acid reduces the
size of the grain which holds 'die solution.

b. Fountain Solution Formula. Commercially
preiared fountain solution may be used if availa-
ble. The following formula, usetat the U.S. Arniy
Engineer School, should be used if the commercial
solution is not available:

Plate etch-1/2 oz (see app C for the for-
mula for plate etch)..

Gum arabic-1/2 oz (see arm C for the for-
mula for gum arabic).

Water to make-1.1

Acidity of F'ountain Solution. pH Values.

(1) The fountain solution should have. a cer-'
tain amount of acid in it* makeup. The amount of
acid and the effect of varying amounts of acid are
important. Plain water has proven unsatisfactory
becatise of resulting ,problems with scumming of
the plate, emulsiiication of the ink, and weakening
of the image itself. The addition of a proper.
amount of acid reduces these difficulties ; however,
too much acid causes other troubles.

(2) Too much acid tends to attack the plute in
two ways. First, the diazo image is undermined,
resulting eventually in a partial or complete loss
of the printing areas. Second, the grain, if the
plate hale a mechanically grained surface, is worn
down much more rapidly than usual, and an over-.
all sensitizing of the nonprinting areas occurs.
This eventually causes backgroind tinting. Thus,
it is obvious that some method of determining
acidity and keeping, it constant is necessary. A

method developed by chemists and simplifted for
everyday wit gives the acid content a numerical
value preceded by the symbol pH, which means
"potential hydrogen."

(3) The pH value is a measure of the degree
of acidity or alkalinity ok 11 solution. It is ex-
pressed in numbers ranging from 0 to 14, APE of
7 representing a neutral solution (for example,
chemically pure watar) As. the pit increases
above 7, the alkalinity increases; is it decreases
below 7; the Miclity in Therefore, a pH of
0 repreunts the stro possible acid and a pH
of 14 represents the pomible alkali. The
proper pH for fountain solution ,,to be used with
aluminum plates is 4.6.

(4) There are several ways 'of determining
the actual pH of a given solution, so thit any re-
quired additions of either &aid or alkali Can be
made to bring it to' the optimum of 4.6.

(a) For everyday and field use, the _most
reliable and simplest instrument to use is the,
pocket' comparator,, which is a calorimetric
method. In practice, a measured portion of the
fluid to be tested is poured into a vial. A measured
portion of a chemical indicator or dye is then
added from a graduated dropper. The resultant
colored solution is then placed in the copparator
and is color matched to one _of several standard
colors. The pH of the solution can then be read
from a dial. This method is not so accurate as the
electrometric method, but is much simpler and
handier.

(b) Another calorimetric method; even
faster and simpler than that above, is available,
but is not accurate, and gives only an approximate
pH due. 'It is a strip of paper which changes
color when brought into contact with acid or alka-
line solutions. It is essentially a litmus parer. One
brand, called Alkacid Test Ribbon, is immersed in
the solution ta be tested until it changes color. Its
color is then compared to a standard color chart.

(c) Lf the fountain solution were mixed
and found to have a value of 3.0, it wotild be neces-
sary to add water until the pH changed to 4.6.
Likewise, if-the pH value were 4.8, a little more
acid (phosphoric acid) would be added.

(d) Difficulties may arise in mixing the
component ingredients of the fountain solutioo to
exactly the same strength. The formula for foun-
tain solution may have to be changed to suit the
circumstances. For example, if a new batch' of
plate etch gives a pH value of 3.2 when the regu-
lar formula for fountain solution is used, the pH

915
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ahould be adjusted by the- sadition of water and
lase acid used the next time the plate etch is

1_

8-21. Care 'and Cleanini of Chlunponing
Amens* Mien

a..C14;anina .Metai Rollers.

(1) Many troubles in printing with the litho-
kraphic press arise from dirty miters in the damp-
ening *nimbly. When the metal rollers in the- as-,
umbly become elated with cannot carry
the datnpening fluid properly. w often causes
dry streaks on, the -iblate, resul , in turn, in
scumming. Oxidation *of the metal surfaces can
also prevent the rollers from carrying the foun-

, tsin solution properly.

(2) To clean rollers that have picked up ink
on tiler surfaces, remove the fabric covered roU
ers from the assembly. Clean off the
iak solvent. Men scrub the metal surfaces thor-
.oughly with a mixture of plate etch and- pumice
powder to increue their Affinity for the fountain
solution.

(3) To clean rollers that have oxidized,' the
last step used in* (2) above is employid. Sufficient
rubbing 'with pumice powder will take care of
even the most serious oxidation. Alternately, a
good grade of metal polish, follovied by washing
with plate etch, will do the job very welq.

(4) Once the metal rollers have been cleaned,'
it is good practice -to apply a thin coat of gum
arabic. This coatit.g serves to prevent oxidation.
At least one cleaning and one coating of , gum
arabic per dak-thbuld be standard procedure when
operating the press.

b. Cleaning Fabric Covered Rollers.

(1) Just as dirty metal rollers will not carry
the fountain solution properly, the fabric-covered
rollers also will not carry solution when the fabric
is saturated with ink or grease. This condition is
more serious with the febric covered rollers than
with the metal rollers because the ink not only
prevents the transfer of dampening fluid, but also.
tends to be redeposited on the plate. The tendency
to scum is therefore much' greater if the rollers
are dirty.

(2) The fabric-covered rollers may be cleaned
in several ways,' the most common being with a
stiff-bristled brush. and plain wate?.\ If the rollers
are extremely dirty, soap or one of\several cons-
mercial cleaning preparations maY be used. Care
should be taken to rinse the rollers thorodghly.

890 , TM 5441,

OcCuionally, an ink solient may be emploied to
help remove the ink, again rinsing thoroughly to
remove trAcu of thf solSeitt, ToPoling
scrubbing, the rollers must be scraped with the
edge .of an ink-knife to remove any' excess water
and looeenad dirt.. .`.

(3) The rolleraari placed inliVack parallel to
the floor and allowed to dry-before reuse. Partici;
lar are must be taken that the fabric surfaces are
not allowed to come in contact rith any object
which could cause depresaions or fbit spots.

c. Recovitring Fabric Covered- Rollers. Any falo-
rio:covefed roller that has many high or low spots,
which has no nap left on the fabric, or which is
extremely dirty` even after 34=1'1bl:big, should be
recovered. This operation is quite siMple, the pro.
cedure being ai follows

- (1) Remove the old covering by cutting along
the seam with a razor blade. Take care not to cut
into the covof beneath.

(2) Ch4k the undercover', to be sure that
they are fairly clean and have no high or low
Spots. Upsatisfac6ry undercover' must be re-
placed. The method used is identical to that 'out-
lined below.

(a) Guide the larger end of the new cover
(this end toward which the arrow, if przseht, is
pointing) over one end of the jailer and work it
down' until it overlaps the opposite end of the un-
dercover by approximately Y4 inch.

(b) Tie a dE)eble strand of waxed string

WAXED THREAD.

NEEDLE

WRAPPING

NEW COVE.ii

Figure 1-40. Recovering fabric roller's.
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around the end of the'roller, juit over the under-
cover.

(c) With a needle and waxed string, take a ,

saddle stitch around the end of the new cover with
a half hitch through each loop, as shown in figure
8-40. Each stitch encloses the waxed string pre-
viously tied around the end of the roller, but it
muat not go through the fabric underneath.

(d) Pull the double string tight and tie its
ends to the ends of the stitching string.

(e) Then draw the cover toward the end
opposite to that which has been sewn until the
cover is tigiat And smooth.

(f) Cut off the excess fabric with a razor
. blade 1/4, inch beyohii the end of the undercover.

/ -(g) Again tie a double weight of waxed
string around the end of the 4o1ler, just over the
end of the undercover.

(it) Then sew the end in the same manner
as`the other end.

Section VII. INKING ASSEMBLT

8-22. Inttoduction
The inking assembly, consistirw of an ink foun-
tain., a ductor roller, vibrator rollers, interthediate
rollers, and form rollers, transfers the ink urn-
forrnly to the plate as the platt. cylinder revolves.
This action follows the dampening of the plate.
The ink clings to the image portion of the plate
and is repelled by the dampened nonprinting
areas. Figure S-41 illustrates schematically the

. inking as3embly of the ATF Model DP press.

8-23. Additional Nomenclature

Part nineties

Ink foantain Used to hold the ink which is to
be distributed through the ink-
ing assembly rollers to the
plus!: The feeding of.the ink
to the rollers is controlled 'by
the fountain roller, the foun-
tain blade, am' le fountain
keys (fig. 3-41).

Fountain roller - As it revolves, the fountain Toner
picks up the ink and transfers
it to the durtor roller (fig.
3-41).

Fountain roller Used to turn the roller by hand
inanusa handle. when adding ink. setting the

fountain keys, or waehing up
(not illustrated).

Fountain blade Positioned in front of the foun-
tain roller so as to form' a
trough for the ink supply. The
size of the gap between it and
the roller controls the antonnt
of ink fed to the inking amena-
bly rellsrs (tig. 3-41).

Fountain keys ___ Used to regulate the gap between
the fountain blade and roller.
Tightening the kers (turning
them clockwise) closes the gap
and decreases the.' flow of ink.
They ere not useeto control
the overall flow of ink_ Each

Tesasiias

key regulates approximately 1
inc4 of the gap which makes it
easy to adjust for thie require-
ments of different Portions of\ the linage ozi the lila:. (fig.
8-41).

Regulates the paFt of a revolu-
tion the ink fountain roller
turns during each operational
cycle of the Dress. The farther
the fountain roller turns, the
more ink is delivered to the
rollers in the inking assembly.
The operation- of this unit is
controllikd by the ink control
-hsndle and the ink control
hirer (fig. 8-42 and 8-43).

handle ___ Regulates, by the height of its
setting, the number of teeth
the pawl on the automatic ink-
control unit engages on the
ratchet at the end of the foun-
tain roller. The more teeth the
pawl engaget, the greater the
distance the' fountain roller re-
volves during one cycle of the
pies: (fig. 8-42 and 8-13).

lever When in its "down" position, this
lever permits the ink-control
pawl to engage the ink-control
ratchet. When the press goes
"on impression," the ink-con-
trol leser engages automati-
cally. If it is desired to operate
the ink-control unit with the
press "off impression," the ink-
control is manually pulled for-
ward and downward (lg. 8-
43).

throw-off. Used to control the position of
theprinking assembly form
rollers in relation to the plate.
This handle has three posi-
tions"down" or "printing,"
"up," and "lockup" (fig. 5-28).

Automatic ink
control unit.

Ink control

Ink control

ink, motion
handle.



Part.

Ductor roller 1_ Con4tys the ink from the foun-
tain roller to the rest of the
inking assembly 'rollers by be-
ing in contact with the foun-
tain .roller pert of the time
and than arcing over to touch
the adjoinink vibrator or inter-
mediate roller _the remainder
of the time (fig. 8-41).

Intermediate rollers __ Transfer ink from one roller to
another' They have 'their own
bearings. do not oscillate, and
are surface, or friction, driven
(fig. 8-41).

Eider roller, Nonadjustable, nonoscillating rol-
lers sitting above some inter-
mediate rollers (fig, 8-41).

Vibrator rollers Do moat of the work of smooth-
ing out and distributing the
ink evenly to the form rollers.
The vibrator rollers move from
side to side along their axes u
they rttate !fig. 8-41).

Form rollers Distributes the ink to the plata
(fig. 8-41).

8-24. Operational instructions
a. Adjusting Ink Fo-entain.

(1) Turning fountain roller by means of
manual handle. At the end of the fountain roller
spindle on the gear side is a large handle con-
nected to the roller by a pawl and ratchet. By
moving this handle forward and backward. the
fountain roller can be rotated manually. It is used
when adding ink. setting the fountain keys. or
washing up.

(2) Removing and replacing fountain blade.
The fountain blade is locked into place in front of
the fountain roller by three bolts. Loosen these
three bolts and remove the blade to wash up. The
abutment plate rod assembly, under the fountain
blade, is also removed for .cleaning. This blade is
made of flexible spring steel. Avoid binding, buc-
kling. or otherwise damaging it. After the blade
and fountain roller have been cleaned, and the
abutment plate rod assembly 'returned, return the
blade to its place and tighten ,the lock bolts.

(3) Adjusting 'ink fountain gap by means of
fountain keys. Tightening the keys (turning them
clockwise) aOses the gap between the blade and
the fountain roller and decreases the dow of ink.
Loosening the keys (turning them counterclock-
wise) increases the flow of ink.

b. Setting dud Adjusting Automatic Ink Control

88a TM 5-243

Unit. The ink-control unit regulates the part of a
revolution the ink fountain roller turns during
each operational cycle of the press. The farther
the fountain roller turns, the more ink is deliverect
to the rollers in the inking,assembly. To operate
the unit on the ATF Model DP press, raise the
ink-control handle (fig. 8-42) to the approximate
center of its adjustment range. See that the ink-.
control lever (fig. 8-43) is in its "down" position.
Start the press. After examining the amount of
ink an the sheets being printed, move the ink-con-
trol handle up or down to increase or decrease the
overall amount of ink being fed to the 'inking as-
sembly rollers.

c. Positionipg- Form Rollers On or Off Plate by

Means of Different Setting for Ink Motion Throw-
off Handle. I t paragraph 8-16d, which covers
the operational instructions for mounting a plate
on the plate cylinder, reference is made to the ink
motion& throwoff handle. Figure S-2S illustrates
the three settings for this handle"down" or
"printing," "up," and "lockup." In its "up" posi-
tion, the form rollers clear the plate by approxi-
mately inch. In the "down" or "printing" set-
ting, the form rollers are against the plate and
will ink the image on the plate as the plate cylin-
der revolves. The ink motion throwoff handle is
connected to the impression linkage arm and
drops or raises automatically when the press im-
pression goes "on" or "off". The handle, however,
can be locked in its "up" position so the form roll-
ers will not drop to the plate automatically with
the impression mechanism. When the press is not
on impression, the handle can be raised or lowered
manually.

d. Adjusting Ink RollersATF Model DP.

(1) Settilw form roller 2 to vibrator roller.
Remove the rider roller, the three intermediate
rollers, the two removable vibrator rollers, and
form rollers I and 3. Replace the vibrator roller
over form rollee 2 and lock it down. Adjust the
form roller to the virator roller by turning the
lower allen setscrew. This screw is similar to and
located just below the lower adjusting screw for
form roller 3, illustrated in figure 8 41. Turning
the screw in a clockwise direction moves the form
roller toward the vibrator. This adjustment has no
locking device. Check this adjustment with the ink
motion throwoff handle in both., the "up" and
"down" positions.

(2) Setting form roller to plate. This ad-
justment is made with the upper allen setscrew
which has a locking nut that fits over ti.e screW.
The locking nut must be loosened before any ad-
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N Removabia vibrator roller
0 Airriliarf vibrator roller
P Forrn roller 3
Q ?lata cylinder
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justnient can be made. Turning the ellen setscrew
in a clockwise direction moves the form roller
away from the plate cylinder. After setting the
form roller to the plate cylinder, reset it to the
vibrator roller.

(3) Setting form roller 1 to vibrator roller.
Take out the vibrator roller, remove form roller 2,
replace form roller 1, replace the vibrator 'roller,
and kick it down. The adjustment steps are similar
.to those outlined in the preceding paragraphs for
form roller 2. The lower ellen setscrew adjusts the
form roller to the vibrator. Turning the screW in a
clockwise direction moves the form' roller toward
the vibrator roller. This adjustment has no locking
devite. Check this adjustment with the ink motion
throwoff handle in both the "up" and "down" posi-
tions.

(4) Setting -form roller 1 to plate cylinder.
The adjustments are the same as those outlined
above for form roller 2. After setting the form
roller to the plate cylinder, reset it to the vibrator
roller.

(5) Setting form roller 3 to vibrator roller.
Replace form roller 3 and the vibrator roller. The
adjustments are the same as for the other two
form rollers (fig. 8-44). Turning the lower ad-
justing screw in a clockwise direction moves the
form roller toward the vibrator. Turning the
screw counterclockwise moves the form roller
away from the vibrator. Check this' adjustment
with the ink motion throwoff handle in both the
"up" and "down" positions.

4
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(8) Settp fork roller 3 to plate Winder.
The adjustments are the same u thou outlined
above for form roller 2. Turning the upper alien
setscrew in a clockwise direction tiloveS the form
roller away fro*: the plate cylinder. After setting
the form roller to the plate cylinder, reset it to the
vibrator roller. .

(7) Setting auxiliary vibrator roller. Set the
'luminary vibrator roller to for* roller 3 with the
thumbscreyron the end of the roller (fig. 8-45). -

(8) aetting the intermediate rollers. Set the
top intermediate roller to the top vibrator 'roller
with the thumb screw on each end of the roller on
the feeder aide of tlie roller. assembly (fig. 3-46).
Set intermediate roller 2 by varying the spring
tension which pulls it into contact with the two
stationary vibrator rollers. (Make this adjuatment
only under the supervision of 'an experienced press
operator 'because the cast brackets are fragile.)

(9) Setting ductor roller. The ductor roller on
the ATF Model DP -is self-paralleling. Adjust for
overall pressure against the fountain roller with
an eccentric stud located on the operator's side of
the fountain.

e. Care and Cleaning of Ink Rollers.

(1) If rollers are in constant uge, remove
them and give them a thorough cleaning by hand
every two weeks. During a run, ink and gum are
gradually deposited on rollers and form a glaze.
which causes uneven and dirty printing, ghosting
and streaks. -

(2) When taking the rollers out for cleaning,
arrange them so they may be reinStalled in. their
original order. This reduces the degree of roller
adjastment

(3) Wash with good in.* solvent that will not
swell rubber. When the ink is removed, mix some
pumice in solvent to remove glaze. Clean the ends
of the rollers and clean and lubricate the sockets
and bearings.

(4) Clean metal rollers the same as rubber
except that copper plated rollers are not pumiced.

(5) Store rollers in a cool, dry place out of the
sun. Prevent roller surfaces from touching any-
thing and so avoid low or flat spots on the rollers.
Put operation 'buttons on "safe" when cleaning
rollers manually.

44r
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Section VIII. INK

$-25. ktraduction

The ink used in offset printing is a greasy, semi-,
solid which adheres to the image portion of the
plate and i3 repelled by the diunpened, nonprinting
portions of the plats. Its basic ingredients are the
pigment, a liquid varnish called the "yehicle", and
a drier. The ofgment provides both the color and
the covering quality of the ink. Since an extremtiy
thin film of ink actually reaches the printed sheet,
the ink must *ye a high color. density. There
must be enough pigment in the. ixtk to completely
"covei-"; that is, to produce X dense, constant color
even in this thin film. The vehicle carries the pig-
ment, and when it dries, bi.ifts it to the printed
surface. It tin:parts the greasy quality necessafy
for inks used in the lithoiraphic., process. The
drier acts a.1 a regulator to control tho drying
speed of the vehicle. The. in4 should dry rapidly
enough to avoid smearing the\sext time the sheets
are handled, but it should not dry so rapidly that
it dries and cakes on the ink rollers.

8-26. Operational Instructions
a. Preparing Ink fortise.

(1) Remove the top from dip ink can and, if
the can has been opened before, scrape the dried
ink skin from thre surface of the ink. This is very.
important. It is better to throw away a little good
ink than to allow any bits of dried ink to get on
the press and form scales on the plate or paper.
When. removin ink from the can, leave the ma-
face of the remaining ink smooth and even, and
cover it with oiled or waxed paper. This will re- .
tard the formation of new surrface skin.

t

(2) Place theiztiCtii 11 mixed on a glass or
\metal slab and, using an ink knife or spatula,

work the ink around with a rolling iotion until it
is possible to judge its consiste . An experi-6
enced pressman can tell from e "look" and
-feel" of ,the ink.how it is likely to behave on the
press. An approximate idea of., the consistency of
the ink can be obtained by lifting the spatula from;
the slab and watching to see how high it can bet
raised above the skab before the strings of stic
ink break. If they break immediately, the ink,, is
too thin. If the spatula can be raised approxi-
mately 8 inches before theistrings of sticky ink
break, then the ink may have the proper consist-

. ency. If no strings form at' all and all the ink
remains on the spatula, it is tOo thick.

(3) The preparatiori of the ink might be as
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PREeARAT1ON \
simple a job as opening a new can of ink, dipping
some Put onto the mixing slab, working it with a
spatula, and trazieferring it from the slab into the
ink fountain. However, this repreaents an ideal
situation and many cpmplicating faction may
enter into the procedure. The ink may be too stiff
'and dry even in a freshly opened can. It may be .

tdo thin and tiuid. The paper stock may have a
glossy surface which will prevent tht ink from
being absorbed into the paper. This %ill slow the
drying time. After the sheets are printed oil one
side, they may have to be printed on the other side
shortly thereafter and the ink may .be too slow
drying. Other complicating factors are ths iumber
of colors to be run, the tyise of imagewhether
halftone or tine, and the temperature and humid-.
i ty,

b. ifodifyi;tg or Altering Ink With Additives.
Most offset inks acquired through supply channels
are ready for -use under average conditions and
need not be doctored with other ingredients. How-.
evei, althotigh it is desirable to uae offset inks as
concentrated and ulusedued poslible, it is some-
times necessary to modify"- to achieve certain
results. Listed below are sev rat types of additives
or "doctors" used to modify the ink.

(1) Varnishes. Varnishes are of the best
grade of boiled linseed oil, which give optimum
drying qualities. The varnishes may be obtained in
various viscosities or thicknesses, available in
;7.00000, #0000, *000, *00, *0, *1, *2, *3,

4, *5, *6, *7, and
nishes thin the
t4ken the in
standard aimy
These two v

-6 The zero-numbered var-
. numbers 1 through S

and . . to its cohesiveness. The
ssues are *00 and *8 varnishes.
hes are sufficient to alter -the ink

to almost any desired consistency. However, the
use of too much varnish is, apt to make the inU too
greasy, causing poor printing results.

(2) Cobalt or liquid dryer. Dryer is an agent
that hastens the drying of printed ink on paper.
Cobalt dryer is fast acting and should be used
sparingly, never more than an ounce to a pound of
ink. Any more than this does not increase the
speed of drying on the paper to any appreCiable
extent, but greatly increases the speed of drying
onthe in'k. rollers. Cobalt dryer hastens the reac.
tion of the ink with air, and may be said to dry
"from the. top down."

(3) Paste dryer. Paste dryer acts more slowly
than cobalt dryer. However, no more than li-
ounces should be used to a pound of ink. Paste

$-47
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dryer hastens the setting or absorption of tthe ink
into the paper. It may be said to dry "from the
Pa Per gp."

(4) Magnesia powder (mrignessum carbon-
,

ate). Magnesia powder is sometimes mixed into
thin or soupy inks to stiffen them.and to cut down
their greasiness.

(5) Other "octors." There are s great many
other materials that can be added to inks to alter
their performance. Only experience can develop
this skill. In ieneral, all "doctors" reduce the
strength and depth of,.,.an ink's color, effect the
tack and viscosity, and either hasten pr retard
drying. Some inks require careful handling in
order to print properly, and, therefore, the usc of
"doctors" should be avoided whenever possible.-

C. Mixing qolor Pigments. In topographic re-
production units, standard printing colors, identi-
fied ipy TOPOCOM nomenclature, are specified for
maprping projects, and are furnished through nor-
mal supply channels. In other military printing
units, however., the pressman may be expected to
mix many needed colors from a ew basic pig-
ments. A knowledge of primary colors and the re-
sults of their combinations is thus necessary for
color printing.

(1) Pigment colors. Briefly, red, yellow, and
blue are the three primazy pigment colors, as dis-

Figure 8-47. Color wheel (pigmonts).

tinguished from the additive primary colors of the
light spectrum discussed in paragraph 5-1:3 above.
Any other color can, theoretically, be obtaineil by
mixing these three primary colors in the proper
proportions. A color wheel or cha,rt showing the
colors and their various combin4tions is very help-
.ful in this connection (fig. 8-47). Colors that are
opposite each other on the color wheel etre called
complementary colors. Mixing any tWo tprimary
colors creates a color that is coinplementary to the
third primarY calor.' When printed together, such
complementary colors usually create harmonious
'combinations, but if mixed together as pigments,
they usnally form a shade of gray. A study of the
color wheel provides the eiplanation: mixing any
color' with its complement is equivalent to mixing
the three primary colors together. If the strengths
of the three colors are-equal, the result is always a
neutral gray pigment

(2) Amounts of color. When mixing s color
from two or more colors, it is best to start with
the lightest color and add the darker ones to it, a
little at a time, until the desired result is obtained.
This is not only the easiest method, but also the
most practical. Other methods usually result in
mixingbmore ink than is necessary.

(3) Materials for mixing tints. There are
three materials which can be used for reducing
color strength or tint making.

(a) Opaque white. Opaque white gives a
color a milky appearance and helps to cover col-
ored stocks or previously printed colors. No more
than 10 percent should be used in 'any mixture, as
it gives poor results on a lithographic press.

(b) Reducing white. Reducing or transpar-
ent white (also known as alumina hydrate) is best
for mixing tints that are to be run with small or
fine images on offset or hard surfaced papers.

(c) Laketine. Laketine is best for mixing
tints that are to be run with solids on coated stock.
Reducing white and laketine may be mixed to
achieve desired results when using certain images
and stocks.

d. Handling Ink. When the ink is properly pre-
pared, pick it up from the mixing slab with a spa-
tula and carry it to the ink fountain Of the press.
Turning the spatula continuously prevents the ink
from falling off.



Section IX

8-27. Introduction
Wher. preparing to print a job, the pressman first
reads his work order, and then procures the
proper plates, paper stock, and ink, and has all
other necessary materials on hand. Then he seta
up the feeder and delivery assemblies, packs the
cylinders, and prepares the inking and dampening
assemblies. Next, the plate is inked up, waste
sheets are printed, position and color are checked
and corrected, and an OK obtained from the su-
pervisor or senior pressman. All of the preceding
steps comprise what is known as the makeready
procedure.

8-28. Operational Instructions
a. Collect; I Required Materials. In addition to

the tools p' Icied with the press, the pressman
must have many other materfals on hand. Among
these are: a bowl or pail, an ink solvent for use on
rubber rollers and blankets, turpentine or a simi-
lar solvent to be used on the plate, gum arabic,
plate etch, asphaltum, pumice powder, a half-and-
half mixture of talcum powder and flowers of sul-
fur, a soft eraser, several etching needles, a quan-
tity of rags', and a sponge. Check manufacturer's
instructions, as turpentine and asphaltum an
harmful to some plates.

(1) Ink sdIvent for rubber. The ink solvent
for the rubber rollers and blankets should be one
that has little or no detrimental effect on rubber.
This is usually naphtha, or any one of a number of
commercial preparations made especially for this
purpose. Under no circumstznces should gasoline,
carbon tetrachloride, turpentine, kerosene, or aiV
mineral oils be used.

(2) Ink solvent for platt. The ink solvent for
use on the plate is usually turpentine. Other com-
mercial preparations. may be used for the Same
purpose.

(3) Gum arabic (acacia). Gum arabic is pitch
taken from the acacia tree. It is soluble only in
water. It is used as a protective coating on the
nonprinting areas of the plate. It is also used in
the fountain solution. Gam arabic is applied to the
plate whenever the press is stopped for a period of
time. It is applied'with a sponge, smoothed with a
damp rag, and removed from the plate with a
sponge saturated with water.

(4) Plate etch. Plate etch is a solution, con-
taining one or more acids, used to make the non-
printing areas receptive to water. It can cause
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skin irritation if proper precautions are not taken,
Plate etch is applied to a plate and removed with'i.
sponge.

(5) Aspha#um. Asphaltum is a thick, greasy
liquid. Because it never dries to a really solid
form, it iS used to protect the image areas of a
plate that is to be stored for a considerable length
of time. It is also used, to restore ink receptiveness
to an image that has become weak. It is soluble in
turpentine.

(6) Pumice powder. Pumice iYawder is a fine
abrasive. It may be used to scour the blanket, to
grind a new grain into small areas of the plate, or
as a scpuring povider on almost any surfzce.
Pumice powder is applied to a aide with a rag
dampened with either water or plate etch. It is
removed with a rag saturated in water. The plate
must be etched with plate etch after using pumice.

(7) Talc-lc-In-sulfur powder (blanket dust).
The talcum powder and flowers of sulfur mixture
is usai to preserve and revive the tackiness of
rubber blankets.

$-

(8) Soft eraser. A soft eiaser is used to re-'
move UT vanted .work from presensitized and
wipe-on plates.

(9) Etching needles. Etching needles are used
to add or delete fine work from the plate.

b. Job Work Order. Each job should be accom-
panied by a work order giving pertinent informa-
tion concerning the job, such as the color of ink,
the type of stock to be used, the number of sheets
required, the number of plates, and the'completion
date.

c. Setting Feider and Delivery Assemblies. Ad-
just the feeder and delivery assemblies to the size
and wight of stock to 'be dud (see pare 8-8 to
8-13 for detailed instructions covering these ad-
justments) .

XOTE

Safe switches must always be in the
"safe" position when setting .the eeder
and delivery assemblies.

d. Mounting Plate (and Blanket). Mount the
plate and, if necessary, the blanket on their re-
spective cylinders. Usually the blanket is already
mounted,' and the pressman need concersiniimseIf
only with mounting the plate (see para 8-14 to
8-16 for detailed instructions covering the mount-
ing of the plate and blanket).

II-49
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NOTE .

Safe switches must always be in the
"safe" position when mounting either
the plate or the blanket.

e. Preparing Inking Assembly. Check all adjust-
ments of the ink rollers (see para 8-22 to 8-24 for
detailed instzuctions covering the ink- roller ad-
justment) .

NOTE .

Safe switches must alwoors be in the
"safe" position when adjusting the ink-
ing assembly rollexi.

Mix the ink according to the work order specificai
tons. Tighten all the ink fountain keys by turning
them clockwise and then back them off 1/8 turn.
Turn the press until the ink ductor roller contacts
the fountain roller. Then place the ink in the foun-
tain. Adjust the fountain keys while turning the
fountain roller, with the ductor roller contacting
it, and observe, the distribution of ink on the
ductor and fountain rollers. Adjust the fountain
keys so that they will distribute the ink according
to the requirenierrts of the plate.

f. Preparing Dampening Assembly. Check all
adjustments of the dampening assembly rollers
(see para 8-17 to 8-21 for detailed instructions
covering these adjustments).

NOTE

Safe switches must always be in the
"safe" position 'when adjusting the
dampening assembly.

Mix gum arabic, acid, and water to make a 'foun-
tain solution of the proper pH and fill the foun-
tain.

g. Inking Plate.

(1) Put the dampening assembly in position 2
para 8-19a), lower the water-on lever, and en-

gage the ink-control handle and lever. Before
starting the press, check to see that it is clean.
Then start the preee and allow it to idle until the
dampening rollers are wet, but- not soaking, and
the ink rollers are carrying a sufficient film of ink.

(2) Then sponge the plate with Water tit re-
move the protectiVe gum arabic coating and start
the press. Since the developing iplt in the image
areas of a new plate :nay have dried, it is best to \
first drop the ink rollers .so that the image will be
charged with fresh ink, then move the daraPening
assembly to position 1. TbiS will prevent the acid

in the fountain solution from attacking the image.
After subsequent wetwurtes, hcoliever. the deteP-
ening rollers must be contact the plate forst to re-
move excess water. After several press revolution*,
raisathe ink rollers, put the dampening assembly
in position 2, stop_the press, and examine the plate
for proPer inking. SPOnge the plate with water to
prevent it from drying out and exicrising. tf the
image on the plate does not take ink properly, it
must be made to do so before proceeding. Among
the many causes of this difficulty, called a "blind
image", areimproperly sat ink rollers, glazed
ink rollers, improperly set ink fountain, or gints
streaks or spots.

h. Printing First Sheets.
(1) In order to print sheets for checking ;mai.:

tion and color, start the press and put the dampen-
ing assembly in position L Check the plate for
dampness and lower the ink rollers against the
plate. This is a good habit to cultivate, *ea it not
only decreases the possibility of accidentally "roll-
ing_ up" the plate, bot also increases the quality of
the first few sheets.

(2) Print three to five sheets by starting the
air pump, raising the feeder Vitee, pusi4ng the
impresaion-on lever down, as the first sheet
reaches the front guides, and turning the air
pump off immediately afterward.

. (3) Then stop the press, put the dampeners in
position 2, and sponge the plate with water.

iz Checking and Correcting Image Transfer.

(1) Examine the printed sheets to check the
transfer of the image from the plate to the blanket
to the paper. All of the image on the plate must.
reach the paper.

(2) If the image does not tranafer properly, it
must be made to do so before proceeding. Among
the many causes for this difficulty are : an insuffi-
cient blanket pacidng and a dented or cut blanket.

(3) Lower the ink rollers to the gummed
plate while the press is idling (off impression).
Since the plate is dry, its entire surface will accept
ink. Then put the press on impresaion for two or
three revolutions- ( with the impression cylinder
backed off), transferring the- ink to the blanket
All smashed or dented areas will not accept ink
and can now "be marked for additional localized
packing. After correcting this condition, clean the
plate and blanket.

j. Checking and Correcting Position.

(1) Examine the printed sheets to check the
9 9,7



position 'of the printed image on the sheet The
image is positioned on the sheet in two directions
parallel to and a certain distana Wel frem the
gripper edge of the sheet, aqd centered side to side
( inside the long dimension) on the sheet There
are several ways of checking the position of the
image by tearing or folding the printed sheet.
Corner -marks on the plate are used to aid in posi-

k honing. The image can be straightened on the
sheet by twisting the plata to a different position'
on the plate cylinder. The maximum amount that
the plate can be twisted is approximately 1, inch.
(Para 346g gives full instructions for twisting
the plate.)

(2) The amount of gripper margin can be
changed by swinging the plate cylinder to a diff-
erent position in relation to the blanket cylinder.
The maximum plate cYlinder swing. is 11/2 inches
(314, in. either way from the center point). (Para
3-16g gives full instructions for swinging the
plate.) The amount of gripper margin can also be
changed by back-and-forth adjustment Of the
front guide bar to allow the sheet to be gripped in
a different position on the impreseion cylinder.
One full turn of the horizontal front guide bar
screw equals approximately t/64 inch change in
gripper ma gin. The maximum'change in grhiper
margin, by moving the front &mid, bar, is approxi-
mately 3,16 inch (3/32 in. either way from the
center point). The regietration wheels must be
reset to the tail edgeOf the sheet after moving the
front guide bar.

(3) The image can also be straightened on the
sheet by turning the front guide bar out of paral-
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them for ink-water balance and "color." The
amount and distribution of ink and water will be
adjusted as needed and more waste &sets run
until the proper density of color is obtained.

(2) In general, if the ink smears too easily ozi
the printed sheet, there is too much ink being
*used. If the plate appears to be wet while sheets
are printing, there is too much water being used.
If the ink on the sheet has a gray, listless appear-
ance, there is too much water being used. If a
scum of ink appears in the nonprinting area of the
plat*, not enough water is being used.

(3) Run some sheets through the press twice
and examine them for a blur. If a blur is present,
it indicatu misregister. The registration devices
of the feeder must be adjusted where necessarY to
overcome this difficulty.

1. 6titing Skeet OK'd by Supervisor. When a
sheet with proper margins and color is printed,
take it to the supervisor or senior pressman for an
OK. Place the OK'd sheet in the work Order
jacket All future copies must duplicate this sheet.

71L, Starting Run.

(1) In order to check register during a rut:
use a pencil or a needle to make small registration
marks on the plate in such locations that they will
print at the extreme edges of the stock. Make
these marks on the side guide side of the plate and
on the side opposite. Position both marks near the
gripper edge of the plate. The mark on the side
guide side is a small "tee" With the head of the
"tee' parallel with and as close as possible to the
edge of the sheet. The mark on the opposite side is
merely a short line perpendicular to the edge of
the sheet and running off it. After some shee
have been run through the press, take 10 or 12 of,
them from the delivery board ahd, keeping the
griiiper edge of ail the sheets alined, "fan" or
"slide" them sideways slightly. The location of the
registration mark on each sheet in comparison
with the other siletts indicates at a glance whether
the vaions registering devices are adjusted and
working properly.

(2) .$et thescbueter at zero,' and adjust the
automatic pile receder to the thickness of the stock
being run. The actual run can en be started.

(3) During -the run, the sheets fre-
quently for misregister, se ing,nilling in, or
variation in color or amount of ink. Lf any diffi-
culty appears, turn off the air pump and deter-
mine and correct the cause of the difficulty before
continuing. See appendix E for a \list of common
printing difficulties.

lel. This is not a recommended procedure, as mis-
register may result.

(4) The side-to-side position of the image can
be changed by moving the side guide. For large
changes (over ti in.), the aids guide can be moved
by loosening the vertical knurled locking screw
above the side guide,moving the side guide to the
desired new position, and retightening the locking
screw. For small changes, the flange of the side
guide can be moved by turning the horizontal mi-
crometer screw alongside of the side guide. Mov-
ing the side guide closer to the center of the press
causes the image to print closer to the side guide
edge of the sheet. If:the side guide has been moved
any considerable distante, it is necessary to move
the feeder pile until 48 inch side guide push is
again obtained.' The registration wheels should
also be checked and reset, if necessary.

k. Running Waste Sheets.
(1) Print the same Waste sheets and examine

9 ?,9
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n.- Ending Ram When the last sheets feed

through the press, turn, cif the air pump and let
the press idle for two or three revolutions with the
ink and dampener rollers riding the plate surfUe.

§-29. introduction

Then remove the ink and dampener rollers from
the plate surface and stop .the press. The extra
charge of ink will protect tha image when the
plate is gummed and wiped dry.

Section X. WASt4UP PROCEDURE

A press with ink in it must not sit inactive for
very losg because the ink begins to dry on the
rollers and in the fountain. If the press is to be
inactive overnight or for several hours, of- if a
new cilor of ink is to -be run, the press must In
"washed up" thoroughly. In, washing up, the hien-
ket and cylinders, the dampening assembly, and
die general press area are clealled, as well as the
inking assembly.

8-30. Opirotional Instructions
a. Materials Required. The materials required

for washup are: an ink solvent for use on rubber,
a can with a spout (like an oil can), a washup
tray, some sheets of paper, a sponge ,and
plate etch, pumice powder, an ink knife or,spatilla,
and several abaorbent rags.

b. Preparing far Washup.

(1) Remove all stock from the delivery board.
(2) Fold some waste sheets of paper over the

dampening assembly to protect the molleton cover-
ing on the rollers.

(3) Scrape the unused ink out of the ink
fountain, place it in an ink can if it is still usable,
and mark the can with pertinent information as to
any "doctors" which may have been added.

c. Clearing Inking Assembly.

(1) Remove the ink ductor !tiler, tighten
thumb screws, and hand clean with rags and sol-
vent.. This is the only ink roller which remains out
of the press during washup.

(2) Remove the ink fountain blade and hand-
clean with rags and solvent.

(3) Hand-clean the ink fountain roller with
rags and ,solvent.

(4) Place the washup tray in. position and
secure against the front vibrator.

(5) Start the press. If the ink is hard to clean
up, the addition of fresh ink or clear varnish may
be neceksary to assure a clean washup.

(6) Using a can with a spout, pour solvent
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over one-half of the ink, rollers. If solvent is
poured across the full length of the rollers, there
will not be enough friction to turn the friction-
driven rollers.

(7) Use only enough solvent to looaen the ink
from the rollers. Any excess solvent will splatter
over the press and cause muah extra work.'

(8) When half of each ink roller is clean and
dry, tour solvent in the same manner on the other
half of the ink rollers.

(9) When the ink rollers are clean and dry
across their full length, stop the press.

(10) Remove the washup tray, dispose of its
contents among tile dirty rags, and hand-clean the
trays with rags and solvent.

(11) Clean off the strip of ink left on the vi-
brator roller by the washup tray w,ith a rag and
solvent

(12) Turn the press by hand with the fly-
wheel and clean the endS of the rollers with a rag
and solvent

d. Cleaning Dampening Assembly.

(1) Remove the protective sheets of paper
from the dampening assembly after the inking as-
sembly has been cleaned.

(2) Sponge up the solution from the water
fountain and throw it away.

(3) Scrub the dirty fabric covered dampener
rollers, rinse them, and hang them in' a rack to
dry.

(4) Clean the metal dampener rollers with
pumide powder and water, and guni them.

e. Cleaning Cylinder Assembly.

(1) Wash with solvent and reguin the plate,
if necessary.

(2) Remove the plate.

(3) Clean the surfaces of the plate and im-
pression cylinders and the bearers of the plate and
blanket cylinders of all ink, gum, and dirt:

(4) Wash the rubber blanket with water first
and then scrub it with solvent and pumice powder.
Powdeit with a mixture of sulfur and talcum.

9 (1



OiAPTER 9

BINDERY 4IMATIONS

laction

9-1. Processing the Printed Product

a. The lithographic cycle is not necessarily com-
plete with the printing of the sheets on the offset
prem. Additional processing is frequently neces-
sary before a final product is delivered to the user.
This processing may include trimming and cut-
ting, folding, stitching or other binding, punching,
padding, or perforating, depending on the nature
of the finished product. Military printing plants
generally are equipped to perform most of these
function&

INTRODUCTION

b. Standard military maps normally do not re-
quire either cutting or filding. Their formats have
been designed to fit the sheet size handled by field
presses, and any necesury trimming of stock is
done before the maps are printed. ,Among the few
exceptions are special purpose maps, ch as road
maps and air charts, which usually are accordion-
folded to facilitate handling by the vehicle opera-
tor, pilot, or navigator.

c. Other products of military printing 4)lants
usually require cutting, and sometimes chilling,
punching, folding, collating, and binding. Chapter
6 of this manual discusses the arrangemerc of ma-
terial on flats for combination layout". Proper

planning at the layout stage eliminates many sub-
sequent problems in the bindery! Forms aro al-
most always printed in multiples, and soinetimee
combine different sizes and shapes on ome sheet,
requiring careful cutting to separate them. Pam-
phlets must be correctly. -folded, and the pages of
books and booklets, besides being folded, must be
fastened together and trimmed.

9-2. Equipment
The extent of bindery operations varies greatly
among ;unitary printing plants, ranging from
simple cutting and trimming to thee binding of
good-sized books. The equipment available for
these operations also varies widely. This chapter
discusses the characteristics .and bperation of a
typicaL power-driven cutter, buckle-type folder,
and wire stitcher. Although the make, model; and
capacity of any such . equipment in a particular
installation may differ from those discussed here-
in, the principles of operation are the same. The
operator should have both a complete Understand-
ing of these principles, and a thorough familiarity
with the make and model he operates. The opera-
tion and maintencA manuals or the manufactur-
er's instructions #.'or each model provide the neces-
sarY specific information.

Section II POWER-DRIVEN CUTTER

cut is made, the knife returns to its original posi-
tion and is authmatically locked to prevent a re-
peat stroke. The braking mechanism is similar
to that on an automobile and requires the. same
kind of care and Occasional adjustment There is
an automatic clamping device which descends just
ahead of the knife to hold the paper fiat. This
clamp can also be operatid With a foot treadle,
independently of the knife.

9-3. Description
The power-driven cutter (fig. 9-1), once it has
'been set and the paper loaded, operates automati-
cally. The position of the back gage, which is a
movable, dngered metal bar, determines the width
of the cut. The paper is loaded on the cutter table
and jogged against the back gage, which has been
positioned the desired distance from the knife by
means of a handwheel. The operator raises the
safety lever with one hand-and depresses the-knife
lever with the other. The knife cannot be de-
pressed until the safety lever is raised. A ter the

9-4. Safety
Good safety practices, which are essential
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5. FOOT TREADLE

7. LOCK LEVER
8. CONTROLS

Figure 9-1. Power-drives cuttsr.

throughout the lithographic cycle. assume critical
importance in the, operation of the cutter. The
knife bladecan sever fingers and hands, and al-
though there are built-in safety features, careles.s-
ness in operation or maintenance can cause bodily
injury or can damage th machine. A damaged or
malfunctioning cuter can be a serious safety
hazard.

s. One Operator. At any given time, only one
person shall operate the paper cutter. Tlae design
of the safety !ever insures that bath hands of the
operator are out of the range of the blade when

9-2

lit

9. HAND WHEEL
10. DIAL
11. CLAMP

um,

the cutter is in operation. If more than one person
operates the levers, the safety aspect of this fea-
ture is eliminated,' "Men hanaling paper before or
after cutting should keep clear of the machine and
operating area.

b. Foreign Material. Check all stock for mate-
rial that would oeuse damage to the blade, .:uch as
wood chips or steel rulers.

c. Duil Knife. Do not increase the pressure .to
eliminate, cutting difficulties caused by a dull
knife, as this could-spring the knife and make it

9



hazardous to use. A piece of soap or wax rubbed
along the bevel makes a dull knife cut easier, and
.gives a cleaner face to the cut. Apply ltibcation
very lightly, hpwever, and do not lubricate when
the knife is sharp. Changing knife blades should
be done only by experienced ogrators. Lfthe blade
is over 40 inches long, two -leen are needed to
change it.

d. Brakes. Do not oil or grease the brake leath-
ers, as thia makes the brake ineffective. If there is
a downward creep of the blade at the end of each
stzoke, the brake may need adjustment Consult
the manufacturer's instrUctions for the particular-
model of cutter before attempting to adjust the
brake.

e. Safety Washer. The safety washer is a gear-
like connector on the end of the drive shaft which
is designed to break under less stress than the rest
of the machine. This prevents serious damage to
the cutter. If a safety washer breaks, it must he
replaced after the cause of the break is deter-
ra'ned and corrected. Some causes are a dull knife,
grabbing clutch, loose drive shaft brake, foreign
matter in the gear train, excessive clamping pres-
sure, and excessive cutting load. After the cause of
the break has been corrected, remove the safety
washer screw in the drive shaft end, engage the
clutch and turn the flywheel by hand. When the
tongue on the drive shaft is perfectly aligned with
the tongues on the gear, install the washer, replace
the screw, and tighten.

Hou.sekee-ping. Poor housekeeping in and
around the cutter conaibutes to many accidents.
Wet doors or improperly stored equipment 'can
cause trips and falls. These are always dangerous,
but near the cutter, they are doubly so. Keep the
area clean, tne doors dry and =waxed, and all
equipment in its proper place when not in use.

9-5. Care af tile Cutter
a. Blade Adjustment. Cutting completely

through the stock depends upon proper adjust-
ment of the blade to the cutter stick. This setting
is done by maintenance personnel either in the fleld
or at base operations.

b. Keep the Knife Sharp and the Machine Oiled.
Always keep the knife sharp and the machine well
oiled to prevent friction and loss of power.

c. Cutting Sticks. Do not allow the knife to drive
into the cutting stick. This usually is caused by
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improper blade adjustment. Turn or replace the
cutting stick when cleans cuts can no longer be
made.

d. Hard Jogging Against Back Gage. Do not jog
the paper hard against the back gage. Continued
heavy jogging against the back gage will throw it
out of alignment.

e. Gil Table and Knife. When the cutter is not in
use, cover the knife and table with a thin coating
of oil to prevent rust. .

f. Lubrication Guide. Consult the lubrication
guide in the manufacturer's instructions to make
sure the recommended type of oil and grease is
used during maintenance of the paper cutter.

9-6. Operating Controls
(Nos. in parentheses are keyed to flg. 9-1)

a. Startins Drive Motor. To start the main
drive motor (1), push control button (8) and
allow a few seconds for the motor to aceelerate the
flywheel to running speed before cutting.

b. Safety Handle. To actuate the cutting cycle
the safety lever (2) must be lifted with the left
hand before depressing the knife lever (3) with
the right hand. This is the most important single
safety feature of the cutter. The knife lever
cannot be depressed until the safety lever has been
lifted. The operator cannot have his hands under
the cutter if both hands are on levers shnulta.....e-
ously.

c. Back Gage. To re3ve the back gage (4) for--
ward or backward, t.irn the hand wheel (9), lo-
cated under the cutting table. This shows the
length or width of the cut on the dial (10) located
above the cutting table, when the paper is flush
against the gage. To adjust the gage for a cut,
turn the hand wheel ontil the desired measure-
ment is correet on the dial. A lock (7) is provided
for this wheel when repeated cuts at the same di-
mension ere to be made.

d. Foot ,T,ratile. A light foot pressure on the
treadle (5) will lower the clamp (11). when the
knife is not operating. This holds the top sheets of
paper in register' until the clamp pressure is ap-
plied by the machine. It also aids in pressing the
air from the paper.

9-7. Operations
a. Handliog Paper.

(1) SiIç lifts. When transferring stork
from skii to cutter table, it is important to avoid
disturbing the alinement of the paper in the stack.
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It iS better to take small amounts, rather than
large quantities that can easily; shift out of aline-
ment

(2) Paper curling. If the paper curls up at
the back against the gage, it will not cut accu-
rately. Turn it over so the top sheets are flat, or
put a weight on top if the cut is of sufficient
width that the weight will not interfere with the
clamp. Paper usually cuts better when the curl is
down.

(3) Jogging paper. Jog paper againat the
gage by pressing the bail of the thumb against the
front of the lift from tOp to bottom. Jog paper
against the gage and side frame before each cut
Tamping with a wood block helps to keep paper in
line. Do not move the gage until the entire amount.
of stock has been cut

(4) Cutting large sheets of paper. When cut-
ting large sheets of paper, drive the air, from be-
tween the sheets before the full clamp pressure is
applied ; otherwise the paper may slip out of regis-
ter. This is easily done by drawing a weight across
the paper. Then a gentle pressure of the clamp
with the foot treadle will drive out additional air
before the full clamp pressure is applied.

b. Size of Lfft.

(1) Space. Leave about 11/2 inches between
the top of the lift and the bottom of the clamp
when cutting 22 x 29 map stock so that the knife

Section III. PAPER

(
9-43. Description\

(Nos in parentheses are keyed to fig. 9-2)
a. Most military printing plants are equipped

with buckle-type folding machines. These folders
usually can produce both parallel and right-angle
folds, the number depending on the size and capac-
ity of the machine. All folding machines consist
basiCally of a feeding mechanism (1), a register-
ing unit (2) and conveyor (3), one or more fold-
ing units (4), and a delivery unit (5).

b. The folding unit operates in the following
manner :

(1) The sheet of paper is fed between two
rollers, which carry it to a fold plate, consisting of
two metal plates with a stop, or gage, between
them, preset atthe desired distance.

(2) When the edge of the sheet reaches the
stop, the paper buckles, and a third or fold roller
grasps the buckled part of the sheet and moves it

9-4

may gain full momentum before striking the
PaPer.

(2) Stock peculiarities. Some stocks are har-
der to cut and harder on the knife than others,
and put ar greater strain on the machine. News-
print, bookpaper, and onionskin are exaznples of
easy to' eut pAper. Coated, cover, and gamamed pa-
pers are stocks that are hard to cut.

(3) Lift heights. The desirable height of lifts
varies, but in meet cases the lift is limited to three
or four inches in order to eliminate draw. Draw is
the slight difference in size between the top sheets
of a lift, and those on the bottom. When cutting
sheets in very close register reduce the lift to not
more than 31/2 inches.

(4) Reduce draw with cardboard- To reduce
the draw in tough stocks, put two or three sheets
of cardboard on top.

c. Cutting Printed Stock. Work that has been
printed on the press may not always be square and
true; therefore, it cannot be jogged against a
straight edge gage and cut accurately. When eut-
ting printed material, be sure to determine if
there is a bad edge; if there is, do not jog that
edge. Printed material inlist be jogged in perfect
register. Be sure all printing guide marks and
edges de in the same position throughout the lift.
Bookwork normally is trimmed according to tick
marks. Maps usually are not trimmed.

FOLDING MACHINE

forward, at the same time placing a fold at the
point of buckle. Additional folding units repeat
this procedure until the required number of folds
have been made.

(3) If it is desired to by-pass a. particular
folding unit, a deflector is placed at the entrance
to the fold plate, where it will cause the sheet to
move on to the next part of the cycle.

c. The folder described in this section (fig. 9-2)
is typical of those used by military printing
plants. It can fold up to a 32-page signature, and
can handle stock ranging in size from 5 x 7 inches
to 25 x 38 inches, and in weight from 9-pound
onionskin to 140-peund index. It can produce both
parallel and right-angle folds in a number of com-
binations (para 6-14). An optionai pasting at-
tachment can be used to paste 6- and 8-page leaf-
lets together, thus avoiding additional processing
in the bindery.

I
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9.9. Centrals

CNoe, in parentheses are keyed to fig. 9-2)

a. Electrical. There arii three electrical control
bOxes, each containing a start and a stop button..

'Two cer le boxes contain controls for the overall
operations of the folder. One is located on the op-
erator's side of tlie folder (6) near the feeder end
of the machine. The other is located on the frame
between the parall4 section of folds And the 8-
page section of the folder. The third box is located
on the frame on the operator's'side of the folder.
This box contains the blower and vacuum. controls
(7). When-working on the electrical system, al-
ways snap the main power switch to cut off the,
power from the entire folder.

b. Manual. The feeder controllhod (8) is located
at the end of the parallel section of the folder. It
allows the operator to stop the feeding of sheets
while at the delivery end of dot folder. When the
rod is pushed, it moves a brake into place beside
the flywheel, which is connected to the airwheel:
This stops both the rotation of the flywheel and
the rotation of the airwheel. When the airwheel Is
not rotating, the paper is not fed onto the feeder
table. When the folder is running, pull the rod out
to start the paper moving froth the lower feed
board to the feeder table. To stop the feeding of
stock, push. the rod in. The feeder control rod also
operates in conjunction with the two sheet caliper.
Both work by the same principle.

c. Variable Speed Control. The variable speed
control (9) is located on the far side of the folder.
It is a crank that either raises or lowers the motor
to change the speed of the folder. When the motor
is lowered, it increases the speed of the folder ;

when the motor is raised, the speed of the folder is
decreased. A pulley with large flanges controls the
position where the gears mesh. The amount of pull
on the pulley determines the vertical and horizon-
tal position and gear ratio which controls folder
speed.

9-10, Feeding Assembly
a. Description of CrYmponents. The folding ma-

chine illustrated in figure 9-2 is a double-feeder-
board model, which allows continuous loading of
stock. The stock is placed on the upper loading
board, and is conveyed by tapes to the lower feed
board.

(I) Stock can be moved manually, by a han-
dle on the operator's side of the folder, or auto-
matically, by a governor roll, which moves the
stock to the airwheel.

(2) holdown fingers, at the feeder end of
the fol, keep the stock.in position while trans-
ferring it from the upper Ioiding board to the
lower feed board, and aid inahleng out the stock,
keeping an even layer at the airwheel.

(8) The lower feed boird also has a set of
conveyor tapes to forward stock to the airwheel.
The lower feed boerd side guide feeds the stock
under the airwheel and alines it on the feeder
table.

(4) The airwiteel.rotates continually. It picks
up the top sheet by suction and forwards it to the
feeder table.

(5) The air blast nozzle is a slotted tube with
a regulating shield, located in front of the air-
wheel ind the caliper, and below the feeder table.
It can be adjusted to various sizes aid weights of
stock When properly set, the air blast floats the
first threa or four sheets of stock.

(6) The governor roil Li a wheel that controls
the amount of stock to be kept under the airwheeL
It is equIpPed with weights to balance the caliper
roll,.A light Weight is used for normal stock, and a
heavier one for heavy stocks.

(I) The caliper insures that only one sheet of
stock is fed into the folding rollers at a time. It is
set to trip the feeder automatically, if More than
one thickness of stock enters, by jaming a wedge-
shaped brake against the flywheel.

(8) The feeder drive wheels insure that the
paper is started quickly and accurately. They are
mounted on the same bar as the caliper, and are
spring loaded to permit easy removal of damaged
sheets.

(9) The sheet gap governor, on the operator's
side of the folder, is used to decrease or increase
the gap between sheets fed into the folder, thus
regulating the speed at which the stock is run.

(10) The side guide consists of either glass
marbles for light stock, or steel marbles for hearY
stock, set in a steel retaining bracket. The marbles
help drive the paper to the folding roller by add-
ing weight to the stock and increasing the friction
between the stock and the feeder table. There is a
micrometer adjustment on the side for accurate
register.

(11) The feeder or register table is equipped
with a series of steel rollers which run diagonally
to carry the paper against the side guide, for more
accurate registration, and then transfer it to the
folding units.

b. Operations.
(1) Positioning of stock. Place the stock on

the upper feed board face down. Then fan the paper
out so that one sheet overlaps all but 1/16 i4ch of

9 3.



the sheet below it When fanning stock, keep the
paper jogged neatly to the side' guide. This insures
that the paper is fed into the feeder at exactly the
same place every time. When loading the upper
feeder board, do not load the stoek aver the top
edge of the side guide.

(2) Amount at stork.to be fed. When setting
, the feeder, turn the handrcrank to bring the stock

so that the leading edge of the stock is even with
the wind brake plate. Start the feeder, arranging
the leading. edge of the stock to stick over the edge
of thewind brake plate by 1/4, inch. Adjust by znov-
ing the stock with the bank feed adjustment screw
that adjusts the guides on either side of the air-
wheel.

(31 Back stop rollers. Set the back stop roll-
ers so they are 'resting on the top sheet about 1/2
inch from the tail edge of the sheet. This will pre-
vent the air blast from sliding the sheet away
from the airwheel.

'(4) Airwheel. The speed of the airwheel is
controlled by a starwhOl on ihe operatdr side of
the folder. The amount of suction i regulated by
the lever marked S on the side of the frame near
the 'overall electrical controls. Position the air-

; wheel to the left of center on the stock to give the
stock a slight angle so that it will stay in tight
against the side guide.

(5) Air blast nozzle. To control the amount of
air from the air blast nozzle, use tte lever marked
.4 on the same ca.sting as the suction control lever.
Never set the no=le directly below the suction of
the airwheel. as they will counteract each other.

(6) Gorernarl roll. Set the governor roll as
near to the airwhe4s,possible.

(7) Feeder drive wheels. Set the feeder drive
wheels as close to the caliper as practical for the
size stock that is to be run, and with enough ten-
sion so that the paper pulls slightly toward the
side guide. Set the feeder drive wheel that is dos,
est to the operator side with slightly less tension
than the other wheel.

(8) Sheet gap governor. The sheet gap gover-
nor is adjusted in conjunction with the airwheel
by the same starwheel thai controls the airwheel
speed.

9-1 1. 'The Folding Procedure

The following is a step-4y-step description of how
a sheet of paper goes through standard folding
sections of a typical folding machine. Figures 9-3
through 9.4 illustrate the procedure.

900 TM 5445
a. Step 1. The sheet is advanced from the feed

table or cross carrier, and enters between the 1st
and 3d rollers of the folding section. it according
to imposition requirenients, the first fold is to be
made in the number 1 fold plate, the number 1
deflector is raised by the operator during make
ready, thereby opening the number 1 fold plate.
The 1st and 2d rollers drive the sheet up into the
open number 1 fold until the leading edge of the
sheet strikes the fold plate gage, which has been
preset by the operator to fold size requirements
(fig. 9-3).

b. Step 2. The forward movagent of the sheet,
stopped by the fold plate gage, causes the sheet to
buckle and be drawn in between the 3d and Sd
rollers, which fold the sheet at the required first
fold line (fig. 9-4). Note that in steps 1 and 2, the
first roller acts only as a drive roller, while the
second roller, which is a stationary (not tension)
adjustable roller, operates with the first as a driv-
ing roller and then with the third as a fold roller
for fold plate number 1.

#.7. Step 3. lf according to imposition require-
ments a second fold is to be made, using fold plate
number 2, the once folded sheet is driven by the
second and third rollers into the Number 2 fold
plate, the deflector having been raised, until the
folded edge of the sheet strikes the preset Number
2 fold plate gage (fig. 9-5).

1
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Ficiurs 9-4, Step I Th. SOLfolded sAret is
carried into fold plats number 1.
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Figure 9-4. Step 2: rhe shoat buckles between tAs
ssocrud wed tittrci rollers.

d. Step 4. Tbe sheet buckles and is drawn be-
tween the third and fourth rollers which fold the

Figure 9-6. Step '2: Ths folded sheet is carried
into fold plata nsanber 1.

sheet at the required second fold line. Note that in
steps 3 and 4 the second and third rollers serve as.
drive rollers to advance the sheet into fold plate
number 2; the third roller then operates with the
fourth 'as e'folding toiler for fold plate number 2
(fig. 9-6). If a third fold is to be made in a section
equipped with three fold plates, the twice folded

. sheet is thin driven by the third and fourth rollers
into the third fold plate, its deflector having been
raised. As in the previous folding operation, the
sheets strike the preset gage. This buckles the
sheet and draws it between the fourth and fifth
rollers which fold the sheet at the required third
fold line. If the third fold was made in a sktion in
which rrovision has been made for adding a
fourth :!old plate, the sheet will then be advanced
by the !Ourth and fifth rollers until it strikes* a
removaole deflecting plate (not shc mu in flg. 9-6)
which clireets the sheet in between the fifth and
sixth roVers ; the deflecting plate is easily removed
when the fourth fold plats i3 added. The fifth and
sixth rollers then advance 'the sheet to the slitter
shafts.

e. Step 5. Lf four fold plates are available, the
imposition might call for the third fold to be made

441.

Figure 9-4. Step 4: rhs twire-foldsd sheet buckles
between tits third and fourth rollers.
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inethe fourth fold plate. In this aass, the operator
lowers the numbir 3 dellectOr which, diverts the
sheet from the third to the fourth fold plate. The
twice folded sheet is advanced by the third and
fourth rollers until it strikes the number 3 deflec-
tor which directs the sheet past the fold plate and
between the fourth and fifth rolleri (fig. 9-7).

f. Step 6% The fourth and Afth rollers then drive
the sheet into the number 4 fold plate where it
strikes the fold plate gage, buckles, and is drawn
between and folded by the fifth and sixth rollers.
The sheet I. advanced by the same rollers to the
slitter shafts where thipsignature is now scored,
perforated, slit, or U.rmed, to meet job require-
aunts (fig. 9-8).

9-12. Delivery avci Stockers
a. Slitter Shafts. Two slitter shafts are

mounted on the frame at the end of each folding
section. On these -.oats can be mounted rubber
rollers or perforators to score the sheet as it
passes between them; slitters are a scoring device-
Scoring a sheet makes it easier to fold. A trimmer

\\Nk\ I )

Figur. 9-7. Step 5: Vie :hest is clisitsctsci from, fold
plata suusber $ and is oarriod twice" Ow fourth

mod fifth rollers.
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Figur* 9-11. Stop 6: Shaft is buckled by fold plats
mwsiber 4 dud carried between OA fifth and sixth

roller&

can be mount:d on a slitter shaft to.. cut off un .
wanted materiaL

b. Stackers. When the signature comes out of
the folding section it goes between the slitter
shafts. It is then dropped on a belt. Stacker roll-
ers keep the klded edge of the sheet in contact
with the belt so the completed work will flow
smoothly onto the delivery tray, thus preventing
pile-ups of folded sheets at thc end of the folding
section and subsequent jamming of the machine.
If there is much apring in the folded sheet, a
spring deflector should be used for a stacker. The
spring deflector has a steel foot that rides on the
work and is adjustable for different fold thick-
nesees. Both of the staciers mount on, the cross
bar on the delivery belt assembly.

c. Delivery Belt. The delivery belt ifk a remova-
ble assembly used at the end of the parallel sec-
tion of folds if only four folds are desived; it is
replaceable with a cross carrier if more folding is
required. The belt on the delivery is spring loaded
and the tension can be adjusted either to increase
or to decrease the speed of the delivery-belt
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d. Cross Carrier. The cross carrier is mounted

at the end of the parallel section of fold if cross
folds are required. It is similar to the feeder
.board, having a series of diagonal rollers with a
side guide to insure the straight line feeding of'
paper into the next set of folds.

9-13. The Power Train
Gears control the power transfer from one section
of folds to another. To hook into another section
of foldsothe7 than the parallel section which is
on a direct driveuse a screwdriver to engage the
gear on the shaft while the folder is not running.

Soction IV. PAPER

9-15. Description
(Nos. in parentheses are keyed to fig. 9-9)

,z. The r stitching madaine described in tHs
sectiprf "is a ical wire stitcher commonly usesi ir
mi ftary printing plants. it is more versatile than

stapier-type fasteners because, using a spool
of wire insteed of preformed staples, it can be

\justed to a greater ratge of paper thicknesses.
b. The wire stitcher consists of three main com-

ponents: the head, which contains the spool of
wire (1) and the feeding (2), straightening (3),
and :utting (4) devices: the work table (5), on
which the work is placed; and the foot treadle
i 6), which operates the machine (fig. 9-9).

c. Types of Wire. This machine can operate
Naikh either fiat wire, in size 21 x 25, or round

wire, in sizes No. 30, 28, 26, and 25. The larger
the number, the finer the wire. Since flat wire has
a tendency to take the curl of the spool, it should
always be passed through the wire straightenef
pins.

d. Methods of Stitching. This model of stitcher
makes both the saddle stitch, used to bind folded
books and booklets, and the fiat stitch, used to
bind signatures or individually printed sheets
stacked together (lig. 9-10). The saddle stitch is
made along the fold of the opened work; the fiat
stitch is made along the folded edges of the
stacked signatures, or the left margin or top of
the cut sheets.

9-16. Operation

To operate the stitcher, it must first be threaded,
then set for the proper stitching thickness. The

9-1 0

f

V.

The gears are on the operator's side of the folder
between the parallel section of folds and the S-
page section of folds, and also between the.8 and
16, ana the 16 and 32-page sections.

9-14. Lubrication and Maintenance
Regular lubrication, in accordance with the Manu-
factures instructions, is essentiaf far long serv-
ice and proper operation of the folding machine.
There are many grease fittings, oil cups, ball oil-
ers and oil holes on each model of this type of
equipment. Be sure to kale the recommended
weights of oil ind greue.

STITCHING MACHINE

table must be adjusted for either saddle or flat
stitching.

a. Threading the Machine. To thread the ma-
chine, place the spool of wire in the bracket so the
wire feeds down from the top of the spool. PaSs
the wire from the spool through-the eye in the top
of the straightener. The straightener is a spring
steel arm that hold. the Wire taut and also re-
moves any kinks or jurls in it From the eye, pull
the wire down to Ae straightener pin. Fittss the

s wire under the first pin, over the second pin, and
under the third pin. Pass the wire between the
feed pin and the feed sector. To prevent rnisfeed-
ing, keep the wire taut at all times while loading.
Pass the wire under the wire check, through the
cutting tube and supporters. After the machine is
loaded, make a few stitches to check the feed
sector for proper operation.

b. Adjusting the Table:

(1) To set the table for saddle stitching, dis-
engage the work table arms so the table breaks
down the center and forms a saddlean inverted
V.

(2) For flat stitching, raise the work ble
and engage the table supports. The two ves
form a fiat work table to support the mat 'al to
be stitched.

c. Setting for Stitching Thickness.

(1) Open the head by turning the ha.n heel;
this both opens the gap and automatically sets
feed of the wire to the desired leugth.

(2) Gage Clamps. Place the paper to be
stitched into the gage clamps. If a saddle stitch is
to be made, measure only the thickness of the part

9 4
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to be stitched. Turn the band wheel until the gage
clamp, hold the paper firmly, but still allow the
PAM to be withdraw=

(3) Maximus thickness. This stitcher binds
paper up to a maximum of % inch thick. Use a
size of wire strong enough to keep from bending
before it passes through the paper.

d. Stitching the Copy.
(1) In saddle stitching, the copy is opened

and poeitioned so that the fold is centered on the
apex of the V-shaped table. Holding the paper in
place, dapreu the foot treadle to stitch the copy.

(2) In flat ditching, a guide bar with mova-
ble stops is adjusted ai rewired to aid in the
correct placement of tho copy and the spacing of
the stitches. As with saddle stitchirtg, the ma-
chine is activated by depressing the foot treadle.

(3) During operation, check the stitching at
regular intervals. If the machine is correctly ad-
justed, the staples will fold neatly and mnly
against the underside of the work.

9-17. Care of the Stitcher
a. Turning the Cutter. If one or both ends of

the wire do not drive through the folded work,
buckling the staple, the problem can frequently be
traced to a dull circular cutter, Which does not cut
the wire clean and squarct. To get a new and sharp
cutting edge, turn the cter to a new position, Be
esure to see that the scr0 holding the miner is
securely tightened after the cutter is tumid.

b. Lubrication. Lubricate well with a good
grade of machine oil. Occasionally apply a littil
oil on the sides and front of the former and driver
bars. Apply very little oil to these bars as excess
oil will drip down onto the work.

9-1 8. Safety
As with moat of the power-driven equipment in
the pressroom and bindery, carelessness in the op-
eration of the wire stitcher can cause injurY. The
following safety practices must be observed at all
times.

a. Position of Hands. Keep hands well away
from the stitching arta when guiding the work.
Since the staple former and head hold the paper
securely in place, there is no need to have hands
toe close to the stitching area.

b. Position of Foot. Depress the foot pedal only
whin you are ready to stitch. The stitching move-
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ment of this machine continues as long as the foot
pedal is depressed, even if the wire isilepleted.

c. Diec6nnect Power When Adjusting. biscon-

942

nect the power cable from the power source when
any adjustments are to be made on the stitcher.
This prevents the machine frOm accidentally
starting a stitching cycle.
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